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How you can have 16 million colours 

and 24-bit quality at your command 
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| MJndscape s speed 

king playable demo 

Personal Finance Manaqer 
Check out your finances with this useal 

Real Things Humans 
Demo of the latest living ^ 
pictures 5? 4' 

HiSoft Basic 
Useable demo of the 
best-selling Basic 

ERR - Lattice C error handler 

SEARCH - AmlgaDOS utility 

COSY - Pic of the month 
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CREATING HISTORY 
The games masters show you exactly how 
to make the past a dynamic new reality 

WORDS OF WISDOM 
We name the word processors with the 
speed, the functions and the right prices 

HARD BARGAINS 
Save money, 
reveal which 

time, save effort as we 
the best hard disk drives 

GAM 
35 unmissable pages 
crammed with tips, 
reviews and previews 770957 486004 

Definitive Reviews: Betrayal, Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge, Cadaver, Gremlins 2, 
Killing Game Show, Indianapolis 500, Mean Streets, Paradroid 20 hot previews 
\ Win a £250 tank How to get great colour grabs The year’s best musical buys^j 



YOU OVERCAME THE GODS? 

THESE HANDSOME 

SPECIMENS WILL BRING 

YOU DOWN TO EARTH! 
In Populous, you challenged the gods. Now man 

is your adversary in the form of three unscrupulous 

and violent tribal leaders. 

BILL 

FROG 
Amiga and A tan ST 

available Oct '9Q 

IBM/PC from |99l 

£29.99 

Be as mean as them and match force with force, 

or be more cunning, play Mr Nice Guy and win 

over the local villagers. 

By doing so you not only swell your numbers, 

but also keep your larders stocked, which is essential 

in ensuring the loyalty of your army. 

With the stunning graphics you’ve come to 

expect from Bullfrog, Powermonger is a living 

world of mountains, forests and rivers, sun, snows 

and rain, where inventiveness and strategic skill can 

triumph over mere brute force. 

Powermonger will test you to the limit, but if 

you still have any energy for adventure left, these 

other great Bullfrog titles still lie in wait. 

1= I 
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CREATING HISTORY 25 WORDS OF WISDOM 191 HARD BARGAINS 167 

Making the past come to life Which word processor is for you? Check out the best in hard disk drives 

WIN A £250 TANK! 
Get a Team Yankee tank trom Empire 

WIN 4 MEG OF MEMORY! 
Have a huge memory from EPD 
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FRAMED! 233 

You'll be hooked by the FrameGrabber 

PLAYING FOR KEEPS 74 

Can you survive the Killing Game Show? 

GUNG-HO GUMSHOE 50 

It's tough on those Mean Streets 

SUBSCRIBE! P.1 25 
If you read Amiga Format every month, why not 
make sure of your copy by getting it delivered 
straight to your door? Save hassle, save money and 
get a free game, too! See Page 125 for details! 
Also, take advantage of our Mail Order bargains. 
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Disk Extra P99 
THE ULTIMATE RIDE Mindscape 
Climb aboard a throbbing beast of metal and rub¬ 
ber, burning its way across tracks around the world. 
Our demo is of the British stage, so watch out for 
the cows, sheep and four-wheeled , turbonutters. 

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 
Microdeal 
Check out your finances with this handy demo. 

HISOFT BASIC HiSoft 
Check out this demo of a really great Basic. 

REAL THINGS HUMANS 
RGB Studios 
Delgihtful demo of the latest living animations. 

ERR 
A useful error handler for all Lattice C users. 

SEARCH 
Super AmigaDOS utility to accompany the pro¬ 
gramming feature on page 209. 

PIC OF THE MONTH 
Smashing image of a cosy sofa - it's comfortable! 
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a fabulous conversion of the popular coin-op. 

It’s been 50 yean since the nuclear disaster and a new sport has 
evolved is the arid wastelands known as the Badlands. Sprint Racing 
with a killing tonch is the sport - a destructive battle between 
armoured cars. It’s all oat war on the track as players blast the drone 
cars and each other to finish first. % 

nous, in the Badlands only the ruthless Bl. Customise your racer with extra 
“d, tyres, turbo boosts and shields. Avoid 
Is and a host of hazards to race the eight 

unique tracks which become more 
dangerous as the level of 

Badlands: For one or two players 
i ruthless, destructive and great funl 

a 
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WIZ WHEEZE 
Hot newt from Ocean 
concern* the appearance of 
WizbalC D. foil owing the 
current trend of reworking 
classic 8-blt title*. 
To ensure the Amiga 
version Is as good as Its 
predecessor. Ocean have 
rehired the same team who 
programmed the original! 
Sensible Software. The new 
game should bounce onto 
the market early next year, 

COMMODORE ON 

THE MOVE 

Commodore has entered the world 

of laptop computers with the 

C286U Sadly ft is an IBMType PC 

compatible and not based on the 

Amiga, but it will still make a 

suitable portable companion for 
your Amiga, as 

I discussed more 

AMIGA 1500 MAKES 
SURPRISE DEBUT 
Commodore launch new addition to the Amiga range 

In an unexpected move Commodore have launched a new addition to the 
Amiga rangt; the At 500 Personal Horn# Computer (PHC). The machine was 

viewed tor the first time at the recent Business Solutions *90 show and it's 

an impressive package. 

On the outside It looks like an 

A2000, but with two floppy drives 

instead of one floppy and a hard 

drive. It comes with a full megabyte 

of memory, a 10645 monitor, Deluxe 

Pmint 39 The Works, Their Finest 

Hour, Populous and Sim City - the 

latter two including their expansion 

disks. Also included is our very own 

book. Get the Most Out of Your 

Amiga, which is an invaluable aid to 
any new Amiga owner. 

The new XI500 Persons! Home Computer, just 

announced by Commodore, promises not only to 
bring s new high-vslue Amiga deal, but may also 
open up a new market for home computers. 

fully last month in 

our piece on other 

portables. The 

C286-LT costs 

£1999,. weighs 

3.2 Kgf has a 

20Mb hard disk, a 

3.5* floppy drive 

and LCD screen. 

n Commodore 0628 770088 

The new machine isn't that different from the 2000 - the hard disk is the 

only major loss - but the addition of the monitor and the software make it a 

very attractive proposition indeed. All three games are of a high Quality and 

will appeal to a more adult audience. Deluxe Pmint J is the most recent 

version of this much-acclaimed art program and The Works is an integrated 

business pack that includes a spreadsheet, word processor and database. 

The 1500 PHC costs £999 - cheaper than the 2000 for what is arguably a 

better package - and ft has all of the same expansion slots, 

tr Commodore 0628 770088 
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QUICK-CHANGE ARTIST FIRST STEPS 
UPDATE 

\ 

•.,1 

Commodore s new educational 

bundle First Steps, reported in 

News lost issue, has already 

received an endorsement from the 

NatiOfKii Aisociation for Primary 

Education In rheir own words it 

"represents an excellent spread of 

the types of schware most suitable 

Ig support and enhance the child's 

mastery of Information Technology" 

The £5$9 bundle contains an A500, TV modulator, A501 RAM expansion, ten 

blank disks, mouse mat. Deluxe Point //, De/uxe Print IIf Pro Write 2.5, InfoFite, 

Music Mouse. Let s Speli at home, logo with lotting Turtle and the 0BC Emulator. 

There s also a resource file of useful information, guides to 

the Nohonal Curriculum and an introductory video 

showing how to get the most from the whole bundle 

«■ Commodore 0628 770088 

A STICK IN TIME 
The latest in joysbc* nouettes can be found on 

the Mega Boa^o from Spectravideo - two 

stopwatches it s awned at two players who * 

want to time their compa'afrve pertor- * 

mance or at the single p^aye-r checking 

how he’s doing on each game The W/ 

slick costs £24 95 and also has 

The Stlckshift is a helpful 
device that plugs into the 
mouse port and allows 
you to plug in a mouse 
and joystick to the some 
port and switch freely 
between the two It avoids 
all that tedious plugging 
and unplugging when 
you want to ploy a two- 
player game with two 
joysticks. You don't even have to hick any 
switches, because the unit changes controls to 
the mouse or joystick automatically when one or 
the other is used. 

tr MeedmoreOSt 521 2202 

EAT MY SHORTS 
Bari Simpson and his 
family have hern 
nabbed by Ocean, 
who hope to have a 
game of the senes 
ready for summer The 
Simpsons canoon is 
already one nf the 
biggest shows un 
American TV ami 
the Simpsoas 
recognisable 
yellow faces are 
already begin - 
rung to acquire 
cult status here 

Oh. and as Specfravtdeo helpfully 

point out, the watches can tell the time 

autofire and a slow motion function 



FUBHER WIPER 
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Oig.gr.phic I n»m authoring lymtom for tho COTV, Living Book Publisher, 

will allow interact.*. hooka' to include (tunning graphic* and animation. 

LIVING BOOKS 
__vr.-£"Sr ,,-__ Authoring system brings books to life on CDTV 

Claiming to be [tie most 
complete guide to AmigaDOS 
ever this new two-part publica¬ 
tion is aimed at beginners but 
also promises to explore as yet 
unrapped powers of the 
Amiga s operating system 
Written by Amiga format 
regular Marl; Smiddy and 
awardwrnning journalist Bruce 
Smith, it covers a huge range 
of topics, needs no program¬ 
ming knowledge or software 
and comes with a disk full of 
DOS utilrties Pnce will be 
£21 95 for Volume One and 
i I 7 95 for Volume Two with 
both available for £39 90 
Expea a review soon 

3 Bruce Smith Books 
0727 41243 (24 hrs) 

Among tho developers working on products for the 

CDTV are Digigraphic, who are working on a multi* 

media publishing system called Living _ . _ __ . _ 

Book Publimhor. The system is REPLAYED AClAIN 
intended to be a production tool tor 

use with the CDTV and Digigraphic 

are already working on their first 

application, Everyman's Technology 

Living Book. This book covers many aspects of technology, 

explaining how various different bits of modern electronic and 

mechanical wizardry work. Areas covered include communica¬ 

tions, entertainment, industry, medical and military. 

Using the LBP authoring system, 'Living Books’ can easily 

n ^ -a*»- tv PsOfqrg r***- 
rt i liW j- « T■ tfww mxi 
► ' > wvtvu 1-. mu 

* vw Ififlt tut: mm* m wrngmw 

Frame a from Everyman's 

Technology, the first book Id be 
produced by Digigraphic. 

COMPLETE 
AMIGADOS 
GUIDE 

be created to include m large range of features: 

I Graphics, animation and fulLmotion video sequences of any 
size and display mode* 

■ A search facility that can find animations, video, pictures, 

audio and anything else with a textual tag. 

■ A narration option that reads pages out loud. 

■ A magnifier that enlarges lines of text* 

■ Electronic bookmarks to allow easy flipping between marked 

areas of any textual or graphic sequence* 

■ 'Hot words' that can be selected and cross referenced to 

other sections of the book* 

LBP is due to be released in March 1991, but as yet a price 

has not been fixed. The first fruit of the authoring system, 

Everyman’s Technology, has no fixed release date or price. 

* Digigraphic 0455 558855 

Date! Electronics have Tdea_ved a Mk N version of their 
Action Replay cartridge that allows yon to stop soft¬ 
ware in its tracks and grab graphics and sound and tin¬ 
ker with all sorts of things. The Mk II cartridge has all 
the features of Lbe original plus a lot more. 

It no* saves music and picture files in IFF format, 
has a neu 128K operating system* autofire 
manager* disk monitor. 
DOS commands and 
comes in a version for 
the 2000 as well. The 
A20Q0 unit costs an 
ettra £10 but the Mk II 
cartridge costs the same 
as the original: a snip at 
a mere £59.99. 

Date! Electronics 
0782 744324 

Only one voucher 
per person 

fffllJHtjf, Mon • S-i Btan&tr 
Photocopies 
not valid 

50p OFF 
I 

I 
Or alternatively worth £4 off a family ticket 
Thursday 10am — 6pm, Friday 10am - 6pm 
Saturday 9am — 6pm, Sunday 10am — 5pm 

>m 

-J 

Trie CDTV will be making a working appearance at the Computer 
Shopper Show at the Wembley Conference Centre from December 6* 
9. ft will be running Dr Feelgood, the health education program from 
Digrta International. 
Other aroactiom at the show include an Advice Centre grving free 

advice on an software and hardware needs, trie finals of the 
Computer Football Association Challenge Cup and a fundraising 
appeal on behalf of the Starlight Foundation which grants the wishes 
of children who are chronically ill 

The voucher below, when pre¬ 
sented at the show, will entitle 
you to 50p off the entry fee of £5 
(£3 50 for under 16sj or £4 off 
trie family ticket price of E J 7 
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We re not saying everyone should 
own a Digi-View Gold... 

Protozoa, tor example, 
have very little need. 

Only oik* product lias captured the imagination of Amiga 

users around the world: Digi-View Gold. It's the most award 
winning, best-selling and most used Amiga hardware product 

of all time. When Amiga owners want to digitize graphics they 

use Digi-View Gold. Period. In fact, we've probably sold more 
Digi-Views than any other digitizer on any PC in history 

Here's your chance to bring the world into your .Amiga. 
Simply focus your video camera on any object or picture, 
and in seconds Digi-View Gold turns it into Amiga graphics 

that glow with vibrant colour and stunning clarity. Whether you 

are creating graphics for desktop publishing, presentations, 
video, or just for fun, Digi-View Gold makes dazzling images 

perfectly simple. 

Digi-View Gold is designed specifically for the Amiga 

500 and 2000, and plugs directly into the parallel port. With 
complete software control of colour saturation, brightness, 

sharpness, line, resolution, and palette, advanced image pro¬ 
cessing is as easy as adjusting the controls on your television 

Only Digi-View Gold: 

• Has exclusive Dynamic Hikes mode for -tO% colours in HiRes 

• Digitizes in all Amiga resolution modes from 320x256 up to 
768x580 (full HiRes overscan) 

• Uses 2 to 40% colours (including halfbrile) 
• Digitizes in 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colours) for the 

highest quality images possible 

• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent 
100.000 colours on screen simultaneously 

• Conies with an icon driven slideshow program for 
presentations using hoth If f' and Dynamic images 

• Offers an unprecedented lifetime warranty and toll-free 
support line 

If you want the best pictures possible on your Amiga, 
then you need the best selling video digitizer of all time: 
Digi-View Gold, 

Only £149.95 inc. vat 
For a NewTek authorized 
dealer near you contact 
HB Marketing Ltd. 
at 0753 686000. 

N=wI=k 
The Amiga Video Digitizer incorporated 

Requires standard gender changer lor use w*th Amiga 1000 Dynamc H«Re$ nwluires 2 megs ol 
RAM Dtgr-View GoW t$ a trademark ol NewTek . Inc 



THE SPEED IS KILLING AND 

YOU CAN WATCH YOURSELF DIE 

FROM 6 DIFFERENT ANGLES. 

Indianapolis 500" is without doubt the 

fastest and most spectacular 3D race 

experience on the market. But don’t take 

our word for it, this is an advertisement 

after all. 

“The best race game you’ll see outside of 

an arcade.” c & vg 

“Indy 500 is great fun to play. It has lasting 

appeal and stunning graphics” 
COMMODORE USER 

“This is one of those state-of-the-art pro¬ 

grams that you will just have to have.” ace 

Ambbte on 

Awip IBM/PC 

£24.99 

Choose from a Penske Chevrolet, March 

Cosworth or Lola Buick, each differently 

tuned with unique dashboard and engine 

specs, to match your level of skill. Or 

design your own custom model to tackle 

an exact replica of the Indianapolis Motor 

Speedway at speeds up to 2Q0mph. 

Then relive your own inevitable mistakes 

with TV quality action replays from six 

spectacular perspectives. 

N I C £ 

Electronic Arts, 11-49 Station Road. Langley, Berks SL3 8YN Tel: (0753) 49442. Fax: (0753) 46672 



GUNSH..P «W THE AMIGA FORMAT 
SOFTWARE CHART 

MicroProse have finally confirmed lhat 
they are working on a sequel 1o (he 
bestselling helicopter simulation 
Gunship. Provisionally entitled Gunship 
2000, ft features the next generation of 
assault helicopters, using current tech- 
nology projected a decade into the 
future The PC version will lead next 
June with an Amiga version following 

hot on its heels. 

SHOWS GO ON 
Yet another show is on the horiion - 
the third 16-bit Computer Fair at the 
No vote I. Hammersmith on the 4th- 
6th January 1991* More news on the 
goings on there when we get them* 

GAZZA GETS 
SECOND SHOT 
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Young Gazza 

shakes hands with 
format superstar 
Trenton Webb* 

GARDENING SIMULATOR 
Gardening is still growing in statute os one of 
Britain's most popular hobbies, so Magic Gotten, 
new from Electronic loo, should be assured of popu¬ 
larity, You don't need to get your hands dirty - a 
gnome called Grabble does the spadework while 
you watch the garden Nourish - but 
you do reed to watch out far 
magical surprises and sabotage from 
envious outsiders. Billed os ideal for 
those who don't like spiders, slugs 
and snails or don't hove gardens, 
Magic Gotten will he out in January 

The creators of the 
world's first computer 

garden are, left to right, 

Rick, Nick, Deborah, 
a gnome and Alan, 

\ Title 

1 
fl 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 
9 
10 
11 
19 
13 
14 
15 
14 
17 
IB 
19 
90 
91 
99 
93 
94 
95 
94 
97 
9B 
99 
30 

(5).Corporate 
(1) .Kick Off 2, 
(2) .Shadow of 
(-)...*,..* Wings. 

{3).Shadow Warriors 
{9).F29 Retaliator. 
{4).Lost Patrol. 
(-).Days of Thunder. 
(13).Operation Stealth 
(6).Turrican...... 
(15).Battle of Britain... 
(16) .AMOS. 
(8).Midwinter... 
(10).Shadow of the Beast 
(19).BSS Jane Seymour 
(-)■■.Battle master. 
(It).Impenum. 
{-).The Immortal.. 
{-).Back to the Future II 
(-)..Xertus 7.*. 
(-)..- Gremlins III*.*——. 
(-I-- 
(21). 
(-).... 
(17) .Teenage Mutant Nin; 
(-)....Pool of Radiance 
(24).....Falcon Mission Disk I 

. Heroes 

TNT 

(12).Demotes 

Publisher Plica \ 
Core Design £24 99 
Anco £24 99. .FG94% 
Psygnosis £34.95. .87% 
Mirrorsoft £29 99. .79% 
Ocean £24.99. .69% 

..Ocean £24 99. .42% 

..Ocean*...... £24.99. FG92% 
.Ocean £24-99. ....79% 
Mindscape .£24 99 
USGotef , £24 99 FG90% 
Rainbow Arts_..... .XI9 99 .88% 
USGcHd.*___ £29 99 FG90% 
Mandann Database .£49 95 
ftambird £2999 FG92% 
Psygnosis. £34 95 .78% 
Gremlin Graphics 

. .£29.99. .83% 
Electronic Arts. ...£1999. .86% 
Electronic Arts. . ,£2499. .78% 
Mirrorsoft... .. £24.99 
CRL... ....£1999 

. Elite .. £24 99. .79% 
Do mark... .£29.99 

..Audiogenic__ .,.,£24,99. .79% 
Domark. ,..£2499 
Ultra games £2999 
US Gold. .£29.99 

..Mirrorsoft. ..£19.99 
Electronic Arts- . ..£24.99. .88% 

.. Novas? n .. .,..£24.99. .FG92% 

This chart is compiled br Gallup Ltd* © European Software Publishers Association 1990* 

£2^ 
ft still 

fuI« th* ywtrit rooftl. 

Of all tOO hundred chart 

game* an incr*diWt 14 

had a spurt* theme (eight 
Of which war* soccer 

titlai|. In second place 
came car*, which have 

inspired 13 racing gam**. 
Adventures and RPC* 

stacked up 12 chart 
entries along with nin* 
movie or TV licences* 
Bringing up the rear were 

seven arcade conversions, 
four flight sans and two 

sub umt. Of theme Red 
Storm Rising has the 
remarkable distinction of 

being the only book 
licence to make it big* 

Curious*f and cur looser. Nearly a 

year after they first hit th* 
streets Chase HQ. Operation 
Thunderbolt and Batman the 

Movie have suddenly leapt back 

into the chart at 96, 99 and 57th positions 

respectively! Is Chase HO (a former No 1| 

seeing a similar renaissance to that 
enjoyed by Shadow of the Beast, now that 

SCI - Chase HO ff is in the offing? If that is 

the case then where will the old chart- 

topper Robocop t end up when ff Is released 

this Christinas? 

® Predictions 
corner. Next 

month's 

Number One 

biggie will be 
Captive, an 

Issue 16 Format Cold 

winner* Watch and 

wait, then send mock¬ 
ing postcard* marked 

Hi! Got it wrong, pal!' 

to the usual i 

A 

Wings flies in at 

Number 41 The World 
f\War On* flight game 
TV from Cinemaware is 

y / * the highest new 

entry of the month. Not 
bad for a gam* that was only 
available in 1 Meg form* Espect 
to see further chart-climbing 

now Mirrorsoft have announced 

that they've a 1/2 Meg version 

ready for take off. 

fWhat. no Kick Oft In the 

Top Spot? Yes, the mighty 
soccer sim has tumbled a 

f massive ONE place, giving 

pole position to 

Corpora lion* Has the super- 
cyber adventure done th* impossi¬ 

ble and weaned gamespiayerm away 

from football? With the heavy 

Christmas chart wars just around 

the corner, ft could well signal th* 
end of Kick Oft 2'• winning streak. 

THIS BEAT IS AUDIOMASTER 
A new package, including the(highly-acclaimed sampling 

1 ible fre software Audiomaster \\lf is available from Trilogic including 
their Mk II Stereo Sampler. It's the same software that's in 
the Audio Engineer package reviewed in Issue 15 of AF 
[pi 35], but currently it's on special offer for £99.99 - half 
the price of Audio Engineer. The hardware is different but it 
can sample at rates of over 1GGK samples per second. 

it Trilogic 0274 691115 
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IT'S BIGGER, 

IT'S 
V IT'S GOT TWO DISKS! 

Next month, treat yourself to the most extraordinary Amiga magazine ever 

We've put together an unprecedented and unrivalled line-up of goodies that no 

Amiga owner can afford to miss. What's so special about it? Take a look at this lot... 

TWO DISKS 
That's right TWO disks. Thanks to a 
very special deal, we're able to bring 
you a complete free game - the 
completely amazing fnterphase from 
Imageworks - plus playable demos of 
Total flecafl from Ocean and 
Lemmings from Psygnosis aiKf a 
whole host of utilities and other pro¬ 
grams. It means the price of the mag 
goes up to £3.95 for this issue, but 
just took at what you're getting... 

Why not guarantee 

yourself not just the 

Christmas issue but all 

the amazing ones to 

follow in 1991? Take 

advantage of the 

subscription offer on 

Page 125. 

Thi* It an Of th$ of stunning 3D graphics youll be 

getting in the arcade section of our free complete game 

Intmrphmse, but there’s an absorbing puzzle side as well- 

INTERPHASE 
COMPLETE FREE GAME 

This isn't some average budget game 
you'll play a few times and forget 
about, this is the business - a high- 
class combination of 30, solid vector 
graphics and a fascinating strategy 
and puzzle game. You won't just be 
getting the game either, there will be 
full documentation and playing tips to 
get you started in the mag. tn Issue 4 
of AF we rated /nterphase 88%, but 
don't just take our word for how good 
it is; here's what some of the other 

AMIGA FORMAT 
ISSUE 18 

CHRISTMAS 1990 

PRICE £3.95 
ON SALE 

DECEMBER I3TH 
DON'T MISS IT 

-—-1 
You know this issue of Amiga Form*! will sell out fast. SO use this [ 

form now to reserve a copy with your newsagent or you could miss I 

out on the event of the year. 

Dear Newsagent, please reserve me a copy of the [ 
January 91 copy of Amiga Format {the one with two i 
disks on the cover, the one numbered Issue 18*). 
ON SALE: DECEMBER 1 3ih 1990 

Name;....... 

Address:......... 

WELL OVER 300 PAGES! 
We re busting through the 300-page barrier 

next month to give you more for your 
money than ever before. We ll be doing 

more editorial pages than it's sane to do in 
one month. 

computer magazines thought of it. 

"Highly recommended to gamers who 
want all of the thrills of aerial combat 
with a cerebral element as well." 
ACE Rating 915, ACE 

"A huge, deeply absorbing interactive 
game/ 90%, CU Amiga 

“Interphase has excellent puzzles, 
blasting and graphics wrapped up in 
one intriguing package." 
90%.The Games Machine 

“30 vector can really put some atmo¬ 
sphere into a game, and when you 
combine this with Interphase's game- 
play and addictrveness you really do 
come up with a winner both in graph¬ 
ics and lasting appeal" 
80%, Amiga Action 

Jnterphase originally cost £29.99 and 
just over a year after its release it is 
still a superb example of the best 3D 
graphics and game-play you can find 
on the Amiga. Even if you don't usu¬ 
ally Like games you fl be fascinated 
and hooked by this one. 

40 PAGES OF 
GAME REVIEWS 

More pages and more reviews than 
ever before - a bumper Christmas 
bundle of games presented m a 
brand-new style. Don't miss this 
special section where you'll find the 
BEST reviews of ALL the big games. 

TOTAL RECALL DEMO 

There's a playable demo of the Ocean 
game based on the blockbusting 
movie - don't miss Arme strutting his 
muscular stuff, 

LEMMINGS DEMO 

Yet another playable demo (can you 
cope with all this?) of a suicidal new 
game from Psygnosis, Don't go near 
any cliffs until you've played this, 

VISIONS OF THE FUTURE 

Fascinating feature on the way games 
present the future and a good took at 
what games are going to be setting 
the Amiga alight in 1991. 

ROBOTS 

Get to grips with the world of robots 
and artificial intelligence, How do you 
connect the Amiga to robotic devices 
and what can it do once you have? 

GAMES OF THE TEAR 

We name the games of 1990 that you 
can't afford to be without. 

BEGINNERS 

Just got your Amiga and can't make 
head nor tail of it? Fear not, we'll be 
on hand to ease you through those 
bewildering beginnings. 

3D GRAPHICS 

Feast your eyes on the latest soft¬ 
ware for creating stupendous 3D and 
ray-traced graphics. 

PLUS 

All the regular features including; 
Testbench looking at new hardware, 
PD Update testing the best in free 
software, Workbench giving helpful 
bps and answering problems, 
Gamebusters showing you how to 
beat games, Music bringing pleasure 
to your ears and, as always, Reviews 
of all the new serious software and 
hardware we can find! 
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Flight Of The Intruder lakes you into the deadliest air combat environment Ihe world has ever know n 
- the skies above North Vietnam. 

In 1972, the LSAF launched Operation Linebacker. L'S forces and their South Vietnamese allies are 
locked in a life and death struggle with the fanatical North Vietnamese Army. You must stem the tide 
of the North V ietnamese offensive by cutting its vital lifeline to Us front line troops. 

From the LS Carriers in Ihe Gulf of Tonkin on "Yankee Station", you must attack a variety of 
installations defended by surface to air missiles and the MiG fighters of the skillful and determined 
North Vietnamese Air Force* 

Only team work w ill get you back alive.The "IRON HAND" flights must destroy or suppress the 
surface to air missiles whilst Combat Air Patrol aircraft circle high above the strike force looking out 
for enemy aircraft. 1 maliy, the strike aircraft must find and attack the target braving a hail of small 
arms aiidiinjiiy fire at low level. Individual survival is not the only measure of success, 
it as a whole that counts - there is no place for seekers of individual glory*^ 

MiGI7 and the more advanced supersonic MIG2L capably 

Ham^HniftalmSiakurkl of operational flying and mission planniuaj 

i i mi«y dirt ra 
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4~ Realistic mission environment with enemy artificial intelligence. 

4- Switch between friendly oircroft in flight 

Carrier take off ond landing with 'MEATBALL' landing aid. 

*'•§? In flight radio messages with radio message queueing system. 

View from all aspects and 14 in cockpit views. 

4- Large numbers of mobile targets including trucks, trains and 
borges. 

Realistic terrain token from contemporary operations mops 
including Hanoi, Haiphong and Than Hoa. 

*§? Instant 'Quickslarf option. 

* 

Choose between two of the best aircraft that ever flew. The F-4 
Phantom is fast, powerful and equipped with highly advonced 
avionics. It is so flexible that it con perform any type of mission. 
The A 6 Intruder has the first all weather computer operated 
weapons guidance system (DIANE) and an outstanding weapons 
load, both hove stood the test of time and ore still in service. 

Up to 8 friendly and 4 enemy aircraft on screen simultaneously, 

4- 2 different aircraft occurotely simulated. 5 different roles: MIGCAR 
IRON HAND, or STRIKE. 

ihEk/te 

/v-*<SS 
y x **•* 
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Jukebox: Plays a selection of music tiles 
wth colourful animated Vu-meters and 
spiralling logo [Public Domain] 

Treasure Search: A Public Domain edu¬ 
cational coordinates game for over Ss 
with amusing digitised speech. 

SkaleTribe: Super-fast vertically scrolling 
skate game with bags of playability and 
captivaling music [Available soon] 

Arcadia: Breakout at its best - with a 
colourful copper list backdrop and a 
built-in level designer | Public Domain]. 

Revenge: Adrenalin-pounding, 
a horizontally scrolling shoot 
urn [Now free with AMOS] 

Piikadu; Cute arcade-style strategy game 
with that professional touch to keep you 
playing [Shareware] 

Rainbow Warrior: A very impressive edi¬ 
tor which enables you to create copper 
list backdrops [Public Domain] 

Fun School 3: Beautifully animated fol¬ 
low-up to the number one best-selling 
Fun School 2 [Out now: £24.99] 

W~ . * : oast the 25,000 mark since its launch 
in j, - UKi - The Creator has to be the biggest-seiling 
noo-ja- for the Amiga 

agrams flood into Mandarins office: 
Games programs, musical jukeboxes, 
scro* ; n4 'lers - and all are a tribute to the 
shee^D ■ s? of AMOS Its graphical power 
brings r -. ei of professionalism to even 
the praams 

Wr - % 'self to display pictures in 
any gracr - ; ham and overscan); add 
copper - using any Deluxe Paint 
font cm^: ::wn menus; send soft¬ 
ware anc arms sc n - g round the screen; and 
add atmosDv Soundtracker Noise- 
tracker Sera 

But AMOS kmi w - Dus side too: Amiga 
owners - - : in-company 
training fpopw *om tom maagn CDTV applica¬ 
tions and sc x 

AV ; : - \ >> ' AMOS 

Club already has more than 1.000 members {contact: The 

AMOS Club. 1 Lower Moor. Whiddon Valley, Barnstaple. 

Devon EX328NW) 

There’s also a rapidly expanding Public Domain 
library with more than 50 discs available {contact: Sandra 

Sharkey; 25 Park Road Wigan. Lancashire WN6 7AA Tele¬ 

phone: 0942 495261). 

With all this enthusiasm and support. AMOS is the 
perfect package to unleash your creativity and design pro¬ 
grams beyond your wildest dreams. 

AMOS is yours for only £49.99 

HWorth every penny - get it nowI" 

SOFT WA R E 

Please send me 
AMOS - The Creator 
and FREE Extras disc 

I enclose a cheque for £49 99 payable 
to Mandarin Software 

P&P free m the UK Add £2 for Europe 

Please debit my Access/ 
Visa/'Connect card number: 

Expiry date 
_/_ 

□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ 
Name 

Address 

....Postcode. 

Send to Database Direct, FREEPOST, 
Ellesmere Pori, South Wirral 165 3EB 

24-HOUR ORDER HOTLINE: 051 -3571275 



PREVIEWS 

Christmas is coming and the shelves are getting packed. 

As the Software silly season starts, TRENTON WEBB checks out 

the contenders for the fabled Chrimbo number one slot. 

COMING 
ATTRACTIONS 

TEENAGE MUTANT 
HERO TURTLES 
■ Mirrorsoft: ETA Mid-November 

Radical dude! The heroes in a half shell are 
finally set for their Amiga debut Splinter* 
Shredder, Donny, Mickey, Leo and Raff will be 
crawling around a sewer near you this 
Christmas. The screenshot shows part of the 
honzontally'SCrolting sewer section* where the 
green team battle the forces of Shredder in a 
beat-em-up, There's also an overhead Gaunttet- 
style street section. With everyone going crazy 
over the little guys it should be one of the 
hottest licence games ever! Excellent, wicked, 
cowabunga, bossanova... bossanova? 

STRIDER II 
■ US Gold: ETA Mid-November 

irefer is on the comeback trail. Stricter / 
ed a format Gold first time around with his 

■ m-leapmg, sword-slashmg, Ruskie-bash- 
tics. In Strider the man plays a similar 

■ this time it's a head-to-head battle with 
: - d of alien kidnappers. There are five 

, levels, but this time Strider has some 
■rague extras up his armoured sleeve. In 

303"; to his sword, Strider II has a gyro 
iasr i s and can transform into a robot when 
i^grer* re end-of-level guardians. 

ROBOCOPII. Ocean: ETA Late November 

Metal Murphy's back for one of the year's 
biggest releases* Robocop JJ. In an eight4evel 
arcade spectacular* the future of taw enforce 
ment is once again trying to dean up CHd 
Detroit. Robocop must battle through shooF 
outs and solve puzzle sections as he tries to 
catch Cain - the Detroit drug lord. 

OCP are still as corrupt as ever, so Robocop 
not only has to catch criminals but also 
destroy an evil Mark II version of himself! Four 
futuristic weapons, armour power-ups, mulfr 
directional scrolling and bigger sprites will all 
combine to help Robocop If shoot for the top 
slot this Christmas, 

TOTAL RECALL 
■ Ocean: ETA Late November 

When Quaid (Arnie) discovers that his mind has 
been wiped, he nips on the first shuttle to Mars 
and turns nasty, in a bloodthirsty sekfi arcade 
adventure you must help the big man get his 
memory back and unravel an interplanetary 
conspiracy into the bargain. All 200 screens 
will have cinematic presentation with digitised 
and comic book graphics, plus a menacing 
soundtrack written by David JBeasf Whittaker. 

SPINDIZZy II 
■ Activision: ETA November 

Activision have caught sequel fever as well and 
are set to send Spindtzzy /I whirling onto the 
smalt screen. The classic 845ft game has been 
updated and revamped to make it even better 
than the original. A spinning top has to be 
guided around a 30 isometric world* hitting 
switches, leaping gaps and solving puzzles, 
The frbit Sptnduzy had gameplay by the ton, 
so hopes are high for the Amiga version. 

EPIC ■ Ocean: ETA December 
Somewhere in the depths of space a refugee 
caravan runs for its life. Taking on the role of 
fighter pilot you have to protect this rag-tag 
bunch of star ships from preying raiders. The 
need for fuel and security forces requires you 
to fly missions at treetop level, attacking vast 
installations in strafing and bombing runs. 
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PREVIEWS 

DEATHTRAP 
■ Anco: ETA Early November 

WING COMMANDER 

There's a mad, bad wizard living m the castle 
at the end of the street A man so mad that 
he's stolen afl the treasure in the land, hidden it 
in his fortress and turned the whole place into 
a Death Trap. The challenge is to get the cash 
and live. As you leap around platforms the atm 
is to collect spell components that supply the 
right powers at the right time. In a feudal 
Japanese-style world you have to beat up 
goblins, ghosts and all manner of garish 
nasties armed only with a rice flail 

HORROR ZOMBIES 
FROM THE CRYPT 
■ Millennium: ETA Early December 

Duff horror movies have a certain charm, with 
silly plots, badly made-up monsters and 
wobbly cardboard space ships. This 8 movie 
magic is captured in Horror Zombies from The 
Crypt the big Christmas hitter from 
Millennium. Count Valdemar's family crypt has 
been disturbed and the dead have risen. In this 
arcade adventure he must fight through the 
house, out on the roof and eventually into the 
crypt to help his ancestors rest in peace again. 

■ Mindscape: ETA Late December 

The only good Kilrathi is a dead Kilrathi! This 
alien race have been mankind's foe for 20 
years in Wing Commander, a 3D space 
combat simulation designed by Origin 
Systems, Running as an interactive movie this 
is an into-the-screen shoot-out with lots more 
besides. Commanding all the pilots of a wing, 
as well as your own craft, 30 different mis- 
sions must be completed if the Kilrathi Empire 
is to be defeated. Whether or not the Kilrathis 
deserve this treatment ain't your problem! 

RANZAKICK BOXING 
■ US Gold: ETA Early 91 

The French aren't famous for churning out box¬ 
ing stars, but they have been rather excellent 
at Kick Boxing. Andre Panza is their all time 
hero and is the focus for this game of training, 
practising and fighting. There are masses of 
realistic attacking and defensive moves, which 
use nearly 600 frames of animation. 

WIN A BILLION 
M Impressions: ETA Late November 

This is TV Trivia/ Pursuit played for keeps, 
Eddy Wve got ourselves a winner' Klutz is the 
host of this computer based game show, 
where the prizes are major league. Do well and 

DEIITEROS (THE NEXT MILLENNIUM) 
■ Activision: ETA December 

you could win a small European country (like 
the UK for instance} just by answering ques¬ 
tions on music, film, sport, science, history, 
travel, TV, animals and pot luck. Unfortunately 
you don't get to keep your prizes! 

ADVANCED 
DESTROYER SIMULATOR 
■ US Gold: ETA January 91 

Advanced Destroyer Simulator comes from the 
people who brought us Sherman M4. Having 
exhausted the possibilities for land-based 
armour they have turned their attention to the 
great sea battles of World War II. As Captain of 
an advanced destroyer you will have to fight 
through 15 different missions, each of which 
recreates a historical naval engagement. 

WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER 
■ Elite: ETA December 

Remember Mtffennium 2.2, the classic space 
colony game? The only problem with it was that 
it was too small: you'd just got going and if 
was over. That criticism can't be levelled at its 
successor Deuteros* which is huger than huge. 
The challenge is to build a network of industrial 
space stations which will allow you to colonise 
the entire solar system, and beyond. With ani¬ 
mated graphic scenes, stunning sound and big 
ambitions it looks like it's heading for the stars. 

Like Tournament Goff below, this s another 
release in the Sega conversion deal for Elite ft 
claims to be one of the most reafcsbc simula¬ 
tions ever of the great game, an rnn that ted 
them to ignore the obvious Ktartd Cud slot for 
release because rt just wasn’t ready- They've 
been waiting smce then, to make sm al the 
extras they wanted were ndto&c jxttng the 
final touches to a package fiat Bts feel 
sfxxJd outscore al camrm. 
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PREVIEWS 

■ Domark ETA - November 
TOURNAMENT GOLF 
■ Elite: ETA November 

S.T.U.N. RUNNER 
Futuristic high-speed racing in a pipe is the 
best way to describe STUN Runner, Driving a 
bob-sleigh style ship down a twisting tube you 
can roll through 360 degrees in a deperate bid 
to maintain maximum speed, shoot bonus 
point targets and collect the stunning speed 
ups. These boost pads hurl drivers down the 
pipe at insane speeds, which give the game 
some maniacally fast moments, ff it can emu¬ 
late the arcade to any degree, Domark should 
have a major hit on their hands. 

Elite look set to record a good round with this 
Golf conversion from the Sega Megadrive. Not 
only a good looker, if it plays as well as the 
console original, it should be up there challeng¬ 
ing the Leacferboards of this world. 

SCI 
■ Ocean: ETA November 

Son of Chase HQ, SO stands for Special 
Cnmina! Investigation, Similar to Chase in 
plot, SCI lets you have guns to help stop the 
criminals, As the car races along the highway, 
a revolver-packing passenger can blast annoy¬ 
ingly slow civilians out of the way. While to get 
the specie bad guy on each level, friendly 
helicopters drop high-power bazookas which 
do even more damage than ramming them in 
turbo mode! 

BILLY THE KID 
■ Ocean: ETA November 

When the West was wild there was one name 
that struck terror into all law-abiding citizens: 
Billy the Kid, Now in a Level 9 multi scene 
arcade outing you can take part in computing’s 
first Western adventure. Players can take on 
the guise of either Billy himself or Pat Garret, 
the ex-friend turned Sheriff. Both characters 
love the same woman and only one will walk 
away from the ftnal showdown. It's high noon 
soon for and Pat. 

CAR-VUP 
■ Core Design: 
ETA November December 

Not an M25 simulator, but a cutesy platform 
game that will have drivers reaching for the 
brakes. They have to drive along platforms in a 
Speed Buggy (anyone remember Speed 
Buggy?) style of car. Every inch of each level 
has to be driven over, which is none too easy 
as you're being chased by aliens and monsters 
of all shapes and sizes, while mysterious 
power-ups drop from the sky. Okay, so maybe 
it is an M25 simulator! 

LINE OF FIRE 
■ US Gold: ETA Late November 

Where Operation Wolt went only Operation 
Thunderbolt dared follow. Now US Gold bring 

on the game that made both of these fabled 
arcades look like wimps. Line Of Fire is a float¬ 
ing, rotating, no holds barred shoot-em-up with 
a strong coin-op pedigree. As part of a two 
man team, players have the chance of shoot¬ 
ing their way around a map in a killing frenzy. 
Lock and load, you're in the Line of Fire. 

BATTLE COMMAND 
■ Ocean: ETA November 

Tanks' to Ocean this Christmas could be one 
of the most destructive ever. Battle Command 
tells the tale of a space-age super tank that 
has the dubious honour of taking on the enemy 
alone. Armed to the tracks with duster bombs, 
missiles and cannon, the tank must complete 
espionage missions, blast helicopters out of 
the sky and win countless slugging matches 
with other armour. As a strategy shoot-out it 
plays brilliantly in demo form. The full review 
will follow next month, 

BATTLESTORM ■ Titus: ETA November 

In the year 6997 a lone adventurer 
has returned to earth to find it has 
been invaded by four alien races. 
Flying an Airborne Attacker TROY208, 
the wanderer decides that the slimey 
ones must be ousted and that he's 
the man to do it That's where you 
take control, flying the Attacker in 
the Amiga's first full-screen multi¬ 
directional scrolling shootermjp, 
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This 

Christmas, 

there's a 
m 

little bit of 

Commodore 
Zyec 

r fa 
in all of us. * 

Excitement, adventure, daring, call it what you 

will.The fact remains there's a little bit of it in all 

of us. That's why you should give a Commodore 

computer some serious thought this Christmas. 

Take the new .This powerful 

home computergives you the ultimate in family 

entertainment. Screen images that will literally 

blow your mind and an impressive collection of 

leisure software . . . Battle Chess, Populous, 

Sim City and Their Finest Hour, the incredibly 

realistic Battle of Britain simulation. 

Then, in an instant, it can switch to a 

serious business machine with Platinum Works, 

everything you need to work from home. Or to 

IAI 

your own design/animation studio with Deluxe 

Paint III,The Amiga 1500 comes complete with 1 

full Megabyte of RAM, keyboard, colour monitor 

and two built-in disk drives for only £1149,99. 

Of course, the 5 , recently 

awarded European Computer of the Year, is still 

the most coveted computer for kids of all ages. 

The Amiga 500 takes you into a fantastic world 

of graphics, animation and sound. It has the 

power to educate, entertain, inspire and stretch 

the imagination like no other. 

This year, look out for our 'Class of the 

90'$ - First Steps' pack with 512Kb of RAM 

Expansion and a whole range of educational 

software; Deluxe Paint II, Pro Write 2.5, Infofile, 

Music Mouse, Let's Spell at Home, Amiga Logo 

with Talking Turtle and BBC Emulator. 'Class of 

m 



the 9QV includes 10 free diskettes, mouse mat 

and introductory video. At just £599.99 it's a 

small price to help any child throughout their 

academic life. 

And when class is over, there's our new 

Amiga 500 'Screen Gems' pack which includes 

Deluxe Paint 11 and four new challenges, each 

based on a blockbuster movie; Back to the 

Future HrNightbreed, Shadow of the Beast Hand 

the devastating Days of Thunder for only 

£399.99. 

On the subject of fun and games, we 

present a totally new double pack for the C64, 

undoubtedly the world's favourite games com¬ 

puter If brain-stretching tasks are your forte, 

choose 'Mindbenders' with Confuzion, Split 

Personalities and Trivial Pursuits. Or if it's pure 

escapism you prefer, there's 'Night Moves' with 

the compelling Midnight Resistance, Night- 

breed, Secret Agency Sly Spy and Shadow 

Warriors. The C64 computer comes with data 

cassette and two joysticks and is outstanding 

value at £159.99. 

This Christmas, we are also proud to unveil 

the C64 Games System, a system built for one 

single purpose - having fun* 

The C64 Games System is instant enjoy¬ 

ment for all the family and comes complete 

with annihilator joystick and four fun-filled 

games. When you've mastered Klax, 

International Soccer, Flimbo's Quest and 

rasa 

Fiendish Freddy's Big Top, you can choose from 

another hundred. All this for under £100. 

Every games cartridge for the C64 Games 

System is compatible with the C64 computer 

And all Commodore machines, together with a 

complete range of peripherals, are available 

from any major high street store. 

So whichever one of our computers you 

do choose, it's sure to bring out the best in 

your family. After all, there's a little bit of 

Commodore in ail of us. 

Call 7 for details or send the 

freepost coupon below. 

The Commodore 
64 Games 

System - £99,99* 

All prices are inclusive of VAT*Monitor not included 

How much Commodore is there in you? 

To find out please complete your details and send them 
to Commodore, Freepost 38. London W1E 6PA. 

Name 

Address 
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^»what do gladiators, Joan of Arc and Nazi 

stormtroopers in comjnon? Answer: 

they all star in their oWn historical 
Pf 
■ ■ games. Who writes these games and 

f 
why? And what would they rather be 

- doing? KATE DIXON finds out. 
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The immortal opinion of motor 
car manufacturer Henry ford 
was that “History is more or 

less bunk", which probably explains 
why he became a businessman and 
not an academic. It also illuminates 
an important point; history books are 
forced by their very nature to tell lies. 
The whole truth isn't always available 
- there wouldn't be enough room to 

it even if it were - and in any case 
t be coloured by the historian's 
: ^terpretation of the facts. 

^here's even more opportunity to 
‘rf re odd whopper when you're try- 
r* ■: squeeze world history into 1Mb 
arc i couple of 3.5* disks. So why 
x re programmers bother? Games 
3r? ictcr after all4 so why pick the 
Earre > Britain or Joan of Arc when, 
*cr 3 r ess research, you could 
choc-se re strategies of bug-eyed 
*martr&$ from Mars instead? 

for sorters you can look to the 
rtxxx game that arguably 
starec r at C ^emaware's revolution¬ 

ary Defender Of The Crown. It was 
the first time you actually had the 
chance to redirect the course of 
history using the now-standard 
combination of arcade sequences 
and strategy elements. For Kellyn 
Beck, its creator, the attraction was 
romantic: “I've been a history buff all 
my life, ft's escapist entertainment, I 
guess: the opportunity to be some¬ 
one you never could be otherwise: a 
sort of vicarious way to travel". 

Level 9, former fantasy adventure 
creators but now more mainstream 
programmers, take a more pragmatic 
approach. “There are lots of 
mediocre games in the fantasy 
market and a good game doesn't 
always show through. Whereas the 
historical market is a lot smaller, if 
you do something well there every¬ 
body knows about it." The policy 
seems to be working, since they're 
currently programming Billy The Kid 
for Ocean and Champion Of The Raj 
for Mirrorsoft. 

j. 1 1 i . 
[ 

V ** 

li 
ABOVE: 

Billy tli* Kid Is 

expected to to# a big 
success for Ocean, but 

his ‘historical1 appeal Is 
lass Important than the 

fact that he stars in the 

film young Duns 2, 

which Is cut scon. 

Love Thy Subject 

So, you've decided you want to 
program a historical game. Next 
question; how do you pick your 
subject? For Matthew Sbbbe, 
designer of Impenum and final year 
History student at Oxford University, it 

game for Do mark which lets you 
play President Nixon in a re-run of 
the Vietnam war, His interest in 
the subject goes right back to his 
schooldays. Apocalypse Now 

inspired him to write an essay for 

Level 9's Pete Austin has always 
had a soft spot for the pomp and 
colour of the Raj. On the other hand, 
Bitty The Kid was chosen on strategic 
grounds: he's prime game materia* 
because a cornucopia of Kid films 
(especially Young Guns) ensures that 
everybody's heard of hxn. 
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Hits from the Flicks 
Everybody knows a strong cinematic 

connection is more likely to sell- If the 

gamespfayer's mind is awash with 

media coverage of the Battle Of 

Britain or the latest epic from 

Paramount, programmers aren't 

afraid to cash in on it. Champion Of 

The Ra; is dearly aiming for the epic 

style of A Passage To India and Jewel 

in The Crown, while Impressions' 

Rorke's Drift exploits the Michael 

Caine connection by borrowing its 

rousing soundtrack from that patriotic 

epic, Zulu Dawn. 

(f you blink once during the 

chariot scenes in the forthcoming 

Centurion: Defender Of Rome, you 

could easily mistake it for Ben Hur. 

Even Nam, though it was designed to 

be a much more serious kettle of fish, 

wifi gain sales from the knock-on 

effect of commercial grunt movies 

like Platoon, Fuff Metal Jacket and 

Hamburger Hill. 

No matter how strong the visual 

connection, some subjects always 

make better games than others, 

Another of Pete Austin's pet charao 

ters is Genghis Khan, but he's unlikely 

ever to make it into pixellated form 

because he isn't famous enough. 

Other events are simply taboo 

because they're too recent. Imagine 

the outcry if software houses 

produced a shoot-em-up based on 

either the Falklands War or the 

Invasion of Panama, or an arcade 

adventure in which you prevented the 

bomb from being planted on the 

Pan Am airliner which crashed at 

Lockerbie. There is also a question of 

taste with such delicate subjects... 

The Taste Factor 

Often there's a fine line dividing 

what's considered acceptable 

and what's dismissed as bad 

taste. Vietnam gets the thumbs 

up if if s portrayed as a fairly 

uncontroversial buddy- 

style arcade game 

(Lost Patrol P/dtoon} or 

a flight sim (Right Of 

The Intruder). Anything 

more controversial 

than that and most 

American publishers 

are frightened to get 

their fingers burned. 

As Matthew Stibbe 

comments on selling 

'Nam to software 

houses; "I spent a lot 

of time trying to 

persuade people it 

was viable, histori¬ 

cally objective and 
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thoughtful - but the Americans, per¬ 

haps understandably- switched off". 

He feels that being an Englishman 

commenting on American affairs 

didn't help, 

Ifs not just recent events that are 

sensitive, either. Even a time-gap of 

50 years isn't always long enough. If 

games featuring World War 2 are to 

be published in Germany, there are 

clear guidelines which they must 

follow. Lucasfilm's /ndy (The 

AdvenfureJ, Pandora's Eagle's Nest 

and Digital Magic Software’s Co/difz 

all had to be designated swastika-free 

zones for the German market. Overt 

representations of Hitler are also out: 

a small graphical portrait of the 

Fuhrer in Colditz was only sanctioned 

because ifs ambiguous enough to 

look like Charlie Chaplin as well. 

The Structure 
Once you've picked your subject the 

next problem is deciding what to do 

with it. At one end of the scale history 

is purely cosmetic: R/ck Dangerous is 

little more than a platform game with 

big-nosed Egyptians, / Ludicrus is just 

a beatem-up with gladiators and 

Eagle's Nest is merely a shoot-em-up 

in jackboots. 

In a flight simulation, even the 

most elaborately-described historical 

scenario is nothing more than an 

attractive extra - the complex politics 

of South Vietnam don't really interfere 

with the action. Clearly, the main 

advantage of using a real historical 

context here is that it gives old 

genres a more saleable exotic twist. 

At the more intellectual extreme, 

detailed scenarios are the thinking 

gamesplayer’s dream; just look at 

strategy games like 'Nam, serious 

wargames in the style of UMS 1/ and 

Cinemaware-style epics 

I like Lords Of The Rising 

I Sun, In between comes a 

wealth of arcade adven¬ 

tures and semi-strategic 

products like Microprose's 

Pirates or Ocean's Lost 

Patrol and fvanboe. where 

the historical context is 

less important to the 

central aims of the game. 

Despite its sell¬ 

ing potential, as far as 

Matthew Stibbe is 

concerned the cine¬ 

matic approach was 

definitely wrong for 

Nam. Tm not all 

that interested in 

individuals' experi¬ 

ences. What f am 

interested in is an 

overall historical 

LEFT: There is a 

thin line between 

real and fictional 

hlttory. Ivanhoe 
iwil the invention of 

Sir Walter Scott, not a 

real-life character 

THE 
HIST 

EXTRA 
MATTHEW STIBBE 

Portfolio: impmum, 'Nam 1965-1975* 
Would most like to have met: 

Winston Churchill - a real hero. Actually, I’d like to 
have a Victorian visit me so that 1 could test his 
reaction to modern civilisation. 
Would most like to have visited: 

Victorian Britain* 
Would most like to have been: 

A Victorian philanthropist like Disraeli, Peel or Lord 
Liverpool. I could have done lots of good deeds* 

>i oo*n 

i *** 

thumiA 
IWi 
vumi 

zoom 

«tw 

Witt 
;jtisk aia 

IV OOIFS 

Political realism la promised by Warn 1965-75. 

* I can tell you what l wouldn't do. I wouldn't go 
wild on detail and put a variable in for every 
single thing in the world. That would be a 
frustrating^ slow alternative creation, not a 
game. I think lTd do something that wasn’t too 
cinematic, something strategic and high level 
with plenty of double-clicking on several layers 
of text and lots of hypertext* If it was a 
wargame, I'd put in every single army division 
and lashings of detail. Tm really interested in 
‘permaculture1 - simulating small economies or 

environments, some¬ 
thing like predators in 
hedgerows, I'm not 
sure fd want rendered 
high speed graphics-1 
still think you can 
design a really good 
game on a VIC 20 
[Pictured left]* * 



Jon Law7* creation, Coldfti- 

Portfolio: Colditz. 
Would most like to have met; 
King Arthur, to see tf he really did exist. 

'What kind 

to produce if you had an 

supercomputer which put unlimited 

visual and memory potential at your 

disposal?" That's the question we put 

to four top programmer history buffs. 

Here's what they said. 

of a game would you like 

imaginary 

in ttw W**L mkty 

m ft would have to he a time machine * 
something which captured the dreams 
and fascinations of the human race. 
It would be like the holodeck in Star Tr 
The Next Generation - I think that won 
be the ultimate computer game. - 

PETE AUSTIN 

m Something about King Arthur - either that or 
a dme machine game which allowed you to visit 
any place in history you could possibly desire. 
That way you could also travel into the future 
and find out what happens to you. Thered be no 
restrictions on a game like that. n 

Portfolio: Defender Of The Crown, 
Centurion, Defender Of Rome 
(to be released on the Amiga early 
next year}, Rocket Ranger. 
Would most like to have met: Mark Twain. 
Would most like to have visited; 
Ancient Egypt, to see what the Pharaohs 
were realty like, though I'd like to come back: 
civilisation is nice. 
Would most like to have been: 
Cicero - a brilliant man and a historian too. A 

* (suppose it would W 
have to be a mutt- i j| 
media, CD-type came, * .• 

with lots of brilliant 
visual material 
thrown in. I think rd 
pick Imperial 
Egypt because ^ I 
its such an 
attractive period 
visually and Tv# 
already started planning a game about it ” 

Portfolio: 
Billy The Kid, Time And Magik, Champion Of The Raj 
Would most like to have mot: 
Marco Polo - a most interesting person. 
Would most liko to have visited: 
Imperial Russia as a member of the aristocracy. Aside 
from Use moral impKcatiorts of the kind of life they led, 
they probably had the best time. 
WOuld most like to 
have been: The Pope at the A 
time of the Inquisition. I could 
have stopped the Inquisition 
and opened up the a 
Catholic Church. * 

ULTIMATE 
ORICAL 
VAGANZA 
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HISTORICAL GAMES THAT 
MIGHT HAVE BEEN 

analyse which takes account of the 
various layers of context which affect 
any situation/ The result is quite 
naturally a strategy game. 

For Keiyn Beck, on the other 
hand, visuals are essential. "A game 
is ar integral package and all interac¬ 
tivity is important, ff you pick some¬ 
thing with a strong visual impact it's 
bomd to be a lot more entertaining," 
In games with arcade sequences it 
is the action, such as the chariot 
racing of Centurion, tiger hunting 
in Champion Of The Raj or 
jousting in Defender Of The 
Crown, that provides the period 
flavour, but strategy provides the 
meat. The only aspect they lack is 
the kind of irvdepth analysis that a 
more serious product can provide. 

BELOW: Fast, frantic 
action i«, let i face It, 

important to pamas; to 

the chariot racing of 

Ban Mur it an idiaal 
scene to convert. 

The Creative Process 
Waking fact fit fiction takes time. The 
first stage m the process usually 
revokes around months of research. 
Even though CdJdtfz was a board- 
game conversion and the base 
framework was already fixed, 
designer Jon Law still had a tot of 
bedtime reading to wade through. 
Books and photographs were the only 
factual sources of visual information - 
the rest he drew from the film, The 
Coiditz Story, "ft was the only way we 
had of getting the decor right.* 

Kellyn Beck, a history buff, simply 
loves research for its own sake. 1 
love spending days and weeks in the 
uppermost sections of libraries where 
nobody ever goes," Rather like the 
boys from Level 9, who visited a 
selection of Nevada's reconstructed 
Wild West towns as part of their 
research for Billy The fad, Keflyn 
regards the research phase as a 
great opportunity to travel. "Even if 
you don’t really need all the detail it 
gives you a historical overview," 

“ChampiooofN 

ft)’needed an 

arctvvian, but 

historically there 

wasn tone. Worse 

still, all the candi¬ 

dates were from 

mainstream religions 

and therefore 

taboo. The result: 
Fact or Fiction? 

That's not to say, however, that 
Kellyn's a stickler for accuracy. “None 
of my games were intended to be 
strictly accurate. They capture the 
flavour of the period and that gives 
them an authentic feel " In Centurion, 
he's deliberately squeezed a lot of 
Roman history into one game to 
enable you to meet Hannibal and 
Cleopatra m one lifetime; “Its a 
question of condensing events that 
took place and boiling them down to 
create a satisfying game." In many 
ways the process is no different from 
that of writing a historical novel or 
directing a film like The Untouchables. 
Nobody really expects it to be pure, 
corroborated historical fact. 

Thugee s a much 

bigger menace 

than it ever was 

historically" 

BIGHT: “Infamy, Infamy, 

they’ve ell get H in lor 
me!” Kenneth Williams1 
portrayal of Caesar 

might not have been 

the inspiration, so 

maybe Lii Taylor w**; 

Cleopatra's Egypt 
remains a favourite 
theme for the program¬ 

mers11 ideal game, 

They were giants, great players In the development of (he modem world, epic 
shapers of mankind's history, bul somehow they never won the very highest 
accolade: nobody thought lo transform them into a game. Here are five histori¬ 
cal games that never were but might have been, 

WHERE IN THE WORLD IS 
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS? 

A rollicking roller-coaster of a Renaissance romp in which Columbus negoti¬ 
ates for his ships, flirts with the Spanish queen and negotiates for gold and 

supplies with the New World's natives. 

PLATO 
Before he drank the fateful hemlock Socrates entrusted his besl buddy Plato 
with the secret of his life's work; a philosophical argument which explains the 
meaning of life. In epic arcade adventure style, dodging soldiers and long- 
winded philosophy students, equipped only with the sharpest of non sequllurs, 
Plato scours the Athenian underworld for the Immortal secret. 

GUY FAWKES SIMULATOR 
In CodeMasters latest budget game, you play dastardly Guy, enemy of Britain 
and future democracy, as he sneaks through I he corridors of the Houses Of 
Parliament avoiding MPs and planting bombs. Will he change the course of 
history on November 5th? 

HUN! 
Step into the shoes of the most feared man in Slh Century Europe * Aitila the 
Hun. Start In Siberia, large axe in hand, and attempt to emulate the warrior- 
diplomat's rise to power as he battles with barbarians and Romans and levies 
taxes on pain of death. 

NOBODY EXPECTS 
Take on the responsibilities of the Inquisition by attempting lo casl your 
influence throughout all of Catholic Europe, Gain the confidence of the Pope 
and position royal confessors very carefully. Atmospheric arcade sequences 
feature applying the thumb screws, public burning and a DIY rack, 

Most programmers agree you have to 
make the odd alteration to turn truth 
into entertainment. Pete Austin 
explains why he condensed his his¬ 
tory of the unification of India, which 
actually took a couple of hundred 
years, into the lifetime of one person; 
"It helps it you have the same hero all 
the way through." Austin s also taken 
a little artistic licence in the interests 
of structural balance. He needed an 
arch-villain, but historically there 
wasn't one. Worse still all the poten¬ 
tial candidates were from mainstream 
religions and therefore taboo. The 
solution was to overemphasise the 
role of the Thugs, a minority group of 
highway robbers that terrorised the 
countryside, worshipped the goddess 
Kali and of whom nobody could possi¬ 
bly approve. The result: in Champion 
Of The Raj, Thugee is a much bigger 
menace than it ever was historically. 

DIY History 

History is all about fixed 
events, games are all about 
simulating choice: so how do 
you go about combining the 
two? The pitfalls are obvious: j 
one of the main criticisms 1 
levelled at Defender Of The | 
Crown was that once you'd 
sussed the system it was far 
too easy to win, A couple of 
sure-fire strategies and you'd 
control England every time. 

Nowadays the top end of the market 
is a lot more complex. There's usually 
more than one route to victory and 
realism is simulated by elements of 
luck and random events. In Cenfunon 
a sudden edict from the senate might 
swallow up half a year's finances and 
in Joan Of Arc you may find yourself 
unexpectedly forced to fight a duel to 
the death. The events are random, 
ensuring that how you fashion history 
is a question of skill 

Matthew 
Stibbe thinks 
the key to a 
challenging epic 
is simply laying 
down the correct 
parameters. 
“You only 
have to 
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AMIGA - ATARI ST - PC / PS - AMSTRAD CPC / CPC+ / GX 4000 - C 64 - SPECTRUM 

THIS TIME THEY'RE OUT TO GET HIM! 

00720? 

T™TOPS 
OF DICK TRACY, 1' 

JTHE WORLD It,g time to teke OD th( 
FAMOUS which has sworn to ge 

l r’mvfir1 QHTRTP Grab that famous hat 
tUWlt felKih' coat and hit the street 

DETECTIVE, search of Big Boy Cap 
11 . ..Ai__and his gang. But wab J IN THIS SUPERB for their traps hidden 

T ^ /mO. OMPUTER around every corner. 
J Choose your weapon t 
^ CONVERSION down the ugly mobste 

OF THE BLOCK of youHife f°r ‘he 
BUSTER MOVIE. 

• 60 LEVELS OF BED HOT ACTION 
• STUNNING MOVIE STYLE 

SPECIAL EFFECTS. 
• SUPERSMOOTH ANIMATION. 
• SUPERB MUSIC INSPIRED 

BY THE FI1M. 
• REALISTIC FILM AND COMIC 

STRIP COLOURING. 

Developed by: 

For wore information please call 0268 541212 
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They're 
History 
We proudly present ten of the top historical games - the 

ones you should already have or, if you haven't, you 

should get hold of. Some are so old that they've never 

been reviewed in AF and you might even find them on 

compilations or in a bargain bin somewhere. 

LOST PATHOL; Graphically erne of the moot 
ambitious project* ever conducted by Ocean, 

this present* the 'Nam war in atmospheric style. 

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
CINEMAWARE, £29.95 

The original historical epic from Cinemaware is a bit 

dated these days but still worth a look for those 

gorgeous graphic sequences. Not very accurate 

historically, but it enjoys marvellous presentation. 

JOAN OF ARC 
US GOLD, £24.99 

A military, economic and religious extravaganza that 

features plenty of strategy and intrigue along with 

atmospheric graphics. Defender of the Crown with 

knobs on, basically - and jolly fun too. 

WINGS; Ginemaware's WW1 pilot'* game 

captures perfectly the chummy, amateur feel of 
the stlck*-«nd-«trEng infancy of air combat. 

WATERLOO 
PSS, £24.99, 92% in AF 3 

Just one of a series of military epics from Dr Peter 

Turcan that are a strategist’s dream. These are very 

accurate and complex reconstructions of battles 

that allow armchair generals to change history, 

PIRATES 
MICROPROSE, £24,95, 74% in AF9 

Life on the high seas is nicely recreated in this 

swashbuckling drama, It doesn't portray any partic¬ 

ular event in history but it's good at reflecting the 

time, place and people it features. 

LORDS OF THE RISING SUN 
CINEMAWARE, £29.99, 84% in ST/AF12 

Cinemaware stayed with a sort of mediaeval theme, 

but moved to the other side of the world for this 

Japanese tale of feuding warlords. Brilliant graphics 

again and a bit more gameplay too. 

BATTLEHAWICS 1942 
LUCASF1LM, £24,99, 73% in ST/AF 12 

World War II and this time over to the Pacific where 

carrier warfare, torpedoes and dive bombing play 

their part as you replay four major battles. It's 

strong on historical background too. 

UNIVERSAL MILITARY 
SIMULATOR 

RAINS!RO, £24.95 
A military conflict time machine that takes you to 

several different times and places throughout 

history. Short on fancy graphics but packed with 

in-depth gameplay and lasting interest. (Watch out 

for UMSfl coming soon.) 

LOST PATROL 
OCEAN, £24.99, 79% in AF 14 

Recent history this time, in Vietnam, in a game that 

certainly doesn’t try to romanticise this particular bit 

of history. Once again if has lots of depth to the 

gameplay and is delightfully atmospheric, 

THEIR FINEST HOUR 
US GOLD, £29*99, 90% in AF 11 

One of the finest games set during World War II, this 

flight simulation follow-up to the equally strong 

Batf/ehawks 1942 allows you to represent either 

side and to engage in some of the most hectic air 

combat ever seen. 

WINGS 
CINEMAWARE, £29,99, 79% in AF 16 

Back to World War I for this, which in Cinemaware’s 

now-characteristic, atmospheric and graphically 

superb style portrays the role of a fighter pitot 

Continues the improvement in gameplay too - 

there's heaps of it. 

program the essence of a historical 

game" so that you input the elements 

that would normally lead to a parties 

lar event and allow the gamesplayer 

to alter history by making choices. It’s 

like setting up the correct conditions 

in a laboratory: it's up to the player 

exactly what he does with them. 

Follow a certain course of action and 

the equivalent of a Tet Offensive may 

really crop up m 1968. Do something 

different and it may be postponed, 

averted or never happen at all. 

But even a system like this can 

have its drawbacks. Pete Austin found 

that a strategic structure was entirely 

appropriate for Cbamp;on Of The Raj, 

Not so when he came to Bitty The Kid. 

1 started out programming a strate¬ 

gic sort of game until it occurred to 

me that Billy never really made any 

strategic decisions. Billy the Kid 

acted on the spur of the moment, The 

kind of game I was programming 

expected him to behave a bit like a 

merchant banker." 

So Pete started again. He kept 

the strategy option but transferred it 

to Billy's arch-rival Pat Garrett and 

transformed the Kid's role into a 

much more spontaneous one, The net 

result is a two-player game: you can 

take a methodical approach or dive in 

with your pistol cocked. 

Either way, the best historical 

games are the ones in which the 

player, not the program, dictates the 

outcome of events. If its merely a 

matter of making right and wrong 

choices, if certain events are bound 

to happen regardless of the course 

of action that you take, it doesn't 

bode well for the longevity of a 

game. Even a limited number of ways 

of winning leave a tot to be desired, 

because once youfve sussed a cou¬ 

ple you'll never pick it up again. If, on 

the other hand, the plot is dictated 

primarily by what you decide to do as 

President Nixon, Joan of Arc or Billy 

the Kid, then it really can lay claim to 

the title of historical simulation. 

If there's anything to be learned from 

history, it's that you can 

never predict exactly 

what the future is 

going to hold. 7 

RIGHT: In Vietnam, 

the average age 

of • combat 
soldier wat 

N-Nmeteen. 

With the war 

movie hype, 

1* no aurpri* 

that Nam 
* popular 

theme. 
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C~ Commodore 

SCREEN GEMS is 
the only NEW 

Official Amiga A500 pack 
from Commodore ! 

Amiga A5Q0 Computer Keyboard 
512K Random Access Memory 
Built-in 1 meg double-sided disk drive 
Superb 4096 Colour Graphics 
4 Channel Digital Stereo Sound 
Speech Synthesis 
Multi-Tasking Operating System 
Kickstart 1,3 and Workbench 1.3 
Three Owners Manuals 
Extras 1,3 and Tutorial Disk 
Amiga BASIC Programming Language 
Notepad Mini Word Processor 
Commodore Mouse 
Power Supply Unit with mains plug 
TV Modulator 
**«nd ait connecting cables to get you up and 
running on your home TV set! 

Shadow of the Beast II 
Days of Thunder 
Back to the Future II 
Night Breed 
Deluxe Paint II Art Package 

Mcroprose Soccer 

RVF Honda 

Kid Gloves 
Oatastocm 

Dungeon Quest 
rrtcroswncnea uoysocK 

Grand Monster Slam 
Powapfey 
Tower of Babel 
Shufflepuck Cafe 
EMation 
Mouse Mat 

FI9 Stealth Fighter 

Total package price includes VAT and Next Day Delivery by Courier1 
Don'tdday-Order new! 24hkxrdedtCad Hodhe Telephone (090B) 379008 

BllliliHKNlHHi^B only-_ 

<enn 0y Phone - Cal] onr Credit Card 
41 Order Una on (0908) 378008 and 

Quote your card number and 
expiry date along with the 
details of the goods you 
-squire We accept ACCESS, 
VISA. EUROCARD. 
MASTERCARD. AMEX the new 

t Oirect Oat*! cards like Barclay? 
- Connect and SCOapI 
w Lomowd CreditCfcarge Cards. 

2S 
By kite * Simply write down 
your requirmerTta and send In 
your order to u$ by posi along 

Ring or wrrfa In tot our latest Amiga catalogue Hating 
hundreds of product* available tor this versatile Home 
Computet. We Stock COLOUR PRINTERS, STEREO COLOUR 
MONITORS. EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES. MEMORY 
EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,AMIGA BOOKS,FRAME 
GRABBERS, 0/GfT/SfffSr SCANNERS, WORD 
PROCESSORSt DATABASES, SPREADSHEETS, 
ACCESSORIES and of course hundreds A hundreds of 
games and all al well below recommended retail prices! 

Digicom offer you the very best in customer after sales 
support with 12 month warranty on all Computer Hardware. 
All unit* ere full UK specification with 30 day replacement 
guarantee on faulty items and FREE collection of the 
detective unit* within this period. And should you ever 
need any technical advice our experienced and helpful 
staff are available on the telephone or in our showroom. 
Remember - there ate no hidden extras all prices are fully 
Inclusive of VAT and next day courier delivery. 
h*TM a Specjhcifiena «* ivlffrf m chanpm wtfhQut norifi £4or, 

<9 - wilrifl dereili m r,«vrn 

DIGICOM 
36-37 Wharfside Watling Street 

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ 
Telephone (0908) 378008 • Fax (0908) 379700 

Showroom Hours - Mon to Sat 
9.00am-5.30pm 
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Choices to Keep yoi 
...at Truly Wizan 

BIG SCREEN1 BLOCKBUSTERS BROUGHT TO 
YOUR AMIGA FOR SMALL SCREEN ACTION! 

A5Q0 wilh Modulof or, Mouse, t Meg Interna! Disk 
All Connecting Leads, Kicks tor t 1.3, 4096 Colours, 

Tasking, Workbench 1.3 System Disk, & All Manuals. .*■ 

> FIVE GREAT SOFTWARE TITLES 
Back to the Future II, Beast II, ^ 
Days of Thunder, Nightbreed, 

& for arts’ sake Deluxe Paint I 

* 

<r' M 

GtLfflSS ®P ‘DTjQB 5XDd8 P/SSGXS 
NOW THERE ARE TWOI 

Amigo A SOD Computer 

ASQl-- " 0. SMh Upgrade 
Pro-Writ* 7-5 (W,P) 
Deluxe Paint It 
Deluxe Print If 
Infaffh (Dbase) 
Mu**t Mauto 
Amiga Logo 
Talking Tartlet 

L*t4s Spell at Home 
BBC Emulator 
10 Commodore Disks 
Mouse Mat 
Resource Fite 

(Hut An iiMadoitar ^ top* 

£539 
NEW NEW 

Add a Sorcerer t Pedt Toot 

NEW NEW| 

OF THE 90pi 
Amiga A SCO Computet, 

ASQI O.Smk Upgrade. 
Midi Interface. 

BBC Emulator. 
DtivM r Paint tl Amiga lege, 

Superbate Perianal, 

Ma/tiplan. Publisher* Choice, 

Or T*s Midi Retarding Stvdio, 

10 Blank Disks, Mouse Mol 

Diskette Wallet 

£529 
Add a Sonar on Pack Tooi 

NEW 

WITH EITHER BATMAN OR FLIGHT OF FANTASY YOU GET THE TOWING STANDARD EQUIPMENT.. 

Amigo ASOO with Modetarw, Meuse, I Meg InTerval DHIl Drive, 5I2KRAM, Al (oawcctiig Leads, Kickstort 1.3, 

4096 Colours. letl-ie Speerli Synthesis, Multi loikin^ Work berth 1.3 System Diil, l OpersfiM Manuals. 

FOUR GREAT SOFTWARE TITLES FOUR GREAT SOFTWARE TITLES 
u P*i Batman, New Zealand Slarv , M P*‘ Ek** lt« rt* «■»' •' ** «•<»' 

FIS Interceptor, Mine Paint If *' Re*^“ “-im°*m p«.i ii 

■StS* £365 

WE SAY CHOICE...and u>e mean it. 
Not only have you got the choice of THREE 
great Amiga packs but you can also order 
EXTRAS AT SUPER LOW PRICES, create 
YOUR PACK...Just right for Christmas! 

oooooo OS0MR0M PACK 2,..£xlra Games 
DMAS I OS M, DUNGEON QUEST, E-MO 

GRAND MONSTER SUM. KID GUN 

SOUCmm PACK 2...Extra Games Spcmt! 
DATASTORM, DUNGEON QUEST, E MOTION, 

GRAND MONSTER SUM, KID GUMS, 
POWER PLAT, RVF HONDA, SHUFFUPliCK 

CAFE, MICROPROSE SOCCER, TOWER OF BABEL 

Sgifr $24 
Ofdf tdm pmhased with on hngo 

OOOOOO. 
OSQFCmRSPACK3~Top W&SpeM 

Pm dia« any cl tk LATEST GAMES UTILES l« — 
"S0RCER0R5- SEVEN” saltwort and pay IVIN IBS 

iliai rb« olveftbtd prkn^.ft»Y «s «MBf b gw 
pbaM If MW for derails* 

Qnfy pmhood i# ■ Amp_ 

NOW 
READ 
THIS!'! 

SOHGRORS 
PACK 4... 

The Ultimate! 

8 

OOOOOO 
O THIS is in 

Sorfiran 
Podu„. 

1,213 
TOGETHER 
Just 3 h case 
you caa'1 
believe It 

lM* if who l 

blAenis Nlnl 
MmApi (fvit 

Cover 
\*tRfigrthlaitcr 

Joystick 
f 0 BtoiL iWiit 
SlAftuyCoip L 

10 Sopor Gflntf* , 
O (trp £224,50) 
OF-Hew Rtkmo 

Soffwwe Fiffle 
O /ram ew.., 
X soserms 
%J srvtT 

Sotmhn 1 

O 

O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o, 

* £42 when ordering 

*Vff Stealth Fighter4 

hdyehtepmimidetivita} 

ALL MERLINS PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (UK Mainland) 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure itiat foe information shown in our advertisement is correct you sfo.-? ALWA * 5 cofltaro any Offers, frees, Availability etc prior to placir 

rorder ' “ ■ m I wT’ — 1 ''MlHiMMkMiHMHM your order We endeavour to supply everything as shown and we will ONLY change anything should i« fo'C« -s by manufacturers or our suppliers Because our 
advertising is booked so far in advance. Merlin therefore reserve the right to alter equip™'1! see; * otoi ary pfoduct/otfuf or update prices (and that can 

be either up OR down), without poor notice. PLEASE CHECK OCTAelS TO ORDERING 

Merlin guarantee NEVER to supply anything that has been subject to change wnhout 

ORDERING: Just pfione out 24 haur ordc-r line uiing your card OR, 

Had i chtque-pattjt order wifo your reqiufemenl delails. (Chequer 

need clearance unless issued by Banfctuilding Society tor you) 

Goods will at despalched by post FREE OF CHARGE In UK Mainland 

a dresses unless you request courier icrvice (up ID ZSKgl at Idiom 

NEXT WORKING DAY . iddESlO order TWO WORKING DAYS, add K 

Of for SPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY, add just £1? 

I Mad fit m u always itspittA goods tfjjf ot atnot sitittM eternals* soemset< 

WARRANTY 

DELfVERY: 

** bfrng informed of and agreeing to that change 

pf tMfor ■iiam 34 days win be exchanged for NEW Alter 30 dap 

Krtflu Iron pure base ifi monihs lor lottwirei rauilf will be recti 

mtftufatiurifV repair agent and murited le you by courier 

tan will ONLY be exchanged for the SAME TITLE: so return 

dud in piracy ol sodwirt by a minority who spoil thingf for everyi 

COLifCt'CN Henna Eiami ire predominaMty a mail order compiny but we welcome custoi 

M ■» Me sol lection counter who wiib to pick ip goads tram us Why not pay > 

mi m «H thvtfi be pleated to help you with your enquiries 

FROM 4th 

ALL our currently advertised offer* supersede ct? pmwsfy achw^Bd gHtorfi) ms goods art NOT supplied on a trial basis, E l 0E 



Spellbound 
Prices! 

FIVE OF THE LATEST SOFTWARE RELEASES BROUGHT TO 
YOU BY MERLIN EXPRESS AT A PRICE TO BEWITCH... *iSf" 

DICK TRACY 
£19" 

<W(U9» 

TEENAGE MUTANT 
£19" 

HERO TURTLES imam 

119 STEALTH *'«* v;*.wi 
£23" 

FIGHTER 

BETRAYAL £23” 

If ; InptnW 

GREMLINS II £19” 
imam 

ROtOCOP II 
£19” 

INTERNATIONAL 1 (mtu.m 

£19" 
mam 

SOCCER CHALLENGE 

STAR PRINTERS um****0 

* rote rtt ofronfl inks ore orfyffmow on the intense date noted try software dnlnbvipcs Each tide shook! be evaiktbk m Of before the safe dote of the mageime We do not however act tot responsibilities for rtekp 
I i* fry wforo™ or their distributors We strongly recommend you cheek avoUobitity before placing your order faulty software will OHLY be rephxed wrth some trite and NO REFUNDS mil be given Pruts inr Ptr 

COMMODORE I084S 
' ** Stereo High Res. Colour 
PHILIPS CM8833 
^ Medium Res, Colour 
Wrt speakers, Green screen 
s**fdi with tilting stand. 

PHILIPS AV73Q0 TV TUNER £39.95 
TV programmes an year Commodore or Philips 
s at the flick of a switch with this elegant unit. 

• '474, Pay just £34.95 if bought with a Monitor) 

(NICK UIIST 
PUCES AND 

AVAILABILITY ON 
All MONITORS 

9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25cps MONO 
As LC10 Mono, 25% Foster 150/30tps 
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 120/25yw COLOUR 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 180/6tfcp 

9 Pin Dot Matrix, 180/4 Set 

kps MONO 

COLOUR 

£159 
£185 
£205 
£239 

5TAR 1C 10 Mono 
STAR LC 10 Mkll 
STAR LC 10 Colour 
STAR LC 24/10 Mono 

STAR LC200 Colour 
STAR LC24/200 Mono 
STAR LC24/200 Colour 
FABULOUS NEW RANGE FOR THE 90 ’i FROM STAR THUG FOR FUU IMPROVEMENT DETAILS! 

X, IBU/gilps LULU UK £205 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps MONO £255 
24 Pin Do) Matrix, 200/67cps COLOUR £289 

II Heflllil M tilt lAnintenanct wilh CMAI33 rnrr 
Modi ar i and AV 7300 Wi r K It 

r- HIPS Tilt/Swivel Stand £14.95 
IN x> jvit £10/95 when ordered with a CMSS31 Monitor 

MERLIN SUPER MONITOR PACK 
PHILIPS CM8333 MONITOR (rrp £310.49) 
PHILIPS AV7300 TV TUNER (rip £74.74) 
PHILIPS TILT/SWIVEL STAND (rrp 114.95) 
QUALITY CMS833 DUST COVER 

■iUm.'IJrll.'iiU- 

£289 

THE FULL RANGE OF CITIZEN PRINTERS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE 
TO US AT GREAT PRICES AND WITH SPECIAL PACKS BY THE TIME 

THIS ADVERT APPEARS...Phone now, we may be able to offer 
you something we think you'll consider... 

REALLY SPECIAL_PHONE NOW! 
TMIMUm 

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW 

PHILIPS CM8833/II/#*^ 
■ OiCHJI STEREO MONITOR WITH GREEN SCREEN SWITCH 

OJMANA DRIVES... 
CB 354 1 Meg 3.5* Single Inremol £69 

CAX 354 I Meg 3.5* Single External £85 

CAX 1 000 1 Meg. 5.25* Single External £ I 29 

tiA^f i fr** 
*1* 

p s* x ^ papular CM8B33 'he new 
i I rcntwi it sleek if looking limn the 
tmer and with Merlin you H gel the 
pt-ue I pork Thrs daugner vefsum 
mm ir.ee and includes a kin lo appiy 
XM A*vb«Td lo match FREE! 

A.SO AVAILABLE AS STANDARD CM8333/H ■ £249 

TMimm 

COMMODORE A590 20 Mb. 
HARD DISK DRIVE „„ 

NEW LOW PRICE-.. £2 7 9 
COMING SOON. .Official CBM lMJb. and 2Mb 
upgraded AS90 s PHONE FOR DETAILS NOW! 

£249 
DISK STORAGE BOXES 
40 Capacity £6,95 
80 Capacity £8-95 
MOUSE MATS £4,95 
DUST COVERS— 
Amiga. Star Printers, Philips Monitors £5.95 

AS01 0.5Mb RAM PACK £98,95 
WTS 0,5Mb RAMPACK Compatible with 

the latest A500 s, ] Mo Clock £31 .95 
Enable/Disable With Clock £39.95 

KONIX SPEEDKING J/S £10.95 
QUICKSHOT TURBO II J/S£10.95 

Why buy unfara tided, 
when you con get our 

Commodore Disks at 
such low prices? 

BOX OF TEN 
COMMODORE 

3 5" DISKS 

**' ‘£9.45**, 

FIFTY {SO} 
COMMODORE 

3.5" DISKS 

*4 44.95 * 

HUNDRED (100) 
COMMODORE 

3.5“ DISKS 
WITH A FREE 

LOCKABLE DISK 
STORAGE BOX 

** 84.95 ** 

FREE 
H 011 D A Y 
OFFER 

only whiki slocks last J 

we at MeHin will give 

you a FREE HOLIDAY 

VOUCHER BROCHURE 
with every Amiga 
purrti ! Ask vs 

for full details 

FREE 

Please note at 
Merlin we slock ONLY... 

titMIIIMt UK 
SPEC EOUIPMENi 
Some dealeri □rsn'l vi ethical end 
bwovv* they slock 'Gury Imports" 
you moy Ibid fhaii 471 odwH slighlty 
ch#op*r ihcn *111*. However, buyer. 
IfWAtf If Ike piodoct you buy hn'l 

UK sourced >1 moy no I corf an 

Of ROM UK WARRANTY 

AIM*'* OolTI 

MERLINS BULK 
BUY DISCOUNT! 

Renvernbof if you are buying more than on* 
tltm wt tan usually make you an offer of on 
extra discount, eg if you wan I to buy both a 
computer AND 0 primer if will mi you less 
than 1 he two separately Advertised prims! 

ff you see something 
advertised at a cheaper price" 

MERLINS PRICE 
REVIEW POLICY... 
nrcom lha' we will try our hptdesf lo 

: tamper* At ih* lime of placing pur ad 
wo set pr ices Hint we ted are same of 
iIm (tiqti fompaiHiYe around However 

should a price drop in iHe meantime we 
promise To pass then cm. Lai us know 

if wo Ye not mmpeiiNvts, we'd lie 

lint cHciiub to try ipnd batm 
iho mmpaliiicm. 

UN 
EXPRESS LIMITED 

DEPT AMF/MB. UNIT C7, THE ROPEWALK SDUi” ^ CEWTRS 

STATION ROAD. ILKESTON. OER? DE7 JHX 

TELEPHONE. 0602 d41442 :E::440t4t 

t < ) 4pm. ..THAT1! > THE MAGIC ■ MERLIN 



TVue 
Colour 

is here! 

The Harlequin frame 

buffer will bring True 

Colour to the Amiga 

- and it’s out soon. 

The 24-bit technology that will bring 
us 16 million colours consists, like 
most other computer advances, of 
two separate elements; hardware and 
software. The software to generate 
True Colour images is around already 
and 24-bit paint programs are 
certainly under development. All that 
is missing is the display hardware 
that will allow us to put these colours 
onto the screen. 

"Commodore does not have to 
produce a 24-bit card - dearly there 
are many viable alternatives. Third 
party companies will jump to fill the 
niche.” says Perry Kivolovitz of ASDG. 
Already several manufacturers are 
turning these words into a reality. 

Leading the way is the Amiga 
Centre Scotland. The Harlequin frame 
buffer card was shown in a protoype 
form with the full support of the 
Commodore stand at the 1989 
Computer Graphics Exhibition (see 
Amiga Format 71 After a year's 
further development, the board is 
now nearing completion and its 
launch to an expectant public will 
follow at this year's C-GFX. 

The images that appear on this 
page are the most recent to be gen¬ 
erated using the Harlequin card. The 
only problem with looking at them in a 
magazine like this is that neither the 
printing processes used by the mag, 
nor any of the methods used to trans¬ 
fer an image to a form in which we 
can use it, do the images justice. 

The Harlequin display board will cost 
less than £2000, which is compara¬ 
tively inexpensive, and is expected to 
be widely available before the end of 
the year, which should make it the 
first card to bring 24-brt True Colour 
quality to the Amiga. 

In actual fact the Harlequin is a 
32-bit card, but this does not mean 
that it uses any extra for the actual 
image memory. Twenty-four bits is all 
that will ever be needed for a tme-to- 
life computer display, for reasons out¬ 
lined in the mam feature on these 
pages. The extra eight bits is used as 
what is known as an 'alpha channel1 
to provide other information for 
special effects on the display, such 
as masking. 

Harlequin will be available in PAL 
and NTSC versions, provides full 
broadcast-quality RGB output and, by 
making full use of interlace, will be 
compatible with genlocking, so it 
could soon become a serious power 
tool in video work. 

One of the small problems of 24- 
bit video is that image files tend to be 
around one megabyte uncompressed, 
so you are warned by the ACS that a 
hard disk would be a sensible part of 
your True Colour system. Other highly 
recommended additions include extra 
memory and a 68030 board with 32- 
bit memory. Clearly, True Colour is 
not going to be cheap: but it will push 
the Amiga up there with the best in 
the professional graphics market. 

Once upon a time, the Amiga's HAM mode with 
its palette of 4096 colours was the ultimate in 
colour Certainly, 4096 colours is not to be 

sniffed at: but think what you could do with 16 million. 
The revolution in colour image systems goes by the 

name of 24-bit or 'True Colour' display. The way it works 
is very simple indeed. The colour of each pixel on a 
screen is defined by a number. This being a computer 
the number i$ naturally in binary. If the number were 
just a single bit - just one digit in binary - the number 
could be 1 or 0, on or off, hence just one of two colours. 
Black or white, say. Add another bit and you have four 
different choices to represent four colours: add another 
bit. you can have eight Then 16, then 32. then 64. then 
128, then 256... and so it goes on. 

By the time you reach 24 bits you can have 
16,777,216 different possible numbers and hence that 
many colours to choose from. The sheer sire of this 
figure may seem impressive and the potential rapidly 
begins to seem enormous, but rt does kind of beg two 
questions. Firstly, why do we need it when we have 
HAM? Secondly, why 24 bits for 16 million colours, not 
more or less? And finally, how could you possibly use 
such a large palette? 

A Little History 

To answer these questions, it's worth bearing in mind 
that the Amiga does not live in a vacuum and that 24-bit 
video is not the sole property of the Amiga. The idea of 
24-bits-per-pixel colour has been around for a long 
time: and not just as an idea, either. 

The Macintosh and the PC may have started off as 
weak competitors to the Amiga in the colour held seven 
years ago. but the professional niches reached by these 
machines since have persuaded developers to produce 
24-brt graphics cards for these machines. The Amiga is 
now, in fact, in danger of being left behind. 

Perry Kivolovitz of ASDG (who are major players in 
the Amiga graphics world] believes that the competition 
can be seen off by the Amiga's superior capacities. "For 
example,” he says, “if l were to compare two identical 
machines - identical in respect to speeds, memory 
configuration, everything - with exactly the same code, 
exactly the same assembly language instructions - the 
Amiga is going to give you a better performance every 
time. Its operating system allows it not to interrupt 
itself, not to interrupt the CPU”, 

But nevertheless, without 24-bit video the Amiga will 
not be seen as a serious machine by the professionals. 
Perry again: “The fact is that 4096 colours, when the 
pixels are extremely large and at a low resolution, 
doesn't hold a candle to the perceived quality of a high- 
resolution 256-colour display”. Anyone who has used a 
colour Macintosh will know exactly what he means. 

Dead Meat 

HAM really does not cut it any more. Qufte apart from 
the messy, fringed display, its operation is simply too 
insanely complex. Perry comments: “H you compare the 
work involved to display a 24-bit image and the work 
involved to display a good HAM image, you realise that 
if you have a 24-bit display board, all you do is show the 
raw data. And if you have that same 24-M data - the 
same high resolution, crisp, beautiful colours, beautiful 
shades - and want to display it on a HAM display on an 
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Amiga, you have to perform incredible 
somersaults, incredible gyrations, in 
order to produce as good a looking 
image as you can.* 

HAM still inevitably has its place, 
especially in animations, where the size 
of 24-bit files would currently make it 
impractical for them to be used. But 24- 
bit is a good deal simpler as well as bet¬ 
ter - "There's nothing to ItT says Perry - 
and is certainly the shape of the Mure. 

Colour by Numbers 
Sixteen million colours is a palette, not a 
screen display. A high-resolution monitor 
only has 64,000 pixels at most so even 
if each and every pixel were a different 
colour, 64tOQ0 is the greatest number of 
colours you could display at one time. 
TV and video certainly don’t use as many 
colours as a 24-bit system can provide. 

The colour revolution is here. True 

Colour' 24-bit video arrives on the Amiga, 

bringing a choice of 16 million colours. 

DAMIEN NOONAN checks out the 

future while BRIAN LARKMAN takes a 

look at the first image processing system 

that will handle 24-bit pictures. The Art 

Department from ASDG. 

All the 

in the 

IS 
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What, then, is the need for 
16,777,216 colours? Perry Kwokwtz 
explains, "If you take a camera and 
aim it at the countryside. to represent 
that image you don't need a 24bit 
display card. You coukj probably rep¬ 
resent every cosour there tn 18 bits, 
200,000 colours. 

“But m order to show, let's say, 
the shading on a human face, that's a 
situation where you have a large num¬ 
ber of graduations of colours that are 
basically the same, of the same fam- 
iiy, close to each other. If you think 
about it as having a greyscale shape, 
going from 0% (white) to 100% 
(black), then in order to represent all 
of those shades of grey in between 
you need eight bits. And eight times 
three gives you the two to the tewnty- 
fourth, 24-bit." 

Not only is 24-bit impressive, not 
only is it in Perry’s words, "absolutely 
necessary", but it is also all you will 
ever need. It’s the ultimate. It is True 
Colour. “There are 32-bit display 
boards, but people are often misled 
into thinking that's 32 bits of image 
memory. It's really 24 bits of image 
memory with another eight bits used 
for other things." 

Talking "Bout My Generation 

The 24-bit revolution will involve the 
two separate technologies of image 
generation in the software and hard¬ 
ware to display those pictures on an 
Amiga screen. The hardware for the 
Amiga to actually display 24-bit 
images is on its way very soon, but 
because the idea of 24M video has 
been nascent for a while now, some 
applications to produce the images 
are already around. 

Seemingly, it would be impossible 
to paint from scratch an image con¬ 
taining anywhere near 64,000 
colours. For this reason, itrs mainly 
image generation programs such as 
ray-tracing packages and digitisers 
which, up to now, have been devel¬ 
oped to take advantage of 24-bit (or, 
m some cases, only 21-bit) colour. 
Programs which are capable of pro¬ 
ducing images using these colour res¬ 
olutions include Scufpt-Animate 40, 
Turbo S *er and the new Real 3D in 
the first category and Professional 
ScancaC another ASOG product) and 
DtgiView m the latter. 

So you can generate 24-bit 
images and you can display them. 
The only problem now is that you 
can't do anything wrth them. Until the 
Amiga is blessed with a range of 24 
bit paint programs it will sbll remain 
something of an onlooker m the True 
Colour revolution. Just wait for Deluxe 

Pamf 24, Photon Paint 24 and 
DigiPamt 24. They are on the way... 
ifs merely a question of time. 

The Art Department 
Until 24-bit painting arrives, you can 
at least make use of those 24-bit 
generated images with this Image 
processing package. The Art 
Department is the first of what will 
almost certainly be a flood of True 
Colour products. It provides a very 
powerful range of tools, yet they are 
available from a very simple interface. 

The program is described by 
Perry Kivolovitz of ASDG as "our 
attempt at defining a new state-of-the- 
art and entry-level colour image 
processing system." This preview can 
only give you a flavour of what the 
package can do, but over the next 
few months it will be tested exten¬ 
sively so watch this space for a 
ICXGOO-miie report. 

LOAD FORMAT allows the incoming 
data to be converted to the standard 
24-bit RGB format used internally by 
the program. All IFF colour pictures 
(regardless of the number of colours} 
are automatically converted to 24-bit 
data; grey-scale pictures to 8-bit 
Other formats such as Sculpt Turbo 
Silver, TIFF, GIF and even some IBM 
and Mac, can be converted using 
modular Loader programs that can 
be bought separately, (Scu/pt and 
Turbo Silver RGB Loaders will be 
provided with the official European 
version of the Art Dept.) 

COMMANDS provides the normal 
Project menu items - Load. Save, 
About etc - plus Separate, the colour 
separation requestor. Using The Art 
Dept, ANY picture can be colour sep¬ 
arated for use in DTP programs or for 
full colour reproduction. 

The SCREEN CONTROLS select all 
of the standard Amiga screen modes 
including overscan plus the more 
exotic A-HAM, Dynamic HAM, A-RES 
O&L, and Dynamic Hi Res; 208 com¬ 
binations in all! Also selectable here 
are the standard colour sets - 2, 4, 
8t 16, 32, 64 and 4096, 

COLOUR CONTROLS allow more 
precise tuning of the palette and most 
other aspects of the image via 
Balance, Dither and Palette buttons. 
For most artists, this will be the heart 
of the program because these con¬ 
trols handle the real fine tuning of an 
image. The Balance button calls a 
requestor that is similar to the 
Controls panel of DigiView's comp¬ 
anion, Tran$fer24, Sliders control 
Brightness, Contrast, Red, Green, 
Blue and Gamma Adjustment. This 
last tends' the brightness so that 
only the middle range of tones is 
brightened, maintaining detail in the 
light and dark areas. This is a great 

Less colours means smaller files, 

so for jobs like animation it’s best 

to cut colours. KARL TOROK 

tests The Art Department's image 

processing powers. 

One of the great pleasures of working with the Amiga is 
being able to go straight to a HAM paint program and 
create pictures with 4Q§6 beautiful, delicate shades. 
HAM also allows realistic shaded objects to be developed 
in three dimensions - and video digitizers in HAM mode 
are very effective, bringing almost photographic pictures 
to the Amiga screen. 

But a HAM picture can be more of a hindrance than a 
help, using up valuable disk space, guzzling chip memory 
and slowing down animations. If you are involved in 
animation or 3D modelling, then speed and storage are a 
key issue. There Is a way of getting very impressive 
results using as little as between four and thirty-two 
colours... image processing. 

Process Colours 
The Art Department flies ahead of every other image 
processing program in speed and especially in quality. It 
has only one real problem: the bare minimum of memory 
for The Art Department is one megabyte, but to perform 
up to its fullest potential it requires at least four. 

You can create a charcoal drawing effect by starting off with 

a colour image and turning Et into grey*scale» Increase the 

contrast and decrease the brightness, then choose the line 

art option. You then retain the IS colour screen (or decrease 
the amount of colours used depending on the effect you 
want) and pick the Floyd»Stelnberg dithering, then render 

the Emago. The finished Image should have a rubbed 

charcoal-like quality. 

You could then, if you had a mind to, combine both the 
coloured image and the charcoal image in DigiPaifif 3, It 

could be possible to superimpose the charcoal image (In 

varying transparent washes) over the colour image, or vice 
versa. This can sometimes result in interesting effects. 
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NEED 

It is still possible to improve and 
add interesting effects to your 
mage once you have your 
palette, There are various dither* 
mg effects which can be used 
with the different types of resolu¬ 
tion, Hie dithering is not too 
apparent with HAM but very 
effective with G4 colours down* 
wards - becoming more useful, 
the less number of colours used. 

What happens is that the flat 
areas of colour are broken up by 
the various dithering effects avail* 
able (that Is, (Efferent types of dot 
struchaes). You Just simply have 

Keep trying wrticTi (meet is me 
most suitable for the image. 

One thing to keep in mind when 
image processing is that the 
program does not always give 
you the best palette. The results 
are excellent when there are 
many different bright colours - 
but not so good when there is a 
minimal range of tones. The thing 
to do then is to force the image. 

This is done by manually 
altering certain colours and then 
observing the results, continually 
adjusting until the required effect 
is achieved. If, for example, you 
suppose that you wish only to 
render an image into 16 colours 
from an original palette of 32. 
You should load in a palette of 
eight colours from another 
image, keeping eight colours free 
to adjust to taste. 

Unlike most other image process¬ 
ing systems, The Art Department 
converts every picture that it 
operates on into a 24-bit RGB file. 
You also have the choice of forms 
of image other than IFF, such as 
24-bit tiles generated by Caligari 
and Sculpt 3D, via 'modules' that 
can be purchased separately rf 
you need them. Sculpt and Turbo 
Silver loaders are provided 

Process of Elimination 
When you have your picture in 
memory you can do the usual 
colour adjusting - brightness, 
contrast and the tike - then 
decide how far you need to 
reduce the number of colours 
used in the palette and the reso¬ 
lution of the image. 

Altered Images 
There are other options, like an 
outline mode which can be very 
effective when used in conjunc* 
tion with the 'brightness* control. 
A colour separation control will 
also allow you (through a 
circuitous route) to load in your 
picture as 24-bit to a PostScript 
file saved in ProPage. 

The Art Department also has 
one of the best scaling routines I 
have seen. It gives superb 
enlargements and you can go 
very large and still obtain excel¬ 
lent reductions. This happens 
because the program doesn't just 
replace pixel for pixel: it dithers 
the shades between the colours. 

The control panel is very intu¬ 
itive in use and you can scale the 
width and height separately and, 
if necessary, by percentage, while 
the program shows you the pixel 
size of the image. The finished 
result is brilliant. 

High Resolution 

8 Colours with Sierra 

dithering: 59K of nwnory 

Black, White and Grey 
Some useful techniques that can 
be used in The Art Department it 
is possible, for instance, to turn a 
low-colour image into a higher 
resolution grey-scale. 

You take an Amiga (VT) four 
or eight-colour image and reduce 
the width and height by 50%, turn 
it into a grey-scale mage and the 
resulting image wB have more 
than 16 shades of grey - giving 
the ■■qaesskwi that the mage is 
much sharper than i it were in 
high res (640 a 512 pbcetej, The 

Low Resolution 

8 Colours 
fSK of momoiy 
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improvement on the standard bright¬ 
ening method. There are no controls 
for Saturation or Sharpness. 

The Dither button selects between no 
less than six dithering types. 
Selecting the right dither contributes 
greatly to getting the best conversion 
from HAM to the lower palette sizes. 
As Torok shows in his piece, The Art 
Dept can convert from 4000 to 16 
or 8 colours with remarkable fidelity. 
This is achieved by optically mixing 
many of the colours, dithering the 
pixels, and different pictures require 
different dithers for the best results. 

At first sight the Palette controls 
seem quite ordinary but by including 
one simple idea - Offset Colour Zero 
(OCZ) - they become uniquely flexi¬ 
ble. The value defined for OC2 is 
interpreted differently by the system 
at different times. It can define the 
position at which a newly-loaded 
palette will start storing its values. 
This allows chunks of 4, 8. or 16 
colours to be added to a 32-colour 
palette at any position: extremely 

BELOW: The Art Dept* 

Inttrlaca. Embodied 
3D 'awKchbourd' 

Workbench** h*v* 
com* vtry much into 

voqu* recently and 

The Art Dept ia no 

exception providing an 
attractive range of 

subdued blue buttons 

to press. The screen is 

divided into five mein 

areas; Load Format, 

Commends* Colour 
Controls,. Image 

Controls and Screen 

Controls. Most of the 

buttons In each ares 

bring up Requestor 

windows that are them- 
selves control panels. 

Overall quite an 
elegant way to control 

the system but hardly 
standard Amiga - yet 

another interface! 

valuable to animators and painters 
alike. When rendering an image with 
the palette unlocked the value defines 
where new colours will be added to 
the palette. Thus the 8 colours used 
for an animated object can be 
included into the overall palette of a 
32-colour background. Similarly the 
transparent colour used for genlock- 
ing can be excluded from the render, 
preventing 'holes' in a genfocked 
image. Many other uses could be 
found for this tool, 

The IMAGE CONTROLS are the 
other area of great interest to artists. 
These allow the image to be flipped, 
horizontally or vertically, scaled up or 
down, converted to line art with a 
sophisticated edge-detection system, 
and from colour to greyscale. 

isolated Pixels can also be Removed 
with RIP. These tools are all extremely 
useful, especially the scaling which 
allows images to be reduced more 
accurately than any other system and 
enlarged to the capacity of RAM. 
Nevertheless, most 24M artists will 
soon be frustrated with the lack of 
tools to cut and paste, rotate by 
angle, and apply global special 
effects like ripple, blur, sharpen, pat¬ 
terned pixelisabon etc. A future ver¬ 
sion would be enhanced if provision 
were made to apply such effects, per¬ 
haps as user-defined modules. 

As a first step The Art Department is 
a uniquely flexible and useful piece of 
software. It is equally valuable to , 
'normal' Amiga users working in the 
standard resolutions and palettes, 
and to 24-bit 'power users'. Yet for 
this latter group it is only a first step. 
Looking at the range of True Colour' 
software becoming available for the 
Mac II, 24-bit Amiga users are soon 
going to want much more in the way 
of image processing. When 24-bit 
cards become widely available, rt will 
not be enough to display, resize and 
flip pictures, or even to apply special 
global effects. We wilt want to paint 
on them. Which will mean DigiPamf 24, 
P/iotonPainf 24 and DPaint XXIV... 
The Art Department (ASDGJ £69.95 

Silica Systems OBI 309 1111 

Real 
People 

The latest Real Things picks a tricky 

subject that needs skill to succeed. 

BRIAN LARKMAN looks at us all 

Anyone who has used the 
two previous offerings in 
the Pea/ Things series 

should be getting quite excited about 
now as the third animation kit nears 
completion - this time the subject is 
us. As usual the RGB team looks set 
to push back the boundaries of 
what is possible on the 
Amiga, bringing accurate, - 
realistically-animated 
figures to the screen for 
anyone to use, whatever 
their skill level. 

The starting point 
for Rea/ Things Humans 
(RGB Studios 0825 81 
2666), as with all of the 
previous Rea/ Things, is a set of 
line drawings, this time of men and 

women engaged in various activi¬ 
ties such as walking and running, 
developed from the photographs 

of Eadweard Muybridge* 
As usual, though, they 

are not just simple outlines. 
Because they are drawn by 

skilled and experienced artists, 
the lines themselves have 
an expresive, fluid quality 
that seems to model the 
figures in three dimensions. 

This is true of the static I me 
drawings even without any sort 
of graduated fill, but it becomes 
especially apparent when the 

X 

4 M I »l*i in «*■** „ 
I ttnpip* 14 (Ifiivhpd 

figures are set in motion: flexing 
muscles, swivelling joints and shifting 
flesh are all conveyed with a few 
smooth, swift lines. 

The accuracy of the line drawings 
is confirmed when the lines are 
‘fleshed up' with a special variation of 

graduated fill developed by 
Robin Bilson. Each line 

becomes a focus 
of the graduated 
modelling, and the 
body contours 
are remarkably 
well reproduced, 
especially when 

they are animated. 
The preview 

version of the software 
only included a few figures and 

these were mostly nude. The full 
version of Real Things Humans should 
include a set of props and clothes for 
each figure as well as the usual back¬ 
grounds, See this month's Coverdisk! 

These will inevitably be a shade 
reminiscent of the cut-out dolls' 
wardrobes that used to figure on the 
back cover of my sister’s Bunty 
comics, but much more fun - not that 
I admit to ever playing with the Bunty 
version, he Ited - and also far more 
versatile. Once again Real Things 
brings out the child in us while at the 
same time encouraging a worthwhile 
learning experience. ■ 



You aro on a quest to rid the 

fdom of an evil Demun and his 

ions, rest .lie the pnru ess and restore 

our lo your king- Your quest will 
mi through tittfei, swamps, temples 
castles tffifcui* mai hmgyour ultimate 

Wrath of the Detaor 
lacular graphics, aoim; 

playability, featuring; 

Large Well-defined Characters 
More than 100 Different Mon¬ 

sters * » 
20 Different Movements 
Slero Hi-Fi Music 

Large on-screen Maps 

Save Game Option 
Arcade Game Quality 

Over 600 Screens of Action 
Over 1400 Frames of Animation 

15 Level Parallax Scrolling 

Cor Realistic 3D Effect 
Bi-directional Smooth Scrolling 

State of the Art Animation 

Htaeatb taking Backgrounds 

Over 100 Colours on Screen 
SO Frames/sec 

Over 3 Megabytes of Graphics 

Superb gameplay and control of 

characters makes this a stunning gra¬ 
phic adventure in every sense. 

Available for Amiga. Atari ST, 
IBM PC and C64, 

KnltTlrinmenl (itterrulioful (UK) Lid * 4 The SUnnets * Laindon Norik Trade Ontit 
Basildon * Kwn SS15 SO| * Td 0288 S4112S * Fax 0268 541125 
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This effect simulates the 
unfolding of a piece of paper 
with a picture on. It is infinitely 

variable depending on the memory of 
your machine or your access to a 
video editing suite. The example 
shows a cut-down picture unfolding in 
four sections, which will run happily 
on a 1 meg machine using the play 
programme. As memory increases, 
the possibility of adding sections and 
changing the direction of the folding 
increases also. 

Note that square brackets [thus] 
denote keys on the keyboard. 

Load up your chosen picture. [In 
this case, a textile pattern,) ©Pick up an area of the picture 
200 pixels by 200 pixels. Clear 

the screen and stamp down your 
brush m the centre of the screen. ©Press [J] to go to the spare 

screen and set the number of 
arum frames to 40. Go to frame 10 
and then press [JT O Using the right-hand mouse but¬ 

ton pick up the top left quarter 
of the picture, which should be 100 
pixels by 100 pixels. Be sure to be 
pixel perfect or you will see black 
lines on the final animation, ©You will now need to adjust the 

handle point of the brush you 
are carrying. To do this use ‘brush- 
handle-place'. Place the crosshairs in 
the top centre of the brush. 
^^Now, without stamping it down, 

position the brush back into the 
picture and hold it stilt. 

Press [J] to move to frame 10, 
W0 Stamp down the brush. (See the 
first image in the series on the right.) 

Select 'effect perspective 
^ir centre'. Position the cross-hairs 
m the same place as you positioned 
your brush handle in step 5. ©Bring up the move' requester. 

Set the count to 10, set X's 
ang?e to -90, In the direction box 

e ect the right hand 'move' icon and 
e* hand record' icon. De-select 

ar, -trier boxes. ©Select preview', tf you see a 
a'e framed square swing out 

as ~: jgh hinged at its top, select 
dr a* me requester re-appears. 

tf thrs does not happen, check for 
mistakes n earlier steps, ©When re computer has drawn 

these Barnes the requester will 
reappear Select exif ©Go to frame 20 then press [J] to 

return to your ongnal picture, ©You now need to pick up the 
bottom left-harid quarter. 

Remember to be paei perfect and to 
use the right-hand mouse button so 
that it actually removes it on pick-up 

Deluxe Paint 3 
Masterclass 
In the second tutorial covering Special Effects, learn how 

to make a picture unfold with DEAN AGAR. 

The original image is 

shown in the 'Graphics1 
flash above left. To 

make it appear to 

unfold, it must first be 
cut down to a proper 
square. Then the four 

separate quarters must 

be animated, as shown 

in the series of pictures 
below. The final effect 

should be of a square 
piece of paper being 
unfolded, as seen in the 

picture to the right. 

Position the handle point in the 
JftJsame way as Step 5. Position 
the brush back into the picture and, 
while keeping the mouse still flick 
back to frame 20 using [Jl, 

l Stamp the brush down. 

©Select 'effect-perspective-ceo- 
tre’ again and position on the 

top centre point of the picture, ©Bring up the ‘move’ requestor: 
for this movement the settings 

remain the same as before, so you 
can preview and draw without alter¬ 
ations. (See the second image, left.) ©Go to frame 30 and return to 

the original picture. Pick up the 
bottom half of the remaining picture, 
which is the bottom right-hand corner 
of the original picture. ©Reposition the handle again but 

this bme position it down the 
centre of the left side. 

Reposition the brush within the 
V remaining picture and press [| 

to return to frame 30. ©Stamp the brush down. Set the 
'perspective centre' on the cerv 

tre of the left-hand side of the image. 
Bring up the move requester, 
set X's angle to 0 and Y’s angle 

to -90. Select preview. If you have a 
square swinging out from its left-hand 
side then select draw. If not. again 
search for your mistake. (See the 
third image in the senes on the left.) 

I Exit the move requester' and go 
to frame 40 and then press [J] © 

to return to the scratch screen. There 
should be just one quarter left, so 
pick it up from corner to comer, this 
time with the left-hand mouse button 
so as to make a copy. Set the handle 
to the centre of its bottom edge, to 
line up the brush move it over the 
original picture until it is flush. ©Press [J] to return to frame 40, 

Stamp down the brush, set the 
perspective centre to the centre of 
the bottom edge of the brush. ©Bring up the 'move' requester; 

change X's angle to 90 and Y's 
angle to 0; preview: draw: then exit 
the requester. (The last image, left.) ©If you set the amm rate to 15 

and press 6 on the keyboard 
you will see you have four quarters 
folding out and disappearing, To 
complete the animation we need to fill 
in these gaps. ©Go to frame 10. Pick up the 

image as a copy, line up the 
brush with the image on screen, and 
without moving the mouse stamp the 
brush down on frames 11-19. ©Now pick up frame 20 and, 

using the same method, stamp 
the brush down on frames 21-29; 
repeat with frame 30, stamping down 
on frames 3140, [The idea should be 
dear from the main picture, above.) ©Press number key [6] on the 

keyboard to view the finished 
animation - you will now see the full 
effect, literally unfolding before your 
eyes, in all its glory! ft 
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IBM PC 

Pr»cesl Daphne^ias^ecJi spirited away to a Be thejirst ta play the all newJjjWjBwl 
wynlit m IjmeBy tfte WilwIzar<rMordf6TT»tMi - animated adventureWJWQon’s LaffW-Tirnd 
plans toTorce her intb marriage. Only you, Dirk _Warp features full-screen animation and 
the Daring,-can saveljer. ^“iJtgirtzed sound with more scenes than any 

'Bans(><tfted.by'a bumbling old time previous animated adventured 
-ndthine, you begin the rescue mission. But 
JL must hurry, for oKce the Casket of Doom 
Ms opened, Mordroc wjll place the Death Ring 
■fun Daphne’s finger in marriage and she will 
be lost forever in the Time Warp. 

aXrSannelts •LainOon NortH Trade Centre* Basildon • Esse* • SSI 5 60J • Telephone Number (3268 S411M • facsimile NumDei 026a 541125 

'Dragon's Lair N: Tima Warp' 

Blulh Group Lid.; c 19&D Bluth Group, Ltd,; uJCT1 
under license from Sullivan Bluth Interactive Media. 
Inc : Character Designs *- 1983 Don Blulh; £ 1990 all 
audio visuals and concept - Sullivan Blulh Interactive 
Media. Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED; Programming 
c 1990 Ready So ft Incorporated. 



SPECIAL RESERVE CLUB BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
* NRG (Energy magazine) News Reviews and 
Graphics. Screen shots, pack shols. charts, latest 
Giga-Savers, 40 colour reviews in every issue Night 
City Cybertoon and the kill-or-die adventures Of the 
Cyberpunk NRG street gang it's Cyber-fantastic’ 
NRG bi-monthly to all Special Reserve members 
* Release Schedules, sent bi-monthly with updated 
catalogue information 
* Sate* hotline, to Spm weekdays, 5-30pm 
Saturdays and 5pm Sundays. 0279 600204 
* Fast despatch of stock items individually 
wrapped by first class post 
* Written confirmation* (receipts) sent when we 
receive each order 
* Catalogue, Membership Card * Fofdariot NRG 
* Refunds or change of order on request if delayed 
* No Qbttgatton to buy. We do not require a signed 
contract, nor is there any age requirement. With 
Special Reserve there 
are no hidden costs. 
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UIAINEW7W ISLAND \ 
bftknoo \ 

FOR The SKiE\.PSS 
lo LIGHTNING SS'i 
RED STORM RISING 

l#CW DANGEROUS 2 
KdCRSTTF ROHAN 

SAC* TO rHE FUTURE 2 
Badlands 
■balance qf power 
QALLiSTgi 
BAllYHOOwfoCOMr 
BARSARlAN 2 .PALACE' 
BAPDSTALE 2 
SA*UAN THE MOVIE 
BATTLE COMMAND ... 
“4gt.’fain _ 
SATTlE OF BRITAIN iDS DRIVEi 
BATTLE SQUADRON 
&A OLE CHESS 
BaTTLEMASTER 

BEAST 2 ..J 
BETRAYAL 
BEYOND ZORK rlNFOCOMj 
HILLY THE KID 
BLACK CAULDRON S 
BLACK LAMP J 
BLITZKRIEG MAY 1^40 
BLOOD MONEY jf 
BLOOOWYCH / . 
BiOODWYCH^fTA T A DISK 
BLOODWyBRDATA DISK 
BflEA6l<2. 
BPfACH ? 11 MEG:. 
fiR’DGE PLAYER 2 rso GALACTIC A 
BUCK ROGERS (S3!] 
BUDOKAN 
CADAVER 
CAPTIVE 
CARRIER COMMAND 
CARTHAGE 
CHAMPION OF THE RAJ 
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN |1 MEG! 
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK |i MEGi 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK EDITOR 
CHASE H Q 
CHASE HOJ 
CHESS CHAMPION 2175 
CHESSMASTEfl 2000 
CHESSMASTER 2100 
CwflQNOGUEST 2 
CHUCK YEAGER S AF7 2 0 
a OUD KINGDOMS 
COOENAME ICEMAN [1 MEG. .SIERRA, 24 99 
COLONEL S BEQUEST |i MEG .SIERRA. 24 ® 
COLORADO 
CONFLICT EUROPE 
CONQUEROR 
CONQUESTS OF CAMELOT O MEG! 
CORPORATION 
CORRUPTION IM SCROLLS! 
CRACK DOWN 
CRIME W A V£ 
CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND (SSt! 
CUTTHROATS ^FOCOW) 
DAMOCLES. 
DAYS Q* TMUNMP 
DEATHTRAP 
OCJAVU 
DELUXE MUSIC CONSTH SET 
DELUXE PAINT 
DELUXE PAINT 1 
DELUXE VIDEO 3 
DICK TRACY 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUdO 
DRAGON BREED 
DRAGON WARS 
DRAGONS LAIR 
DRAGONS LAIR ■ ! MEG- 

Commodore Amiga 
In stock at time of publication. 

n sg\ii 
rn ^ 
■6 49 1! 
5 99 : 
4M .. 

16 40 II 

,'7 99 ?7 
E 99 .. 

TO 49 

\Amig3 DUUScreen Gems Pack 
COMPUTER WiTM MOUSE. TV MODULATOR, BACK TO 
THE FUTURE 2 DAYS OF THUNDER. BEAST 2. DELUXE 
PAINT 21 NIGHTS RE ED 

Amiga Peripherals 
PHILIPS 6633 COLOUR STEREO MONITOR... 
PHILIPS TELEVISION TUNER FOR 8833 MONITOR . 
(CONVERTS THE MONITOR INTO A TELEVISION) 
AMIGA A59D 20 MEG HARO DRIVE..... 
CUMANA EXTERNAL 3.5'' B80K DISK DRIVE. 
AMIGA A SOI RAM UPGRADE TO 1 MEG {GENUINE 
COMMODORE ITEM WITH CLOCK) ...... 
ZVDEC RAM UPGRADE TO 1 MEG WITH CLOCK 
ZVDEC RAM UPGRADE TO l MEG .. 
MONITOR STAND. WIRE FRAME. ACCESS TO DRIVE .., 
NAKSHA MOUSE. BRACKET AND MAT {AMIGA OR ST) 
MIDI MASTER AMIGA MIDI INTERFACE .... 
COVER FOR AMIGA_____*.. 
COVER FOR MONITOR ...* 
KIND WORDS 2 {WORD PROCESSOR) ... 

Disks 'n bits 
MUflKfi IN SP*C£ 
WYSTCAL 
NAR C 
NAVY SEALS 
NE0ULUS2 
NEGRONOU 
NEUflOMAWCEfl 
NEVERMIND 
NEW YORK WARRIORS 
NEW ZEALAND STORY 
NIGEL MANSELL S GRAND PRIX 
MGHTBREEDiACTlQhi V 
N1GHTBR6E0 IINTER ACTIVE MO. JF 
NIGHTSHIFT , j 
tiiT RQ ^ 1 
NORTH AND SOUTH ^ I 
NUCLEAR WAR J 
OPERATION HAFIHIEH / . 
OPERATJQN STEALTH / 
OPERATION THUNDBISOLT / 
OVERRUN / 
PACLAND / 
PACMANIA / 
PAINTWORK? J 
PANG 

DRAGONS BREATH 
DRAGONS TRIKE ,;SSn 
DRAKKH?N 
DUNGEON MASTER 
DUNGEON MASTER f MEG 
DUNGEON MASTER EEJlTOfl 
OYNASTY WARS 
t MOTION 

SONY 
3.5” DS/DD 
DISK* LABEL 

GG413 

65p each 

8® 
7 49 

16 49 16 45 
3 49 

....-.9m ...9.® 
ELVI RA MSTRESS OF THE DARK 19® 19® 
ENCHANTER (INFOGOMi 16 ® 
EPIC 16® 16® 
E SCAPE FROM SINGE S CASTLE 26 ® 
ESCAPE FT PQT ROBOT MON$TEfl$f34» 1349 
E UROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE 15 99 tS.H 
EXTASE 13,® 13® 
EYE OF HORUS 5 49 5 49 
Fie FALCON 12 99 10® 
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 1 1349 6 49 
FIB FALCON MISSION DISK 2 12® 12® 
r 19 stealth fighter 19® 19 ® 
F29 RET ALIA TOR 16 49 16+9 
FAST BREAK |VOLLEYBALL, . ... 6+9 
FEDERATION OF FREE TRADERS 949 
FERRARI FORMULA r 8.® a®. 
FINAL BATTLE iPSS! 16 49 W-M 
FIRE AN □ FORGET 2 1 S.46« Ht + 5 
FISH1 IMSCROLLS) T® 6.® 
FLGHTOF the INTRUDER..: is® 1«99 
FLGHT SIMULATOR 2 .• JS® 23® 
pl lunrvirtirLqT , ifijn 

PLASIC STORAGE BOX. HOLDS TEN 3.5 DISKS 
3,5' SONY HIGH DENSITY DISK |1 A MB). 
10 PACK TDK 48 TPI 5 23 DS DO DtSKS (360K). 
10 PACK TDK HD 5 25 CBSKS ’4 MB). 
10 PACK TDK 96 TPI 5 25 DS DO DISKS |720K) .. 
3 MAXELL CF2 DISK + LABEL FOB PCW 

JMflSfjG SHOT iTENN.-- 
TAWN M SCROLL 
PHOTON PAlNT 
PHOTON PAENt ■ U 
P'RATES 
PLANtUAtl ftUf^ET 
PLAYER MANAGER 
plqttwg 
POL CE QUEST? SANAA, 
POLCE QUEST 2 * MEG SERRA 
PCX CE QUEST 2 <SC AAA) 
POOL Of RAJMMCE rf MEG SSL 
POOL OF RADIANCE tSSfl 
POPULOUS 

FLIMBOSOUESI.,. 
FLIP1TA MAONOSE 
FLOOD 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 * E 
F UN SCHOOL 3 f? 61 
FUN SCHOOL 2 It, 0 m B*l 
FUN SCHOOL 3 12 5 S7er 
FUTUfl-E CLASSICS 

DISK BOX 3.5" {100 CAP) DIVIDERS. LOCKABLE 
DISK BOX 3.5" {40 CAP) DIVIDERS. LOCKABLE 
DISK BOX 3,5" {80 CAP) DIVIDERS. LOCKABLE 
DISK BOX. STACKABLE, 3J (90 CAP| DRAWER 

BIGGEST CLUBS 
GREATEST DEALS 
O vet ■ A 000 tiro duci i 

SpeciaC p i am mi 

(Reserve 
H "" 1 

CYBERZINE 



ADVENTURE 
MADNESS 

OR JOIN EUROPES BIGGEST ADVENTURE CLUB 

OFFICIAL secrets 
FOR ADVENTURES AND ROLE PLAYING AND MORE 

All me benefits of Special Reserve plus: £ ^ 

Our 32 page bimonthly magazine is 
esd&ntiaJ 'easing lor those interested 
in adventures or role-playing games. 
Written by experts. Confidential has 
covered everything from How to Host 
a Murder to Which FI6 Flight 
Simulator7 Our agents, led by the 
Master Spy known as HTie Boss 
Upstairs' seek out the secrets of 
HPGs. FRP‘5. MUG'S, PBM's, Leisure 
Suit Larry. The Russians, Elvira...., 
and more Sega Megadrive Nintendo Gameboy 
* Sim Ctty or Corporation, m v ■ 
Choose one free tor Atari ST. JKjimrw f9 
Amiga of BM Please phone if you '!p7 
have a drfterorn machine. ^ 

Ol Corporation, ACE said: / 

M WmSfmi 'pf°oa^ly 1:110 n’f0St influential j 
f 

3- addit'On to your 
^^BF~ . Zero said: If you liked Dungeon 

Master Surve 
Of Strrt City. ACE said: "Sim City is a 

K ip |fA E'C’^'s or a gamesplayer's - dream. 
"Dfing mined lately to mind 

_ a — Populous hut S«m City seems to 
^ -ore depth C£VG said. 

^'Sim City is utterly fab" 

* Hotp-Urm - to hWp you aotva most gmmms. 

Man-^c KMkaafg -rr 3pm and on Sundays (not an 0698 number) 

UK Version, Free Shockware holster worth £7.99 |SHJ official UK Version, Free extra Joypad and membership 

3Bmeboy + Tetris, two player lead, /*q qq 
- ro headphones and batteries plus OifM j/if 
-zE Special Reserve membership or Shockware holster 

Jameboy Software etc l MORE SOON . 
Megadrive + A ftered Beast + Joypad 4 QQ Q Q 
j. aWra TIIDfin It-usnarl PflPP I OutJJS SUPER MARIO LAND ..15.99 

TENNIS .1599 
SHOCKWARE GAME BOV 
HOLSTER WITH BELT .7.99 

15.99 
15.99 
15.99 

15.99 

+ extra TURBO Joypad FREE 1 
+ FREE Special Reserve membership 

Megadrive Software 

Wr fieri s, UagmehC >cr0 is 
Ac-'soe--**.' Cf»r* £ 

- 

me*: T-.e 

'* “eadec - *c-a wrr* 
mcljdes the famous Magnetic 
Scro*s oarse? and graphics and is 
included n the price ot t—*■* 
membership 
Amiga format said: An excellent adventure 

^Ffl 

Atari Lynx ALEX KIDD IN IHfc 
ENCHANTED CASTLE 
ARNOLD PALMER GOLF 
FORGOTTEN WORLDS 
GHOULS N GHOSTS 
COLOIN AXi 
LAST BATTLE 
MYSTIC DEFENDER 
SAMBO 1 

HEVENGE OF 5MrN 
23 99 SPACE HARRIER 2 
27 A9 SUPER HANG ON 
27 49 SUPER LEAGUE &A$£S* 
34 49 SUPER TWJftOEimADE 
27 49 TWNDERPORCC 1 
27.49 TflUXTON 
2?a& WORLD CLff1 rrALiA 9G 
S3i M /COM 

: ai UK Version. In stock at time of publication 

_ f HX colour handheld system + mains 4 Cfi QQ 

-vwerpack A California Games ^ ** 
witty cunning and 

Lynx Software 
i E£ , 27 49 GAUNTLET 3 
-'MING.SI.99 KLAX ... . 
-__ENGE, 99 MS PACMAN 

.SI.99 PAPERBOY. .. 
,‘ENDECON .21.99 RAMPAGE . 

27*9 
27.49 
27 49 

27.49 
.2749 

just plain good funl If you liked Fish! youll probably like this, 
because they're very similar in style: you may even prefer Myth, it's 
that good 1" 
WyJh Ratings CU 90%, Amiga Format 87%. TGM B5%, Crash 91% 

OfthM Secret* Annual UK I 

Sega Master System 
a i UK Version. Free Special Reserve members hip. 

Master System 

. y iSTEflSYSTEM,TWO JOYPADS, HANG ON .79.99 
t WASTER PLUS SYSTEM WfTH UGHT 

: - SUN. HANG ON A MARKSMAN GAMES ...,99.99 
EtPtCUL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP WHEN YOU BUY EITHER 

-S ABOVE SYSTEMS iEJtlSTtNG MEMBERS DEDUCT £6,00) 
;r S G JETFIGHTER MASTER SYSTEM JOYSTICK. .13.99 

Joystjcks, Mjce etc. 

JL jf m 

i^bk 

■ ACTION FIGHTER . 
AFTERBURNER 
ALEX KIDD 
ALEX KIDD HIGH TECH WORLD 
ALE X KlOD SHIN06J WORLD 
ALEX KIDD LOST STARS 
AMERICAN BASEBALL. 
AMERICAN PRO FOOTBAL L 
AZTEC ADVENTURE 
BOMBER RAID 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
CASINO GAMES 
CHASE HO 
CY80HG HUNTER. 
DOUBLE DRAGON 
DYNAMITE 0UX 
ENDURO RACER 
F1$ FIGHTER . 
GAUNUEI 
GHOSTBUSTERS 
GOLDEN AXE . 
GOLFAMANIA 
GREAT BASKETBALL 
GREAT GOLF 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION . 

2$ <9 
1^99 
1999 

,22 99 

‘5.257*3.57 j| 

*3.0'V*TAPE i 
SEGA MASTER CONTROL STICK 
SEGA WASTER HANGLE CONTROLLER 1 YOKE). 
SEGA WASTER LIGHT PHASER GUN 
SEGA MASTER LIGHT PHASER GUN WITH TRAP 
SHOOTING. MARKSMAN SHOOTING AND SAFARI HUNT. 
SEGA MASTER RAPID FIRE UNIT . 
SEGA MASTER SG COMMANDER CONTROL PAD . 

Special Reserve or Official Secrets 
P.0. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 

UK Postage included, EEC add 10%, World add 25% 

*om eft to right) 
:: 5 ,pm analogue for IBM PC ..f2,99 

^ is.- cysttckforlBMPC,...18.49 
_ ■ x:^.T»r3 ST AMIGA ETC)...18.49 
^ renter (ST AMIGA ETC} -.MM 
^ ^oercnarger ST AMIGA ETC) ..fZ95 

F*on{ Row 
- &r or Pro Extra autofire (ST. AMIGA ETC)  12.49 

m ■ iAU 3USerial Mouse plus software..,.  32.99 
*■» i.-j Moust and Mat For Amiga Or ST  .32 99 
i ^ ST AUtGA ETC)  . -5.99 

Amiga ST Joysticks etc. nof shown. 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 BLACK . 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 MEAN GREEN . 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 RED-WHITE. 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 WHITE 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA COMBAT . 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO GREEN . 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO RED . 
EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL COMPETITION 9090 
KQNIX NAVIGATOR JOYSTICK AUTOFIRE . 
KOHfX SPEEDING JOYSTICK AUTOFIFE 
OUICKJOY INFFLA. RED JOYSTICK ....... 
MOUSE MAT | QUALITY SOFT MAT | . 
POPULOUS.FALCON LEAD (NUU MODEM CABLE) 
FOUR PLAYER AMIGA.'ATARI ST JOYSTICK ADAPTOR 
|FQR KICK OFF ?, LEATHERNECKS. GAUNTLET 2 AND 
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL FITS PRINTER PORT) 

IBM PC Joysticks etc. not shown. 
CHAMP JS 696 IBM XT AT ANALOG AUTO JOYSTICK 
COMPETITION PRO PC STYLE rIBM) . 
DYNAMICS IBM GAMES CARD WITH TWIN 
JOYSTICK PORT INTERFACE [9 PIN). 
EUROMAX IBM ANALOGUE 3001 JOYSTICK 
KONIX AMSTRAD lSM PC GAMES CARD WITH 
TWIN PORT INTERFACE. ... 
KONIX SPEEDKING ISM JOYSTICK 
QUICKSHOTOS 120 DELUXE IBM GAMES CARD 

.10.99 

.10.99 
9.99 

.1099 
,12 99 
12.99 

, 12 99 
.11 49 
12 99 

, I T 99 
. 33.90 

499 
9.99 

..15.49 

12.99 

19.99 

-12.99 

...7.99 
1599 

.15.99 

Existing members please enter 
your Membership No 

Special Reserve £8 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World or 
Official Secrets £29.99 UK, £34.99 EEC, £39.99 World 

I I or with Sim CHyr I AMFORM6 I 
and Myth 1-J and Myth 1-1 

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE 

Item 

Item 

Item 

Item 
Soliware Prces include UK or EEC Postage 

World sokwafa ofders please add E1.00 per iiem 
For nfln-5,pllw3re ilertlE, such Os joyslldkfe or blank di--> : 

piea&fl add 10% EEC o* 25% Worid lof cmteQe 
Overseas orders must bu paid by credit ca^cr 

T" 
— 

Credit card expiry date 
'CHEQUE ‘POSTAL ORDER "ACCESS' 



MICROPROSE SOCCER 
Football crazy, football 
mad, this will chall eng e 
your skills right from 

the kick off. With 
features that range 

from overhead kicks to 
art overhead view of the 

pitch, you'll play for 
much longer than 

extra thru*. 

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 
An ail time great from 
Kevin Toms,inventor 

of the world’s greatest 
selling football game. 
Man to man marking, 
choice of formations 

FOOTBALL MANAGER- 
WORLD CUP EDITION 

Enter the international 
arena with a World 

Class game from Kevin 
Toms. This will be the 

chance for you to 
manage the national 
'•team into sporting 

GAIZA*$ SUPER SOCCER 
Gazea mania is about 
to hit your computer 
screen? Realistic Ball 

Football 

W #j • 

■3Ssfjini 

j 1 

W9 
fyi:] 

I i 
HL wm^' 

SOf 





An assassin strikes in the King's Court, A red courtier lies dead but the black-robed killer has been traced beck to his master. Rather than 
this ploy earning an extra opening at court for one of your lackeys, it is now certain that the King will have a man enecut^. 

RAINBIRD £29.99 
And thus I clove my naked 

villainy... and seem a saint 
when I play the devil!" The Book of 
Betrayal foretells of a time when 
four Lords will wrestle for power 
against their rightful King and 
Church. And it is in the book we 
find the true story of the West 
Marches' darkest hour. 

Four equally-matched nobles 
seek power. They must dominate 
the courts of both King and 
Bishop, then depose them. Each 
noble has to manage estates, 
gather taxes, build armies, wage 
wars, spy and thwart the similar 
plots of his peers. 

four players each choose 
station - Knight, Baron, 

- which allots them a 
and a number of 

must then travel to 
collecting harvests 

for political 
aim, playing in 

over turns, is to control 
twin and thus take 

4®" the West Marches, 
^Vaulting ambitions are still 
governed by three major factors, 
Firstly, a LtKd must have represen¬ 
tatives at both courts, which 
requires the payment of taxes. 
Secondly the Lord must have 
some spare cash and an army for 
travelling. And finally ® a> !^ed 
peasants, who make all the money 
and supply the soldiers. 

After foolishly taking on a bigger force, the White Knight has been captured. His Gaoler has the options 
of release! ransom, Imprisonment or bansihment. Each has its benefits, but ransom is most profitable. 

In the Villages 
As Lord and Master over a 
number of villages you have total 
command of the peasants' lives 
and actions. Villagers serve four 
vital purposes: growing wheat to 
eat, making pottery to sell, form¬ 
ing militias for defence and supple¬ 
menting your personal army. 
Villages should be self-financing 
units, after they've paid taxes, oth¬ 
erwise their up keep comes out of 
your personal fortune. 

The economic balancing act is 
as tricky to master as it is to 
understand. Making the most of 

fluctuating prices and the group¬ 
ing of villages into units is vital as 
you try to offset expenditure (on 
the armies) against production 
(corn). The proximity to court 
becomes important as well, 
because each harvest has to be 
overseen personally. 

At Court 
In a court comprised of 24 
courtiers, a majority of 13 is 
needed to overthrow the Monarch 
or Bishop - and both must be 
replaced to win. Your numbers can 
be increased in various ways, of 

which the most moral means is 
tax payment. For each Lord one 
unit of tax must be paid per 
twelve-moon cycle. If you offer 
more, and there are vacancies, 
then the King or Bishop may let 
you have more places. 

There aren't always openings 
for thrusting young courtiers, so 
some have to be engineered. 
Assassins can be hired and ene¬ 
mies can be accused of treason if 
you've collected some evidence 
scrolls, or they can be purely 
outbid for position. Each action in 
court, though, requires your 

46 AMIGA FORMAT 
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SCREENPLAY 

On the Road 
The least predictable element n a 
world awash with betrayal i$ travel. 
The overall gar^e map is quite 
unreliable, medial cartography 
being made reaksbcatfy duff, While 
travelling, as well as the problem 
of getting lost you run the risk of 
being attacked by bandits or other 
Lords. On the up side you can also 
attack them and their villages or 
stumble on goodies that have 
been left lying around. 

Battles for villages and 
between warring groups can be 
fought out as small arcade games. 
Two lines of troops wander 
towards each other, with you 
controlling one warrior. Below is a 
battle bar which shows who the 

combatant is for either side, 
continues until one team 
of troops, so it pays to 

occasional soldier from 
whenever possible, 

you're captured and 
to ransom or even 

can both 
your game- 

you have to 
into an 

choice has to 
using all six turn 

the West 
your serfs, or 

and trymg a power 
play. Both must be done at least 
once every twelve turns, but which 
will pay the biggest dividends? Can 
your fellow players be trusted to 
keep their word or will they attack? 
Have you enough courtiers or is it 
open season for assassins? All 
these questions have no definite 
answer in a world full of Befraya// 

presence and takes a whole game 
turn to execute, whereas with 
moves outside the court the turn 
s split into six segments. So very 

few power moves can be 
attempted per twelve-tum year. 

?P or sotia 

Militia 6 
Ktvlle Z 

Each Lord has * personal flniiuce management scroll. It tolls you 
the inside Info on how many villages and troops he commands as 
well as how much cash, evidence and las has been collected, 

The end of a battle approaches and It i* time to bring an the trails. 
Players can take control as either defender or attacker, when appro¬ 
priate, getting the most out of each of the warrior1* sword-stroke*. 

The map of the West Marches. Don't rely on it, however, because it's 
been made realistically inaccurate to reflect the naff cartographic 
skills of the age. Stray off the edge and you're In the badlands! 

per peasant ^Laxes are 

i eaah 

Itaxes I 

Ax* the las. or raise it. The choice 1* yours every time a village is harvested. You control who grows 
what, who rights and how much tax they pay to either the King or the Bishop. This naturally affects the 
Lords pmndaitfi with his subjects, but If they get stroppy then ju*t hike up the tyranny rating. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Betrayal is a strategy game, so 
the graphics are subservient to 
the intricate game play. Yet the 
graphics maintain a respectable 
level. The scenes involving your 
Lord are mainly rotational, 
intended to convey information 
via symbols, and so Lack great 
realism. The battles are the high¬ 
light. with trolls trashing troops 
and heaps of broken bodies tying 
around, initially appearing 
patchy, the graphics hang 
together as a shorthand system 
that makes the game prettier 
and more playable. As for sound 
the only real feature, apart from 
the Olde England style theme, is 
the mad horse you ride whinny¬ 
ing at every turn. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Betrayal has great appeal to 
groups of players. It works as a 
one man versus the world4 game 
but is far harder to understand 
and wwi Playetg alongside fellow 
novices nuHfftei the learning 
problems Then, as they team 
the parameters, players will start 
exploiting the game s strategic 
element* and rely less on sheer 
military power. 

Single players must be ready 
for a long manual session and 
many inglorious defeats. The 
economics are sound, but awk¬ 
ward, and four playing heads 
united in understanding their 
mechanics are far superior to 
one. The board-game style 
makes Betrayal a brilliant three 
or four way confrontation but 
frighteningly one-sided against 
the solo Baron. 

JUDGEMENT 
Betrayal must be played by at 
least three players to be fuNy 
appreciated. Play it alone and 
you have to beat three experts 
immediately. The complexity of 
the game makes it initially tough, 
but after a tew abortive war* 
and stupid errors, if* possible 
to start some really messy 
back stabbing political bathes 
The more the game is played 
the clearer it becomes that no 
one route leads to wctpry and 
that the possMibes for betrayal 
along the way are m*en 
Trenton Wetoti 

t —"—   
GRAPHICS S 

SOUND 2 

INTELLECT io 

ADDICTION 5 

OVERALL 84% 
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99 ■ Joystick PALAC 

hJ ot al1 this black 
magic is mumbo 

^mbo - just ask Boots Barker, 
-*ter a marital dispute left him 
stranded deep in the deepest 
:eeps of the Congo, he awoke to 
find herd been cursed. An evil 
.’.itch doctor had snuck up on the 

jr poor hero and attached a 
magic mask unmovably to his 
‘*?ad Boots was now the proud 

<vner of a real Voodoo Nightmare. 
There is one chance - a long 

TOt but it might just work - for 
^ Dots to remove his headgear and 

back to civilisation. You must 
;. de him through eight tasks 
.n<hr when complete, allow a 

■ i showdown with the Doc who 
then remove the mask. Can 

. nelp Boots discover the secret 
me black magic hat box? 

The jungle is a strange and 
; gerous isometric 3D wilder 
iss And, just as one would 

it's littered with temples, 
- .res shops, natives, traps 

j *"05. Casinos? All this isn't 
- rtety obvious, though, as 

:mes to* He's one man 
ro aone in the land that 

forgot. Discovering 
: do s the first task, so 

-' : . adventuring, wander- 
ar : "g generally nosey is 

me rr» ^ me day. 
Sects car jump over absta¬ 

ins yc cr the creatures he 
eri * * them with his 58- 

-oe -e can collect stuff to 
sel or wc stand over energy^ 
rvrg taoc to eat - large wooden 

masks apparently inhibit more 

normal methods of consumption. 

Near where Boots awakes is a 

small pyramid with a paving slab in 

front, What quickly becomes 

apparent - because there's 

nothing else around - is that you 

have to enter it, on the first of five 

templeclearing exercises, Once 

in, the arm is to dash about the 

place desperately grabbing jewels. 

This requires much stomping, use 

of the spider's web teleports and 

satisfying a big, bad, godlike 

figure's demands. 

This earns the player not 

points, but pins, to stick in Boots' 

very own witch doctor Voodoo 

doll. Get eight of these and you 

earn a crack at the good doctor 

himself. Unfortunately there are 

only five temples to raid for pin 

purposes, so to gather the other 

stickers you need to fulfil three 

other missions as well 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
An eerie soundtrack runs 
continually in the background - 
spooky! This offsets the overtly 
cute graphics. The creepy 
era wiles creep and crawl just the 
way they should, while some 
dubious 1930s caricature 
natives pop up unexpectedly 
from the foliage. The foliage is 
solid enough to avoid confusion 
over passable routes, while 
giving enemies a place to hide in 
and surprise you from. 

The isometric design is at its 
best in the temples, allowing the 
maximum view of each room. 
The size of the characters and 
the interaction between them 
and the scenery is good. Moving 
blocks by pushing is easily 
accomplished, while the intro¬ 
duction of the teleport allows for 
some really fiendish puzzles * 

GOING SHOPPING WITH UNCLE GEORGE 
Every now and again Boots stumbles across a helpful zombie 

storekeeper* Selling his bananss can get him Ml more powerful 
stomping boots, (21 a jungle cutting machete, (3J a bush road 

map, (41 an extra life to help stave off these dyimg blues* 

To escape the temple Soots 

must move the blocks* Which 

one is safe to do first though? 

LASTING INTEREST 
Voodoo Nightmare is big, with 
eight small adventures crammed 
into the first half. The Temples 
are complex and require 
repeated attempts, while the 
need to solve them in the correct 
sequence, carrying the right krt, 
makes game-saving vital. Yet the 
game is hamstrung by an over- 
responsive control system which 
takes considerable patience and 
playing time to master. You'll find 
Boots falling off bridges and 
missing jumps just because of 
the k ghfcness of touch required* 
Voodoo Nightmare is a large 
game that would take many 
attempts to beat if control was 
perfect but hampered by such a 
control system it will take twice 
as long. Such is the incremental 
frustration factor of dying need¬ 
lessly. that many may give up 
before the game really gets its 
addictive hook in. 

Yeeech! OTT cuteness itril 

back in the lion mission* 

JUDGEMENT 
Voodoo looks the part and 
sounds the part. Mercilessly big 
and with an emphasis on a 
correct sequence of play, it has 
real lasting potential. This is 
marred, though not irrevocably, 
by the irritating control which 
causes needless suffering for 
players who die when they least 
deserve it. This is a crying 
shame as Voodoo could have 
been one of the true greats of 
the isometric 3D genre* If only 
Boots would drink less coffee 
and was less prone to leap 
maniacally around at the merest 
thought of a joystick command. 
Trenton Webb 
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DELORES LIGHTBODY SYLVIA LlMSkY 

The fthoot-out. Tex has to work his way across the screen without taking too many hits. He can hide behind the crates, but this stops him 
shooting back; a real shame as these scoxbatls are just begging for a bellyful of lead. No time to hide, though; it's party time! 

US GOLD £24.99 ■ Joystick and Keyboard 

His name is Murphy - Tex 
Murphy - Pi in SF circa 2033 

- and he's a hard-boiled gumshoe 
in the Mike Hammer mould, Some 
egghead took a flying lesson off 
of the Golden Gate and his daugh¬ 
ter smelt a rat. She wanted Tex to 
find out the truth. Was it murder? 
The answer lay on the Mean 
Streets of San Francisco, lurking 
in some smog-filied corner like a 
frightened rat. It was time for Tex 
to play the piper. 

Tex had all the latest high-tech 
tec extras, like a hover car 
complete with fax. a video phone 
and a Cott ‘45, Machines. how¬ 
ever, can't solve crimes, so he 
had to hit the shoe leather to 
track down the slimeball who'd 
jumped Carl Lmsky. 

There were five obvious 
places to start, five people wtio 
knew the guy, five goons to bribe 
and threaten into telling the truth 
All Tex had to do was punch in the 
correct navigation codes (each 
address in the state has an 
address code) and let the auto¬ 
pilot take the strain. Gone were 

the days of incriminating tele¬ 
phone numbers on matchbooks, 
now it was all about Nav codes, 

21st century travel still took 
time so Tex always used the 
phone to gather some back¬ 
ground dirt on suspects while in 
transit. Vanessa, his secretary, 
was a smart dame, Hed lay one 
Vtd call on her and minutes later 
she’d fax the info back. Then, of 
course, there was always the stun¬ 
ning Lee Chii. his grass. Lee Chin 
by name and leeching by nature - 
any street talk she passed on cost 

an arm, a leg and a few other 
body parts besides - but thafs 
another story. 

Interviews were just a stagger 
in the park to Tex, He slobbed 
through the door and got grilling. 
Tex didn’t exactly have the gift of 
the gab - he made Hemingway 
look wordy, Hed only ever ask 
“What do you know?” then 
threaten, bribe or leave. All he 
ever tacked on the end of his 
questions were full names, com¬ 
pany titles or places. Blunt, brutal 
and effective, just like Tex. 

Tex also loved searching suspects’ 
homes. People invariably had 
some dirty laundry tucked away 
and rooting through it was like 
taking a holiday in the dark side of 
their souls. He always kept any 
hard evidence he found - he also 
kept any hard cash, 

Tex walked the Mean Streets 
packed, his one constant compan¬ 
ion a ‘4b automate. His cannon 
was the one partner who wouldn't 
walk out on him after a fight. In the 
nether regions of California where 
law and order sekJom dared to 
tread, and if it did it ran quickly, he 
needed his persuader. Pimps, 
pushers, pros, perps and perverts 
just loved to take pot shots at 
Tecs. Tex either shot back or hid 
behind crates, slowly working his 
way across to his destination. 

One slip was near deadly - a 
few hits and he’d have been 
vulture bait for certain. But these 
shoot-outs were always good 
practice for bounty hunting, a fun 
task that kept the wolf from the 
door, the rent paid and the State 
Coroner on overtime. 
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GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Mean Streets has style. It's Blade Runner meets Mike Hammer, space 
age slimeballs with a nice line in downtrodden urban junk. The 
digitised pictures are animated and ooze sleaze, giving the 
characters teal, solid personalities. The searches are easy - the large 
animated houses are easily scoured using the joystick and menus. 
Even travelling to and from places is smart thanks to the great 3D 
car-flying section. 

The music evokes the right sense of late-nite TV and bad Marlowe 
remakes. The car sections are annoyingly silent and this ruins what 
could have been one of the game's strongest points, Throughout the 
interviews and searches, though, there is some well-thought-out 
digitised speech, which adds atmosphere and humour, Mean Streets 
alternates between neat samples and total silence, but when there Is 
noise it's good stuff. 

A mysterious message ll 

discovered at the warehouse. 

Now what was Prof. Linstiy 

doing with a forklift truck? 

Searching the Professor's house can prove Informative and lucrative. The clues come in all shapes, sizes 

and sorts. There are audio clues, visual clues and pieces of paper to keep. But what do they all mean? 

One of the more useful out of 

cockpit views from the hovercar. 

The map is used for finding your 

leads - after you've found them* 

LASTING INTEREST 
Mean Streets is packed with 
clues, locations and suspects. 
The first few encounters Just 
serve to make you aware of how 
vast the mystery surrounding 
Carl Unsky's death really it, with 
political pressure groups, ditched 
fiancees and leads by the bucket 
load. There's a large map to 
explore and bounty-hunting 
shoot-outs as a sub-game. The 
various styles combine well to 
make this an absorbing and 
atmospheric adventure. On the 
down side, though, there are two 
main sticking points, Firstly Tex 
spends too much time in transit, 
especially when the call of duty 
takes him down the coast. 
Secondly, as seems to be the 
cate with most graphic adven¬ 
tures. there's Just too much 
disk-swapping for the single 
drive player, 

JUDGEMENT 
Mean Streets is a tough, hard- 
nosed adventure. Its not a game 
you take on and beat in a few 
hours. It hat slow moments and 
requires the usual pedantry to 
ensure success, but the satirical 
bent more than makes amends. 
The detective character is well 
designed and well defined in 
what he can and cannot do; so 
when conversing with suspects, 
he doesn't spend weeks trying to 
find the correct syntactical form 
to elicit an answer. All aspects of 
the game follow logical detective 
patterns, which helps in piecing 
together the scattered notes and 
solving the crime. Evidence pops 
up regularly enough to keep you 
interested while the plot it com¬ 
plexly vague enough to maintain 
real suspense,. Tremor rteoo 
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SCREENPLAY 

Experience the trials and tribu- 

lations of off road racing and 

the delights of four wheel drive, 

but don't expect Range Rovers 

and Suzuki Vitaras racing and 

meandering around green and 

pleasant lands: instead you are 

transported to the dry, hard, heat- 

soaked desert terrain of South 

West and Central America. 

Your objective? To match the 

talents of Ivan Stewart (apparently 

a well-known sports personality in 

the States, which probably means 

he hosts the American equivalent 

of Sporting Triangfes) whose 

macho ability allows him to with¬ 

stand 250mile marathon treks 

through uninhabited badlands, 

earning him the title of “The 

Ironman of Road Racing". The 

competition is stadium based, 

which makes ft impossible to 

appreciate the scale of the 

Ironman’s crosscountry exploits: 

instead, four laps of the track are 

alt that's required. 

There are nine tap designs, 

each of which has its fair share of 

obstacles: large craters, sand 

dunes, ramps and water holes. 

Another seven lap designs are 

achieved by changing the direction 

to run anti-clockwise, which can be 

taxing on the keyboard controls 

for the less ambidextrous. 

Enticing you to get around the 

track as quickly as possible are 

occasional Bonus Bags of US 

dollars and containers of Nitro 

Fuel which will, by a swift applica¬ 

tion of the fire button, boost you 

substantially ahead of the competi¬ 

tion. Beware, however, as not only 

Is Nitro Fuel definitely not unleaded 

or environmentally friendly, but it 

can also be a hindrance on the 

twisting, sand-dune-and*chicane- 

riddled circuits which will leave 

your a I l-wh eel-drive 'Cherokee 

Chief wrestling with the scenery. 

The reward for collecting your 

Bonus Bags is a shopping spree in 

Ironman's Speed Shop, where you 

can obtain tyres, Nitro Fuel, extra 

acceleration and better shock 

absorbers, all contributing to maxi¬ 

mum efficiency around the track. 

SUPER OFijr 
ROAD RACER 
VIRGIN £19.99 ■ Keyboard or Joystick 

To earn the title “Ironman" be prepared to get a bit wet and sandy, as 

well as to ride roughshod over your fellow competitors. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
There it never really any 
opportunity to make the most of 
the Amiga's graphical abilities 
because each race, being 
stadium bound, is tied to the 
same monotonous landscape 
Although the animation as the 
trucks career over the sand and 
through the watersplashes is well 
detailed, the effects would be 
enhanced with superior sound. 
The plain diddly-dum sound¬ 
track does not evoke feelings of 
exhilaration and speed 

LASTING INTEREST 
Although the game is not high on 
an intellect level, through its 
simplicity it becomes addictive; 
the competitive element in each 
contestant being the key to its 
appeal The game does tend to 
be over generous on its alloca¬ 
tion of money, which means that 
picking up Bonus Bags is more 
beneficial than actually getting a 
better position in the race. 

Dont worry if you only come 

second: you will still bo blessed 
with the dubious pleasures of a 

slobbering female! 

JUDGEMENT 
Ironman attracted the punters in 
the arcades and no doubt will do 
the same on disk, its limitations 
probably being due to the tact 
that Virgin have tried to stay 
faithful to the original. Certainly if 
they had added a few more 
personal touches it would add to 
the attraction, but on the whole 
you'll enjoy trying to he the 
Ironman - or indeed the Iron 
Lady^ - of speed. Gary Lord 
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Deep in the heart of darkness lies a swamp. In the centre of 
the swamp there stands a castle. And deep inside the castle 
the Necromancer wails, 
His history' is steeped in blond; A lend between the 
kingdom's heirs, a battle won by magic and a massacre that 
stained the battlements red with blood. In the aftermath 
many adventurers tried to unravel the enigma. None 
returned alive. 
But fate has nurtured a hero. No valiant 
knight or swarthy soldier but a liar, a 
mercenary and a thief. KarAdoc the dwarf is 
destined to go where men rave failed, to 
come face to face with the Ace romancer and 
probe the darkest mystery® own to man. His 
motive? Not honour or lovl or a personal 
feudj not a crusade againstfevil or a deep 
hatred of Necromancy; but ^treasure! and 
Castle Wulf is bursting at the seams with it.,. 
Cadaver is the interactive fantasy adventure 
you've been waiting for. Stumble through a 
labyrinth of age-old passage* a vs, explore 
the.mystic contents of \Vu|f s secret rooms, 
batik; to the death with hidtou* monsters, 
grapple with supernatural traps and puzzle 
over the enigmatic spelts ecromancy. 

a r w 

• A complex interactive (tame 
environment with hundreds of 
different rooms and locations, 

• Mind-bending puzzles. 
• A wide variety of 
available weapons. 

• An array of spells and mysterious 
| i magic potions. 

• A Vast menagerie of monsters, 
inchming mutated rats, man-size 
water lizards and gigantic fire- 

* breathing dragons. 

Cadaver — survive it and it's an 
experience you'll never forget. 

orks Irwin House, 
tlmark Street, 
SEl OSW, 
ne 071 928 1454 

583 3494 

iOl* from Atari ST version 

•Itrrortofl Ltd C 1990 The Bifmap Brothers 
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Coming up behind the Q-nioblle. You've got to line up tor those ramps very 
carefully indeed II you want to make it to the arming-up screen.,- 

THE spy WHO 

LOVED 
DOMARK £24.99 ■ Joystick and Keyboard 

ond is back Again, This, ttie 
1 fifth licence from Domark, 

follows the now standard format of 
game levels made out of various 
scenes from the film. 

In Level One you drive the 
Lotus Esprit Bondmobile along a 
twisting course collecting things 
called Q-tokens - you'll need 
them later - avoiding pedestrians, 
oil patches and the roadside 
scenery. Not too taxing if you 
take it slowly and keep an eye on 
your car's armour level. 

Halfway through the level you 
reach a jetty where your Lotus is 
magically transformed into a 
motorboat. You spend the rest of 
the level slicing through the water, 
mangling careless swimmers and 
holding off marauding enemy 
boats. There are yet more of 
chose Q-fokens to collect. 

In Level Two you're back on 
me road again. Straight away, life 

*: .gher as there are lots more 
Yes. In the midst of all this 

you have to attempt to 

drive up a set of ramps onto a 
moving Q-truck, This is where 
those 0-tokens come in handy. 
With them you can fix up your 
battered car as well as buy 
missiles, lasers, smoke canisters 
and all sorts of BontWike goodies. 

Somewhat of a puzzler is Level 
four. Not too much at stake, 
though - only the total annihilation 
of the entire civilized world if you 
go wrong. You must reprogram 
Stromberg's missile targeting 
computer by matching the code 

symbols with those you find 
from tapping away on a keypad. 

The to Level Five: and by 
this time the action is hotting 
up. Bond leaps on to 0*5 
specially-modified Wet Bike and 
takes off across the waves in an 
attempt to burst through the 
defences of the island Atlantis, 
Strombergs HQ, before the 

Arming up in Q1* kury, You c*n collect whole place goes Up, Pick Up 

the packages Q has dropped anything from torpedo** to amok*. 

Level Three takes place in the 
giant cargo vessel Stromberg has 
used to capture the two missing 
subs. Bond slides precariously 
along the ceiling while baddies 
pop up out of the water and the 
scenery taking pot-shots at him. 
Bond's task is to top them in an 
Operation Wotf-style blast. 

along your route and you'll be able 
to mash all comers. 

Level Six (phew) and you’re 
not far off now. It's another Op 
Wolf-style shoot-em-up section, 
this time with enemies leaping out 
of doorways at you. At last you 
come face-to-face with that man 
with dentistry problems - Jaws, 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
The graphics are bright and 
clear with no real cause for 
complaint - except that your 
sprite doesn’t turn all that con¬ 
vincingly. The animation on the 
driving and sailing levels, 
however, won’t exactly set the 
world alight. The sound is good, 
consisting of a decent Bond-style 
soundtrack and some excellent 
effects - especially the 
‘thumping’ sound of traffic cones 
being sent flying and the 
agonised shrieks of pedestrians 
flying over your bonnet. 

L*v*l On* and you're Just about 
to transform Into a boat. 

LASTING INTEREST 
The variety of levels gives 
The Spy Who Loved Me the edge 
over typical thootiem-ups and 
the escalating difficulty as you 
advance through the levels Is 
pitched just right. You'd have to 
be a very handy joystick waggler 
indeed to beat It, but a complete 
novice not to be able to knock 
off the first level on your second 
or third attempt, All In all, there 
is enough difficulty and variety 
keep you going for quite a time. 
Don't expect anything new, Just 
good, solid fun. 

If in doubt, kill! Aiming1* tricky 
with your gun off-centre. 

JUDGEMENT 
None of the Bond licences have 
been the sort of stuff to set the 
gaming world alight, but they are 
growing steadily more proficient 
and playable. As ever, the levels 
are only thinly related to the plot 
- change a few sprites and back* 
grounds and It could be any 
other action film - but the game 
works well for its own sake, 
never mind at a faithful rendition 
of the film. Not a gaming great, 
but not bad either! Rod Lawton 
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New York was never the most 
pleasant of cities, but by 

2014 things are a whole lot worse 
than anyone thought possible. 
Organised crime has taken over 
the city and is bleeding ft dry. One 
group in particular has become 
strong; the Church of the Third 
Coming, known simply as C3C to 
its devotees, who are a nasty lot 
out for total control of the city. 
Only a brave few stand up to the 
criminals and gangs. The Warriors 
are the last remnants of law and 
order in the city - and they're 
looking for new recruits. 

You are a Warrior who has just 
been detoxicated and kitted out in 
the latest hntech weaponry. Your 
mission is to battle your way 
through the streets of New York to 
the World Trade Centre, where 
some suitably deranged individual 
has planted a very unpleasant 
nuclear device on the roof. 

The game is a multt-directional 
blow-em-up, played in a variety of 
urban locations. Obstacles, such 
as holes in the ground and derelict 
buildings, all conspire to stop you 
making it to the World Trade 
Centre within the deadline. 

Each screen consists of one 
particular type of New Yorker, 
such as the star-chucking 
Assassins or the heavy-duty 
machine-gun-pumping Ramboids. 
These enemies lurk behind trees 
and machine gun emplacements 
and have a nasty habit of running 
out of buildings showering a hail of 
bullets down on your bonce. 

Londy, this horrible gent 

has a vary big gun. Those 

swathe* of bullet* are vary 
hard to penetrate, *o the 

only real answer is a nice 

big grenade launcher. 

These 'ere machine guns ere 

great! A quick dose of hot 

metal up the bottom and all 
enemies fall in your path. 

Just one of the many enemy 
gang* you'll face is the 

Ramboidft- “Don't push me!’* 
Oh yeah? "Eat lead!11 

LASTING INTEREST 
ft shouldn't take a hardened 
gamer too long to complete this 
one. However, this shouldn’t 
mean that if* never brought 
down from the shelf again. It 
works equally as well as a quick 
blaster, or as a game to finish. 

The two player option is a lot 
of ftin and leads to the adoption 
of a rugged combat style of play 
where each player covers the 
other’s back. 

The main problem with New 
York Warriors is the fact that it 
can very easily be eclipsed by 
much better games, jfeari 
Warrion and Leathernecks both 
did the job much better - and 
those are old hat now anyway. 

The Ninja Assassins have 

unlimited supplies of death 
star*, which don’t do much for 
your complexion. 

JUDGEMENT 
Not original, but it does follow a 
time-honoured tradition of blood¬ 
letting en masse and it certainly 
has that *one more go* appeal. 
The various weapons crop up at 
just the right moment, namely 
just before eight or nine large 
barbarians appear on screen 
wanting to shake hands with your 
liver. The screens are just about 
the right length, so that just when 
you think you're about to kick the 
bucket you can move on. The 
main problem is just a complete 
lack of originality. This type of 
game has been ruthlessly over¬ 
used. Andy Hufc ton son 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
New York Warriors uses a very peculiar perspective, from a high altitude, which means 
that buildings slant outwards and the enemies look slightly squashed. The cityscape itself 
appears gritty and run-down, with holes in the road and barbed wire in the windows. The 

enemies are detailed and large enough to be easily destroyed, but the 
animation is slightty off in that the Warrior’s sprite tends to moonwalk 

when there’s a lot happening on the screen. Some of the best graphical 
effects are the weapons. Amongst the tasty gizmos on offer are a grenade 

launcher, a missile launcher and a dame thrower. With large numbers of the 
enemy on the screen and all the explosions going off, things get a 
bit hectic and visibility becomes a bit of a problem. Sound Is very 

much what you'd expect. Lots of explosions and bangs rattle the 
speaker and these add to the bloodthirsty appeal of the game 
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Available on: 
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£29.99 

The Chinese called it Shift Too. the ancient Celts called it ftunu 
htthdrk. the Mayan Indians called it Kami a hubi, and the Japanese 
called n i.thidri Yet, regardless of origin, when translated the names 

all mean one thing, The Way of Stones. From the first move, this 
ancient game and heautihil puzzle recalls the depth of chess and the 
simplicity of Go Eshido will call upon your deepest power* of strategy 
<md concentration as you match 72 stones on a hoard of % squares. 
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SCREENPLAY 

RORI 
EAGUE 

CDS £24.99 ■ Mouse 

tty not to oWbihI any of your 

staff, A poor atmosphere will 

filter through to the players, 

making life very uncomfortable. 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM TODAVS HATCH 6ETUEEH 
RANGERS AND AC HILAH 

_HOLD ESCAPE TO SKIP THE HIGHLIGHTS 
This Is what it’s all about. You’ll slog your heart out and fraazle your brain compiling the correct formula 

of class players, shrewd tactics and balanced morale. The actual match sequence is short and sharp, 

there’s little opportunity to change strategy. Familiarise yourself fully with the opposition before kick-off. 

F or this bold new attempt to 
re-mould the tired computer 

football management game. CDS 
ought to be commended. It's a 
*ormat which has suffered dreadful 
standardisation and an accusing 
^nger can confidently be pointed 
at the lack of imagination from 
those who think the world begins 
and ends with Kevin Toms’ tired 
-DOfbafl Manager, 

The revitalised appeal of 
European SuperJeague doesn't 

rely on the fact that it 
matures AC Milan instead of 
Ihartton Athletic. The difference 
is in approach. Rather than opt 
z< strategy - the heavyweight 
ynber-crunehing of usual games 

- CDS have decided on a genuine 
Netball management simulation. 

It's based within a point-and- 
: > graphical environment and 

at a football ground. You are 
onager and from your office 

. :an summon or visit players 
staff. You can also contact 

managers and even the 
:rr3S the telephone. 

The real idea is to interact 
.: tessfully with everybody, to be 

:: :v-ar as well as cunning. To hell 
* - hackneyed jibes of 'The 
aas gave a hundred percent, 
Srar* - football management is 
-c oreeze. V you fail to comply 

c&tam social mores, the 
sheets wi work their way through 

to the dressing room and, more 
problematically, to the pitch, 

You are also working against 
the clock. European Superieague 
is based on the working week. On 
Monday you must arrange training 
schedules and lay yourself bare 
before the unpleasant chairman (is 
there any other kind?) On Thursday 
you must pick the team, on Friday 
you must work out Saturday's tac¬ 
tics in anticipation of your oppo¬ 
nent's strengths and weaknesses. 

But it's what you don't have to 
do that seems to count. Going 
down to training sessions, rather 
than arranging them from your 
office, will not harm morale. Telling 
the chairman to stick to his own 
business puts your job on the line, 
but the players will love you. 

It is this level of genuine 
human interaction which makes 
European Superleague such a 
novelty. When talking to your 
coach, groundsman, scout or the 
press you will be offered various 
replies to click on. Say the coach 
reckons you are pushing the lads 
too hard. You can agree with him, 
suggest he's over-reacting, or 
decide that this kind of pressure is 
exactly what the boys need. 

Anotfier delight is that all the 
teams feature real players. So 
Waddle plays for Marseille, 
Grobelaar for Liverpool, Ancellotti 
for AC Milan and Walters for 

Rangers. You can call any other 
manager and offer any fee for any 
player - this is much better than 
wafting for all the rubbish to turn 
up on the transfer market. 

Each player has a file {wrth an 
inaccurate picture) detailing the 
normal attributes and faults. It is 
your job to patch up weaknesses 
and encourage strengths of 
individual players. This is achieved 
by arranging each player's training 
schedule for each day of the 
week. This can become rather a 
tiresome chore, but is important. 

Tactically, Euro Superleague 
offers simple graphical options. 
So if you click on a flashing 4:4:2 
option you will then be offered 16 
different strategic plans [pre¬ 
sented graphically). For example, 
you may wish to play the midfield 
wide, mark hard in defence, and 
encourage forwards to run at the 
opponents' defence. This would be 
a good idea when playing Rangers 
at Ibrox. The game will allow you 
to pick five such options, 

Superieague's main fault is 
that after an exhausting week 
being the boss, the match itself 
fails to create much excitement. 
Matches last about 30 seconds 
and, while being pretty representa¬ 
tions, fail to conjure up butterflies 
in the stomach, or the kind of rage 
displayed by players of other 
footie management games. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
You are presented with a series 
of static screens which, while 
they are drawn impressively, 
are hardly inspiring, Sound is 
restricted to the odd whistle 
blowing or telephone ringing. 
And that's about it. 

itafc* hill us# ol /our resources 

■nd liittn to advice. The chair¬ 

man I# a# mean as a snake, so 

treat him with aitra caution. 

LASTING INTEREST 
It doesn't take long to get into 
the swing of things and, if you 
can handle die drawn-out 
process of setting training 
schedules, you'll probably have a 
lot of fun. The only problem is 
that, being set around a working 
week, the game does begin to 
feel like a slog, especially when 
things aren't going well. 

When setting down training 

schedules the coach Isn’t much 
help. This teak can be a dreg, 

but don't be negligent, or el*e<.< 

JUDGEMENT 
The user-friendly interface has 
left little room for the plain, stolid 
strategy of older management 
games: it is actually to CDS * 
credit that you are left wishing 
that the game could offer more 
interaction. No doubt this effort 
will be seen as desperately 
limited in a few years, but it's a 
step In the right direction now. 
Check it out. Cof/n CampbeJ/ 

GRAPHICS S 

SOUND N/A 

INTELLECT 

ADDICTION 

T 

1 8 

OVERALL 74% 
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Th® moment of impact, frozen by the trackiide camera. Right about now Murray Walker 
would be reaching falsetto fever-pitch, you'd have soiled your fire-resistant Nomex overalls, 
and the cameraman taking this shot would be preparing for a large hospital bill. 
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ELECTRONIC ARTS C24.99 ■ Joystick, Keyboard and Mouse 

South of the Great Lakes and 
Kalamazoo, a few mites west 

of Cincinatti, lies one of the 
world's most famous gladiatorial 
arenas. But the chariots here are 
a far cry from El Cid: this is the 
home of the Indianapolis 500. 
America's less brutal but far more 
dangerous sport* For a back¬ 
breaking 500 miles, with the roar 
of engines constantly in their ears, 
Americas car-crazy combatants 
hammer it out hli death - or mere 
retirement - overtakes them. 

There’s nothing manifestly dif¬ 
ferent about Wy 500 when com¬ 
pared to Formula One or any other 
motor race* although every hot- 
blooded American will tel! you that 
Indy is The Most The Biggest. 
The Toughest... and afl the usual 
superlatives. As you'd expect, this 
is an exaggeration. Bit! not totally 

From the moment you take 
your place in the cockpit, you 
know you have a powerful, barely 
controllable machine of death at 
your command* You appear in the 
pits faced with innumerable 
options to after, check and gener¬ 
ally fiddle about with. Your most 
likely course of action is to forget 
the array of wing tweaks, tyre 
swaps and suspension mods, and 
just put the hammer down. With 
automatic gear-changing as stan¬ 
dard, you accelerate up to 150 
mph just in time to smash into the 
wall at the end of the pit lane, A 
quick change of underwear later 
and you're ready to give it another 
go, this time saving the power 
until you're actually on the track. 

It's then that you can begin to 
appreciate the real excitement of 
racing. Flying around the circuit, 

dipping bends and bouncing off 
the walls Donnelly-fashion, you 
gradually muster the skills needed 
to tame this beast. Mouse control, 
with its analogue input, is far more 
responsive than other methods 
and provides true car feel 

Screeching tyres and a side¬ 
ways look at the world outside 
mean you're over-cooking the 
bends, Don't hit the brakes or 
you'll spin uncontrollably. Instead, 
ease yourself back onto the track 
by easing off the throttle and 
steering into skids and wait until 
the car has settled down before 
blasting the turbo-boosted engine 
back into life. If you’re lucky, you'll 
make it back to the pits! 

To enter a race, you must first 
qualify for a position on the start 
grid. This means much practising, 
to find the perfect balance for 

your car, followed by a stab at 
four lightning-fast laps to get a 
high average lap time. Once 
you're happy with your start posi¬ 
tion, ifs time for the real thing, 

As with the rest of the game 
there are options: you can choose 
a short race without fear of car 
damage, or go for a full-length 
epic battle, complete with yellow- 
flag rules and the risk of engine 
failure or burst tyres. 

Whichever race you choose, 
you can be sure that there'll be 
trouble. Cars litter the track, 
lurking behind corners just when 
you power into them with quite 
spectacular results, and leaders 
plough into your tail as they 
attempt to lap you. Chaos reigns 
supreme: unless you keep a cool 
head, a watchful eye and, most 
importantly, in front. 

*r • 
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GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Indy features some of the fastest, most detailed 30 graphics ever 
seen anywhere and you have plenty of opportunity to check them out 
using the vast range of camera views supplied - if you have a 1 Meg 
machine. The level of detail can be offset against speed, but even at 
its most colourful, Indy is gaspingly fast. 

Combine the superb vector-generated racing cars with the 
throaty roar of their engines and you have all the atmosphere you 
need. You can sense the presence of faster cars by the increasing 
pitch of their engines, ff a check in your mirror shows one there, 
overtaking, you hear the full doppler-effect as it whistles by. Not for 
the faint-hearted! 

Panic in the pits, am you ruth 
your repairs and try to rejoin the 
race before th* grey Qtiy In front. 

Speeding down the main straight, you have little ...So it's scary then, when you see a mad blue car 
idea of what liei around the next bend,., attempting high-speed parking minouevnn ahead. 

..The sky-cam shows you have limited options for 
escaping chaos. You're the red car at the bottom! 

...You strike a glancing blow on the obstructing 
car and begin a balletic glide across the track... 

THe TV camera not only shows your spinT but 
-**eaJ* more backmarkers heading into the mess! 

Charging into the pits is not a good idea! Pit-crews 
come off worst as you bounce along on the grass. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Prepare to end up like Dick 
Dastardly more times than is 
healthy, for the first few hundred 
laps. You'll spin, bounce, fish-tail 
and get punched all the way 
round the track before you mas¬ 
ter the technique and set the car 
up correctly. But frustration gives 
way to a need for revenge just as 
soon as you've got the hang of it 
And from that moment on, 
there's no turning back. You've 
just got to win, to show those 
rednecks that you're the best on 
the circuit, and this could be the 
race that clinches it... maybe. 

JUDGEMENT 
Car-racing games have been 
aro-und since the earliest days of 
computers and. until now. have 
been predictable, derivative and 
less exerting with each deration. 
But Indianapolis 500 captures 
tiie speed, excitement and seat¬ 
grabbing realism of racing far 
better than any of its predeces¬ 
sors. Fast 3D vector coding and 
awesome sounds make your 
stomach heave and have you 
leaning into bends bolding your 
breath in anticipation. 

Without doubt. Indy 500 is 
the best race game money can 
buy. A realistic, totally believable 
example of an old idea given new 
life, it comes as a breath of fresh 
air in what was a stagnant genre, 
ff you've ever been remotely into 
real racing you'll not be disap¬ 
pointed. If, up to now, you've 
been happy with the multitude of 
tacky Out Run clones, now's your 
chance to get behind the wheel 
of a large automobile and have 
your pants scared off Hikers, 
ramblers and couch-potatoes will 
hate it, but you're not one of 
those... are you? Ned Jackson 
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GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Beyond a loading tune of 
mediaeval inclination, sound in 
Battfemaster ii limited to the 
hack of blade on armour, the 
ozone-devouring whoosh of a 
flying fireball and, of course, the 
screams of the dying. But the 
graphics work wonderfully, 
especially in a party of Ores: all 

those round-shouldered 
green guys shuffling up 
behind the boss has to 
grab a giggle from even 
the weariest cynic. The 
backgrounds are all 
colourful but dear and 
the stats screens are 
adorned with all 
kinds of implausible 
weaponry. To top it 
all you can actually 

tell what everything is 
on the screen, a criterion 
often ignored for the 

sake of effect. 

Dwarfs hate Elves and Ores. 
Elves hate Dwarfs and Ores. 

Humans don't like anyone but 
despise Ores the most. Ores hate 
everyone. Now then, who do you 
want to be? 

In Batttemaster, the hero you 
play is chosen from a roster of 
sixteen, four from each race. You 
might be a merchant, a fighter, a 
wizard or a thief but whatever or 
whoever you are your task is the 
same. Four kingdoms that have 
warred and crumbled now face 
complete extinction, unless a 
hero who can prove his worth and 
gather an army can conquer ali 
four nations and take take the 
crowns of each race to the 
mmortal Watcher who resides in 
the north-eastern wastes. 

You may start wrth a number 
of "oiowers, which is partly deter- 
mred by your character: war¬ 
rior: for instance, always begin 

■ Mouse 

alone. Your hem is kitted out 
with one ranged weapon and 
one close-combat weapon and 
promptly plunged into the midst 
of the first scenario. This may be 
based on a puzzle, combat or 
negotiation: there are a good 
many scenarios and they vary 
considerably in style. 

Most play occurs on the left¬ 
most two-thirds of the screen, on 
which you view all characters 
present. The rest of the display is 
given over to icons for accessing 
other features. Followers tag 
along in formation: they might 
engage enemies in combat, 
should morale be high, or try to 
leave the scene of bathe if they 
don't think much of your leader¬ 
ship. You can ask them to wart 
while you go ahead, or call them 
to you: these commands are 
made via a group of icons on the 
right of the screen. 

Other icons lead to nested 
screens, dealing with character 
status, parleying or travelling 
across the world map from one 
scenario to the next. You can only 
leave the scenario you're in after 
completing it but, depending on 
where you are in the game, you 
can get to a number of others by 
calling up a beautifuily-detailed 
map. Action on the main screen 
freezes while you access icons. 

To help you figure out what 
needs to be done in each 
scenario there is a message 
window at the bottom of the 
screen. Some are easy. Others 
demand good tactics and plan¬ 
ning and will cost you at least a 
follower or two. But as you go, 
youll face traps (and tricks) and 
will find rewards in the form of 
artifacts, treasure and food: all 
three of which are the staple diet 
of every hero in the making. 

Connected yellow square® (bot¬ 

tom right) are job* you've done. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Though it's hard to survive at 
first, the number of different 
openings will call you back for 
long enough to want to srt down 
and start a serious bash. A 
large party engaged in combat 
with a similarly large group of 
opponents sometimes proves 
difficult to control via the 
mouse, but the keyboard 
controls (which are redefinable) 
are easy to master Once you 
make an iota of progress you'll 
be fumbling for the save game 
option right away. 

JUDGEMENT 
Take a plot that’s longer in the 
tooth than a dragon's incisor 
and then apply a unique 
approach to turning it into a 
game. If* not as static as Laser 
Squad and is more visually 
appealing than anything in the 
Ultima vein. It has a good sense 
of humour, too, thank goodness 
(this isn't given away much by 
the tame and tired documenta¬ 
tion but boot up and there it is). 
Battiemaster, thanks to some 
clever design, has both instant 
and lasting appeal. This way, 
grunts! Sean Masterson 

"Aoit, fadi. Feller me an 

stomp five gets a pint in i 

"e«Si ar softest. First boy ter 

\ XXXX but don1! loiter or art 'avyer." 

It might be rude to enter unin¬ 

vited, but the door was open. 
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Open up the throttle for 'The Ultimate Ride' 

Tame your dream machine in the Ultimate bike racing challenge-The Ultimate Ride brings two 
wheeled action hurtling into your living room at its raw, nerve tingling best. 

Take six of the best superbikes and race them on a world tour of the famous grand prix 
circuits. If the open road is more to your liking the you can take it "country style" on 
six fiendishly designed rood courses set in different locations. r 

The Ultimate Ride even lets you design your own course using the unique * 
Artificial Intelligence track editor. Challenge a . ( * 
triend on the simultaneous two player i ** 
option or create custom disks of your 
favourite track and bike. 1*' V ) 

The Ultimate Ride combines ultra ‘"w * (*"•*•% 
fast road racing graphics with V B,*J 
unequalled presentation and 4* 

you take the power? 





SCREENPLAY 

IMAGEWORKS £24.99 ■ 
Joystick and Keyboard 

aradoc the dwarf is a 
thieving, tying, low- 

down scumbag witii only one 
thought in his head: treasure. The 
fact that is that he has been sent 
by one warlord to take out another 
ts only a side issue to him. 
Basically the guy has not had a 
good time of it and instead of 
accepting human warmth he has 
to compensate by rushing around 
Castle Wulf in search of gems, 
helmets, potions and gold and try¬ 
ing to beat things up before they 
get a chance to have a go at him. 

Unhappily for him, his exit 
from the castle appears to be 
blocked and the evil Neuromancer 
awaits. Not the kind of entity you 
•vould want to take home to your 
mother, the Neuromancer is one 
of those monsters which does a 
ntll of a lot of lurking - in the 
background that is- He, she or it 
nas been in some pretty heavy bat¬ 
hes in the past and so is obviously 
Detecting an already fragile 
sysche by beating the life out of 
anyone or anything which crosses 
ts. his or her path. 

What we have waiting here is 
3 potential disaster for the poor 
f .ancious dwarf and lunch for the 
Vuromancer, Or do we? 

Much depends on your hand 
*: eye coordination. Not only are 

severe amounts of joystick 
1 -ggimg to be done but there are 

several icons to be used. 

These are abysmally described in 
the manual so, for the most part, 
you have to experiment 

The icons help you pick things 
up, drag them, open them, push 
and pull them, and generally act 
like a sentient being. The controls 
at first are not the easiest in the 
world, but after a few plays they 
become second nature and you 
begin to be able to enjoy the 
sumptuous graphics. 

The downside, at least for the 
lifly livered, is that you also get to 
meet some gruesome opposition: 
small black spikey blighters who 
seem okay until you get up close, 
then they drain your very life force 
away leaving you as a husk; putrid 
little white fellas which are all legs 
and torso, who bounce all over the 
place with a nasty sound; long, 
yellow worms which can be killed 
but simply regenerate and come 
back at you. 

Dragons lurk in various pools 
and ponds just waiting to get 
yoihlf that isn't good enough you 
have to avoid the green fluid which 
passes for water, in the same way 
as the sea off most English sea^ 
side resorts does - in other words 
it's highly toxic and will damage 
you beyond repair. 

Pausing along the way you will 
find various fife enhancing potions 
and one particular brew which is 
clever in its effect but not to hot if 
you need to move fast in the right 
direction. Remember to examine 
everything before playing with it, 
boys and girls. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Nice ones both. As you would 
expect from the Bitmaps, the 
sound is not overdone: rt It *teo 
fairty effective with tome beefy 
4 creatures dying in explosive 
agony' sound effects. The dnk- 
clanking sound when you pick 
things up it a lithe tiring after a 
while but is not to irritating at t» 
interfere with the gameplay 
Thankfully ail the audio worts aw 
a level which enhances the 
atmosphere of the game. 

Graphically the game is 
wonderful. The backgrounds are 
rendered in luscious 30 
isometrics which are not marred 
by garish colours - the whole 
thing has a strangely sepia feel 
to ft. Movement suffers a little 
with this form of graphics: you 
can And yourself hanging in mid¬ 
air or losing some perspective, 
but this is true of most 3D 
isometrics, so we won't quibble. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Quite a lot of this. While the 
opening screens are fairly simple 
with a few puzzles to tax the 
newer adventurers, the game 
only really gets going after 
you've managed to backtrack - 
wont say where - and have 
flicked a few levers. Once into 
the main body of the game there 
is enough digital gore to keep 
Sam Raimee (Who he? -Ed) 
happy, and there is also a deal of 
brain power required. 

While the manual does nothing to 
help in playing the game, this 
merely acts as an incentive to 
beat the damned thing. A definite 
pkit factor in keeping on with 
Cadaver it that K aradoc is such 
a great little guy: endearing and 
fairty hard with K. 

Karadoe the dwarf in a sta te of 

tom* comhaiofl. Wh«r* to 90? 

JUDGEMENT 
Cadaver is one of those games 
which has taken a great deal of 
working and will be fun to play 
from now until you finally finish 
the damn thing. There are a few 
iliogic a titles in the play, such as 
losing a key, or being pinned 
inside three spikes. Moans aside 
for a moment, there it no way In 
which the adventuresome type, 
the strategist or the arcade freak 
{or even Karadoc the Dwarf 
himself) won't get some real 
enjoyment out of this game. Not 
a classic, but most certainly an 
excellent game. Tim Smith 

GRAPHICS 0 

SOUND 7 

INTELLECT 5 

ADDICTION 6 

OVERALL 83% 
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SCREENPLAY 

24.99 ■ Joystick 

The maze of platforms and ladders outside the Emerald Temple could cause Its fair share of problems, 
especially those bubbles in the top corner. Get the wrong weapon and they're there for good, so do be 

careful what you pick up and let them have a taste of your harpoon as quickly am possible. 

Apparently, pang' is a transi¬ 
tive verb of Scottish descent 

meaning to stuff or cram. It’s also 
defined as a short period of pain. 
Well, Ocean's latest conversion of 
a Taito coin-op incorporates both 
of these elements! 

The game plots the adven¬ 
tures of two harpoorvwielding 
heroes who must travel, via 18 
different locations, from Japan to 
the island of Paques shooting 
balloons en route. Sound strange 
to you? Well it is! 

A number of rounds is played 
a! each of the locations at various 

This &cr**n isn't too difficult if 
you can q+X nd of those blocks. 

times in the day The game itself 
involves balloons which bounce 
around screens scattered with 
platforms and ladders, Our heroes 
shoot their harpoons skywards, 
attempting to burst the balloons. 
Once a balloon is hit they split 
into two smaller ones, which in 
turn split into two even smaller 
balloons which can then finally be 
destroyed completely. 

The smaller the balloons get, 
the lower they bounce, which 
starts to cram the screen after a 
while thence the Scottish verb 
connection) and makes the going 

Night time at Mount Fuji and the 

two heroes are hard at it. 

dangerous - if a balloon touches a 
player he loses a life (and this is 
where the pain comes in). 

Additional weapons gradually 
become available to make the 
going a little easier, such as 
double harpoons and the stunning 
mega-fast Vulcan Gun. However, 
colliding with any of the various 
creatures that wander on to the 
screen disables your new weapons 
for a short while. 

All the balloons that appear at 
the start must be destroyed within 
the time limit or it's back to the 
beginning of the round. 

Right then... line yourself up with 

the gap and... POP! That's it! 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Ocean have come up trumps 
again with the accuracy of this 
conversion. Both the sprites and 
backgrounds have been superbly 
designed, using full colour to 
capture the bright and cheerful 
appearance of the original 
coin-op. Even when the screen is 
crowded with balloons and 
creatures, the action is still swift 
and smooth. The sound is in the 
jangly, cutesy style you'd expect 
in a game of this type, boppy 
music with some nice-popping 
effects. Very jolly! 

LASTING INTEREST 
Pang's gameptay is very easy to 
get into, but despite the simple 
action the game is incredibly 
difficult to put down. Youfd think 
that popping balloons would 
become tedious after a while, but 
it doesn't. It's one of those 'Oh I'll 
just have a quick game' jobs that 
turn into three hour joystiek- 
wibbling sessions. 

Player Two * got a shield, but 

Player One's about to be stuffed! 

JUDGEMENT 
Simple and enjoyable games like 
Pang don't come along too often. 
Most of the time the emphasis 
seems to be on getting the 
biggest, hardest, meanest 
warriors to leap and career 
around the screen spraying 
leaden death around. So it's nice 
to see an amusing little jaunt like 
this pop up every now and then. 
The cutesy sound and colourful 
graphics make it entertaining, 
but the sheer addictrveness will 
keep you coming back for ‘just a 
quick couple of hours of gaming1. 
Altogether now..."I'm forever 
po-o-o-opping bubbles! Deadly 
bubbles overhead-. Maff Evans 

GRAPHICS a 
SOUND 7 
INTELLECT 2 
ADDICTION 8 
OVERALL 87% 

CkKk 
Freezes all 
nasties 
for a while. 

Allows extra Attaches itself to 
the ceding for a 

Ifrgyifllfa Nifppgll 

Fires two streams 
at once. 

Shield 
Protects against 
one hit from 
bubbles but not 
from creatures. 

Cant destroy 
platforms, but 
flings out loads 
of bullets. 

Pops all the 
balloons to 
their smallest 
size - very hairy! 
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EUROPES BIGGEST 16 BIT DEDICATED EVENT 

4-5-6 
JANUARY 

1991 
SHOW OPEN 

10-6 EVERYDAY 
CLOSES 4PM 
SUNDAY 6th 

4 €/2/ 

NEW LARGER VENUE 

NOVOTEL 
HOTEL 

HAMMERSMITH 
LONDON W6 

NEAREST TUBE STATION 
HAMMERSMITH 

(PICCADILLY,METRO POUTAN 
& DISTRICT LINES) 

ORGANISERS WESTMINSTER 
EXHIBITIONS LTD 
SURREY HOUSE, 
34 EDEN STREET 

KINGSTON, 
SURREY. KT1 1ER 

PHONE 081-549-3444 
FAX 081-547-1311 

THE ONLY 
EUROPEAN 

SHOW 
DEDICATED 

TO THE 
SERIOUS & 

ENTERTAINMENT 
SIDES OF THE 
ST & AMIGA 

OVER 140 
EXHIBITORS 

INCLUDING 
AWUSOFT. ADVENTURE SOFTWARE 

AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH 
CASPELL COMPUTERS, 

CAVENDISH DISTRIBUTION 
CHECKMATE SYSTEMS, COMPUTER MANUALS 

DS&K DESIGNS. ENSONIQ 
ECUPSE COMPUTER SUPPUERS 

FRONTIER SOFTWARE, GFA MEDIA DATA 
GASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES 

H.B. MARKETING, HI-SOFT, HI-TEC MODEMS 
INFOGRAMMES, INTERCEPTOR, KUMA 

LOGIC SALES. MEMORY EXPANSION SYSTEMS 
MICRO MART, MICRODEAL, MUTANT SOFTWARE 

NADI SYSTEMS, PANDAAL MARKETING 
POWER COMPUTING. PROTON SOFTWARE 

PSYGNOSIS. RAD TECHNOLOGY 
RIVERDENE PDL SILICA SHOP. ST CLUB 

SIREN SOFTWARE. SOFTWARE SELECTION 
STAMPEDE, TAKE CONTROL U S ACTION 

U S GOLD. VIDEK 

SAVE TIME & MONEY BY PRE-PURCHASING 
A FAST LANE TICKET BEFORE DECEMBER 17th 

SAVE 
£2 PER 
TICKET 
RE-PURCHASE 
OUR TICKETS 
AND SAVE 

FT REGULAR 
DOOR PRICE 

i SAVE £2 PER TICKET ' 
REGULAR TICKET PRICE £5 (At door or after December 17th). 

I FAST LANE TICKET £3 (Purchased before December 17th ) 
CHILDREN UNDER 10 ADMITTED FREE WITH ADULTS 1 

POST TO - 16 BIT FAIR, P.O.BOX 68 ST AUSTELL. PL25 4YB I 
PLEASE SEND ME.FAST LANE TICKETS AT £3 EACH 

CHEQUE/ P.0. ENCLOSED FOR £.MADE PAYABLE TO 16 BIT FAIR I 

1 NAME....... 

| ADDRESS.. || 

POSTCODE 

FAST LANE 
TICKET 

HOLDERS 
HAVE THEIR 

OWN PRIORITY 
ENTRANCE 

A " FAST LANE 
TICKET HOLDERS 
ONLY1 ENTRANCE 
WILL BE STRIATED 
ON THE 1st FLOOR 

OF TVE HOTEL 
ADJACENT TO 

THE RECEPTION 
DESK TAKE NO 
NOTICE OF THE 
QUEUE OUTSIDE 

SWLY WALK INTO 
TVE HOTEL LOBBY 
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you/? O WN WORST NIGHTMARE... 

From Psygnosis, Impelling RPG with more than a dash of hack-‘n'-slash 

You're m the depths of your own worst nightmare .. but this time there's no 
waking up. 

Lost and alone in a dangerous and alien world you must discover where you 
are, now you got here , . . and how you're going to get out! 

In a frartc search of the unfamiliar land you explore aMAZEmg . 
forests ^ and underground complexes collecting 
objects and interacting with indigenous creatures. 

Re-emergn to daylight you race along / / 

dispatching enemies as you - J 
battle ever deepen mto the y 

Amiga Screen Shea 
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SCREENPLAY 

GAME SHO 
PSYGNOSIS £24.99 ■ Joystick 
And Bunty the poodle was 

soon safely back with her 
owners. That concludes the news 
for this evening, so without further 
ado, let's go across to the studio 
for the latest instalment of the 
Killing Game Show r 

"Thank you very much, Dan, 
and a hearty welcome to our view¬ 
ers out there in TV land! You're 
tuned into the most dynamic game 
show in the Galaxy, so sit back 
and enjoy the slaughter!" Cue the 
morbidly jolly mtro music.., 

This is the television of the 
future. Gone is the homely charm 
of Tei/y Addicts, no longer can you 

see families making fools of them¬ 
selves on programmes like The 
Generation Game, lost are the 
jocular joily japes and antics of 
Beadle's About, Perhaps it's not 
such a bad thing, then,.. 

The television companies have 
come up with the answer to two 
problems. Firstly, viewers want 
more dynamic game shows with 
much more at stake than just a 
holiday in the Bahamas, so more 
dangerous challenges are needed. 
The second problem is the rising 
crime rate; the authorities have no 
real way of dealing with convicted 
felons. The solution to both of 

these dilemmas is the Killing 
Game Show, The TV companies 
use the captured criminals as.,, 
er... lucky contestants’ and 
transform them drastically, using 
plastic surgery, into MDGs - 
armoured, weapon-packing cyborg 
creatures suitable for the game. 

The Game Show is ready to 
begin as the MUGs are placed in 
the Pits of Death, specially' 
constructed game arenas full of 
platforms and climbable waifs. The 
MUG must make his way to the 
top of the pit, reach the exit and 
move on to the next round and 
another death pit. 

This isn’t as easy as it sounds, 
though, since some of the routes 
are occasionally blocked by barri¬ 
ers, which have to be unlocked 
with the relevant key. This isn't 
made any easier when you have 
deadly HALFs (Hostile Artificial Life 
Forms) trying to bring you to a 
quick demise. Qbs and as if that 
wasn't enough, the pits gradually 
fill up with DOLL, Deadly to 
Organic Life Liquid, a strange kind 
of acid which is lethal to touch. 
Who said quiz shows were bland? 

ftfyr eb-head is back in townT 
Wp and this time tie's 
brought his wife* Or at least he 
would have, if she hadn't been 
snatched by arch-bad guy 
Mysterio. New our friendly 
neighbourhood wall crawler1 
has to save her from a fate 
worse than death, Well, just 
plain, simple, death actually* 

hi traditional supervillam 
manner, Mysterio has told 
SpMfey the exact address, tele¬ 
phone number and zip code of 
the fiku studio hideout where 
he is hating Mary Jane* All that 
Spidey has to do is break in, 
avoid a mass of traps and then 

beat seven buckets out of 
Mysterio. Spiderman must 
methodically work through 
each and every room in the 
film-studio complex searching 
for his good lady* 

Naturally the place is 
crammed full with of old film 
sets, and each section of the 
game takes a famous movie 
theme for both its decor and 
traps* Most of the dangers are 
deactivated or diverted by 
switches which Spidey can hit 
with his hands, feet or webs. 
The trick is finding the right 
switches, in the right order, 
quickly enough. 

Spiderman can walk on walls robo-zombies. With only one 
or ceilings and fire webs, life the Wall Crawler must 
which are useful for reaching make reaching tiie six energy 
high ledges or swinging over refreshing clapperboard rooms 
dangerous holes in the his prime objective - they also 
scenery* Even these abilities act as game save points * if 
aren't enough - are they ever? he’s to be in any condition to 
- to guarantee success and its win. Will Spidey reach Mary 
up to you to supply the split- Jane in time or will she be the 
second timing and perfect first heroine to meet the sticky 
jumping to see him through end promised by the villain? 
this test of superheroism* . ^ 

Webby has to overcome f 
zero gravity space sets, vul- J ^ 
ture-culture Wild West scenes ^\ ^ 
and Indy Jones zones filled^ 
with burning floors, rolling\ 
balls, electrified fences and ‘v 
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SCREENPLAY 

This week’s MUG cemes under attack tram the HALF* as he tries to 

get to the door. BANG! That’s him dead, now... damn, forgot the key! 

Aha! There's the key. Now all that has to be done is get back to that 

locked door. Erm... whereabouts was it again? 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Kitting Game Show has been blessed with an intro by the Psygnosis 
in-house team - arid I can safely say that it is the best and most 
atmospheric intro sequence yet seen on a computer game. The dark 
graphics and manic sound effects capture perfectly that violent, 
futuristic TV feel. The game itself maintains the superb, polished feel, 
both in sound and graphics. Some clever programming has gone into 
making the game look excellent and the sound effects have to be 
heard to be believed, with racketing gunfire, shrieking laughter and 
dear speech samples. What more can I say, other than brilliant! 

LASTING INTEREST 
Initially the going is incredibly 
tough, but soon enough the 
frantic gameplay pulls you in arid 
pathways through to the exits 
start to emerge. Many a time 
youll find yourseff saying "Wiat 
the hell is this? I can't do ft at 
alir Perseverance is the key, 
so just keep trying! 

The extra energy pod won't do a great deal of good; If that nasty DOLL stuff creeps up any higher all 

you'll have is one pretty dead MUG. Quick! Crawl up that wall! Now! Go, go go! I can't bear to watch it! 

JUDGEMENT 
Just when you thought all the 
polish and ideas in shoot-erovups 
belonged to arcade conversions 
and big licenses, along come 
Psygnosis with another audio¬ 
visual gem to delight your eyes 
and ears Moreover, it isn’t just 
all Hash and no go - the game- 
play n superb too. The action is 
frantic, the puzzles are difficult 
and ft hat a hook which could 
wind in a killer shark. Watch the 
superb intro, then piay the game 
and be blown away! Maf? Evans 

GRAPHICS 9 
SOOttO /- 
tN.TjS!LLR6jri- 

ADDrCTIpH. 9 

O V ERA 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Arachnophobics fear not! This 
spider is deliberately made small 
allowing him to strike 256 differ¬ 
ent animated position and whole 
rooms to be viewed at once on 
the screen so you can see what 
pressing that particular switch 

make Sprderman a game of the¬ 
ca rrot and stick variety. Its 
possible to finish, but only if you 
have radioactive blood and 
stubbornly refuse to be beaten 
by costumed creeps, 

JUDGEMENT 
The Amazing Sprderman takes a 

Tf*t.HoSPIDIfl MRNth m 
DDBiD Hno MntiN RzsiNc actually achieves. The spider 

classic gameform and manages sprite r although a good mover, 
behaves oddly, sticking to every¬ 
thing, which makes negotiating 
smaller gaps interesting, as 
Spidermen seem to Insist on 
standing sideways rather than 
obeying the rules of walking we 
all know and love. 

to live up to the pedigree. The 
characters, though small, are 
tolerable, the puzzles are 
solvable and progress possible. 
It's packed full of intricate 
switching, jumping and webbing 
manoeuvres which are only 
hampered by Spiderman's 
occasional insistence on 
standing in the wrong place. 
Spiderman is no revolution, just 
a cracking platform puzzle 
challenge that can hold Its 
masked head high with pride. 

LASTING INTEREST 
It may sound trite but, a puzzle 
game is only as good as the 
posers ft sets the player. By this 
mark Spidey will have you effmb- 
ing the walls in amused frustra 

Trenton ’Spider' Web Hon. As well as the obvious 
blocked doors and dangerous 
floors, Mysterio has arranged for 
other surprises In the shape of 
unclimbable walls, unwebbable 
ceilings and illusory blocks to 
throw you Into confusion. The 
puzzles and perfectly-placed 
game-save clapperboard rooms 

GRAPHICS 7 

SOUND A 

INTELLECT a 

ADDICTION S 

OVERALL 77% 



screenplay 

CORE DESIGN £24.99 ■ Joystick 

EeeeK! It* the attack of the killer-zombie slime creatures. They are 

easily beaten with a few well-timed blows. The goggly-eyed tree 

monster in the background sets the scene well for level three. 

Torvak was miffed. Having 

nipped out to buy a packet 

of Poios and fight a quick war, he 

returned to find his house a smok¬ 

ing ruin, The destruction was the 

work of the Evil Necromancer. 

Angry, embittered and homeless, 

Torvak swore to avenge his fallen 

kinfolk by slaying the wizard who 

did the dirty deed. 

Torvak is another one of those 

fur clad heroes who bears a 

grudge badly. He has to battle 

through five, four stage levels to 

reach the Necromancer and get 

even. Each level is packed with its 

own blend of foes, who are all 

eager to take the Torvak treat¬ 

ment. Individually these monsters 

aren't that tough, but they kill by 

whittling Torvak's power points 

down with repeated small hits. 

Strategically-placed tomb¬ 

stones can be found all over the 

place which Big T can smash to 

collect treasure, extra health and 

potions. Lying in inconspicuous 

places are weapons of varying 

power that help fend off the grow¬ 

ing legion of monsters. His first 

weapon is an axe but this can be 

upgraded to a sword, war hammer 

or morning star, each of which is 

useful at certain moments. 

Unlike most joystick warriors 

Torvak doesn't fight as fast as the 

fire button. Initially he's beaten to 

the punch by even the slowest foe, 

which makes the fighting awkward 

but not exciting. Only by collecting 

speed-ups and better weapons 

can his reactions be improved. 

There's also the chance to pick up 

long-range shot potions, give the 

furry fella five or ten blasts of dis¬ 

tance blade power, These are few 

and far between and are best 

saved for use against the end-of- 

level beasts, who are far tougher 

than their level-based brethren. 

In a further variant to the hack- 

and-slash formula the exits of I 

each level get progressively 

harder to find, hidden away in sub¬ 

terranean vaults or on high ledges. 

This makes mapping your route 

essential if you’re going to find the 

quickest and safest way to the 

Necromancer. Torvak is not fight¬ 

ing a single battle here, but a 

drawn-out war of attrition. On top 

of slicing the Necromancer's lack¬ 

eys, Torvak must negotiate the 

usual array of floating platforms, 

lethal lava pits and fatal waterfalls, 

Torvak is a test of timing, where 

speed of sword stroke is not 

always the primary concern. 

Torvak gala serious with hie morning iUr - never he* a left-wing 

tabloid been u««d so effectively in the Held of human slaughter. 

Torvak is sparkling because he's wearing a magic shield that fends 

of hall the damage for a set number of hilt* 

Hey sukka, kiss my axe! He said 

ripping off eomeone cite s line. 

If hell hath no fury like a woman i longue, then the Big T is In for real The stag is an end of level beast, 

trouble as he goes to challenge the first level guardian. who's easily killed with a potion. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Torvak is a heavy metal hero, 
complete with barrel chest and 
flowing locks. The backdrops 
grow more menacing by the level 
end show a healthy variety in 
design Monsterwise Torvak's 
opponents never make it into the 
big league: they are well drawn 
but never reach terrifying status. 
Finding the treasure tombstones 
can cause problems, because 
sometimes they are hidden 
behind the immediate fore¬ 
ground, but once you know what 
to look for there's precious little 
mystery. The on-screen slaughter 
is supported with a good range 
of tunes, but none captures the 
mood of a grief stricken warrior 
on the vengeance trail. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Torvak effectively has fifteen lev¬ 
els to explore and five guardians 
to bash, Initially his lack of fight' 
ing speed hinders the killing, but 
power- upt soon cure that. The 
repetitive and weak monsters 
mean Torvak is a game for 
dogged battlers, exhibiting few 
nail-biting moments, Progress is 
simply a matter of repeatedly 
playing levels until the fastest 
and safest route becomes obvi¬ 
ous. 

JUDGEMENT 
Torvak the Warrior follows in the 
fabled footsteps of Rastan and 
chums. The formula has been fol¬ 
lowed rigidly, with few extras 
thrown in. The levels are sub¬ 
divided into three with a guardian 
forming the fourth and final part 
of each section. The energy- 
eroding enemies are familiar 
friends, as is the ease with which 
they are dispatched. Generic 
similarity is not necessarily a bad 
thing, Rastan was a good game 
in Its day, yet that was long ago 
and little has been added to help 
things evolve. This limits Torvak i 
gameplay to iust a lot of leaping 
and chopping, a fact that seri¬ 
ously hampers the game’s stay¬ 
ing power. Trenton Webb 

A leap In fha dark, ttie only way 

to traval, for fur clad barbarians. 
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Fopc - A ITGFMr* BEYOND TfMF 
I iom the development team 

which brought you F29 Retaliator 
now emerges EPIC * a sci-fi 

extravaganza featuring 
spectacular graphics and 

stunning game-play. 

A legend is born, a supremely 
advanced one-man staifighter ol 
awesome power and destructive 
capabilities that in lire lighl 
hands will wreak havoc 
amoungst inter-galactic 
transgressors - that legend is IPK . ATARI ST • CBM AMIGA 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 6 CENTRAL STREET MANCHESTER M2 5NS TEL: 061 832 6633 ■ FAX 061 834 0650 



Repair 

within 

12 days Amiga 
airs 

The official Commodore repair centre is now open for business. 

At the Commodore National Repair Centre we hove over 100 
highly trained technicians committed to repairing and 
maintaining your Amiga and C64 computers. 

Our expertise and experience ensures that your computer is 
repaired to the highest standard for the lowest cost. And we 
will repair your equipment within 12 days. 

One low payment covers diagnosis, repair, parts, labour 
and return carriage. 

And as on extra bonus, if you reply before 
December 10th well send you an 
award winning softwore title. 

To schedule a repair simply call the number below. 

Be ready to give us your name, address, computer type, 
serial number and type of fault. 

Call the Commodore National Repair Centre NOW on 

0733 361216 
Payment accepted by cheque, PO and credit cord. The charges 

are £39.95 for the C64, ond £49,95 for the Amiga 500 
and remember, all calk prior to December 1 Oth receive 

FREE SOFTWARE 

c* 
Commodore 
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Approaching a Qon starbase, normal procedure would bo to hail It and wait to be towad In. Howcvtr this 

pilot hasn't killed any Pios and so has nothing to spend, a situation a quick dogfight will soon solve. 

ELECTRONIC ZOO £24.99 ■ 
Joystick, Mouse or Keyboard 

The words 1 quitT flipped up 
on the screen in every Xiphon 

home one morning. The message 
came from their central controlling 
computer, Xiphos* which governed 
everything from their five-level 
self-contained universe through to 
their pizza delivery service. In the 
resulting chaos what the Xiphons 
did was what any self-respecting 
civilisation would have done in the 
circumstances: start a civil war. 

Disguised as a mercenary, you 
must fly a ship into the heart of 
the Xiphon galaxy, find the central 
computer and trash it. Information 
is sketchy, but what is known is 
that there are two main Xiphon 
factions, the Pios and the Qons. 
From their starbase installations in 
orbit around the planet they fight 
in small-scale skirmishes, Pios and 

Qons both welcome outsiders who 
want to help them in hunting the 
other side, rewarding successful 
killers with cash. This is how you 
will earn enough pennies to fuel 
your ship's five-system star trek. 
You also have to buy missiles and 
other weapons in order to earn 
money, in order to buy weapons, 
to earn money, to... 

ft's OK to bag victims from 
either side of the warring Xiphon 
factions and store the kill value to 
trade in at the opposition's space 
stations, spending Pio kills at Qon 
bases and vice versa. Never, ever, 
under any circumstances, forget 
whose station you're on, because 
both races get touchy ff they are 
offered their own dead. 

Xjphos isn't just about zapping 
around the universe blasting at 

THE WONDERFUL 
WORLDS OF X1PHOS 
(JO is space as we know it. Ul-5 
are the five layers of the Xiphon 
system, GO {Gate 0) gives you 
access to Ul (Universe 1) and 
explorers must make their way 
to GI in order to pass into the 
second-layer U2 system. Each 
gate exerts a ‘gravitational' field 
effect. This means more energy 
is expended flying towards an 
exit gate than an entrance. For 
ease of comprehension among 
human pilots the two are viewed 

by the ship's on board computer 
as North/South poles. Note, too 
that the gateways are controlled 
and a transit tax i$Blevied In all 
who pass thRoagf!, so make sure 
youY# plenty of credits spare. 

anything in sight. Initially your 
ship's weapons are limited, as is 
the fuel supply, so economy of 
travel and careful preying on 
wounded battlers is advisable. You 
must also maximise the ship's 
resources, building up the credits 
that will allow you to get to the 
next star gate and one step closer 
to the planet Xiphos. 

Trade is at the heart of the 
game: only by bartering for the 
best prices will the mission be fea¬ 
sible. When you want to trade, hail 
the nearest station and they will 
hook you up on the tractor beam 
to drag the ship in. Then itfs hag* 
gie time. You can't just pay the 
asking price, oc you will end up 
getting burnt. Besides which, no- 
one will respect you. Xohons only 
ever respect strength. 

Oh towr I must be dead, 
b*ciu«* ttut’t my coffin then! 

A Pie iMp nukes itself a sitting 

target. So spend, spend, spend! 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
This is a seriously smooth trip 
into the land of all that's weird. 
The 3D universe lets you ning off 
in all directions at eye-befuddling 
speed. The graphics make 
combat realistically tough. No 
long laser duels here: ships flash 
past, making anticipation firing 
essential until you can afford 
homing missiles. The ships are 
well drawn in the vector style, 
as are the bases, and the further 
you get into the game, the more 
varied the designs become. 
The control panel is laid out in 
classic Elite fashion, with the all- 
important radar clearly visible in 
the centre. Other controls are not 
so easily deciphered and make it 
tough on the monitoring front, 

LASTING INTEREST 
Thar* are five different universes 
to explore, which means there’s 
p*w<y of flying and fighting 
fcofeis you finally have a chance 
ta waste the computer. With the . 
am of oar and comma**# to 
master there* teaming potential 
by the score. Yet getting rich 
enough to buy the more exotic 
goodies is hard going - many 
pilots wil be lost before you 
leave the first galaxy. Earning 
cash is directly dependent on 
killing, and since killing is 
difficult, initial ,jppe,;i1 is limited. 
Plus the ship starts out iaNHBpi 
weak to you must bag a couple 
of Xiphons just for a fuel top-up, 

JUDGEMENT 
In the beginning there was Elite. 
The software houses looked at It 
and realised rt was a winner. With 
the genre now established many 
have tried to produce an E/rte 
beater. Xiphos has better 
graphics, a stranger universe 
and great subtlety. Yet somehow 
this doesn't help ft beat its 
archetypal forerunner. The 
tracing options are initially too 
Smiled with pilots caught in a 
never-ending cycle of killing and 
refuelling, unable to gather 
enough credits to make 
exploration possible. Really it vs a 
spa ce^radS^iiifflSn^ninor 
the seriously committed. Others 
will find it monstrously testing on 
the stamina front, even when 
they are just trying to maintain 
enough energy to keep the ship 
running. Trenton IVebb 
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SCREENPLAY 

Some cars, especially red 
ones, just sit there and beg 

"drive me" and the new, curvy 
Lotus Esprit Turbo is just such a 
motor But if you take Gremlin's 
Challenge you won't drive one at 
all - youll drive two, 

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge 
sets a thoroughbred car in a head 
tohead charge to the finish line. 
You take the wheel of a spiffy 
shiny red sportster that's racing 
against 19 cars of exactly the 
same spec, so winning is down to 
skill and not horsepower. Your 
task is to finish first after a preset 
number of laps, a possible stop 
for fuel, a few gut-churning hills, 
numerous hairpin bends, quite 
monumental amounts of atrocious 
driving by the computer cars and 
vast quantities of outrageous 
cheating by other human racer. 

The two human-controlled 
cars have half a screen each. If 
the other guy gets ahead, you can 

see him scream off into the 
distance. If he's just behind, you 
can sneak a quick peek at his half 
of the screen to help avoid colli¬ 
sions, The white drone cars must 
be considered just as dangerous 
as. if not more dangerous than, 
their red human counterparts. 
Designed to protect their racing 
line, they sweep out in front of you 
and slide into corners, cutting off 
overtaking routes. 

Winning isn't the most impor¬ 
tant thing - it is the only thing. You 
start the first meeting placed last 
on the grid and must work your 
way through the field to finish at 
least 10th to qualify for the next 
race. This is no mean feat when 
there are cars blocking good 
starts and mad geeks cutting you 
up at every turn. 

On longer courses there’s the 
challenge of negotiating fuel stops 
and maintaining your place in the 
face of ever stiffer competition. 

Your position in the last race 
determines your starting place for 
the next. Win a race and you kick 
off from the back of the grid. As 
you compete for the Lotus licence 
the tracks get ever more tortuous 
with sharper bends, nasty road¬ 
works, big rocks and huge sign¬ 
posts - ail out to prang your car. 

Damage is not a problem, but 
the ensuing loss of time is. If you 
tag a tree then your engine takes 
time to build the revs back up. The 
Lotus has legendary acceleration, 
but its not fast enough to keep 
pace with those lucky people who 
manage to avoid the danger and 
stay on the road. 

As the pressure to win builds, 
you have to try more outrageous 
passing manoeuvres and risk 
those time-devouring shunts. 
Luckily your Lotus handles well, 
but everybody has these advan¬ 
tages so you must exploit them 
fully to get ahead. 

To help players get the most out 
of their red speeders there is the 
choice of either manual or 
automatic gears, as well as two 
different styles of joystick control 
and a mouse option. 

Four levels of difficulty (though 
that's including practice) lend the 
game great variety, as does the 
number of totally insane race 
tracks. You'll never notice them, 
though, because the car's so swift 
everything becomes a blurr. Even 
the background and sound effects 
are completely ignored by drivers 
whose attention is locked into a 
race, because you're too busy 
shouting obscenities at drone cars 
driven by nutters! 

LOTUSI 
ESPRIT 

TURBO 
CHALLENGE 

GREMLIN GRAPHICS £24.99 ■ Joystick or Mouse 

Team Lotus <?«t Mrioiw- they have to if they want to win. Look at the loter* trilling around in 15th place! It1* outrageous, you give a guy a 
shiny new ultra-last suptrcir and what does he do? Drive it at a speed that makes Miss Daisy look reckless. Still, he does have another four 
laps to catch up. Even using all of the car’s power, manual gears and drift steering he still has to contend with the dangerously deranged 
computer drivers, who move into your way the split second you hoped they wouldn't. 
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SCRE ENPLAY 

Caution! Those Gremlins seem determined to make Win i race and you start at the back of the grid for 
life awkward, they've put roadworks on the track! the next one. Life can be so cruel. 

Get out of the way you little...! Starts are really too Now either we've left everyone for dead, or 30 HPH 
hard - there's no room to overtake anybody. lent quite racing speed lor these Lotus car things- 

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO SE 
ENGINE - Mid-moumed Lotus 2.2 litre 
aluminium alloy 16-valve ctiargeccwfed engine. 

Water-cooled TB03 turbocharger with 
integral wastegate 

Mufthpotnt fuel injection system with 
electronic ignition. 

Maw power. 264 bhp at 6500 rpm 

Max torque: 261 toft at 3900 rpm 

Max speed' 163 mph. 

0-60 mph 4,7 seconds, 

0-100 mph 11.9 seconds. 

-V'4*' 

_ 

Player On* attack*, trying tor eighth place while How, lust when you've got the hang of this racing 
Play er Two (top* off in the pits for some petrol. lark they have to put rocks on the road. Hot Fair! 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Lotus looks and sounds like the 
best straight racer ever to hit 
the strip. The cart are large but 
move with real speed. 160 mph 
actually looks like 160 mph, 
without any lots of control. The 
split-screen choice is inspired, 
allowing two drivers to go head- 
to-head and giving twice as 
much game without hindering 
the speed or view. With the 
action linked by some beautiful 
incidental screens showing the 
Lotus in its full glory. Turbo 
£ sprit Challenge lives up to its 
great pedigree. 

Sonicaliy the game's no 
slouch either, offering a choice 
of in game musk: - on the lotus 
CD system, naturally. Best of ail 
ii the squeal of tyres as you 
push traction to the limit. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Most recmg games fall down 
heavty here Slatting round a 
track amt fun for everyone and 
the TOvefty wears thin after 
you vt seen the tame circuit 58 
times Lotus nai three levels of 
actual racing and wren each 
degree of difficulty new tracks 
are added - easy has seven 
raceways, medium ten and 
tough fifteen To win the entire 
game you have to score the 
most points over the ftfteen-race 
hard' season, where even 
seeing the next track is an 
achievement. Vet even with all 
this variety. If you don't find 
high-speed high jinks massively 
appealing then the game will not 
weave its spell on you. 

JUDGEMENT 
Lotus Esprit Turbo ChaMenge is 
the best racing game yet. In a 
world filled wrth Out Runs and 
Chase HQ* rt takes poie position 
without a doubt. The car itself, in 
real life, it in a class of its own 
and the game capture* that 
hand-crafted quality too. It is a 
complete racing exercite with 
high-quality sound and pictures: 
but without the ability to adapt 
the car, or the curse of 
permanent crash damage, 
Lotus remains simpiy a two 
player race game. Even so. it's a 
race game that leaves all 
comers trailing in its tyre 
smoke, Trenton Webb 

GRAPHICS 9 
SOUHD 9 
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James is in trouble on Level 10. Ke needs to gel past that dogfish if he’i going to complete the mission. 

He had better get his ‘skates1 on if he wants to get out of this ‘plaice1 unbattered1. 

UNDERWATER AGFJg£ 
MILLENNIUM £24.99 ■ Joystick 

James Pond is a 'lakewic' 
secret agent with a 'tail1 to 

tell. 'Pond’-er this, as the world's 
greatest underwater agent he 
must 'sea' that the 'scales' of jus¬ 
tice are tipped in the good guys' 
favour. Cool and eMish'-ent he is 
licensed to ‘giH\ fGdod 'Cod' what 
a /of of fish /ofces - Reader's voiced 

Now Pond faces his greatest 
challenge yet: 12 missions that 
would even make a Great White 
blanch. A View to a Spiff sets 
James against oil magnates as he 
has to plug a leaky pipeline, in 
fishftnger it's a battle to stop 
smugglers looting a sunken wreck, 
while Orchids are Forever sees the 
fearless fish fight the foes of the 
forests who are foraging for some 
frightfully fragile flora. 

licence to Bubb/e is Pond's 
first mission. Dr Maybe, the world- 
famous mad, evil, megalomaniac 

scientist has imprisoned six of 
Pond's lobster friends in pots and 
sent a crack team of restaurateur 
divers to pluck them up from the 
sea-bed. James has to set his 
fishy fneeds free before the 
entries are served. 

Swimming around this under¬ 
water wonderland you'll notice its 
full of junk and nasties. The overall 
playing area is surrounded by cliffs 
and caves, while the surface has 
small islands, which house pick-up 
points. The fish on a mission can 
swim in all directions and grab 
objects between his front fins. In 
this case he's after the keys that 
will open the door to freedom for 
his crustacean chums. 

James is forever blowing 
bubbles, which trap his enemies 
and a quick swish by the fish turns 
them into collectable point style 
goodies, The debris that lies on 

the sea-bed is a treasure trove of 
trinkets and traps. Most turn into 
points at the touch of a tailfin but 
some, especially on the later lev¬ 
els, prove fatal. 

The missions have time limits 
that are generous enough to 
encourage exploration, which is 
just as well because there's more 
to James Pond than meets the 
eye. James can nip home to save 
special items for use on later 
missions: there are also three 
styles of secret caves full of extra 
points, short cuts to higher levels 
and more hidden bonus points 
than ifs possible to collect James 
Pond will have to 'trawl' every inch 
of the playing screen if he's going 
to 4nef even a fraction of the 
points that need to be 'hauled'. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
James, has style. The back¬ 
grounds are a sumptuous 
blend of coppers that span the 
spectrum and the sprites are 
colourful and exceptionally cute, 
James swims smoothly - except 
when drunk on Jack Daniels - 
and picks stuff up with ease. The 
visuals have the backing of an 
excellent theme ‘tuna’ and bril¬ 
liant underwater effects. Pond is 
a fish with class and the game 
shares his sophisticated look. 

Home tweet home. James takes 

an item back so he can use it on 

a later mission, 

LASTING INTEREST 
James has 12 levels and the later 
ones are real sharks. Good 
players who are dead-dead-good 
gamers will finish it within weeks. 
However, Pond has a secret up 
his scaiey sleeve, In the vary best 
Ra/nbow is lands tradition the 
whole game is littered with secret 
caves and gameplay touches that 
will both bemuse and amuse you. 
In the same way that the 
graphics have been polished until 
they shine, the gameplan has 
been carefully worked, reworked 
and worked again, so although 
James doesn't win in terms of the 
game length stakes, he certainly 
does in 'depth’. 

James's, bubbles have no effect 

on the dreaded pirate ghost, ts 
his treasure safe? I think not. 

JUDGEMENT 
James Pond is the first of the 
Christmas cuties. He looks good, 
plays well and sounds spiffing 
too. The cute tone is backed with 
a sense of fun, which is what it is 
all about. Gargantuan brain - 
twisting games have their place, 
but so do the amusing tests of 
joystick control. Pond treads that 
'fin' line between overt cuteness 
and tough game design: play it 
and you’re ensured a ‘whale’ of a 
time! Trenton Webbed Feet 

GREAT FISH OF OUR TIME 
Number 12 in an occasional series: THE COD: 

Gadt/s Morhua can be found in 
both the North Atlantic and the 
Baltic. Coloured brown with grey 
spots they can grow up to 1,5m 
in length and were formerly a 
staple foodstuff. Overfishing has 
led to a decline in numbers and 
an increase in price. Cod are a 
lonely breed and are renowned 
for their poor dress sense. The 
result of this is that they are only 
ever invited to dinner parties for 
all the wrong reasons. 
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am the role of Marvels’ favourite * 
-aracter - Spider Man - in a highly 
idfctive race against time to save Mary 
ax from the hands of Mysterio. 

Crawl through poisonous, rat- 
Mfcjtf ri sewers, wonder at the ever 
changing gravity of outer space. 

Defend yourself from mechani¬ 
cal mummies In ancient tombs. 

^ght Godzilla as you climb Man- 
bottan skyscrapers. 

Eqriote Wild West gold mines riddled 
«Vh high explosives. 

Swing on webs over shark-infested 
caWfe moats and pits of fire. 

Moving platforms, musionaiy walls, 
electrified floors and intelligent 

65 SPRITES OF ANIMATION 
ORSPIDEY COMPLETE 
ONTROLOF PETER PARKER S 
ECKET WEB FORMULA FIRE 
18 DIRECTIONS STUN 
OBOTS, HU SWITCHES AND 
UMB WEBS TO SAFETY 
WING FROM WEB TO WEB 
WER TRAPS AND HAZZARDS 
ET BY MYSTERIO. 

f "GIT YOUR TEEIH 
f INTO THIS GAME AND 

YOU'LL SOON FIND YOUR 
SELF WELL AND TRULY 

ADDICTED'" C + VG87* 

THE AMAZING SPIDER-HAN is prodmd uada 
license bom the Matvei Emertacmrri: Group lie. 
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We are proud to present Commodore's new 
workstation which comes with a full range of 
exciting features. 

All Amiga 3000 machines come with 2MB of RAM, 
a built in hard disk and the high speed Workbench 
v20. Ideal for the serious user or professional. 

Features include: 

116 & 25MHz Processor Speeds 

140 or 100MB Hard Disk as standard 

Workbench v2*0 included! 

12MB RAM expandibte on-board to 6MB! 

168030 Processor with coprocessor 

l Superhires Graphics with 1 MB RAM! 

Built in SCSI Interface 

Amiga 3000 16MHz 40MB £2495 

Amiga 3000 25MHz 40MB £2995 

Amiga 3000 25MHz 100MB £3195 

4MB RAM Expansion £195 

16MB RAM Expansion £1195 

The prices include VAT and 24 hour delivery* 

Call us now for more information or drop into our 
showroom for a demonstration. 
* If stocks allow Monitor is included 

POWER'S FULL HOUSE 
OF TOP QUALITY SOFTWARE. 

Our extensive range of Amiga software currentlv includes: 

Art and Graphics 

Animagic... £69 
Comic Setter. £49 
Deluxe Photolab........ £59 

Digipaint 3. £49 
Elan Performer .. £30 
Fantavision .. £29 

Kara Fonts. £49 
Pro Video Plus. £169 
Pro Draw 2.0 . £100 

Sculpt 4D Junior . £149 
SCULPT-ANIMATE 4D ... £229 
Turbo Silver.. £99 
X-Cad Designer.  £75 

X-Cad Professional .... £229 
Deluxe Paint III..  £85 
Deluxe Video III . £79 
Digiview Gold V4 .... £100 
Pixmate . £35 
Vista... £50 
Distant Suns . £35 

Word Processing, DTP 
8t Business 

Home Accounts. £29 

Digicalc. £29 
Excellence. £160 
Kindwords .  £45 
Pen Pal. £79 
Pagestream. £139 

Pagesetter 2.0 .. £69 
Pro Write 3.0. £89 

Languages and 
Development 

Devpac Amiga.. £45 
Lattice C V5. £149 
Lattice C++ .. £250 
Power Windows. £45 
Hisoft Basic. £55 
Benchmark Modula 2 ......, £99 

Utilities 

DOS 2 DOS .  £29 
Cross DOS. £24 

X Copy. £24 

Quarterback 4.0. £34 
Workbench 1.3 . £15 

Educational 

Math Talk .. £23.95 

Math Odyssey. £24.50 
Math-Amation_ £39 95 

Math WLizard . £24.50 
Arithmetic.. £24.50 
Algebra. £24.50 

Learn French. £14.95 

Letters for you. £19.95 
Learning the Alphabet. £14.95 
Kinderama .  £24.50 

World Atlas. £29.95 
Word Master. £24.50 
Talking Storybook ... £14.95 

Spell-A-Fari. £19.95 
At the Zoo .   £19.95 
Aesops Fables. £24.50 

Many more in stock - 
phone for details 

COMMODORE 

WE ARE THE SPECIALISTS WHEN IT COMES TO 
PROGRESSIVE SOFTWARE. CANT SEE THE TITLE 

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR? CALL 0234 273000 AND OUR 
SALES TEAM WILL BE PLEASED TO HELP YOU. 

Power Computing Ltd • 44a Stanley Street • Bedford * MK41 7RW 

Telephone 0234 273000 • Fax 0234 270133 
Orders and dealers enquiries welcome by Telephone or Fax 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT * PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 



THE AMIGA 2000 SPECIALISTS 
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR GVP 

68030 POWER 
■ 16MHz, 28MHz, 33MHz FOR YOUR AMIGA 2000 

■ Accelerate your Amiga up to 50MHz Now available!! 
10 times normal speed! 

■ Up to 8M6 High speed 32 bit 
"nibble" RAM. 

■ On-board AT interface for 
lightning fast hard disk access 

■ Optional 68882 Coprocessor 

68030 ACCELERATOR BOARD 
16MHz £499 
28 MHz £599 

68030 WITH 4MB 32BIT RAM 
28MHz £1495 
33MHz £1795 
50MHz £2199 

AT HARD DRIVE for 68030 CARD 
40 MB £359 
80MB £689 
200MB £999 

Phone for other combinations 

The Next Generation 
GVP SERIES 2 
in SCSI & RAM Control ers for the A2000 

■ Fully SCSI Compatible 

■ Up to 8MB FAST RAM on-board 

■ High Speed “FAASTROM" controller 

■ Auto-boot from any FFS partition 

■ All combinations available 

HARD 
40MB 
84MB 
100MB 
200MB 

CARDS 
£499 
£699 
£799 
£999 

RAM 
2MB 
4MB 
SMB 

MODULES 
£129 
£219 
£409 

BUY YOUR AMIGA 2000 SYSTEM FROM POWER 
Leaders in the Home and Business Market 

r 

4C’~~r rrSirrr.m^ 

VIDTECH SCANLOCK 
STATE OF THE ART AMIGA GENLOCK 

■ Broadcast quality video 
output 

■ PAL, NTSC, SVHS Compatible 

■ Handles all Amiga Graphics 
modes 

■ Completely Eliminates video 
dot crawl 

NOW ONLY £759! 

ICD ICD 
HARD CARDS RAM CARDS 

40MB £429 2MB £239 

84MB £649 4MB £349 

100MB £759 6MB £459 
200MB £949 SMB £549 

Amiga B2000 £899 
Extra internal floppy £49 
XT Bridgeboard £299 
AT Bridgeboard £699 
600MB Optical Drive £3299 
200MB Tape Streamer £699 

SPECIAL OFFER ! 

BUY ANY B2000 SYSTEM & 
GET A 40MB HARD CARD 

FOR ONLY 
£349 

Power Computing Ltd • 44a Stanley Street • Bedford • MK41 7RW 

Telephone 0234 273000 • Fax 0234 270133 
Orders and dealers enquiries welcome by Telephone or Fax 

All PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND AMIGA 2000 PRICES INCLUDE 24 HOUR DELIVERY . PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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Power's exclusive range of offers on floppy drives! 

■ 880K formatted! 

■ Comes with free utility disk 

■ 12 Month warranty 

The Famous PC880 Power Drive! ££5 

■ Special NEW circuitry to prevent that annoying click 
when the drive is empty 

■ Isolating on-off switch 

■ Thru' port for daisy chaining 

NEW IN! 
The dual 3.5" drive 
with power supply 

ONLY £110 
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We also stock fully guaranteed Verbatim disks 
and a range of boxes, including: 

40 Disks with lockable storage box • ONLY £29.95 

15 Disks with storage box, for an unbeatable £9.95! 

The A500 Internal drive kit £4 

External 5.25" drive £9 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS PRINTERS 

M card without clock: £29.95 

RAM clock card with PC880 Power Drive £95! 
The 1.5M8 Expansion Board 

Plugs easily into your 

Amiga (Kickstart 1.3 & 

above) to give you the 

memory you need. Sim¬ 

ple internal fitting 

NOW ONLY £89.95 

The A500 Clock Card 

The Power Computing 

512K RAM expansion In¬ 

cludes Battery Backed 

up clock! 

VERY LOW PRICE £34.95 

ICD ADRAM Memory Expansion 

1MB £139 
2MB £179 
4MB £249 
6MB £489 

RAM chips for the upgrade specialist! 

We are proud to present an offer 
you'll be proud to accept! 

Glorious Colour Kit! 
The new LC200 Colour Printer! 

■ LC2Q0 Colour model 

■ Parallel Cable 

■ 200 sheets paper 

■ 200 address labels 

■ Delivery and VAT 

LC200Colour£23! 

LC2410 £25! 

X8 10-24 Colour £49! 

Flexidtimp Amigj 

now available £CALI 

<^> PLUS 
LC10 Colour Fabric 

Printing Kit 

ONLY £24.95 

1 x 1 Mbit RAMS £6.99 256 x 4 RAMS £5.99 Also in stock, an impressive range of automatic sh< 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM £39 GARY ROM £49 feeders, replacement ribbons and printer stands. 

ALL PRICES INCLUOE VAT AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 



...or Telephone 0234 273000 

POWER - the potential for your Amiga! 

Basic Pack 
Super Pack 
Ultra Pack 
Mega Pack 
Hyper Pack 
With PC880, 1 .5MB 

As above 
With PC880 Drive 
With PC880and 512K 
With PC880 and 1.5MB 
LIMITEDTIME ONLY 

and A590 Hard Drive! 

£379 
£439 
£465 
£509 
£879 

SCREEN GEMS PACK ALSO AVAILABLE 
COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Disk £379 

\EW GVP SERIES 2 HARD DRIVE NEW! 
.ITHUPT08MB RAM EXPANSION The "PPS" Framegrabber 

0MB 2MB 8MB 
■ 20MB £499 £619 £939 

■ 45MB £599 £719 £999 
■ 80MB £849 £969 £1289 

ONLY £599 INC VAT 
■ Real-time Digitiser 
■ From Mono to 4096 Colours 
■ Many Image processing functions 
■ Compatible with major art packages 

ACCESSORIES The finishing touch 

Keep it covered! With this new hard wearing dust cover specially designed 
to fit snuggly over the Amiga 

Video Master now in stock 
Call for details 

Replacement 2 button mouse £20 

Naksha Mouse £35 

Optical mouse with pad £35 

4mi-click' board for your internal or 
e <ternal drive - introductory offer £19.95 

POWER 
■TJOL’SE DIRECT 

Power House is the last expanding di¬ 
rect sales arm of Power Computing 
Ltd. With competitive prices, backed 
by large stocks and a trained sales and 
technical department. Our high speed 
computerised service makes Power 
the first stop for the Amiga enthusiast. 
Call us now on 0234 273000 for advice 
on the very latest in software and 
peripherals, 

Rush i n you r credit card order FREE on 
0800 581742. Make the most of our 
"fast fax'* service on 0234 270133, or 
simply fi II in and post th is form to: 

Power Computing Ltd, 
Rower House, 
44a Stanley Street, 
Bedford, MK41 7RW, 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Telephone 

System owned 

Credit Card No 

c: 
Stratum ____ 

_i_L... 

Expify Dale 

nr 

I would like to order 

Make Cheques Payable to 

Power Computing Ud 

Power technical helpline Monday - Friday 3pm - 5pm 0234 273248 



By Post By Phone 

Please rush me a copy of Bug-Bash/Nudeus 
1 enclose a cheque/postal order for £12.99 ■ 
plus £1.00 post and packaging • i 
NAME _ _ 1 

To order by Access or Visa 

RING 
1 

ADDRESS l 
1 
• 

POSTCODE ■ 
1 

Also available from your local computer store 
MICROTEC ENTERTAINMENT, 61 STROUD GREEN ROAD. LONDON N4 3EG 



SCREENPLAY 

One of the decks of the USF 
Vigilant. At the bottom is the 

bare influence device, but 
moving to the top it gains control 

of various droids before being 

attacked by a Command Cyborg. 

At the Space Shipping 
Federation control centre, 

disturbing things are happening. 
Over the past few days broken, 
garbled messages have been 
coming through from the fleet. 

Apparently, a strange force 
has taken over the systems that 
control the fleet's droids and has 
turned them into renegades. The 
messages speak of ensuing panic 
as the droids wander the decks, 
blasting anything that moves The 
crew has little chance of suwai. 
but as long as there is still hope 
something must be done. 

A rescue cruiser has been 
sent out to the fleet m an attempt 
to try and save any survivors but 
primary scans of the ships show 
that ail the crew members are 
dead. That's not the only profre~ 
The fleet has also been ftvaoed by 
pirate raiders. 

This highly volatile situation 
means that beaming a standarc 
attack force on board is much too 
risky, so an alternative plan has 
been devised. A remote contra* 
unit called an Influence Device wil 

be used. The unit can be moved 
anywhere within the shipp using its 
onboard laser to destroy droids 
and raiders. Additionally, any droid 
can be controlled temporarily by 
takmg over its brain functions, 
allowing you to take advantage of 
its improved weapons and armour 
for a limited period of time. 

In order to switch control to 
another droid, the Influence Device 
has to battle the host's brain in a 
transfer sequence'. This is in the 
form of a two-sided circuit, with a 
column of lights in the centre. The 
object is to send energy pulses 
through the circuit to try and turn 
as much of the central column to 
your own colour as possible. 
Success gives you control of the 
droid, but failure means that you 
are chucked off your current host 
ard left as an Influence Device. If, 
however, you aren't controlling a 
r: d. you wilt be burnt out, thus 
ervjrg your mission. 

h you manage to dear all the 
seeks :4 braids and raiders, then 
you car zoo~ off to a teleporter, 
ready to ta*e on the next ship. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
The overhead scrolling view employed is strange You can pass under 
some of the scenery and the enemies don't appear until you him a 
corner! The graphics are very wen drawn, with some excellent use of 
shading to make the droids and decks look suitably hard and metallic. 
Those of you kicky enough to have one meg of memory - something 
of a must these days - have the added bonus of an enhanced droid 
library, with full-colour drawings of the robots along with their data, 
The sound isn't quite as strong as it could have been, though. The 
tune and effects sound decidedly weedy at times, rather than having 
the booming sci-fi feel the game calls for. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Your first instinct when playing the game is to storm in and blast 
everything in sight, but it soon becomes clear that all this manages to 
do is get you dead! Once you ve got the grasp of both shooting and 
transferring, storming through the decks becomes far more hurtful 
and enjoyable. But even if you manage to clear one ship, there are 
still more to keep you playing for a while - and theyVe got vicious 
pirates on them. Arrgh! 

JUDGEMENT 
On the eight-bit machines it has 
long been considered a classic 
game but now. with the extra 
power of the Amiga, new life has 
been injected into the game. The 
pace is more frantic, the game is 
bigger and the look is more 
polished, but all the gameptay 
that made the original a Nt has 
been retained, if you haven't 
played the game before it may 
not be what you'd expect from 
your usual blaster, but have a try 
and youTf soon see what all the 
fuss was about. Matt Evans 
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SCREENPLAY 

The Sun's map. AN right* so it's early in the morning and the Sun hasn't quite got around to setting all the 

pieces of the chart out for you, the fool. So your task is to get hold of the rest of the sections by solving 
puzzles. Once you've managed to solve all SO, it's time to put the map together because, as you would 
guess, the sections are as far away from the correct order as possible. Have fun, pals! 

The FOOL'S 
ERRAND 
MILES COMPUTING £24.95 ■ Mouse and keyboard 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Graphically the game is quite a 
treat. There are sections which 
entail rearranging pleasantly 
drawn pictures from a jumble of 
constituent parts. Others require 
the screen to be illuminated with 
all the colours of the rainbow for 
no particular reason. As for 
sound, well that’s another story 
entirely. Dull, dull* dull. Loads of 
late 1970s beeping and farting 
with not much else. It's a shame 
really, because the mediaeval 
feel of the piece could have 
benefited quite strongly from 
some lute music, or even the 
occasional human voice. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Once you've cracked the really 
easy, fairly simple, and reason¬ 
ably cunning puzzles* which 
make up 60 per cent of the 
game, you have two choices: 
either plough through the word 
searches and other frustrating 
outings in order to complete the 
map: or wait for a torrentialiy 
rainy day and get back to them. 
The game is undoubtedly 
addictive for the first day or two, 
after which rt begins to wane. 
Not to be binned, however* as the 
card game makes an interesting 
section in itself. 

To quote ■ well-worn cliche of the 90s, Spooky, or what?" Ye*, it's 
the doomxome pah of Death and his Mrs: or should that be Mrs 
Death and her Mr? Who knows and only • fool would care. This is a 
stroke of luck becaute you are that fool. Not only do you got to meet 
them both In tho opening titles, but they are also integral to a card 
game which you will have to play along your foolish way. 

D id you ever invest time and 
money in one of those puzzle 

mags which litter the shops at 
airports and railway stations? Well* 
this mystical version contains 
some 80 puzzles with everything 
the dedicated solvo-freak could 
wish for, from anagrams and word 
searches to reforesting and 
code-breaking. 

Theoretically at least, there is 
a plot. There's a bunch of reading 
to be done but don't skimp on this, 
otherwise you'll merely find your¬ 
self moving from puzzle to puzzle 
with no rhyme or reason. Not 
unsurprisingly the story centres 
upon the fool and his errand. 

At the beginning of the game 
your the fool, are presented with 
the Sun's map. The Sun is a tricky 
chappie and doesn't want you to 
have all the dues in one go. 
Unfortunately there are only 21 
sections of the map available, they 
are ail m chaos and they mean 
dotxiey-SQuat without the remain¬ 
ing 79. Qurte Simply, you have to 
solve 80 puzzles to complete the 
chart. On completion of each one 
several others are opened up to 
you and new pieces of the map 
come to light. 

You can either move through 
the puzzles in the order m which 
they appear, or you can use the 
menu bar, at the top of the 
screen* to flip between the five 

sections, each of which contains a 
number of tricks. 

Three of these puzzles really 
do catch the attention, One should 
be avoided by anyone who has an 
adverse reaction to strobe lights* 
or quick pelican crossings for that 
matter. It involves chasing 
numbered squares around the 
screen and then clicking on them 
with the mouse pointer. 

The second sees you compet¬ 
ing with an Jold man' at an arcane 
game of cards in which the rules 
are never explained. 

The third sees you avoiding 
the red blob of death as it comes 
shooting out at you from the 
hidden recesses of the screen. 
Again you have to dick on it with 
the pointer. A hint here is to 
remember the menus. 

The other 77 puzzles are a 
mixture of the absurdly easy - 
make an anagram from the letters 
QWOD, fer gawd's sake - to the 
irritatingly irritating: word searches 
with vegetables, would you 
believe. Still* pitching conundrums 
at a level which everyone will 
appreciate is a difficult task. 

Once you've completed ail the 
tasks and made sense out of the 
Sun's map you are treated to a 
lengthy animated end sequence* 
which chronicles the history of the 
fool and gives you a warm tingfy 
feeling inside. 

JUDGEMENT 
There is supposed to be an 
element of strategy to it but this 
only really becomes apparent 
after the puzzles are solved. 
The most positive feature of 
The Foof's Errand is the sheer 
number and variety of the 
puzzles. Get some mates round 
for the evening and see if you 
can crack it In one go. Aside 
from some qualms about the thin 
graphics and sound* the game is 

an intelligent use of the machine 
and should fire the imagination of 
any seasoned adventurer or 
student of the not-quite-so- 
straightforward in life. Tim Smith 
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FREE 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING 

STATE OF THE ART 
FREE 

VISA 

POSTAGE 

Amiga A500 
Every Amiga sold includes: 
WorkBench 1.3, Extras disk. 
Tutorial disk all with manuals, 
Full one year warranty and 
mouse, free TV modulator with 
cable 
£349 inc. + free game 

Claim FREE game 
when you buy a 
SCREEN GEMS 
PACK 
Amiga Packs 

Flight of Fantasy 
F29 Retaliator 

Rainbow islands 

Deluxe Paint II 
Escape from the Robot 

Monsters 

£358 inc. 

Screen Gems 
Back to the Future II 
Shadow of the Beast II 

Days of Thunder 

Night Breed NEW! 
Deluxe Paint II - / v ' 

£359 inc. 

POWER COMPUTING 
2nd Drives 
Enable/Disable Switch 
Through port. 

£69 inc. 

CUMANA cax354 
2nd Drives 
Enable/Disable Switch 

Through port. 

£75 inc. 

M.E.S. 
RAM Upgrade 
0.5MB ExDansion 

enable disable switch plus 
£5 for clock 

£49 inc. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Deluxe Paint II.£9.99 
Blasteroids.£4.99 

FREE GAME OR 
MOUSE MAT. 

NEW 
SHOP 

SOFTWARE 
m$ Attack Sub. 
A.P.0. 
Adidas Champ Football. 
Adidas Tier Break. 
Altered Beast. 
Anarchy . 
Ant Heads (Data Disk) 
Apprentice. 
Aquanaut . 
A'rmalyie . 
Axel's Magic Hammer 
Baal ........ 
Back \o lhe Future 2 . 
Bad Company. 
Balance of F^er i990 
Barbarian 2 {Psygneeis). 
Bards Tg»e.. 
Bards Tale 2. 
Batman the Movie. 
Battle Master 
Beach Volley, 
Billy the Kid,,,., 
Black Tiger 
Blade Warrior,. 
Blasteroids.., 
Blood Money. 
Blood wych. 
BloOd'A'ych Data Disk 
Blue Angels ... 
Bomber 
Bomber {Data Cusk). 
Breach 2. . 
BSS Jane Seymour. 
Budokan .. . 
Cadaver. 
Capiam B tooo 
Captive ......... 
Cartoon Capers 
Ca&tlem&tter 
Cfwnpions of Krynn (1MB} 
Chaos Strikes Back 
Chase HQ 
Chronoquest 
ChronoqueSI 2 
Cloud Kingdoms. 
Codoname iceman. 
Colorado . 
Combo Racer . 
Conqueror .... 
Conquests of Cametot. 
Corporation 
Crack Down 
Crazy Cars 2 
Cyberb*ll 
Damocles 
Dan Dare 3 
Days of Thunder . 
Defenders oi Ihd Earth . 
Dragon Force 
Dragon Wars 
Dragons Breath 
Dragons Lair flMB) 
Dragons ol Flame 
Dungeon Master (l MB] 
Dynasty Wars.. 
E-Motion . 
Escape From Singes Castle 
Escape From the Robot Monsters 
F 16-Combat Pilot. 
Fl9-SteaHh Fighter. 
F29'Reialiator 
Falcon. 
Falcon Mission Df$k. 
Falcon Mission Disk 2 
Falcon Pius Mission Disk 
Ferran Formula One. 
Final Battle. 
Rre and Brimstone 
Flight d The Intruder 
Flimbo’s Quest 
Flood.. 
Future Basketball 
Future Wars. 
Ghost Busters 2 
Ghosts and Gdblms 
Goblins and Ghouls . 
Gold ol the Americas . 
Grand National . 
Gravity 
Gremlins 2 ihe New Batch . 
Gunship. 
Hammerfist. 
Hard Dnvm... 
Harley Davidson 
Heavy Metal 
Heroes. 
Heroes Quest .. 
Hillsta?.. 
Hot Hod . 
Immortal. 
Impenum. 
Indy Jones Action 
Indy Jones Adventure. 
Infestation. 
Interpnaso . 
iron Lora.. 
it Came From The Desert {IMe-g) 
Italy 1990 . 
itaty 1990 Winners Edition. 
ivaohoe... 
Jack Nickahjs. 
Jack Nicklaus Courses ... 
Judge Dredd . 

£18.90 
£ 10 90 
£19.90 
£19.90 
£12 99 
£17.99 

..£12.99 
.£16.90 
£1990 

..£16.99 
.£9.99 
£9.99 

.£19.90 

.£18.90 
..£21.90 
.£18.90 
£10.99 

..£18.90 

..£17.90 
£21.90 
£11.99 
.£18.90 

..£18.90 

.£18.90 
£7.99 

..£11.99 
£10.99 

£9.99 
£ 17 90 

.£21 90 

. £13.99 

..£18.90 
El 8.90 

..£18.90 
.£18.90 

£6.99 
. £1890 
. £1599 

£18.90 
£21.90 
£18 90 
£16 99 
£14 99 
£21 90 

..£11 99 
£24 99 

. £17 90 
£17.90 
£16 90 
£27 90 

. £16 90 
£17 90 
£17 90 
£1699 
£16 90 
£16 90 
£21 90 
£15 99 
£21.90 
£16 90 
£21.90 
£20.99 

..£18.90 
£16 99 
£17.90 
£17.90 
.£28.99 
£14.99 
£17.90 
£21.90 

..£18.90 
£19.90 

.£15.90 

..£16.90 
£29.99 

..£16.90 

.£18.90 
£ 18.90 

.£51.90 
.£18.90 

. £ 18.90 
...£16.99 
..£17.90 
.£17.90 
.£18.90 
. £18.90 
...£18.90 
.. £16.90 
.. £13.99 

X18 90 
. £15.99 
£17.90 

..E1T.95 

. E2t.90 
...EtB.90 
..£20.90 

£24 90 
£1090 
ET7.90 
£t0-9O 
£1090 
£13 99 
£10 90 

.£10.90 
£9.90 

£18 90 
. £16 90 
£17 90 
£16,99 
£17.90 
£10.90 
£11 90 
£16,90 

CALLERS 
WELCOME 

ping Jack £ 
Khasasn 
KJCkOfl,... 
Kick Olf 2fVteld Cup 90} 
Kick Off Extra Time 
Kid Gloves.. 
Killing Game Shew . 
Kings Quest IV. 
k mgs Quest Triple Pack 
Klax. 
Knight Fore©. 
Knights of Cryslaflien . 
Knights of Legend 
Krystal . 
Kult. 
Laser Squad . 
Last Ninja 2. 
Legend of Faerghail 
Leiauresui! Larry 2 
Leisuneauii Larry 3 
Life and Dealt!,, 
Light Force. . 
Lords of the Hising Sun. 
Losi Dutchmans Mens . 
Lost Fatrol. 
Magjc Fly. 
Magnum 4 
Manchester Llio 
Manhunler New York . 
Manhunier San Francisco , 
Mstnx Marauders . 
Miicroprose Worfdcup Soccer 
Midnight Resrstanca 
Midwinter.. 
Might and Magic 2 . 
Millenium 2 2. 
Monty Pythons Rying Circus... 
Mr Do Run Run.. . 
Murder. . 
Neuromancer ... 
Nightbreed . 

Spirit. 
Ninja Werners . 
Nirro 
North and South . 
Nuclear War . 
Operation; Stealth. 
Operation Thunderbolt. 
P4 7 Thunderbolt . 
Paradroid 90. 
Pipemania . 
Pirates..— 
Police Quest 2. 
Pdwerdnft . 
Power-monger. 
Projectyie 
Rainbow islands . 
Reach For The Stars. 
Red Storm Rismg . 
Resolution ioi. 
Rick Dangerous II ... 
Robooop . . 
Robocop 2. 
Rocket Ranger . 
Rorkes Drill 
Rotox. 
RVF Honda. 
Seven Gales of Jambaia 
Shadow Df Ihe Beast 
Shadow of the Beast 2 
Shadow Warriors. 
Shoal Em Up Construction. 
Sim City .... 
Sim City Editor. 
Skruilcra....... 
Skidz. 
Sty Spy . 
Snow Strike... 
Space Ace. 
Space Quasi 3. 
Space Rogue. 
Speedball. 
5pccdball2 . . 
Sla'TrokV . .... . 
Sleel.. 
Slrider.. 
Stunt Car Racer . 
SubbutBO. 
Super Cars. 
Super QfLRoad Racer . 
Supremacy . 
Switch Bade 
Swords ol Twilight. 
TD2’Calr1ornia ........ 
TD2’Musctecars . 
TD2'SupercarS . 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles 
Teel Drive 2. 
Tho Colonels Bequesl.. 
The Cycles. 
The Keep . 
The Plague.. 
Their Finest Hour. 
Theme Park Mystery . . . 
Thunderstdka. 
Time Machine. 
Toobln .... 
Toiai Recall 
Tower of Babel . 
Triad Voi 2 . 
Triad Vtrf 3. 
Turbo Outrun. . 
Turcica* . 

£16 99 
£10 90 
£11 99 
£16 90 
..£7.90 
£10.99 
£18.90 
£24 90 
£26 99 
£15.90 
£17 90 
£21 99 
£20.90 
£14 90 
£1790 
£1299 
£1090 
£1090 
£24 90 
£20 90 
£21 90 
£1790 

.... £14.95 
.£21 90 

..£1790 
.£18.90 
.... £20.90 

£1790 
£21-90 

. £22 99 

. £1890 
.£16 90 
. £17.90 
. .. £17.90 

£21.90 
..£1290 
£1B 90 
£1790 

.£17.90 

.£10.90 

. .. £10 90 

.£16.90 

... .£17 90 
£16 90 

. £17.90 

. £21 90 

... .£16.90 

.£17.90 

.£17.90 

.£17.90 

. £17.90 

. .£17 90 

. .£24.90 

.. £1090 
. £21 90 

£17 90 
£16.90 

.. £18.90 
£18.90 
£17.90 
£18 90 
£15 90 
£18 90 
£13 99 
£1790 
£16.90 
£1699 
£9 90 

£1799 
£24 90 
.£18.90 

.. £20.90 
..£1999 

. £11.99 
.£1090 
£16.90 
£17.90 
£17 9D 

.£29.90 

.£24.99 

.£20.99 

. .. .£14.90 

.£17 90 

.£2290 
. .£11 90 

.£17 90 

.£14 90 

.£17 90 
. . .£16 90 
.El B 90 
.£21 90 
.£12.90 
... £17 90 
. Eli 90 

£11 90 
... £1190 
.£19.90 
.£17 90 

£20.90 
£13.90 
£16 90 
£1790 
£21 90 
Ell 90 
£1790 
£17.90 
£11 99 
£18 90 
£10.90 
£1790 
£21.90 
£16.90 
£1790 

Ring Now! Save Now!!! 
With every software 

order over £40 
(0742) 758100 or 700310 

AFTER 6PM PHONE THE HOTLINE ON (0742) 424230 

DELIVERY 

Tusker__ ., . £18 90 
TV Sports Baseball . 
TV Sports Basketball . 
TV Sports Football . 
UlirmaV. . 
UUirTna vl The False Prophet 
UMSH .... 

. £2190 

. £17 90 

. £17 90 

. £21.90 

.£21.90 
£1990 

Unreal. £21 90 
Untouchables . £17 90 
Vaxine . £1890 
Venom Wing . £1690 
Vanus Fly Trap . . ,,, 
War Jepp. 
Warhead. 
Weird Dreams . 
Wings . 

£16.90 
...£18.90 

£1790 
£11.90 
£21 90 

Wings of Fury . 
Wipeout .... . 

£1090 
£1690 

Wbndertand. £21.90 
World Cup Soccer itaha 90. .£16.90 
X-Oul . £1790 
Xenomorph ... .£17 90 
Xenon £ . .£11.99 
Xenophobe .... .£9.90 
Zek McKr&k@n .. .£ 17 90 
Zombi .. .£1890 
ART. LANGUAGES A VIDEO AMIGA 
AMOS/STOS.. E34 99 
AMOS^STOS Vdi Digitize' . . £79.99 
Animaoic .. £66 99 
Comic Setter. .£39 99 
Oefuxe Parnt 3. ... . 
Deluxe Phcnoiab .£49 m 
Deluxe Print 2. .. £39 59 
Deluxe Video 3. ...£69.99 
Digipftint 3. . £54 50 
Digiview Gold V4.0. .£119 00 
Movie Seiler. . .£39.99 
Pagellipper + F fX. .£81 00 
Pixmaie ... .£39 99 
Pro Video Plus . .... ...,£169 00 
Turbo Silver... £99 00 
TV1 Show 2.. £59 99 
TV* Text Pal. £59.99 
TV' Text Pnotossionaf. £96.90 
Video Tuler... £72.99 
Vidi Amiga/ST. £90-90 
DTP. WORD PROCESSORS AND 
BUSINESS SOFTWARE DUR PRICE 
Excellence... ..... .. £155 00 
Kindwords V2.0. £34 99 
Maxiplan 500. £59 00 
Maxiplan Plus .E1D9 99 
Pen Pal. £99 00 
Prolessional Page VI 3. £169 00 
PrDlext V4.2. £69 99 
FTowrite V2.5.. £69.99 
Publishers Choice £78 00 
Scribble Pfetlnum. £39 99 
Superbase2 ........ . . £59.99 
Superbase Professional V3 .£159.90 
The Works Platinum ... . . £135.00 
Transcript.. £32.99 
Word Perfect V4.1. £15900 

***** JOYSTICKS A OTHER BITS ***** 
10 3.5’ Unbranded KOA Disks .£520 
100 3.5’ Un branded KOA Disks. £00.00 
Mouse MatsIBIuerRed/Grcyl.. 
Dust Cover (Amiga or ST]. . 

£4.50 
£4.50 

Dust Cover (Philips CMBB33) . £6.99 
Disk Sox 40Cap. Lockable . . £5 99 
Disk Box 80Cap. Lockable . .,£7.99 
Navigator Konix . £1299 
Speedking Konix’Auto-Fire- . 
Cruiser Black. 
Multi Cotoured Cruiser 
Qulckshol II Turbo. 
Quickshot III Turbo NEW!. 
Qulckjoy III Supercharger . 
Ouickpy Jetlaghter. 
Quicktoy Sopo'boara 
Competition Ro Extra-Clear,,, ... 
Philips CM8833 Colon* Monitor 
Philips TV Timer lor CM6633 
Prime# Cable.. 
Citizen 120D+ Printer- . 
Star LCIO Printer..... 
Slar LG ID Colour Prims? 

£11.99 
£9.99 

£10.99 
..£7.99 

....£9,50 
£11.99 
£13.95 

...£15.99 
. .. .£12 95 

.£253.00 
£39.00 
..£6.99 

.£128.00 

.£159 99 
£201 DO 

State Of The Art has someone to 
answer your call from 9am to 
10pm. Ring now for the best 

service around, 

Amiga, ST & PC Cluto 
News about new products, games, 

reviews and reduced prices. 
All this for £5 when you buy from 
us, Newsletter is produced every 

two months, 

Unreteased titles will be sent within 
24hrs of release date. 

To order send postal order or 
cheque to: 

State Of The Art 
39 Hereford St, 
Off The Moor, 
SHEFFIELD, SI 4RR 



SCREENPLAY 

In the city you'll have to avoid 
the downed live wires. 

The nuclear-blasted freeway has 

a wicked lump to negotiate. 

Select weapons and further 
improvements to your car here. 

You're racing around an oil refinery. The red car's about to collect a spanner. This can be spent on 
mltiflsi or turbos. Anything, In fact, to make your car faster and more dangerous than the others. 

DOMARK £19.99 ■ Joystick and Keyboard 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Each course fits onto one screen, 
so many of the graphics are 
small. The cars look (and act) 
like littie cartoons as they bounce 
around. Everything is smooth, 
however, and there are nice 
spot-effects for explosions, 
obstacles and so on. There is 
little in the way of post-holocaust 
atmosphere, though: it all seems 
rather jolly. 

Sound is fine. A tense littie 
tune attempts to remind you of 
the recent fate of mankind. The 
founds of weaponry unleashed 
are OK, and enhance the cartoon 
feeling surrounding the game. 
The sonics don't detract from the 
gamepiay. but don't add a great 
deal either. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Each new circuit poses its own 
hazards, and your opponents 
often take some beating, so there 
m ratanc addictiveness. However, 
once you have seen the courses 
and survived, there is nothing 
else to do except go round again. 
On later levels the computer cars 
speed up to Senna-like velocities, 
making it virtuaky impossible to 
win, even with missiles. 

Racing a flesh-and-blood 
opponent is more satisfying, as it 
can develop [or degenerate) into 
static warfare. But ultimately this 
too is of limited enjoyment. 

avoid the oil spills on the course, 
only to slide into live electrical 
cables which have fallen into your 
path. You grind to a halt as your 
enemies stream past. Open fire 

Once again, nuclear war has 
broken out. The planet 

Earth is trashed. Staying alive has 
become the ultimate struggle. But 
the Badlands survivors can’t be 
bothered with finding sufficient 
food and shelter to enable them to 
continue the human race. Instead 
they build very powerful and 
dangerous cars, take them to 
hazardous racing circuits and use 
them to try to kill each other. 

There are eight of these 
perilous circuits bulldozed through 
the Badlands, the derelict remains 
of the previous civilisation. Each 
circuit can have eight hideously 
blasted backgrounds. Not the sort 
of place you’d let your kids romp 
abound after dark. 

The first circurt is right in the 

wasted heart of the City. The three 
: 3mpetrng cars line up, waiting for 

the off. Suddenly the race is 

jnder way, Full power sends you 

skidding into the first bend. You 

wfth the roof-mounted cannon 
(fitted as standard) and you might 
still be in with a chancel 

Either one or two players may 
participate, with the other carte) 
being controlled by the computer. 
You can select the joystick 
configuration that you prefer: the 
fire button can either be used to 
loose off weaponry, or to acceler¬ 
ate. You can, of course, opt for 
keyboard control instead. 

Each race is over four laps 
and you must collect the spanner 
symbols which appear around the 
track. These are also the prizes 
awarded to the winner and 
runner-up. Collect enough, and you 
can afford the optional extras to 
enhance your vehicle. Guided mis¬ 
siles come in packs of four; they 

destroy any car within range, forc¬ 
ing a new one to be airlifted in to 
where the old one died. This takes 
valuable seconds, giving everyone 
else an advantage. Shields can, 
however, be purchased. These are 
temporarily imperious to missiles. 

Other equipment enhances the 
performance of your set of 
wheels. Speed boost, new tyres 
and turbos ail enable you to burn 
past those which you haven’t 
already destroyed. 

The next circuit is an oil 
refinery. Using your weapons here 
might cause fires of Red Adair 
proportions, so be careful. If you 
survive, you’ll get to race around a 
volcano, a military compound and 
even a prison. All have unique and 
rather nasty hazards. 

JUDGEMENT 
This form of highly dangerous 
sprint-racing in an (imtievantiy) 
radiation-blasted world ts 
addictive and fun once you start 
to win. But, further on* when you 
start to lose, and when all the 
circuits start to look the same, 
you find the thrill palling some¬ 
what. There isn't that much gear 
you can buy for the car, so you 
don't really progress: you just try 
to keep surviving through to the 
next race. Badlands is quite 
a fun littie arcade game* but 
unfortunately, has a rather short 
half-life. There just isn't enough 
variety. James Leach 
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SCREENPLAY 

Billy normally umi hi* torch to kill the Gremlins by exposure to 'Bright light1. If the going get* really 
tough, though, he can call on the Rambo Gizmo for aid by collecting an ‘ft’ token. 

GREMLINS II 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Sound affects rarely make a 
game but the Gremlins' giggles 
lift it gloriously. Deaths are 
accompanied with a growled 
“Rye bye, Billyf and a chorus of 
evil laughter. Backing up the real¬ 
istic Gramme tittering are some 
brilliant Gremlin sprites, they 
actually look real. They move in 
mischievous ways, which makes 
up for the functional scenery, 
supplying an eye-catching focus 
for the game. 

Gremlins has one major 
graphic fault, a flick-scroll sys¬ 
tem that irritates in the way only 
flick screens can. The screen can 
be clear of critters, with Billy one 
pixel away from the edge of the 
screen, when a Gremlin decides 
to bounce on. The result is a 
death that you could not foresee 
or avoid, which makes the game 
considerably harder and 
massively more frustrating. 

Joystick and Keyboard 
I ogwai don't get mad, 
they get silly. Way back in 

the mists of time (1984!) the 
lovable rogues terrorised a town 
after getting wet and turning into 
Gremlins. Gizmo (hurrah!), the 
original Mogwai from whence the 
Gremlins sprang, has now been 
captured by an evil scientist (boo!) 
and - guess what? Hers been and 
gam and got soaked once more 
(gasp!) The only hope is to collect 

the five parts of Gizmo's magic 
box, which could ^ust save the day. 

Now Billy (yipee!), the human 
hero of the first outing, has to stop 
the Grems overrunning a shopping 
mall Using a torch (bright light!) he 
has to clear the place store by 
store. Dashing horizontally about 
each floor, picking up different 
weapons (tomatoes, frisbees and 
phones), he must dear a path to 
the next lift, leaping on desks. 

* 

CdHCJtATW.Ai' * OH* _ 
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Run away, there's MohawkL The 

Gremlins1 loader! 

Part one of Gizmos box is in the 
bag; four more to go. * 

filing cabinets and platforms to 
avoid the Gremlins' attacks. 

The Gremlins are wild, wicked 
and witty. Once they have finished 
ransacking the shopping mall they 
have masses of deathdealing 
tricks up their furry sleeves. 
Skateboarders, rocket riders, 
pogostickers, jetpackers and 
bomb throwers are just some of 
the creatures that are both hilari¬ 
ous and invariably fatal. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Killing Gremlins is hard going. 
They are unpredictable little 
tykes who always home in on 
Billy. The toughness of the game- 
play and the clumsiness of the 
scrolling combine to make 
collecting the five parts of 
Gizmo's boxt each of which lives 
on its own level, a practical 
impossibility. It's fun but too frus¬ 
trating, especially as they keep 
laughing at your every mistake! 

JUDGEMENT 
Spot on in both the graphic and 
sound departments. The Grems 
translate perfectly into sprites 
and their anarchic antics are 
amusing and annoying. Elite may 
have fallen victim to a Gremlin 
themselves because rfs way too 

• tough, protecting the Gremlins 
from Billy's bright light forever, 
Trenton Webb 

MILLENNIUM C24.99 ■ Joystick or keyboard 

Filbert get* mad when hi* garden gov* from green to wierd. Now he 

must bounce on each and every patch to gel It Pack to normal. 

The worlds gone mad. All the 
fwjtfy U ii■ i led lawns have 
turned fiavty colours, the duck 
pond has become toxic and 
bombs arw fading out of the 
sky. Rfeert our yellow btobby 
hem, must bounce around 
putting every square foot of 
turf back die way t ought to 
be - namely pita 

The gardens are isometric 
3D areas cut 19 wm small 
screen-sized blscfci You play 
screen by screen, bowse big on 

the squares to make them 
revert one stage closer to 
normal. Some patches may 
take multiple bounces to clean 
up, others take just one. 

The tricky bit is controlling 
the bounce of our Fil' and 
working out which of the bits 
that drop from the sky are a 
help: cups of tea, for example, 
make everything seem all 
right, while both the Ninja and 
Viking Warrior chaps are an 
obvious danger, 

Mannix can be a puzzle game, 
a two-player competition or an 
ongoing challenge to clean up 
the whole garden. There are 
128 different screens to clean, 
plus a variety of soundtracks 
and a customise option. It's a 

diverting game but never 
really captures that mad addic¬ 
tive hook alluded to in the tide, 
which is a shame - young 
Filbert certainly has promise, 
but he doesn't really shine. 
Trenton Webb 

GRAPHICS 7 / SOUND 7 / INTELLECT 5 / ADDICTION 4 / OVERALL 69% 
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SVT19 JUNIOR 

Twin Fire Buttons 

SV.128 MEGABOARD 
Q Microswitches 

Stopwatch & 
Countdown Timer 

Autotire 

£24*95 

S¥ 120 JUNIOR STICK 
Twin Firm Buttons 
HandHeld _ _ 

C5-95 

SV m-JETFIGHTER 
6 Microswttches 

New Pitot Grip 
Autotire 

. v"yj 

Joysticks 

EUROPE’S TOP 
SELLING RANGE 

SV125 SUP6RBQARD 
10 Microswitches 

Digital Stopwatch 
Autotire 

£17 95 

lit 
►/V 

SV. 40?'SG Figftier 
FofSega 

6 Microswitches 
Autotire 

L.B.D. Function 
Indicators 

E14-95 

sv mropsTAR 
/ Steel Shaft 

, Microswttches 
Autotire 

£23 95 

#/Vow available from Selected Branches of. 

WH SMITH-a ■ BOOTS • / . Software 
I j MS PLUS 

3':a gooacor'.ou " *e* dealers, 



SCREENPLAY 

The USS Kidd sails straight for your submarine. The guns are loaded, the torpedoes are ready and the 
battleship looks set for a scrap metal course. There's always the problem of hitting the damned thing 
though. It may be big but it s moving. Act now or you're sunk! 

WOLFPACK 
MIRRORSOFT ■ £24.99 Mouse or keyboard 
When the Kriegsmarme U- 

boats prowled the seas dur¬ 
ing World War II, they hunted like a 
wolfpack. Attacking in waves, they 
would first wound and then sink 
their prey. By interrupting the flow 
of materials vital to the war effort, 
U-boats sought to siege Britain 
into submission. 

for submarine captains this 
was the 'Happy Time' when con¬ 
voys provided easy pickings and 
the Wolves' ruled the waves. After 
ODay the introduction of sonar 
and radar systems forced a 
change of tactics and the packs 
started hitting military targets, 
often at the cost of their own Jives. 

Submarine warfare is a game 
of cat-and-mouse played with 
1000-ton ships. In Wolfpack you 
can take command of either the 
ships or the LTboats. The sub¬ 
marines must second guess the 
: jrface shipping's every move and 
set up ambushes. The surface 
sties must anticipate the sub- 
rr^f^ers and either flee or fight. 

As commander of the sub, you 
must use your vessel's limited 
capabilities - which vary as the 
war continues - to maximum 
effect. Surface ships' captains use 
new technology, improving 
weaponry and their knowledge of 
sub formations to keep the Wolves 
away from the civilian ships. 

Each battle is fought as an 
individual scenario. Victories for 
the Allies are scored when the 
convoy reaches its destination or 
the time limit expires. The U-boats 
win by sinking at least 50% of the 
ships. The odds may seem 
stacked against the submariners, 
but they always strike first. 

A strategy element is added to 
the simulation with each comman¬ 
der having control over a number 
of vessels, rather than being stuck 
with just the one. The ships in your 
charge run on preselected orders, 
which they follow until you take the 
bridge. Submarines with a human 
at the helm can sneak in for a tor¬ 
pedo shot or surface for a pop 

with the deck cannon. Drone sub- 
madness can only anchor, patrol 
and shadow the convoy. Some 
commands, though, may be dis¬ 
obeyed by the occasional com¬ 
puter captain if a ship makes itself 
a target. Surface shipping has a 
similar limited list of 'group com¬ 
mands’, the brevity of which actu¬ 
ally helps make the larger convoys 
manageable. The only orders that 
seem to be disobeyed is sinking 
without permission! 

Over a series of preset mis¬ 
sions commanders can explore 
the possibilities of underwater war¬ 
fare, with the chance to play both 
the hunter and the hunted. After 
these have been beaten it’s time to 
delve into the construction set and 
build some serious scenarios. 
Using the parameters explored in 
the pre-set modules you can build 
stupid onesided battles that would 
test the mettle of the best. It even 
allows for duels between two cap~ 
tains, with one hunting the other 
on the open seas. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Clear and easily-accessed con¬ 
trols are vital if a sim is to suc¬ 
ceed. In Wolfpack all the com¬ 
mands are clicked onto the vari¬ 
ous dials and gauges. Once 
you're used to their positioning, 
orders can be sent far faster 
than its possible for the ships to 
respond. The window on the 
world, which represents a 
periscope view, is small but clear 
enough for lining up shots. 
Stirring music introduces 
Wotfpack, the kind of tune that 
accompanies ail those xenopho¬ 
bic war movies, setting the scene 
perfectly for some ‘Jerry1 or 
'Tommy' bashing, 

LASTING INTEREST 
The limited number of preset 
missions shouldn't be used as a 
measure of Woffjpacfc's depth. 
Most of the gameplay parame¬ 
ters are touched upon in these 
ready-built missions, but are far 
from fully explored. As trainers, 
the 'ready to run' modules are 
complex enough to teach the 
basics of naval war, yet playable 
enough to be fun. Even when the 
tactics become obvious, there's 
always the tricky task of imple¬ 
menting them. 

JUDGEMENT 
Submarine sims will always be 
curious beasts as they lack the 
gut-wrenching sensations associ¬ 
ated with flying or driving. The 
hunting is tough enough to stop 
players destroying the cream of 
the Allied navies first time out, 
but with practice it is distinctly 
possible. Luckily Wolf pack is free 
from the technophile tendencies 
that sinks so many simulators, 
where gameplay is sacrificed to 
absolute accuracy. Wotfpack, 
quite correctly, uses the multiple 
ship strategy elements to supple¬ 
ment its gameplay quotient and 
is not an in-depth investigation of 
WWIJ diesel engines. The sub 
simulator itself Is strong enough 
to justify the game and the strat¬ 
egy is an excellent second string 
to its bow. Trenton Webb 

The Kidd takes a And hfl Fats the Schnapps Frits, Ach Schnelt, 

Got in Himmei, Achtung-- and other great lines from Warlord Comics. 

“Ooth subs running and ready to Another victim for the W&tPmek, 

patrol, Herr Kaptanr that is if they don t mind. 

Check out your tub with a quick- 

glance at the damage chart 

GRAPHICS 7 

SOUND 6 

INTELLECT 9 

ADDICTION 7 

OVERALL 83% 
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X-COPY 
PROFESSIONAL 

The essential package for all your BACK-UP needs! 
Now includes HARD DISC BACKUP & FILE BACKUP. 

Ci( 1CT 

*The most comprehensive back up utility ^includes floppy 

disc backup, hard disc backup and file backup. *Also backs 
up ST, IBM etc discs. ^Checks discs for errors. ^Optimises 
data for faster loading. *Fast formatting. ^Copies up to 4 
discs in 48 seconds. *Full update service available. 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL caters for all your needs, included in the package is a small 
hardware interface that plugs into the external disc drive port at the rear of the Amiga 
and your external disc drive (if you have one] plugs into the back of the interface. This 
allows the DIGITAL BIT IMAGE COPY MODE to use the ADAPTIVE PULSE WIDTH 
MODULATION routines to backup virtually all known discs. 

AVAILABLE HOW ONLY £39.99 pluses postage AND PACKING 

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT. Siren Software neither condones nor authorises the use of its software for 
the reproduction of copyrighted software. The facilities offered by X-Copy Pro are intended to back 
up users own software, PD Software & other such programs where permission had been given. It is 
illegal to make copies of copyrighted material without the permission of the copyright holder. 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL IS THE BEST, GUARANTEED 
OUR GUARANTEE:* At time of purchase, if your can find a program that 

is more powerful than X-COPY PRO we will refund your money. 

Ordering X-COPY PROFESSIONAL Name 
Access/Visa orders can be placed by telephon- . 

ng 061 228 1831. For moil order, fill in the a dress 

order form and send with o cheque or postal ------- — 

order to> Siren Software, BA-86 Princess St. 

Manchester Ml 6NG. England. 



...RESTS ON OUR NAME! 
When it comes to mice and scanners, Naksha clearly lead 

the way. Naksha build mice and scanners with high precision 
designs and the very best components. 

The Naksha Upgrade Mouse is silky smooth, operating at a high 
2H0dpi resolution. Supplied with Mouse Mat and Pocket. No Cables 

— No Fuss. Simply plug in and go. 

Naksha Scanners with a switchable resolution between 200 and 
400dpi halftones and dual roller tracking, remain straight and true. Naksha 

Scanners come supplied with interface, “express IT" software and either 
Degas Elite* or Deluxe Paint II*. 

The Naksha Mouse and Scanner are available for both the Commodore 
Amiga and the Atari ST range of computers. 

Fur further information call (0925) 56398 OR any of our distributors listed below for your nearest 
dealer OR visit any Dixons, Harrods. Set fridges, Uentalls or Makro store. 

'Degas Elite supplied for Atari Deluxe Paint // supplied for Amiga. 

Naksha (U K.) Limited, 29 The Wharf, Warrington WAI 2HT. Tel: 0925 56398 Fax: 0925 574375 

GEM (0279 -142s t2 t ( ENTRESt )FT(021 625 SSW) SI)[. (OKI 300 3399) - ZC1.(054.9 4NHI7) I \ZER ((H(H 46660) I 111 MARKETING (0753 GH60O0) 
GAKVK X>D 10245 -**e~ AASHIMA UK (05-0 502050) ■ ADDONS (I >"03 620202) I.EISURKSOFT (0604 76K711)-MULTIMEDIA (0908 2610)0) 

LIBERTY (0-53 5**05, l.|<TH1WAVE(051 630 500.3) COLUMBt .5(045"860300) MUD(026859009!)-AV MARKETING (0279452733) 
7hide mart’s amt Registered Trade Marks are acknowledged 



DN YOUR DISK 
ULTIMATE RIDE 

hi *istest, smoothest bike game in a long 
m Cant wait until Mind scape get the 
■toed copy with all the courses and bikes 
nr from the States? Try it here first... 

HUMANS SAMPLER 
to Things specialise in producing high' 

animations. If you own Deluxe Paint 
L *ou1! find this quite an eye-opener when 
-sating your very own animations, 

HI SOFT BASIC EDITOR 
fou ve never got on with Ed, the text 

rttor that comes with the Amiga * you'll find 
Is very useful for writing and editing text 
to its just a sample of the power of 
Bofts Basic tools. 

PERSONAL FINANCE 
MANAGER 

Hps keep track on expenditure and may 
it convince you that recording your debits 
id credits is a good idea. 

SEARCH 
conjunction with his feature on 

r gaDOS directories on Page 209. Paul 
t^raa boldly goes where no Dir command 
es gone before. 

ERR 
fiat's up. Doc? Not too sure of what all 
toe Lattice C error messages mean? This 
tod help and might speed up your devel- 
pr^ent time considerably, 

PIC OF THE MONTH 
tracing strikes again, with a hi res HAM 

tours that will amaze you with its quality. 

GETTING 
STARTED 

■ Ultimate Ride playable game demo is 
if hooting: all you have to do is turn off 
* machine, insert the Coverdisk and 
itch on. if only it could all be that simple! 
i get to the rest of the programs on the 
r frdisk, you will have to load in your 
w*bench disk first. For readers witii one 
i>* disk-swapping has been kept to a 
tomum and generally isn't necessary 
to a program has finished loading- 

£800 
tok you've got what it takes to write tor 
m Amiga Format Coverdisk? Gel your 
r - "ammlng tools out and prove what 
cx can do, and earn yourself some cash 
i "he process. We’re after Workbench 
bc*$, demos, utilities, games, game 
bests... You could earn up to £800! Turn 
**age 105 for details. 

BACK UP YOUR 
COVERDISK 

IMMEDIATELY!!! 

PONT KNOW HOW? SEE P 105 FAST! 
ENSURE YOU WRITE-PROTECT YOUR 

DISK BEFORE USE! 

From motorbikes to moving men, from programming 

in Basic to personal finance, this month’s Coverdisk 

is packed with 880K of variety. PAT MCDONALD is 

your techie-inclined guide to the goodies. 

ULTIMATE RIDE 
PROGRAM: MMOSCAPE. HLES: FAR TOOUMIYIOUSD 

Grab your leather and your lid, 
press the starter and ride tree! 
This is a sneak preview of a real 
big biker's game, which eventually 
will feature lots of different bikes, 
circuits and features. 

On booting, the program will 
display a few screens showing the 
options of the full game. Only 
when a riders view is displayed 
can you start doing things - ifs a 
race on British roads with typical 
countryside hazards astride a 
Yamaha FZR4O0. 

Controls are easy - just push 
the joystick forwards to acceler¬ 
ate, pull back to brake and tilt to 
lean the bike around the corners. 
Be warned that staying al 183 MPH 
cuts down on manouevrability and 
you really do have to ride the 
machine properly. 

Don't be surprised if you 
encounter a flashy sports car - 
them trendies get everywhere. 
Just lean a little, hit the throttle 
and watch them disappear on your 
rear-view mirrors. 

Remember, you are riding on 
the country roads of our own 
Sceptred Isle, so quite apart from 
the twist and turns and ups and 
downs of the landscape you will 
also have to avoid the sheep and 
cows that have an unpleasant 
tendency to wander onto the road* 
way. Go carefully! 

ENGINE DISPLACEMENT: 399 CC 
MAXIMUM SPEED: 14-5 MPH 
1/if MILE: U.8LSEC AT 113,5**MPH 

SUMMARY 

ffXti&AnrM'PTm 
MRNDUM& ■ EXCELLENT 
PTSPGftSI : EXCELLENT 
wws j excellent 

The Yamaha FZR 400, all ready to road-race. 

Boy racer watch out - Mad McDonald** about! 

The full game will feature six different mHarcyclae. 
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EXTRA 
HUMANS SAMPLER 

PROGRAM: RGB STUDIOS FILES: 1. WILDMAN. ANIM, Z SHORTS.ABR, J.NEWHEAD.ABR, 4.RE-HEADING.PIC S.BROLLYBITS.PIC. 

6 STREETSCROLL A8R, 7.BUS.BR. REALTHINGS.DOC, REALTHINGS.DOC.INFO 

Okay, okay, so this is only any 
good if you’ve got Deluxe Paint 0, 
However, it's a very intriguing set 
of files that might get you to dust 
off an unused paint package and 
start using it to create your own 
animations. The IFF files could be 
used in other paint programs. 

The first thing to do is load 
Deluxe Paint J//, Select the lowest 
resolution with 16 colours. Then 
go to the ANIM menu, and then 
load l.wiidman.anim from the 
Coverdisk. After it's loaded, press 
the number [4] key at the top of 
the keyboard [not F4) and you1!! 
see him jogging merrily along. 

If you're impressed with that and 
would like to see the animation 
transformed into a man running 
after a bus, load up Workbench, 
put your Coverdisk into any disk 
drive and double-click on the 
realthings.doc icon. This contains 
a complete tutorial on loading 
the extra files into DPM. 

Please note; since we 
have a very limited amount of 
space, there isn't a Humans 
Sampler’ drawer on the Coverdisk 
- all the Coverdisk files are in one 
big directory, along with every 
other file. Apologies, but there 
was very little alternative. 

A wild man lurks on th* 
Coverdisk, but what is ha 

running from? Dinosaurs 

on a disk, perhaps? 

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 
PROGHAM: MICHODEAL FILES: PFM.DEMO PFM DEMO.INFO. PFM README, PFM README INFO EXAMPLE.MNY 

Persona/ Finance Manager is a 
new kind of database program 
specially created to handle 
personal bank accounts, savings 
accounts, credit card transactions 
and many other similar applica¬ 
tions. Standing Orders are auto- 
maticafly posted to your account 
without you having to remember 
them and you can create over 
100 budgets, for evaluation with 
instant graphical reports. 

When it's time to check PFM 
against an official statement, it will 
even work out which transactions 
have not yet cleared, fn short, 
PFM takes the hard work out of 
managing your accounts. You 
enter the data, PFM does the rest. 

The demo on this disk has 
been created to give you a flavour 
of PFM. What follows is necessar¬ 
ily a brief tutorial with extracts 
from the manual. For the full 
explanation of the program’s fea¬ 
tures and procedures, refer to the 
product manual. To get into the 
program as quickly as possible, 
follow these instructions; 

1: Run PFM and click [OK] in the 
credits box. 

2: Confirm the system date with 
[OK] or enter your own. then [OK], 

3: Double-click on "Example.MIMY" 
in the file selector box. 

4: Select 'Budget Comparison' 
from the REPORT menu and then 
decrease the size of the resulting 
window to gain some space. 

5: Select Entry Distribution" from 
the REPORT menu. Decrease and 
move this window too, 

6: Select 'Balance Plot' from the 
REPORT menu. Ditto. 

For this and tots more information 
on how to get the best out of the 
demo, plus more information on 
the fulkized product, take a look 
at the readme file on the disk. Its 
very comprehensive indeed. The 
curious might also wish to see the 
full review of PFM on Page 219. 

A budget comparison to *«• where the money is distributed. 

Entry distribution is for ironing out the highs and lows in your budget. 

SEARCH 
AUTHOR: PAUL OVERAA FILES: SEARCH. SEARCH.C. SEARCH README, SEARCH README.INFO 

iVassis then? There's no icon for it. 
whch means that you have to use 
it from the dreaded CLI or Shell. 
But that's on a Workbench disk! 
Yep. you've guessed it, no space 
for a CU on the Coverdisk, so the 
first thng you have to do is copy it 
onto a Workbench disk. 

But what rs it? Search is a 
very clever recursive C program 
(the source code for it is the file 
Search.c, for curious readers and 
programmer types). It searches 
through disks for particular kinds 

of data files, namely graphics or 
sounds files. This is very handy for 

finding files that you know are on 
disks, but are hidden in some 
obscure directory. 

Right, so how about copying it 
onto a Workbench disk - not the 
original, just a working copy of 
Workbench? Go into the CLJ (click 
on the Workbenchl.3 icon, click 
on the system drawer, and there's 
the CLI) and type: 

CQPV FROM COVERDISK 17:SEARCH 

TO WORKBENCH1,Sjc 

The drive will spin, a requester for 
the Coverdisk will appear. Pop the 

Coverdisk in the drive (any drive if 
you have more than one) and the 
file will be read. Put your 
Workbench disk back in when 
requested, and the program will 
be placed in the c directory, where 
all the CU commands live. 

Search looks for MIDI files and 
a number of common IFF file types 
(ILBM pictures, 8SVX sound 
samples, SMUS files etc). To use it 
just type SEARCH followed by the 
disk drive to be looked at, 
SEARCH DF0:f for example will 
search drive zero, the internal 
drive of an A500. 

If you are searching a hard disk, 
or even a floppy with many files 
and nested directories, then 
Search may take a minute or two, 
but it'll be a lot quicker than any 
other method! Redirect the output 
to a disk file if you happen to need 
a permanent copy: 

SEARCH >RAM:output DFO; 

This will send the results to a 
ramdisk file called 'output'. 

More information on what 
Search is and does can be found 
in the piece on Page 209, 
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EXTRA 
BASIC EDITOR 

PROGRAM: HISOFT FILES: POWER BASIC. POWER BASIC.INFO. READ ME. READ.ME.MFO. PBASIC.INF 

This is a demo version of the 
editor included with Power Basic. 
Thefull version of Power Basic 
gives a fully Inlegrated editing and 
compilation environment- The 
compiler is invoked by selecting 
compile1 from the program menu. 
After the compilation, any errors 
which occured are reported back 
to the editor, so that each one may 
be corrected simply by pressing 
Amiga-J or selecting Jump to 
Error’ Irom the Program menu. 

The editor is easy to use, with 
many commands, including: 

Cursor commands: 
Use the cursor to move about your 

document wherever you desire 
Page up - Ctrl-R or Shitt-up arrow 
Page down - 

Ctrl-C or Shift-down arrow 
Word left - $hif«-left arrow 
Word right - Shift-right arrow 
Goto start of line - Ctrl-left arrow 
Goto end of line - Ctrl-right arrow 
Goto top of file - Right-Amiga-T 
Goto end of file - Right-Amiga-B 
Goto to a line - Righl-Amiga-G 

Delete Commands: 
Delete line - Ctrl-Y 
UnDelete line - Ctrl-U 
Delete to end of line - Ctrt-Q 
Delete all text - 

New from Project menu 

Block Commands: 
Begin block - FI 
End block - F2 
Save block - F3 
Copy block - F4 
Delete block - Shift-F3 
Paste block - F5 
Remember block - Shift-F4 
Print block - Righl-Amiga-W 

Disk Commands: 
Load text - Right-Amiga-l 

Save text as - Right-Amiga-S 
Save text - Shift-right-Amiga-S 
insert text - RighLAmiga-l 

Search & Replace: 
Search - Right-Amiga-F 
Replace - Righl-Amlga-R 

Find next - Hight-Amiga-N 
Find previous - Right-Amiga-P 

Miscellaneous 
Preferences command - 

Preferences from Options menu 
Tab setting - Set tab spacing 
Text buffer size- 
Maximum text buffer size 
Backups - 
Selects whether backups are made 
Auto indent - 

Auto-indentation mode 
End of line - 
Cursor wraps stops at end of line 
Auto full Size - Window is auto- 
opened full size when started 
Save - Save preferences to disk 

ERR 
AUTHOR: BRIAN COBURN (QACJ 

FILES: ERR. ERR.DOC, ERR.DOCINFO 

This is one for the techies or evert, to be 

yet more precise, techies who program 

using Lattice C. There’s no icon for it, 

because it's not usable as is - it needs to 

be copied onto a Lattice C work disk. 

Right, over to you Brian - in your own 

words* in your own time... 

"First thing is to place this program on 

your Lattice C working disk in the C 

directory where it can be called as a 

standard CLI command. To use the com¬ 

mand type ERR (#opt),[#opt)P(#opt} 

where each option (opt) stated is a num¬ 

ber between 1 and 94 separated by a 

comma, ie: ERR 1*2,3 which will give the 

result of displaying the errors 1, 2 and 3 

from the Lattice manual. On the CLI 

screen you can, of course, use only one 

or two options with the same results. 

"I have kept the description of the 

errors as they come in the 

Lattice C Manual. If you make an error 

in typing or used the standard 

question mark (?)F the program will give 

you the usage. 

"Please note that the text data used 

in this program is still under the copy¬ 

right of Lattice C Inc. If you sell this pro¬ 

gram you are breaking the law. If you 

give it to a friend please include this file. 

"tf you would like to see other pro¬ 

gram utilities written and enough 

requests come in to me I will be glad to 

oblige. I can be contacted using the 

address below," 

The address is: 

QAC 

Deal Cottage, Bridges 

Luxluyan, Nr Bodmin 

Cornwall PL30 5EF 

Roland 

We've got your 
act together 

All you need to make music on your Amiga 
Roland have put the world's 

leading synthesizer technology Into 
a senes of computer peripherals 

Anyone with an Amiga 
becomes a musical wizard * 

no need for a concert pianist's 
technique, no need to read music, 

TP get you started, we've 
packaged the CM 32L LA 

sound module (the equivalent 
of an B-piece band plus drumsi 

with Dr Ts Tiger cub 
sequencer and copyist 

Apprentice score-writer 
software, a desktop 

accessory disk and all 
the leads you need to 

run the system 
through your hi-fi 

The whole box of tricks 
costs Just £469rrp 
from your nearest 
Roland CM dealer 
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THE ONLY WAY TO 
GET THE MOST 

OUT OF YOUR AMIGA 

Contains all 
this and more... 
The Amiga's History 
Software Creativity guides for beginners and experts: 
Word Processors * DTP * Graphics * Digitisers • Scanners • Music * 

Databases * Spreadsheets * Accounts * Video • Education • Multimedia 

Get the Meet out of Your Amiga ham been hand crafted 

by Amiga Formats Deputy Editor Damien Noonan to be 

the most complete guide to using the Amiga. 

In 172 information-packed pages it aims to provide 

advice on ail aspects of the Amiga scene: what 

software to buy, how you can get at free through the PD 

libraries, how to solve those tricky technical problems, 

where you're going wrong with a game you can’t beat. 

The Amiga Inside and Out: 
Beginners * The Chips • Easy Workbench and CLI * Hardware Upgrades 

* Printers * Programming Languages * Games Programming * 

Communications ■ Emulators * Odd uses for the Amiga 

The Public Domain Scene 

Workbench: Top Tips for Software and Hardware 

Gamebusters: 100 top games tipped 

Vou can get all this for the bargain price of only £9.95. 

Alternatively, for a mere £4 more you can also have two 

800K disks absolutely packed with the most useful 

utilities and the most entertaining programs, carefully 

picked to be the essential collection from the PD and 

elsewhere. 

Start getting the most out of your Amiga! 

PRIORITY ORDER FORM Name: (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 

LIMITED PERIOD OFFER: This money-saving offer is open to AMJGA FORMAT 
readers only until 31 October 1990. After this date, GET THE MOST OUT OF 
YOUR AMIGA will be available at full price only, 
Please send your order as soon as possible to avoid disappointment. 

□ Yes, I would like to order -_copy/copies of 
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA at the recommended price of £9,95. 
(Please add £1 4b per copy to cover p&p.J 

Address: 

Telephone: _ ___ 

I enclose a cheque for £ 

Postcode: 

I wish to pay by Acceis/Visa* 

('please delete as appropriate! 

SAVE £1.50 My credit card number if: 

□ Yes. I would like to order_copy/copies of GET THE MOST OUT Expiry date: 
OF YOUR AM/GA plus two disks at the special reduced price of 
£12.45. (Please add£1*45 per copy to cover p&p.) Signed 

If paying by cheque, please enclose payment win this card in a sealed envelope addressed to: AMIGA FORMAT Book Offer. FREEPOST. Future Publishing Ltd, The Old Barn, Somerton. 

Somerset TA11 7BR. (No stamp is needed if the letter is posted m the UK i Please allow up to 25 days for delivery, 



PIC OF THE MONTH 

EXTRA 

The best art entry received was Cosy from Phil Damp who lives In Bristol. original in its lull glory, just click on the COSV icon on the Workbench, tf 
Because magazine printing techniques can t keep up with the Amiga, the you think you can do better, send your pictures to us at 30 Monmouth 
picture below is actually cut down in terms of quality - but to see the Street Bath BA1 2BW. Keep them graphics coming I 

RealThings 
-iUMANS 
-229.95 vat 

RealThings 
BIRDS 
229.95 vat 

RealThings 
-WORSES 
224.95 vat 

=ealThings PAL 
to run in 

Deluxe Paint III 

Credit Cards Telephone 082 581 2666 i24 hours) Mail Oder CASH WITH ORDER cheque at P G to address t»tow wtfi ypur 
name address tel. No and products required in dear CAPITALS please Our response is as speedy as poss<*e. Out p*ease 

allow tor Xmas post Send only CORRECT money Orders outside EC please add £3 00 sledmg per LrtMor postage 

RGB STUDIOS. (F 3} GABLES, BUXTED, E, SUSSEX. TN22 APP ENGLAND 

"They've done it again!" This time, HUMANS. 
Hard to capture, but easy to use, realism in human 

movement is "on file" in the latest RealThings issue, 

Big subject, humans. So begin with Adam - and, 

of course. Eve, Then go on, creatively, from there, 

HUMANS 
Energetic, relaxed, robust, sensitive... each 

mood strikes a chord in us humans. 

The interpretation is yours, So collect 
RealThings, the growing series of exciting 

animation kits YOU bring to life. 

from your Amiga dealer or 
direct from RGB STUDIOS 

RealThings 
m X ANIMATION 

Trade distributors: HB 
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EXTRA 

USING YOUR 
FORMAT DISK 
IMPORTANT! Before using the Amiga Format disk 

you should back-up the master as soon as possible. 
BACKING UP YOUR DISK 
Far many reasons, it is important to make a backup of the 

Coverdisk as soon as possible. Copying the disk may sound 

like a complicated task suitable for techno-buffs only, but it is 

surprisingly simple provided you read the following instruc¬ 

tions carefully: 

1. First, turn on your machine and load Workbench. Once 

the Workbench screen appears and the disk-drive light goes 

out, remove your Workbench disk and insert our Coverdisk, 

2. Next, click once on the Coverdisk icon and then press 

the right mouse-button and the Workbench menus will appear 

Now, while keeping the right mouse-button depressed, move 

the mouse pointer over to the Workbench' heading and a 

menu will drop down. Move the mouse pointer over the 'dupli¬ 

cate1 menu option and then press the left mouse-button. 

3. After a few seconds' disk access, the Workbench 

DiskCopy tool will he loaded and run. Now just follow the on¬ 

screen prompts and your Amiga Format Coverdisk will be 

copied to a backup disk. When the machine asks for the des¬ 

tination, insert your blank disk into the drive. Further instruc¬ 

tions are in the user's guide that comes with your Amiga. 

USING THE PROGRAMS 
All programs on the Amiga Format disk are specially set up to 

make them as easy to use as possible, if you can use the 

Amiga's Workbench then you can use our Coverdisk! If you do 

have problems with a program, full instructions on loading 

and using the programs are included in Disk Extra and these 

should get you up and running. If you still have problems, you 

should read the documentation file (.DOC) that is included 

with every program. To run any of the programs on this 

month's Coverdisk, follow a simple procedure: unless spec* 

fied differently within Disk Extra, just double-click on the 

program's icon on the Workbench and rt will load and run. Full 

details on how to use the programs once they have loaded 

are included as a documentation (text) file with the program. 

To display a documentation file, just double-click on 

the appropriate DOC file and a window will open containing 

the file's contents. Pressing the space bar wi advance the 

text a page at a time. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
Unless specifically stated, the programs on the Coverdisk are 

not in the public domain and the copyright remains with the 

author. Selling or distributing these programs without the 

author's permission is against the laws of copyright. 

DISK 
PROBLEMS? 
Flummoxed by file*? Dumbfounded by d<*k*T 
Paranoid about program*? tf you have a problem 
with the disk - and you're sure the disk I* in hill 
working order Then what you need i* the disk help 
page. From now on there will be a page devoted to 
any problems you may encounter with the disk. 
Sadly, we cannot deal with enquiries by telephone 
as it is just too time consuming, tf you have a prob¬ 
lem then send It to us in writing stating the model 
of your machine and anything you've got attached 
to (or plugged inside) the computer. It will then be 
dealt with on the help page in the magazine. 

NB the previous disk hotline number is no 
longer In operation and any problems should be 
sent in writing to our Bath offices at the usual 
address. However, if you have a faulty disk then 
please follow the instructions on this page for its 
return because we do not have replacements at our 
Bath office, they have to be obtained from the disk 
duplicators 

EARN UP TO £8 
Name ......... Brief description 

Address 

Telephone (bayknd.,.,,, 

Cwrotfsl..... 

My program name is 

Approximate total size of files in kilobytes..K 
(we cannot use programs longer titan 2Q0K; shorter sub¬ 
missions, under 100K, stand the best chance of publica¬ 
tion), ft is a; 

Game [ Technical tool 

Z Business utility [ i Art program 

Music program [ Educational 

Novelty [ Other 

Checklist (please tick): 

Stamped, addressed envelope for return 

C README.DOC explanation file on disk 

□ Printout of README.DOC file (if possible] 

Z Name, address, machine type written on label 

□ Disk certified virus free 

IMPORTANT Please sign ibis declaration; 
This program is submitted for publication by Amiga Format. It is 
wholly my own work and ! agree to indemnify Future Publishing 
against any possible legal action should copyright problems arise. 

IS YOUR 
DISK 

FAULTY? 

We have done our best to check that 

the programs on the Amiga Format 

Coverdisk ere simple to use, error- 

free and have no known viruses. 

However, we cannot answer tele¬ 

phone queries on using the software, 

and we do not accept liability for any 

consequences of using the programs 

on the disk. 

If your Amiga Format disk is 

faulty - and out of the tens of thou¬ 

sands duplicated, some are unfortu¬ 

nate ty bound to be - you should send 

it back for a free replacement within a 

month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format 

Discopy Labs 

Unit A. West March 

London Road 

Daventry 

Northerns NN11 4SA 

If your Amiga refuses to accept the 

disk, try using the DISK-DOCTOR 

utility on your Workbench disk to res¬ 

cue it before sending it off for a 

re placement. Full details of 

Disk Doctor can be found in the user's 

manual that came with your machine. 

WE WANT 
YOUR 

PROGRAM 

if you've got any programs for the 

Amiga which you think other readers 

would And useful, interesting or 

amusing, we'd very much like to 

know about them, 

1. Make sure your program is fool¬ 

proof to use, 2 Create a file called 

README.DOC on the disk which 

explains exactly how to use your pro¬ 

gram. 3, Fill in this form, sign it, and 

send it without delay to: Coverdisk 

Software. Amiga Format 30 

Monmouth Street, BATH BA1 ZAP 

You could win a share of up to £800 

prize money for the best programs 

each month. 

Signed 

Date 
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10 MARKETPLACE 

ST. ALBANS 

HERTS AL13DG 
TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

GAMES PACKS 
SATPACK, FLIGHT OF FANTASY, SCREEN GEMS 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: Batmen Me Sofame: 

Setmon.F 1 fl Interceptor, Now Zealand Story, Dekixe-Prunl II 
OR Flight of Fonatey software: f 2? Reftstetor, Rn inbow Islandi. 

Escape From the Planer of the Robot Monsters, Deluxe 
Point n 

OR ScT«n Gems scfiwoie: Shadow of the fteasi II, 
Bock to the Future It, Days of Thunder, Hightbreed, 
Deluxe Point II 

any m £349 ony Two £369 oil three £389 
ANT SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK 
lor existing Amiga owners- .«5 

THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 
BATMAN, FLIGHT OF FANTASY OR SCREEN GEMS 
GAMES PACK AS LEFT, PLUS: 
10 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES phone to 

choose from our current SUPER fef of 1SP oi leave r? ro usl 
15 DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, riufrjYius^ 

the BIST SU hk Eimcdld tote, taxds.Compute Confer Bradtour 

and tanstortm fa, Bk/nd end rife* grnes. Made Gnssra, Band 

(yri'w.i, ShocrOTHlp Ocssifs, Best of itie Dirties, Home port ixtudkiq 
Wcri fotts&x/Spal th«fc, Spreahhees. Dahobose 

Oust cow, 10 Blank (fees, DO capacity disc box, Mouse Mol, 
MkraswiUti Turbo Joystick £399 

THE GALLERY 
ARNDALE CENTRE 

LUTON, BEDS LU1 2PG 
TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

COMPUTllNG 
ESTABLISHED 6 1 YEARS 

TURTLES PACK ^ B 
FULL AMIGA SOD GAMES PACK, PLUS: 
Choke of Scietn Gems or Flight of Fonlosy Software, plus 
Mirrwsofts Teenage MM Hero Tottles 
IS DISC HOBBYTE PC GREATS PACK ^Vmlfev 

n MSI Ss M. EmtM Four, tawhC#!** Mi Bunktu: 
St tmiwvi fer. S/rad end oJhe gvm. Jnrit Gaao. Boot! 

Gnssici, ShBtfttrifci (tesoBfltf rf the IWhei Home pad r<kcn; 

ttopd ftwno/^rf Check, SfradsM. Ma» 

forties T shirt (or sweatshirt * odd £$) (stole dwteo) 
Turtles Mug, 
Turbo Joystick, Mouse Mat, Dust Cow, 
I D Blank discs and disc box, £399 

ABSOLUTE 
BEGINNERS PACK 

FULL AMIGA SCO PACK, PLUS: 
POSTMAN PAT Oft PAPERBOY 

FUN SCHOOL 2 FUN SCHOOL 3 
(specify under 6 years, (spetfy under 5 years, 
6 to 8 years, or 8+ywns) 5 to 7 years, or 7+ yens) 
12 rtmng UK edutahod gvnes *nh bnmM xnxes. emtag 
umahon and mayt rhai Hehp develop nurisi, word one o*he? sidh 
Up la A del Mi. Conform to Nwwci (umufem lequaencms. 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, tawg up to 12 team 
wWe you ptey flamrs ; vanes flatting ro age group-: 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, lDdbtpod 
rrat; Tioin Set fame, Kyto Minogue Demr Mxhoef Jackson Demo. 
Space Blob, Floshbiet, Joystick. £399 

CD7V- INTERACTIVE 
GRAPHICS PLAYER 

THE ULTIMATE IN NOME ENTERTAINMENT 
The smart btork bw Jonhs like a lid® retorter, Amvgo 
based, with Mi qudkfy -CD-ROM dove playei for pbying 
CDs and CO Graphics dsn. far ihe uHimnlB Jirtorarinre 
rcwskltesgHjhfcs wtHBiiimwt and odKatan 
Caplet® with inlmid remote canNdL wkome d& 
mdmoto, 

VERY LIMFTED STOCKS EXPECTED OCTOBER, 
RESERVE YOURS NOW £■ phone 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day delivery lor credit card orders placed 
before 4.00pm subject to avaihbilty. Aliernotrvefy 
send cheque poslal order bankers draff or official order 
(Pits Education and Government bodies only) to; Dept. 
AFI, Hobbyie Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, 
St+ Albans, Herts AL3 5DG. Hfiase allow 1 working days 
for cheque ctotm Subject to aratebiliiy, despatch is nofmally 
within 24 hours of receipt of cteaied payment. 
DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highlands) 
Smell (wnwmebfes £ DaspoPchd by post, ptase check 
wftwwe items charges when altering 
Other items, except \m\ day cotre service, £10 per box 
laser prifftws Next day earner servee, £17,50 
Ofhlm and ligMonds Kormd note pAis £20 ^ VAX per box 
In oddrtton n oHer the lolcwng mgm sewwt 
SalUnJay detoenes fejirndiale pia £10 - VAl 

mripge 
7am la 9am next day Normdi rate pus £10 4 VAT 

whop 
| Am hen! day Normal rote plus £5 * VAJ surcharge 

FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 
FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 

A50I512K SAM expansion 
Lets SpeM at Home, Musk Mouse, Prawrite Wp InfoFile 
spreadsheet. Deluxe Point II, Deluxe Print, Musk Mouse, 
LOGO, Ming Turtle. BBC Eroufctw, 
5 BBC programmes. 10 fees, DOs and D€Hls poster, 
Resource Fite, In Pock Video, NAPE Booklet 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, ta^upto 12 \am 
wMi you ptay’ games ivnxes occacfeig to age gtoupi 

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, JdwtpocL 
me. trail S«f Game, Kybe Mmogue Demo. JAdwi Jackson 
Bemo. Spate Stob. FJashbiei £529 

VIDEO GRAPHIC PACK 

Everything you reed to grab colour images from your 
domestic VCR (needs composite output] for inclusion in 

your own graphics design 

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 
VidrAmiga, YriKhrcm, Deluxe Paint I 

IS DISC HOBBYTE PO GREATS PACK 
mdudng Virus tden. the BEST Sio hk Erwrrfd Euiw, Bfflmib,CDni(iLite 

Confer, Breakout and romtarioo Kil. Blizrtnd Did athe! gomes. Arcade 

CknuK. Band dusks, SIwfrHiHJp Ctasks, Best of rfe UhlitiK, Home 

pock induing Word Praewscr/Spelt Check, Spreadsheet, Datofcow 

15 DISC HOBBYTE PD GRAPHICS GREATS. 
including demos <omar eft, clip art, TV and 
Video graphics, graphics unities 

£489 

AMIGA B2000 & 3000 
-THE EXPERTS 

CBM Premier Dealer 
A50O TO B2000 TRADE-IN inc mu jmi ram E499 
B2000 bose unit starts at £734 for full or port^me students 

PHONE LJS 1AST FOR BEST 
POSSIBLE DEALS 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES (UK mainland) 
Credit terms at 34.8Jn APR table) ran be arranged for pMchoses over 
£150, subject to sratus. tompeiilve leasing schema ore aba (table 
far businesses, nckring sate traders and porrnerihtps. Just td far writter 
details and appkuhon Form. 

Commodore 1 084S colour monitor 
ond leads, with ony pock £220 

CLASS OF THE 9( 
EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 

FULL AMIGA 500 PACK, PLUS: 

AS01 5121 RAM exporaon MIDI Interlarfoce, Deluxe 
Point II, Superbuse Personal, Moiipfan 500, Publisher's 
Choke, Dr T s MID4 Recording Studio, LOGO, 
BBC Emulator. 5 BBC programmes, 10 blank discs, 
mouse mot. disc wallet. 

HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAl PACK, *nu:«g ** I? 
'tfloniiHeyajptoy1 gomes iranes Mtotong to oge group) 
HOBIYTI 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, ) 
in pock ex; Iron S*r Same, Lylie Mmpgw Demo, Mm hod 

Jockum Demo. Space Bub, Fkisttoer. 

FI8 IniercsjUDf, Turt» Joystick f C 1 Q 

CLASS OF THE 965 UPGRADE PACK 
for existing Amiga owners £ 1 7 5 

EXTRAS inc VAT 

1 Commodore 1084S Stereo colour Monitor, with leads ■■£229 1 
1 Philips BS33 monitor and leads..- ■■1249 
I A501 (be Offkkd CBM 512K RAW Expansion + 
1 Dungeon Master---...* - £89 
I 5121 RAM expanse + d«k- ^.—. 
1 Amigc 590 Hard driven extra 1MB'.. ■ 1329 1 
1 Amigc 590 Hard drive + extra 2MB ... £389 1 
1 10 blank discs in box ... - £9 1 
1 Complete roage of Rotund Music products- £ phone 1 

PRINTERS ex VAT All UK versions 

Stef LCTO.-... - £149 ■ 
StorlClOMklf-.. ■■ £169 ■ 

1 S!cr LGO Colour... --£199 ■ 
Slur IC200 Colour.. --£195 ■ 
Star LC 24-10-... --£2?9 ■ 
Sior LC 74-200-. £229 ■ 
Slar XB 24-10... £459 | 
Citizen 1200 .-.— m 
Citizen Swiff 24...* — ■ 
Ponosork 1180—...-.. ■ 49 ■ 
Panasork 1124....— i?39 ■ 
Oltverri PG306 teet...*.---- £949 ■ 
OSvetfi P6306 loser postscript.— ■ ■ 
Sioiscript Loser 8 ppm--**...— : I 

Full Amiga 500 pack 
All A500s feature FAT AGNUS, ond ore full and complete UK 
spec, pocks with mouse, software, leads, modulator (except 
whore ordered with a monitor) and dorumsntolion, Beware 
pf imports whkh CBM(UK) will no! support or upgrade wilh 
enhanced chip set 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Hobbylt proudly announce this highest CBM 
eccotadi, warded t# only the top few 
deten CBM dealers offering ihe best in 
expertise and support 



The FS630 is one of 
two recent releases 
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Pick 
of the 
Pops 

Hi, Pop Pickers! Wondering what you should ask 

Santa to deliver on Dec 25? JON BATES casts a 
from Kawai- For Cl90 
you get a full-sized 
keyboard with 61 
notes, as well as a 
large range of drums. 

This is the 
Casio MT750, Like its 
sister keyboard, the 
CT4T0, it sells for 
G229, but this version 
does not have a 
full-size key layout. 

Roland are bundling 
the CM 32L tone 
module with Tiger Cub 
and Apprentice. This is 
a promising hardware 
and software mix, but 
has no keyboard. 

Roland CM-S&. 

iiiuiuiinmutu 

keen eye and ear over the year's best musical releases. 

Keyboards and Synthesisers 

Well, You are certainly spoilt tor choice here end the finei 
selection really does depend on your budget. 

If you are starting off In the world of MICH 
and music then you will need an Instru¬ 
ment that covers everything: drums, the 

ability to play several sounds simultaneously, maybe 
a pitchbend control, and obviously a keyboard to play II all in from. 

The first port of call on your quest should be the world of single keyboards, 
those self-accompanying machines. As long as they are equipped with MIDI ports Ihey 

are the ideal starting place, since MIDI lets you gain access to the multi-llmbral 
chip and use it just like a lone module. There may well be disadvantages In that you might 
not be able lo create your own voices and it might not be fully touch-sensitive. Like most 
things in I he hi-tech world over the past tew years, the unit cost tor facilities has lumbled 

down: you get more for your money each year. This year s crop is no exception 
Casio have two keyboards for £229. the CT470 and MT750. The 470 has full-sized keys 
and 110 sounds, the 750 has a pitch bend wheel and mini keys. 

Kawai entered this market a couple of years ago after their successes 
with the K series of synths. They have two new keyboards, the FS63Q and 
FS680. The 630 costs £109.99 and has a 61-note full-sized keyboard, 
sounds and a large drum department. The 680 is extremely smart and 
lels you dump user-programmed sounds out to sequencers, program 

auto patterns from any sequencer and give you 5 channels of sound all 
at once. The 680 costs £269 99. 

My best bet, however. Is a Yamaha PS 590 or PS790, The 790 has 100 
sampled sounds, five-octave keyboard, 50 sampled drums, 
vector synthesis joystick, pitch bend control and stereo output for 
£229.99. The 590 has a tour octave keyboard. 100 sampled sounds 

and 20 drums, but is only £149.99 which is serious good value. 

MfiimimiwiiH. i 1 (h 

On the tynth stakes. Roland are doing a package which is a 

CM32L module, capable of eight music tracks plus drums, Tiger Cub sequencing and 
Apprentice scoring software plus leads for the reasonable price of £469 However you still 

lack an inputting keyboard. Amongst their range of computer music-orientated hardware is a 
49'note velocity sensitive mother keyboard called the PC-200, which retails al £175. 
My bet for the most popular synth this Christmas is on the Yamaha SY22, Multi llmbrai. 

touch sensitive and kitted oul with a staggering range of voices for a tew penes off £800. Not 
cheap, but the quality Is reflected in the sounds. I await a modular version armed with an 
open cheque book fbul closed account), luncheon vouchers and several begging letters. 

Hotly 
tipped for 

favourite in the 
simple keyboard 

stakes is the Yamaha 
PS590. With a full four- 

octave keyboard and 
100 sampled sounds, it 
Is seriously good value 

at only £149.99. 

In the 
realms of serious 
synthesisers, Yamaha 

are again likely to lead 
the field. The new 

SY22 (ABOVE) and its 
sister, theSY77, are 

strong contenders for 
Christmas success. 

BELOW: The PS 790 
from Yamaha is big 

brother to the PS 590, 



Junior Funlab 

Music X 

Soma time back - April, actually - we reported that Kawai had joined 
force* with Steinberg to produce a complete sequencer and voice 
programming package with a Kawai keyboard to boot. The Funlab' 
proper will hit the shops about the same time that Santa round a up 

hit reindeer Available now. however, is the junior 
version called, not surprisingly Junior Funlab', 
Using a Kawai MS71Q keyboard it has a tive-channei 

sequencer and is downwardly compatible with all 
Funlab song files, although apparently not the other 

way round. ft operates a little taster than Funlab since 
there are less routines for it to run but *1 does not 
offer the customised voice-programming facility. 
Junior Funlab costs £179 and this Includes the 
MIDI Interface, MS710 keyboard, software and 

MIDI cables. Its big brother is set to retail at £329. 

This is Junior Funlab, the 
new lower-priced 

integrated Amiga 

music bundle 

from Kawai. 

LEFT is the 

MS710 key¬ 

board which 
comes with 
the Funlab 

package* 

c l*M nWJM MICHOOSM 
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Sound Hardwire CimJev 
Sound Edirinc SiHw*n: 

Samplers 

There Is 
absolutely no 

doubt as to which 

is the best sound 

sampler currently 

available: It Is Audio 
Engineer. Both the 

hardware [pictured RIGHT) 

and the software are 

excellent. The only real prob¬ 

lem is that It Is also the most 
expensive, retailing at £199. 

Because the Paula sound chip has pretty good 
sound converters and can be made to produce a quite presentable 

the market is flooded with a vast array of sound samplers 
from about £40 upwards. 

Top of Ihe shop is the all-singing, all-dancing and 
all-talking Audio Engineer which very smartly manipu¬ 

lates and edits stereo samples and dumps them 
out In IFF form. The quality of Ihe sampling 
hardware Is about the cleanest you can gel and 
retails for a shade under £200. 

is 

MaiterSound, 
probably the best 

sampler to buy if you 

can't quite afford the 

fuli splash for Audio 

Engineer, the soft¬ 
ware end of which is 
pictured RIGHT. 

LEFT; A handy little extra for the 
Amiga music buff might be the 

Music Matrix disk-based magazine. 

Bits n’ Pieces 

Subscribe for another 12 months to Amiga Format Having done 
that you could have a look al the Music Matrix 
disk-based music magazine which produces four 
issues a year, each one packed with articles and 
info plus free voices for most of the popular 
synlhs, tunes, and PD music programs. Each disk 
will set you back £10 or It's £35 for a year’s sub. 

There Is also an Amiga PD library aervlce that 
runs along with this as well as disks of professional 
voices for popular synths, like the Ml. all at very 
reasonable prices indeed. 
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Spectacular sceneryf. rich native colours and 
exotic animated sequences. v\w 
ViV,!! D v"V * v 

\ X . Z' 

Control any one of six different rulers, in 
this the ultimate arcade strategy challenge. 

Epic cinema-style presentation. 

THE JEWEL OF THE EAST IS STAINED WITH BLOOD 
^ % ~ \ // "w Vg 

India at the beginning of the Nineteenth Century. The 
Emperor's grip is weakening. «AU over the country rival factions 
hid for power. /V _a< k ^ 

This is your chance to charige the course of history.5Take the 
role of any one of die six contenders for the Empir^ and 
prepare to make India your own. Capture opposinutates. 
grapple with brutal riots, stige lavish processions ja impress 
your rivals and counter assassination attqrupt^ 

1 /> V v 

SULCI* f- 

Stunningly atmospheric soundtrack. 

Stage elephant races and tiger hunts. 

Face natural disasters: earthquake, flood 
and famine. 

The future of the Empire is in gour hands. 
x 4 
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Distributed in the UK by HB Marketing Ltd, Unit 3, Poyle 14 
Newlands Drive. Colnbrook. Slough SL3 ODX 

Tel: 0753-686000. Fax: 0753-680343 

Perfect 
NEW! Release 3.0 

America's best selling sound digitizer 
is now available in Europe with new 
features and a new price! The Perfect 
Sound™ 3.0 hardware records up to 
32.000 samples/sec in mono or 12,000 in 
stereo. A built in mic jack allows easy 
microphone hookup. An advanced A/D 
circuit provides a “sample and hold" with a 
hardware sampling clock for precision 
sampling. Digital gain lets you adjust input 
sound levels with easy software controls. 
On board voltage regulation ensures low 
noise operation and clean samples. 

To complement the Perfect Sound 
3.0 hardware is the new Perfect Sound 
editor. Use your mouse to cut. copy, and 
paste sound. Advanced tools such as 
digital low pass fitter, ramp up, ramp 
down, resample, looping, and real time 
echo are standard. You can also use 
Perfect Sound to create IFF instruments. 

RRP £59.95 

Common tools such 
as delete, paste, and 
insert are available 
by clicking on but* 
tons. Other tools are J 
available via menus. 

Fast analog to digital 
converter with 1rack and 
bold" can sample at 32,000 
samples per second 

Custom digital gain circuit 
allows you to alter audio gain 
with software control 

Regulated voltage 
'reference and hardware 
sampling clock ensure low 
noise operation 

Left and right fine level 
mputs for mono or stereo 
sampling 

< i Mtcrophone input and on 
board pre-amp allow easy 
sampling of voice 

The sound you are 
currently editing is 
graphed here. You 
can easily mark sec¬ 
tions to edit by drag¬ 
ging your mouse 
over the graph. 

Easily loop sec¬ 
tions of a sound. 
You can even ad¬ 
just the looping 
section while the 
sound plays. 

$ 
Length: 12764 sufl's 
Play spied: 9859 sav/stt 
Start nark: 7171 
End nark: 7855 
Insert nvk: none 
kewrp: 1431X V $ 

Zoom in on your 
sound. Individual 
samples are shown 
for precise editing. 

The status window 
displays information 
about your sounds 
such as playback 
speed and size. 
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Sequencing 

ABOVE: Both Music X and its Junior version could 

w«ll be a good choice lor Christmas 1990. They 
combine sequencing with other features end the 

Junior version can be upgraded. 

Really It's a toss-up between Trax, Junior Music X 
and T7ger Cub. Tiger Cub is a good simple program 
with fabulous editing and controlling features and It 
uses the internal voices. TrsM is rather cleverer In 
having movable windows and slightly more tracks 
than Tiger Cub for you to record on, but it has 
no internal voice support. 

Junior Music Xis the cut~down version 
that misses out on the voicing part of Its big 
brother as well as one or two other bits and 
pieces. It uses the internal voices and can be 
upgraded later on. 

Fra* is £39. Tiger Cub is £99 and 

Junior Music Xis now £75. it you figure that 
Music X is constantly upgradable as more 
versions appear, it is probably the best bet. On 
the other hand the editing on the others is a 
mite more friendly, but Trex is MIDI-Only 

LEFT: Tiger Cub im 
another sequencing 

package that cotta lets 

than £100 and could be 

a seriously viable 
choice. It’s no eaty 
decision to make. 

ABOVE: Another of the contenders for a 

place in your Christmas Shopping list is 

7>*a* from Passport Designs. 

BELOW: If you wish to make music for 

use in games, the most serious tool 
around is currently TFMX. 

Games and Soundtracking 

If you aren't Into MIDI but want to use the internal sound chip rather in 
the manner of a games soundtrack, then maybe TFMX Soundtoot Is 
the one to go for at £44.95 with Its copious ways of setting up 
samples, patterns, tracks arid macro features. TFMX is s serious 
piece of kit but ft does produce the goods 

For pure tun the winner has to be instant Mumk for £18 90 or 
thereabouts It s been around tor a few good years now but it is a 
program that enables the complete novice and musical ant-brain to 
get a lorra lifts and get interested In visually creating pieces without 
much trouble at all thanks to the colourful presentation and brilliant 
concept of the program. Ho MIDI possibilities but no experience 
necessary either. 

FMX 
Voicing Software 

As It stands at the moment, Gadjlta win If you have Roland 
equipment. Music X Is starling to get its act together on 
the library software but it is still a bit backwards in coming 

forwards with piles of new sounds, 
Don t forget that Dr T have a prodigious range known 

as Caged Artist which covers 14 (at the last count) popular 
synths and modules for about £85 each. 

•z tfusrs 
t tf EDITOR 

by 
art «elvin 
» i Silver 

mi selict- 
5 ii5 DeepStmgs 

i@2 Syn Piano 6 ift XnodStrngs 
iB3 FullmitOrg 7 ii? Velo-Brass 
i&4 ftoss Organ 8 i08 Soft Brass 

a 
ad# im 

: ano 
xtOrg 
>gan 

- >ngs 
J T195 

■Brass 
Brass 
*,<wp 

r wood 
»; tar 

-*■ ttMXJ 
lynth 

m ripf* 
* tnjid 

17 Warn Pad 
18 PowerSynUi 
18 Hollow Pad 
28 Old Days 
21 Reso Sueep 
22 Brass Pad 
23 Saw teeth 
24 Metali> 

An Lea 
27 Overdrive 
29 Voxy Hen 
29 Harpsi-Vbx 
30 Voxy Horan 
31 BreathCbor 
32 Htiist ler 

33 im Bass 
34 Slide Bass 
35 Timbass 
36 Fur* Bass 
37 Basssynth 
38 Slappin' 
39 Fa lUeaues 
m EG Hut* 
41 Drop Hit 
42 Hild Bell 
43 Syn Mallet 
44 Good Night 
45 Bell Tree 
46 Syn Chine 
47 Rewrite M 
48 "Big Ben" 

-TQfC BMC- 
49 Tiabales 
50 Conga Set 
51 Hetal Drun 
52 NativePerc 
53 Snare Drue 
54 Rich Ride 
55 Splash Cyn 
56 <6run,Sel) 
57 Space liar 
50 Tonnando1 
59 Very Busy1 
60 ThndrStern 
61 Ironworks 
62 Bubble Gun 
63 LonelyWoif 
64 Seashore.. 

FI tone edit 
F2 milt tw* 
F3 perf ha* 
F4 rtfci edit 
F5 tinbr tbl 
F6 systwi 
F7 load Tile 
FB save file 
F9 copy 
1§ nove 
11 swap 
12 store 
13 load sect 
14 send all 
15 get all 
16 print 
17 fiewCLl 
18 quit 

Festive Phone 

Numbers: 

Trax, Dr T and Trger Cub are all 
available from MCMt who answer 
to: 071 258 3454 
Junior Music X is from 
The Software Business on: 
0480 496497 
TFMX and Audio Engineer are 
from HB Marketing: 
0895 444433 
The Music Matrix: 0592 714887 
Casio: 081 450 9131 
Kawai: 0202 296629 
Roland: 081 568 1247 
Yamaha: 0908 371771 

Peering into 
the Future... 

LEFT: When It comet 

to voicing software, 
Dr Ts Caged Artist 

series covers the 

most comprehensive 

range of different 

synths and modules. 

Perhaps ail this may hsip N 
Atkinson who wrote in issue 16 lo 
bewail the lack of serious music 
software for the Amiga and also the 
lack of patch creating software 
Whai he failed to mention was that 
although you can do digital direct 
to disk recording on the ST, Mac 
end PC it will cost you a minor 
fortune at present. 

Sampling on any machine, if 
using the infernal chip, is Still low 
grade by professional standards 
and certainly not 16-bit: it may 
sample in I6*brt and store in 16-bn 

but unless ft has 16-bft D-to-A converters as additional 
hardware there Is no way it can do ft. 

Looking at the positive side, you get truly I 
five music software programs at a very 
cost and. as one of the recording studios who use t 
Amiga pointed out. given the number of i 
ing st the moment there has to be s s 
of budding musicians who are growing up on «. 

Iff 
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AMIGA DEALS 
AMIGA 500 STANDARD PACK 

★ A500 computer * 512k RAM ★ 1Mb disk drive * — 

★ mouse ★ modulator ★ 
★ power supply * operation-manuals * 

* workbench disks, etc. * 

ONLY £339 .95 

BATMAN PLUS 

PACK 

* Amiga as in standard pack 

* Batman the Movie 

* FIS Interceptor 

* New Zealand Story 

* Deluxe Paint 2 

* Megablaster joystick 

* Dust cover 

* High quality mouse mat 

* Wicked ten game pack 

Inc, Invaders, Pacman, 

Bouncer. 

ALL 
this 
FOR 
JUST 

£369. 95 

FLIGHT OF 
FANTASY 

PLUS 
PACK 

★ Amiga as in standard pack 
★ F29 RetaJiator 
★ Rainbow Islands 
★ Escape from Planet of Robot 

Monster 
★ Deluxe Part i 
★ Megablaster joystick 
★ Dust cover 
★ High quality mouse mat 
★ Wicked ten game pack 

Inc. Invaders, Pacman, 
Bouncer. 

ALL 
THIS 
FOR 
JUST 

£369. 95 

SCREEN plus 

"GEMS" PACK 
* Amiga as in standard pack 
* Days of Thunder 
* Shadow of the Beast II 
* Back to the Future Part II 
★ Kmghtbreed j\NUj 
★ Deluxe Paint II 
★ Megablaster joystick 
★ Dust cover 
★ High quality mouse mat 
★ Wicked ten game pack 

Inc, Invaders, Pacman, 
Bouncer. 

ALL 
THIS 
FOR 
JUST 

£369. 95 

ULTIMATE GAMES PACK 
Choose any of the above three packs and add the following: 

EXCLUSIVE Dowling Mega Ten Game Pack comprising: 
RVF Honda, Datastorm, Dungeon Quest, E-Storm, Grand 
Monster Slam, Kid Gloves, Powerplay, Shufflepuck Cafe, 
Microprose Soccer, Tower of Babel. 

TOTAL RRP OVER £250 (of games) 
ALL THIS FOR THE UNBEATABLE PRICE OF: £389 .95 

PHILIPS ★ Converts your 10S4S/S833 into a 
colour IV. 

| V ★ Complete with aerial and plug 
* Free 1 years on-site 

TUNER maintenance £69.95 

★ Replacement mouse by contriver 

AMIGA t Free mouse house ****»■« 

IV2 MEG 
★ Uses latest 4 chip design 
★ Memory on/off switch 

It TIT S' n A r\T * 0ption of battery IUPGRADE backed clock 

Inr\ Aun * FuH 12 montri guarantee 
| D U/v IVJJ * New super tow price 

£29 .95 

Clock Version 

£34.95 
II 

« ] / w V W' w w Box of 50 .... .£19.95 1 3 '2 HIGH 
Box of 100 ..................... .£37.95 1 

QUALITY Roll of 1000 labels ....... £5.99 1 
DISKS * 100% certified * Individual wrapped 

* ’Made in Japan’ media * Puffy guaranteed 

CUMANA * Latest slimline design RRP £89.95 
CAX 354 * Quiet, high precision 

DISK 
DRIVE 

head positioning 
* High speed access 
* Ackrowleged as ‘the best’ £64.95 

^ VIDI-AMIGA SCOOP ? 
At last a complete system enabling you to connect your Amiga 
computer to any standard video recorder and start frame 
grabbing! 

Features include: 
★ Perfect freeze frame from any video 
★ Utility to incorporate real life objects into your 

favourite design 
★ Dynamic cut and paste 
★ Ability to take snapshots in 16 shades live from 

video 
★ Multiple frame store 
★ Plus lots, lots more!!l 

What you get.. 

VIDI-AMIGA (PAL version) 
Hardware interface plus software.....„..Frp £114.95 

VMM-CHROME 
Upgrade kit enabling you to digitise stunning full colour 
pictures in seconds,,...... .rrp £19.95 

EiaO VHS/BETA 
High quality video tape to get you going.,,,rrp £6.95 

ALL THIS FOR THE INCREDIBLE PRICE OF CGO 
X77.95 

COMMODORE * stereo colour monitor 

1084S 
OR 

* Can be used as T.V. with tuner 1 
* includes cables 

PHILIPS 8833 £249.95 

A590 ★ Official Commodore hard drive 
* Sockets for 2Mb RAM 

HARD * Complete with free software pack 
★ Built-in 

DRIVE P.S.U./codingfan £269 95 

AMIGA 
[PERIPHERAL PACK 

A must for every Amiga user 

|* 1/2 Meg upgrade board......RRP £49.95 
Giving your Amiga a full 1 meg of RAM 

|* CAX354 CUMANA DISK DRIVE.RRP £89.95 
Renowned as the 'best* on the market 

|* Box of 50 DS/DD disks.,RRP £39.95 
High quality, individually wrapped disks 

OUR PRICE 

£99.95 
Total RRP £179.95 

lfr.Tirr ★ Full 1 year guarantee a 

mouse our price £19.95 | An ideal gift this Christmas 

UNITS 48-50 TYNE ROAD, SANDY, BEDS, SG19 ISA 



COMPUTER PRINTERS 

Being Star registered dealers we only seltl 
official UK machines which come with a full 1[ 
year guarantee. Beware of inferior imported| 
products- 

PRINTERS 

tar LC10 Mono 144/36 cps 
>tar LC10 II 25% faster version 
Star LC10 colour, 7 colours 
tar LC24-1Q - 24 pin multifont 
tar LC2415 wide carnage version of LC244G 
Star FRIO 300/76 cps, 31K buffer, 16 MLQ fonts 

r Star FR15 wide carnage version of FRIO 
f Star XB24-10 professional 24 pin senes* 27K buffer 
Star XB2415 wide carnage version of the above with 41K buffer 
Star ISG8 LASER PRINTER 1Mb RamT 300 x 300 dpi 

Star LC10 sheet feeder (auto) 
Star IC10 mono ribbons 
Star LC10 colour ribbons 
Star LC2A10 ribbons 

| Star LC10 quality dust cover 

►12 months on-site maintenance 

RRP 

£229.95 
£263.35 
£297.85 
£343.85 
£573 85 
£527.85 
£688.85 
£688.85 
£907.35 

£2172.35 
£74.75 
£5.95 
£7.95 
£7.95 
£7.95 

-IL 

OUR 
PRICE 

£149.95 
£169,95 
£189.95 
£229.95 
£389,95 
£369.95 
£459.95 
£459.95 
£599,95 

£1399.95 
£59.95 

£3.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 

THE NEW 200 SERIES FROM 

"The best printers just got better!" 
| LC-200 FACT FILE 

> Multipurpose 9-pin, 80 column 
dot matrix printer with colour 

| > Black and colour ribbons 
included as standard 

I > Electronic dip switches (see 
LC24-2QO) 

| ,Y 180 cps draft elite/45 cps near 
letter quality 

| -Y High speed draft facility 225 
cps at 12 cpi 

| > Swivel selectable push or pull 
tractor 

I :r Bottom feed 
| > Advanced paper parking with 

sheet feeder installed 
I > Eight resident NLQ fonts: 

Courier, Sanserif, Orator, Script 
and italic versions 

0UR PRICE RRP £297.85 £199,95 

LC24-200 FACT FILE 
> Versatile 24-pin 80 column dot 

matrix printer 
& 200 cps in draft ekte/67 cps m 

letter quality mode 
> 10 resident LO fonts 

A high speed draft facility of 
222cps at lOcpi 

-> Swivel selectable push or pull 
tractor 

-Jr Bottom feed 
> Advanced paper parking with 

sheet feeder installed 
-> The economy of first and last 

line printing 
7 K-byte biSfer expandable to 
39K-6ytes 

^ 11.7" carriage (A4 m landscape 
format) 

A Multipart mode for 1 + 4 copies 

OUR PRICE 
RRP £366.85 £239.95 

LC24-200 COLOUR FACT FILE 
W Multi-purpose colour version of 

the 24-pin LC24-200 
£ Seven cotour printing - black, 

purple, orange, green, pink, blue 
ana yellow 

.V 30 K-byte buffer expandable to 
62 Kbytes 

> 10 resident letter quafity fonts: 
Sanserif, Times Roman, Courier, 
Prestige, Script and italic versions 

> EelcIronic dip switches operable 
from the push button front 
control panel (as the LC24-200 
mono version) 

> Optional font cards including 
Russian 

Jt Standard black ribbons available 
for economy purposes 

OUR PRICE 
RRP £424.35 £279.95 

—X—NEW—X— 
MUSIC-X JUNIOR 

provides everything that the 
average amateur musician could 

possibly require" 
AMIGA FORMAT 

In.B. Fully compatible with Music X 

RRP £79,95 

I OUR PRICE £49.95 

DOWLING 

IflSA 

v \trwr w V AJFw/ u A NtU A 

MUSIC-X 
Enhanced 1.1 Version 

Widely acknowledged as the best 
music package available. Mow with 
even more enhancements rt cannot 

be beaten 

N.B. Be wary of older versions 
being sold cheaper 

RRP £149,95 

OUR PRICE £89.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 

Quf own beautifully designed 
product, colour co-ordinated and 
deigned to sit on your Amiga. 

Features: 1 x m, 1 x thru, 2 x out. 
Comes complete with midi lead 
(extras: £2 99) 

RRP £29.95 

OUR PRICE £19.95 

HOWTO 
ORDER. 

BY PHONE 
Simply call our head office quoting your 
Access/Visa number on 

(0767) 681760 
(8 lines) 

BY POST 
Make cheques, building society drafts 
or postal orders payable to: 

Dowling Computers 

DELIVERY (UK Mainland, most 4 re ay11 

Please add £6 courier delivery for 
orders over £100, add £2 p&p for 
orders under. 

d 
★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

GOLD CLUB SERVICE 
+ 7 day money back guarantee if not completely 

satisfied 

★ 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault 
occur 

★ 1 year guarantee giving FFIEE collection and 
delivery service should a fault occur 

★ Exclusive gold card with personal membership 
number entitling you to special offers 

★ All this for a nominal £10 per item over £100 

ORIGINAL COMMODORE PERIPHERALS 
MEMORY CLOCK 

EXPANSION 
increases the power of your Amiga 
500 and allows you to use even 
more sophisticated software. 

FEATURES 
i 512K RAM (user memory) 
i- Real time battery backed 

clock/catendar remembers date 
and hme even when Amiga is 
switched off 

• Easily fitted 

HARD DISK 
DRIVE 

20MB Hard Disk 
increased software storage ■ each 
hard disc can carry the equivalent of 
more than 20 floppy disks. Faster 
access to your Amiga 500 software. 

FEATURES 
• Autoboots your Amiga 500 (with 

Kiekstart 1-31 
• Fast access time 

INCLUDES • 

• Captive "91% Amiga Format' 

OUR PRICE 

£99.95 £59.95 

• BuilNn fan 

RRP OUR 

Standard £299.95 
PRICE 

£269.95 
I Meg RAM 349.95 £299.95 
2 Meg RAM £399,95 £349.95 

EXTERNAL 
FLOPPY 

DISK DRIVE 
Makes your Amiga software easier 
and quicker to use. 

FEATURES 
• Compatible with all Amigas (500, 

IQOOOOO, 3000) 
• 880K Bytes formatted capacity 
• Mo external power required 

INCLUDES 
• Gremlins 2 The new batch 

OUR PRICE 

£89.95 
RRP 
£99.95 

TELESALES ORDER LINE 0767 681760 (8 lines) 

PRICE PLEDGE 
We know the majority of you prefer to buy from us 
but are sometimes tempted by smaller companies 
offering a £1 or so price difference. That is why we 
have now introduced our 

"PRICE PLEDGE” 

WE WILL MATCH ANY PRICE OFFERED 
ELSEWHERE ON A SAME PRODUCT BASIS"* 

★ Subject to stock 

WHY CHOOSE DOWLING? 
* ESTABLISHED OVER 4 YEARS 

With a growing reputation for ‘putting the 
customer first. we intend to satisfy many more 
customers for years to come 

* TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SITE 
ENGINEERS 
Employing over 20 specialist staff, we are 
equipped to deal with the majority of queries 

* FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to despatc 
proving Dowlings commitment to customer care 

So choose Dowling and put 
our reputation to the test! 
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LEFT; Creating 

sounds. The 

sheer amount of 
numerical data 

present is not too bad, 

since much of ft can 

be altered either by 
dragging the graph or 

by using the randomize 

factors which take a lot 
of sweat out of the job. 

Gadjits have worked with Roland on their 

voicing packages for the D series of 

synthesisers and modules. JON BATES 

accompanies you through the results. 

with wave forms in literacy thousands 
of possibilities. The program comes 
into its own here as there is a ran* 
domize feature. This works by super¬ 
imposing a set of masks on top of the 
sound. You can create your own, but 
the program comes with a whole set. 

Each mask takes a particular tea- 
ture of the sound: scaling, brightness, 
pitch envelope, detuning, velocity and 
so on. All you do is keep hitting ran¬ 
domize until a sound appears that you 
like. Much more to the point than 
other random sound creation facilities 
f have seen on other programs: I 
found it a great help in creating the 
unusual sounds. If you wanted to cre¬ 
ate a lifelike instrument, though, it is 
probably not the way to go about it. 

Any sound alteration you make is 
sent to the instrument and can be 
played either by the right-hand mouse 
button - the position on the screen 
determines the pitch and velocity - or 
from a keyboard. The new sound can 
be saved on to disk and called at will. 

LEFT: Setting up 
sound* eight at « time 

in the Configuration 

Edit screen. Notice 
that reverb, volume 

and pan settings can 

be Adjusted from here. 
Each configuration 

can be saved as a file 
end then 'squirted1 into 

your sequence. 

■programming synth$ and tone 
modules is about as much 

U fun as watching a plank of 
wood warp. Ifs slow and you canft 
see anything happening. 

Good voicing software gives you 
nice, clear, simple graphic displays of 
the sound: envelopes, structure, 
filtering, amplitude and all the other 
twiddly bits. The sounds created need 
to be stored as files to form a library 
which can be called into ttie synth or 
into computer memory, 

Gadgits’ Gift 

The Gadgits programs are on two 
disks available separately 40 

Companion is designed to work with 
the D5> DIO and D2Q synthesizers 
and the DX10 module. CMpanion 
works with the sound modules - 
MT32 and CM32L, CM32P and CM64 
- which are made specifically to work 
with computers It will also work with 
the RA 50 Intelligent arranger and 
maybe with £-10 and £-20 keyboards. 

On loading up you get the main 
menu screen, This is where you 
initially decide which module the pro¬ 
gram will defauft to, ft also transfers 
the entire memory of the instrument 

between computer and disk and helps 
you around the rest of the program. 

Common Sense 

The program is divided into several 
areas, not all of them applying to 
every instrument. The Tone Edit 
screen is for the creation of sounds 
from scratch, Gadjits have gone in for 
a very common-sense approach here 
and although the screen is littered 
with numeric data, it is not as 
complex as it seems. 

The graph to the right of the 
screen applies either to variations in 
volume of the sound, or the changes 
in tone, as you hold the note down. 
For sounds that slide around you can 
also alter the pitch from here. Since 
each sound has four separate parts 
you have to choose which part you 
are viewing and hearing, but you can 
link parts together, so that any 
change made on the graph is copied 
to any of the other parts you choose. 

Randomise 
This still leaves what seems like a 
mighty complex set of operations, as 
sounds can be created in a multitude 
of structures, combining samples 

ABOVE: Any drum 

sound can bo put on 

any key, at any volumo, 

and panned anywhere 
with or without reverb. 

Cro$$ Edit 
Depending on your instrument you will 
need to use one of the configuration 
screens. These either set up eight 
sounds as one multiple patch, or set 
each sound on a different MIDI chan¬ 
nel. Not only that but the overall 
reverb, which is very comprehensive 
indeed, can easily be set up as well 
as pan control, the degree to which 
the sound is biased towards the left 
or right speaker 

If you have one of the keyboard 
synths there is also a performance 
edit page which selects sounds and 
tones for the upper and lower key¬ 
board sections. If you have one of the 
PCM synths or modufes - that is, one 
that replays pre-sampled sound - you 
will need the PCM edit page which 
lets you pick and edit six parts, 
choose a MIDI channel for each and 
sort out reverb and other effects. 

AJE the instruments have a drum 
kit which can also be edited and any 
sound put anywhere with any volume, 
switched reverb and pan control. All 
you do is pick a note on the screen 
keyboard and call up a sound to fit to 
it. In this way you can match up one 
drum kit to one from another instru¬ 
ment - handy if you are doing quite a 
lot of sequencing work. 

Refreshing the Parts 

If you have any of the Roland range of 
synths I would say that Gadjits" 4D and 
CM software are essential. Nobody is 
pretending that you can understand 
the peculiarities of synthesis straight¬ 
away but the Gadjits software makes 
the problem much easier and delves 
into parts that ordinary software 
simply cannot reach. 

GADJITS 4D COMPANION 

GADJITS CM PAN ION 

All Amigas ■ t99 

■ Gadjits 061 434 2768 
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Sound sampling Hardware and SOFTWARE for the AMIGA 

,vJ*aCt ;ur*ecf in 

WHAT IS MASTER SOUND? 
MASTER SOUND is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for rhv AMltfiA range of computers 
featuring advanq^Sarnplirig/Editing/Sequencing software. MASTER SOO^JD enables you to 
record sounds jffmi devices such as Personal Cassette or Compact Disc players step the AMIGA, 
When in rtWCumpurer, MASTER SOUND’S unique editor will enable you to the sound in 
pracncaHw^ny way you can imagine. Once you have the sample how you wanfl^r, you may 
incorporate it into your own Demo's or programs or use MASTER SOUND'S own'^BUILT IN 
samphjflequeneet to play hack the sample along with a number of others too! 

THE MASTER SOUND EDITOR 
intersir.tti-, the following facilities: 

* Sample * play 
★ (LL’T * 

SriFADE IN * 
.★“SHRINK * FILTER * MAGNIFY * 
★JS-OAD * SAVE * RAW FORMAT * 
l$COPE * F 

< ‘■kmimpressive realtime Spectrum An.ilvser and Oscilloscyfie enable the u.vet ti» monitor 
content and volume with ease and help you to ensurp-tfiat the sample qu.ilitv is at its 

*■» u 

LOOP O 
WIPE 
REVERSE 
TRIGGER P 
IFF FORMAT 0 
SEQUENCER 7 

THE MASTER SOUND SEQUENCER* 
AUowi^u to play back samples in a sequence. Multiple samples can be held in 
and sequences are as simple ro record as tapping keys on the computer's keyboard, 
the Sequencer can save the samples and sequence file out onto disc so that the f 

own demo's* 

MASTER SOUND DEMO 
you to play back your own sequenced sounds from the 
files. Tins is great for creating your own public domain 

ret programmer' 

t once 

used in 

displaying IEF 
having to be a 

MASTER SOUND EDITOR 
© MICRODEAL 1990 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

r^03[t«]EmMiaDMOtn 

tji1 ' ■ Ltji]l|ij| 

L. 1 * f rli'i '»5t| tl ! ’ . 

-U ■>!.,J„- i| 
ill 

MASTER SOUND ORDER FORM 

Master Sound is C39.95 post & packing Cl (all prices inc VAT.) 

BY PHONE 
WITH 
CREDIT CAROS 

BY POST: with Cheque ■ Postal Order ■ or Credit Card 

Name....... 

(0726) 68020 
■55* »> 

I”—.1 

Address..*......... 

......... Postcode .. 

Credit Card Type.... Expiry Date 

Number......... 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 
Send to: Microdeal * PO Box 68 St Austell Cornwall * England PL25 4YB 



A NEW WORLD OF POWER 

IS HERE! 
SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK 

IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!! 

Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the ST or Amiga 
disk drive controller chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved. 

Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track * up to 80 tracks. 1 side, 2 sides. 
• i 

Very simple to use. requires no user knowledge. Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc. 

Ideal for qlubs, user groups or just for your own disks. No more waiting around for your disks to copy. 

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need! • 
« 

I®-# 4 
By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transfer an 
MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and 
without any user knowledge. One external disk drive is required*. 

■ ^ 
t > _   1 

r 

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH THE ST AND AMIGA SYSTEMS 
PLEASE STATE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING 

WARNING 1906 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
i - . cs Ltd noilhffr condanas nor authoress the use df ifs products for the reproduction of 

copyright maiarwj 
t-4 *ac ' an of thu product are designed to rsproduca only software such as Public Domain 

mr- 3 ■. r'ixp.tms or software where permission io mak* a backup has bwan eksmriy giv«n i 
It Ml so;o-« even for youf Own y$e of cofSynghi material without the express penmiaion or| 

the copyright wrer or the iicencee thereof 

If you don’t have a second drive we can supply 
SYNCRO EXPRESS together with a drive for 

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA) 
ONLY £119.99 (ST) 

HOW TO GET YOUR S”/f)C7fO CA II 
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) 0782 744707 • CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

wt * : espatch youp ORDER quickly $ efficiently to enable you to start rccievfng the benefits qe your purchase within pays, not weeks. 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WTTHIN 40 Hr*. AU. CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

DA "EL pLcthR^O|liCS LTD., 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
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AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

STEREO 
SAMPLING 

■ ■ 

DATEL 
tJ.i t ivt maio *amj 

• A top quality stereo sampling system at a realistic price, 
• The NEW Sampler II software has been completely re-written In 100% Mac hine 
Code and incorporates faster routines, bigger displays and a host of new editing 
features such as Cut, Copy* Insert* Replace* Mix. Erase, etc, 

• Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 

• Multi bank facilities for 1 Meg users, # Stereo lock control for ease of use. 
• Adjustable trig record level and sound moniior 

• Separate buffer for editing waveforms and Improved wave editor with 
instant update, • Save files in Raw or single, multi-octave IFF formal* 

• Envelope control panel for ramping up and down re-scale amplitude, 

noise filter and scan waveform • On screen display of filenames 
sample rate, length, etc. 

• Inputs for microphone or line 1/4 jack and DIN connections 

ONLY £79.99 please state asoo/iooo/2000 

• Legendary Cumana 
quality now at an even 
lower price! 
• Throughport allows 
daisy ■ chaining other 
drives. 
• A full 1 meg 

unformatted capacity 1880K formatted 
• Good length cable provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc 

• High precision bead posmomru* 
• On/Qff switch 
• Extremely quiet dick free operation. 

CUMANA 
QUALITY DISK OR IVES 

NEW LOW PRICE 

ONLY £69.99 
IF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY IS 

REOUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD £5 

• if you can obtain your own Ram chips, we 
can supply the card, 
• Accepts 16 x 41256 D Rams. 
• Available with /without clock option. 

9 Switch disable feature, 

NOW ONLY £17.99 
NOW ONLY £24.99 

High quality direct replacement for mouse on 

all Amigas 
• Teflon glides for smoother movement, 
• Rubber coated ball for minimum slip, 

• Optica] system counting - 500/mm, 

FOR VERSION WITH CLOCK/CALENDAR 
N.B. THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE RAM 
CHIPS. 

Special offer ■ FREE Mouse Mat 

House (worth £7.93) 

NOW ONLY £24.99 COMPLETE 

BOOT BLOCKER • NOW YOU CAN END YOUR 
VIRUS PROBLEMS! 

• Protects both internal and ail external drives from 
virus damage. 
• Switch to enable/disable protection. 

• Works to with all known Boot Block Viruses. 

• Full Midi Interface for A500/1000/2000 
(please state modell* • Midi in - 3 x Midi Out 
plus Midi Thru. 
• Compatible with all leading Midi packages . 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

MICROMIDI 

ONLY £14.99 

• Fully compatible Midi 
Interface for A50O/2QQ0. • 
Midi In - Midi Out - Midi Thru, 
• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £19.99 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER I 
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) • UTT^XSES' CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY A EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START 
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 46 Hn. UK ORDERS POST FREE EUROPE ADD tl OVERSEAS ADD O 

NOTICE. CALLERS WELCOME - P*ms* mww gnah by latophonr 

THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS. NOT WEEKS 
AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS AND SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT 

ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO- 

DaI TEL ELECTilOftlCS- LTD., 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707 FAX 0782 744292 TECHNIC AUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



NOW YOU CAN ADD UP TO 1.5 MEGS TO YOUR 
AMIGA AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER!! 

• THE FIRST RAM UPGRADE CARD TO OFFER THE UNIQUE 
FA5TMEM OR CHIFMEM OPTION AT THE FLICK OF A 
SWITCH*, NOW YOU CAN HAVE THE EXTRA SCREEN 
HANDLING ABILITY OF THE A2Q00 PLUS LOTS MORE?! 
• Simply plug into your Amiga A500 and upgrade to a full l 
Meg in minutes!? 
• Features the latest I Meg DRams. Low chip count means 
very low power consumption. 
• Top quality high grade PCB and connector to give 
unmatched reliability * 12 months guarantee. 
• Switch to enable/disable plus "ChipMem11 option*, 
• Now you can run ALL Amiga IMeg programs. 
• Also available with clock/calendar option. 
• Easily fitted into the slot under your A500 - does not affect 
warranty. 

NOW ONLY £29.99 
£39.99 FOR CLOCK VERSION 

" 

ns ram pjtes 

*CHIPMEM OR FASTMEM OPTION 
WITH FREE 1 MEG OR 2 MEG DEMO DISKS 

• Tea. if your Amiga w** bought in the lut 12 months and has KJCKSTART 1.3 then it probably hu the 'fatter- 1 Meg AGNUS Chip. 
Even though this wbb not publicised by Commodore, those machine* with the "02' AGNUS, have I Meg Chip Rem ability. The PRORAM 

PLUS'1,1 board can be configured to give 5I2K of extra Chip Memory OR Fast Memory At the flick of a twitch, 
# With 1 Meg of Chip Memory you can do lot* of thing* previously only available on the A2000 ■ more UlRes scree ns, multitasking 

graphics programs, CAD. DTP. larger sound samples, etc., etc, 
• Remember, no other card* offer this unique feature, 

* One Simple •aidertng Job I# required to cubic the ChipMem lecture 

# Openinf yow ASOO any inwmlldcle jour umii ty 

«VSM IP YOU DON'T HAVE TH§ LATEST AQMUS CHIP THE FSORAH MOT1' MULL STILL OlVf YOU THE PAM TRAM OPTIONS OFFERED MY OTHER 

BOARDS AND AT AN UNBEATABLE PRICE . YOU JUSt CAN T BEAT THESE DEALS!! 

m IF YOU NEED EVEN MORE POWER THEN THE 
RAM MASTER II™ IS FOR YOU!! 
• Adds an extra 1,5 Megs to your ASOO (giving a total 
free memory of 2 Megs), 
• Uses the latest 1 Meg DRams resulting in extra low 
power consumption. 
• Needs Kickstart 1,3 onwards. 
• Complete with onboard clock /calendar. 
• Top quality connections used throughout, 
• Comes with 12 months guarantee. 
• Easily fitted into the slot under your ASOO - requires 
no soldering (the cover of your ASOO must be removed 
for fitting "plug in" connector #) 

NOW ONLY £119.99 WITH 1.3 MEGS OF RAM 

ONLY £39.99 FOR CARD WITHOUT RAM 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER 
TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) 0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS Of YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS 
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED MfflTW !8Hr; UK ORDER’S POST FREE EUROPE ADD Cl OVERSEAS ADD C3 ALL PHICES INCLUDE V.A.T PfttCES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS AND 

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, CALLERS WELCOME PHAM fvb ^twyli by lettphona prtw la visit. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO,. 

DA TEL ELECTTf OpiCST L 7"D., 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TftENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707 FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

AMG MEM 
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NEW VERSION III SOFTWARE 

NEW FEATURES... IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 pixels, 
dual buffer and scan matching; far 1 Meg users, view 

Buffer and NEW interlace version of software. Full 

keyboard control of moat functions. Includes hard disk 

transfer to run under Workbench. 
• Unmatched range of edit /cap Lure facilities and keyboard 
i ontrol simply not offered by other scanners at this 
unbeatable price. 
• An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 nun 
scanning width and 400 dpi resolution enables you to scan 
graphics and text into your Amiga. 
• Adjustable switches for bright ness/contrast levels. 
• Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste 
editing of images etc. 
• Genlscan gives you the ability to easily scan images, text 
and graphics and even offers 2001)pi Dual Scan Mode. 
• Save images in suitable format for most leading packages 
including PHOTON PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc. 

QentSoon < too 

\ 
#Hv - ?* i iScan 

GS 4500 
COMES WITH 

FREE 
PHOTON PAINT 

• Comes complete with Photon 
Paint Illustrator Software. 
• Huge range of features. 
• Top selling graphics package. 

• Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface. 
Power Pack and Scan Edit 111 software. 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE 
SIMPLER... 

COMPLETE 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

... NOW A TRUE 
OPTICAL MOUSE! 
FOR THE AMIGA 

• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR YOUR 

AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS? 0 Moulded to fit the hand. 
• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no bail 
so no problems with clogging, slipping, etc. 
• High count output for very fine movement, 

0 Two button microswitch action. 
• Direct replacement for all Amigas. 

• Conies complete with special Optical Pad . 

• Superbly styled - ^ 

...peremoWh shape. complete ONLY £39.99 

perfectly ergonomic design. 
0 Comes complete with 
moulded 9 pin connector. 
0 Supplied with FREE 
mouse holder 

0 No more to buy!? 

HOW TO GET YOUR ORDER rA ST... 
TELEPHONE {24 Hrs) - 0782 744707 • CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS. NOT WEEKS 
fiDErtS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN Hr* ALL PRICES INCLUDE V A T UK ORDERS POST FREE EUROPE ADD tT OVERSEAS ADD El PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS JMC V-MJtCT 

TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE CALLERS WELCOME - PL««t« rvurv* goods by (otophone prior to vM. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO 

DATEL ELECTilOfllCE LTD,, 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE SALES ONLY 0782 744707 FAX 07B2 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

SCAN 1 



gatJction replay s 
ilON PORT lOFlYOUR i 
POWER TO FREEZE M 

JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 
SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY 

Special compacting techniques enable up to 3 programs,to fit on one 

disk. Now saves directly to disk as Amiga Dos - reloads independently 

of the cartridge - even transfer to hard drive! Works with up to 2 Megs 

of Ram * even 1 Meg Chip Mem (Fatter Agnus). 

UNIQUE INFINITE LIFE/TRAINER MODE - NOW MORE POWERFUL 

Allows you to generate more and even infinite lives! fuel* ammo. etc. 

Perfect as a trainer mode to get you past that "impossible1 level. Very 

easy to use. 

IMPROVED SPRITE EDITOR 

The Ml Sprite Editor allows you to view/modify the whole sprite set 

including any attached sprites. RANGE OF IMPROVED FEATURES. 

VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to protect your 

software investment. Works with all presently known viruses. 

SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 

Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files are saved 

directly IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic and 

music packages. Samples are displayed as screen waveform. 

SLOW MOTION MODE 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 

adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you through the 

tricky parts! 

• RESTART THE PROGRAM 

Simply press a key and the program will continue where you left off. 

FULL STATUS REPORTING 

At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, 

including Fast Ram, Chip Ram, RamDisk, Drive Status, etc. 

POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 

Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout 

memory. . Over 50 commands to edit the picture plus unique on 

screen status "overlay'1 shows all the information you could ever 

need to work on screens. No other product comes close to offerin 

such dynamic screen handling of frozen programs!! 

MUSIC SOUND TRACKER 

With Sound Tracker you can find the complete music in programs , 

demos,etc. and save them to disk. Saves in format suitable for 

most track player programs. Works with loads of programs!! 

WARNING 1S8S COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Oatel E isctronlcs Lid , neither condones or authorises ihe use ol n's products For the-1 sprodudhC-n 

oi copyrgm material. 
The backup facilities of this product are designed to reproduce only software such as Public Domain material, 

(he users own programs or software wnene permission ip make backups has been clearly g^en 
It >!■ illegal to make copes even for your own use, ot copyngffil material without the dear 

permission at ihe copyright own&f. or ihe licence* thetwH 
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POST FREE 

FOR THE A500/1000 

A2000 VERSION 
AVAILABLE 

» , - i 4*, * % 1^ 

a, f ^ tgjft ,'vEmCSl* ■ f^.4’ 

PLEASE STATE WHICH COMPUTER. 
YOU HAVE WHEN ORDERING 

THE NEW MK II VERSION IS HERB. 
NOW WITH A MASSIVE 128K OPERATING SYSTEM IN ROM OFFERING 

EVEN MORE COMMANDS... 
AUTOFIRE MANAGER 

From the Action Replay II preference screen you can now set up 

ait of ire from 0 to 100%. Just imagine continuous fire power? 

Joystick 1 and 2 are set separately for that extra advantage! 

DtSKCODER 
«Hth the new "Oiskcoder' option you can now tag' your disks with a 

arique code that will prevent the disk from being loaded by anyone 

iw. Tagged* disks will only reload when you enter the code. 

Mpry useful for security. 

• PREFERENCES 4 

Action Replay II now has screen colour preferences with menu 

setup. Customise your screens to suit your taste. Very simple to 
^. * * 

DISK MONITOR 
Invaluable disk monitor - displays disk information in easy to 

understand format. Full modify/save options. 

DOS COMMANDS 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all times - 

DIR, FORMAT, COPY, DEVICE, etc. 

DISK COPY 

Disk Copy at the press of a button * faster than Dos Copy. No need 

to load Workbench * available at all times. 

BOOT SELECTOR 
Either DFO or DF1 can be selected as the boot drive when working 

with Amiga Dos disks. Very useful to be able to boot from your 

external drive. 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!! 
)Ffe FEAT4JRESj^iTQL(UDING 80 COLUMN DISPLAY AND 2 WAY SCROLLING... 
Full M68000 Assembler Disassembler Full screen editor Load Save block Write String to memory 
Jump to specific address Show Ram as text Show frozen picture Play resident sample 
Show and edit all CPU registers and flag Calculator Help command Full search feature 
Unique Custom Chip Editor allows you to see and modify all chip registers - even write only registers! Notepad 
Disk handling - show actual track, Disk Sync, pattern etc. Dynamic Breakpoint handling 
Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal Copper Assemble Disassemble - now with suffix names 

EMEMBER AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE INTERROGATING THE £HpGRAM INJT‘S 
TfoZEN" STATE WITH ALL MEMORY AND REGISTER 
NVALUABLE FOR OE-BUGG 
El JUST THE INQUISITIVE! 

RT BP 

O GET YOUR ACTION REPLAY II 
0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) 

WE WtLL DESPATCH YQUR ORDER QUICKLY A EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU IO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUH PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS 
ORDERS NOR MALL V DESPATCHED WITHIN Hr* AL L PRlC E$ IWC LU0f VA?- ALL CHEDlTES POSTAL Oflf>E R£ MADE PAYABLE TO, 

m 1 ■ a *■ 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

si^ 



V AYTTitADTCim np AY PD PAD * AMIP.A * CTAD * n« AUTHORISED DEALER FOR 

AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
B2QQQ Systems Fully Configured from 
Amiga B20GG with 1Mb Chip RAM .779.00 
2090A 20Mb About Drive...,....219.00 
2091 40 Mb A'bOOt Drive Card 
(RAM Expandable)  399 00 

Supra 30/46/BDMb A'boot 
Drive Cards....339/359/459 

SUPRA DRIVES INCLUDE EXPRESS 
COPY BACKUP SCUMATE 

A2088 XT Bridgeboard + 5.25" 
Drive ...,..219 00 
A2286 AT Bndgeboard + 5 25” 
Drive ......... 559.00 
Supra BMb RAM Board Pop 2Mb .229.00 
Supra 8Mb RAM Board Pop 
4. & 8Mb......349/4 59,'559 
Hires Video Card for Hi-Res Monitors ,299.00 
Amiga 1500 (B2000 + 
10845 * Twin Floppies)..1069,00 
A5Q0 First Steps Education Pack.539.00 
A500 Screen Gems pack (NEW) ...,359,00 

PRINTERS 

Citizen 120D +.....,.129.95 
Commodore MPS 1270 Colour 
Ink Jet {NEW) .....189.00 
Star LC 10 .........,159 00 
Star LC-200 Colour (NEW).209,00 
Star 1024-10.  ^....239.00 
Star LC24-200 (NEW) ..259.00 
Star LG24-2QQ Cotour (NEW),.299.00 
Star XB 24-10 24 pin.481.85 
Okimate 20 Ribbons/Heads-Paper, .PHONE 

AMIGA * STAR 

MONITORS 

Commodore 1084S Stereo.249.00 
Philips 3833 Stereo Colour ..249 00 
Philips 8333 Monitor 
Stand ___P&P E2 .....15.95 
Quadram Hi-Res MulthScan,. . 329 00 

DISK DRIVES 

A590 Autoboot 20Mb + SW.279 00 
A2000 internal 3.5” ..PiP £2 69.95 
A500 Replacement 
Internal 3 5' .P&P £2.69 95 
High Quality Amiga Eict 3-5" 
Metal Cased .........+,. PiP £2.69.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
A5D0 RAM/Clock5l2Kb 
with Disable Sw...... 39 00 
A500 RAM/C lock 1 BMb 
(Internal connect)..  149.00 
RAM Chips for A590OT1 per 512Kb .29 00 
A500 Compatible Power Supply.49.00 
Kicksian VI .3 ROM tor A50C/200G 2B OO 
1Mb Fat Agnus 8372A.. 69.00 
CIA Chip 8520.........   15.00 
Rendale 8802 Genlock.199 00 
Vidi-Amiga PAL Frame 
Grabber inc filters.  T29.00 I 
RGB Composite Video Splitter ... ,.69.95 | 
Surge Protector 4-Way Block' 
3-Way Adapt.. .15.95/19.65 1 
Midi Interface.....34 95 

! 

I 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT 
CARRIAGE E5 (EXPRESS E10) SOFTWARE E2 

Prices subject to change without notice E. a O. E. 

8 Ruswarp Lane. WHITBV. N Yorks Y021 1ND 
TEL/FAX: 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm) 

AnAnAriAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnA 

CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR YOUR 

AMIGA CLIP ART IN 32 COLOURS 

HOUSE BUILDER is a comprehensive lib raw of graphic elements 
which can be selected and combined to reproduce IN CORRECT 
COLOUR. SCALE AND DETAIL, the elevations of almost any 
house built in the past or present. Over 750 individual pieces of 
clip art can be cut and pasted in infinite permutation to create 
virtually any house built or dreamed about. 

* All graphics share the 
same 32 colour palette. 

* Requires DPaint or 
similar PAL art package. 

* Over 750 compatible 
graphic elements. 

* 2 full disk package. 

* All graphics are to a 
standard scale. 

£30.oo 
FULLY INCLUSIVE 
(Outside the UK add £3) 

with ord§rVo° L*Ti-=~fTi* n rrwisrn 
MELlN V GAIrm, BIH.TH WKIXS TOUTS LIM -IAW Tt-1: 1059121 242 

BACK ISSUE SERVICE 
Few in stock, selling out fast 

- get your copies while they last! 

All issues only £3.45*, Coverdisk 

and full postage included 

ISSUE 9 
A special m the 
latest buzzword in 
computing, 
Muftimedia, and how 
the Amiga is ideal for 
it. Pipe Mama 
provides an 
extremely addictive 
disk demo. 

ISSUE 10 
TWO playable demos 
on the disk - 
Wammerfist and 
Wipe Out. inside - a 
graphics special and 
getting down to some 
serious stuff with a 
feature on databases. 

ISSUE 11 
Disk and mag 
combine to take you 
on a guided tour of 
fractals and chaos 
theory. There's a 
playable demo of the 
stunning Tower of 
Babel r which is just 
one of four Format 
Golds inside. 

ISSUE 12 
Massive Music 
special featuring a 
step-by-step guide on 
how to write your 
own tunes, plus free 
music tape. Dm Dare 
IW on Disk along with 
useable demo of new 
music program 
Quartet. 

ISSUE 13 
The glamorous story 
of how movies 
become games, plus 
programming 
languages, AMOS m 
full and ProDraw 2. 
The Bitmaps1 
Cadaver is a playable 
demo on the 
Coverdisk, 

ISSUE 14 
Public Domain special 
issue: what it is, and 
how to make the 
most of free 
software. Plus 
Yolanda demo and a 
complete PD game 
on th^ disk, program¬ 
ming tools, genlocks 
and more in the mag. 

ISSUE 15 
Disk: Ripit and 
Magnose a brilliant 
playable demo from 
Imageworks. 
Inside: How to 
protect yourseif 
from viruses. 
How professional 
studios use their 
Amigas for music. 

ISSUE 16 
Huge feature on the 
CDTY, the future of 
home entertainment. 
Four Format Gold 
games including Rick 
Dangerous 2 and 
Captive. which also 
features on the disk, 
Plus flight simsf 
stunning animations. 

UK price only Overseas prices; Europe £5 Rest ol World V 
To order your back issues use the subscriptions order lorm opposite. 

DON’T MISS OUI 



FREE SOFTWARE! 
WHETHER YOU’RE IN BUSINESS OR A GAMESTER, SUBSCRIBE 

TO AMIGA FORMAT AND CHOOSE ONE OF THESE TOP TITLES 

DAYS OF THUNDER 
YOURS 

FREE 

Tiie game of the film of the sport. 

Mindscape bring NASCAR racing to the 

Amiga. Take your Chevy to the limit till 

the petrol tank s dry! 

DAY DY DAY 
Comprehensive 

life-organiser 

for hobbyists, 

home users, 

business users 

and education¬ 

alists alike. 

A superb utiliity 

from DICITA 

International. 

YOURS FREE 

the *vik by ,,, 
jncwHA month 

y**r by yc*r 

RESOLUTION 101 

YOURS FREE 

Crack crime as you race around a 

futuristic city in your high-powered, 

heavily-armed ground skimmer dealing 

death to the local drug barons. 

From Millennium 

You guarantee yourself a regular copy of Britain’s 

leading magazine for the Amiga, absolutely 

Jam-packed with all the information you need to get 

the most out of your machine. 

PLUS... 
You make sure you get the tremendous Coverdisk 

every month, bursting with exciting programs, utilities 

and playable demos. 

12 ISSUES OF YOUR FAVOURITE MAGAZINE 

PLUS THE FREE COVERDISKS PLUS YOUR FREE SOFTWARE 

- ALL THIS FOR ONLY £39.95! 

Or. if you re a bit hard up this month... 

6 ISSUES FOR JUST £19.95 (but sadly no free software) 

Simply complete the coupon below aid return it to us ASAP 

CANT WALT? Then phone our CREDIT CARD HOTLINE on 0458 74011 

and ask for Trevor Witt for a fast and friendly service. 

YES! Please enter / renew my subscription to Amiga Format 

My choice of software is (Only applies to 12 issues - tick one only) 

DAY BY DAY RESOLUTION 101 DAYS OF THUNDER 

Please enter my subscription to Amiga Format {tick as appropriate) 

UK (12 issues).£39.95 UK (6 issues) .£19.95 

Europe (12 issues].£64.55 Rest of World (12 issues) ....£89.55 

To ensure you get the best possible service all overseas subscriptions are sent Air Mail 

Please also send me the following back issues (see opposite page) 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 (please circle) 

Name. 

Address. 

Total payment 

. Postcode... 

My method of payment is - • 

Cheque (make payable to future PuWistnng Ltd) 

Visa Access Expiry date 

Card No YOUR NO RISK GUARANTEE 
You can cancel your subscription at any time 

and we will refund you for all unmailed issues. 

i 

Enclose this coupon (together with your checue it appi/cabe r re T~.<~:ce rrr.'o?: y f -rssrg 

send to Amiga Format Subscriptions, FREEPOST. Scn-e^or ~-ll 7BR 



remote control 
d a copy of Team Yankee 

126 AMIGA r V/' 
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RANZE RK A M PF WACEfU VI. TIG£ R DISdkfi?82)AusfB 
KING TIGER 

Team Yankee is the excellent new 

tank simulator from Empire, based on 

the Harold Coyle book of the same 

name. Last month we reviewed it, 

giving it a highly-recommended rating 

of 81% and saying 'If you long for the 

thunder of a 30-ton destroyer then 

join Team Yankee'. 

Now* you not only have the 

chance to join Team Yankee by win¬ 

ning a copy of the game, but you can 

also win your very own remote control 

tank, if of a slightly lower tonnage. 

The tank we'd like to give away is 

a eiassrc, the German King Tiger. Its 

a 1/16th scale model of the real thing 

but its still pretty big, measuring 

64cm long, 24cm wide and 20cm 

high it has a 360 degree rotating 

turret and roll right over any sort 

of terra*n. from the bedroom carpet 

to the garden rockery. 

The mode! does come in kit form 

(with the remote control unit and bat¬ 

tery supplied) so you will have to build 

and paint it yourself - which is half 

the fun, as far as we re concerned. 

The model is quite complicated, 

though, and you will need to know 

what you’re doing to put rt together - 

so be prepared to spend a good deal 

of time making it (or effort getting 

someone else tok 

As well as the tank the winner will 

get a copy of Team Yankee the game 

and book* as will 10 lucky runners-up, 

HOW TO ENTER 

Write the answers to the 

following three questions on 

the back of a postcard or stuck- 

down envelope and send it to: 

Yankee Tank Comp, Amiga 

Format, 30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 52BW. 

All the entries should reach 

us by toth December at the 

latest and don't forget to 

include your name, your 

address and phone number on 

the postcard as per usual. 

QUESTIONS 
1. What sort of tracks do tanks 

usually get about on? 

a) Record tracks 

b) Caterpillar tracks 

c) Kangaroo tracks 

2. what is a T 347 

a) An offensive formation for 

the Miami Dolphins 

b) The main road through 

Czechoslovakia 

c) A big, nasty Russian tank 

3. Which of these is the name of a 

type of tank? 

a) Reagan 

b) Abrams 

c) Meselbne 

RULES 

Employees of Future Publishing and 

Entertainment International are not 

allowed to enter. The judges' decision 

is final. No correspondence will be 

entered into. 



DOUBLE [ ARE YOU. 

T 
WWJ Air Combat Simulation 

akc control of one of eight classic TO fighters 
and find out how gocxl you really are. Fly with 

the best—Richthofen, Fonck, Mannock. Ricken- 
bacher—and learn their tricks and techniques. 

• Action dogfight, solo, and team missions (or one or two players 
using a single computer with any combination ol keyboard, 
joystick, or mouse. 

• Strategy Dogfight; For the skilled purist, Blue Max acts like a 
highly intelligent strategic board game, allowing you and your 
opponent to work out detailed battle sequences and play back 
the mom in 'realtime' 3D. 

• 8 airplanes to choose from, each with its own highly detailed 
flying character titles. 

• Perform missions with, os, or against the Aces of the Great War. 

• Dozens of historical missions around 4 different locations within 
France. 

Winter. 1941. The icy waters of the North Allan 
tic. The deeper you dive, the greater the pres 

sure, Depth charges explode around you, banging on 
the hull of your U-boat like iron fists. Nerve and 
cunning make you the terror of the .Allied convoys. 

• 30 submarine warfare: for the first lime, a sub worfore game lets 
you deal with threats below and above the surface in a true three 
dimensional environment. 

* Real (ommunicotians: Use the German Enigma coding machine to 
send and receive information. 

* Many m issions to choose from—into the N ortb Atlantic and Arctic, 
inland along the roasl of Norway, into ibe Bay of Biscay, and 
through the Straits of Gibraltar. 

* 3 different levels of difficulty, from beginner to realistic. 

* 3D graphics in 25b VGA colors, with multiple internal cod externa I 
camera views in o complete 3D world. 

• VGA 256 
3D COLOR GRAPHICS, 
• ORIGINAL MUSIC, 

SOUND EFFECTS FOR GAME 
BLASTER, ADLIB 

SYNTHESIZER 
CARDS 

for your local deafer, contact. Mindscape International L imited, The Coach House, Hook lands 1st ate, Scoyrws Hitt, WestSusse* £HI7 7MG. let IM-# 4$6 761 

for further information on Mmdscape products and new releases please ccrf. 0S9S 214214 
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Haunted Castle. 
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The crazy reflex 
game that will drive 
you loony ! GOODNESS, 

GRACIOUS, GREAT 
BALLS OK KIKE ! 

r 1-ace the ultimate challenge 61' 
the universe that pushes you 

the very' frontiers of space itself. 

‘TEf n3 A new kind 
§Si © of adventure... 

Leave the world of morta 
far behind and enter a 
world where logic, a | 
good memory, and ( 
white and black magic 
are your tools A 

the coveted 

BRAIN 1 
BLASTER. 



Trade Centre, Wolchmoor Hi 



The latest on the demos scene is checked out by MAFF EVANS, while the 

low-down on all the newest free software comes from PAT MCDONALD. 

FONT2SCULPT 
Version 4.3 

GEORGE THOMPSON SERVICES 

This is a very handy little utility 
indeed. It's the very latest version 
- what do you expect in this 
column, the Juggfer demo? - and 
has had a few bug fixes. 

Fonf2Scu/pf is only useful to 
those people who possess a copy 
of Scu/pt 3D or 4Dt the ubiquitous 
ray-trace rendering programs. 
Fo/rfZScufpt converts any Amiga 
bitmapped font into Scufpt 
objects. The result is that you can 
ray-trace huge messages in any 
font into any scene. 

Ray-traced images look very 
impressive, but people often find 
them a bit too arty without any 
words or messages. With this 
gadget you can include anything 
you want, lending a surreal aspect 
to your graphics. 

ACCl 
AMIGANUTS 

Well strange title - but it's going 
to be a popular disk. Ever wanted 
a book that could teach you 
assembly language programming? 
Buy this floppy instead - it's the 
first of the Amiga Coders Club 
disks, and includes information for 
programmers both experienced 
and novice, written by people 
such as Francois Nico, Mike Cross 
and Dave Edwards, 

ACCl consists of written 
exercises that start at ground 
level: "think of the 68000 as the 
computer brain and its memory as 
a series of lots of pigeonholes’. 
Also on the disk are plenty of 
example listings and data. 

The whole shebang revolves 
around using Devpac 2. It lists the 
entry-level system for writing 
assembly language - at least 1 
Meg of memory and two floppy 
disk drives - plus the optional 
extras, tike a Pink Floyd album. 
Highly recommended if you're 
interested in the subject. 

UTILITIES 
AMIGANUTS 790 

Segorrah you know, an' all an' all 
an' all - this one's got me con¬ 
fused. It appears to contain three 
well-known PD programs, namely 
Noisetracker, Diskmaster and 
Fraxion's Module ftpper V7. Also 
on there is Protracker VI.0, which 
bears a distinct resemblance to 
the infamous SoundTracker, 

Clicking on the Noisetracker 

option from the menu actually 
gives you StarTrefcfcer, which 
again looks extremely tike Sound- 
Tracker, Whafs going on here, 
then? StarTrekker turns out to be 
Notsetr acker V2A2t rewritten by a 
Norwegian who goes by the alias 
Exolon of Fairlight. 

What more is there to say? If 
you want some very cheap 
sampling and sequencing soft¬ 
ware, this is the most up-to-date 
disk to buy. No two ways about it. 
The sample modules for playing 
Include the widespread Crockett's 
Theme, Maximinrmum, Shadows 
and Threat. All very good stuff, 
and a noble continuation of the 
Tracker saga. 

MAGNETIC 
PAGES 

NO UK LIBRARY YET 

Font2Scutpt allows you Id render with text to make surreal images. 

The ACCl disk from Amiganuts contains lota of documentation and 

source code for would-be machine coders. 

This is hot. It's fresh, young, and 
unfettered, mainly because the 
author sent it straight to me to 
send out to the PD libraries scat¬ 
tered around the Sceptred Isle 
(that's the UK to Richard II haters). 

Am$Mag is a magazine on a 
disk. No, it's actually quite a good 
one. It has the facility to combine 
graphics, text and music into a set 
of pages, with a contents page at 
the front. You can flick through it 
and you don't need to do disk 
swapping. I understand it's popular 
with Amiga owners down under. 

Now, the PD part of all this is 
that Mark Gladding has put the 
editor for his magazine - 
Magnetic Pages - into the Public 

On the Amiga nuts Utilities disk, Disk Master V3 might not seem the 

most amazing program - until you try to get along without it. 
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per disk 

Strictly Public Domain Prices!! 

Free blank disk 
with 5 or more 

orders! 

D007 
D012 
D014 
0015 
0150 

Alf Demo 
Assassins Demo Mix S 
Beastie Boys 
Budbrain Mega Demo (2 disks) 
Fillit the Fish 

D036 
D106 
0151 
0051 

0103 
0050 
0061 
0070 
D074 

Fraxion Horror 
Equaliser Demo 
Intuition Megademo 
Kefrens Mega demo 8 
(2disks) 
Kick Off 3 
Knight Demo (1 meg) 
Mighty Druids 
PD Spectacular 
Probe Sequence 

D075 
D090 
D105 
D095 
D107 
M0O6 
MOM 
MO 31 
U026 
U024 
U025 
G005 
G009 
G017 
GO 25 
G001 
G027 
G021 

js in Space 
Star Trek animations 
Sargon Mega Demo 
Turtlemania 
Watership Down 
Digital Concert VI 
Genesis 
The Wall (Pink Floyd) 
C Manual (3 disks) 
Sid VI .6 
TV Graffix (2 disks} 
Blizzard 
Flaschbier 
Pacman 
Tennis (1 meg) 
All New Star Trek Game 
Wraithed One 
Return to Earth 

Please add 50p for p&p 
Send SAE. for free catalogue 
All cheque&poslaf orders to: 

STRICTLY P.D.t 11 York Place, 
Brandon HHIf Hotwells, Bristol 
BS1 5UT. 

9* 
per disk! 

FOR 11 OR MORE ORDERS 

RIVERDENE PDL % 
for the Amiga j 
30a School Road. Tilehurst. 

Reading. Berkshire RG3 BAN. 

Telephone: (0734) 452416 Fax: (0734) 451239 

% % 

DEMO PACK 1: NEVERWHERE. UP-FRONT 4 REBELS MEGABLAST 

DEMO PACK 2: DIGITAL CONCERTS 3f4. A 5 

ART PACK t NASA, STAR WARS & ROGER DEAN SLIDESHOW 

ART PACK 2 (1 MEG RAM): WALKER 1, WALKER II & THE RUN 

HOME UTILITIES PACK: WORD WRIGHT. QUICKBASE & BANK N 

GAMES PACK: QUIZ MASTER, TRACK RECORD & BREAKOUT 

MUSIC PACK: SOUNOTRACKER, SOUNDTRACKER SAMPLES 4 QCTYLIZER 

AM Packs only £5.50 each 
inclusive of 1st Class Postage & Packing 

Please state Amiga when ordering_ 

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK 
lCCCSS | (please state Atan ST or Amtga) i 
A' when you send a blank disk and 
«k J SAE to RIVERDENE PDL I- 

p d. 
Strathclyde RD. 
Public Domain From North Of Tha ftonkr 

i 
Topic 

* S*af Trek GotTW 

I tvdfcraml Mftggiderno 

: , tadun Bod*r« 
A 
3 V r-az Vogodwrio 8 
6 Hangover 
7 Tr.pTo Mofi 
ft WcM*- 2 (1 mag) 
9 Do** 3 

10. XoUrf i Musk 

Opening Offer 

All top 10 only 
Cl .10 eoch inch 

PAP + ditk. 
Free catalogue with 

orders over 5 disks 

X TV (ktt&c 
1C PD 

2. Video Apphcttofis 
3. l&u Beftcti 
4 Liam end Pi«y 
5. Med V2,01 
6 C2C Compter Fish 314 
7. Mandel Mount,nits Fish 295 
8. PCQ Pascal Compter 
9. Noise Tracker VI .2 
10. Divine Slideshow 

Prices:' 
1-5 £1-50 

6-10 £1.35 
11+ £1.20 

We con order any available 
Public Domain disks and supply 
them to you at our low prices. 
So why not buy them from us. 

Catalogue 
AE |9' j Send SAE |9' *6" 

28p[ + 50p For full 
list. Disk catalogue 

iAE £1.00 + SAE 

Send cheques/PO's payable to: STRATHCLYDE PD 
23 Timmons Terrace, Chapelhall, Airdrie, ML6 8UT 

OFFICIAL U K DISTRIBUTORS 

OF THE FANTASTIC T.B A.G. 

DISKS FROM MERLIN U.S.A. 

FOR ONLY 

£1.80 EACH 

.AMIGANUTS, 
UNITED 

LIBRARY PRICES START AT 

only £0-5op iwrm diski 

NO MEMBERSHIP CHARGES 

NOW INTO OUR Aih YEAR 

521: 

ess: 

649: 

640: 

680: 

681; 

£3.0G 
£2.00 
£2.00 

£5.00 

700: 

705: 

706 

717 
728 

740 

741: 

755: 

756: 

759: 

760: 

790: 

ALL NEW STAR TREK, with AUTHORISED English instructions (2 DISKS] £4 OG 

C MANL AL by Anders Bjcrtn. A Hirer disk srl. ronialning 200 of 

itistrurtiun* an opening window's/screens/graphics/gadgets/sprtl ra el r. Loads of 

exam plea/sount prot£ (FULL KNOWLEDGE OF THE CU IS REQUIRED!. £6,00 

BUDBRAIN Excellent TWO DISK MEGADEMO- (FOR ADULTS ONLY] 

8 GAMES. The train set name1 make* thl» one a MUST for the kids. 

WORD SQUARE SOLVER Solve magazine puzzle squares with this one. 

AMI FX ISSUE l Special three disk sel for fractal enthusiasts. This sc firs 

will be arriving on art infrequent basis, t L MEG MINI 

FRANTIC FREDDIE A OEM conversion bv Bifirconia Software + TWO DEMOS £2-00 

TETRACOPY. An EXCELLENT copter program by the team that did XCOPY £2.50 

AMI BASE PROFESSIONAL A new Dalal>ase pmq, bv K. Grant. 

(UCENCEWAREI 

3 NICE GAMES bv PH Software, THE TURN. TRICKY' AND MARBLE SLIDE 

MUSIC DISK with S3 tracks lastuifi OVER 90 MINS? |A MUST1 

THE EXCELLENT BOOT SHOP plus ill master. boolklt. dtskscan etc 

MED V2.13. The YT-IRY LATEST version uf this FANTASTIC music utility 

hm* been re vamped with a has! of new additions, with arced samples. 

NorthC VI .2, Updated version from Sieve Hawtln. this new set comes on TWO 

DISKS and Is parked with extra prnfis/cxnmplrs/advlce on bu^a. £5. DO 

SUPER C COMMANDS DISK from Twil^hi (FAST REPUACEMENT C DIR 

PKQG5I £1.50 

PSEUDO COP. A verv hard to play PD ftame. very well done. £2.00 

The FANTASTIC Criontrs Au to run demo called N EYEHWHERE £1 50 

Ijeiler writing disk by GRIZZLY, set up and ready for your leltcrs £L .50 

PROFESSIONAL SOUNDTRACKER N I 0 is here1, ji Is EXCELLENT, just press the 

IIELI1 key. whtlsl running, for full instructions. Disk also contains latest Nirarker 

V2J2. stibiiUed THE STARTEKKEK by Exolon of FairllghL also the FINAL version 

of DISKMASTER (V31- A 100% CU REllACEMENT TOOL. £2.50 

£2.50 

£2,50 

£2 00 
£2 50 

£2.50 

AT LAST! HERE IS A NEW DISK THAT ALL CODERS HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR 

ACC-1/4: The first 4 compacted issues of a new disk for coders, even If you arc new lo 

( hr coding, ITs (he one to tipi if you Intend using devpak. Advice/source and more, 

Edited bv Mark Mearn INTRODUCTORY OFFER £1.50 

ACC 5: AMIGA CODERS CLUB issue 5 Is packed with advice/sources etc. £3.00 

NOVEMBER COMPETITION ISSUE CATALOGUE DISK IS NOW AVAILABLE. YOU COULD 

WIN £100 WORTH OF PROGS. (3 PRIZES! SEND £1 00 AND ASK FOR YOUR COPY- NOW'?! 

SORRY. TO KEEP OUR PRICES AS LOW' AS POSSIBLE. WE DO NOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS 

AU PRICES QUOTED ABOVE INCLUDE RETURN POST AND PACKING 

Make cheques/Post*! Order* payable to: AM1GANUTS UNITED 
163, DALE VALLEY RD, HOLLYBRGOK, 

SOUTHAMPTON SOI f>QX PHONE 0703 785680 
FLEASC KOTE Some denn COfl UUn lin|ui|c thal may be considered often live. 

Lx 

SWD Prices 1-5.£1.00 
6-20.£0.90 
21 +.£0.80 

BLANK DISKS 40p EACH INC LABELS 
SIX OF THE Bl 

TRIANGLE GIGA DEMO MONTV PYTHONS NUDGE NUDGE 

PINK FLOYD BRICK IN THE WALL NASA PIX 

BLIZZARD WORLD DATABANK 

Full list with order or write. Send cheques POs to: 

SWD PD 27 Axwell Terrace, Swalwell, 

Newcastle Upon IVne, NE16 3JS 

Sagittarian PD 
FOR THE AMIGA ■ 99p PER DISK PLUS 50p PSP PER ORDER 

SAE FOR FREE PRlNTEDCAmOGUE^ATALOGUE ON DISK 70P 

SAG ID EM 44 Dtsofdef Megabemo 

SAGIDEM 45 Decimation de™ 

Fl*h 23 ■ Lattice C v3-Q3 with indude hies 

Fl«h 337 C Manual 

Flih 344 ROM Kemal Reference Manual 

Companion 

SAGIGAM IQ Mona V3 0 * 

SAGiGHA 9 Exodus Real 3D slideshow 

f Irtf 324 AnafyUcaic Spreadsheet 

V24.Q1a" 

SAGIGRA IQ - Digi Wheels sfidesbow 

SAGIGAM 13 K^gclem at War RPG * 

SAGIGAM 11 ■ Lam RPG. OOysee Alpha 

RPG 

SAGIDEM 46 - Dragons Megademo 

SAGIDEM 47 ■ Cryptoburners Megademo 2 

Flih 143 RIM-5 Database 

SAGIDEM 24 Kefrens Megademo 8 {2 
disks] 

SAGIDEM 25 Agatron Anim 25 (Lotus Car 

Chase) 

SAGIDEM 28 - Cool Cougar Demo 

SAGIDEM 29 Glass Ball (Starship} 

raytraced animation 

* 1 Meg required 

Please Address Mail To: Paul Brown, (AF4) 
104 Wood Street.London, E17 3HX 

Cheques/P.O. 's payable to RA. Brown 
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om 753070 
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Catalogue £100 

SENLAC SOFTWARE PD 
W OAKLEA CLOSE OLD ROAR ROAD 

ST LEONARDS ON SEA 
EAST SUSSEX TNB7 7HB 

MIL ORDER PUBLIC DOMIN UBRAR7 catabgue *free- ^ Oder 

GRAPHICS I 
FF Pixs I Fantasy VI 

:FF Pits 1! Photomontage I 
:ff pixs in Photomontage II 
;FFPixsIV Photomontage III 
IFF Pixs V Forgotten Realms 
Fantasy I Paradise Slides 
Fantasy II Joe II Slideshow 
Fantasy III Nasa Digipixs I 
Fantasy IV Nasa Digipixs II 
Fantasy V Disney I * 

GAMES 

Flaschbier Cribbage 
Hack Tra inset 
Lam PC Chess 
Kutobahn 3000 Breakout 
2erg Frantic Freddie 

a si no Craps Eatmine 
\foria V3.0 * Computer Conflict 
Empire Drip! 

DEMOS 

Kefrens Mega Dexion Megademo 

Coma Higkdass (UK) 
Red Sector (2) Rebels Megademo 
Red Sector Gebit 

Amazing Demos VI 
Mental Hangover 

Puggs In Space 
ESA Demos 

Universal /+// Phenomena Megademo 

Demob I Complex Bobs 

1 Demob II Falsifiers 

Vision Music Hardcrack GFX 
Vision Megademo IV JCS-Shellskock 
Tice Workbench Alcatraz Demo 
Vangelis * 

Sewtek (*2 ED) 
Scoopex Demos 

Vewtek HI (*2 ED) Triange Demos 

Science 4.51 Tetragon Megademos 

North Star (2) Deathwarp I 

OVERSEAS - EEC 
Plea9e add MOO to cover 

postage costs 

-1 

TCP TEN MOVERS 

(D ESA Utilities © Battlefarce V3 6 

© Soundtracker V4.0 Z Jeopardy * 

S> Fullforce III © Clerk V3.0 

0 Stealthy II * ® Monopoly/Cluedo 

CD Direct Action * © Station at Kherne 

a take any five disks @ 99p ^ 
© 5 
CD ^ 

a 

(ft 

tft 
99 per disk | 

plus sop P/P 
per order 

(ft 

© 
a* " <£> 
> co 

take any five disks @ 99p *o 

ANIMATION 

I MEG 

Stealthy II Walker I 
Walker'll Jet F15 
Kuli (Pen) Robo 
Knight II Radio II 
Rotating Ship Italia Cinema 
Shark Congaman 
Gymnast Showbiz 

I 1/2 MEG 
- At the Movies - 

2 MEG 

Vauxkiller (2) Station at Kherne (3) 

Lost In Scape (3) 

3+3 1/2 MEG 

Sentinel (2) 

Vf > UPGRADE 
By Dr Gandalf 

requires 5 meg Memory hard disk 
+ Fatter Agnes - 6 disks 

MUSIC 

Soundtrackers (2) 

Soundtrackers V4M 

Future Composer 

Games Music 

Creator 

Perfect Sound 

Sound Editor 

Compact Disk 

Hi Fi Player * 

Instruments ST-02 

Instruments ST-03 

Instruments ST-04 

Instruments ST-05 

Instruments ST-06 

Instruments ST-07 

Instruments ST-08 

Instruments ST-09 

Instruments ST-10 

RIP Eruptions 

Flash team Music 

Crusaders Freed Out 

Crusaders Audio X 

Crusaders Back to 

Base not 1.3 Roms) 

Med VJ2 

Sonix Play. 

We wijx aM owl CwriottoeM a 

ChuotvinAA- £ P'U&petow} ?Iew 

1 

UTILITIES 

Virus 4A 
Disksalv 1.42 
ESA Utilities 
Full Force III 
Ghostwriter 
D-Copy 
Gophers I 
TV GFX / Fonts 12} 
Bootblocks (2) 

Graphics Apps (2) 
Amiga /Atari GFX 
Convertors 
Energy Utilities 
SID VIM 
Aardvark Utilities 
Mandle Generators 
Archive Utils 

Video Progs (2) ARP. 1.3 Installer 

BUSINESS FINANCE \ 

Word wright 
Bank’n 
Analytical * 
Amibase 
RIM 
Spread 

QBase/VC 
Clerk 
Inventory f Me mopad 
Journal 
Analyticalc 3D 

(src only) 

MISCELLANY 

Rav tracing Celtics Demo Maker 
Sampled Sounds 
Demo Creator 
Dope Intro 
MCAD V1.25 
Rot 

Jazz bench 

t not 1.3 Roms) 
Halloween Sa mpie (2) 
Direct Action * 
Utopia Postcards 
Cando Support I 
Cando Support II 
Fractal Flight 

TREKKERS!! 

All new StarTrek (2) 
StarTrek (* 3 ED) 
StarTrek V2.0 (* 2 ED) 
StarTrek Fleet Manoeuvre Anim * 
StarTrek Dry Dock Anim * 
StarTrek Enterprise Reliant Anim • 
StarTrek Miscellaneous Anirns • 
Trektrivia 

* = Requires 1 meg 
(2) = no' disks in set 

(ED) = extra drive required 

OVERSEAS - Australasia 
Please add 50r per disk to 

cover Airmail casts 

r J 
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Sflawn batovt ts just a selection tram over 500 Pt7 ttttot. 

rrtosfw tor tn&r QMbty content and aft at f gcvpttofuf Ptk#s 
Pttotip tot fittings NOW* Ewvrytfrtng from Demo t to ft* Mown 
pfogrtfttmts. OUR sots atre unttfotr and si BARGAIN PRtC€S' 

TOP 10* DISKS Shown m tftfs mag 
PHONE NOW FOP „ _ 
FVU LISTINGS! £SM 

GAMES SET 1 5&$kS*t 
RISK, MONOPOLY, TETRIS, 
2* 10 FANTASTIC GAMES M M 
DISKS 23 GREAT GAMES! £4.§5 
GAMES SET 2 SDrttS* 
STAR TREK T&2. COLOSSAL 
WORLD ADVEWTURE 
BATTLEFORCE TENNIS, 
MORia £4.99 

TOP 5 DEMO s SDatStf 
Updated Darty £4.95 

UTILITIES SET 5DrsJ. Se* 
MESSY DOS, POWER 
PACKER VIRUS 
KILLER, EUROPA 
DISK, ARP (Brilliant?) £4.95 

BUSINESS PACK SDrtSrt 
BANK. SPREADSHEET 
DATABASE, WQROWHlGWT *■ 
AMIGA SPELL + CLERK E4.95 

r 

MUSIC SDrtSrt 
PROGRAMS 
GAMES MUSIC CREATOR. 
SOUNDTRACKER (All Vm). 
OKTAUZER (S Clumefc), 
WOISETRACKER V3 fM«li 
Compatible? M. E. D £4.95 

Higftfy Recommended* 

MUSIC SAMPLE FILES 
(FORABOVE} 99p El. 

r 

GRAPHICS sorts* 
manolebrot mountains, 
MANDELBROT SHOW 
GRAPHICS UTILITY DISK 
VIDEO APPLICATIONS 
DISKS 1 6 2, Progs for the 
Graphics Enthusiast £4.95 
ANIMATION SET sort Set 
SOOT. SPACE CHASE (Groat!), 
STEALTHLY2 STAR TREK 
MANOEUVRES. THE RUN £4-95 

f 

OLD * /OURITES 50ts*Spf 
PUGGS IN SPACE SPACE ACE. 
FLASH DIG! CONCERT 3, RED m 
SECTOR MEGA DEMO 1 & 2 £4.95 
LANGUAGE 5 Disk Set 
NORTH C. SOZABON C. PASCAL 
COMPILER C UTILITY DISK, 
VC * A66K ASSEMBLER £4.95 
EDUCATION 1 to 5 SGrs*5*r 
riwBest settingBducifcQn irounj £4.95 

Learn 6 Play 1-tfuntJer 7s) 99p Ea 

■ f r>J c 
^ Sid Amiga ASOO with 
snmc Great New Software 

SCRECNC^EMS TRACKPAK 
As above but with a TRACKPAK exclusive to 

Irceck Computers . YOU get EXTRA VALUE! 
SACK TO THE FUTURE II, BEAST II. 

l -AYS or THUNDER, NIGHTBRFLD, j 

CK /a 

Disk Storage Box, 1 -Mouse Mat, J 
1 Joystick, 1-Dust Cover, 

4 PD Disks* , 5 Hlonk 
Disks, free Truck 

Mem 

SUPERBASt PERSONAL (rrp £59.95) £15.00 ^ 

P SUPERBASE II (rrp £99.95) £29.95 ^ 
SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL i SUPER PLAN (rrp £350.00) £149.95 

SBC TRANSFER UTILITY A (teal ft Bits lotion Program to gel those £24.95 
.BBC tiles to on Amigo, complete with coble to link both machines together. 

Ik TRACK BBC TRANSFER UTILITY + BBC EMULATOR S/W £49.95 A 

t pjerorrd 
k 

TRACK COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
Depo- AM F F P 3 
B locksmiths Yard 
Sadler Gate Derby DEI 3RD 
Telephone (0332) 41817 
FAX Mo (0332) 44001 

Phan# (w Fast Oder Un* u$mg your ^k Mmfopnm 
Access, Visa or Lombard Charge Cords f ted 4! 
or terto us a Cheque/Postoi Order witiyoor^k 
order datais 
Credit terms are available to customer* over 10 Tk US 
(subject to status), just phone tor written details 6 ^k 
on opphCdhon form Bequests tor credit are required ^k 
to advance and are available to UK Mainland residents^ 
only A PC 36 6% (Variable) 
Postal delivery and VAT ore included to the prices shown, 
but Next Working Day courier sendee it avoltoble at an 
additional cost at £7 50/large Item (UK Mainland Only) 
All goods ore despatched tame day payment it 
confirmed, but note cheques need bank clearance i 
before goods can be despatched 

► ►►►►0332 



Domain, with the exception of the 
organiser program. This is a nec¬ 
essary part of the system, and 
costs $25 US, Contact Mark at 
66 Churchill Road, Murrays Bay, 
Auckland 10, New Zealand. As yet 
the displayer and editor programs 
are not available, but I dare say 
they will find their way into most of 
the libraries. 

The AMSMAG front cover - not 

the most amazing piccie I've 

seen, but it's the fact that if* 

there at all that matters. 

UTILITIES 
AMIGANUTS 793 

There's a weird and wonderful 
collection on this one. CRobofs is 
a game played by C programmers 
- you write your own program in C 
to provide an onscreen robot 
with intelligence, which then fights 
other robots to the death with 
cannons and missiles. Originally 
written on the PC by Tom 
Poindexter, thrs Amiga version 
was written by David Wright. Note 
that it needs arp. library version 34 
or higher on your Workbench disk 
to work correctly. 

If you've ever encountered GIF 
picture files and want to display 
them on your Amiga, HAM sharp 
by Ken C M Lau will do the job, 
Amgif by Steve Bennett will 
perform hie opposite translation, 
converting standard Amiga IFF 
files into GIF format. 

Continuing the line-up is the 
full set of updated Kramefen 
Utiiities by Bill Barton. These are 
quite useful rf you want to include 
such clever things as a clock 
or a memory meter display in 
your Startup-sequence for use 
on your Workbench. 

At the tail end, fconJ is Rich 
Franzen's rewritten version of 
IconX thatrs fully compatible but 
includes a few new features, like 
output to files, full support for con¬ 
ditional execution, interaction from 
the keyboard and ARexx support 
without running another program. 

Hello to Nutts, Ste$ Stevie, Ben, 

Bym, Skippy, Alyn and Clare, Now 

just wobble the page backwards 

and forwards and you’ve got a 

scrolly greets message. Dead easy, 

isn't it? Now that’s out of the way, 

we don’t need to do it on the Amiga. 

Right, on with the good stuff. 

17-BfT DISK 761 

SLIDESHOW 
MR VISUALS 

For those of you with a penchant 
for outer-space type stuff, this 
ttie slideshow from MR Visuals 

coM be just the ticket. The disk 
features some rather welt-drawn 
scenes combining fantasy land¬ 
scapes and NASA satellites. 
Ground consol to Major Maff... 
how do you boot this? 

SPACE EIGHT 
ANIMATION 

tr^rr emsk 747 

Tins IrttSe snippet features an ani¬ 
mation by J Smith of Byte by Byte 
Corporation. The scene is a huge 
space station and two ships are 
locked in a deadly chase over the 
station's surface. The display isn't 
incredibly detailed and the anim is 
a bit on the short side, but the 
sci-fi battle atmosphere is well 
worth digging the disk out for. 

C-DRYK 
SLIDESHOW 

This neat little disk contains 
some very nicely drawn pictures, 
ranging from the Flying Dutchman 
via science fiction scenes to 
Robocop. The music that backs it 
up is pretty run-of-the-mill, but die 
artwork is worth a shuftie. 

AGATRON 
ANIMATIONS 

AMIGANUTS DISKS 760.781 

17-BIT DISK 734 

These disks contain a selection 
of those classic Star Trek anima¬ 
tions by Tobias Richter. These are 
actually snippets from his forth¬ 
coming epic compilation of his 
animations into a full-length video 
performance. Disk 780 features 
yet more images from various 
periods of Trek in the form of a 
HAM slideshow, containing 
scenes from the animations and 
some other rather nice screens - 
and very pretty they are too! 
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S yncromatic $ ; 
ONLY it 

£1.25! 
Per disk inc. p&p! ^ 

This offer cannot last long! £ 
Send SAE for FREE catalogue to: 

12 Meadway, Haslemere, Surrey, GU271NW O 

P.D. P.D. P.D. P.D. P.D. P.D. P.D. 

ALL P.D. SOFTWARE ONLY £1.25 PER DISK! 
Alcatraz Megademo 4 (3) Fractal Flight Demo (D 
Best Demos of 1990 (D Fraxion Horror Video (D 
It's Obscene 5 (2) Digital Concert 5 (D 
Club Mix Music 2 (1) D-MOb MUSIC 4 (2) 
202 Utility Disk (1) All New Star Trek Game (2) 
Home Business Pack (3) JTS Soundtracker Set (5) 
Digital Concert 6 (1) Child Education Disk (1) 
Drip - The Game (1) Raiders of Lost Ark Anim - 1 meg(1) 
PHOTON PAINT V2.0 + 5 free P.D disks only £19.99! (rrp £89.99) 

512K RAM expansion with clock/switch for A500 only £39.99 
including 5 free iMeg P.D disks!!! 

SEND A BLANK DISK OR 70p FOR OUR FULL CATALOGUE. MINIMUM ORDER 2 DISKS 

Meat make cheques or posui orders payabfc to JT5 PD and then send your order tot 

% ASHFIELD, WETHERBY, LS22 4TF. 
TELEPHONE: 0937 63834 

A 
AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 
Introductory pack only £5.00 Contains catalogue disk, virus disk 
(packed with virus killers), Utils disk (packed with utilities) and an 

intro disk (selection of demos). 

* Alt our disks are £2 each 10 or more £1 50 each * 
* A wide range of disks rapidly growing * 

* Immediate despatch on all orders * 
* Full range of discount commercial software * 

* Special hardware discounts * 
* Amiga specralists * 

FREE PD CATALOGUE or send £1 50 for catalogue disk. 

WCA Business Systems 
Dept AF, Unit 2, 

250 Carmarthen Road, 
Swansea, SA1 1HG 
Tel; (0792) 473550 

Magnetic Media 
AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 

LOOK!!! 
•HUNDREDS OF TITLES* 

•STARTER PACKS* 
•FAST, RELIABLE SERVICE* 

NOW ONLY 
£1.80 each or £15.60/10 inc VAT 

r A small selection from our vast range 
359/360 Star Trek 3 1 Meg 
443 Coma Demo 1 Meg 
444 Dope Intromaker 0.5 Meg 
445 Magnetic Fields Music 0.5 Meg 
453 Cryptic UK Demo Comp 0.5 Meg 
459 Time Circle Demo 0.5 Meg 

SPECIAL OFFER! ALL 7 DISCS - Cl 1.50 

1 
VICTORIA ARCADE, 
alDERGATE. 
TAIIWORTH. STAFFS S79 7DL 

TIL 0827 59566 

Postage Inc. 
except for 

Hardware, as 
stated, 

Z' AMIGA Batpack + 10 blank discs £379.95 
AMIGA Flights oi Fantasy + 10 discs £379.95 
STAR LC-10 Printer & Lead £174-95 
STAR LC-10 Colour & Lead £224-95 
STAR LC24-10 24 Pin & Lead £254.95 
NEC P2 Plus 24 Pin & Lead £339.95 
Epson LX 400 & Lead £199,95 
Epson LX 850 & Lead £254.95 
Epson LQ 400 24 Pin & Lead £269.95 

Courier Delivery, 1 Hem £1$, 2 items or more, £17,50 per item. 
Posso Deluxe Storage Box, inc. P AP. £19.95 

512k memory upgrade including PAP tor £54.95 

AMIGA - ATARI ST - C64 
r] 

PC 

Essentials 
22 Fern Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 1LS 

We have the most comprehensive pd library in the U.K. 
You too can become a member by simply sending a cheque 
or postal order for £! .00 (refunded on first order} and we'll 

send our full list of software. 
Compile your own disk, choosing the programs you want, 
(max 500k) using our easy to read catalogue which states 

the amount each program takes up on the disk. 
All disks are £2.50 + 50p P+P and 100% error free 

guaranteed. 
v (order over 5 disks and we’ll pay the postage!) 

* SOUTHERN P.D. 
Amiga P.D. library open 7 days 9am-7pm Tel 0273 517147 

A005 
A009 
A013 
A012 
A015 
A019 
A023 
A024 
AO 38 
A039 
A078 
A080 
A117 
A119 
A101 
A093 
A089 
A090 
AO 70 
A017 
A044 
A047 
A133 
A130 
A140 
A141 
A135 

_js in Space 
Predators Megademo. (2 disks) 
Kefrens Megademo 8. (2 disks) 
Alcatraz Megademo 4 (3 disks) 
Star Trek Game 1 (2 disks 1 Meg 
Powerlords Powermix 1 (1 Meg) 
Vangelis Demo (1 Meg) 
Digital Concert 2 
Digital Concert 3 
Digital Concert 4 
Budbrain Megademo (2 disks) 
RSI Megademo (2 disks) 
Shadow of the Beast Demo 
Turtlemama by Red Devil 
Game Music Creator 
Ace Demo Disk 2 
Ian & Micks Megademo 
Link First Megademo 
RAF Megademo 
Eatmine (boulderdash Game) 
Space Blitz (4 space games) 
Flash Hit The Road (2 disks) 
Music Maestro 6 (9 tunes) 
ITV Demo (Mega music demo) 
F.D.S. Demo 6C7 top names) 
Vox Dei Megademo 
Ptioemx Demo Comp Disk 

A061 
A053 
A054 

A048 Avenger Megademo 
A046 BAD (M Jackson) 
A042 Amiga Chart 3 

THRDemo 
Crusader Bactera 
Amiga Music 1 

AQ58 Crusader Audio X 
A059 Vision Megademo IV 

Rebels Megademo 
Space Ace Demo 
Amazing Music 1 
Madonna: Spanky 
Uedit (W/Processor) 
Kefrens Jukebox 
Yahzee (dice game) 
Mig Demo disk 55 
D-Mob Music 4 
Darkstar Utility 3 
Amiga Chart 5 
No Limits Demopack 
Nasa Pictures 
Reflections 1 
Clapping Demo 
Robocop Demo 
DCopy 
Sonix House 3 
Mayhem Demo 

A082 
A083 
A081 
A112 
A116 
A109 
A100 
A071 
A036 
A073 
A110 
A027 
A004 
A136 
A131 
A127 
A114 
A065 
A121 

Catalogue on Disk 99 pence. We also stock Fred Fish Disks 
Blank disks 70 pence each or 10 for £6.50 

All P.D. disks are now only 99 pence each + 60 pence P+P 
(please note some demos are 2 or more oi&ksj 

Please make eheques/postaf orders payable to Southern Computers 
31 Hanson Road, Newhaven, East Sussex* BN9 9EQ. 

Please send a stamped addressed envelope 9x4 for a free catalogue 



Hi to all you Amigo Freaks Worldwide \ 

iflBHK 

Oh no.... 

The Public Domotkoc's ore bock! 

START 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
DEPT AF17 * &ARSICAN HOUSE 
BONMERSFIELD * SUNDERLAND 

SR6 0 A A 
FACSIMILE 0G1 S 6 4 1006 
TELEPHONE 091 56 d 14 00 

\ me, n m »i mmsam 

Our PD is Still only 
* Haw do you do ft so cheap T* " Brtlllonf \ * 

You are completely bonkers I' 'Great 
service ' Please put your prices up to S3 * 

'You ore the maddest PD company about' 
Any chance of 300 tree disks - No I 

'Raving mod. Pal* * Yes l do think you re 
Denser? ' ’ Rest assured os to your sanity 

tor F*0 IS Brill1 'No you are not 
borers just complety MAD* ‘Nahhh 
keep your dates at Wp forever 

So We will stay at 99p ■ Forever llllli 
pr at least until we get bored 

START COMPUTER SYSTEMS • STREETS AHEAD OF THE REST .... 

DEMO DRIVE 
504 Network party peck - Very good demo* 
503 Sunfrockera * Heavy merat mwe demo 
501 ,‘502 Crueadert pock - by Btetmen cool I 
498 The JCS * Very wotd demo very we#d 
497 v«d Cappef * dd bur it* very good ' 
4 78 Down Megabemo * its Md dawned on me 
475 Hypnoet * ri«ce new demo pack 
472 Crusader? * New demo pock with £D-2G9 
453 £p*c * Superb Preview of Ocean ? Game 
445 Anarchv CE3 Mua*c pock • By 4 Mat Cod 
444 Stcr« Demo Pack 5 * lw-e new demo pack 
443 Start Demo Pack 4 * Mk}re great new demos 
440 Tropical Sunse? * Great demo by Stent? 
437 Anarchy pock * Superb Oemo pock Get it 
429 Dd Deco Lett * Great house music remixes 
425 Cftortd Neverwrw* • Wicked megodemo r 
423 Cool FrtdQe * Wlkt demo? from Upfront 
416 Pt demos 68 * with the Donald duck ankn > 
394 Unique Vector? * Brilliant vector demo 
314 Mirage Megademo * Superb 1 but 1 Meg 
313 Mag Fields History * Nice coflectlan ot demos 
305 Wortolcons Purple • Why Purple 7 
304 flash Doners know Haw * And they do 
303 Scoopex Demo? * Atron 1 and Green Supine 
301 Savage Demo 4 * A nice magedemo 
300 intuition Megodemo ■ When ts your nejrt one 
292 Manny? 1 Meg Cokectfcm • Nice big demos. 
261 Cryptoburners 2 • Ace demos from CUB 
258 Rebels Candy land 11 * My favorite comp l 
257 Crtorkcs Megademo * Starring ,, Madonna 1 

254 lomsaft Trlpt to Mors « A great vector Trip 
252/253 Budbran Megademo -xiit 64RILL ! 
251 Sllenti Megademn • l like 11 dont 19 
173/174 feed Sector ■ When * your next Mega ? 
164 ScoapeM Mental Hangover • Wkd 1 
148 Gate Megodemo * Superb munc and Gf* 
142/143 Start 3 * Comp with Cebu 90 and Coma 
140 Dragons Megaemo * Situ very good l 
136 Fraxtoo Horror • SWi Bteugh Sick 
it»/i 10 Start 2 * Qtd but still gold ..nohhh 1 

101/102 Start 1 * Demo corhp older but bolder ? 

We g»i load? ot new demos arriving Oaky 10 why 
not fry out our iixrecSbie new idea 

MUSIC MEWS 
499 SKOby MVjsic * Tote#y brt&ent mt®c demo 
46* KfaftwerV * Bril Musd Oemo? 
463 Jesu? love? acid ■ &m ■ dont think he ao« 
425 Digital concert 6 * Fabulous remr* l 
424 StxxxJ or Stent? * 1 loro it &nfflckrt stuff ’ 
2% Alf ■ Music from the crazy often 
286 Pebeto megobiast * Supah muse tfck 
272 Crusoders Project Sect * Great muse 
263 Sun Connection • CqooIqq muse 
246 Adam M Mt^ie t * Crap Mudc cfak thahaj 
245 Beast Music * From scoopex COOOi 1 

242 10064 tunes » JUSt get this disk SUPERS H 
231 Dcrkstqr Music 7*6 Great songs. 
230 Dartaar Mus»c 6 * mere ripped music 
229 Ddrkstdr Mu4c 5 * HeflO je* Haw are vQ'ij ? 
228 Dorks-tar Music 4 * Mare great muse stuff 
227 Jarre Docklands. * BrtBioni music ftom MJerra 
226 Beochbcys meet popeye * Mad xrrc»e 
225 Digital Concert 5*4fabuiou? chart songs 
224 Digits Conced 4 * Four mare chat songs 
223 Digitot Concert 3 * 12 Mmure m.g.yyrT. 
222 TtmedfCie * .Odds Of ^*at 
220/221 Dmob rm^tc 4 * &n«or t songs 
219 lechnofrono* * Get yp and Pvmc jp m* jar 
210 kefrenijukeoc." * AbKAj-er, supert 
197 Queen and frock &o* iemta» 
194 Crusaders Peeved out • Great rr»j«i 
186 Digital Concert 2 * A flr«r : 2 m»r>j*ea 
145 Mahoney one kqfttui * .-reat mu»c dsk 
141 Soundfrocker FAjsci * Axel ^Doc S» 
133 Boctena • StMUJANT muHC from crusaded 
107 vongest Demo * Suoerb demo 1 Meg 

GAMES WAY 
471 St bom • Kill mose Giey siobs of junk III 
449 Computer Conflict * New game by Dr .Graffix 
447 Recned^on * imckjciing Ctuedo 
28-3 Pvjedo Cop * Shooty itamng ED-2D9 
262 Papeve Gone * An LCD gome an the Amiga 
200 Mechforce * Good strategy war game 
2?7 Board games • Eksckgarnmon and athefto 
2?6 Holy GtoH * Great tea adventure 
274 the Gotden Fleece Adventure game 

ANIMATION ALLEY 
474 Spacecnose Arxm * very mpreiv. & 
450 Star Trek Manoeuvres * toft*, trt Meg 
457 Iron and ^XKQ5hrp • Bkfrant Ahfhi ’ M*g 
456 Stectfhy 2 * Ftevry onimofron 
455 Agotron 15 ■ £ onmn me the red one aiwh 
452 Enterprise leaving Dock • Amojing Meg 
419/420 stoc Wars Movie * Qu»*e goad t Meg 
398 Fracral Flight * Nice scenery demo 1 Meg 
2IS Real Ihrigs demo ■ Hone ammeroni. 
213/214 MWOrt * A 4 Meg onrofron 
212 Star Trek Animations * Voxxb 51 > t^ii 
207 Liao Teenager • The Lamp or«m 1 Meg 
206 Newton* Crotfe * dhd more urwrUOn* 
. ... . ■ :■ ftM MlQi 
201 IndtaTa Jane? * Dacung good (ho) 1 Meg 
19eTh*Pun» 3DctrchwCh TacMer Meg 
192 A/Jker t * Th® wnrer ' 

2 * The A200D 0*mg Jtocifd 1 Meg 
9C T-e ■ C»j* Pgr 

189 Ihe Oyrrvor • i*e* iwmgng anm 1 Meg 
io6jugoi^rMnJuggp7vaai 
T53wtpoem * Gmot ne aerhafaperh 

3 Mogdon ana joggm ■ Good arm l Meg 
112 ^nce^v Anm * Hpng ipuna a 3D flpabe 
• 3c anq .ugg^ Anm-^noni ■ ’ Meg 
104 Hupp,' Man Arwne * Wltri moie 
103 Ghost pool ond Dripping Top * Good 1 Meg 

SLIDESHOW WALK 
493 Vox FHclure show * pcs taken from a Vax r 
489 Doxo * Garbage patch kid Slideshow 
408 Traveller - Excellent HAM Fantasy Side? 
4S4 Color Cycles ■ Totally brUhonf color cycling 
46i Yobbo Dabba * The Filnblorwi \ Supoh * 
454 hftehltoteed * Superb tJaity Slideshow 1 
205 Agotron 8 * Excellent stuff from lotuos 17,enter 
200 Roger Dean * Pia by this superb Artis! 
191 Forgotten Realms * Hobgoblin Sideshow 
163 Nagel Pic? ■ Pics from th* talented artisl 
15fl Agafron 6 * The deRrwtive Sideshow 1 Stpefb 
139 Beat 3d * Very impressive 3D ikdes 
137/138 Silent? Slideshow * Brbnmi digshaw 
134/135 Fraxioh pwine Vdom adeshow - Great 

UTILITY STREET 
VA v a c art « Superb eipart from o Mae 
meymcoc * *n mpreuve ip^oAtwi 

; v • ■ ' > ■Watjoje- 
jo* spe , j ■ Ar igaDOS replacamanf protect 
esc CMC * mjftc creator 
4K fru BMiei * 8 Charn# ftosefracker 1 Wild t 

-*j the Ql EmJotor ■ EfmJcrte a QL 1 

-••r .:«.-4v- Cirp art • Very good ituff 
464 3oaocxr C * . good C compflet 
4fiC 100maw ■ Mmt colection of learn urfi 
4S4 jen&QCMm * SlcChip so und musie ut* 
xjx 3-* # me daiaboie 
VVW1QC Uoua * Eg 1 and text? 

“pier * the af**t rsiwn 1.1 
‘6 *9o * CCL4W a<s .*0* 'jr^d more ... 

35c 'e ^V5- ■' C rile system 
364 90 ' 1 * itSpert: Jectn Get it now 
3«y3ft& vlpeo Appftcohcni * gnear tanti and utU? 
3C AJUEtiLft * jhU new worfe£>eFich 
33k* Caws um 2 * G*ear uaty <»u como*ed 
IS DuUfu gti? 3 * by R*d Devi 
333 Damu <jrn 4 * HI &vO hem yd do ti1 
332 PwvJe U1* i * Me** iLpori koot uWim 
331 cemje UM 6 * Sa.Teftpoopfrrte wop 
332 Pencrie um 7 * The ST 26 superb ut«ne» 

<: * • ' • * 1 -1. ' ■■ i1 - . 

180 Wnrdwnghl • with SGcaic and Labelpnr r 
129 Myfttat Div Hadwcue mcdiftcatloni disk 1 

127/123 IV Grafflx * Great Dpa*ni urHi and font? 
123 ST 9! * Sample? disk for mm*c ul|l? by Start 
122 ST-90 * Mato great sgrrplei by 3torl 
120 SH32 * toll of Nice lynthy igmplei 
119 ST-01 - The original sample# disk 1 

118 Nobetraqk&i * So good even I use fl 
11 / Future Composer • Good muve maker 
114 Inrromaker * Make scrovy music demo? 

Remember we have got hundreds of disks in our 
library so get our monthly updated ask catalog 
Wled with load# at demos.urilifirtt ond a Ml kiting 
of our dtesi PO ?oitware Disk No 99& # issue 5 

Introducing the Start Hot Pack.. 5 Disks of the LATEST and BEST demos updated 
every week! So stay ahead of the rest get a Hot pack Now! 
Hot Pack No. 1 - 5 disks - the LATEST demos.... £4.99 inc.P+P 

This months Crazy Offers.from the Hardware Hut I 
e.g. 60 Capacity Card 3.5“ Disk boxes • 99p ! 

10 Capacity box • 99p 50 Cap. Boxes • £6.95 Munchy Mouse Mats • £2.50 
Dusty Dust Covers £2.99 Rainbow Disk Labels per 50 * 99p 

3,5“ DS/DD Disks inc. Labels, Sleeves, P+P 
10 -£5.50 25-£12.95 50 - £24.95 100 - £42.95 

EASY ORDERING BY PHONE, FAX OR POST 
* ALL PD DISKS ARE 99p PEP DISK • PLEASE ADD 60p POST AND PACKING TO TOTAL ORDER VALUE 
. BY PHONE - CALL OUR CREDIT CARD ORDERUNf ON W 5d4 T40Q AND GET YOUR DISKS QUICK* 
. BY FAX SIMPLY FAX YOUR ORDER TOGETHER WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD DETAILS' 
. BY POST -JUST SEND YOUR NAME ADDRESS AND ORDER DETAILS TOGETHER WITH A CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO OUR ADDRESS AfrOVE 

CHOOSE AN EXTRA PD DtSK FREE WHEN ORDERING OVER W PD DISKS * 

COME AND SEE OS ON $TAND 125 AT THE COMMODORE CHRISTMAS SHOW THE NOVQTEL LONDON NOVEMBER > “f 



TOP TEN DEMOS 
Start Computer Systems 

1. North C 
2. C Manual 
3. Sid VL6 
4. Business Pack 
5, Noistracker 
6, JazzBench 
7. Randle Europe 6 

9. TV Graphix 

L Budbrain Megademo 
2. Digi Concert VI 

3. Enterprise Leaving Dock(l Meg) 
4. Crionics Megademo 

5. All New Star Trek 
6. D-Mob Music 4 
7. Fraxion Horror 
8. Walker Demo II 

9. Sound of Silents 
10. Alcatraz Megademo 4 

FISH BUSTERS? 

George Thompson Services are collaborating with Mega Disc of Australia 
and JumpDisk in the USA to make a new collection tor worldwide 
distribution. Called the Best of British, the new label’ will feature 
Font2$cuIpt as number three *n its forthcoming catalogue. 

Is all this going to break the Fish monopoly on international PD 
libraries’? Probably not, but then as the size of any PD library is theoretic 
cally infinite and is available to anybody anywhere to give to anyone 
else, it s not really a valid question. That is. Fish don’t have a monopoly: 
it's just a good PD library that does a lot of business. 

SUPPLIERS 

The following companies all contribute to the distribution of 

Amiga public domain software in this country. For their full 

addresses check the advertisements in Amiga Format or 

give them a ring on the numbers listed here. 

A Bit on the Side PD; 0302 887332, Amiganuts: 0703 785680, 

Amiga PD Library: 0742 750623, Arakis PD: 20 Ashwood 

House, Victoria Road, Hendon, London NW4 2BD, Beat This 

Amiga PD: 5 Fullarton Drive, Troon, Ayrshire, Bed-Rock PD: 061 

652 1366, Blitterchips: 0535 667469, Capricorn Computers: 

021 7070381, Crazy Joe's: 0709 829286, CYB; 081 542 7662, 

Deeper Domain: 081 204 3954, Dominion PD: 54 Palmerston 

Rd, Buckhurst Hill, Essex, IG9 5LHt EMPOL: 0602 630071, 

EPROM Services: Freepost Leeds LS27 8YA. George Thomson 

Services: 0770 82234, ICPUG: 081 346 0050, JTS PD: 0937 

83834, Lorenzo's Domain. 30 Colquhoun, Helens borough, 

Scotland, G84 8AQ, Magnetic Media: 0827 59566, MBS; 0983 

529594, New Image PD: 40 Appleby Gardens, Dunstable, 

Bedfordshire, Newtons PD: 14 Beech Grove, Beverly Rd. Hull HU5 

11Y, Nova: 0295 262029, PAS Enterprises: 3 St Johns Walk, St 

Ives, Cornwall, PD Essentials: 132 Wentworth Way, Sanderstead, 

Surrey, CR2 9ET, PD Rebels: 12 Cornfield Rd, Jump Farm, 

Devizes, Wiltshire, PD Soft: 0702 612259, Power Domain: 21 

Sylvanus, Roman Wood, Bracknell, RG12 4XX, Premier PD : 15 

Croxteth Rd, Rainford, Purple PD: 0279 757692, Premier S/W; 

0101 415 593 3207, Recoil: 0372 721939, Sagittarian PD: 

081 520 3858, Sector 16: 0865 774472, Senlac Software: 

0424 753070, Seven Seas PD: 60 Canary Rd, Dungannon, 

County Tyrone, N Ireland, Softville PD: 0705 266509, Southern 

PD: 0273 517147, Start Computer Systems: 091 564 1400 ext 

206, Strathclyde PD: 23 Timmons Terrace, Chapel Hall, Airdrie, 

Scotland. Strictly PD 11 York Place, Hotwells, Bristol BS1 5UT, 

Supervision: 0983 812867. Track: 0332 41817, Syncromatics: 

12 Meadway, Haslemere, Surrey, G27 1NW, Unbeatable Prices: 

051 924 0200, Virus Free PD: 23 Elborough Rd, Moredon, 

Swindon, Wilts, SN2 2LS, WCA 0792 772745, 

-err disk i 
IT D 

All you Depeche Mode fans out 
there make a careful note of the 
disk number and leave it well 
alone! Cyclone have managed to 
get together some fine songs 
and murder every single one of 
them. Hearing this rendition of 
Never Let /We Down Again was 
just too much to bear. Aargtt 
TURN HOFR 

UPFRONT 
DEMO 

AMIGANUTS DISK 765 

A rather weird and wonderful 
variation on tfie copper theme, 
instead of just bouncing another 
pan pipe-like pattern around, this 
disk features some incredibly 
psychedelic moving patterns - 
from undulating mathematical 
surfaces to blooming and 
spreading shaded squares, Wow! 
Freak out, maaanl 

DIGITAL 
CONCERT 6 

RIVERDENE PDL 

Agh! It's a scrolly message! 
Never mind, just close your eyes 
and ignore the dull visuals, 
because this demo contains an 
excellent ‘Mega Mix'... 

What does that mean? 'Mega 
Mix? What you realty mean is 
medtey. isn’t it? Go on, admit it! 
Oh, all right then... a medtey. But 

is for those of you who 
moved up to the Amiga from the 
classic Commodore 64. The 
demo starts off playing a little 
ditty backed with some classic 
C64 game loading screens. Hit 
the mouse button and you are 
presented with an extensive list 
of games, from which alt the 
tunes have been hacked ready 
for you to listen to. Ah... takes 
me back to the days when I’d sit 
there for hours listening to the 
Parallax music! 

GARY TOWER 
SLIDESHOW 

t7-BIT DISK 727 

If you want, to see ray-tracing in 
full effect, then simply check out 
this disk. No fancy coppers, no 
mega-loaders, just those simple, 
superb pictures. Well, what a 
refreshing change! 

SLIDESHOW 
PENOLE EUROPA 

Hayaaa! Heeee-Ha-waaaah! Thud! 
Ow! Never mind, if actually doing 

fe-tw- gainful | 
an experience, then just admire 
the master himself with this little 
slideshow. The pictures are grey¬ 
scale digitised shots from the 
Bruce Lee book, backed by a 
boppy tune scattered with all 
manner of blood-curdling shrieks. 

I 
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B-SOFT 
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

FOR ALL MODELS OF AMIGA & ST 

1401 A three disk coNecnon includes 

Word Processor. Spreadsheet 
Database. Spell Ctwcker and other 
utilities useful lor serious work. E51>0 

lor the suite. 
HQ A 7 MICROFICHE DATABASE different, 

but ever so versatile 
HCA9 HOME BANKING a home finance 

package. and HtxneHelp a shopping 
list creator and CdVESO* 

H0A10 SCALC good workhorse of a 
spreadsheet 

H0A11 RIM a superbly eapafre 

relational dalabase 
FF314 A6SK. a 6SQQ0 assembler K 1 R "C", 

a C compiler 
FF315 AMIGAFOX. lexf processor with 

graphics capabilities 
CL At A 2 TWO DISKS of dip art lor insertion m 

DTP etc £4.00 pack 
BGA2 BACKGAMMON. YAHTZEE, 

MISSILE COMMAND Excellent 
BGA4 CRIB B AGE, OTHELLO, CLUE DO. 

and carp patience games 

GGA25 PAC MAN This is excel lent 
Better than the original 

GGA6 BUZZ A R D excel lent shoot em- 

yp Good as £25 games 
GGA10T1 STAR TREK. Oh this is beautiful 

superb game Two disks hleeds 
1 meg CAM 

FFJW CAR, Supert) sCHHhnfl car racing 

game, similar to Super Sprint, but 

covers Evolution World Geography, 
Languages Metric Conversion, 
Etemems. Weather Forecasting E&.QQ pack 

EDA PACK 2 LEARN A PLAT. Two disk 
pack, covers simple maths, 
painting programs. Word 
puzztos etc. £4.00 pack 

ADA 1 THE GOLDEN FLEECE 
amazing text adventure. Thw is 
brand new and very deep 

Superb 
FF254 SLOT CARS one and two player 

arcade action uEDiT. the 

standard best text editor.' processor 
UTA1 ICONS for you to use. including 

NAUGHTY ICONS 
UTA3 DEMO CREATOR creat your 

own auto loading demo's 
UTA4 SID the versatile WorkBencb 

AT A3 DELUXE OR AW, lovely pami 
program SPRITE MASTER, very good 

EDA PACK 1 EDUCATION PACK of 5 disks. 

LITAS The beet of the PD COPIE RS 
but needs two drives. 

UTAH TUTORIAL DISK lorCU users 
Learn all about it 

UTA2Q QUICK COPY auto loading disk 
copier 

UTA25 VIRUS X. Ihe latest and best 
virus killer 

PCA3 These ara really beautiful 
pictures. by Boos Valieogo 

DMA4 REAL THINGS Birds, (every 
animated pictures of birds in night 

DMA14.-1S TWO DISK DEMO the very best 
Deafhsiar mega demo Runs line on 

500 £4.00. 
DMA21 THE PROBE lovely demonstration of 

Amiga's abilities 

ALL DISKS £2.00 EACH, INC PAR 
OVERSEAS ADD £1 50 TO TOTAL. SEND PAYMENT TO 
3 B-SOFT, 33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOTt f 
3 READING, BERKS. RG3 5ZH l- 

TEL: ORDERS + ENQUIRIES (0734*416492, 
SAE FOR FULL DETAILS 

Lorenzo's Domain 
Amiga P.D. & Shareware 

A SMALL SELECTION FROM A GREAT COLLECTION 
MUSIC 

\ id Derive Docklands, tyHCC Fantastic 
colour petunrs and munc 

| lit Rev* Demo (t magi by 
H.C.C 

I 114 NEW music demo ey H C C 
5 great me* tun« with a 
cool menu screw 

I n0 Digital Concert5; by 
Rash Productions 

I 119 Derrek A Clive Live (2 
disks) X rated. 
Hilarious digitsed 
oomedy 

| DEMOS, INTROS % 
I MEGADEMQS 
| £00 Scoop®i Mental Hangover 
| Zio Aicainz: Megedeme 4 iScMiet 
I £i£ Tt>* Kerens Megademo 9 i? *ah»i 
| 213 Tii* Dragons Megadamo 
| 214 The Sitama Megadem 
| 215 The Predators MegadenA 12 drtks I 
I 2te The Sriwls FanlaS, 2 d aka Great 

pictures 
| 221 Popeye Meets the Beacncjoys, ■ s ravin 

mad pal 
222 BudBrain Mega dome X 9 MM} 
223 Deathrtar Mega am i£ d>sM 

I 220 Robocopdemo 2£S HAFMegeoemc 2e«ka tumegree! 
I WMnefeon on Jtaa or# 
I 230 Red SodOr Megaow* i2 Mti fcmjay 

one of the best around 

311 Viz Sideshow 12 great (kgitised pea bum 
Viz 19M> calendar 
313 Space BufttAn Sideshow Drtnnaiy 

Mow average stifttho* 
40? Waft# 1 AfbmaiiOn (1 

meg) Been around 
for a while A dassc 

400. walker 2 
Animation \ t mag} 
Yap! Ybu got H 

l another classic 412 The Education 
of Gore Cougar 

E1 mwgt Brbiant 
B 413 The Probe 
f Sequork* 
415 Filet The Fuft 

kmmabon by Jester Br os 
intemenonal 

4Tft StMrttky 11 ammanon (i 
meg) Beeufttuay drawn and qu4a fanny 

417 Lotus 3 Uneyde animation ft megt YbuH 
i>ke ttia one 

lie Kmghr Animation (1 m«gj A picture in t 
bow comes to life 

GENERAL 
500 Jazzbenoh Jtzi Up your Workbench 
502 Wordprocesso* 
503 Spreadsheet 
SC4 Database 
506 Dope mro write* 
506 Teira Copw Me* ant very wy good 
510 ESAuHrtyMk Tons of vwy usefj uWAe* 

GRAPHICS F1CCYS AMO ANIMATION 
I 306 NewtekDamo Reel 3 ii meg->2MM' 
I 307 Low Teenager aneWOn 11 m*gi A n*y 

good animation or dwknn'p 
| 300 N^hibreed Slideshow :> h 

These are me best pcs I v* seen y*i 

one disk free with evuiv id ordered plus extra surprises 

GAMES 
701 Rah 347 Dnp Game Pure dead Snl«ant 
702 siar Trek 3 (2 cteMl absolutely fantastic 
704 Blizzard Game 
707 Paranoid; AdtAAOM like game with lift Own- 

screen editor 

No membership FREE catalogue with eveiy order, When you choose 
from Lorenzos Domain you can be sure of getting the best VIRUS 

FREE PD around We aim to have your order back in the post within 2 
hours. Send your order with a cheque or PQ and 50p towards p£p to: 

LORENZO'S DOMAIN, 
30 COLQUHOUN SQUARE, HELENSBURGH, G84 8AQ 

TT Ti 

PD Soft. 
1 Bryant Avenue, 
Southend-on-sea, 

Essex SSt 2YD. 

Credit Card Hotlines Q 

(0702) 612259/466933 
■ Hot Oirii XXX 51! 
■ Knight Demo* 44; 

Pas humming Mega demo 54' 
38 Suden Tech Tech Dtmtj 5*j 
71 - Sculpt 3D Animations 54! 
80 - NcH^ck Demo Disk @2* 54' 
111 - Walker Dcim>‘ E41 
112 - Liho Teenager Animator. 54< 
114 Walker Demo tl“ 
125 - Videotape Animation 
3 iSH NASA Picturti D»k 
185 - Frog Amnubon 
] &A - Star Trek Aramatrnn (S2m 
221 ■ Playboy Shde^ltow XXX S4| 
232 ANTt ST Puk 
242 - Ptuma force Add Mega Denvi v., 
252 - Eddie Murphy Ddinmis It X3PC #2 m 
266 - Mm Cups Preview 
267 - Utopia XXX 
268 - Kytie MuKigtie Demo @2 
272 Ff?dd> Krugar Demo 
3t8 ■ |oe of Scaipci. Picture Show 
343 - Forgotten Kcalmt by F™w»n 
349 - RAF Me((a hrmofa'2 
354 Space Acc Preview 
377 - Sound Tracker #6 

380 - The lugjcr Demo 
381 - Cool Cougar l>emo 
411 - Newtek Demo Real tit * @2 
414 ' Dragom Fair ft Demo 
4S4 PD-SOFT Colkcium No.l* 
458 PD-SOFT CaUtidkM NoJ 
460 Kefrens Vkgi Demo MB ^2 
467 - Dnp»r.i Munc Infcmo 
468 Get Lfp Sample 
469 Digital Coocm 3 
470 - Vim Mmtc htaMcn 
471 AMOS Pttvk- 
472 Crypt Im 
473 Dual Mare DM 
474 RrPcb Me* a Dcmc Disk 
475^ D^l—fciBipiaw 
tT TVM XXX 
477 - hand dm? \ tx*om 
21 As reviewed Af- bw 12 *B 
4C2 Trade Mega Dom> 
«95 TDBSmtadDuk 
496 Star Um lama Volume Ow 
4(9? - Kanh« J’trnr * 
498 - fTantic Freddy FuJI Gamcb 
499 - FTaxaian Nomir Shaw 
500 - Menu] Hangover By Scoopex 
50! - Ptayboy Slideshow* @2 
504 Vocal Attack It, Gel It Up 
505 Music Maestro V| 
508 - It Mk-ga Demo thik 
510 - Darknes* Mega Demo Disk 
511 - B™niicrm Mega Demo @2 
513 - Mfean Break Machine Music 
517 - Itome & Away Pictures 
510 - Animation Coikction Disk 
520 - Predators Mcya Demo @2 
523 - Gymnaat Animation 
524 - Gas Guz zler Previtw 
525 - taupe hum Swipr* Cislle Preview 
526 - Twisted Dreams VIII (The 
Revenge) XXX 
527 MnI Pom Ammatwii XXX 
528 Secuntame Mluic Disk. 
529 Crytobumcti Mega Demo H 
530 Time Circle Musk Disk 
531 - Revolution Musw Disk 
532 - Highlander Sword Animation 
533- Trackball Animation 

Alcatraz Tv Movie @3 
Puggs in Space 
Mahoney A Haklus 11 
Final Ecstasy XXX 
E*k*i May Edition 1989 XXX 
The Addams Family ■ 
The Nctjjj N iughs Slide Show 
Dlagons Mega demo 
0*1 rns Long Sample Disk 
3J If TV Year we made emaaci 
T am can Playable preview 
The Run Ammation Disk 
Caa;i<nN Playable preview 
1>ii:te Vici^in Pictures ®2* 
Badge Killer demo Contcil 
an Cubesbon 
Zna Aiamabon* Bonus 
Va* Grfii Demo* 

n Number One XXX 
Psgt-im Sbfe show 
SdeHcc Prmew 

TTAUw wiplcdiik 
PC Roie Mjsk Disk 
Vtarja GriMf Musk Show 
%4aithiri AkbIc Game 

kaeumiaori 
U^aCpdr*#! 

■ To ivm 

mriNfirn 

fjfll w (he trik Hh 
Tre*i 

CAm ** No TO 
dhririM Ik* 3n imer 14| | 

Doii PwkuIi No 42 
" wtoifa Pbwee tlwi Jl* 
Vagrla Petti* 
Mores Kdtam Ssu%e Nudge #2 
DeMsc G«wa Ekctnc You* $ 2 
Ipeccve Muue 
Powerlordi Power Music No l 
laurel and Hardy show Real @2 
fktvipea collection disk No 71 
Too Much 3D Ammiiiondisk 
Martins of None nunc pack III 
Prime 90 Musk @2 
Maniacs of Vmsc music pack II 
Bionn II. The Challenge 
Onyx Muse disk 
Rayboy August Issue* (§2 
1W Ongial C64 Titles 
Di'Hnna Fdmonson Animation 
Porky Pig Animation disk* 
IXsordel Mega Demo Disk 
Min not of Noise Mi»K pick No 1 
Revelation Playable Preview 
Monde Beauties XXX 
palrol hoM animalion 
lad break Slideshow 
Wildlife Playable Pit™* 
Rmanne Arquette SMeshow* 
Gold of the Aztecs Preview 
Halhine Bcamics @2 
Days of Th ymder Ammaiion 
Platting Playable Preview 
Ihe Name Anmws Vocal AtLack 

659 - Final Assault H 
66(1 - Fud of the Century 1999 ll 
661 Midi JAiniuttunra Digital Cnnccrl 5 
662 - (.'names mega demo disk 
664 Budtmn Mega Demo rink @2 
666 Bnunslarm mega demo disk 
667 (Tome* 'Ncverwhcrc' Mega Demo 
668 Rebels Candvimd Volume J9 0 
669 Ihigar the Homble Preview 
67J - Digma] Concert 6 
672 Sciwpei Dorn ColSecutNi Ask No 10 
673 - Battle Command Playable Preview 
674 - |;|ac Animation* 

678 - Crnchd Monrvg Viecham Retnia 
679 Mcnc From the BK Dcma 
Compotidon. See Disk 560* 
681 Night Breed Picture disk 
682 Ri| Alt The GwH of Sport XXX 
683 - Huh one Drty Picture ditk XXX 
684 licstasy Pkasure Pack No 30 
686 Sound of Silcnts 
687 James Pond Preview 
688 Back to the future III Playable 
Preview 
689 Techno ironic Rcmi* 
69<l Popeye meet* the Beach Boys 
692 Wrath of the Demon Preview 
693 Sam Fern Slideshow XXX 
694 Dragon Fcett Preview 
696 Murder Preview 
697 Canine Preview 
ft9& Super Off R opd Racer Preview- 
699 - JD Intemahoti Soccer Preview 
TOO Horrar Zombie Preview 
TO! Anarchy ColIectioA 
Y?2 Charlei Dance Musk collection 

3 Have • Laugh pictures XXX 
YM Awesome Preview 
Y5 - Wolfpack Preview 
"Aj*> Eiorra munc collection 
YCT Pfnre* Pack collection 
709 Efcaxv Play fc' 2 
771 Gtto* md GoNma music 
732 j Beach Vaij Demo by Parwkit 
713 Pi™!;?cop Game 
714 • Raffcrt of dre ba at amm«i-n 
715 ■ Eml Dead If %m%>k Dili «i2 
717 - Rebel 1 MegaHast 
718 MidmgjilStm 
720 ■ Viime playable preview 
721 Wmgt uf tkfalh payable preview 
722 Anarchy Tfemo collection 
725 - GhoU pool animal ion 
726 PAim in mmc dmwi no 27 
730 - Scoojei 84 enUcctlOrt 
731 ■ Silkworm 4 playable preview 
732 < Billy The Kid Preview 
733 - PMC Fractal animation 
734 Clothes peg a 

(a’n m n represents number of diski 
required All others are single disks 
* » I Mh Required 
*H Hrniui progfuns far I Mh hut 
512K win dill work 

Send A Urge SAT fora Free 
eslcnnve tjst ofaU our dtsks We 
Mock All Fred Pis fa TBAG 
All Order* 48 Hour Tumafound 

Simply The Hottest 
Amiga PD Library! 

FLETCHER FONTS 
PACK 110 3: 6 Disk Pack full of colour 
foots (palcuc of 16 Colours) complete 
with instructions to load them in DPAINT 

compatible ait packages 
PACK A or R : 6 Disk Pack fuB of Black 
& While Fonts for use as above. 

£12.00 Per Pack. Exclusive To PD SOFT 

VARIOUS 
V38 ■ C 05 Solunnns; soluitons to all Sierra gamci 
V39 - Siaftracker; 8 Channel Soumkrackflr1 

V47 - JamTracker, Matte, Ednor, Flavor. Ripper 

V48-TVGraphtM.®4 

V52 - Video Graphics. @4 

V56 - DukMutcr VI0; Styling like AmigaDoi 20 

VJ7 - Icon* & Icon Clip Asv @2 

V59 - Fletcher f-oras Colour Fonts Example Disk 
V60 - Fletcher Fonts It/W Fonts Fjtainple Disk 
V6J ■ VIRUS X Version 5 

LICENCEWAKE GAMES £3.00 each 
SPACE BLOB - Cross between Bomb Jack & Manic Miner 

MR DIG (IMb) - The famous Atari Dig Dug 

Q-BOID - The Coin-up Game Vulcan. Tetris Variant. 

CATALOGUE DISK I FRED FISH PAPER 

Tired of boring catalogue disks? g 

Gel the unique, easy to use PD 

SOFT PaUtra Caialogire Disks 

They contain* details ol over 1000 

dtski aval table directly from stock 
from us A multitude of options 

including Search A print. 2 Disks 

Only £1,50. Fin?c Updates 

Ever wanted a complete 

description of all the Fred foih 

disks cm Paper** Well, the entire 

lit! it now ONLY available from 

PD SOFT Approa 60 Pages 

reveal 1 ng everyt hing about even 
pf ngram 1 n I hi s range as dc sen heif 

byFradH^i Only £150 



HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOE! 
CrawjC& 

IS ONE YEAR OLD! 
MORE THAN ■ NOW EVEN 

1,000 ■ LOWER DISK 

AMIGA P. D, DISKS! I PRICES! 

On November 1st 1990, CRAZY JOE’S P.D. 
reached it's FIRST anniversary! Thanks go 
to all our customers of the past year - we 

couldn't have done it without YOU! 
The next year looks even better, with over 
1,000 disks already and even lower prices! 

1 - 9 = Cl .50 each 
10-19 = Cl .25 each 
20 + = Cl.00 each 

INCLUDES P & P IN UK 
EUROPE ADD £1.50 

ELSEWHERE ADD £2.50 

DEMOS 8l ANIMATIONS 

016 Space Ace Demo 
006 Red Sector Megademo (2) 
107 RAF Megademo (2) 
157 Cool Cougar Animation # 
161 Kybe Minogue Demo (2) 
165 Freddy Kruger! 
240 Puggs in Space Cartoon 
261 Deathstar Megademo (2) 
266 AMOS Demo 
296 Unicyc le Anim ation * 
483 Elvira Demo 
567 Sprits Megademo 
570 Avengers Megademo 
574 Laurel 1 Hardy (2) 
615 Science 451 Megademo 
646 Predators Megademo (2) 
711 Arcad ia Megadem o 
744 Red Sector Gebk Demo 
747 Popeye Meets the Beachboys 
748 Busy Bee/Tree Frog Anim. * 
749 The Beings Animation * 
756 Scanners Animation (X)(^ * 
762 The F*un Animation * 
771 Congaman Animation * 
772 Apptocus Ani m ation * 
773 Shark Animation * 
779 Brainstorm Demo Disk 
619 Yakuza Demos 1 

621 Popeye Demo /Game 

BLANK DISKS 
10 FOR C4.99 

WITH DISK BOX £5.99 

50 FOR £23.50 
WITH DISK BOX £28.00 

100 FOR £45.00 
WITH DISK BOX £50.00 

822 The Giggles Demo 
025 Budbrain Megademo (XI (2) 
853 Dragons Lair Demo * 
654 Bread / Home & Away Demo 
660 Dual Crew Megademo 
665 Coma Demo 
879 Giants Megademo (2) 
081 Flash Megademo 
864 Alcatraz Megademo (3) 
008 Treacl Megademo (3) 
095 Thp To Mars 
697 Scoopex Menial Hangover 
903 Shade™ of the Beast 2 Demo 
906 Madonna Cartoon Animation * 
913 Elvira Activities Disk 
919 Kathans Megademo 

SENDS. A, E FOR FULL 
UST OF TITLES, PLUS 

ACCESSORIES, GAMES 
AND MORE! 

920 Prologic Demo Compilation 
932 Pain Is Just The Beginning 
936 Not Nine O Oock News 1 0 
944 Magnetic Felds GD Demo 
946 Subway Dapping Hands 
947 Mars Flight Animation * 
954 Teenage Mutant Hero Turlies 
964 Operation Varkf 
971 Not Nine O Oock News 2 (2) 
989 Intuition Megademo 

GAMES 

036 Games Disk 1 
037 MoriaVaO* 
038 Paranoid 
045 The Golden Fleece Adventure 
068 Adventures Disk 1 
069 Gamas Disk 2 
117 Monopoly 
135 Classic Board & Card Games 
15! Chinese Chequers * 
172 Flaschbier Game 
251 Blizzard 
268 Games Disk 3 
277 Games Disk 4 
314 Breakout Construction Set 
315 Return to Earth 
498 Wanderer Game 
500 Star Fleet 
588 Games Disk 5 
592 Venus Playable Demo 
618 Games Disk 6 
689 Eat Mine 

GAMES PACK (1-8) 
Asteroids. Backgammon, Chess, 
Missile Command, Tiles. Bally 2. 
Space Invaders, Frud Machine. 

Bull Run. Othello. Block Off. 
Yachtc, Sys, Gravity Wars. H Ball. 

Shoot Out, Pool, Moon base, 
China Challenge, Peter s Quest, 

plus many more! 1 

8 Disk Set.£10.00 

690 Marathon Mme 3 
727 Tobias Ffcchter s Star Trek (2) 
766 Treasure Hunt 
775 Games Disk 7 
823 Pseudo Cop Game 
938 Computer Conflict 
967 Pipeline 
962 Drip! ■ 
967 Snakepit 
991 Jeopard * 
992 Games Disk 0 
1004 Games Disk 9 

WE ALSO STOCK 
FRED FISH 

& 

T.B.A.G. DISKS 

MUSIC 

107 Crusaders Audio X 
237 Zee1® Hip Hop Music Disk 
285 Godbrain s House Disk 
409 Crusaders: Freakd Out! 
497 Am iga Chart 5 
518 Bopus Polypus Muisc Disk 
552 Music Invasion 3 (2) 
654 Powerlords Pcwer Musix 2 
713 Flash! ■ Queen (2) 
722 Beatmaster Dub Mix 
724 Technotronic Remix 
746 Crusaders Bacteria 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SPECIAL 

The great PD music creator, plus 
rippers, songs, instruments. 

modules and module players 
Great pack lor beginners 

8 Disk Set.£10.00 

765 Ipeceue Musk Madness 
624 Digital Concert V 
652 Slipstream Music Disk 5 
856 Vocal Attacks 
066 Par III Music Disk 
670 Bruno's Music Box 2 
910 Darkling Lords Mi^ic Disk 2.5 
914 Special Brothers Music 2 
922 Phalanx Beatbox 
924 Game Boy Music Disk * 
930 Rebellion 
935 Madonna. Hanky Panky 
976 Scoopex Boast Sonix 
993 PSA Music Demodisk 1 OK Energy; Sound Splash 3 

SLIDESHOWS 

725 Diggy P»(J9VS Slideshow (2) 
742 Madonna Slideshow 
814 Viz Slideshow 
631 Utopia Cartoon Slideshow 
863 Scream Queens (2) 
878 Sun Connection: Sun Slide 3 
891 Creepshow 
899 Madonna Slideshow 2 (2) * 
907 Bruce Lee Slideshow (3) 
915 ApOl'S Oigi show 
934 Fractal Factory 1 
942 Garfield Slideshow 
968 Gorezone Slideshow (X) 
975 Heroic Dreams Vd. 2 
960 Heroic Dreams Vd. 3 
961 Daz DigiShow 3: Grand Pnx 

Ho * 1 MEG REQUIRED 1 
FIGURES IN BRACKETS 
INDICATE NO. OF DISKS 

(X) = OVER IB s ONLY 

REALLY USEFUL 

014 Games Music Creator 
061 U Ed it Word Processor 
119 Amiga MCAD 
152 Virus Killers Disk 
161 Perfect Sound 
182 Mandlebrot Explorer 
210 Icons! 
329 Pseudo-Ops Virus Kiilef V21 
343 tntromaker 
346 TV Graphics 0 
536 Red Devil Com piling Uils. 
537 Red Devil Utilities Disk 3 
546 iconmania! 
571 Jazz bench 
580 Dope Intro Maker 
66t Programming Disk 
682 Sound Applications (2) 
684 Video Applications (2) 
692 Full Force Mega Utilities 2 
697 Graphics Management (?) 

HOME BUSINESS 
PACK 

Nag. Bank'n, Journal, DBase, 
Spread, Wordwnghl. 

Am igaSpell, Inventory. 
MemoPad, pius more. 

8 Disk Set.£10.00 
739 ANC Utilities Disk 20 
712 Slipstream Virus Killers 
718 Rastan Utilities Disk 2 
729 8 Track Soundtrrcker 
752 AMOS PD: STOS to AMOS 
012 MEDVaOle 
634 Nighttlyers Utility Disk 1 
901 THE Comma Disk 
902 GED Text Editor 
941 S/Tracker Module Jukebox 
943 AMOS Sound Player V1.0 
950 Mercenary Virus Killers Disk 
1022 AMOS Update 1,2 

Please send your 
order to; 

CRAZY JOE’S 
DEPT. AF 

145 EFFINGHAM ST 
ROTHERHAM 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE 
S65 1BL 

Telephone 
(0709)829286 



NBS Public Domain 
132 Gunville Road, Newport, 
Isle Of Wight PO305LH 
Tel (0983)529594 Fax: (0983)821599 

THIS IS THE SMILE OF A PERSON WHO HAS EXPERIENCED 
THE N.B.S- PUBLIC DOMAIN SERVICE! 

Ts 

SPEED 
RELIABILITY 

VALUE 
SERVICE 

OUT NOW: PO UPDATE N° 5, Full Catalogue Incredible competition Oer 70 prizes inc 
50 commercial garland NBS products. It IS the best' 

/"jl Selection Of The Latts^ Amd G^AnsrlirCKu" PO UiiNt 

D14« RSI MEGA DEMO.. SUM protuoiv tr»e Cwsl tv* (2 DISKSl 
Dl S3 PUGGS IN SPACE Mayt* me t*$r e>frr PD qa 
D l BO 5COCHPEX ME NT AL H ANGO VM fl, tanlaslK Whi ■ mega1' 
DW1 ALCATRAZ MEGA DEMO * Gr*l demo eollKfaOrtl3 DISKS* 
M34 BUOBRA^N MtGADEMO Ternfl graphics & Coma 

dorw [2 DISKS) 
DQ3? TOMSOFT DREAM PACK The twsl lrom-Ttwm« 
DO40 GIANTS MEGADEMO...packed «rilh great demoi [2 DISK! 
D04B OPERATION VARK Micky lake of Opraimn Wotf Funny 
DOS? ANARCHY NEW DEMOS .Compiiaicri ot Augutt releases 
D0T4 RED DEVIL COMP S inc. amazing FaMUght V«iw lynntf 

(I MEG) 
D07S CRIONICS NEVERWHEHE 3 mutf tor Madonna fans 
0090 KATHARIS MEGADEMO another good megacMmo 
DOST INTUITION MEGADEMO me amazing aaiddwno 
0094 STD TURTLES DEMO best Turtles yel1 but to the demo 

|1 MEGT 
DM1 fnu.rr THE fish &ni Arwtfw Puggs m Space7 
D332 GOftILLA SKETCH From Nol The 9 OCkx* News 

|2 OISKSl 
D342 AGATROH SLIDES 10 a must lor TREK farts 
DS10 THE RUN TotAte RjctnefS police cft*» aram ti MEGr) 
DS16 WALKER DEMO 2 Classic popular demc (1 MEG ■ 
D519 RAIDERS FILM ANiM INg. exlrad Irom -The iosi Arfc- 

{t MEG) 
D520 FRACTAL FLIGHT Very carver animation |1 MEGi 
W£fl STAR WARS THE MOVtE ^ExCLUSlVEt 1 MEG 2 DISKS 

l DRIVES 
D53? EPIC GAME DEMO Amazing grapfocs don’t mm *. 
M3S PASSION AN IMS 3 mm ’wooden' animations 

I T M€G| (NO F Aj 
M063 DEPECHE MODE. Get the Mere treatment 
M069 0- MOe MUSIC * The long a*artrf mosc demo {2 WSKS) 
MO70 CRUSADERS BACTERIA Highly rated. bNI mute 
M09S HOC DOCKLANDS DE MO JMJ at Pocwands aixfrthow 
TQl 7 VWVF GAME HINTS TIPS AND CHEATS 
XiiQ FRAXION HORROR. AbsaMrfy tmniant cartoon horror t**fc" 
GAMES 
Gt07 STAR TREK.. The all new Tofras Richter Game [2 DISKS 1 
Gl33 GAMES COMPO me VMOT* 
GT34 INTACT Amajmg quality shoot em up. Get W 

ALL ABOVE DISKS ONLY £t JS PLEASE ADO &0p P&P TO 
TOTAL ORDER FULL LIST OF UTILITY AND ADULT > 

SEL ECTIDN IN OUR LATEST CATALOGUE J 

•DS/DD Sony DISKS 

, 69b EACH Of 100 tof M* \62p V 

c 

c 
J 

512K RAM UPSRaBFS" N 
without dock. £47 95 ’ 

with clock .£50.00 / 
■; j frere 

STARLCUHMKI&MK?) " 
PRINTER RIBBONS 

Black £3 30 Coi our £5.75J 

Contriver replacement Mouse 
c/w mat and pocket ££2.95 V Cga 3.5" external drive\ 

wth switch and thru port I 
£6495_J 

ChtVUnDMtKbNlS taC 
nrtudt SC^'po* no pacfcnj -as W a*ar 

75"t555iu* ettw «na Sr * V Zw :■ 
vamptra ‘?te aarrrkVfO 

flfl! tirow mV 
PosUFS/t Etfdpt Kc txt Mk (mm CS 00) 

VAT«egNo 566539404 

Amiga P.D. Software 
1-5 disks at £1.50 each 6-10 disks at £1.25 each 

11 Plus disks at £1.00 each 
£5,00 membership per year - which includes free Fanzme, free PD 
disks and 4 updates per year and 10% discount on all PD software 

ST/Amiga Fanzine £1.20 + 20p P&P 
ISSUE @ with FREE Disk FREE P D List 

Picture Digitizing for the Amiga1 
£4 50 per dt$k (6 pictures) 

Sound Sampling Service for the ST/Amiga 
£2,50 per disk i JO saupies Sampling disks now in stock 

For details contact us at;* 

Sector 16 160 Hollow Way Cowley Oxford 
Tel: 0866 777146/774472 

Please make Cheques PO s pa?ac»$ *o ANDREW HAMILTON and SIMON GLEED 

VIRUS FREE PD 
We slock ail the laws: Demo s S Utilities etc. 

as »e* as »tte classics. 
At only £2 00 a desk inclusive ot 

postage are Decking. 

OVER 100 NEW CWSK$ ADDED EVERY MONTH 
* DISCOUNTS ON SULK ORDERS * 

AH disks are distributed Virus Free and most ordefS are dispatched within 24 hours 

— THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS- 
Here s fust a small se*0c*y at ou • popular titles 

513. IF ONLY I COULD IMec 
558 THE POWER REMIX 
585 FEEL THE RHYTHM 1 Mec 
899 GROOVE IS IN THE HEART 
600 THE FUNKEY DEE ’Meg 

6H JAZZBENCH 
6*3 UEDfT 
56* NOSE TRACKER 
544 DOPE NTRC MAKER 
613 202 LmuTlES 

WORE THAN 000 DISKS CATALOGUED 
AArvrvn Oridef 0T 2 disks 

For a cateooue e$k send £1 SO or a blank dsk & 50p 

VIRUS FREE PD (Dept AF}, 23 Elborough Road. Moredon. 
Swindon. Wilts, SN2 2LS England. 

Overseas orders welcome 

Public domain like you've never seen... 
! KARV ;JA5iai«5 

iTOP 80 
j fSD. PICKS 1 

"III si 1 -rt s 
frr- rriTir^r 

Prtdator 
K*fr*n« 

1) Star Trek 
EXCLUSIVE! 

New from Europe 
in lift sound cffcelv 

2 disk set £5.00 

whII 

111 

5) (iames 
Seven pmev for 

tkcjii tuner* and espcito. 

Single disk £2.50 

71 Toolkit 
ttivk* icon. jmn*. sy^ern 

4th) dcAkJop uliikm. 

5 disk set £ 11 iM) 

9) FontLib 
T'tjuf dozen fonts. 

Lasy WorkBencfi comrcH, 

Single disk £2.50 

2) Hars Laser’s 
"Top 2011 

Noted Amiga ekpen 
PkjLy ihe 2D best 

4 disk set £12,00 

3) MegaDemos 
EXCLUSIVE! 
Lurofran ammaliiiinv 
with free demo di^i, 

5 disk set £11.00 

4} Something 
For Nothing 

Dedjop v Kko.graphk4 
and JitiiTiJlmri kkiK 

2 dink set £5.1X1 

-PREMIER 
XCJOFTWARE 

IM). Bo\37K2 
Redwmid City, CA <>4064 USA 

(415)593-1207 

The 10 Best or 
Public Domnin 

Special offers from the 

premier 

public domain and 
shareware 

source far the Amiga. 

Please add 0.00 per order for 
shipping and handling 

Paymem Terms: 

B ank draft or 

International Money Order 

6) MunrtelMania 
A collrclion of 

Muntielhrnl Sel programs 

2 disk set £5.00 

HI Desk Bench 
Work Bench J J w ith 
Ilc^tkA'h leonv 

3 disk set £7.50 

■H UtS 
KM1ATH MfUS 

■ *~*,*-k 
Bird* 

1ZZVr°.i 

For technical support write or cal 1 10) A n i mation s 
0101415-593-1207 CkMttn* nr demote 

uib run in I meg. 

Dealer & User Group inquiries invited 5 disk set £1 LOO 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

Over 125 disks available! 
Disks organized by topic. 
Buy only the software you want! 
Animations, games, tools, utilities, 
pictures, icons and much more... 

Send 0.00 for catalog on disk 
to: Premier Software 

P.O. Box 3782 
Redwood Ciiv. CA 

or call: (415)593-1207 

Amiga friendly! Every program is runable from workbench! 



mm mr 
m i©w if*n> 
DECEMBER ISSUE SPECIALS 

THE FOLLOWING DEMO DISKS ARE ON OFFER FOR AN 
AMAZING SOp PER DISK - THIS MONTH ONLY! 

Intuition Mega Demo CeBit 90 Warfalcons Purple 
Upfront Mega Demo Rebels Megoblost Anarchy Pack 
Crionics Neverwhere Siients Mega Demo Danish Know How 
Miroge Mego Demo Alcatraz Mega (3) Siients Tropical Sunset 

THE FOLLOWING DISKS ARE ON OFFER AT 75p PER DISK 

Mom (RPG)# 
Powef Surge Music 

DBW ^ixier 
Waikei Demo 1“ 
Water Demo IP 
Busy Bee Arum* 

NorthC 
RIM Database 

Eat Mine 
Stealthy II 

Miami Vice Theme 
Sound of Siients Clip A 

Nightbreed Slideshow 100 C64 Songs 

Power Mu six II 
Jarre Concerts 

Jeopardy 
Direct Action* 

Ofctoiyier 
Ledm & Play (2) 

MED 2.12 
Video Tools (2) 

Education Pack<5) 
Fillet the Fish 

Tetracopy 
Clip Art I 

Killer Demo' 
Wild Copper 
Battleforce 

Tennis* 
ARP 1.3 

Lorn RPG 
Sazooon C 

Biczard 
Showtinne 
Flaschpier 

Nudge Nudge 
Pacman 87 
TMHT Demo 

(2) 

The Run Anim* 
Trip to Mars Anim 

Fractal Flight 
Darksfor Utite 6 
Raiders Anim 
ESA Utilities 1 

BASIC Compiler 
Golem Slideshow 

DarkStar Utils A 
DariiStar UtHs 2 
Pendie Utils 6 
Pendie Utils 7 

Countach Anims I 

ALL OTHER DISKS ONLY £1 EACH 
PRINTED LIST NOW AVAILABLE 

OFFERS END 16th DECEMBER 1990 

‘Indicates \ Meg. Numbers in brackets indicate number of disks 
Same day despatch for orders received before 4:00pm 

FISH. AMICUS, TBAG AND AGATRON COLLECTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE 
SEE OUR THREE DISK CATALOGUE FOR DETAILS • ONLY £2 

DECEMBER SPECIALS SUBJECT TO MINIMUM ORDER Of £3 DO , a_ OVER FOUR YEARS AMIGA EXPERIENCE 

V Mfgft o* 
^ v U 4VW i CrwJlt subject to a mmum 

order of SSX due to bank 'Hfricrent 

(Dept AFA), 30 Parsons St, Baton, Oxon 0X16 8LY 
Tel:(029S)2620» Fac0295 275044 BBS:0295 275046 

‘PD ‘REPELS 
m-FiLS \ lw *sM£$w \ mm ■rm -/v» urst&£ 

REB tDQ ’ A Siar Tf* bn .an| wilh Fr^isti cJpcs <2 di5*5l 
F4EB 101 Ff*tt*i Psgfn. tHltani graphic d»mo 41 meg) 
RE8 10? .Jaizbenc-r aceai new deskiop 
REB 103 Educai.-on o' Cool Cougar, orillmmi animation 41 meg) 
Ree T CM Adams family great demo oi ihe laments TV programme 
REH IK Tour of Dufy demo demo from Thf Trooper 
REfi TK C Comp*# tut woriong C complef 
REB HOT ' Pratiaturs magadamo 2 as>s 11 parts, a real mega demo1" 
REB T« ’ Budbra^ m*ga dame, greet vwhxx. cUwus taslo (2 cteM) 
REB t» Vil $Hd*s*>cw. Ram p*3ur* from vu ca»rtdar 
REB l i ft Puggs n Space a greas ar«matad s.hv> 
REB Tt 1 Friuon HOdOr derrv horrv damp 
REB nt ‘ Newtek demo 3 sr*a Ngfh graphs (1 meg, 2 dr?¥«) 
REB t1 ft Alcafru meradr^ * grea> damo (ft d-sk* epeoai £4 .SO) 
REB 1T4 The OMnwi T#*i AAwijn 61111 adventure 
REB ITS The Holy Gran. te*l adventure. bniltainl adventure 41 meg) 
REB 116 Banhn, great home fiance proorafn 
REB I T 7 ^Kyfie demo, a ^eaify good demo of Kyle's hit* 42 efrskfi) 
REB 116 Virus X4 1 me PD Am^a wia kfler 
REB 119 ' Business - word processor sprewteheel. DBase <2 disks] 
REB 120 CU Help Disk, roads of help wth the dreaded CUt§ 

n*L SIDCK 1WE Jull Of fisH ‘mpo^E^ m+ %pfeu 

REB 121 
REB 122 
REB 123 
REB 124 
REB 12$ 
REB 126 
REB 12? 
REB 12* 
REB 120 
REB 130 
REB 131 
REB 132 
REB 133 
REB 134 
REB 135 
REB 136 
REB 137 
REB 138 
REB 139 
REB 140 
REB <41 
REB 142 
REB 143 
REB 1+4 
REB 145 

Trooper Fonts, ft *5*4 of great tents me wi'.h DPant etc 
ViMnn megademo 4 taaaurea R*de on Tan* Got to Get etc 
Mad v? 1, munc proaram arm M md suppOC 
• D Mob 4. orilrafit muse £3* worm trie wa 1 
Freddy Game, great unjiYswer* on Elm Si damo 
Ftash&Bf. rsa£y great TO jaattams gam# 
Fish Games, 3 dsk opRadvn. <x iha best of Fish t*sfc game# 
Packman *7. preai vanwn of rha dnuc gar11* 
Roger Dean SUdashow a Ortkem an UNdeshow 
Bactona demo, bnllianj damp from tna Crusaders 
Messy DOS, read and wfla MS DOS thshs 
C Manual. 3 disk manual cpraring «. aspects of TH Il-J.M 
Monopoly and CtuidQ two dasi*c games on doe disk 
Amipasb. a really good PD database 
Como Demo , bdWll'IIHl'"’. 
Taanega Mutant Hgvo Turaea Demo Pends Europa. great 
Dtefc TflKyOemo tafcfo from Bi*lfFt4j*tk$> 
Red Devil Crunchers ~ PaeMri deks greet compkafton 
Trooper Demo CoMcuon 12, Stpavaem Equasogo 2 + more 
Red Devi Ufirfy CdecKr pus wp^Amg ST emJaior1"' 
' RAF Megademo, a greet muac * grephes damp (2 *$k$) 
Nomrsiar And Fewli^i Megadamo sc* demo i2*sJ(st 
Juggett# Demo, a great luggier demo 
Star Trek, a groat 3 disk gem* needs 2 drives. 1 meg 
Star Trek a 2 d&k game, great game play, super gams 

WE AIM TO GIVE THE BEST SERVICE POSSIBLE WHILST GIVING 
SUPERB VALUE FOB MONEY, WE HAVE SET OUR PRICES AS FOLLOWS: 

1-9 DISKS El.75 PER DISK INC. P&P 
10+ DISKS ET.SO PER DISK INC. PSP 

2 DISKS FREE WITH EVERY 10 DISKS ORDERED 
SEND OR PHONE FOR YOUR FREE DISK CATALOGUE!!!!! 

4 'Vuqua, T.O. Afttss, lim to: 
PD REBELS, 12 CORNFIELD ROAD. JUMP FARM. DEVIZES, WILTS, 

'ftjy&udcoffers fy appointmtnt mhf 

AMIGA PD ONLY £1 PER DISK! 
• Fast, efficient, friendly ahd reliable 

service at all ttmes 
• We always use top quality disks at NO 

extra cost 

• FREE catalogue updates 

• if we don't have the disk you want, 
we will get it for you. Just add 60p 
extra per disk. 

• Buy TEN disks and get ONE absolutely 
FREE 

• We also stock quality AMIGA 
accessories at very reasonable prices 

01 CRUSADERS BACTERIA 
0$ NOWMU9C11 
04 AGATRON ANIM 25 

SIIENTS MEGADEMO 
RSI MEGADEMO (2 disks) 
THAMES TV & DEMO S 
DRAGONS MEGADEMO 
MENTAL HANGOVER 

30 GATE MEGADEMO » 
PUGGS IN SPACE 

11 
96 
97 
28 

31 
321 KEFRENS ESI 

33/ VIII 
Quality 3 5' DS/DD disks 100% certified 

error free 79p each of 10 for £7 

SEND SAE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE! 

(Please add SOp for P&P to total order value) 

Cfreqrues/RO's payable to: ‘PAS ENTERPRISES' 

3 St. Johns Walk, St. Ives, Cornwall, TR26 2JJ 

Why not spoil yourself this Christmas? 
PLASTIC TYPE 

THROUGH COVER 

MODEMS £9.99 
(Inc. PAP) 

DATAPHONE PRO 4 Speeds of 300/300. 
1200/1200. 1275 2*00 q*us MNP 5. 
Package indudes everyititng you need to get 
on line within minutes'M 

£399.99 :including P&P). 
KCS PC Board * Turns your Amiga into a 
PC Compatible and gives you extra memory 
loo. Just plugs in under the trap door! 

00 (Including R&P) 

37p for S? 
labels and 

DISKS 
PD SOFTWARE! 

10 DISKS OF 
PD & SHAREWARE GAMES 

£9 99 
10 DISKS OF 

SHOW OFF DISKS 
£9,99 (Including P&P} 

How to place your order: 
by telephone with credit card numbers on 051-924 0200 or by fax on 051-931 3B57 
(both numbers 24 hrs) Alternatively by post send your card number + exp, date + 

signature or cheques or postal orders to: _ 
UNBEATABLE PRICES LTD., 

RO. BOX 5, LIVERPOOL, L23 OXG 
WJA 

1 
NEW IMAGE P.D. 

5 PISK8 Of CUP ART only f 6.00 ! 

CLIP ART VOLUME 2 INCLUDES: Zodiacs, Cartoons, Borders, 
Christmas, Sport, Flags, Animals, Signs, Valentine, Halloween, 
Trademarks + much morel Two and four colours, ideal for use in DTP! 

STILL AVAILABLE: CLIP ART VOLUME 1 (7 DISKS) £8.00 

AMOS PUBLIC DOMAIN: We now stock a large range of these 
di&ks at only £1,50 per disk. Detoils on the cotoiogue disk! 

CATALOGUE • ISSUE 2 - ONLY £1,00 PLUS SOFTWARE 

Normal PD Prices: Disks are only £1.75 each including post + pocking I 

CHEQUES/P.O's payable to: NEW IMAGE SOFTWARE. 
40, APPLEBY GARDENS, DUNSTABLE, BEDS, LU6 3DB 

Beat This Amiga PD 
COME AND SEE US AT STAND 157 OF THE THIRD 

16 BIT COMPUTER FAIR, NOVOTEL, LONDON, JAN 4th ■ 6th 

One Month Only 
All PD disks 85p each 

Updated Home business Pack - 3 disks - £8.00 
Sound Tracker Pack - 8 disks - £8,00 

Add £1.00 P&P to all orders minimum order 10 disks 
(except for 8 disk packs) 

Offer ends 15th December 1990. 
Send SAE for PD lists! 

Moke cheques poysble fO: BEAT THIS AMIGA P.D 

5 FULLARTON DRIVE, TROON, 

AYRSHIRE KA10 6LE 
**#■ 



17 Bit Software 
That Bit Better Than The Rest!! 

PO Box 97, Wakefield VVF1 1XX, England. 0924 366982 
The UK's Largest Amiga Only PD User Group, over 1000 Top Quality 
Public Domain Disks and over 16,500 members in our friendly club 

PACK ATTACK!! 
ALL These packs give lifetime memberships to 17-BMT 

And open up a whole new world in Public Domain* 

CLASSICAL MUSIC PACK 
Three superb music disks, and a catalogue. Brilliant 

value at only £6.50 

MUSIC CREATION PACK 
5 music disks to help you get the best out of your AMIGA 

sound system. Included disks are 740 MFD l'2.01. 
440 SOUNDTRACKER RIPPERS AND PLAY ROUTINES. 

402 GAMES MUSIC CREATOR. 478 SOUND MON. AND DISK 
479 SAMPLED INSTRUMENTS FOR ALL THE ABOVE 

DISKS, SUPERB VALUE AT ONLY £7.99 

QS+CD 

The ever popular QS + CD pack is a superb way to get 
into public domain. Featuring great utilities, great 

music and great games. If you're new to the AMIGA this 
is the pack!!! 

ONLY £6.50 

ASTRONOMY PACK „„i, cs.oo 
A 3 Disk pack including the latest catalogue, 

and 2 superb astronomy disks. 
173 AMIGAZER 

223 STAR CHART A fitu: astronomy program. 

MEGA DOS 
Mega Dos is an AMIGADOS Manual-on-disk designed to be 

an easy to use self help reference and tutorial for 
understanding the CLI and workbench. 

MEGA DOS IS NOT PD AND IS ONLY AVAILABLE 
FROM 17-BIT SOFTWARE 

Amazing value at only £6.95 

ESSENTIAL PD FROM 
OUR LATEST DISKS 

747-Sculp 3D Fighter animation by John Smith 
746- Excellent commercial quality PD shoot cm up!! 
745- DEXION Freddy demo, very original. 
743- MIRAGE Prime 90 mega demo (Lovely font) 
741-Intro’s 47, more specially compiled demo s* 
740-Nic Cusworths MAD MAD MAD MAD mix!!! 
736-Agatron star trek slide show (very nice)* 
735-Agatron animations disk no 34 
734-Agatron animations disk no 33 
733-SCOGPEX beast music demo (absolutely brill!!) 
731-Sidney and Friends utility disk (great utils) 
730-Beatle mania, 34 SONIX beatles tracks (great) 
728- Two disk Laurel and Hardy disk as featured 
729- In COMMODORE USER (great fun) 
727-Gary Tower ray traced slide show (only available 

from 17-BIT SOFTWARE, 
726- intro's 46 More lovely demo's to impress. 
724-intro's 45 Do these demo's ever run out?.NO! 
723-intro's 44 More specially compiled graphics. 
722-AMAZE music disk with 56 tunes in all, and a 

long play feature. (THIS IS TRULY AMAZING) 
721-DISORDER Mega demor great music and graphics* 
719- SYNTH1A 2 Music util demo (GREAT FUN) 
718-Fractal slideshow. (Yummy graphics) 
717-CASP, music disk (the guy responsible for the 

bat dance remix in our library, 4 more super- 
tunes)* 

714-RED SECTOR Martin Galway music disk. 
710-BUDBRAIN DEMO (outrageously funny disk). 
687- CRIONICS MEGA DEMO, featuring the best 

anim Tve ever seen (of madonna walking). 
GREAT. 

681-WARFALCONS MEGA DEMO (stunning)* 
684* FRACTAL FLIGHT demo 
685-KEFRENS music juke box, (don't miss this one) 
688- Horror slide show (SPOOKY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!) 
696- DEPECHE MODE music disk (GREAT STUFF), 

WE ALSO STOCK 
FISH-1 TO 360 

AMICUS-1 TO 26 
AMIGAN-1 TO 23 

T-BAG-1 TO 42 
All these including the 

whole range of PD in 

our library are onlv 

£2.00 EACH 

17-BIT SOFTWARE ARE OPEX 
From 9.00 am to 8.00pm Mon to 
Friday and 9.00am to 5.30pm on 

Saturdays. We take all major credit 
card orders over the phone. 
TEL: 0924 366982 

Postal orders and cheques should 

he made payable to 17-Bit Softw are. 
10 disks are £ 18.00 or am one disk £2.00 

["zydec ravCiTxpaxisionT1 
I Upgrade your Amiga 500 to I Meg 
I of memory with the Zydec 5I2K 
|expansion. Fitting neatly into your 
I Amiga this compact unit conies 
\complete w ith a one year guarantee 

and an on/off switch. 
ONLY £32.95 

! Or £39.95 with special 5 disk I Meg 
PD pack!!! 

DON'T DELAY ORDER A PACK TODAY 



Pdom PD Amiga Public Domain & Shareware Software 
Suppliers of Public Domain and Shareware software for over 4 years, watch out for immitations 

Graphics Games Utility Application 

AMPS - Graphics Pick 1 

Clip It! dip any part of 

the screen and save to disk, 

Filter Pics manipulate 

pictures with enhancers, 

edge definition, colour 

and size shifters, Amiga 

MCAD excellent CAD 

package. IFl to pieces 

jigsaw program, ROT 3D 

drawing prog, VDraw 

VI, 19 brilliant painting 

program, Kay Tracer 

Generator 
A 3 disk pack onlv £7,50, 
AMP2I - Graphics Pack 

I — DBW Render a very 

good Ray Tracing utility, 

Mandelbrot Explorer. 

Excellent full features 

nundelbrot designer, 

ST2IFF convert Atari ST 

pictures to Amiga IFF 

format, HAM Editor 

drawing program, HAM 

to IFF convertor 
A 3 disk pack only £7.50. 
FFISH 295 Mande! 

Mountains VI. 1. Mandei 

Brot Generator 
FFISH 334 FBM 
is an image manipulator 

and convertor : Sun, GIF 

IFF, PCX, PBM bitmaps. 

Can input raw images, and 

output PostScript & Di¬ 

ablo, Also does rectangu¬ 

lar extraction, density and 

contrast changes, rotation, 

quantization, halftone 

grayscaling etc. etc. etc. 

Utility Stop Press! 
We have loads of 

excellent utility disk 

compilations. 
Our DiskCat has a 

fast search option 

for the best! 

AMPS - Game Pack I - 

Clue as in Guedo, 

Othello, Klondike, 

Canfield, Cribbge, 

ackgammon, Yahtee, 

1‘Vision, Missle ommand, 

Cosmo 2, 3D Breakout, 

Empire, Gravity Wars, 

Hanoi, Hockey, ikoff, 

jackland, Othello Master, 

Pieman. all nlliant PD 

games. 3 disks only £7.501 
AMP22 Games Pack 1 

- Amoeba space invaders, 

CosmoRoids, Stone Age a 

Boulder Dash type. Back 

Gammon, Chain 

Reaction, Master Mind, 

Reversi, Black Jack, Crazy 

Eights * Klondike, Jig Saw, 

Keno, YachtC, Daleks, 

Ritauze, Monopoly and 

Escape From Jovi the 

excellent game. 
A 3 disk pack only £7.50. 
PDOM 90 Tennis! The 

best shareware game on 

the Amiga. Excellent! 

Requires lMb of RAM, 

PDOM 79* PDOM 80 

& PDOM 81 - Star Trek 

3 disk game. Amazing 

graphics! Fully working. 

Brilliant! Requires 1MB 

RAM & 2 drives. 
PDOM 215* PDOM 216 

- Star Trek 2 disk game. 

Totally different, and even 

better excellent game! 

Requires 2 drives. 
PDOM 233 - The Holy 

Grail Adventure Requires 

1MB RAM. Excellent 

adventure! 
PDOM 234 - The 

Golden Fleece Adventure. 
PDOM 283 - CaJlisto, 

Daleks, Pontoon, Fuzz, 

World &C Zerg. 

FFISH 327 - Msh 

handles MSDGS/ST 

formatted disks. You can 

use files on such disks in 

almost exactly the same 

way as you use files on 

native AmigaDOS disks* 

This is a fully functional, 

read/write version. 

PDOM 62 - The Public 

Dommator Anti Vims 

Disk contains all you need 

in the tight against viruses. 
FFISH 342 - II V 1.0 is 

an icon editor up to 

640x200 pixels in size also 

dual render. Fully 

featured. 
FFISH 244 - Boot 

Block Champion V3*l 

load, save and analyze 

boot blocks. Boot Ini m 

V1,2 you specify The 
headline text of upto 44 

characters and ihe 
Scrolling text of upto 300. 
PDOM 278 - LHARCa 

V0,99a the file compressor 

100% compatible with 

MS DOS LH ARC VI. 13c. 
AMICUS 22 - Printer 

Driver Generator V2.3. 
TBAG 28 - Mach II fea¬ 

tures: configurable, your 

hdp screen, mouse accel¬ 

erator, PopCLl, Screen 

Blanker, Mouse OFF. Sun 

Mouse, Click To Front, 

Cycle, Window and Screen 

Shuffler, CLock, Alarm, 

Beeper etc. 
TBAG 30 - MyMenu 

create your own menu on 

WB to run any comands. 

Icon Meister V1.4 THE 

Icon editor. 
TBAG 31 - ShoWiz V2.0 

show ANY picture with 

or without a script 1 

picture or several disks 

full, also play a music file 

in the background! Also 

show tm Files in any 

colour! 
PDOM 279-ESA utility 

disk I the excellent 

compilation of 3 dozen 

utilities! 

AM PI - Home Business 

Pack : UEdit word proces¬ 

sor, Visicalc spreadsheet, 

RIM and Hyperbase data¬ 

bases and spell checkers 

etc. 3 disks only £7.501 
APDC 17-2 Micro 

Emac editors: Micro 

GnuKmacs MicroEmacs. 
FFISH 144 - 
Analyticalc V22.3D is a 

large & powerful 

spreadsheet program 

requires lMB RAM and 

one floppy. 
AMICUS 17 - Commu¬ 

nications: COMM vl .33, 

Aterm V7.2, VT-1Q0 

V2.6, VTek V2.3T, Amiga 

Host V0,9 for Compu¬ 

Serve, 
FFISH 195 - Micro 

Emacs V3TG the editor 

which is very 

comprehensive. Includes 

source and extensive on 

line documentation. 

FFISH 219 - Deep Sky 

V5.0 is a database 

containing info on 10,368 

non - stellar objects, 600 

colour contrasting easily 

resolved double stars, 70 

scars for setting circles and 

miscellaneous white 

dwarfs, red sursctc. The 

whole lot is ZOOd 

(archived) down to fit onto 

the disk and will unZOO 

to 1*2 Mb of info, 
ZOO is not supplied, 

PDOM Clip It! VolL 
Nearly 3Mb of clip art in 

standard IFF format. 

Subjects covered are varied 

but are mainly: sports, 

flags, animals, cartoons, 

humorous, Christmas, 

Jewish, borders, 

Halloween, Valentines, 

horses, eyes, alphabets, 

hands, 1930's trade marks, 

zodiac, care and many 

more. All compatible with 

DPaint N. All in black and 

white, 5 disks full. 

j To order, simply quote the disk ^ 

code number given in bo Id. 
Pri ices: 1 to 5 disks arc £3.00 each, 

6 to 10 £2.75 each, 
11 or more £2.50 each. 

lAI 1 orders sent by first class post. A 

Miscellaneous 

PDOM 211 - NonhC 
the latest all features 

excellent C compiler. 

Suitable for beginners and 

the knowledgablc alike. 
Fully comprehensive. 
FFISH 337 - CManual 

V TO is a complete C 

manual for the Amiga 

which describes how to 

open and work with 

screens, windows, 

graphics, gadgets, 

requesters alerts, menus, 

IDCMP, sprites, etc. 

Includes huge manual file 

and over 70 fully 

executable examples with 

source code. When 

unpacked Fills up 3 disks. 
FFISH 314 - A68k 

v2.6l the 68000 macro 

assembler. Excel lent. 
FFISH 339 - PCQ 

V LI cis a freely 

redistributable, self 

compiling, Pascal 

compiler. The only major 

feature of Pascal that is not 

implemented is sets. 
FFISH 349 - MED 

V2.Q is a music editor 

much like SoundTracker 

with MIDI sequencing. 
AM PH - 5 disks full of 

Sonix files with the PD 

Stmix plaver. £12*50! 
AMP23 5 disks full of 

Soundtracker files includes 

Sound Tracker versions 

1,2,3 and 4f £12.50! 

PDOM 285 - Game 

Music Creator. Supports 

MIDI, can handle all types 

of samples -IFF with 

loops, Raw- etc., both 

cotuignous and pattern 

recording, Note half 

stepup/down function, 64 

patterns in memory, can 

load both Soundtracker & 

SoundFX songs (convened 

with GMC conv.). Replay 

routine brutally much 

faster than Soundtracker*, 

Includes Pattern break, 

Position jump etc etc*.. 

Demos 

PDOM 212 - R«j Sectoi 

CEBIT '90 demo. 

Another excellent demo 

from RSI! 
PDOM 213 - Rebels 

Coma demo an absolute! v 

brilliant non stop demo 

totally different, and very 

original! 
PDOM 214 -Fractal 

Flight, i reared by 

HyperCube Engineerings’ 

fractal landscape generator 

Requires lMB RAM 

BRILLIANT! 
PDOM 148 - Escape 

from Singes Castle 

another amazing 

animation demo of the 

interactive game. Excellent 

follow up to Space Ace! 
PDOM 1 - The Walker 

Demo 1 is a mega 

animation demo that 

requires I Mb RAM. 
PDOM 2 - The Walker 

II the mega mega 

animation demo that 

requires 1Mb RAM, 
FFISH 196 — Stunning 

digitised HAM pictures. 

Excellent! The quality is 

astounding, 
PDOM 27 - Alcatraz 

Mega Demo II. MqraH 
PDOM 65 & PDOM 66 

Red Sector Mega Demo, 

THE best demo on the 

Amiga! Amazing graphics, 

fabulous sounds, astound¬ 

ing vector graphics! 
PDOM 73 - Star Trek 

Enterprise leaves Dock. 
PDOM 74 - Star Trek 4 

animat ions of Star Trek 

craft. 

PDOM 76 - Star Trek 

Shuttle landing on a Star 

Trek craft. 
PDOM 83 - Space Ace 

demo. Excellent 

am ami ion with excellent 

sampled sound!, 

We've always got 

the latest Music anc 

Graphic (femes* 
Our DiskCat has a 

fast search option 

for the best! 

All prices are fully inclusive. To order please send . 

cheque or postal order payable to Pdom PD Amig. 

or Access & Visa credit can! details to: 
Pdom PD Amiga AF, P O Box 801, 

Bishop's Stanford, Hertfordshire, CM23 3TZ, 

Tel 0279 757692. 



Who is Roy Tretheway? No, hes 
not a comic book character, but 
already it's questionable whether 
he exists in this 30 realrty which 
we're ail so familiar with. 

He runs a PD library, but rot 
just any PD library: possibly the 
best-quality library anywhere. 
Premier Software is one of the 
best-packaged and the most sen¬ 
sible catalogues around. UK PD 
libraries frequently have hundreds 
of different titles, Roy gets away 
with just 85. 

The secret? Specialisation. 
Each set of disks is aimed at one 
specific use and no other. There 
are a few compilations of utilities, 
but even these are tied together 
somewhere down the line. There 
are none of those bouncy-wobbly' 
wibbly demos which do absolutely 
nothing except send greetings 
from one obscure illiterate soft¬ 
ware pirate to another, 

For instance, the “Something 
for Nothing" series are always 
compilations of graphics and 
video tools. Each disk has a list of 
the contents printed on a colour 
label (which Roy designs himself). 
No scrawled, obscure disk num¬ 
bers with unknown contents. The 
label also has the title printed on 
the edge, which makes flicking to 
the right disk an undemanding job. 

One of Premier's home-grown 
"own products" is Deskbench. It's 
exactly compatible with Work¬ 
bench, with the exception that it 
looks better - a couple of expan¬ 
sion disks let you set up your own 
Deskbench systems with relative 
ease. More of that later. 

How do you get hold of 
Premier's software? At the present 
time, they don’t have a UK distrib¬ 
utor. In theory, this means sending 
off an International Monetary 
Order to California for the correct 
cost in dollars. 

And how much does it cost? 
Roy charges $5.75 per disk to 
foreign customers lie us Brits), 
plus an Air Mail delivery charge of 
$5. At around $1.94 per £1, 
that's*,, erm.,. a reasonable 
charge realty. Actually, he'll happily 
accept bankdrafts or IMOs for 
pounds sterling. The rate is £2.50 
for a single disk, £5 for a two disk 
set £12 for four disks or £11 for 
five. Don't forgot the £3 delivery 
charge. Here's a brief look at just 
what Premier offers: 

DESKBENCH 
FACTORY 

Deskbench itself is a dead ringer 
for Workbench. The difference is 
that Deskbench offers a much 
more attractive layout and display 
system. Rather than the 
Workbench method of displaying 

Stateside 
Special 

A privileged look at an American PD 

library with PAT MCDONALD, who 

likes what he sees at Premier. 

12121 entered into fractal landscape generator Scenery produces 

this landscape. Not a lot of people know that. 

me h; 

Deskbench 

Deskbench offers an attractive and simple alternative to Workbench. 

Freom the Something for Nothing collection, introducer is good tor 

designing program introductions - surprise, surprise! 

separate icons in different directo¬ 
ries and windows, Deskbench 
offers an integrated look that's rot 
easy to describe. 

Each icon makes up part of a 
recognisable whole. Deskbench 
looks like a desk: the communica¬ 
tions software is a telephone icon, 
sitting on top of the desk. The 
trashcan is stuck underneath. The 
drawers on either side of the desk 
contain further desks and pro¬ 
grams. Check out the picture to 
see just what I'm talking about, 

Deskbench Factory comes on 
two separate disks crammed with 
cleverly-designed icons and win¬ 
dows for making your own disks 
look like desks, rather than win¬ 
dows with icons on. 

Whafs the point? By using 
such a display system, somebody 
who has never used a WIMP sys¬ 
tem (or a computer) can see just 
what is available, in a form which 
they can recognise. There is an 
argument that says “Deskbench is 
just a toy", but for somebody who 
isn't familiar with Workbench it's a 
lot easier to work with, 

SOMETHING 
FOR NOTHING 

SFN is an invaluable collection of 
tools for messing about with 
graphics, It comes on two disks: 
the first contains an impressive list 
of gadgets. For animation, you get 
Capture, StrpAnim and Display. 
Video tools are OarsnTone, Lace, 
Lacer, TimeCalc and VTQT, 
Graphics widgets are the famous 
ScreenX, SuperView, Cube, 
Planet Scenery, DFiifer, TitfeGen 
and Peel. Finally come the diag¬ 
nostics: Monitor and VPG, What a 
listi What a bargain! 

Disk Two contains ‘only' 
Introducer, Showiz, /FF-Djspfay, 
SportsText ABndge. and TV- 
Graphfcs. Of course, these are 
much bigger programs for actually 
producing pictures and demos, 
rather than the tools for simple 
fixes included on Disk One. 

The only problemette with this 
lot is that they are all for NTSC 
format. That is, on European PAL 
Amigas only the top 200 lines of 
the display are used. 

If you want to get in touch 
with Premier or order from them, 
the phone number to contact them 
Stateside is as follows: 

Premier Software 

0101415 593 1207 

AMIGA FORMAT I4S 
DECEMBER f 990 



SOFTViLLE 
COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
Unit 5. Sintfield Park, 

EleitrM A*eauet Waterlooullc. 
Haute, PQ7 7XN 

|7W; 0705 266509 Fax: 0705 251884 

Prim few* 4KJJ 
- f3 

*Otw rrw - CPSO 
*n cftrov *ncttwr FREE 

*nd « Nn^ phsp ** cr^K £1650 
as* K* Start* fK* 

x n 

PUBLIC DOMAIN A 
SHAREWARE 

for *K AMIGA nryc (ATARI $T, PC alm> nuhriic) 

1 hkjge selection over 3300 dteAs 
2 Over Fow Vfear s Experience 
3 Saw da/ service /Ms# & phone/lax before tZamj 
4 Pay by Access. Vfea Cheque PO or Cash 
5 Order by Phone Mai or Fax 
6 OttkjafYGoverrment orders accepted 
790 page catalogue FREE 
8 Prdessonat Service rtig for advnx* 

Send 37p SAF> for FREE c*Uk>|tueT slate AMIGA 

These are brief desertions, disks may ccntoin 
much mere 

GAMES 
UGAfrEt - COSMAROHS RGLLEFBAU. ORBIT 
3D & LADY9UG 
UGAHE2 - FIASCMER 250 tanhc fevete' 
UGAk€3 ~ LNQO, BAILY MGHTWORKS & 
YOLF*1 
SQF44 - PU221F PRQ outs FF pfckrss you 
put it togeti&f 
SOF68 - CLASSIC card/Board ^mes ndudog 
CRBRAGE 
SOF69 - CLASSIC*cade/Board games 
rrduetog MtSSkDN COkMAAM) 
SOFra - P£UJAN_ fie ai tone classic 
SOF 1(7 - BAFfE. GRAAMRS. HANOI 
JACKLAND etc 
SOfflB - GR/MV TACK, BULL RUN, WQUt D etc 
St* m - LARN (the giant} AENFNUMW 
SOF396 - TEAMS pmt shareware PRG (tnegj 
SCFSOt - (2dsks CtyS TAR TREK brmnt PO 
version {(meg. Pdnvcs} 
SOF521 - PSEUDO OOPgreat game from 
Pseudo-Ops 
SOF 530 - SkyF&U. Bleed Shhotouf pot 1437} 
FF357 - EMPf/E. new version mJtiptaycf 
game Keyboard or modem 
FF347 - DRParcade style game dodge the 
ppesetc Good 
FF320 - AAfQfcCGA srrdar toHack but more 
complex 
FF3t2 - CWACHAl L ENGE shar&iai game 
MCXXtZASE toar lander 
FF259 - Escape From Jovi fast action game, 
m/h-levels 

PICTURES 
SOF18 - 18 dkytsori HAM ptckxcs, classics 
SOF20 - NASA Ota-VEW sideshow 14 quf*ty 
pictures 
SOF 79 - SAM FOX SUDESHOWn her usual 
state of dress? 
SOF 90 - Vaftengos fANTASY PICTURES - VU3 
SOF 108 - RAGE3 PICTURES Selection of good 
dgtn&ed pics 
SOF 119 - ADLLT GRAPHCS. 9 t&r-res picS 
SOF 124 - PLAYBOY sideshow* 
SOF£25 - PLAYBOY sideshow* 
SOF (27 - Pictonaf ttoule to PATRICK NAGFL 
SOF H3 - Great sideshow of hand drawn pic's 
SOF *45 - FAN TASY type pretoes, of a lady 
bong rescued7 
SOF W - FANTASY pickfes, fiese are fie 
BEST you t see* 
SOF 149 - THF AiMNTlIE CONTNUES 
sideshow of the SpaceShutfe 
SOF fit? - BRASSART ptckxes arranged #| a 
sideshow 
SOF fit3 - tElASSAft T pretires as above 
SOF 197 - BAFBAFUN ladies, fabUously drawn 
SOF 385 - JOE Sideshow?, over 20 pieces 
and great toe 
SOF 464 -TAG Sideshow wifi famAar fieme 
FFf96 f>? absdk/te BFST scanned pics you! 

LANGUAGES 
FF351 FDC putAOy fkitriyjtahie G complete 
FF347 - CURSOR 3pas$ AmgaflASK enmpier 
FF3A0 - NORTHI C eovrenmen/ based on 
SorobonC 
FF339 - PCQ stf corpfip RASCAl tariff 
FF332 - QidAMJAL compete C rrenuar & 70 
sexice exampes 
FF3H - A66K assemCter IC C ccxrpifr 
FF247 - ASSEMTOOtS NO routes tor 
asempey progyarrtners 
FEW - StoneyBfook PROLOG - needs both 

FFW - Disk two rf above 
SOF B4 - MOiXl A? cxwnpier eompem wtto 
doesjnen^ion 
SOF 549 - ARP 13. comptete wifi doofnentaher} 
APDC25 - FORTH MOOULA2 USP A LOGO 

MUSIC A MIDI 
soft) - MT*J« Mix?. PAN12 C2m CZL * OMCS 
MDt songs 
SOF 11 - FtoetodS d new nsiimcnts for CZ synths 
SOF12 - 40 SOLW EFFECTS pkrs a tteye* fwogram 
SOFm POPHTS * paxes d MdSKm, 
PetShapfiays. Madonna efc 
SOF*06 - AMKiASOUNDS 2 by A Start. 3 toes 
SQFKJ7 - CROCKE T TS TFEME great sample 
SOFC8 - AfAAf WGF - OFGmSEQ brnmt 
SOF 146 ~ 5 more by ASterr, 18 minutes at brMance 
SOFt48 - Best d SOMX Tubdar Reis ttsaSil 
SOF & - Arnga FXJWERMUSiC Not ten great songs 
SOF 65 - S(XMJMACHFE 123 on one Osh* 
SOFGO - GRAM} FAX s*npod by tfw fukxe »oS 
SOF22S - KYLE ABiOGLF and t OCOMOTJQW 
FF349 - MEDVZ Musks* odkr - very good ridecd* 

CLASSIC DEMONSTRATIONS 
SOF3 - Fred tie Baker Roses Flower Shop Passes1 
SOF7 - TIE PROBE demo sogood was cn TV* 
SOF33 - FMAEStS. hRFEL, Viacom Wavebench etc, 
SOF34 - ROCKER KAHNANKAS BERSHtt 
SOE40 - KNG tJFGS br*anty don# 
SOF54 - {PdsksAXrvcs £5} NEW TEX orignal flmeg) 
SOF56 - DOCS DEMON demo original but goodf 
SGF70 BONG. SPRONGl JUGG FR TLT etc etc 
SOF 64 a GATQ RED BAFfON, f SW (tnogj 
SOF 279 - 2 risk, 2meg vers fie HfW HER demo fFSjl 
SOF254 - tneg version d fie dassicmLKEE demo 
SOF255 - fnog vtysjon d WM KET42 fw toiow up 
SOF 4)4 - PUQGS IN SPACE, cute arum wet done 
SOF546 - FRACTAL TXIGHF tritont ammaton {tnegf 
SOF467 - NT WTEK demo reet3 new production 
{2disksrdrrves, tmsg Efij/ 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SCF45A - New 8 Track Soundiacktsr 
SOF474 - NOfSL TRACKER A3* pk/S docwentatiCh 
SOF262 - SOUDTRACKER vers 123 & 4 pits 
instucFcns & 40 songs dus MEGAJRAX (2dsks, £5f 
SOF384 - Pdisks - mST-Q2to ST 04 nstnxnents 
SOF433 - Carrpiete SDUE)TRACKI ft set ST-01 to 
ST-08 (9disks 061 
SOF434 - Alternative ST-00 dsk cantons GMC 
noise vt Doc v24 etc etc 

UTILITIES - TEXT HANDLERS 
FF359 ~ TEX THUS word processcx 
FF32B - ANALY TtCALC far mxnencd malysis. 
indudes spreadsheet etc 
SCT500 - Msk set d CLP ART vanou; (FBI 
FF3E - AMGAF OX text processor' graphic tacAties 
FF228 - JAZZBENGht mdi-toskng workbench 
FF210 - CALC sctenFAc/prosjammer cafcdakx 
Loaded ^tfi leakies 
APDG23 - Word processor, 2 spe* checkers, 4 
ctotobases 
SOF 6 - C£JP AfTT DtSK tor pagesettrx 
SOF 17 - Ray Tracing Construefto Sef 
S0F21 - CUP ART DISKS let Pagesetier 
FAN48 - WOfEWRIGHT word processor 
SOF 723 - MCAQ atngaCAD popam 
SOF 126 - UEDtt rwrnxJate you ties n conforf 
SOF 169 - Cosmopotton FONTS try Opart 
SOF170 - FANCY FONTS as above 
SOF (71 - PUBUShEFtS FONTS as above 
SOF (72- WUiCXtS FONTS as above 
SOF t9t - ARFM3ER v3 ray tace parAage 
SOF240 - CFE T SOL ACE £>3t. 26 uHties or one 
Odd 

Plus we have U disks of UGA utilities, 
full of aU those *hard to get* utilities. 

pkrs have OVER 400 DISKS FULL of 
demo s the largest criecion aromd 

FEUS me? slock fie FULL RANGE d FRED 
FISH dsks * AFDG Sipped CteA FA UG T8ag 

collections and are EXCLUSIVE dsibotors d fie 
famous Unfed Graphic Artists coiechon 

If you ctri t see it here just 

RING AND ASK! 

NEWTONS PD CHRISTMAS SALE 
all disks £1 each ail inclusive (offer eruis 3L 12.90) 

Disks include 
Fraxion Horror 
Digital Concert h 
Clionks \tj\ i'rvs hf re 
Agatron Animations 2^-31 
Budbrain Megademo 12 Disks) 
Viz Slideshow 
Jfuggeite Animation 
Kefrens Megadeino K (2 Disks) 
Miller Lite Ad 
Gate Mega demo 2 

Jungle Command 15 (3 is 2 Disks] 
Soundtracker Instruments 1-10 
Crionics Megademo 
Agatron The Run 
DXfob Music 1-4 
Seoopex Mental Hangover 
Mtndhlasters Dennis 1 line Comal 
\udge Nudge Demo 11 Disks) 
Seoopex Batieria 
Puggs In Space 

NOTE SOME AGATRON DEMOS ARE 1MEG OR MORE. 

FOR A LIST OF ALL OCR DISKS SEND AN 5M OR A BLANK DISK TO: 
NEWTONS PD. H Beech Gime, Benerh' Road, Hull HUS ILY 

DOMINION PD 
JOIN IHE FASTEST BROWING PO UBRART BN IRE AMIGA 

All diska £1 + 5C + 50p postage and packing 
rrw catalogue {phone now la gat yours) 

Discount on bulk orders (5+ disks) 
Disks swapped as well as sold 

Here Is just a couple of examples from our constantly 
updated catalogue: 

- Crianics Mega Demo - Fil/et the fish - Homy Mouse Slideshow 
- Agotron Sit deshow - Si le fits Mtogo Demo - Budbram Mega Demo 
- SA£ Demo Compo - Seoopex Mental Hang over - RSJ Cebit 90 
* Puggs in Space - Steamy ff - NewTek MW - Wo/fcer If 
- Digital Concert !-V - Froxxion Revenge - Fractal Ffight 

DOMINION PD 
54 PALMERSTON ROAD. BUCKHURST HILL, ESSEX 

Tel: 071 -253 9320 (LEE, 8am-3pm] 

BLITTERCHIPS 
P.O. BOX 64 KEIGHLEY BD21 4NB 

TEL/FAX (0535) 667469 
10am-7pm Mon-Friday 9am - 4pm Sat 

XMAS PRICE BLITZ 
ON AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 
1-4 DISKS ONLY £1.15 EACH 
BUY 5 DISKS OR MORE 
ONLY 95 PENCE EACH 
ORDER TEN OR MORE 
CHOOSE ANOTHER FREE 

SPECIAL OFFER TO ALL NEW CUSTOMERS 
SEND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE 

(33 pence) FOR OUR LATEST LISTS OF OVER 500 P C 
DISKS AND YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR FIRST DISK 

FROM US ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM 
THE LIST OF DISKS BELOW. 

Elvira (game demol. Amos (game creator demo). Puggs in Space dem 
or any disk from our previous adverts in Amiga Format Magazine 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE LIST AND DISK 

TODAY 
Blitterchips "Cliffe House", Primrose Street, 

Keighley. West Yorkshire BD21 4NN 

OFFER APPLIES TO U.K ONLY TBS 
MAIL ORDER ONLY mim 



CUMANA HAS THE DISK DRIVE TO 
SUIT YOUR AMIGA, AS WELL AS 

YOUR POCKET 

3W, SUM 25mm DRIVE UNIT 
FORMATTED CAPACITY 880K 

AMIGADOS COMPATIBLE 
DAISY CHAIN CONNECTOR 

DATA ENABLE/DISABLE SWITCH 
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 
QUIET HIGH SPEED ACCESS 

ACTIVE INDICATOR 
DATA LEAD 

5VSf, SLIM 42mm DRIVE UNIT 
FORMATTED CAPACITY 360/880K 

AMIGADOS & MS-DOS COMPATIBLE 
DAISY CHAIN CONNECTOR 

DATA ENABLE/DISABLE SWITCH 
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 
QUIET, HIGH SPEED ACCESS 

ACTIVE INDICATOR 
DATA LEAD 

40/80 TRACK SWITCH 

Designed and manufactured in the UK to the highest standards, all 
Cumana disk drives include 12 months warranty and are available 

from area distributors and a national dealer network. 
Look out for the distinctive packaging in your high street, today! 

CUMANA LIMITED, THE PINES TRADING ESTATE. BROAD STREET. GUILDFORD. SURREY GU3 3BH TEL: GUILDFORD «X83) 503121 

All trademarks are recognised and acknowledged 
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* GYMIitf 'JAM® X£YBOjUlfl3 ALSO AVAJLAULE 

OUR PRICES ARE MAGIC 
AMIGA SCREEN GEMS PACK.....X379.99 

AMIGA 500 ONLY £379.00 INC BATMAN PACK 
Amiga Flight ot Fantasy .....£379.99 

T Fi7 TIKI I 3T 8 M J LI J Po W i ]Fi 

* 1 MEG 3.5" DISK DRIVES ST AND AMIGA.. .£78.00 
* 
* 

ATARI STFM 1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE UPGRADE. 
Special Offer on Amiga Upgrade Without Clock... .£49.00 fir 

* With Clock.. 
The above drive La an e**y to fit 2nd drive complete with mounting tray /facia 

* STAR LC 10 COLOUR PRINTER.£215.00 
% STAR LC10 MONO PRINTER..£169.99 
* STAR LC10 COLOUR HEAT TRANSFER RIBBONS - IDEAL * 
$ FOR PRINTING YOUR OWN T-SHIRTS ETC.£17.99 * 

SLANK DUSKS M 
AMAZlftd LOW PfllGH-J 

10 3,5" DS/DD life time guaranteed...£7.50 
LQ 5,25" DS (per 10)..*........,£3.50 

Bulk buyers please phone for bulk prices 
WE STOCK MANY ITEMS NOT LISTED HERE PLEASE PHONE 

FOR ANY ITEMS NOT LISTED 

All prices include VAT and P & P 
PLEASE NOTE ATARI 8-BIT OWNERS WE SUPPORT YOU 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS 

MERLIN COMPUTERS 

62 Chester Road East, Shotton, 
Deeside, Clwyd CH5 10B 

Tel: 0244 822597 

O 

*★*★■*★**■**■*★**■* ******** ********************* 

Se ven $ eas 
AMIGA A 500 

SCREEN GEMS 
ONLY 

£365 99 

COMMODORE 
10B43 14" 
£230.00 

PHILIPS 
CM8833 14" 

£250.00 

NAKSHA 
MOUSE 
£34.99 

COMMERCIAL 
AND P.D. 

CATALOGUES 
AVAILABLE ON 

REQUEST 

SEVEN SEAS 
60 CANARY RD 
DUNGANNON, 
CO TYRONE, 
NX BT71 6SU 
TELEPHONE: 
08687 84540 

ART ANIMATION i GRAPHICS 
Aegis Animation,....£62.99 
Aegis Of aw 2000 (CAD) ...| 149.99 
Aegis Video Titter.£89.99 
Aegis V<deo£tape 3D V2 0 £109 99 
Comic Setter.....£39 99 
Deluxe Paint 2 + Print.£49.99 
Deluxe Paint 3,.....£57.99 
Deluxe Photo Lab.£49 99 
Deluxe Pnnt 2 ..  £35.99 
Deluxe Productions.£99.99 
Deluxe Video VI.2.£49.99 
Deluxe Video III...  £57.99 
Dig! Paint 3.0 PAL.£59.99 
Dynamic CADV2 3 .£329.99 
FantavtsiOn  £29.99 
intro CAD.....£44 99 
Movie Setter.£39.99 
Photon Paint 2.£69.99 
Reunite.........£39.99 
Printmaster Plus.£34.99 
Pro Video PMs. £189 99 
Sculpt 3D XL.£99.99 
Sculpt Animate 4D £319.99 
Sctfpt Animate 4D Jnr.£79.99 
Turbo Silver...,..£99.99 
TV Show .........£55.99 
X CAD Designer. £69.99 
XCADProtesiOf^ £309.99 

ACCOUNTS 1 SPREADSHEETS 
Accounts Payable..£39 99 
Cashbook Con/Rinal Accounts £54.99 
General Ledger.£39.99 
Home Accftxrte...... £22-99 
K-Swead 2.£45 99 
Personal Accounts Pkis £29.99 
Smalt Bus Accounts Cash . .,£59 99 
Samll Bus Accounts Extra ,,.£89.99 
Small Bus Accounts Plus .,£179.99 
Superplan . £69.99 
VIP Professional .,. £69 99 

EDUCATIONAL 
AB2oo.£3.99 
Distant Suns....£47.99 
Fun School 2 {state age!.£14,99 
Fun School 3 {state age}.£15,99 
Micro English...£17.99 
Micro French..__£17.99 
Micro Maths...£17.99 
Planetarum.. £29,99 
Puzzle Book 1.£12.99 

Spell Booh 44 years.14 99 
Spell Book 8 years +...£14.99 
iWs To Do With Numbers £15 99 
Dings To Do With Words.£15.99 

WOftDPR OC E S SDRS 4 DTP 
Excellence..£139,99 
Kindwords V2.0.,....£34 99 
PageSetter 2.... £79.99 
PageStream.  £109 99 
Pen Pal...  £99.99 
Professional Page VI .3.£199.99 
ProText.. ,.£79.99 
ProWrite 2.5 ..  ,£79.99 
Publishers Choice...£79.99 
Publisher Pius..  ,.£77.99 
Textoraft Rus...£34 99 
Transcript,..*,*„«*.*,.„.£29 99 
Word Perfect 4 1.£159.99 

DATABASES 
Acquisition VI.3.,..£199.99 
dB MAN...,....£99 99 
KData...£39.99 
Organize.£79.99 
Prodata... £59.99 
Superbase Personal...£47.99 
Superbase Personal 2.£69.99 
Superbase Professional.£199.99 

MUSIC 
Aegi s Andtomaster I....-£69.99 
Aegis Sonot V2.0._.£49 99 
AMAS..£82.99 
Deluxe Music Con Set.£54 99 
Music Studio 2.0.  £17.99 
Music X...£99.99 
Rock n Roll...19.99 
Soundscape Pro Midi.1154 99 
Ultimate Sound Tracker ....£29.99 

PROGRAMMING 
AC • Fortran.£219 99 
AMOS Games Creator.£34.99 
Argasm..    £49,99 
Bm Basic Enx4atof._£299? 
Devpac V2.0....144 99 
GFA Basic 3 Interpreter.£39.99 
GFA Basic 3 Compiler.£24.99 
Hisott Basic Amiga.£67.99 
Hi soft Forth..£29,99 
KSekaV1.6..  £3999 
Lattice CV5.0 .£179 99 
Lattice C++..  £259.99 
Modula 2 Developers.£110,99 

All prices nebde VAT and P&F in U K For Europe and Eire add £1.50 per item 

ONLY £57,95 

=W AMIGA ANALOG 
fQKE. 

Precision analogue seif centering yoke with 
custom potentiometers Two firs buttons and 
trims. Includes digital mode with precise 
switching. Nylon construction, Long cable 
Analogue compatible with FI9. Flight Simulator 2 
and Mlg 29 Fulcrum P C, version with throttle 

svaiiabto Ideal Gift for Christmas. 
^ Foot pedals available soon. 

Available From all good 

dealers 
In case ot difficulty telephone 

(0272) 5150900 
F«: (0272)411052 

Beehive Trading Estate, 
Crews Hole Road, St. George, 

Bristol BS5 SAY 
Telepone 1)272 550900 

Bts 

A & A SUPPLIES 
Wide range of Commodore and Atari 

products including Screen Gems/Flight of 
Fantasy Pock at very competitive prices 

Please ring Jason for details 
0908 216312 

14 The Green, Newport Pagnell, 
_, Bucks MK16 OJW 
s FAX: 0908 21 1057 
___ 24 Hour credit hotline 
Q 0908 216312 

MICRODIAL 
ATARI 
520STFM DISCOVERY PACK.£279.00 
520STE TURBO PACK.£369.00 
1040STE BUSINESS PACK. £460.00 
PORTFOLIO..£229.00 
LYNX.£165.00 

COMMODORE 
500 SCREEN GEMS. £369.00 
A500 FLIGHT OF FANTASY PACK...£369.00 
A500 CLASS OF THE 90'S PACK.£515.00 
M501 1/2 MEG UPGRADE INC CLOCK & GAME.£75.00 
C64 WORLD CUP PACK.£150.00 
PC STARTER PACK.PLEASE PHONE 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC-10. .£169.00 
STAR LC-24/10..£249.00 
MANNESMANN TALLY MT81. £147.00 
CITIZEN 120D.  £125.00 
SEIKOSHA SP2000.  £199.00 

SOFTWARE UP TO 20% OFF RRP 

THIS IS A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR WIDE 
RANGE - PLEASE PHONE - WE WILL TRY TO 

MATCH ANY PRICE 
All prices include VAT and P&P. 

Courier Delivery add £8. 

Please make cheques, PO.'s payable to lUIICRODIAL'' and 
send to: 
THE OLD CAMP SHOP, WARRINGTON LANE, ADGEN 
WHARF, LYMM, WARRINGTON, WA13 OSW. 
All items are subject to availability, prices are subject to change 
without nodes. All goods despatched upon cleared payment. 
Proprietors: Mike Todd and Mai Neary. E, & O, E. 

24 HOUR ORDER LINE 0925 75 7696 



QAMEBU STEPS 

SHADOW 
OF THE 

BEAST II 
After breaking ground with the 
cheat mode for this impressive 
sequel, Amiga Format is proud to 
present... (cue music) DA-DA- 
DAAA.J The solution! Okayt lets 
get down to it, hoppers... 

From the start head left, watching 
out for the hands throwing the 
crystal balls from the trees. Cross 
the bridge, carefully judging the 
timing to avoid the leaping fish, 
and shoot the demon to save the 
man trapped in the held. Ask him 
about TRAPS and he will be able to 
tell you about either a higher or 
lower switch. 

It's getting towards Christmas and all those new goodies, 

but don't you think it would be good to get to grips with 

the games you have already? Clear away those half-finished 
Go left and down (watch for the 
bats). Land on the left ledge and 
duck to avoid the flying demon. 
Chase him to the right and kill him 
before he can cut the rope. Let 
the man pushing the block get 
close to the edge, then kill him. Go 
left avoiding the falling blocks and 
kill the demon on the hill to the 
left. Go back to the right and the 
demon will have dropped a key. 
Head back to the left and drop off 
the edge, but watch out for the 
flying demon. 

Go up the rope, head right and 
use the key to open the door. Now 
go right watching for another 
falling block. When you eventually 
come to the switches, hit 
whichever one the man you freed 
told you about. 

game blues with MAFF EVANS. 

Go up the lift, go right (avoiding 
the bats) past the chain leading 
down, through two open doors to 
the next chan. Go up the chain 
into the alcove and collect the 
bonuses. Go back down the chain 
and continue nght to collect the 
key. Go left and down the chain, 
taking care not to wake the sleep- 
mg guard. Use the key to let the 
beast free from the cage and hit 
the lower switch on the right. Now 
head back to the lift and board it 
to head down. 

The switch that you hit should 
have caused a bndge to appear. 
Go left across < and use the three 
levers on the right to operate the 

claw Pick up the rock with 
claw and drop it 

on the sp*e in the 
floor on the nght. 

And now push 

the remaining, smaller rock onto 
the see-saw over to the nght and 
climb the rope, jumping off to land 
on the other side of the see-saw. 
Run to the other lift and you will go 
up. 

Go right to kill Ishran, then free the 
prisoner, who will tell you the pass¬ 
word, Go to the gateway to 
Barloonfs domain and whisper the 
password. Go right to collect a 
bonus then up the rope to collect 
a parchment from Barloom, Leave 
and head left past the rope. Look 
out for the giants with maces and 
collect the bonus. 

Enter the hut and go right to col¬ 
lect the ale, then leave the hut and 
return to the game's starting point. 
Head right, watching for the pyg¬ 
mies (remember the cheat mode 
here, kids) and head diagonally up 

to the left on the stepping-stones. 
Watch out for the jelly-firing mon¬ 
ster on the bridge and collect the 
bonus. Ki the monster to get the 
axe and head diagonally up to the 
nght for another bonus. Go back 
down the way you came and head 
left until you find a covered hole. 
Jump on the cover (taking care not 
to land on the platform above) and 
you should drop through. 

Go left, dodging the crystals that 
pop up from the water and collect¬ 
ing all the bonuses on the way. 
Chase the goblin to the left until 
you reach the drawbridge. Switch 
to axe and jump to shoot at the 
bloke winding up the bndge, but 
remember the time limit on the 
axes and keep piling them at the 
bloke. Switch back to the mace to 
kill the other goblin and smash 
through the door. 
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Every issue has at least 

one complete game and a 

fistful of demos! 

Ge 
th< 

mos 

out a 

you 

64 

Games 

explained 

not just 

described 

The world1 

best guide to 6< 

gamini 

Free 
cassette! 

100 
pages packed 

with unmissable 

reviews, tips, 

guides, 

previews, 

cheats and 

news 

sort'® ^ ° ^°Ur macrt'rt* 

Commodore Format: It'll be quite good. Probably 



WARNING! 
Do not play this game l| 

if you are of a nervous disposition 
4* *m 

Distributed by 3 . Life A Death ^nd you will have the responsibility of holding 
a human life m your hands as *ou cut into Irving flesh 

^ In this - the world's first interactive medical movie - you'll enter the tension-filled atmosphere of a 
busyhospFtal Talk with your pa* «ead charts. Order X-rays, blood tests and other laboratory 
reports. And when the time comes you will pick up the knife! 

In the operating theatre, your skiM will determine whethe# *>ur patient goes to recovery or the mortuary 

Available for IBM and compatibles. Apple fl/Mack mtosh Amigaanc Ata - ST 

S P E 
For further information on Mindscape Products and your local dealer contact 

Mindscape International Limited, PO Box 1019, Lewes, East Sussex BN84DW. Tel. (044 486) 545/547 



QAMEBUSTERS 

Go left and upr then hit the switch 
to turn off the spikes. Go left and 
crouch to hit the switch on the 
right. Go right, down, left and 
down, then kill the the goblins. Go 
right, collect the key. then go left 
and under the cage. Oops! 
Captured! Never mind.,. 

To escape from prison, offer the 
ale to the goblin and use the mace 
to break the cage door. Go up to 
the top and go left. Kill the goblins 
to collect the ring, then go down 
and kill the sleeping guard to col¬ 
lect the key. Go back and release 
the remaining prisoner in the cell 
above yours. Go back down to 
collect your mace again, then go 
up and to the right. Use the 
remaining key to open the door 
then go right looking out for the 
spikes. Leave the caves and return 
to the surface. 

Go right, down, then right and kill 
the giant head. Go right, up the 
rope and right, looking out for the 
bats. Go down the rope then right 
across the bridge. Get the giant 
lizard-man to follow you left back 
across the bridge so that he falls 
through. Go right (jumping over 
the hole the lizardman has just 
made) and carry on heading right 
until you reach the old man. Offer 
the old man the ring and the 
parchment and collect the weapon 
he makes - this is the one to use 
from now on. 

Go left and drop through the hole 
in the bridge. Head right watching 
out for the bats, then go down and 
collect the bonus. Go right onto 
the rope, then right again onto the 
ledge to collect the horn. Go back 
left and down the rope, then 
quickly jump out of that nice 
healthy acid and head right. When 
you reach the snail, ask him about 
KARAMOGN and answer 'yes' to 
both his questions. 

Head off back to the surface and 
once there go right, looking out 
for the twin giants hurling axes. Go 
right, over the cliff edge, then 
ngm. killing the giant toads. But 
look out for the giant serpent in its 
nest Now walk to the sea edge 
aoc use the horn to call the sea^ 
beast Climb onto its back, then 
right and enter the tower. Go right, 
down the stairs then up the adja¬ 
cent stairs to collect the bonus. 
Go down tnen right and it's time 
for the big bathe’ 

If you can defeat Zeiek the Beast 
Mage, then you've completed the 
adventure. If you can't then... 
err... you're dead.! suppose 

S Ctoka, 
Andreas, isle of Man 

Never mind about that, miss. Miss? I’m sorry I have 
a cold. Anyway, on with the hint. Does that little tree 
that follows you around annoy you? Well, never 
mind - it’s just Mr Johnson trying not to be seen. If 
you realty want to get rid of him, though, just go to 
the right until the screen starts to scroll, then run 
towards the left of the screen. Then the tree will be 

dead, h will cease to be. H will be an ex-tree.ft wilt 
snuff it. Thaf s enough! It isn’t a parrot, 

Ahr the Norwegian Blue, lovely bird, beautiful 
plumage. That may be the case but it ain't a parrot. 

SHUT UP! Bloody Vikings. 
Ben Cowdall, 

Cirencester. Gloucestershire 

SPHERICAL 
This amusing little puzzle game, 
which according to games-playing 
myth and legend was inspired" by 
So/omon's Key, can be a mite 
tricky at the best of times, not to 
mention frustrating when you want 
to get straight to a particular level. 
Want to stop all that hassle? Want 
to make your life about fifteen 
squillion times easier? Then listen 
carefully to this tip... 

All you have to do is type 
BladeRunner on the title screen 
and you can use the left and right 
cursor keys to move forwards and 
backwards through the levels, 

Tim and Matthew Whitby, 
Buckhurst Hill, Essex 

NEW 
ZEALAND 

STORY 
Yes, l know there’s already been 
quite a lot of stuff on the Kiwi epic 
from Ocean already, but this is 
worth some space. 

Alt you have to do while play¬ 
ing the game is find a place with 
spikes and jump towards them. 
When you are about half a 
centimetre away (on one of the 
early series monitors, like the 
1084B - the one without the ratch- 
etted V-hotd button, of course) 
type the following: 
JOHANN GAMBOLPUTTY DE VON 
AUSFERN SCHPLENDEN SCHUTTER 

CRASCRENBON FRIED DIGGERS 
INGLEDANGLEDGNGLEDLIN- 
GLEWURST BURSTE1N VON KNACK- 
ERTHRASHER APPLEBANGER 
HOROWITZ TICOLENSIC GRANDER- 
KNOTTY SPELLTtNKLE GRANDUCH 
MITTLER AUCHER OF ULM 

There should be no spaces 
(except the ones between some of 
the words). This will cause the kiwi 
to fly upwards while painting itsetf 
purple and playing Wien Will I be 
Famous' on the banjo, 

We couldn't get this to work 
on the pre-pro copy we have in the 
office, but possibility it only works 
on the version in the Batman pack. 

Jonathan Longden* 
Bingley, West Yorkshire 

Right,, into this room.„ bett these monitors and... whafs going on? 
Let me through! Damn! Got it wrong. 

If this is a familiar scene to you when you're playing Hammerfist 
then this tip is for youl Just pfay the game enough to get onto the 
score table, then die. Enter your name as TAEHC OT IN AW I, then 
start a new game. Now all you have to do to skip levels is press F7. 

Kenneth Pryde. 
Middlesbrough, Cleveland 
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BYTEBACK 
w 

Ring us now! 0636-79097 we re programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

.and the keenest prices 

FIND OUT WHY MOST AMIGA USERS PREFER BYTEBACK! 

GAMES i MEGA DEALS ONLY! | ACCESSORIES 1 ! PUBLIC DOMAIN 
AMOS ■ Games Creator . 34 99 
Apprentice ... .*.* .*.*.. 13.99 
Astate.**„♦**„„„*„,**.„„«...13 99 
Atomic Rofiokid ...... 17 99 
Back to the Future 2 «*..... 16 99 
Bar Games. ..***,*...***,***.*..,.***.**. 16-99 
BAT...    1699 
Battle Master ....... 16 99 
Battle of Britain... 19 99 
Shadow of the Beast 2........24.99 
BSS Jane Seymour... 15-99 
Cadaver..... ..*.16.99 
Captive... 
Chess Champion 2175. 
Corporation... 
Damocles. 

15 99 
. 19 99 
**.15 99 
.15.99 

Days ot Thunder. 
Debut ,*,.**..**..**.,*. 

. 15.99 
..16.99 

Distant Armies...................17 99 
Dragons Breath .., ...*. 17.99 
Pragonstnke... ...19,99 
Dragonflighi..    18 99 
Drakkhen........17.99 
Dungeon Master 15.99 
Falcon ■ Mission 2.........................15,99 
Final Battle...  ...............16 99 
Fire and Brimstone ..  ....15-99 
Fire and Forget If..    15,99 
F-29 Retallator..  15-99 
Gold ol the Aztecs .. 16.99 
Gremlins 2 ..    16.99 
Immortal..   16.99 
Kick Off 2..... 13,99 
Killing Games Show.....17.99 
Kings Quest 4 .       24.99 
Magic Fly...    ...16.99 
Mi on ight Res i sta nee ..*. ,„.17.99 
Midwl nter...   19,99 
Mo my Python....... 14.99 
Nightbreed ..    16.99 
Operation Stealth. 17.99 

FREE - ONE PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK 
WITH EVERY GAME FROM THIS 

COLUMN 
Pick from list opposite! 

AmiRAM 1000 Memory Expansion + 
FREE: Four 1Mb demo disks 

500k RAM Expansion!...39,99 
500k RAM + DUNGEON MASTER 49 99 
500k RAM + KICK OFF 2 (MB) 49 99 
500k RAM + DRAGONS LAIR.59 99 

Any of above with CLOCK ..add 6 99 

Citizen 1MB DISK DRIVE , 89 99 
+ FREE: Over £100 software! 
Shadow of the Beast, Kick Off Battle 
Squadron and RVF Honda* 

HARD DRIVIN1 + 10 DISKS.....11,99 

Locking Disk Box (40+)_ 6 99 
Locking Disk Box (80+). 6 99 
Media Box (150 - staefcabtei 19 99 
Mouse Mat..... 3 99 
Keyboard or Monitor Cover.... 5 99 

AMIGA SOUND SYSTEM .44.99 
+ FREE: Corporation 
+ FREE: Jumping Jackson 

CONTRIVER MOUSE ...17 99 
+ Mouse Mat + Mouse Bracket 

Pool ol Radiance ..*.19.99 
Plotting .   17.99 
POWER MONGER.  16,99 
Re naissance (4 gamesf) ..15.99 
Rick Dangerous 2 ..  ..,16-99 
Rgrkes Dnfl........ . 15 99 
Second Front__   .,...,...,19.99 
Sim City ..    17.99 
Space Quesl ill ..     .24,99 
Spellbound......14 99 
Subbutoo.   16.99 
SUPREMACY.,,..,.19.99 
Teenage Mutant NinjaTurtles__22 99 
Tgrhcan,..............15.99 
UMS II...    ..,,..19.99 
Unrverse 3 ....17 99 
Warhead ..        17.99 

NAKSHA MOUSE .....29.99 
+ FREE: Mouse Mat 
+ FREE: Mouse Bracket 

FURRY MOUSE COVER'. 6 99 
(with eyes, ears and nose1) 

SALE ★ SALE + SALE * 
Archipelagos__      4,99 
Blood Money  .9.99 
Bloodwych...,**.9 99 
Colossus Chess X.   9.99 
Ghrono Quest IL,.    9,99 
Centrefold Squares...9.99 
Deluxe Paint-.....---.3.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker ...,9 99 
Dragon s Lair 2.  .,,,24.99 

THRILL TIME.*...16.99 
Live A Let Die. Battleships, Beyond Ice 
Palace. Bombpck. Ikan Warriors. 
Thundercats. Space Harrier, Buggy Boy 

ELITE..    .9,99 
Galaxy Force..*...*....*..,4,99 
Infestation —........ ,**..9.99 
Kid Gloves...... 9 99 
Lombard RAC Rally ...9 99 
Pacmania,__„«**_ ,**«**< ,***-*♦..*♦*„**, .....6,99 
Padand.. 6.99 
Tower ol Babel-- ...9.99 
Voyager.,*,,_*,___*,.4.99 

PODSCAT Digitising Tablet 159 99 
" Driver..,,...... 39 99 
* Cursor.. 2299 

Midi Master.. 34 99 
Phillips CM6833 monitor . . 259 99 
Hardware Reference manual. 1999 
Boots elector.. ****..14 99 
Hardware Vims protector. .19 99 

DISKS 100% Guaranteed! 

SONY bulk disks with labels! 

10 disks...... ..6.49 
SO disks.. 29 99 
100 disks. .54 99 

SONY Boxed with labels' 
Box of 10.... 999 
Bo* o# 10* 5.... 4' 99 
Box of TO x 10---- 89 99 

ART & MUSIC 

Amiga Appetizer...-.. 2499 
Amiga Graphics Starter Kit.. 2499 
Audio Master t3). 54 99 
Deluxe Music Con. Set. 
Deluxe Print .. 
Deluxe Paint (3).. 
Instant Music. 
Mastersound.. 
Professional Draw (2). 
Pro Sound Designer.. 
Quartet----- 
Real Things Birds 1 S 2. 
Real Things - Horses. 
SOUND EXPRESS..- 
The Art Department.. 
X-Cad Designer ,.*„„*„,**„ 

UTILITIES 

BBC Emulator.... 
Devpac 2.. 
DigrCalc. 
Distant Suns.*, 
Family Tree. 
Gold Disk Ottice 

CHILDRENS 
X-COPY Professional. .34 99 
The BEST Backup utility! 

Dinosaur Discovery Kit. 
First Letters and Words. 
Kid Talk...... 

.1799 
.1799 
,.17 99 

1 Wings. .16 99 1 Fun School 2 (Under 6).... 1299 
Fun School 2 (6 to 0) 12 99 

[ ATARI LYNX Fun School 2 (over 8). .1299 

Atan LYNX Games System 
16 Bit Hand Held with FREE: 
California Games 

.159 99 Fun School 3 (Under 5).... 
Fun School 3 (5 to 7}. 
Fun School 3 (Over 7}...*. 

.1599 
__15 99 
.1599 

Blue Lightning 
Gates of Zendocon 

.22.99 
22 99 Micro English (GCSE). 

Electro Cop 22,99 Micro Maths <GCSEJ .. u..__^^^^1 
..-...-..16.99 

Pagesetter (2). 
PRO Clips (Clip Art).. 
Professional Page (1.3).. 
Publishers Choice .**.**„,* 
Scribble Platinum .......... 
Workbench 1,3... 
Works Platinum 

JOYSTICKS 

Chips Challenge ...22 99 
Gauntlet Mil...  25.99 
Rampage....22.99 

Postman Pat.—.-*******-.,..,..,.8,99 
Robol Readers  .....18.99 
The Three Bears Adventure_.....17.99 

Joystick & Mouse extension.. 
Joystick iead -3 metres!........ 
Q-jickshot Python 1.. 
Quicks hot III Turbo **,***.****.«- 
Quickjoy Ml Supercharger. 
Quickjoy Jetfighter. 
Quickjoy V Superboard......... 
Cruiser (Multicolour). 
Competition Pro Extra.. .**.***. 
Arcade joystick,.............. 

...4.99 
..,.4,99 
..,.9.99 
.999 
.11 99 

,12.99 
.15.99 
..1399 
.15.99 
,16.99 

1 disk a £1 99, 6 disks = £9 99 
10 disks + file box = £15.99 

This is just a selection from our 
large Public Domain Library 
Ask for our NEW catalogue! 

AUOt Jazzbench Superb Workbench 
replacement; fully multitasking! 
AU.G3 QL Emulator plus 2 disks lull of 
programs (3 disks: £5 99) 
AU12 Music Editor Soundtracks $tyf« 
fT^sc creator! User IriendM 
AU.13 Visicaic; spreadsheet.,, 
AU 17 Sound Monitor; {+ Instruments) 20 
demo scores m this high quality sound 
package1 (2 disks £3 99) 
AG 01 Star Trek.1 Version of the ST 
advene game (3 disks: £5.99) 
AG 02 Games; Pacmam Othello, Hanoi, 
Grammars Jackland. Empire, etc 
AG-03 Agatron Star Trek Space game. 
Superb smiatoon' (2 disks £3.99) 
*G 04 Monopoly: classic board gamel 
AG 05 P*cfnan 87; Mufti level game, 
AG-06 Games Gosmocotds Backgammon, 
Amoeba. Slone Age Chain Reaction, .. 
AG. 10 Space invaders The Classic! 

49,99 
..34.99 
.59 99 
.,16.99 
.29.99 
,99.99 
59 99 

..39,99 
23 99 

..19.99 
,34.99 
.54.99 
89 99 

AG-13 Adventure solutions: Over 
10C including: Dungeon Master. 
Rain bird. Infocom, Sierra. Ultima, 
Bards Tale, Future Wars.{2 disks £3 99) 

AG,14 Flaschefber; Prolessional quality 
Boulderdash style gamel 
AG.16 Castle of Doom; Adventure 
AG.22 Return to earth; Professional quality 
Space trading game' 
AG,24 Drip; Superb addictive 15 level 
arcade quality arcade game1 
AW.02 Workbench Plus; TVText demo, 
Fractals, Virus X, Clip It, 0 Mo use 
AW,03 Icons; 100‘s including the amusing 
Naughty Icons, Ram icons, Music 
Icons...plus Icon utilities 

,39 99 
.44 99 
..29.99 
.34 99 
-54.99 
.99,99 

SND.01 Souneftracker Four versions of 
this superb PD music program plus van 
ous music utilities! 
5ND.02 Soundtracker 4; Alternative 
blue version* coupled with complete 
instruments disk! (2 disks: £3.99) 
ST1.01 - 08 Instruments; 100s on each 
disk, use with Soundtracker! 
STS.01 * 02 Samples; Superb sound 
samples, use with Soundtracker I 

,49,99 
.19 99 

.,159 99 
-79 99 

.42 99 
99 

..,,79.99 

AD.01 Wetker demo 1; animation of Star 
Wars Walker (need 1MB) 
AD-04 Probe Sequence; Simulation ot 
video pictures from an interstellar probe 
landing on an alien planet ! 
AD.21 Busy Bee; Amazing 30 Ray Traced 
animation! + Tree Frog1 
AD.25 The Run; Superb 3D car chase 
AC.02 Pagesetter Art; 100's of profes¬ 
sional qualify dip an pics. 
AC 04 IFF Fonts; 30 screens ol high quality 
fonts plus surfaces. 
AS*22 Viz: Complete sei ot pictures Irom 
the very funny Viz calendar1 
AX.01 Samantha Fox; 12 high quality 
digitised pictures' 
AX,04 Playboy 1; 16 digitised pics 
AX.08 Bra Busters: Digitised film samples 
from Electric Blue Video1 

prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! 
GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS! 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT A F, 6 MUMBY CLOSE. NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 
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BLISTERING PACE 

PIXEL PERFECT PASSING 

SUPERB TACTICAL 
GAMEPLAY 

A NEW d: 
SOCCER £ 

KICK OFF 2 greatly enhances the gameplay of KICK OFF, winner of the THE GAME OF THE YEAR in the 
U,K,, and similar awards right across Europe, A host of new features have been added to the ones that 
enthralled players the world over. 

Full size multi-directional scrolling pitch with the players, 
markings etc in correct proportion, 

1 to 4 players option (Amiga and ST only) 

2 players TEAM option against the computer or 2 other players. 
Hundreds of players each with a unique combination of 
attributes (stamina, pace, etc.) and skills (passing, shooting, 
tackling, etc.) 

Instinctive Kick Off joystick controls to dribble, pass, shoot, 
head or chip the ball and do sliding tackles. 

Set piece. FREE KICKS including dummies and the ability to dip 
the ball or bend the ball round a defensive wall. 

9 types of comer kicks with frill control of shot power. Long 
and short throw ins. 
Team selection from a squad of 16 with substitution and a 
choice of tactics. 

League and cup competitions with Extra Time, Injury Time 
and sudden death penalty shoot outs. 

Facility to view, edit and save the Action Replays and create 
a Golden Shots disc. (End. IBM & CBM 64) 

ST ACTION ■ The best game ever to grace the ST Highest accolade 
I can give, 

AMIGA USER INT - The best computer game ever 97% 

THE ONE * Ultimate soccer stmulation. 96% 
THE ACE - Brilliant Buy, Buy. Buy 930. 

AMIGA FORMAT - Best footy game to have appeared on any machine, 

ST FORMAT - What a game! Gem to play Magic 90% 

C & VG - Championship winning material. 95% 

GAMES MACHINE - Probably the best sports game ever. 92% 

COMMODORE USER - No other footie game can touch it 90% 

AMIGA ACTION ■ Surpasses all other football games 93% 

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY - Nothing short of brilliant, 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS - Computer football event of 

the year. 

943 

AMIGA & ST £19.99 EXP. AMIGA £24.99 
IBM (AT & XT Turbo. EGA & VGA) £24.99 
CBM 64 - SPECTRUM - AMSTRAD £9.99, £14.99 

Faculty to load Player Manager teams and tactics for a single or league game. 

Red and yellow cards* 16 different referees, injury time and a host of features to create an atmosphere for a game which is 
real fun to play. 

An International class player takes charge of a third division dub as Player Manager. His brief is simple 
•Bring Back The Glory Days. 

His success depends on his playing skills on the pitch and managerial skills in devising winning tactics, 
squiring the right players from the transfer market and building a team worthy of the highest honours. 

* Unique facility to design and implement your own tactics. 

* Over 1000 individual players, each with a unique combination of attributes and skills. 

* A lively transfer market. Haggle for the best deal. 

* 4 division league and a cup tournament wtth sudden death penalty shoot out. 

The Player Manager brings the every day realities of a manager's lifet his talents as a manager and a 
player, his triumphs andnis failures into a sharp FOCUS. 

SI. ACTION A stroke of pure genius. 

THE ONE - An exceptional football management simulation. Astounding depth. Most involved, rewarding and playable 

THE ACE - Successfully blends challenging soccer management with frantic end to end arcade action 920 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS - The sheer depth is-tncredibte. A definitive management game 

COMMODORE USER At last a managemenfgame that requires 

true management skills a winner. 94% 

ST FORMAT - BnUiaflL 93% 

AMIGA FORMAT ■ Enthftftig and addictive. 93% 

ZZAP - Best football management game ever written, 92% 

AMIGA-ST £19,99 



SNSION IN 
ULATIONS 

THE FINAL WHISTLE 
Amiga - ST £12.99 {ReL Nov.) 

Raises the skills required and gameplay of KICK OFF 2 to 
new heights. 

Two extra kits. 
Look at any player stats, (attributes and skil) before selecting squad. 

Totally new comer kicks with full control of the power, height and trajectory of 
the ban. 

Enhanced throw ins and penalty shots. 

Provision to flick the ball in the air and do a blinding header or a spectacular 
overhead kick 

New two players team mode. Player 1 In position or nearest to the ball and 
player 2 In position or keeper. 

Linesmen and referee on the pitch. 

A new player attribute FLAIR. A player with a high kvd of flair will try a solo 
attempt at the goal. 

4 new pitches - Wembley - Icy - Muddy - Non-League 

And Lot's More 

WINNING TACTICS (£6.99 -m - A collection of tactics for 
use in Player Manager or K02 with full explanations. 
RETURN TO EUROPE (£9.99 * Re: Dec) * Three European cup 
competitions. UEFA cup - European Cup - Cup Winners Cup. 
GIANTS OF EUROPE (r*i 1991) Best teams of Europe on one 
disc. 

ANCO SOFTWARE. UNIT 10, BURNHAM TRADING ESTATE. LAWSON ROAD. DARTFORD'KENT. 
TELEPHONE No; 0322 92513/18 FAX No: 0322 93422 



GAMEBUSTERS 

YOLANDA 
COVERDISK 

DEMO 
It looks like there are one or two 
people out there who have a soft 
spot for this frustrating platform 
game, so weVe got some tips for 
the little demo piece we featured 
on the Coverdisk, Much needed 
they are, too! 

LABOUR ONE 
Walk left and jump onto the plat¬ 
form on the left-hand side, then 
jump onto the rope. Climb to the 
top of the rope and jump onto the 
platform, then onto the next two 
ropes. Jump to the right, so that 
the platform you land on disap¬ 
pears. Just as you touch the next 
platform, press fire. The platform 
wifi now vanish and if you were 
quick enough on the fire button 
you should jump, 

Repeat the steps for the next 
platform and a new platform 
should appear under you as you 
begin to fall. Walk right along this 
platform and jump off the end to 
the smalt rope. Jump to the big 

rope, climb up and jump for the 
doors. Phew, thafs tricky! 

LABOUR TWO 
Walk along to the right and jump 
up to the long rope. Cirmb to the 
top of the rope and jump along to 
the row of small ropes, continuing 
to jump along the row until you 
reach the end. Drop onto the plat¬ 
form below, which will disappear 
but don't worry - a new platform 
will appear to break your fall 

Walk off to the right so that 
you fall down. As soon as you 
touch the platform it will disa[> 
pear, so do a quick diagonal jump 
to the left to reach the doors. 

LABOUR THREE 
At the start of the level jump up 
onto the long rope and climb to 
the top, Jump along the row of 
ropes to your right and stop on 
the one above the end of the bot¬ 
tom platform. Fall onto this plat¬ 
form, timing it so that you miss 
the creature that walks up and 
down. 

As soon as you land, jump 
diagonally to the left onto the rope 
next to the doors. Now all you 

have to do is jump into the exit. 

LABOUR FOUR 
Jump to the platform on the left, 
where there is a moving creature, 
then onto the small rope. Now you 
have to time your next jump so 
that when you leap diagonally to 
the left, you land just to the left of 
the moving creature. 

Quickly jump to the long rope 
and climb to the top, then jump 
along the ropes to the middle plat¬ 
form. Next, jump to the ropes on 
the right until you are above the 
bottom platform. Now just fall off 
and walk in through the doors, 

LABOUR FIVE 
A simple one this. Just walk right, 
off the platform, to drop next to 
the exit, then hit the doors. 

LABOUR SIX 
Jump over all the creatures so that 
you get to the end of the platform, 
then jump down to the platform to 
the lower right. Jump diagonally 
left onto the platform under the 
one you started on. 

Walk left until you fall off the 
end onto the platform below, then 
jump onto the ropes and make 
your way towards the doors. When 
you reach the end of the platform 
jump for the middle section, then 
onto the platform on the right. 
Now all you have to do is jump for 
the doors. 

LABOUR SEVEN 
This is one of those deceptive 
screens with loads of invisible plat¬ 
forms, so extra care is needed. 
Jump onto the small rope above 
the platform by jumping diagonally 
to the right, then jump right again, 
oft the rope. You will now be falling 
down towards the flames, but a 
platform will appear just before 

you hit them. Walk towards the 
right and jump diagonally off the 
end onto another platform which 
will appear 

Repeat this process until you 
are over on the far right of the 
screen. Jump up so that another 
platform appears, then do a diago¬ 
nal left jump to land on another 
magically appearing platform. 
Walk off the left of the platform to 
land on another invisible floor, then 
jump for the doors, 

LABOUR EIGHT 
Jump onto the first platform from 
the left, then go right and jump 
onto the first platform on the right. 
Now jump to the platform to the 
left and keep going left until you 
get to the top. 

Jump up onto the rope, then 
continue right, jumping from rope 
to rope until you reach the top- 
right platform. Now you can make 
your way to the doors. 

LABOUR NINE 
There are two quick ways of doing 
this, but it’s incredibly tricky. 

1. Walk to the right off the end 
of the platform JUST as the flying 
creature is going down past the 
platform you are standing on, then 
hit the doors. 

2* Jump off the platform 
towards the right and once in the 
air pull the joystick left, You should 
fall to the left and land on the 
doors to finish the screen. 

LABOUR TEN 
Jump up straight away to avoid 
the fireball that flies in from the 
right, then fall off the righttfend 
side of the platform to land on the 
one below. Jump across to the 
right, avoiding the fireballs, until 
you reach the last platform. Watch 
the timing of the fireballs, then 
jump straight up. A series of plat¬ 
forms will appear until you reach 
the top, then jump for the doors. 

* 

LABOUR ELEVEN 
Jump onto the platform which is 
just to the right of where you are 
standing, then (this is the tricky 
bit) jump so that you land between 
the two creatures. Jump to the 
right over the creature, then 
quickly jump right again. If you are 
too slow, then the flying creature 
will kill you. 

Jump over the two creatures 
on the platform, then jump for the 
long rope. Once on the rope, climb 
up so that you can jump onto the 
next platform/ but wait until the 
creature is moving away from you 
before you do so. When ready, 
jump onto the platform, then 
straight away jump for the doors. 

Simon Hadley, 
Nuneaton, Warwickshire 

1 56 AMIGA FORMAT 
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Access COMPUTER SPECIALIST 
10 Chandlers Court, Eaton, Norwich NR4 6EY 

Telephone: Norwich (0603) 503382 

DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 
10 3.5” Disks.£6.75 
25 3.5” Disks .£15.00 
50 3.5” Disks.£28.00 

100 3.5” Disks.£54.00 

80 Capacity Boxes.£6.50 

ALL DISKS COME WITH 2 FOR 1 LIFET 

10 5.25" Disks.£3.80 
25 5.25" Disks .£9.00 
50 5.25" Disks.£17.00 

100 5.25" Disks.£32.00 
100 Capacity Boxes.£6.50 

(ME GUARANTEE: 3.5" MADE BY SONY 

CALL FOR PRODUCTS 
NOT LISTED 

WE CAN OBTAIN 
ANYTHING WITHIN 48 

HOURS 

ST PD CATALOGUE 
DISK £1.00 

GAMES 
RRP MPH 

£19.99 £14.50 
£24.99 £18.50 

MOST RELEASED GAMES IN STOCK 
NEW GAMES SENT ON DAY OF 

RELEASE 

ATARI LYNX 
NOW ONLY 

£157.99 

LYNX GAMES 
RRP MPH 

£29.99 £22.00 
£34.99 £25.50 

LATEST DESIGN INCORPORATES 'CHIPMEN' OPTION AT NO EXTRA COST! 

Increases computer memory from normal /• megabyte 

to 1 megabyte 

Includes disable switch/incorporates high quality silver 

coated pin connector 

16 bit technology 

0 Fit in minutes 

Direct replacement of Commodore A501 expansion 

Includes "CHIPMEM OPTION” - Phone for details 

12 month warranty 

h stock now! 

Price includes VAT and post 
and pocking 

Tel: 0582 491949 
BRITISH MADE 

Send order with payment to; 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 

AMIGA 500 MAMMOTH 
% MEG UPGRADE 



Bools Barker has had a hod day Stranded in the heart of darkest Congo, he is hounded 

on all sides by wiki animals, natives, jungle gods and the malevolent Witch Doctor 

Perhaps things will tmprove when night falls? 
This huge Lwmetnc ,*D arcade adventure contains some of the most cute and colourful 

graphics you will ever see, Instantly Playable with simple controls, the game wifi take too 

months to complete 

Explore the fhe underground temples, battle through a vast expanse of jungfo buy exotic 
items ai the native shops, gamble your prizes away at the casino, embark on secret mis¬ 

sions and that's not even mentioning the legendary' Part II 

Voodoo Nightmare: It’s a jungle out there! 

"Voodoo Wghtmare is huge, it will keep you occupied 
for ages. Well worth the money ." "Superb,.. check it 
out!" Amiga Action, AA awarded 

"Its enormous" Really addictive .,. you’ll find 
\ ourself pLiving it weekend after weekend until you've 
finished" C & VG. C A VG Hit 

"Exquisite graphics a plethora of thoughtful 
touches" “Voodoo Nightmare is a cracker!" The One 

"Spellbinding graphics will entrance all gamers fur 
ages." Cl Amiga, Vcmmiir 



SOUND BLASTER 

PLAY ALL YOUR GAMES WITH ARCADE 
QUALITY STEREO SOUND 

The SOUNDBLASTER is a 5 watt per channel stereo amplifier that comes 
complete with high quality 50 watt 3 way speakers, power supply and 
leads and instructions to allow it to be quickly & easily connected to your 
computer. 

The SOUNDBLASTER adds an extra dimension to your games, imagine 
super stereo sound effects, crystal clear samples and terrific tunes. 

The SOUNDBLASTER makes your games come to life, increasing 
playability and giving greater lasting appeal. 

pair of stereo HEADPHONES with every 

SOUNDBLASTER!!! 
VISA ORDER YOURS NOW E3 VISA 

FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS, TELEPHONE: 061 228 1831. ACCESS/VISA. 

PLEASE SEND ME A SOUNDBLASTER FOR MY... 

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR £52.99 OR CREDIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No. 

NAME 

COMPUTER 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

SIREN SOFTWARE, 
84*86 PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER, Ml 6NG, ENGLAND. TELEPHONE: 061 228 1831 



GAMEBUSTER5 

FEDERATION OF FREE 

This game caused a lot of conster¬ 
nation when it was originally 
released, ooh( ages back, since a 
lot of people took a huge dislike to 
it because it was too hard, Well, 
it's about time I threw my golden 
penny’s worth into the sewer with 
some interesting tips to make it a 
little less traumatic. 

One thing that could cause big 
problems for would-be traders is 
buying up stock that you can't 
shift. Here is a list of tilings to 
steer clear of: 

• Simple Manuals 
• Arcturan In-Flight 

Space Jackets 
• Class 4 Missiles 
• Watches (you can't even 

shift them on the street 
corner, me old china) 

• Starport Blasters 
• Sirius Cybernetics 

GPP Robots 
• Exotic Space Lingerie 

(oo-erl) 
• Sub-Etha Chronographs 

As always, the things that wosTt 
shift are balanced out by things 
that fly out like snot off a hot 
buttered shovel These include: 

• Old Janx Spirit 
• Fallian Marsh Gas Cannisters 
• Sub-Etha Sens*o-matic$ (a 

very useful tool for 
Galactic Hftch-Hfkers) 

• Sens-o-tape copies of 
Playbeing Ipfrwoary 

• Arcturan Mega-Gin 
• The Book (and we ati know 

which bookr but don't parricfj 
• Algolian Cigars (very hard to 

come by) 
• Qualactin Hypermint Extract 

(yum) 
• Algolian Claret (very hard to 

come by) 
• Bath Towels (a realty hoopy 

frood atways knows where 
his towel is) 

For some pretty nifty trading, 
whack into communications mode 
by pressing FI, then get a ship to 
pass the sights, press F8 and 
enter the net as usual Now press 
T followed by Return. 

Now instead of chatting to the 
alien as usual, just keep hitting 
return until he replies. When he 
does, he might have something to 
sell or otherwise will ask you if you 
have anything to trade. If he just 
ignores you and logs off, just get 
into the net agarn and repeat the 
process until he loosens up. 

This provides you wrth an easy 
way to trade m the Black Market, 
as you don't have to work out any¬ 
thing to type in, 

Alan Hunt, 
Norwich, Norfolk 

You know how it is. You're just 
about to dump off that last piece 
of litter, your skateboard hits a 
bump and you've had it What? 
That doesn't happen to you? You're 
obviously not playing Stodz, then. 

If you are playing Skidz and 
finding it difficult going, then just 

start the game, hold down fire and 
the Alt key. While doing that, press 
C to gam extra energy or M to skip 
a level. Dead easy, that! Where's 
me wheels... 

Ben CowdalJ, 
Cirencester, Gloucestershire 

WINNERS 
This month's prizes should go out property this month. There 
were a few problems recently, due to the fact I was deeply 
involved in a major car crash and so had other things on my 
mind.,, like my back! And nasty phone calls DON'T help! Still, 
the winners of this month's vouchers are S Czoka for the 
Beast 0 solution, Ben Cowdall for his big list of bps and Monty 
python and Alan Hunt No, not thanks to Ben for Monty Python 
and Alan Hunt, Alan Hunt wins the third voucher! 

Now that's sorted out, I can ask you to send in your best 
tips. Er,.. send in your best tips, please! If you've got some¬ 
thing decent, for goodness' sake get it in an envelope and 
post it to GAMEBUSTERS, Amiga Format 30 Monmouth 
Street Bath BA1 2BW. 

AMIGA FORMAT 161 
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PROMPT DELIVERY 
85a MANSFIELD RD, 

DAYBROOK, 
NOTTINGHAM, 

NG5 6BH. 

COMPUTER 
24 HOUR ORDERLINE 

TELEPHONE: NOTTM. 
(0602)673674/673672 

SOFTWARE PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS 
We have an extensrve range of public domain and shareware programs. Please ring 
for details of our Amiga and Atari libraries. 

SEVEN DISK SPECIALS ONLY £10.95 

AMIGA DEMO PACK 4 AJJ of the best latest demos. Pack changes all the time 
but never has same demo twice 

AMIGA BUSINESS PACK Spreadsheet. Wordprocessor, Database, Journal, 
NAG., Inventory. 

AMIGA UTILITY PACK 2 Virus killers. Copiers, Disk Managers, Rippers, 
Bootcopiers Plus loads more 

AMIGA PROGRAMMERS PACK C compilers, Assemblers, Source Codes. 
Pascal, LISP. C manual 

BLANK DISKS 
3.5’ QUALITY DISKS £12.00 FOR 30 

FULLY GUARANTEED DSDD 100% CERTIFIED 

SONY BRANDED 
10 FOR £7.99 

PERIPHERALS 

HARDWARE 
AMIGA PACKS 

inc. Modulator/Workbench/ 
The Very First/Extras/ 

Amiga Basic, 

Flight of Fantasy Pack...£349,00 
Screen Gems Pack..£349.00 
Class of the 90 s Pack.£499.00 
First Steps Pack......£499,00 
Amiga 2000 please ring for best prices 
Amiga 3000 please ring for best prices 

NEO-GEO 
Please ring for best discounts on 
hardware and software the very best 
games machine in the world today! 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Megadrive..  £149.00 
Software all at discounted prices, 
please ring for details. 

PRINTERS 
Star LC10.......£156.00 
Star LC10 colour.,,...£197.50 
Star LC24-10.  £235.00 
Commodore MPS 1230.£140.00 

MONITORS 
Atari SMI24 high res monitor £140.00 
Philips S8S33 ..  £255.00 

We carry an extensive range of 

software for all machines, all at 

discount prices - at least 25% off RRP, 

for latest releases for example: 

Our 
RRP Price 

Badlands.£24.99.. £18.50 

Cadaver .£24 99JE18.50 

European Super League .£ 19.99..£15.50 
FI9 Stealth Fighter...£29.95..£22,95 

Gremlins H.£24.99 .£18,50 

Indie 500.£24.99 .£18.50 

Lotus Turbo Esprit.*.£24,99..£18.50 
New York Warriors,...£19,99.,£15,50 

Night Breed.£24.99..£18,50 
Paradroid 90.£24 99..£I8,50 
Spy Who Loved Me . ..£19,99,,£15.50 

Voodoo Nightmare ,..£24.99 .£18.50 

ORDER BY PHONE 
OR FAX 

(0602) 673674 
or 

(0602)673672 
Ortiar by cheque made payable 

to Computerfab 
Delivery - Please add £6.50 courier 
delivery for orders over £100 Add 
£2 00 p&p for orders under £1QO 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

MUSIC PROGRAMS 

R.R.P 00R PRICE 
Music X.£199.00...£148.50 

Music X Junior.£79.99.£63.50 

Pro 24.....Please enquire 

KCS 3.0 / Dr T.£299.00 . Please enquire 

Master Tracks Pro £289.DO,.Please enquire 
TFMX...£44.95.£39.50 

Amiga 1/2 meg upgrade.£35.00 
Amiga Second Drive.£65.00 
Naksha Mouse.£33.50 
Linnet Modem.£145.00 
Linnet 1200 Modem,..£212.00 
A59Q 20 MB Hard Drive,.£365.00 

Please enquire for the latest prices 
on Ram upgrades for the A590 

Hardware Virus Protector.,.£14.95 

10 3.5* DS/DD + 

20 3.5* DS/DD + 

30 3.5* DS/DD + 

40 3.5“ DS/DD + 

50 3,5“ DS/DD + 

20 3.5“ DS/DD + 

40 3,5“ DS/DD + 

50 3,5“ DS/DD + 

70 3,5" DS/DD * 

100 3,5“ DS/DD ^ 

BENCHMARK 
DISKS AND 
BOX OFFER 

50 Cap, Box.£10,95 

50 Cap Box.£18.95 

50 Cap. Box.£23.95 

50 Cap. Box—£28.95 

50 Cap, Box,,....£33.95 

100 Cap, Box.,,.£19.95 

100 Cap. 9ox,_£29.95 

100 Cap, Box....£34.95 

100 Gap. Box.£44.95 

> 100 Cap Box,...£55:95 

DISK BOXES 
3.5* 50 CAPACITY.£5.25 

3 5* 100 CAPACITY.£6.50 

BOTH ABOVE INC. LOCK & DIVIDERS 

BENCHMARK 
DISKS DS/DD 

135TPI 
25..... £15.95 

50.  £27.95 
100.£49.95 
200.£92.95 

400.£177.95 
Inc. Labels. 

SEE US AT THE 
© © D&3 [p © IT [1 
,©K]@[p[F[E[^ 

I u ©@® 
I 1 MO WEMBLEY OOfc'FEREXCE CENTRE 

STAND No. GIOA 

UNBRANDED 
DS/DD 135 

TPI 
Aft disks 100% cert, 3 

guaranteed 
100.. ...    £35.00 
200.. .,.....£68.00 
400. £128.00 
600.....£180.00 
800..  .........,£370.00 
1000...  ,..,,£295.00 

Inc, Labels. 

DATA SWITCHES 
AND CABLES 

2 way 36 pin Cent.£14 50 
2 way 25 pin DType.,..£12.50 
X Over 36 pin Cent.£19.22 
X Over 25 pin D-Type  £18.22 

All firms switched, 

Amiga Printer Cable 2 mtr, .£7,25 
36-36 Cent m/m 2 mtr,....,,.£8.25 
25-25 D-Type nvm 2 mtr.£7.25 

All lines connected 

MANOR COURT 
SUPPLIES LTD 

would like to 
wish all our 
customers a 
VERY HAPPY 
CHRISTMAS 

and a 
PROSPEROUS 

NEW YEAR 

EXTRA LABELS 3.5" 

100 3.5* LABELS.£3.50 

500 3 5* LABELS.£10.00 

1000 3.S-LABELS.£15.00 

3.6* 10 CAPACITY LIBRARY 

CASE IN PACKS OF 5.£4.75 

3.6* 10 CAPACITY WALLET CASE IN 
PACKS OF 5.£4.75 

NEW 
3.5" 240 CAPACITY STACKABLE 

DRAW DISK BOX INC. LOCK 

ONLY £17.99 

MICE 
Replacement Mouse for Amiga..£19.99 

Rigid Double Sided Mouse Pad .£4.50 

Mouse Pocket .......£2.50 

Rigid Pad & Pocket together £6.00 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. UK ORDERS ONLY 

Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: 

1 
m>]24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784 

J 

c 
s 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
OFFICE 9AM-5.30PM Mon-Fri 

Telephone: 0597 87792 Fax No: 0597 87416 
Dept AF12, Gten Celyn House,Penybont, 

Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
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IS YOUR AMIGA STILL IN THE STONE AGE? 

▼ JUST ADD TO YOUR AMIGA FOR ▼ 

• Faster then the Commodore A3000 • 
• 600% Fester then your Amiga • 

• Massive 4Mb of superfast memory • 
• 100% Software Compatibility • 

• Plug-in upto a SO MHz Maths Co-Pro • 
• Advanced 32-bit design • 

• 32-bit Kick start - Six times Faster • 
• Three models ~ 16.67/20/25 MHz % 

I«]Mi 

• THE MACHINE • 

CPU 16.67 MHz Asynchronous MC68Q20RC16 2 3 MIPS (8 MIPS peak} 
FPU 12 5 MHz - 50 MHz Air^or*** MC68S81RC or MC6SS02RC 
RAM. 4 Megabytes of 37-fxf nro-wsrt-state 256 * 4 BOns DRAMs 
SHA00W ROM Move your K^kitat <mo 32 t*t SUPf R1 FAST-RAM 
SOFTWARE 68000 Faltbecfc mode for 100% software cofripatiljUity 
HARDWARE: 100% eompftfitM until Amiga 500/2000 and add-on card* 
INTERFACE Plugs into 68000 processor socket inside your Amiga 

68881 - £99 I Mb RAM - £69 

£399 
(INI VAT & DELIVERY I 

BASIC MODEL - 68020 ( 16 MHz1 + t Mb RAM 

Solid State Leisure Limited 



MICROSMART 
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day o( release. Please state make and model of computer when ordering 

P & P Inc, UK on orders over £5. 
Less than £5 and Europe add £1 per item. Elsewhere please add £2 per item for airmail These afters are available mail order only. 

Tel orders: 0908 564369 (24 hrs) 
* BLOOD MONEY + INFESTATION PACK £14.99 * * AMIGA 512K RAM + CLOCK £44.99! * 

SHADOW OF THE BEAST II £24.99 

GAME AMIGA 1 GAME AMIGA I 

1/2 Meg Upgrade with clock 49 99 Fooboller Gf The Year 2 , ,.13.99 
Addidas Football 1699 full Metal Planets ..1699 
688 Attack Sub 1699 fun School 2 £6”8) ..11 99 
AMOS 32 99 fun School 2 (Over 8) ..11 99 
Anarchy . 13 99 fun School 2 (under 6) ..11 99 
Assault on Alcotraz* 1699 future Ware 1699 
Austertitz . 1699 Ghostbustere 2... .16 99 
BAT * 1699 Ghosts and Goblins 1399 
Bock To The Future 2' 1699 Ghouls and Ghosts 1699 
Bock To The Furure 3* 18 99 Golden Shoe* 16 99 
Balance of Power 00 1699 Grand Prut Circuit 16 99 
Ba'cts Tqte 2 16 99 Gravity 1699 
Bards Tale 3* 1699 Gremtta 2* . .1399 
Batman The Movie 16 99 Gunship 14 99 
Battle Of Britain 1699 Hard Dnyin 1399 
Battiechess 18 99 Heavy Meiai 16.99 
Batt»e Command* 1699 Heroes' 1699 
Batttemaster* 6 99 Highway Patrol 2 16.99 
Beacn volley .16 99 HdlsfO' 16.99 
Betrayal* .19 99 Hounds Of Shadow 16 99 
Brlty The kid* 16 99 Imperium* . T6.99 
Blade Warrior* 16 99 impossamoie .13 99 
Btoodwych Data Dbk 999 indy Jones Action 13 99 
Bomber .21 99 indy Jones Adveniure .16.99 
Boxing Manager 1399 intetphase .16.99 
BS5 Jane Seymour* 16 99 Inf Champ Wrestling 16.99 
Budok.an 16 99 InT Soccer Challenge* 16,99 
Cabal 1699 iron Lord 16 99 
Carrier Command 14 99 Italy 1990* 16.99 
Castle Master 1699 11 Came from The Desert (1 Meg) 17.99 
CavadaC 1699 It Came from The Desert Data' 8.99 
Chase HQ 1699 ivqnhoe .. 16.99 
Chase HQ 2* 1699 Jack fslichlous Extra Courses 8 99 
Chuck Yeager* 1699 Jack HicNous Golf. . 16.99 
Combo Racer 13W Jack Nichlaus Unlimited Golf 1999 
Codename Ice Man {1 Meg) 29 99 Jumping Jackson .. 16.99 
Colonels Bequest (l Meg) .29 99 K Quest 1.2. 3 4 Hint Book 5.99 
Commando War' . 18.99 Keel The Thief.. , . .16,99 
Conquest Cametot (1 Meg) .26 W Kennedy Approach ,14 99 
Conqueror. 1899 Kick Off . 1 1 99 
Continental Circus. . 1399 Kick Off 2 . 12 99 
Corporation . 16.99 Kick Git Extra lime . . 799 
Crackdown . 1699 Kid Gloves .16.99 
Crazy Care 2. .14 99 Killing Game Show* ,16 99 
Cyberball 13 99 Kind Words 2 34 99 
Damocles . . 16 99 Kings Quest 4 21 99 
Dan Dare 3 13 99 Kings Quest Triple 26 99 
Dark Century 16 99 toot ...1399 
Days Of Thunder* 1999 Knight Of The Crystal ton 21 99 
Deluxe Music Con. Kit 69 99 Kult Hint Book ,1499 
Deluxe Pasnt 3 59 99 Leodeirboard Birdie ,1699 
Deluxe Photaiob 59 99 Leisure Suit Larry 2 26 99 
Deluxe Print 2.. 69 99 Leisure Sat Larry 3 26 99 
Deluxe Production 89 99 Licence To 19 ,1299 
Deluxe Video 3 79 99 Life And Death* 1999 
D>ck Tracy* 1699 Light Fence 16 99 
Dr Doom 16 99 Lombard RAC Ratty 1499 
Drogons Lair 2 26 99 Loom 1699 
Dragon N-njo 1599 Lords Gf Chaos’ 1699 
Dragon Spirit .,.,12 99 Lost Patrol 1899 
Dragons Breath 21 99 Magnum 4 1699 
Dragons lan (1 Meg) ..........26 99 Manchesfe* Utd 1699 
Dragons Of Flame ... 1699 Manhunler in New Vork 2199 
Qrakken . 21 99 Manhunter Hunt Book 6 99 
Dungeon Master 1699 Manhunter in San Franc sco 21 99 
Dungeon Master Editor 799 Maniac Mansion 1699 
Dungeon Master Hint Book 9 99 Matrix Marauders* 1399 
Dynamite Debugger* 1699 MicroPros© Soccer 1499 
Dynasty Wars . 1699 M1 Tank Platoon’ 21 99 
jEdrtton One . ..... 1699 Midnight Resistance. 1699 
Elite ..... 14 99 MidWinier .19.99 
EmfynHyghe* . 13 99 Murder' ... .16.99 
Enuyn Hughes Quiz' 1399 New Zealand Story 16.99 
Beape :,cri Robot Monstere ... 1399 Nightbreed’ . 16.99 
F-T6 Combat Pilot 1699 Ninja Spinl 1699 
F-19 Stealth Hghter. . ,. 1999 Ninja Warriors .. 13.99 
F-29 Petal no? or . 1699 Nitro* . , .16,99 
Falcon . 1999 North and South. .. 16.99 
Falcon Meson Disk . . 1399 Off Road Racer* .. 13,99 
Falcon Mason Disk 2'.. 13 99 Operation Hortier*. . .1,6.99 
Farey Tale Advent ure .13 99 Operoilon Steolth' ... 19.99 
Fenon Formula i . 16 99 Oriental Games* ...16.99 
Fighting Soccer . .. 1699 Operation Harrier* ...16.99 
Final Battle* 16 99 Operation Thunderbolt,. 16 99 
Fireball* .1699 Operation Waif . . . 14.99 
Fire And Forget 2* 16 99 Pang*.... .16.99 
Fire And Bnmttone' 1699 Poradrold 90* . .16.99 
Flight Simulator 2 26 99 Paperboy . .12.99 
Flight Of The intrude'* 1999 Pipemonia. .16.99 
Fit Disk 7 or 11 . 13.99 Pirates . .1599 
Fit Disk European 1399 Player Manager .1299 
Fit Disk Japan 1399 Plating* .1699 
Football Director 2 12 99 Police Quest. .16.99 
Football Manager 2 Gift F* 12 99 Police Quest 1.2 Hint Book .6.99 

Please send orders and chcque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: 

Police Quest 2. 
Populous.. 
Populous Promised Land 
PowerdFome 
Powerdrlft. 
Pawermonger* 
Precious Mefat 
Pto Tennis Tour 
Rainbow islands 
Red Storm Rising 
Resolution 101 
Rorkes Drift. 
Rick Dangerous 
Rick Dangerous T 
Risk ..... 
Robocop 
Rodocop 2*. 
Rocket Ranger 2 
Roto** 
Run The Gauntlet 
RVF Honda 
S Quest 1L 2,3, Hmt Book 
Secret Of Monkey Island' 
Shadow Warn on 
Shadow Of The Beast 
Shadow Of The Beast 2 . 
Sherman M4. . 
Shmobi. 
Shoot em Up Con Kit 
Silkworm IV*... 
Sim City. .. 
Sim City Terrain. 
Silkworm 
Skcrte or Die* . 
Sleeping Gods Lie 
Sly Spy’ 
Sound Express Stereo Sampler 
Snowstrlke* 
Space Ace. 
Space Quest 3. 
Space Harrier 2...... 
Spy Who Loved Me’ 
Star Wars. Trilogy. 
Star Flight . 
Star Plight Hint Book 
Star Glider 2 
Stride?.. 
Stunt Car Racer 
Stun Runner*. 
Subbuteo 
Supemacy’ 
Supercors 
Swords Of TwHwght 
Swords Of Twilight Hint Book 
teenage Munlont Turtles 
Test Drive 2 
Test Drive 2 CaWomio Chau 
Test Drive 2 Muscle Cars 
Test Drive 2 Supercare 
The Cycles ..... 
The Jetsons 
The Plague 
t heme Pork Mystery * 
The Krista! 
The Plague ..... 
Thunderstroke 
Time Machine 
TaW\.... 
Total Recall* 
Tracksurl Manager 
Trained Assassin.. 
Triad VdJ 3. 
Turbo Outrun 
TV Sports Baseball 
TV Sports Basketball 
Twin World. 
UN Squadron* . 
UMS ... 
VMS 2*. 
UMS Scenario 1.. . . 
UMS Scenario 2. 
Unreal’ ...... 
Untouchables. 
Vdrminatof. 
Vortex 
Walker*. 
Warhead 
Waterloo. 
Wayne Gretzky Hockey 
Wild Streets.. . 
Wings*. 
Wings Of Fury'. 
World Cup soccer 00* 
Xenomorph 
Xenon 2 Megaoiast 
Zombi. 

AMIGA 

16 99 
16.99 

7 99 
16 W 
16 99 
1699 
15 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
15 99 
16 99 
1399 
15 99 
16 99 
1799 
16 99 
1599 
14 99 
699 

1999 
16 99 
24 99 
24 99 
1899 
1299 
1999 
1399 
19.99 
13.99 
16.99 
16.99 
14 99 
16.99 
3499 
16.99 
2699 
2699 
13 99 
13 99 
16 99 
1699 

.5.99 
1499 
1699 
1599 
13 99 
1299 
1999 
1399 
1699 
599 

24 99 
1699 
999 
999 
999 

1699 
16 99 
16 99 
1699 
999 

1699 
1699 
1699 
1699 
1699 
1299 
1399 
1999 
1699 
1999 
1999 
1699 
16.99 
1499 

. 15.99 
11 99 

,11.99 
. 1699 
.18 99 

13.99 
13 99 
t6.99 
16 99 
16 99 
14 99 
16 99 
19 99 
1399 
18 99 
16 99 

.16 99 
1699 

MICROSMART 
MEGA DEALS!! 

Half Meg Upgrades 
5J2K Upgrade ine clock with 

It Came From The Desert - £54.99 

512K Upgrade me clock wrth Gold Of 
The Realm £49.99 

512K Upgrade me clock with 
Dragons Lair - £69.99 

S12K Upgrade inc clock with Space 
Ace £69 99 

5 S 2K Upgrade me clock with 
Dungeon Master £69 99 

512K Upgrade me clock with Jpgt 
Manhunter 2 - £69 99 

Naksho Mouse me mouse mat, 
mouse house and Deluxe Paint - 

£26.00 

Contriver Replacement Mouse inc 
Deluxe Paint - £19 99 

Quality Second Disk Drive £59.99 

Blank Disks Sony Unbranded with 
labels 69p Each 

KAO Unbranded with la bets 
60p Each 

* AMIGA SPECIALS * 
Blood Monty .  „„9 99 
NovtrMlnd .7 99 
Infestation ....    9 99 
Clvonoquest 1.  9 99 
Chronoquast 2.  99 | 
leaderboord.   w.„6 99 
Rock ei Ranger .    9 99 
Marble Madness .      7 50 
Said* Tal# 1...,......7.50 
IV Sport! Football .    12 99 
Galaxy    4 99 \ 
Brian 0 laughs Football.. J 99 
F-16 Interceptor..,,..  ..........9.99 
ihrmnator .        4 99 
ftoh ..    799 
Trivial Pursuits New Mglwlno..,...._J.99 
Sam* ond Gteovar.........^7.99 
Kriftal .,..9.99 I 
Emmqnvetle     7.99 
Lards Of Th# ftiwrvg Sun.11 99 
Batman The Mow*._....9 991 
FernondeJ Mutt Die....„ 6 99 
Hunt For Red October ...9 99 
Poc land ...6.99 
Poem on ta ........B.99 
Siarghder 2..     7.99 
Comet In Europe ______...7.99 
Joan Ot Arc___+._.7.99 
Trivial Pur luil...  ,9.99 
NebuluS .     4.99 
Cybemoid 2 __ 4.99 
Hollywood Poker Pio .......7.99 
Gold Ol The Realm (l Meg) ____9 99 
Bool .,.7 99 
Menoct .........7 99 
ftailislu    .,**.,*,....7.99 
Shadow Ot The Beosi.. . ..16 99 
Laser Squad ..,.....B 99 
Raising Shot....4.99 
3 Stooges ....... .9.99 
Tank Attack .     „^999 
Seven Gaiei Of Jambaia... 
Chambers Of Shaalm.........7 99 
Bioodwych .. ..... ...9,99 
Inierphase ...    r.,9 99 
Gountlei II .   7.99 
Spy v Spy...,4.99 
Spy v Spy t......4.99 
Spy v Spy 3      ..*.99 
Centrefold Squares ......7 99 
Phobia .    4.99 
Italia 90.     4.99 
SAS Combat. 4 99 
Captain Blood .      4.99 
Barbarian Psygnotii... .™„  .6 99 
Drum Studio .. .,,..4.99 
Sidewinder 2   _«.....499 

SOUND EXPRESS 
STEREO SAMPLER 

C34.9S 

and enpiry date to: Micros mart, US Hifh Street, Stony Stratford, Milton Kcmes MK111AT. 



MAIL ORDER 
AMIGA MEGA DEALS!!! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

For two people Voucher with every Machine Purchase. 
Resorts available are Florida, Majorca, Malta, and Southern Spain. 

AMIGA A500 BAT GAMES PACK 
C399 inc VAT & next day courier 

BAT Games Pack Includes; 
Amigo A500 512K Keyboard with built in 1 Megabyte Disk Drive 
■ ree TV Modulator worth f2A W allowing you to use the Amiga with a normal TV 
DELUXE PAINT 11 GRAPHICS PACKAGE " 
-'REE only just released BATMAN ■ THE MOVIE games software 
NEW ZEALAND STORY arcade games software 

15 INTERCEPTOR - amazing 3D flight simulator software 
'REE JOYSTICK. MOUSE MAT AND TO BLANK DISKS 
10 FREE games »no Wizbali Buggv Boy Menace. Batbanan 
^MlGA SASIC Amiga EXTRAS I 3 Workbench 1 3 PLUS the Amigo Step by Step Tutorial 
AH Heads mgnuols PLUS MOUSE and Mamsp ug1 

FLIGHT OF FANTASY PACK 
A500 £369 

Inc VAT and Next day courier 
Includes: 

* F29 Retaliator 
* Rainbow Islands 
* Deluxe Paint II 
* Escape From The Planet 
* Of The Robot Monsters 

Modulator 
Power Supply Unit 
Work Bench 1.3 
Amiga Basic 
Mouse 

MICROSMART SOUND & VISION A500 PACK £399 
INCLUDING: 

Amiga A500 512K keyboard with 1 Megabyte disk drive. Free TV modulator worth £24.99 c owing you to use the 
Amiga with a normal TV. Deluxe Paint II graphics package. Fantavision - animation package Sound Express * 
state of the art stereo sampling, includes free software and hardware. Batman The Move • games software. 

Mew Zealand Story - arcade games software, F-16 Interceptor * amazing flight simulator Free joystick mouse mat, 
and 10 blank disks. Amiga Basic, Amiga extras. Workbench 1.3, plus Amiga Step By Step tutona All leads and 

manuals plus mouse and mains plug. Plus 5 FREE games 

AMIGA A500 
CLASS OF THE 1990'S 

BUSINESS + EDUCATIONAL PACK 
£499 Inc VAT & next day courier 

FEATURES: 
* Amiga A500 ■ TV Modulator * Vaxpran 500 Spreadsheet 
* Midi Interface - Software * Amiga Logo BBC Emulator 
*Kind Words 11 word processor Deluxe Paint II 
* Page Setter DTP * Mouse Mat 10 Blank Disks 
* Super Base Personal ana ask wallet 

Database 

ACCESSORIES 
Quickshot li Turbo Joystick 9 99 
Guickshot ill Turbo Joystick 9 99 ! 
Competition PRO Extra Joystick 12 99 
Speed King Autofire Joystick 9 99 
Mouse Mats.  3.99 
Contriver Replacement Mouse .  19,99 

(Inc Deluxe Paint, Mouse Mat & Mouse House) 
Naksh-a Upgrade Mouse    26.00 

One Deluxe Paint, Mouse House, Mouse Mat) 
Half Meg Upgrade me clock.  44,99 
Disk Boxes 3 5' holds 40...6,99 
Disk Boxes 3 5' holds 60 .8.99 

PRINTERS 
Star LC24 1024 Pin mci lead ST/Amiga 249 00 
Star LC10 including lead for ST/Amiga 169.00 
Star lC 10 colour including interface ead 
for ST/Amiga. 219 00 

MONITORS 
Commodore Amiga A1084 Stereo Monitor 
nc lead  .. £269.00 
Phillips CM8833 stereo colour monitor me ead 
forSTor Amiga.. £259.00 

MICROSMART + A500 PSYGNOSIS 

PROMOTIONAL PACK 

£419.00 
Blood Money, Infestation, Menace. Baal, Chronoquest, Never 

Mlnd+ everything in the A5Q0 Bat games Pack. 

AMIGA 1 MEG 
BAT GAME PACK 

£499 Inc VAT and next day courier 

1 Meg Bat Games Pack Includes 
* Fitted 1 Megabyte Memory Expansior - ?ea! Time 
Clock Card 
* Everything listed for the A500 Bat Game Pock 
* DRAGONS LAIR 1 MEG MEGAGAME! 

MICROSMART, 
125 HIGH STREET, STONY STRATFORD, 

MILTON KEYNES, MK11 1AT 

MICROSMART 24 HR HOTLINE 0908 564369 
1 TITLE COMP PRICE 

TOTAL COST £: 

Have you ordered from us before? 

Name.. 

Address..... 

YES NC? | 
I 
I 

Tel No 



EARTH, 22nd century 

You are about to embarfc on an exciting and 
dangerous adventure. The Bureau of Astral 
Troubleshooters has selected you as their 
special agent. 
Your mission : to find and destroy Vrangor, 
the evil gemus who is threatening the peo¬ 
ple of the Mlnet Selenia. 

Player interaction gives you the chance 
not only to participate in the lives of other 
characters, but to be plunged into the 
actual city of Terrapolis. 

COMPUTERS 

UBI SOFT UK 
Saddlers House 
100 Reading Road 
SURREY GU17 7RX 
Tel. 10252) 860 299 am how to use B.O.B., the pro- 

immabie computer implanted in your 

Explore over 1100 different loca¬ 
tions. and meet characters from ? 
different species. 

'Enjoy the futuristic 
provided by outstaNPd 
’Sound effects. M* 



■ f you've never played a game 
fl which uses more than one 
B floppy, you may be blissfully 
ignorant of the tiresome process of 
disk swapping: that isf having to 
change disks midway through a 
game. Sierra Online are notorious for 
the amount of disks needed to play 
just one game, but they re not the 
only ones, MultKlisk packages simply 
contain more game, so they will 
become increasingly common. 

There’s more to extra storage 
than extra floppy drives to play bigger 
games. If you use your computer for 
serious purposes dike art and design, 
word processing, number-crunching 
or a million and one other things that 
are not playing games) then you need 
lots of storage available at once to 
get the most out of the system, 
rather than spending years swapping 
disks. In other words, a hard drive. 

Hard drives seem like expensive 
luxuries to many people. They cost 
hundreds of pounds at a time and 
they represent some of the most 
fragile computer peripherals around. 
You have to treat them wrth a lot of 
care, or else they go wrong. 

What are they exactly? A hard 
drive is a similar concept to a floppy, 
except that the disk part of it is 
sealed into the drive mechanism. The 
tolerances and manufacturing quality 
are amazing and, as a result, even a 
small hard drive can store 20 
Megabytes of information, data or 
programs, A big one can manage up 
to 100, 200 or even 300 Meg of 
files. A floppy holds only 88GK. 

You can also plug in RAM chips to 
give your Amiga extra memory, so a 
hard drive doesn't just give you more 
storage: it can also give you more 
memory. Don't get muddled up, here: 
the RAM expansion is just like any 
other part of computer memory - if 
you switch the computer off, anything 
in the extra memory is lost. All data 
on the hard drive is remembered, 
though, because ifs magnetically 
stored, right there on the disk. 

For those who want the ultimate 
disk, optical drives are now becoming 
available, These are, at the present 
time, horrendously expensive (£3500 
plus). They are similar to CD music 
players, except that they can record 
onto the Compact Discs as well. 
Usually, you can take the disk out and 
put another one in - just the same as 
a floppy drive. How much can you 
store at once? Up to 600 Meg per 
disk is the usual muddled figure, 

A5O0 IMPACT II 
Or««t Valley Products <nc 

Imported by Power Computing 

A500 only ■ £499 for 20 Meg 

45 and 80 Meg also available 

This unit is just entering production, 
so rt should be available very soon. 
The original GVP Impact has been 

TESTBENCH 

Hard 
Disk 

SPECIAL 

Drives 
Still using your Amiga with just the one floppy disk drive? 

PAT MCDONALD politely suggests that you should get 

more storage space and checks out the options. 

around for quite some time now, but 
this new unit is a big improvement. 

The casing now makes it look like 
part of your computer rather than just 
being an unpleasant metal box glued 
on at the side, There's a switch on the 
front so that you can select boot from 
hard drive or boot from DFO: (the 
internal floppy drive). You can fit up to 
8 Meg of RAM to it, which makes it 
expandable enough. The Impact il 
comes with a power supply, so it 
won't overload the computer’s. 

Impact II also supports SCSI, one 
of the industry standards for connect¬ 
ing hard drives and other expensive 
devices. You can 'daisy-chain' SCSI 
devices together - this drive features 
a custom-made SCSI interface 
from GVP, called the DPRC (Dual- 
Port RAM Controller). In addition J 
to the internal drive up to 
seven more drives can be 
connected in a daisy-chain. 

So far, this is all fatrly k 
standard stuff: but one 
new article included in this 
device is something called 
the GVP MmiSlot Exactly what 
this does is anybody's guess. The 
Impact II series (see the hard card 
review elsewhere on these pages. 
2000 owners!) are the only devices 

The GVP 

A500 Impact 

II it a real chip 
off the aid 

block, styled to 

fit with the Amiga. 

currently available to have it so wel 
just have to wart and see wnat GVP 
have got up ther 
corporate sleeve - a transputer inter¬ 
face? A digitiser? Wei just have to 
wait and see. 

To sum up, the Impact II is the 
latest in A50Q hard drives. It has the 
exterior style to make rt look like part 
of your system, together with enough 
expandability to suit most people. 
Propping (preparing the disk for use) 
and formatting are not tricky with the 
supplied software on floppy (Faasf 
Prep) and the manual just about 
copes - most people will find it too 
technical. Otherwise a good buy. 

Small Computer System Interlace, In theory, it's a way of connect¬ 
ing eight totally unrelated pieces of computer hardware together, 
so long as they all have SCSI interfaces. 

Practically all Amiga hard drives use SCSI, rather than the PC 
ST506 format (sometimes called AT format}. That’s why they cost 
more - SCSI is much more flexible. You can connect more than just 
hard drives to your Amiga with a SCSI interface, And when you buy 
a hard drive, you always gel a SCSI interface. 

All very well In theory. The problem is that to use some ot the 
wondrous SCSI technology (things like real-time frame grabbers, 
laser printers, scanners - all sorts ot junk) then you must have 
some sort of driving software on your Amiga, This is a little bit thin 
on the ground at present but I daresay people will be developing 
new toys to connect to SCSI in 50 years time. In the long term, 
then, SCSI Is the way to go. 
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Make The Amiga Work For You! 

WordProcessor, Database anil Spreadsheet 
all in one package, for one low price. 

KINDWORDS 2.0 
Hbnf Processor 

• Powerful and Easy to beam 
and Use 

■ Color Graphics with Text 
• High Quality Printing 

MAXIPLAN PLUS 
Spreadsheet 
Spre s i d sheet Anal ysi s 
Business Graphics 
including Charts 
Lotus 1*2-3 Capability 

INfOFILE 
Datafxtse 
Graphic Storage and Retrieval 
Flexible Database Structure 
Powerful “Forms" 
Capabilities 

THE DISC COMPANY - 60 RUE DE MARCEL DASSAULT, BOULOGNE 92100 FRANCE, PHONE: 33^1 -49-10-99*95 



A2000 HARD DISK 
CARD - SERIES II 
Great Valley Products Inc 

Imported by Power Computing 

A 2000 only 

M £399 with Sony 40 Meg (on 

special otter for limited period only] 

£499 with Quantum 40 Meg 

100 and 200 Meg versions plus 

extra RAM alao available 

This is the sort of kit to aim for if you 
want a hard disk for your A20Q0 - or 
even several hard disks! It shares 
many of the features of the Impact II 
for the A5Q0, with one important 
exception - the software to drive the 
whole kit is on ROM [stored on a chip) 
, which means that you don't need to 
use floppy software to customise the 
thing all the time. 

It comes in two versions - one 
with the ability to mount up to 8 Meg 
of RAM, the other without. Each 
comes fitted with a 3,5-inch hard 
drive on the card - which makes it a 
bit on the large side. I'm not quite 
sure if it will fit inside the A3O0O, ft 
almost certainly will, though. 

The manual is of the same 
slightly daunting complexity as the 
A500 version, It's very helpful if you 
want to get stuck in to the system 
using the CUf but first-time users will 
find it a bit of a slog. 

Mind you, the software makes up 
for’ it to a large extent, faast Prep 
is blessed with many automatic 
functions, leaving the manual-delving 
for those who wish to connect the 
latest in CD technology to be done at 
a later date. You can also use the 
manual to look up all the features. If 
you are lucky enough to have a PC 
Bndgeboard, then you can configure 
the system to boot up to PC 
emulation without too much hassle, 
Or a Mac system, for that matter, 

All things considered, this board 
is excellent. It features the same SCSI 
ability as the A500 version, and can 
be adapted to fit your needs as you 
upgrade your system to the strato¬ 
spheric limit possible on the Amiga, 
Well done, GVP. 

5.25-INCH OPTICAL 

REWRITEABLE DRIVE 
Great Valley Products Inc 

Imported by Power Computing 

■ £3299 for 600 Meg 

(with one compact disc only] 

■ Extra discs £239 ■ SCSI only 

(GVP Hard Card 2 recommended) 

Assuming that you have some kind of 
SCSI interface and want to possess 
the ultimate in storage systems, this 
is the product to examine. It doesn't 
look at all impressive - just a big, 
heavy grey box with a couple of leads 
and a power socket - but thafs 
because it's a SCSI drive and needs 
to be connected to your Amiga with a 
SCSI interface. 

You'll also need some pretty impres¬ 
sive formatting software before you 
can do anything * the latest version 
of Faast Prep from GVP can easily 
cope, but so can most other SCSI 
driver software with some tweaking. 

The idea is really simple. It 
behaves much like a floppy drive, 
except that you can store up to 
600 Meg on just one of the 
discs. Each of the rewriteable 
CDs costs £239 and they are 
easily damaged, so don't buy 
one of these unless you're 
willing to see the system is 
treated with the respect it 
needs, 

A few other words of warning. 
The thing is apparently 
supplied without a manual, but con¬ 
necting it is a matter of plugging it in 
to your SCSI controller. It is covered 
by COCOM and is labelled accord¬ 
ingly, which means that you'll be in 
lots of trouble if you lend' it to the 
Russian Embassy or simitar people. 
It's good news for people with big 
imaginations and applications, but I 
can't really see it becoming common 
as muck this side of the 21st century. 

Lovely controller 

software, plus memory 

expansion, all provided 

by the GVP A20QO 

Hard Disk Card, 

AD5C5I 2000 
ICD Inc 

Imported by Third Coast 

A2000 only 

■ £349.99 for 22 Meg 

32t 50, 65, 85, 106 and 

330 Meg also available 

This is an alternative to the 
GVP Hard Card, It's similar in 
many ways and different only 
in terms of the software 
needed to get it working and the 
interfacing system. Advantage use 
AdPrep to make their product 
behave, again supplied on ROM, 

The big difference is in the inter¬ 
face [surprise surprise, ifs a SCSI 
unit), ICD have gone for 
raw performance and the 
ADSCSI can outrun airy 
other SCSI unit around in 
terms of getting the data 
to and from the hard disk 
and the the computer, 

If you have an acceler¬ 
ated Amiga with some 32- 
bit memory, then the 
transfer rate doubles 

The 

G VP/Power 

Rewriteable 

Optical Drive 

looks very dull, 

but it im a very 

desirable board 

nonetheless. 

again. All this raw speed gives the 
product a vital edge in terms of per¬ 
formance. 

There's not really a lot to be said 
apart from that. The manual goes in 
for a more useable mix of technical 
data and help than do those of the 
GVP efforts, but the difference 
between the units is essentially very 
slight - except that you can't plug 
extra memory into an ADSCSI. If you 
want maximum speed and are not too 
bothered about the possibility of 
connecting several drives or devices, 
then this is the one to go for. 

Is the ADSCSI 2000 from ICD the 

fastest SCSI controller available? 

Maybe, but you can't put extra 

memory on it. 

ERRATA 

I'd fust like to apologise to TriLogic for getting their name and 
address wrong, along with the price of their 0.5 Meg RAM expan¬ 
sion board for the A5Q0, They can be contacted at Unit 1. 253 New 
Works Road, Bradford. BD12 OOP - 0274 691115. The price of their 
expansion was recently dropped to £34,99 without a dock. £39.99 
with a clock. And it comes in an anti-static bag to avoid damage to 
the onboard CMOS chips. End of grovelling. 
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impressive... ONCE PUYED FOREVER 
ENGAGED!' 

Overall store: VIX 

Con you moke it through 100 levels of 

joystick wrenching action as you attempt 

to avoid and destroy a screenful of 

houncing rocks. jg AMIGA: "Furiously addictive.. 

highly entertaining original gome that 

will have you returning to it time and 

time again." 

CU Screenslor: B5X 

Featuring SNAP's lop ten smash hit as the 

backing sound track - Ooops Up will have 

you hooked the moment you play and 

won't let go! 

© 1990 Demonware Softwurehous 

Gmbh. All rights reserved. 
Here is what a couple of the 

mogazines had to say: 
1o order any of these gam 

please coll or write to: , 

Available now on Amiga - £24.95. 

Coming soon for oil other computer 
THE ONE: ‘A product 

that pocks so 

much playability 

that its fit to 

The Software Business limited, 

m * Brooklonds,Jlew Rood, 

St Iv^ Huntingdon, 

* Cambridgeshire, 

PH74BG, 

Tel: 0480 496497 Fax: 0480 495605 

Access and Visa accepted 



ffiRPV 
Take a journey la a mystical land where 

pF Arch Mages battle for supremacy of 
magical new worlds - battle to become 

Ihe LORDS OF CHAOS. 

Produced by the designers of Loser 
Squad, Mythos Games hove pocked 

excitement and strategy into a gome 
bursting with features: 1 - 4 players can 

battle against each other or highly 
intelligent computer opponents, make 

potions, cost up to 45 different spells, 
collect treasure and fight mystical 
creatures in this multi-level 

ot*venlwre- Available an: Spectrum, Amslrad, CA4 
(ass £9.95, Disk £14 95. 

YS "Megagome', Amslrad Action 'RAVE' 
Commodore Format 'CORKER' 

Coming seen ea ST, Amigo and PC 
£19.95 -ST, £74.95 Anuga/PC. 

nOABER 

An outstanding playable shoot-em-up 
Ziriax will have you batting your way 

through 4 gigantic levels ol non-stop 
action. Parallax scrolling, hundreds ol 
sprites, superb musk and effects - 
joystick disintegrating action! 

V / Meet Bab - he’s a 
■ has large floppy 

ears, lovable face 
and he's got a talent for flying. Brilliant 

arcode action will have you oddicted 
from the start and plenty af extro 

weapons, A levels and a variety of action __ 
will keep you hooked. 

___ ~~ y 90% Joystick "Megcstor1 
Amigo Kickstarl *1' 

*,' rated, 90% Amiga Joker - these ore just 
some of the accolades Ziriax has 

received so far. 

'Bomber Bob plays brilliantly I wouldn't 
be surprised if it appeared in coin-op form 

- its THAT good... graphically tap doss... 
• instantly lovable... 3 cheers for original 

product!' I 
01 SCREE NSTAR 88% 

Available for Amiga only • £24.95. 

Available for Amiga only - £24.95. 

55^ 
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XETEC FASTTRAK 

Imported by Third Coast 

A500 only ■ £599,99 for 50 Meg 

65, BS, 106 and 330 Meg version! 

also available 

The Xetec drive is so 

big we couldn't fit the 

interface in the 

picture. 

Doesn't look amazing, but 

the IVS TrumpCard is a 

stalwart hard drive 

nonetheless. 

Cl 

The first thing that strikes you about 
the Xetec drive is that it's big. Very 
big. The drive itself is a (yawn!) SCSI 
device that plugs into the fastTrak 
interface that plugs into the side of 
your A500, You can also expand the 
memory capacity inside the interface. 

Quite a setup* reatly. 
The Xetec is fast. No 

E& doubt about it, if speed of 
access is your mam buying 
point, then go for this. You can 

W also daisy-chain hard drives 
together, although I reckon you're 

going to need an oversize desk if 
that's your plan. 

Included with the package is a 
set of utilities and so forth to get you 
going. Indeed, getting started is rela¬ 
tively simple compared to some of 
the set-ups under review. The manual 
itself, though, is a bit skimpy, the IVS 
TrumpCard being much better from 
this point of view. 

Sizewise, you can easily throw a 
bigger hard drive into the same box if 
you feel limited. You could then daisy- 
chain your old drive into the back of 
the box - but then you can do that 
with practically all SCSI systems, 

What if you want to connect a 
drive that isn't SCSI, but the alterna¬ 
tive ST5G6 (IBM PC) type? The Xetec 
offering can cope with this too. To 

round up, this is an excellent piece 
of kit - just so long as you can ft it 

in with your present system... 

IVS TRUMPCARD 500 

Interactive Video System* 

Imported by Third Coast 

A500 only ■ £399.99 for 32 Meg 

50 and 106 Meg also available 

This is an old product, but still 
remains popular, Up to 4 Meg of 
extra RAM can be plugged in: a bit of 
a come-down from, say, the Xetec, 
but this is still better-endowed than 
the official Commodore A590 which 

has 2 Meg, The metal case has been 
styled a little to look like part of the 
computer, but it doesn't have nearly 
the same look and feel as the Amiga 
or the Commodore A590. 

Diskwise, it's all pretty standard 
stuff. Inside there's a 3.5-inch SCSI 
hard drive, and you can daisy-chain 
other SCSI bits onto it, The software 
is a little down on connecting things 
that aren't hard drives, but this 
shouldn't be a problem. 

The software is easy to use and 
is clearly illustrated in the manual. 
The two work together very well to 
give people unfamiliar with hard drive 
fundamentals a working knowledge of 
how it all works, without bogging 
them down in jargon. If only every 
manual were that informative... 

For those who might one day 
wish to trade in their A500 for a 
2000, the good news is that the 
TrumpCard can be configured to work 
with a 2000, It can even be made to 
work with the A-Max Mac emulator - 
most people will have to upgrade to 
A-Max If for that privilege. 

If you're a little sketchy on how 
hard drives work, then this package 
will provide the best solution, It 
doesn't rely on existing knowledge 
and can take you up gradually, 
Admittedly it's a little ugly and it is not 
the fastest drive around, but it gives 
you the storage that you want, so 
who is complaining? 

A QUICK NOTE ABOUT 

EXTRA FLOPPIES 

If you’re just looking for an extra 
floppy drive* Cumana's CAX354 is 
extremely good. It's slim, elegant, 
quiet and efficient. At between £65- 
£85, it's worth shopping around for 
one (or more: the Amiga can have up 
to three external drives, joined up in 
an - altogether now - daisy-chain! 

Personally, when It comes to a 
supplier I am happy to recommend 
Ladbroke Computing International* 
because they do seem to be fast at 
sending orders out and because their 
price of £64.99 [plus £3.50 unless 
you order over £100 worth of goods) 
is quite competitive, R 

OFFICIAL OFFERING 

Commodore's official 20 Meg 
A590 was originally reviewed 
in Amiga Format Issue 2. It Is 
a very solid unit, the design 
integrates well with the took 

of an A50Q and it Is highly 
recommended. But II was 

rather tipensive. 
ft is now to have a price 

cut to £299 Up to 2 Meg of 
extra RAM can be bundled 
into the boxof the A590 and 
the capacity of the drive can 
be increased by getting Third 
Coast to pot a bigger 3,5 inch 
hard drive In il. 
it Commodore 0628 770088 The ASOO’s official A590 hard drive is going to be cheaper soon. 

SUPPLIERS 

Third Coast Technologies, 
Unit 8, Bradley Hall 
Trading Estate, Standish, 
Wigan, Lancs WN6 OXQ 
» 0257 472444 
Power Computing, 
44a Stanley St, Bedford, 
MK41 7RW * 0234 273000 
Ladbroke Computing 
International, 33 Ormskirk 
Rd, Preston, Lancs, 
PR1 2QP, a 0772 203166 
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BLACK MOON 
COMPUTERS 

B1ACK MOON 

ATARI LYNX 

HANDHELD 
CONSOLE 

Colour handheld Console 

High definition graphics 

Multi-player Capability 
« 

CommS link cable 
* 

4 Channel Sound 

Power Adaptor 

California Games 

Pallette of 4096 Colours 

Cartridges to 8 megabyte 

179.95 

ATARI 520 STFM 

DISCOVERY 
PACK 

512K 16 bit Computer 
Pallette of 512 colours 
16 on screen 
2 Joystick ports 
Midi ports 
Printer ports 
GEM operating system 
complete with;- 

BLACK MOON PACK 

STOS 
Neochrome 
First basic 
St lour 
Carrier Command 
Outrun 
Space harder 
Bomb jack 
Disk box 
Mouse mat 
Dust cover 
10 blank disks 
2 superb joysticks 

299.95 

BLACK MOON PACK 

399.95 

ATARI 1040 STE 

EXTRA 
PACK 

1 Megabyte 16 bit 
Computer 
Pallette of 4096 colours 
16 on screen 
Upgradable to 4 meg 
Stereo sound 
Hardware Scrolling 
Genlock Capability 
Blitter chip fitted 
Analogue Joystick port 
complete with;- 

BLACK MOON PACK 
ST Word 
ST Calc 
ST Base 
STAG 
Hyperpaint 
First Basic 
Prince 
Disk box, Mouse mat, 
Dust cover, 10 blank disks, 
2 superb joysticks 

499.95 
LYNX GAMES 
Gauntlet 
Electrocop 
Gates of Zendocon 
Chips 
Blue Lightning 
Zarlour 
Mercenary 
Xenophobe 
Paperboy 
Slime World 
Road blaster 
Klax 

CM 8833 Colour stereo 
monitor ........,249.95 

1 megabyte 0 S 
external drive 79.95 

SM12L monochrome 
monitor 99.95 

Megafile 30 hard drive 499.99 

Megafile 60 hard drive 689.99 

Sega rnegadrive .189.95 

15 40 holder with 10 3 5 d sd d 11 99 
15 40 holder with 20 15 d sd d 1599 
15 4C holder with 40 15 d s d d 2799 
15 80 holder with 10 15 d sdd 1199 
15 80 holder with 40 15 d.sdd 2999 
15 80 holder with 80 15 d s d d 49 99 

Cheetha 125.. 7 

Cheetha starprobe ..... 14,99 

Pro 5000 extra ......... 14.99 

Konix navigator . t t . . 14 99 

Replacement mouse_29,95 

All our 

hardware comes with 

1 years GUARANTEE 

and FREE 

delivery 

36A Osborne Street, Colchester, Essex. C02 7DB 

PHONE (0206) 560638 E 
CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO BLACK MOON, POST AND PACKING FREE IN UK. Overseas charged at cost 
Subject to availability and price change without notice. Some titles may not be released at time of going to press. Shop pnces 
wav vary, but personal callers can claim advertised discounts on production of cut-off slip. All prices include VAT 

Name 

Address 

Tel No. _ 

Have you ordered from us before (yes/no) 

i 
i 
i 



BIACK MOON 
COMPUTERS 

BIACK MOON 

399.95 

+ BIACK MOON PACK 

512K RAM, 1 MEGABYTE DISK 

DRIVE, TV MODULATOR, MOUSE, 
MANUALS & TUTORIAL DISK. 

KICKSTART U WORKBENCH U 

BACK TO THE FUTURE It, DAYS OF 

THUNDER, SHADOW OF THE 

BEAST II. NIGHT BREED, DELUXE 
PAINT II. DISK BOX, MOUSE MAT. 

DUST COVER, 10 BLANK DISKS 

AND TWO SUPERB JOYSTICKS 

AMIGA 500, KICKSTART 1.1 WORKBENCH 1.3, MANUALS 
& TUTORIAL, MOUSE, MODULATOR. 

BLACK MOON 
COMPUTER CLUB 

The prestigious members 
only dub for computer 
software, blank media 
and peripherals. What 
you get: 

Free membership card 
exclusive to you. 

Free updates on all new 
releases. 

Free advice and helpline. 

No obligation to buy. 
(Unlike other clubs) 

Big Big discounts, Look at 
these examples. 

Robocop 11 16.99 

Kick off 11 12,99 

F19 stealth 
fighter 19,99 

Days of thunder 19,99 

Midnight 
resistance 16.99 

Night breed 16,99 

Annual 
membership £5.00 
MEMBERS ONLY 

+ SLACK MOON PACK 

512K HAM, 1 MEGABYTE OtS* 

DRIVE. TV MODULATOR MOUSE, 

MANUALS & TUTORIAL DISK 

KICKSTART U WORKBENCH 11 

F29 RETALIATOR, RAINBOW 

ISLANDS, EFTPQTRM DELUXE 

PAINT II. DISK BOX MOUSE MAT 

OUST COVER, to BLANK DISKS 

AND TWO SUPERB JOYSTICKS 

All our 

hardware comes with 

1 years GUARANTEE 

and FREE 

delivery. 

CM BB33 COLOUR, STEREO 

MONITOR 249.35 

t MEGABYTE d s 

EXTERNAL DRIVE 6995 

512k MEMORY EXPANSION 
* CLOCK 49 95 

COMMODORE GS GAMES 
CONSOLE 99 95 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE 189 95 

- BLACK MOON PACK 
AMIGA SOG MOUSE MODULATOR. 

MANUALS ASOI MEMORY 
EXPANSION. PRO WRITE 2 5, 

0 PAINT IL 0 PRINT II. INFO FILE, 

LOGO, MUSIC MOUSE, TALKING 
TURTLE, BBC EMULATOR, BOX OF 

10 DISKS. MOUSE MAT. RESOURSE 

FILE, INTRO VIDEO, LETS SPELL AT 
HOME, DUST COVER AND TWO 

SUPERB JOYSTICKS. 

3.5 40 holder with 10 3.5 d.s.d.d 11.99 
3.5 40 holder with 20 3,5 d,sd,d 15.99 
3.5 40 holder with 40 3.5 d.s.d.d 27.99 
3.5 80 holder with 10 3.5 d.s,d.d 13.99 
3.5 80 holder with 40 3.5 d.s.d.d 29.99 
3.5 80 holder with 80 3.5 d.s.d.d 49.99 

Cheetha 125___7.99 ■ 
Cheetha starprobe .. *...... 14.99 ■ 
Pro 5000 extra................... 14.99 
Konix navigator.  14,99 
Replacement mouse ..29,95 

399.95 
HARD DRI 

. aiack moon pack 

2d MEGABYTE HARD DflfVE WITH 2 MEGABYTE 
UNPOPULATED BOARD DtSX BOX MOUSE MAT 

AND OUST COVER FOR AMIGA SWL SFHTZE 
COMIC SETTER FANTAVtSION 

36A Osborne Street, Colchester, Essex. C02 7DB 

PHONE (0206) 560638 
CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO BLACK MOON POST AND PACKING FREE IN UK Overseas charged at cost* 
Subject to availability and price change without notice Sonne rn es may not be released at time of going to press Shop prices 
may vary but personal callers can claim advertised discounts on production of cut-off siipi All prices include VAT, 

■lililEA!.! 
VISA 

I 
I 
I 

TITLE COMP PRICE 

AF DEC TOTAL C 

Name 

Address 

Tef No. 

Have you ordered from us before lyes no) 
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HARD PKIVe INSURANCE 
BYTE’N'BACK V2.2 the fastest hard disk back-up uliiity—ITS BRITISH- has just got better. 

It also stores more per disk and has an easy to use front end screen, just point and click. 
ONLY £19.95 (post free) with full support 

CHITS WITH EVERYTHING 
CMOS 256 x 4 80 nanosecs for A590 each 512K £28—256 x 1 m(B2000) eg drams £119 for 2 megs 

*256 X 4 ZIP STATIC COLUMN 80 nanosecs for A3000 £65 for 1 meg 
1 meg x 4 ZIP STATIC COLUMN for A3000 £299 for 4 megs 

SUPER FATER AGNUS CHIPS £55 (with instructions) 
68010 CPU £24 68020 CPU's 16 Mhz £49 20 Mhz £79 

68030 CPU'S 25 MhZ £195 33Mhz£299 Math Co'S 68881 12 Mhz £49 16 Mhz £54 
68882 25 Mhz £129 33 Mhz £149 50 Mhz £399 (all post free) . 

66050 & 66020 
We are over the moon to be selling what is probably the best 68030 card and it is from a market leader C.S.A.- 

that's right we are the exclusive distributors. *AJI boards fit inside the A500 or B2000 and depending on the 
board you fit will actually give you up to 25% more I processing power than the new Amiga 3000! 25 Mhz 
68030 card with 68882 £699 33 Mhz version with 68882 £850 33 Mhz with SOMhz 68882 £1,100 Also 
available is 32 bit Static ram to shadow the operating system into 32 bit ram for blazing fast execution of the 

Jit Dram board 2 meg £199 8 megs £699 operating system 32 bit I 
There just isn't enough room to tell you everything. I.e.you can drop back into 68000 mode and many more 
features. NOW a 68020 board for £199. This board uses your existing memory, has a 68020 clocked at 

12 Mhz & a socket for a 68881/2 up to 50 Mhz with speed increases of up to 56% on the 68000 
Shortly to be available is a 6 meg memory card with a 68881 co-processor on board. 

When fitted this will configure around your populated A590 or 2091 Hard Drive to give you a full 8 meg and will 
be fully compatible with these, and other DMA devices. ALL BOARDS FIT the A500 and the B2000. 

So send for full specification In our brochure which is FREE! (Post on Accelerator cards £3) 

GOT A GOOD AfrE^ORY* 
Ram boards by SPIRIT TECHNOLOGY one of the leaders. We are their exclusive UK Distributor 

A500 501C TRAPPER 512K no clock £29.95 with clock £34.95 (post free) 
JUNIOR EXPANDER 512k convertable to 2 meg in trap door £49.95 

THC EXPANDER 8 meg internal with 2 meg £199.00 
INA^ATE an 8 meg internal board with a 68881 co-processor and a scsi 

hard drive interface all on one board. For 500/2000 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER...BUY THE IN A) ATE NOW 

AND GET A 68881 CO-PRO FREE!. WITH 2 MEGS INSTALLED £299 
SIN500 internal board zero K to 2 meg. £185 for 2 meg 

X-RAM (A500/A1000) 8 meg board external as 2 megs £279 8 megs £529 
OCTABYTE 8 up board for B2000 2 megs £249 8 megs £499 P&P memory boards £3 

ARE. YOU A SOFT TOUCH* 
X-COPY V2.9 software & hardware with printed manual £15 (post free) 

X-COPY PROFESSIONAL WITH HARDWARE £33 (Post free) 
v* BEEFY BOY 150 watt fan cooled power supply for A500 £69 

XEROX 4030 COLOUR INK JET WINTER 
This is the most superb colour ink jet available and normally retails at £1199 SAVE £500 

but hurry only limited stock at this price and you get a new preferences printer driver for even better results. 
The quality from this printer is renowned and completments the Amiga output. £699 & free carriage 

A1500 ay CHECKMATE THE DELUX CONVERSION 
We are pleased to be able to sell theCheckmate. With rave reviews it takes all our expansions and then 

some. With an A500 flicker fixer, why go to a 2000. From £199 Tthe PROFESSIONAL Expansion 
All our prices include VAT & 12 months warranty, see notations for postage charges. 

SHOW PRICES WITHOUT THE SHOW FRO A) BYTES * PIECE® 
37 Cecil Street, Lytham, Lancs, FY8 5NN Tel 0253-734218 Fax 0253-736035 

1 lam to 6pm Mon thro’ Friday callers welcome by appointment. Ask for our FREE brochure 
with articles on Hard Drives and the 68020-68030 and 68040 chips and turbo cards 



— 
ELECTRONICS 

IF YOU WANT 
NAKED LADIES 
CUT THROAT PRICES 
COWBOYS 
TRY ELSEWHERE, 

BUT IF YOU WANT 
Good prices, good service and a good product range covering all 

leading Midi/Music packages, education, art and graphics packages 

plus business packages please contact us. 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
DON'T THINK CHEAPEST IS ALWAYS BEST 

DON'T BUY GREY IMPORTS 
DON'T PAY UNTIL YOU’RE SURE 

DO REMEMBER THAT AFTER-SALES SERVICE IS WORTH 
ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD 

i- REPAIRS: NO PROBLEM 
WE HAVE OUR OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

SGM Electronics. 54 Wigan Lane, Wigan, Lancs WN1 1XS 
TEL: (0942} 321435 FAX: (0942) 821273 

KAO 
MF2DD 
Double sided 
1 Mb capacity 

.'7_Tiiac*% . hM'™' rttfllvWTdlH 

W* wM 1 m 

Hriii3iilri 
»Eat mtssxm 

OFT 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE SPECIALIST 

HARDWARE U-K. ONLY MIDWINTER. .1950 TV SHOW2 
I Free delivery) (Cwjw« tS OCl MoonwaMr... .15.00 

AMIGA PACK 1; 1750 
Amiga A5QQ Satpaek I DC TV mod PopiAouS .17.20 
EJalmarv Inlerceplor. New ZitlftAd Pro<Y*wd Lands .8.99 
Story, Deluxe Paml II. 23 PD Pttw**nvKng#f '20.99 
Games.309 0C Aden cl Rohan .20.99 
AMIGA PACK 2: Sfwce Hamwil T2 90 
Amiga Fbflht 0* Futon inc TV n«tF?r SOtoCfclll tS.50 
Rpbpl Monste's Rainbow IsJAWs 23 PC SpdPtMXind ... '13.99 
Games etc 309 00 St*rt**ta    17.50 
AMIGA PACK 3: Stfremacr ... "20 99 
Arnga Screen^s 389 00 T= EN*GE MUTANT TURTLES. 21 99 
AMIGA PACK 4 Ten* SwN* .15.50 
As 4A lor 2 witniOGamM 399 00 T*a0ll IS 99 
Am^a A500 8 Stereo Me»ler8l9 00 . 
Pti4ip$ B833 Stereo Morrlor 249 9C 

(PAL)<1- MS} S&.90 
TV TEXT PRO [PAL] 109 90 
VIDI him* grabber | mLHBftW) 99 DO 
Vidi CiXbuf Upgrade . .17 50 
X CAD Desiwier . . 79.50 

MUSIC APPLICATIONS 

THw Wno- 

JHWTTWE RPG A SlM 

Commodore HW4S Monnor 249 X 
ASM Hard Dnv* 359 X 
1 2 Meg Expansion C***. 59 00 
Camara 3 T df'v* pod^iwicr^S X 
Oiveni so*oor tmnter 210 00 
Aionce PC emjatof *199 99 
Star LC-10 Cotour £2'9 
ATARI LYNX 
Pryxaoi# Gam* Conso** t59 90 
SPECIAL OFFERS iwtMW *I«M 
Amegas I ArKanoid don* \ 5 99 
Art of Chain 5 99 
Barbanan (peiacei 5 99 
Barite Valley 
Bermuda Prg,ec1 
CrtMcradii >99 
Exoion 8W LAL fc 
Heroes ol the Lance 1 2 orrty 11 99 

&oocw^:h 
855 ar» w 
d»S**«3*:r *M£G '17 50 

‘ MEG) . 17 50 
F«me IMWTiH Osh it 13 90 
F T* CO»«AT c<LOT 16 90 
f *SStw^sr'F 13-W F29«rTA4JAfOn 17 20 
Fn» Ba-e . 17 50 

g» iMtG 20 99 

i'iwiif _ 

* Scenery 13 90 

Ikan Warners 
Netnerworld 
Phartlem Fighter 
Terrorpods 
Wizbaii 
Zynap-s 

LEISURE 
AMOS Gam* Creator 
Altered Seast 
Awesome 
BATTLE CHESS 
Bras N 
Cadaver 
Cahtiaoe. .. 
CasTe Mast*' 
CorporHiOn 
DAMOCLES 
Days o* TtHAnSw 
Oaigcm Ffegre 
Flood 

Levrt $** Uni ■_ 

KsCk 0<t i I * Wond Q& SO 
Gmm SN?*_ 

36 90 
1550 
2590 
1720 
26 90 
1750 

*1720 
14 50 
1750 
159S 
1750 
17 50 
1720 
1990 
1550 
ta n 
17J0 

GRAPHICS A 1AQEQ 
3D Pro -_ 
A*on VOec T#n 
Credfl T**j Sc 3*4 
OtlJJLEfWTW .JBl 
REAL THINGS WD5 
DELUXE VOeO e 
OMWI ■--fW* 
EwjJVEW * * Oocem * 
PHOTON PAJnTpal 
PKJTQNWWTI ^ 
p Aikhi 
P*c r dK 
pip r ok __ 
SCUU^JOJS, -*8l- 

Maslersound Digilner 35 90 
Deluxe Music .... 49 90 
FutureSflund Drgrlirer 79 90 
MUSIC X U K version 79 90 
Mutt Masler Interlace 5 porls 32 95 
Midi Lead 2 99 

BUSINESS A EDUCATION 
Advantage 79 50 
Arena ini Accounts 11 MB) 119 50 
De$cov*r Mains Number* 

17 50 Ch«mi$lry or Alphabet leechl 1 3 99 
20 99 Fun School 2 
15 99 Under 6 s 6 S »<* 1390 

AMIGA Fun School 3 <5 S 7, over 7i 10 
‘20 99 GoW DrsA Types leech 1 32 00 
1490 Goa OM dree 9990 
17 50 Hobol Reader 3 Bears 24 00 

SpMOOOA 44 Of 7* 19 90 
Hsoft&as* 5500 
Home Accounts 20 S3 
Home Othce K4 *9 50 
Kindwwds 2 39 90 
Mavis ieecon Tutor 20 99 
Micro GCSE 

Maltis French or Englufi T9.90 
MicroTen t Word Pfocae&or 19 90 
MicrqBasa Database »9» 
PENPAL < PALM 1 MB I M 90 

-24.90 Prodaia. 50.00 
24 90 PROTEXT V4 2 (r« 1 MB| 65 00 
20 09 Pretext V&rsiofl 5 (1 MEG) .99 99 
17 50 Pagesetter 11 ,|PAL)(1MB) 48 90 
17 50 Professional Page 13 fl MB) 159 90 
16 50 PUBLISHERS CHOICE . 08 50 

■19 99 Transcript 32 90 
19 99 Word Parted 4 1 Cur»er»l Ver 159 90 

AMIGA WOfi K$ PL AT INUM 99 50 
j Workbench 1 3 Software Manual 14.90 

94 SC DUALITY JOYSTICKS * ACCESSORIES 
2290 Comp Pro 5000 1390 

- rn 5’ 90 Como Pro E*lr* fciMf auto) 14 90 
:*2 2i so Super PiQie—tonal (eutoniet 13 90 

-«E 5*9C A500 Dust Cover 4 95 
5|,|C Mduft* Mat . 5 95 

A- tiSSC SOcapectty KicAaWe disk box 9 50 
*3 99 -0.3 5dSOOd*Aa + iebM» 795 

■ HB> 22 » TO A AUDIO A VIDEO TAPES 
■WE 09(3 a5i 5 75 E240 HS t»2t 8 99 

17^00 AH9C i5 ’45El80 H.Gr*dt 4 99 
iC SA3i: „5 a 99 E240 Hi Grade 5 99 

rttac SAA90 i.3;6 49 ElflO Hif ■ 599 
22 X MA* i3 8 55E240 M F 6 99 
3B 9C MP9Q amen 7 99 

HAMMERSQFT (OCFf F> fkauett' ^iceeMlineMe VAT A iaa qa**« 
47 MILL ROAD. OROtSSSj«ES ** 
WTHERSETT. NORWICH. :lUlHni«iHl« (i«^SLTSsS7^ 
NORFOLK NR9 30S-1 
Acc*u. Wh, Emnecenf A MiiNrcard Accepted Cheque* Subject to clearance 

Ap on Hfetoase 

VAT ft mctm 

TEL 10603) 812416 

Midnight 
Oil 

NOW CONTAINS 1990 NFL TEAM/PLAYER DATA!* 
“From my point of view, the game has kept me sitting up at 

nights and through holidays and weekends for up to 12 hours at 
a stretch, w/th miniscule breaks for food and other 

necessities.It is a game I have no hesitation in 
recommending to anyone with even the slightest interest in 

American Football." 

ATARI 
USER 

REVIEW 

OUR PRIORITY: GAMEPLAY 

HEADCOACH V.3 M 
THE GAME 

Headcoach is the complete American Football simulation. 
You take charge of the latest recruit to the National 
Football League, and through skilful design of gamepJans 
and the use of the college draft, build up a 45 man squad 
to keep your tans happy and win the Superbowl Unlimited 
seasons, and ageing players, produce a realistic game of 
fluctuating fortunes. 

THE MATCH 
The match is a game in itself taking about 40 minutes to 
complete With 26 offensive plays and 21 defensive plays, 
there is ample scope to match your gameplan to the skills 
of your squad, and exploit the weaknesses of your 
opposition. ITS here where the strengths and weaknesses 
of your own players are highlighted. 

TRAINING CAMP 
Here is an opportunity to assess your players before they 
take the field The appropriate coach will give you his view 
of the current form oi any of the players and how they are 
performing in training, The current sharpness of any 
player can be assessed from their time in the 40 yard 
dash. Wide receivers, comerbacks. running backs and 
linebackers are all positions where speed off the mark is 
crucial. 

IBM PC : All monitors 3/5* and 5,25" disks: £29 95 
Atari ST All ST/STEs. all monitors £19.95 
Amiga : All Amiga/monitor combos £1995 

AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM: 

COLLEGE DRAFT 
During the 16 match season, plus whatever playoff 
matches you achieve, you will find yourself praying for a 
second classy running back or wide receiver, or need to 
beef up your offensive line (too many sacks). There can be 
many weaknesses The college draft should be used to 
find those stars of the future and make sure that they re 
pfaymg for you, 

STATISTICS 
The statistics section will encapsulate your teams and 
your players season. Total yards, rushing yards, passing 
yards, tock-off returns, punt returns (and averages for i 
these}, interceptions, sacks....an these are kept for eac~ 
match, the whole season, for the team and for ear 
player American Football is a game of stats and we retar 
that 

Telephone Sales: 

0438 
721936 

L 

^ The Midnight Oil 
I Dept. AMF3 
! 18 Hazlemere Road, 
i Stevenage, 
I Herts, SG2 8RX 
J_ 

IBM PC Q 

ST Q 

AMIGA 

*1- 
| Name...- 

§ Address 

1 
I 
I 

-i 



There are times when half a meg or 
even a full meg of memory just isn't 
enough, when you really want your 
A5G0 to have a memory-busting 4.5 
meg at its disposal. The lucky winner 
of this compo won't have those low- 
memory blues, because he will have 
the 4Mb BASEboard courtesy of 
European Peripheral Distribution. 

The board fits into the slot under¬ 
neath the A500, has a battery-backed- 
up dock and can be attached to a 
daughter board to add a further 2 
meg of RAM The board is compatible 
with all software. Fat and Fatter 
Agnus chips, supports Kickstart 12 
and 1.3 and plugs in easily without 
the hassle of soldering. 

The prize board will arrive fully 
populated with the DRAM chips to 
bring the A500 up to the 4.5 meg 
level - easily enough to cope with the 
most memory-hungry of programs. It 
comes with a one-year warranty as 
well, so no problems there. 

178 AMIGA FORMAT 

HOW TO INTER 
Write the answers to the 
following three questions 
on the back of a postcard 
or stuck-down envelope 
and send it to: I’d Like a 
Large One Comp, Amiga 
Format, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 QBW. The 
entries should reach us by 
10th December and don't 
forget to include your 
name, address and phone 
number on the postcard. 

RULES 
Employees of Future Publishing and 
European Peripheral Distribution are 
not allowed to enter. The judges' deci¬ 
sion is final. No correspondence will 
be entered into. 

a huge 4 megabytes 

ory, worth £300 

QUESTIONS 

1. What is amnesia? 
a) Loss of memory 
b) The food of 

the gods 
a) Loss of memory 

2. Which of these 
animals is supposed to 
have a good memory? 
a) Goldfish 
b) Spiny echidna 
c) Elephant 

3. How much memory 
does the standard 
A500 have? 
a) 512K 
b) £2.30 
c) Potassium Sulphate 
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phono inputs to connect to your * 

Musique 
Non-Stop 
Techno Pop 

Still confused about where to start in simple sampling? 

MAFF EVANS investigates another entry-level sampler. 

Last month saw the appear 
ance of Sound Express, 
a new mid-priced, entry-level 

sampler to allow those with little 
knowledge of the technology to get 
to grips with the wonderful world of 
sound on the Amiga, As with many 
things, particularly buses, no sooner 
has one appeared than another 
comes along, This time, the goods 
arrive in the form of TechnoSound 
from independents New Dimensions, 

The package comes in two forms 
- either as a complete software and 
hardware package or, if you fancy a 
cheaper option, without the sampling 
hardware. Both versions come with 
two disks (one containing the 
program and the other containing a 
set of demonstration samples) and a 
tutorial cassette, which leads you 
gently through the program's func¬ 
tions Unfortunately the package 
doesn't contain any leads, so a quick 
trc down to the electrical shop is in 
order if you want to plug your sound 
sotra tito the sampler - which 
would be a pretty good Idea, 

Close to the Edit 
As with most sampling packages, the 
top half of the screen is taken up with 
the mam waveform display, with an 
information strip above containing 
such information as the number of 
bits the sample uses, the fitter status 

and the sample time. In the bottom 
half of the screen are the various 
function buttons and other windows, 
including the sample rate, sampling 
mode and input signal displays. 

The general form of the program 
is very similar to Harlequin's Sound 
Express, with the editing modes, disk 
menus and effects modes displayed 
as individual strips. These are called 
up by clicking on the relevant button 
on the right-hand side of the screen. 

BELOW: You can use 

the pointers to zoom in 
on a smaller area of 

the sample to carry 

out any editing, and 

the zoom function 

(LEFT) allows you to 

Investigate the wave¬ 

form that lies beneath 

the pointer. 

Areas of the waveform are selected 
for editing by two pointers, which are 
controlled by holding down the left 
and right mouse buttons and drag- 
ging them across the display. This 
takes a little while to get used to if 
you've used other samphng systems, 
but for a relative newcomer this is a 
fairly logical system. 

All the usual edit functions are 
included along with a few more 
specific commands. These include 
the normal cut, copy and paste, along 
with splice, insert, mix, delete, chop 
and flip to mirror the sample. All the 
functions are carried out on the area 
between the two pointers, including 
playing, recording and loading sam¬ 
ples, which can be confusing at times 
- particularly when you can't work out 
why that sample you saved earlier 
doesn’t seem to fit any more! 

Can I Say Something? 
After you've nicked all the bass 
sounds, drum noises and film cut-ups 
you could ever want, what else can 
the sampler do for you? Well, once 
you've got your sequencer playing 
your samples and dumped it to tape, 
you may want to sing over it - so 
what about some effects? 

TechnoSound boasts some pretty 
nifty real-time effects which you can 
use to beef up a vocal, including vari¬ 
ous reverbs, an echo and a pretty 
impressive phaser, which matches for 
performance some of the pedal units 
available. Carrying some of these 
functions out on a backing track can 
produce some pretty psychedelic 
effects, I can tell you! 

Ahead of the Crowd? 
Last month's review of Sound Express 
threw up the expected tradeoff 
between sound quality and the sim¬ 
plicity required of an entry-level sam¬ 
pler. TechnoSound manages to keep 
things nice and simple {and the tuto¬ 
rial tape makes the going even eas¬ 
ier), but the sound quality is not bad 
at all. The samples are clear enough 
even at the midrange sample rate 
and the real-time effects retain a 
clarity which enables the system to 
rival some established effects pedals. 

Some aspects of the perfor¬ 
mance are a tooth annoying, though, 
the most obvious problem being the 
surprisingly small edit buffer. Only 
50K of data can be stored in cut and 
copy operations, which can be very 
frustrating when you're trying to shift 
long phrases around. 

Still, the ease with which the 
operations can be used and the sur¬ 
prisingly clear sample quality make 
Technosound an ideal starting place 
for budding sample freaks. 

TECHNOSOUND 

All Am,gas m £34.99 full package, 

£24.99 software only 

■ Centreaoft 021 629 3399 

ISO AMIGA FORMA' 
DECEMBER 1990 



Experience MUDS, the 
ultimate sporting event for 
all tacticians, managers, 
coaches and roughnecks. 
Lead a team of 13 condem 
ned compulsaiy players 

ftflUKOOW 
3f Arts 

1CA-ATARI ST-IBM PC £24.99 

...PLAY DIRTY! 



HOW TO GET RICH WITH YOUR 
MICRO COMPUTER 

New THIRD EDITION - 
This bestselling cassette reveals many of the new, highly- 
profitable, computer-related businesses that you can 
operate from your home with minimal investment. In fact, 
you can even begin without a computer of your own. 

Each business approach is already tested and success¬ 
fully in use. Many of them require only minutes of hands- 
on computer experience to learn. Here are a few exam¬ 
ples of the approaches discussed. 

• Word Processing Services 
• Software Publishing 
• Computer Supplies Sales 
• Mailing List Services 
• Computer Game Development 
• Computer Repair 
• Computer Rental 

Many consider this to be one of the most complete dis¬ 
cussions of computer-related opportunities available, It is 
professionally presented on a high-quality extended play 
cassette, and represents a valuable addition to your infor¬ 
mation library. 

SPECIAL BONUS Special source Information for high-demand software that you may 
duplicate with your home computer in unlimited quantities and resell without the payment or 
royalities (a 1200 00 value) Included: free with this new Third Edition release 

Send your order ft? UNLIMITED & PROHIBITED 
KINGSWAV, ULVERSTON. CUMBRIA, LA12 9AX, ENGLAND, 

£19.95 INCL P&P send SAE for price list of other software. 
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The Most AUTHENTIC MULTI-MANAGER Football Game Has Finally Arrived AN 
2Years Research & Development The UHimaleGame is Ready AndWamngToTa 
Your Skills FEATURES INCLUDE - 

Multi-Manager Game lor 1 to 4 Players 

Full UK and European Cup ilinary including FA. League, Zenith Data, Leyfand Da 
European Cup Winners and UEFA Cups All Cup malches are played to the prec-s 
rules eg 2 Leg Ties Extra Time Away Goal Rule Seeded Draws. Penalties. e“ 

Complete league line up with 201 si division teams and 24 in the 2nd. 3rd and 
End of season Play-oHs with expulsions 

All team surnames are the real ones for all 92 clubs (CURRENT 69/90 SEASON 

Historic Records are maintained for 6 seasons with the ability to call up all previou 
results against your next opponent 

A Lively Transfer Market to Buy and Sell Players with an end of season deadlne 
Player Loans. Free Transfers wiih Approach & Offers on players or trainees 

Managers can be sacked or offered jobs at belter teams 

All screens are updated very quickly and displayed in a pleasant formal, which is eas 
to use and comfortable to read High quality PRINTER facilities also exist 

Complete Instructions, for the beginner are provided in a 16 page booklet 

and would you believe it doesn 1 stop there1 We have included many other fin 
details which are just impossible to list in this space They include all the regut 
featuresyou would expect like loading & saving yourgame, player injuries plus mud 
much more. The most genuine implementation of a Football Managers heci 
season awaits you for only £19 .95. 

( ST USER Review May 1990 Ratings (Out of 10) N 
Playability 8, Value For Money 9 & Overall 8 

Take Your Team To The Top And 
Win The Double.Or Are You Good Enough 
To Win The Quadruple Crown. Never Yet 

i Achieved By A League Team Manager. 
N- 

Available for the Amiga & All Atari ST's. PC Version Coming Soor 

MAIL ORDERS 

TP 
VS&'-Wii 

Send £19.95, Guaranteed Cheque / Postal Order / Credit Card Details to 

ESP Software. 
32B Southchurch Road. 
Southend-on-Sea, 
Essex SSI 2ND. 

AVAILABLE 
FOR IMMEDIATE 

DISPATCH 
Cleared Funds ONI^ 

PLEASE AU0W ’Q DAYS TG CLE A R UNGUA R ANTE E D CK QOE S 
NON.UK SURFACE DELIVERY PLEASE ADD £l M AIRMAIL ADD £200 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 

1=1 (0702^600557 FAX<0702)6i3747 
f \ 1 \U/Ut; UUVJUI Out Ol hours Answer Phone 



THIRD COAST 
ns; TECHNOLOGIES 

*Xetec hard drives offer the ultimate in terms of 
performance for the Amiga A 500 

* Faster than any other competitor 

^Transfer rates of upto BOOK'S 

* Supports tape backup ft networking under SCSI 

* Support of up to 8Mby tea of auto - configuring ram 

'Compact host adapter with 1 metre connection cable 

1 Comes complete with 40 management utilities & manual 

Xatec ASOO Hard Drive & Bam Prioing 

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate, 
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, 

WN60XQ 
Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax; (0257) 426577= 

*r : *>// 

-tec SOMB 25 Mtlfi Head Park 

elec 65MB 25 Milli Head Pork 

<etec 85MB 25 Milli Head Park, 

telec 106MB 15 Milli Head Pork, 

letec 330M8 15 Milli Head Park, 

.£5*9.99 Xelec Ram. . £12999 

. £69999 Xetec 3 5MB . . £22999 

, £79999 Xelec 2MB . , . £349,99 

, .£999.99 Xetec 4MB . £49999 

.£1999.00 xetec SMB . . . £99999 

TrumP®**^ 
'Supportsall embedded hard drives 

r Hippo rte up to 4 Mbytes of fast mm 

*2-3 times faster than the A590 

* -Xutobool roms as standardises fastfile 

Compact design clips Into side of Amiga A50Q 

Memory expandable in 512Kf 1 MR, 2MB steps 

Unique design alow*controller & drive to be 
-ted with an Amiga 2000 should you ever upgrade 

'Supportsany 3.5’ SCSI drive 

:2MB Trumpcard 25 Milli Aulo Park ASOO £39999 

:OMB Trumpcard 25 Milli Aulo Park A5QO £47999 

36MB Tfumpcord 25 Milli Auto Park A5QO £79999 

Trumpcard Kit £19999 

Meta 4 - 2MB £29999 

Meld 4-4MB £499 99 

ICD AdRAM 
ICD Ad HAM for te AMO often memory r 

from 512K to IMIS then by addins 4 chips it expand* 

to 1.5MB etc. The board cotbm tuppUed with 

tvniprebeiitiw tiuimal and dock. It lakes only 

in in u ten to Install ft require* no nokteflng- Availablr 

in any cunfigucaiiun. Plug* in A501 Dtpamrun *k>t 

Ad RAM 540 unpopulated £ 7999 

Ad RAM 540 wilh 1/2MB £8999 

AdRAM 540 wilh 1MB £10999 

AdRAM 54Q wilh 15MB £12499 

AdRAM 540 with 2MB . .£16999 

AdRAM 540 with 2 5MB £19999 

AdRAM 540 with 3.5MB, £29999 

AdRAM 540 with 4 5MB £339 99 

Faster Than Any Other Competitor "Amiga Computing- 

ICD ADV 2000 Hard Drives 
Advantage 2000 SCSI performance hard drive controller. Supports transfer 
rates of up to 900K/S Fufly autobooring supporting all embedded SCSI drives 
& SCSI/ST506 co nr roller s. The ADV controller also supports optical drives, 
tape streamers ft removable media drives. Cache buffering & 20 nanosecond 
GAl. logic make this the fastest controller commercially available lor the 
Amiga 2000 series. Program mabfe memory cache buffering Is also available. 
ADV will support a drive in the landing bay or on the side of the card. 

ICO ADV 2000 Hard Oriwa Pricing 
22M8 25 M/3 auto hood pdrk 6 <iefc UI999 32M4 2S MAoiAi hood pa* ft Oct £39999 

avVlvXlpCi'Uoci £44999 65MB 25 cwt hood port S dck £54999 

l5Mt2SU/Savto tood parti hock £59999 06*Ab 5 WS auto haod po i S oct £^9999 

WOMB 15 M/5 aulo head part ft tack £199999 ST506 conquer (Ml M & RLL} £9999 

16MHz 68000 turbo accelerator for the ASOO and 
A2000. Offers minimum 95% speed Increase Attest*Accatorcfion towsir pica* 
across the board on all software. Fully compatible 00,1 *°r d«rta»» 

ft unlike a 68020 a fraction of the cost 

Amiga Floppy Drivaa 

irtsmoi floppy «quim no core moditeoiion 

qiFemui 84 iruck iiimitne diive with cable A twitch 

BOOT 

Irtsmal floppy £5999 bremai Floppy £5999 

0*ol*ew 
“ £249*99 

] PH A J TJ A x/f ICD AdRAM 2QGG offering sicrpart of i 
1 VM AWiVf1 iV* 8MB fiily auta cuitftiwhig ran. Upgrade! 

[ up to 
8MB fiily auto euiifigwing ram. Upgradable in 

A ^1AA AX xUgf® of 2,4,6 and 8 megabytes twee standard 

JtV^Ww W 1* 1 Drams. Slab skapty into any A2000 card. 

Supplied With ram chadm disk and manuaL 

Pro-Genlock offering video In ft out. 
RGB ft PAL out. BuUt In fader. 
External colour ft contrast controls, 
Su pi lied with manual and features 
that leave the Rendate standing 

AdRAM A2QOO Unpopulated £14999 AdRAM A2QOO 2MB installed 

AdRAM A2000 4MB installed £44999 AdRAM A2QOO 6MB installed 

AdRAM A2GOO BMB installed £89999 

£499-99 
Pro-Genlock with bufi In PSU, built in 

RGB splitter. Video In ft out also RGB ft 
PAL out. BuUt In key Inverter. Allow* 
digitised results to be stored and enreri^red 

onto any VHS recorder. Tide and am sic 

any video. 

£284.99 

,£499.99 ■ ' £99-99 
X-Specs 3D glasses. Allowing 3D 
images on your Amiga. Supplied to 
modify existing games & applications. 

A must for CAD ft Digitising software. All prices ere subject to change without notice. 



Dlast into the far-flung future with 

an ail-new, premium role-playing 

adventure game from SSI's a 
Special Projects Team! M 

Create a team of space- /JB 
hardened pros and join 
Buck Rogers and 
his daring band 
of rebels in the 
fight to free the 
solar system 
from a powerful, J 

Countdown to Doomsday features a 

specially enhanced version of 

v SSI's award-winning AD&D 
computer FRP system —that 

gives you 4CM00 hours of 
state-of-the-art computer 

role-playing! 

~7 Countdown to 

2 Doomsday. 

IN THIS FUTURE WAR. 

THE BEST WEAPON 

IS A BLAST FROM 

SCIENCE FICTION ROLE PLAYING 
COMPUTER GAME. VOL I 

government! 

Available For: * v 
IBM, AMIGA, t 
C-64/128. 

i 

♦ CLUE BOOK! 
Available at a _ 

WOW 

OSOoW Ltd, Uni la 20 Hotford Way Halford, 

Birmingham Bb TAX. Td: 021 625 3366 

BUCXBOGEK ad«^n1ntm«dirilto 
Ktrm bom lh* Me fonWv Tad ! WG The Gi* Rjmto 

Tnm i9ttMpc5miMan.lne 199DT».mc *DiD 
ond Hw T5R logo o* itooefritJVs ownad by 15R. Inc Idi* 
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GST's GOLD genlock com¬ 
prises of a nine inch square 
matte-black slab of electron¬ 

ics an inch and a half thick. In 
essence the device is simpty a means 
of synchronising the horizontal and 
vertical scans of your Amiga with 
those output by a videorecorder so 
that superimposed images from both 
can be combined for display on a 
single monitor 

Since the genlock can be used as 
an output device too, this means that 
Amiga images can be recorded to 
video. For this purpose, the unit 
comes with a separate Scart to Scart 
lead to hook-up video in/out on a 
recorder and a plug-in adaptor which 
sits in your Amiga's RGB monitor 
socket. Your monitor lead plugs into 
the adaptor and a Scart lead feeds 
the signal from the genlock via the 
adaptor to your monitor. The unit 
itself also includes a PAL Out phono 
socket and Video-In phono socket for 
video decks without Scart interfaces, 
SVHS input and outputs and also a 
phono audio input. So, you don't need 
any expensive leads or video players 
to get up and running - but as this 
little baby costs £500 perhaps that's 
not such a bad thing. 

Black and Blue 
Once hooked up, the unit sits quietly 
doing its job of mixing the two signals 
but surprise, surprise, on booting into 
Workbench you won't see any incom¬ 
ing video image at all! This is because 
the genlock can split signals too - 
allowing you to flip between micro 
and video monitor output. 

Direct and Inverse control buttons 
on the front of the unit allow you to 
choose which signal, when mixed, will 
superimpose over the other. These 
two buttons allow you, therefore, to 
choose between what are known as 
foreground and background masking 
or 'keying' - where everything that is 
black or blue on the Amiga's screen 
will be replaced with the incoming 
video signal in ‘Direct1 mode and the 
opposite in Inverse’ mode. 

So although the unit appears to 
have merged two distinct signals in 
the keying process, in fact this is not 
the case - so you can't save the 
video image to disk, for instance, but 
you can direct the same output 
appearing on your monitor back to 
another video recorder. If, then, you 
have another deck, you're all ready to 
start getting a fettle televisual. 

Believe it or not, this same gen¬ 
lock unit is identical to the first gen¬ 
lock ever appearing for the Atari ST! 
At the time the price was thought to 
be fair because the ST requires hard¬ 
ware modifications to synchronise the 
clock pulses generated by its CPU 
with incoming video feeds. With the 
Amiga, the sync is already buift in so 
perhaps the same pricing level would 
seem to be unwarranted. 

REVIEW 

Standard 
Yet another genlock for the Amiga? Certainly is - and as 

we're now in double figures, what can GST's GOLD offer 

over the comptetition? ANDY STOI7EI7 wires his Amiga 

up to his video recorder to tape his impressions... 

This is the hardware 

Itself. The GST GOLD 

unit is ■ good, no-Mllt 
genlock based on an 

old design that once 

belonged with the Atari 

ST, so how does it fare 

Alongside more 
up-to-date competition? 

However the unit does its job 
admirably - rock steady superimposi- 
tions are generated and direct and 
inverse signal switching is instanta¬ 
neous. The resulting signal mix is 
stable and ideal for laying down to 
videotape. Further control over sig¬ 
nals is afforded by separate control 
knobs for luminance, contrast, colour 
and phase and individual Red, Green 
and Blue components can be cut into 
or out from the incoming signals. 

The Complete picture 
But of course, a genlock is only hard¬ 
ware and to make effective use of its 
potential you really need videographic 
software. A titling package like Ttife 
Page, reviewed elsewhere in this 
issue, is ideal for annotating video 
mixes and a paint package like 
Deluxe Video JW is excellent for ani¬ 
mating Amiga sequences to tape. 

But ideally another piece of hard¬ 
ware, in the form of a digitiser, would 
complete the picture. Ifs something 
of a surprise then that GST doesn't 
include a digitiser in the genlock unit 
m order to maximise its value for 

money, if the SuperRc genlock can 
combine a digitiser and frame store 
for an extra £75, for GST’s GOLD to 
do the same for an identical price 
would be a better deal because the 
build quality is preferable. 

Another useful feature on a gen¬ 
lock not included here is a slide fader 
for precise adjustment of the level of 
superimposition as found on G2's 
£595 Videocentre. This would allow 
you to create real-time mixes and 
fades through hardware alone - 
essential when you can't punch on¬ 
screen icon controls precisely 
because that's the screen you're 
videotaping! So there's a couple of 
incisions left out which at this price^ 
point could have stitched up the 
opposition. However, we’re left with a 
good, reliable, no-fnlls device that 
does exactly what its intended to and 
looks pretty stylish too. Pity then it's 
not a hundred quid cheaper. 

GST GOLD GENLOCK 

All Amiga • ■ £500 

■ Third Coast TtcMoyiM 

0257 4T2A44 
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PHONE ANYTIME FOB FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE 
Anvga System Programmer Gtade £29 « 

Amiga Tricks and Tip* . £1)94 

Am»ga More Tricks end Tips . £1449 

Computes First Book o< the Amiga £13.99 

Computes Amiga 

Programmers Guide .. , £13.99 

Beginners Guide to the Amiga . £13.99 
Elementary Amiga Basic £1*49 
inside Amiga Graphics £1449 

Kids and me Amiga Kids ft to SO £13.49 

Programmer* Guide to the Amiga £22.49 

Using Deluxe Patnt 2nd Edition £174* 
Amiga Desktop Video Guide £13.9* 
kiddtart Guide to me Amiga £11.99 
Learning C - 

Programming Graphics £14.99 

mside the Amiga wrth C. £tA99 

Becoming An Amiga Artist 

NEW 

Amiga Printers Inside 4 

Out + Disk.. £24.99 
Making Music on the Amiga 

+ Disk. £24.99 

LEISURE SOFTWARE 

■Back to the Future II. £17.99 
Battle Master £21.99 
Beast U with Free Tee Shirt £24.99 
Cadaer-rr„1TT, £17.99 
Corporation..TT--„1Trr,„.„„„r„. £17-99 
Distant Armies (Chess). £17-99 
Dragon Right..... , £21.99 

Stealth Fighter £21-99 
Falcon Mission Disk 2 £13-99 
Future Classics '.Compilation of 5) £l7.99 
Gremlins 2 .... £17-99 
Jane Seymour ... £17-44 
Judge Dredd... £13-99 
Kings Quest 4. 
Ufe and Death . £1749 
Loom. 
Magic Fly... £17 99 
Mprffif Python .Ti.i.,TTP„,, £13 9* 
Murder....... £27,99 

£17.99 
NTtfO £17.9* 
Qnentai Games £17 99 
Secret AgenfSfy Spy.™.... £17 99 

Supremacy.— £21,99 
Teenage Mutant Hn>e TirUes £17 99 
The Spy Who Loved Me . £1799 

PLEASE ASK FQ2 ANY ITEM NOT UST1D 

FREE WITH EVERY AMIGA PURCHASED 
1ft DAY HOUDAY ACCOMMODATION 

R3R TWO PEOPLE 
CHOICE OF 250 HOTELS 

THE MEGA AMIGA PACK 

A500 AMIGA 512K RAM Compute r - Built- 
Ifi 1Mb Dint Drive, Workbench 1.3, 

Mouse A5Q0 TV Modulator, Speech 
Synthesis DeLuxe Paint II Ait Package, 

ft*** 1 l Disk, Extras and Tutorials Dnks, 
Joystick,, Tailored Quality Monogrammed 
Antistatic Dustcowr, Mouse Mat , Mouse 
Holder, TO Blank Disks. 40 lockable Disk 
Box. AM leach, three manuals and even a 

iftApkig' 
PIUS FREE SOFTWARE PACK 

EITHER: 
FUGHT OF FANTASY PACK CONTAINING 
F29 ftetaltator. Rainbow blends & Robot 

Monsters 
Oft 

SCREEN GEMS PACK CONTAINING 
Back to the Future ft. Shadow of the 

Beast E, Knight Breed and Days of 
Thunder 

PLUS’’! GUARANTEED NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
IF ORDERED BEFORE 2.30pm 

ALL FOR ONLY. L3|V,»9 
STATE WHICH FREE PACK REQUIRED 

PRINTERS 

Star LtlQ Mono...,...,.,_-El 5999 
Star 1C 200 Colour. 1909,99 
Star LC 2*200 Mono. £259,99 
Star LCB4WX3 Colour.. £299,99 
Panasonic KXP11 £4 24 Pin . £249 29 
CITIZEN 120D+....El 34.29 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 MONO. £194.22 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR , £219-22 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO £299 29 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR . £324.29 
Swift 24 Colour Kit.£39 29 
All complete with FREE Lead, Ribbon, 
Connecting CaWe and Plug 
CASPELL lua&ON REFRESH ■ INK IN A TTNPi! 

CMS 

MONITORS 

COmmODORE 10&4S Stereo 
tie leads £149.49 
PHRJPS CMSS33 Stereo me leech £119 99 

1Mb - 3-5' DISK DRIVES 

COMAHA CAX354 Dak Drive £43,99 

EXTRA SPECIAL AMHjA EXTERNAL 

SECOND DRIVE - SUMUNE AND 

FULLY GUARANTEED - MADE EY 

CHINON. ONLY £57.99 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

AMIGA A|90 QOMb Plug In Drive £349.99 

RAM EXPANSIONS 

51SK RAM Expansion, Clock and Switch 
(Total iMb Memory Capacity) £39.99 

ULMtAJk 
KI N DALI: 8S02 Genlodt . Il$4-W 

MIDI EQUIPMENT 

DATIL Midi Master Interface .. £19.99 
Midi Leads ... per pak... £5.91 

JOYSTICKS 

CHEETAH 125+.. C4.99 
CHEETAH Eftterrmnatoc. 
CHEETAH Macn 1. 
fHfFTAH <|jvfvntv 

£199 
£19*9 
£12 99 LrlLE Irtn JiaLBlAte uuit.u. 

KOMft Speeding £9 99 
2JPSTXK SAOtrpro . . £11-30 
H9STKK Superpro Auto. 
QUCKSHOTQS127 iNfftA HfD 

£11-99 
04-94 

ACCESSORIES 

TOP QUALITY COLOUR CO-QRDINAlTD DUST 
COVERS TAAQWED AND WITH PIPED EDGING 
AMIGA Keyboard Dust Covet £4-99 
AMIGA Monitor Dust Cover £4.99 
STAR Printer Dust Cower £4-99 
Quality Soft Bcwed Mouse Mat £4,99 
Mouse Bracket (to hold mouse; £1-99 
3 S' Dnk Dnve Head Clean Kits. £3.99 
PREMIER CONTROL CENTRE - Sfti Mr Amiga 
m Monitor Stand 4 Second Disk Drive 
Haider     £45.99 
CONTftfVEftTrackbai . E34.99 

DISKS - DISKS - DISKS 

Filo GuMamte g DSDD Buur Dtj'i 
1009, Certified-elther SONY, TDK 

or MITSUBISHI 
Unbrandtd-all kdMdually wrapped A with laden 
PackoT 20..,,.......   £9.94 
Pack of 20 in our Top Quality lockable 
40 Dwk Holder..  ElJ.44 
19 Hip Top Desk Holder .. £019 
4090 Ddk Holder Lockable Top 
Quality .. £3.99 
SO Dnk Holder lockable top QuMy-lf-ft 

Span Labels, asstb cofoun 60 for £t 00 

EDUCATIONAL & CHILDRENS] 

NEW Fun School 3 ■ Under 5 £1449 

NEW Fun School 3 5-7 Tears 
NEW Fun School 3 7 end Qrar 
ArkocTypHL 

£1444 
£1*49 

£12.99 
Better Maths 12-1ft (GCSE)... 
Micro English (GCSE). 

£19.99 
£17.99 

Micro Maths (GCSE). 
Micro French (GCSE).. 
Mega Maths (GCSE). Ckru-ynXJjhrKr 

£17 99 

£17 99 
£ 17.99 

Things to do wfitf. Numbers £11-94 
Things to do with words £13.94 
Aft ?ftp: .,r £3.94 
First Letters and Words 
ihdliH.. 

£11.94 
£14.44 

Spell Book *-4 . . £13.99 

lets Spe» at Home —... 
Lets Soeii at the Shops .. 
Punte Book Yoi 1..—. 

£14.99 

£14-99 
£14,94 

Amiga Logo .. £39,99 
M*n* Beacon Teaohet Typmg 
An*wtr Back Junior... 

£19.49 
£11.99 

Answer flack Senior—,,.... 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

Kind Words VS 0. £29 99 

£3599 Scribble Platinum.. 
Pen Pal £94.99 

Protext v$ 0 £44.99 

Advantage -—.... £*9.99 

The works - townum Edtoon 

GoW Dsfc Office 
Home Accounts 
Drgrta System 3 .. 

£99.99 
£1999 
£11.94 

Pertorai Accounts Plus £11.99 
Small Business Accounts £53.99 
Small Business Accounts Extra £39.99 
Personal Tax Planner . £23.99 

Page Setter V9. 

Pubtahers Choice 
Deluxe Print. 
home Office Kit 

£44.95 

rtSod B«k Eitend .. 
Lattice CV5.D... 
AMOS Game Creator Plus FREE 
Deluxe Paurt HI..... 
DeLuxe Video 1. 
Sprite High Quality Paint Pack 
Pr n Midi Recording Studio 
DOS 2 DOS-<„**... 
Instant Music... 
Mu«c X Jnr ... 
Music X ...... 

£45.99 
.... £9.99 

£94.99 
. £51.99 

£1491 
£17599 

Dbh £37.99 
£59.99 
£42-99 
£14,95 

£14.99 
£17-99 
£49,93 
M9.94 

AMIGA BOOK SPECIALS 

Advanced Amiga Basic £i 4,49 
3D Graphics Programming in BMC £14 99 
Amiga Applications. £14.42 
Amiga Assembly language 
Program.. £11,49 
Amiga Bas* - trade and Out £17,22 
Amiga C. For Beginners ..£14.49 
Amiga C For Advanced 
Programmers__._ £17-99 
Amiga Disk Drive? - inside and Out £14.99 
Amiga DOS - A Dab Hand Guide £11,99 
Amiga DOS Quick Reference Guidel£S,99 
Amiga tor Beginners.HUH 
Amiga Graphics Inside 4 Out £11.99 
Amiga Hardware Reference 
Manual-...,..-     £W.99 
Amiga Machine Language £12.49 
Amiga Programmers Handbook £22-99 
Arnga ROM Kernel Libraries 4 
Devs __  £17.29 

AUDITION COMPUTER SERVICES, 
fA St* PiUri Street, Stamford, Line*, PE$ 1PQ* 

Send Cheque or phone Credit Card Details for same day despatch L 
or come and Drowse in the shop, All prices include VAT and Delivery. 

Telc|ihone 0700 fjSW Shop Hour* - 0730 7IQSH Out ot Houri. 

ALSO 
AT 

LINCOLN 

ADVANTAGE! 
THE CHELTENHAM ATARI A AMIGA CENTRE IjjSKSHSSSKST 

FOUR WAYS TO BUY:- 
ran PHONE 0242 224 340 with your 
I 1 J Access or Visa no, 

H] FAX 0242 226753 

ts< 
OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT A POSTAGE 56 BATH ROAD, CHELTENHAM 

OUR STORE IS PACKED OUT WITH 
BRAND NEW STOCK 

* All Amiga Packs available from 049 
* External Drives and Hard Discs 
9r Upgrades and Ram Expansions 
* Colour and Monochrome monitors 
* A wide range of printers 
* Loads of joysticks 
* Hundreds of software titles 
* New releases arriving daily 

SPECIAL OFFER: 100% GUARANTEED 
BLANK 3V DISCS 

.,7ftp 25, 
IU.£5*95 50.*£25.95 

100...£49*95 * Wllh FREE disc box worth 

..£13.95 

COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF - OR CALL OUR 
MAIL ORDER DEPT. 

We uv open 9am - 6pm Monday to Saturday. 

BONUS DISCOUNT COUPON 
Bring this coupon to our store before 24 December and I 

benefit from the following discounts:- 

SPEND £5 - £24 - GET £1 BACK I 
SPEND £25 - £49 GET £2 BACK 
SPEND £50 - £99 * GET O BACK 
SPEND OVER £100 GET £4 BACK | 

* PLUS it CLAIM YOUR FREE ADDITIONAL I 
SOFTWARE WITH ANY COMF1 TER PURCHASED! 

We atsw Aliri txanputerv wft™?. PD, PCs. PCW s, 
Sega and Nintendo comoJa ud pmt cartridges 

ADVANTAGE PD PACKS 
Each pack contains 3 discs of popular tried 
and tested programs for the Amiga 

★ ARCADE CLASSICS Space Invaders, 
PacMan* 3D-Breakout* Bally EL Egyptian Run, 
Triclops* Light Cycles Mirror Wars, Battleship, 
Lander, Asteroids, Block Off. 

★ AlYIMJA CHALLENGER Chess, Solitaire, 
Backgammon, OXO, Multi-Level TicTacToe, Picture 
Puzzle, Othello, Klondike, Telrix, Monopoly, 
Shanghai, Five In A Line, NuiHouse. 

★ AMIGA ADVENTURES featuring three full 
length adventure games - Hack* Lam Dungeons & 
Dragons, Moira 

★ THE GRAPHICS PACK featuring Drawing, 
Rotating. Rendering, Computer Aided Design and 
Utilities. 

★ STAR TREK Amazing new version of this cult 
classic. Needs two drives and 1 meg memory. 
Playable demo with great graphics and sound. 

★ THE MUSIC PACK # 1 A large collection of 
sound effects and samples, new instruments for the 
CZ synths, MIDI utilities and songs. 

★ SON IX A large collection of ready-to-run tunes 
for the Sonix music program (a commercial package) 

* SOUNDTRACKER Make your Amiga more musical 
with this high quality program. Includes full instruction!, 
songs and instrument. 

* KERMIT & FRIENDS A selection of communiiuhon.i 
programs and terminal emulators including Kcmnt himself. 

* UTILITIES TOOLBOX We have selected what we 
believe to be the best, most useful utilities for the Amiga 
user. 

* HACKERS TOOLBOX Sector Editors. Archivers, Vinii 
Killers, Formatter. UnDcletc, Password Protection and much 
more, 

* LEARNING C A complete C compiler, and assembler 
plus loads of tools and program source code. 

* THE PROGRAMMERS PACK featuring Prolog, Forth, 
Modula - 2, Lisp, Logo. 

+ WORD PROCESSING The best Amiga Wp plus 
Spelling Checker with Editor and Primer Driver Generator. 

* HOME & BUSINESS featuring Database. Spreadsheet, 
YisiCalc. Home Accounts, Banking, Home Inventory. Home 
Help, Mortgage, Mail Manager. Hypertext Shell. 

* THE DEMO PACK # 1 The latest lop quality demo 
programs 

* THE DEMO PACK # 2 Popular demo classics 

* THE DEMO PACK #3 A selection of entertaining Music 
Demos 

A THE DEMO PACK #4 A further set of musical demos 

* PICTURE SHOW #1 High quality hi-res slide show 

* PICTURE SHOW #2 More hi-res pictures to see for 
yourself. 

ONE PACK * 19.95 TWO PACKS £15.95 THREE 
PACKS £21.95. FOUR OR MORE PACKS - £7,59 
EACH. INCL VAT AND POSTAGE* 

ADVANTAGE (AT) 56 BATH ROAD CHELTENHAM GL53 7HJ. TEL 0942 224340. 
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Rick Dangerous li. 

The Man in the Hat is Back 

IN A FLASH ! 



Titles 
ut« background* from 

other paint packages 

and manipulate them 

to produce a complete 
screen image. 

A whole wealth of video titling and presentation features 

are on offer in Eschalon's all-new video titling package. 

Title Page. ANDY STORED tests it to the full... In simple terms, Tit/e Page allows 
you to generate and mamputate 
text before sequencing the 

results to form a slideshow. Although 
you could, for instance, simply anno¬ 
tate animations produced in Deluxe 
Paint M, the package really comes 
into its own when used in conjunction 
with a genlock. Over 40 graphic 
transitions {fades, mixes and wipes) 
can be scripted and text can be over 
laid on live or recorded video to 
produce a range of titles limited only 
by the user's imagination. 

But Trtie Page is good for far 
more than just fancy text. Its also a 
paint package, graphics editor and 
animator alt rolled into one. 
Backgrounds imported from other 
paint packages are treated as 
brushes, so they can be modified with 
additional skewing, rescaling and 
stretching horizontally or vertically, 
before being filled or having effects 
such as shadow and depth added. 
You can also adjust the justification, 
outline and even the angle of light 
illuminating an object. 

As the usual mouse-driven cut, 
copy and paste commands found in 
all art packages are present, screen 
brushes can be quickly and precisely 
positioned and duplicated. A full com- 
p^ent of graphics tools is included 
to facilitate the fast production of 
nes and shapes such as rectangles, 

eipses. parallelograms and the like. 

Special Effects 
Once the required background has 
been composed from the weaKh of 
tools on hand, various effects can be 
brought to bear Built-in effects 
include extrus*on or depth, emboss¬ 
ing and engraving - and you can 
customise your own usmg the effects 
editor and save them m libraries. 

Effects stored in RAM can be applied 
by hitting the function keys to which 
they were previously assigned, which 
allows instant trial-and-error testing. 

If this weren't enough, all the 
above transformations can also be 
brought to bear on foreground text. 
Initially fonts, styles, colour and spac¬ 
ing are chosen from the Typeface and 
Size lists before being treated to 
bold, italic and underline stylings. 
These can then be picked up as 
brushes and treated to the same 
effects as the backgrounds. Also very 

ABOVE; The range of 

fonts on offer is wide, 

which doe* much to 
Increase the appeal of 

the titles. These 

static backgrounds 
demonstrate the 

shadowing effects 
which can be applied 

(the scale* in the top 
image and the cars in 

the lower one}, hut 

titles overlaid on 
moving video look a 

lot more Impressive. 

handy is the small program Viewtext 
which allows you to display and print 
text files from within the program, 

transformers 
Perhaps the best part of the package 
is the TPMake component which acts 
as a scripting area for the slideshow 
program TPP/ay. The latter uses up to 
45 different display transitions to 
show IFF pictures in sequence and 
determine which screen format 
should be in operation for each 
image, Variable transitions between 
IFF screens include spirals, merges, 
shades, drips, stretches, checker¬ 
boards, splits, sweeps and slides. 

Edit Extras 
At the heart of the package lies the 
EXT standard which underpins the 
Pattern Editor, Effects Editor and Dlist 
Editor. The Pattern Editor is a simple 
tool used to create and edit 16x16“ 
pixel screen areas from a palette of 
up to 64 on-screen colours, while the 
Effects Editor offers treatment of 
effects elements. Both background 
and foreground brushes can thus be 
customised and the results saved out 
as IFF files. 

The Dlist Editor allows you to 
create your own display lists so you 
can assign different colours to each 
of the Amiga's sc an tines and further 
edit them with the kind of gradation, 
cycling and rainbow effects seen in all 
those innumerable demos. Yep, Tit/e 
Page is even cool for producing the 
odd fancy demo. 

Screen Scene 
We Page offers HtRes and Interlace 
either on or off with manual adjust¬ 
ment of width and height so that 
titling areas can be precisely posi¬ 
tioned over an genlocked video back¬ 
ground. Overscan and interlacing in 
LoRes screens can also be brought in 
when you wish to transfer your work 
to film and video. In addition, test- 
card patterns and Colour Bar screens 
are also included so you can centre 
your screen for video work and adjust 
your monitor for perfect square 
screen rendition. 

Conclusion 
The range of effects makes Title 
Page easily one of the best, if not the 
best, titling effects package on the 
market, Indeed, even if you have no 
use for a titling package per se, the 
stand-alone TPMake and TPPtay 
programs are worth the cost in them* 
selves since all your favourite gallery 
art can be treated to a whole range of 
sequenced presentation with a great 
breadth of effects, 

TITLE PAGE 

All Amiga* ■ extra RAM and 

storage advised 8 €1 39 + VAT 

■ Esc ha Ion Developments, 

via Precision 081 830 7186 
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A trapso deadly that it has remained inviolate for five centuries, so ingenious that 
it gently lures an intruder to a certain death, a trap worthy of Shankriya, the 
magician king, a tyrant and absolute ruler of vast lands. 
The trap is set in a multi level labyrinth deep in the bowles of the earth and 
populted by creatures vile, vicious and venomous. Within it lay hidden the magic 
scrolls, source ol Shankxiya's power 
Only a very brave man, dexterous, with exquisite sense of timing, versed in martial 
arts and a flair for mixing potent magic potions, can ever hope to survive the 
infamous DEATH TRAP. 

AMIGA & ST £24 99 

ANCO SOFTWARE, UNIT 10. BURNHAM TRADING ESTATE, 
LAWSON ROAD, DARTFORD. KENT f- f t 
TELEPHONE No 0322 92513/92518 FAX No 0322 93422 / / te 

\ 
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"Devpac has it all plus a lot more** - sr Format, Dec bb 
Consistently acclaimed as the best assembler development system for the Amiga, 
Devpac Version 2 is a complete package including 

/ Powerful, extremely fast assembler with macros, conditional assembly, include, 
optimisations local labels multiple hunks, producing executable or linkable o/p 

y Advanced, multi-window symbolic debugger with Single-step dynamic condi¬ 
tional breakpoints, full expression evaluator disassembly to disk etc 

y integrated fast and easy-to-use editor so that you can create assemble, debug 
edit, assemble etc all without leaving me editor CL I versions are also included 
for those who have strong editor preferences 

J* Fast Linker, standard 1.3 Include files and full documentation 

With full technical support and constant improvement, Devpac has no rivals - most of the 
top software houses who develop on the Amiga use Devpac - why don't you'? 

"... a very professional package" ■ Transactor May so 
Quite Simply, SAS/Lattice C 5 is the best C system you can Buy for your Amiga 
Having sold more than 12.000 copies worldwide the package is used by professionals 
& hackers alike. Upgrades (rom version 5 Ox cost £34 95 - send your master disks back 

/ Powerful, enhanced C comp er with full 68020/68030/688S1 /68S02 support plus 
screen editor taste' inker, assembler librarian, code profiler, disassembler & more 

/ Advanced global opt miser which gives your programs performance improve¬ 
ments of up TO 40% You can optimise for execution speed or program size 

y The CodeProbe source level debugger with 4 separate windows, allowing you to 
single-step through source code, set source line breakpoints, examine, modify 
and continuously monitor your C variables and much, much more - invaluable 

/ Workbench 2.0 support and environment, AREXX support, C++-style comments. 

SAS/Lattice C 5 has improved ANSI compliance, function prototyping, is multi-tasking & re- 
entrant, has nearly 300 library functions and comes complete with full technical support. 

HiSoft SASIC is the answer lo your programming prayers, an extremely fast, interactive, 
standard and easy-to-use system, used by many top software houses all over the world 

y Modern, structured programming with long IFs. mu hi-line functions sub¬ 
programs. REPEAT. DO CASE full recurstorv local & global variables etc 

/ No limits to your program size and no limits on the size of any variable, memory 
permitting, plus the ability to link easily with C and assembler programs 

J Totally interactive system with easy-to-use Intuit on editor allowing mistakes to be 
corrected simply and quickly, substantially reducing development time 

y Extremely close compaiibiiiiy with AmgaSASIC and Microsoft PC QuickBASIC 3 

Complementing HiSolt BASIC HiSoft Extend is a comprehensive set of library 
routines for IFF files, gadgets, menus, sub-menus, sound. HAM mode and more 
Normally costing £19.95. we are including this package for only €5 extra 
until 1 January 1991, if you use the order form below, 

Special!Christmas Defter to Am/pa Format Readers 
Use the order form below to order any HiSoft products and we will send you, totally free 

r * charge, an Amiga Starter Pack consisting of: a mouse mat with the Amiga ASCII 
r jracter set, a stylish disk wallet holding up to 8 disks and A quality double-sided 

diskettes, a package worth over £14 if bought elsewhere! 

Please rush me the following software together with my free starter pack 
tar c‘ ces delude 15% VAT and postage and packing within UK Please phone for export details) 

□ Devpac Amiga % £59.95 

□ SAS/Lattice C 5.10 £229.00 

□ HiSoft SASIC £84-95 
€# Extend 

I wish to pay by. 

O Cheque/POs ~ Access 

, Visa 

Card No 

Expiry Date- Signature, 

High Quality Software 

The Old School. Greenfield 
Bedford MK45 5DE UK 

Tel: (0525) 718181 
Fax: (0525) 713716 



I n these enlightened times just 
about everyone has at least 
some appreciation of what a 

word processor is - even if they don’t 
know quite How to define one. For the 
uninitiated, here’s a short resume. 
Take a letter Miss Jones. To Amiga 
Format Reader, Amiga Format Bath. 

“Dear Reader a word processor 
is the modern equivalent of a type¬ 
writer. The typewriter was first 
patented by one Henry Mill in the 18th 
Century, but the first practical design 
did not appear until 1867, when two 
Americans (Glidden and Sholes) sold 
the design to Remington. The first 
commercial electric typewriter (the 
real precursor to the word processor) 
did not appear until 1937 when IBM 
started producing them in earnest. 
But it took another 13 years until the 
machines became widely available. 

“A word processor has all the fea¬ 
tures of a typewriter. That is. it allows 
someone to construct a document in 
a typewritten form. In addition, it 
allows the easy correction of 
mistakes, the generation of a wide 
variety of layouts, and allows 
common templates to be stored for 
later retrieval and modification. They 
allow even inexperienced typists or 
writers to produce a professional, 
weltwritten document with the mini¬ 
mum of time and effort. Many modern 
word processors check spelling, offer 
alternative words (thesauruses), send 
personalised letters to hundreds of 
people (mail merge) and so on,w 

Leaving Miss Jones to her manual 
typewriter, the word processing revo¬ 
lution has given us a bewildering 
ranges of options - and given birth to 
a lot of dreadful buzz phrases. Before 
looking at the current rash of word 
processors, it's worth looking at 
some of the variations: 

1) Basic word processor: Entry and 
correction of text, printing. 
2) Advanced word processor: 
Advanced layout and basic WYSIWYG. 
3) Document processor: With font 
options and better WYSIWYG. 
4) Page layout system or Word 
Publisher: Simple desktop publishing. 

These four options do not represent 
all the possible levels, but rather are 
meant to give a basic idea of what to 
expect from a system, For instance, 
someone who only writes a very 
occasional letter to a favourite rela¬ 
tive or government department would 
be crazy to invest in anything more 
than a very basic, and therefore very 
cheap, system. 

Aspiring authors intending to 
write a book or do a lot of writing 
would be better off with an advanced 
word processor - one that includes at 
least a spelling checker - but would 
be foolish to buy a document proces¬ 
sor or page layout system. Why? 
Because the extra facilities slow 

With ever smarter graphics and presentation, the range 

of word processors is becoming quite bewilderingly large. 

MARK SMIDDY checks the choices and picks the best. 

things down and cos! more money. 
Writers need to concern themselves 
with generating decent text, rather 
than deciding which font to use. 
That's what typesetters and layout 
artists are for 

Students, scientists and even 
businessmen preparing complex 
reports, however, would probably find 
the facilities of even an advanced 
word processor too limiting. They will 
need the extra facilities provided by a 
document processor to get presenta¬ 
tion of the highest quality. This is also 
true of page layout systemst because 
there are times when the report can 
be written on a simple word proces¬ 
sor and the final tweaks - presenta¬ 
tion and graphics - can be added in 
the page layout system. 

When choosing a word proces¬ 
sor, it is vital to pick the one which 
best fits your needs. The range of 
choice is actually quite good, espe¬ 
cially considering that a simple word 
processor is supplied with the Amiga 
in the form of Notepad. 

* A word processor 
is the modem 

equivalent of a 
typewriter. The 

typewriter was first 
patented by one 
Henry Mill in the 

18th Century, but 
the first practical 
design did not 

appear until 1867, 
when two 

Americans sold the 
design to 

Remington" 

MICROTEXT 
Anco £19.95 

The cheapest introduction to word 
processing comes from the masters 
of budget software. At the price, 
MrcroText can only be regarded as a 
comparatively entry-level piece of 
software, On the minus side there is 
no support for fonts and no on-screen 
formatting. On the plus side, the 
package integrates with Anco's 
MicroBase to form a simple but work¬ 
able mail-merge. 

It would be unwise to expect a 
spelling checker or thesaurus at this 
price, since just licensing one could 
add 50% or more to the cost. 

Overall, MrcroTexf has all the 
advantages of being useable, cheap, 
and good enough for simple applica¬ 
tions, Anco claim that it was designed 
with children in mind, which gives 
some idea of the level of compteofy 
It seems likely that children uri find it 
easy to cope with whereas aoits w§ 
no doubt find it too imtng, 
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SCRIBBLE II 

Micreayitems Software £49.95 

Scnbfate is one of tt>e old faithfuls, so 
its continued survival amongst such 
stiff competition as has appeared m 
recent years must say something. 
Compared to recent competitors of 
similar price, Scribble II looks crude. 
The user interface is quirky, the 
spelling checker is poor, the printing 
is limited to basic Amiga printer 
drivers and even on an 16Mhz Amiga 
3000, speed is not its greatest asset. 
Nevertheless, Scribbfe is almost as 
popular now as it was when it was 
first launched. 

It is not usually wise to speculate 
on why one product succeeds where 
another * often a better one - fails. 
Even the name Scrrbb/e hardly 
suggests aweinspiring power. This 
impression of overt simplicity is prob¬ 
ably the key to Scnbb/e's success. 
For all its rough edges, Scribble gets 
the job done and does so with the 
minimum of fuss. 

For many jobs - writing letters, 
doing mail shots and almost every¬ 
thing Mr Average chooses to do on a 
word processor - Scribble can do it* 
The mail merge facility is simple but 
efficient and integrates well enough 
with Organise, which comes from the 
same software stable. 

OFFICE WRITE 
Gold Disk £129.95 

Office Write, previously known as 
Transcript, hardly had time to gam a 
following before being dropped as a 
separate item and bundled. Gold 
Disk's reason for including it in a pack 
is not clear until the strength of the 
competition is considered. 

On its own, Transcript could be 
regarded as just another budget word 
processor, but added to the muscle 
of the other offerings in this pack it's 
almost unbeatable in the home office 
stakes. £129.95 buys not just the 
word processor, but also DTP pack¬ 
age Pagesefter 2, a complete flat-file 
database and the much-vaunted 
Advantage spreadsheet. 

This effectively overrides the 
classic problem of defining where 
word processing stops and word 
publishing (or document processing) 
begins. Office Write (Transcripf) is a 
simple and effective word processor 
suitable for many tasks. Where 
supreme quality, complex layouts, 
multiple fonts etc. are called for 
Office Page (Pacesetter 10 is always 
at hand. The bonus to the user is 
speed when you need it most, for raw 
words* The "word publishing' systems 
(Pro Write, Pen Paf and Kind Words) 
all trade speed for fancy graphics to 
some extent. 

Taking account of the overall 
cost, the pack price may prove a little 
prohibitive, so rt would be nice to 

have Transcript available as a stand¬ 
alone product. At its original selling 
price of under £40 it was an afford¬ 
able and quite excellent product. 

PROTECT 4 
Amor £99.95 

Protext has just been released in 
Version 5 (see below), but even so 
Arnor have chosen to continue to pro 
duce and support Prof ext 4. Pretext, 
as the name implies, is written by 
professionals, for professionals. 
Proof positive that it can do the job - 
and do it well - is given by the fact 
that Protext's voluminous ring-bound 
manual was written entirely using the 
word processing package. 

As for user-friendliness, Protext 
4 simply isn't! The benign and friendly 
user interface offered by the vast 
majority of Amiga programs has 
gone, supplanted by a stark four- 
colour window adorned by a head¬ 
band of confusing data. 

However, once new users get the 
hang of things like multiple rulers, 
macros, programmable mail merge, 
or even just the odd way of moving 
through the text they will be left in an 
unfussy environment to get on with 
what they do best - wnting Many 
professional computer authors woUd 
be loath to use anything else 

Protexf scores unequivocally m 
two important areas: first the stze of 
a document is only limited by the 
available disk space. Few Amiga word 
processors can boast that. Second, 
and more mportant for anyone who 
does a lot of writing, it can spell¬ 
check the whole document in one go. 
Pretext takes the docixnefit in large 
chunks, sorts a9 the words, finds the 
suspect speflngs and displays them 
ready for edrtmg. h practice, this 
speeds up speftheciung consider¬ 
ably over the normal method of 
finding a suspect spetog. correcting 
it and only then moving on to the next 
one. Profexf offers both methods, 
plus check-wbite*yp«ig mode. 

Still confused about that head- 
band? It's where Protex* «eeps ail the 
important information about tre docu¬ 
ment status: size, markers risen 
mode, page number and so on* 
Incidentally, menus are supporter by 
all Amiga versions of Protext, but for 
Version 4 at least, the keyboard 
short-cuts are usually faster! 

PROTEXT 5 
Arnor £1 49,95 

The biggest improvement for ProfexT 
5 is the timely inclusion of a new 
dictionary. The original 7Q,0QOword 
spelling checker was usable but 
nothing special. The new version is 
licenced from Collins/Proximity with 
legal and medical supplements from 
Merriam-Webster and contains in 
excess of 120,000 words. 

iction to his 
f: readers f ai 
tiled to un di* e 
nff text . Ho| 

f also fail tq 
tend th e ne an i 
»re true than 

SPECIAL 

TOP: Scribble is cheap, 
cheerful and popular 

UPPER MIDDLE: Office 

Write comes as part of 

a great package, 

LOWER MIDDLE: The 
all-new Pretext 5 is 

swift and professional, 

BOTTOM: WordPerfect 
also of great quality. 

This also accounts for the huge jump 
in price, but it was worth it, The 
phonetic look-up is arguably the 
fastest and most accurate around. 
Better still, it can spot capitalisation 
errors fengland* instead of ‘England!, 
hyphenation, ellipses usage and even 
some contractions, like TheyTe\ 

Also new for this version are: 
some rather snappy commands for 
generating content and index listings: 
multiple-file editing, with split screen 

uftAtrhJui-i 
turfft-i tutdtdl 
uftdrrfiitr 
undfrstattd 
undrrstood 
undressed 
uftfeessifij 

TwVT LttitTT' 
In-swt Rurht- 

. Cfll 5 NO narWrs stl XiifTrn _ f4 fo mw 1 

HHMjrrM . doc. info 
Cite*: sinm 
Bikri'.UTR f pUrfWTITfTM 
Bikfp.WTR. info f 

rue 
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AT LAST!! 
A PREMIER TRADE SUPPLIER COMES DIRECT TO YOU - THE PUBLIC! 

31/2" DISKS 
Large or small users - we have the prices for yod 

SONY D/S D/D 135 tpi 
5Qs 42a each. £2100 
100$. 
400 s. 
eoos. 
1200’$.. 
MITSUBISHI 
50's 

... 4lp each .. 

.39p each 

.36p each. 

.. 35peach. 

39p 

£41.00 
£156.00 
£268 00 
£420.00 

£19.50 
100 s. .38p. £38.00 
400 s , *..,*35p. £14000 
800 s...... .32 p. £256.00 
1200 s. .30p.. £360.00 

All disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality control/no quibble 
guarantee. Disk labels supplied 

STORAGE BOXES 

31/2* (10 capacity box) “Sfimpak*..     £0 
31/2* (10 capacity box) see through Yision 10’_   £1 
31/2’ (40 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.. £3 
31/2' 150 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.. £3 
31/2' (80 capacity box) lockable disk storage box. £4 
31/2’ (100 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.... £4 
31/T U20 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.. £6 

31/2' ROSSO' stackable box (holds 150).................. 
31/2' 8ANX lockable/stackable (holds 90) ........,.,. 

95 each 
OO «ach 
50 each 
95 each 
.30 each 
95 each 
.50 each 

£1595 
... £9 95 

All disks boxes are anastatic. Amiga beige, contain keys, 
dividers and rubber feet (wrth the excepbon of 10‘s) 

ACCESSORIES 
Printer Stands (80 col)..,—--£6.50 
Printer Stand with tray.,...„..,.. £9.95 
Tilt W turn monitor stands for Amiga „...£9.95 
Monitor Arms (fully adjustable with keyboard keeper). £69.95 
Data Switches (2-way serial or pa railed. £12.95 
Copy Holders EThingi III)................ £3.95 
A4 Desk Top Holder ............£7.90 
Mousemats (boxed 8mm) red, blue, grey...—.£2.95 
Mousemats 5mm packaged ............ .£1.95 
Mouse brae kets ......,........£1.95 
Amiga printer leads.....,...,.£5.95 
31/2' cleaning kits.......£1.95 
Amiga Dust Covers..,....£2.95 
Amiga Screen Filters.......,*,.£12,95 
Roll of 1000 3 1/2' labels....£7.50 
1000 Tractor feed labels ...........£9.95 
Fastrack II (attaches to side of monitor for easy swapping of diskettes),,,£2.95 
Keyboard Cleaner........... .£2.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

Brother\ HR15/20/25/3! 
Brother Ml009/1109 

,SI Citizen 1200ASP10. 
Epson MX/FX8Q/85/BUU . 
Epson FX100/105/1000 . 
Epson LX80/86.. 

QTY1 
£2,90. 

QTY5 
.£2-60. 

QTYIO 
.£2.20 

£3,90 
£3 50 
£2.90 

.£3.60. 
£3.20 
£2.60 

£3.20 
£3 00 
£2 20 

£2.50 £2-30. £2.15 
£3.90 
£2.90 

.£3.60 
£2-70 

£320 
£2.40 

,£2.90 
£3-60. 

£2.70 
.£3.40. 

£2 40 
£3.10 

£2,90. .£2,70 . .. £2.30 
£3.90 
,£2,90 

.£3-70. 

.£2.70. 
£3.20 
£2 40 

£5.90 £5,30 £5.00 
Star LC10....... 
Star LC10 4 colour... 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LARGE RANGE. 
TELEPHONE 0530-813591 FOR PRICING ON OTHER RIBBONS NOT LISTED 

r-\ RAM EXPANSIONS U 
1/2 meg upgrade 
(without clock).....£34.95 
1/2 meg upgrade 
(with clock)...£39.95 

Features include: ON/OFF memory switch, 
auto-recharge battery backed clock, 

4 low power fastrams. 

4 MEG RAM EXPANSION (POPULATED) 
Give* a total memory of 4.5 Mb 

1 year warranty. No cables, soldering etc. 
Compatible with fat or Fatter Agnes, 

ms In A501 slot. 
100% compatible with all Amiga software 

ONLY £299.95 

H XMAS CRACKERS |-| 

4*.v 
Star LC-IO Printer....£158.85 
Star LC-10 Colour Printer.,,,,  .£199.95 
Philips Colour Monitor __£249.95 

(ref. CMB833) 
11 x 91/3 S P plain 70 GSM Mm per paper 

Pack 100..    ..,....,£2.50 
Pack 250. £3.95 
Pack 500 ....    £5.95 
Pack 1000.......„..£8.95 
Pack 2000.      £16.95 

AMIGA 

OMC AMIGA STARTER PACK~| 

NO NEED TO 
SHOP AROUND 

COMPRISES: 
500 Flight of Fanfasy/Screengems 
1/2 meg additional RAM upgrade 
3 1/2' external disk drive R R-P £679 
10 3 1/2' D/S D/D 135 tpi ... . . . 
diskettes OMC All inclusive 
1 (40 cap) lockable storage box price of 
1 mousemat £489.00 IflC. VAT 
1 mouse 
1 mouse bracket 
1 joystick 
1 Amiga dustcover 
PLUS the usual 4 great software titles 
PHONE FOR DETAILS ON CLASS OF 90 i PACK 

A saving of £190.00 

44*4*4**4************** ******** * 
s* * 

: 
POWER SUPPLY 

**+************* **4* #+*-4 

Fully compatible replacement * 
Power Supply for Amiga 500 * 

ONLY £38.95 

DISK DRIVES h 
31/2' External disk drive for Amiga, 
Slimline design colour co-ordinated 

throughport connector. 1 year guarantee 

ONLY £59.95 

MICE 

Cheetah 125.  -£7.95 
buckshot III Turbo...*. £9.95 
Kona Speedkiig.  .£11.95 
Pro 5000. £13.95 
Compete on Pro (auto lire)..*.,.**..X14.95 

Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 
as replacement..,,.........*.„„,.£19.95 
Atari ST mouse, two button fully 
compatible replacement ............................-£19.95 
Naksha...,.......£39.00 
IBM cordteSS......... ..... £49.95 

"OMC MOUSE DEAL" 
mouse bracket + 
mousemat 

SOUNDBLASTER 

Turns your Amiga into a 
powerful sound emitting 
system, pack includes: 

50 watt 3-way speakers 
3* woofer 
T mid range V tweeter 
power supply 
cables £44 qq jnr wat 
full instructions IIIU VMI 

Replacement mouse + 

ONLY £22.95 

HI 

TO ORDER H 
CHEQUES AND P.O.'S PAYABLE TO OMC LTD AND SEND | 

TO ADDRESS BELOW. 
CREDIT CARDS SIMPLY TELEPHONE YOUR 

ORDER ON 0530 813591 (8 LINES) 
FAX 0530 813595 FOR OUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION 

t eh3 

Trade a/cs welcome. All prices include VAT. Corporate, education orders welcome. Personal callers welcome 

» DEAL DIRECT » DEAL DIRECT ^ 



PHOTOFIILE^) 

ST & Amiga Digitising Service 
Not only do we digitise your pictures (up to A4 size) in any 
Amiga format or resolution, we send your pictures back 

to you as an auto-booting slideshow! 
Over 1(100 satisfied customers Including Psygnosls (Shadow of 

the Beast) and RGB Studios (Real Things). 

CLIP 
ART 

Almost 2000 mono IFF line an pictures on 7 disks? Ideal for DTP, 
Deluxe Paint, Photon Paint, Pen Friend, animations etc. 

Hundreds of subjects covered! Available 
only from Photofile for Just £35 00 

Digitising costs - £1.75 per colour picture 
and £1,25 per b&w. picture. HAM, Halfbrlte. l^o-res. High-res. 

Interlace or Overscan if required. 

Please add £3._Q0x>cr order for setup, disk and P&P. 
Send £3,00 for our demo disk of digitised images 
or an SAE for our advice and information sheet. 
Please make cheques/P,Os payable to Photofile, 

PO Box 503. Headlngton, Oxford. OX3 STL 
Phone (0865) 742182 for enquiries or Access/Visa orders. 

Graph!*1* Momw. 3 6CotUnwood Wtud. UriidiiiSToi!, Oxford 

E.S.D. 
mail order dept 

UK. All prices are fully Inc. ol VAT +■ postage. 
C O D, add £5.00. Overseas (software only) please 
add £2.00 per item. Payment: By phone quote your 

Access Visa no. & expiry date. By post send 
Cheques/Poslai Orders to>Enehanter Software 

Design (mail order dept) 53> Danes Drive, 
Jk Hessle, N. Humberside, HU 13 0BW 12111 

Discount 
Price 

A.WI.S.Q MI._£3119 Wnonget...£11.95 
Ahmed Totticol fighiw'..12011 lad Demgfrous II.[14.87 
Bit.._III.27 lobar w 1 ...£1129 
Botlie Command..1*11171 logs# Treoper....£1 MB 

Betray ol.... .119 W 5hMa*0fTVBw*ili' [24 69 
Billy The Kkl. .£18.31 1L-J- I4J_- . ynQocm ngrnpn — .£18.19 
Cadover . . . .... ...£18 29 Slwdilm .. £16 89 
(jriheaa.. .121 15 Sitebi.. ..£14 89 
Chom Stiiktt Bock.. ..tir.M Sedbtfd __£14.63 
Chroeid« Of Omega. .£1398 £21 95 
torparolion .. .£1879 uTi . £7195 

Discount 
Price 

Amiga 3D Gr apnits Prog | abacus) ... [ 16 61 
Amiga Bqwe myde l out lobacus] Cl 7 Q4 
Amiga D O S inside & out Inhuus) ..[14.41 
AmipMftpttdMtM.£14.41 
Amiga Hardware Ref 

Manual U/wI..£20.85 
Amigo ROM Km no! Ret 

Monudt lo/vl . £31.45 
111 & 2nd Book of Amigo 

ItomnuH\) iod...£15.26 
<50 Turks & Tips (abaem).. £13.44 

Dcmaks £1494 
Days Ql Thurakr. . . £11.19 

Dragons Of Flam* [AMD) 

Epk. .. 

.£1177 
£1829 

Extaminatv4.. 
FI 9 Sledth fighter.. 

.r»« 

.119.95 
Fight Of The hdruder * .£18 W 

Geld Of The Aden. . .£18.29 
Gremiim 7.. .£1695 
Immwtat_ £17 93 

Imoerium.£1793 

iudge Drfrdd £1497 
tings Oued Df ... 

Lest Hinpo II. 

.£J449 

£1795 
Let's Idl Xmas Stones' .Hits 
Loom. .£21,53 
Lm^ Of Chons" - __ tint 
Lotus Turbo CheHenge* ‘... 

Ml Tank PkitDoa 

.£21.34 

£23 50 
Midnight ftesistanie.. 

Midwinter.. 

.£3129 

.£1686 
Monty Python'... .£15 72 

ftightbrsed ladian game].. 

Highibreed (The Movie) _ 

Operation Sleaflh 

..£17 97 

..£17 99 

.£1879 

The^WhabMdUt 
Dm fims? Hour 

Time Gmorior". ' 
MM 
U1L51_ 

Wings 
WglfR* w 
WORdwIvd 

1/2 Mad ml 0«i M 
3 1 !T Drots Iran 
AHOGofflKfekiK 

4 Mira HTM& FIEF 
Amigo 7000 sW 
Amigo 500 Gomes Nd 

+ f/2lfa9 
Amiga AT Drat ’ 

.£14.43 

.£11.95 An« (4tX ft aftssHMul £91,33 
—X1M3 Dtkiie Yrd« 3   .£43.94 

...EI8 29 Oekiiehodurtom.£11194 
..£31.50 DevpwAmqoV?.144 94 
.119.92 " 

£21.95 
£1827 
[21 95 

Paradroid 90.. .£18.39 

Amiga Hard Duras tram 
(ammodwe lOMt " 
Gf rdotlts fiaoi_ 
Modems frem_ 
Printer* from.. 
Scanner, km 
Video Digitisers from 

HT92 
£49 9 5 

_ £374 94 
£1924? 

__£411 19 
£11084 

—£316 23 
£72142 

. -19711 
mss 

,197 50 
1194 91 
.£9744 

.131 94 
Home Vtoutfs..£72.44 
Power Widows_SS9J0 
Publisher Okmcs [79 94 

| Otwmtodt....£41.35 
Sodpf Antnaie 40 li».«.£17.20 
Tnwnipl til 94 
True law 155 94 
i (ad OcHfiM_ 

AMIGA STARTER PACKS 

Amiga DOS Inside A Oui Ibookj 1/2 
«eg * ClwA Expansion, BC rapacity Disk 
Bex. Moose Mat Dint (aver 8 10 
Monk Disks [84 00 all derm 
£41 45 wtkoui expansion 
£25 M wtfhoui uponyw i book 

Amgo 3000 i CDTV't *, available most 
d*nn of wlrwre twry a ?0% ?5% 
drstoum from I ft P 

Please allow 10 working; days for delivery. Cheques sublet h 
release Enquiries/Olden, Tel: (0482) 646167 nnswei ■ phone sendri between 7 30pm 4 9 Odom Full range ol 
Amiga, ST & PC. hardware/wftwnre/pefiplwals available. Prkes subject lo (hange without nolic*, tarred fl lime ol press. 

Bach is IN* Fuiur* II 
Day* ol Thunder 

Shadow c< in* Baasi II 

A 500 First Stifs 

A50i Ram txparaon 
MouMt Mai 

Mu# Pent H a D#ui* Pmm n 
Proven* 2 5 

Into F*t 
tOWinkdHh* 
TaiJuOQ TufH* 
Amiga Lego 

B&C Emulator 
an Spa* Ai Horn 

ESM.M 

AASOA 1500 

*1500 wiN i Mb Ram 
1M4S Uooncr 

Platinum Wd*s. Data** Pam IN 
Pe*k*0m*. C4y 

e«m* CN*m. Thar F<n**r Hour 
A Z of Gompmar Jargon 

j*ttinQtoi Moat from iroijr Amga 
E1&M W 

SomiAcwei Power Pack 

_ i.DuvurOii.. 
E Merton. Grand «an***r S**n 

K«S Glow. Pow*r Play 
auF Honda Shum* Puck Cal* 

Tow** orf SaM 
Micrwnn* Socoar 

OntyQS* 

OFTMACHIN 

SOFTVACHMf STAITO PACK 

DiHuk* Housa Mai 
Ta*or*(J Dust Cavar 

Driwi Haad CLEANSE 
10 TDK MFZDDDaKs 

90 C» Li>cKabia Storage 6o* 
Only na ■ 

‘Wh#n purrciiawd wilh any Kmnja 
compute* Olf## limitad Id 

1 Pow*r Planar Pack 
par Amiga pu*chaaa(] 

Peripherals 

A500 Batman PacK.£369 99 
A50Q Class of (he 90‘s £539 99 
A500 FlgM Of Famwy £369 99 
1 ($*5 Colour Monitor £259.99 
AfOti OisA Onva £99 99 
AS90 20Mb Hard Drive £279 99 
A5Qf Ram Eup'CkX* £59 96 
A520Modul*w ..... £24 99 
A1352 Mouse £34 99 

PHApt S833 Morrtcv ..... £244 99 
SlvLC-10 H 69 99 
SlWlClOCaiour C2U99 
Stu LC-24 10 £245 99 
Cumani 1 Mb 3 5’ Dm* C69 99 
Cumvsa 5 25' £11999 
05MbRamEjpCto» £«» 
HhkNi Canwa . Mm £21999 
Dow 4. £112 50 
vdAmoa £9" 50 
CoKKflW__     £43* 99 
' fpe 10 Hardy Scnw £25^99 
dngvi 
Rendale 9902 C^rtoc-. Elf7 SO 
CTWfryA3Tattet ......147999 
PMSC41 12*1 irtafiW £196 99 
Qtsmt Modem .£10*99 
Uwei Modem. £144 99 
Unnei 1200 Madam ... £2*4 99 
Imu 2400 Modem I35i 99 
WS 4000 Modem..£1§4 99 
MO Master irradace..... £29 99 
Omega Midi inierfacs .£29 99 
A M AS.. £79 99 
FLftuf wound . £74.99 
Maslersound .    £34 99 
Pertaca sound.£67,50 
Contnvitt Mouse . .,122.90 
Optica* Mouse ...£34.99 
l5T&onyBu*3r ..* £6» 
101 Sony MFD2 DD £10 99 
10 i TOKMF2DD3 5'.£12.99 
3 S" 40 Cap Lockable Bok £5 99 
35' W Cep Lockable Boy.£7.99 
3 5' 150 Cap PoaaoBo* ..£19.99 

Books SOFTWARE 
Adv Arroga Bas«._£18,95 
1 Adv Sys Prog Guide..£32.45 
1 3D Graph prog Basic.£18.45 
Amiga Applications.116.95 
' Assam Lang Prog.£14.45 
Amiga Basic Inside S Oui. £18.95 
Amiga C tor Adv Prog.£32.45 
Amiga C tor Begmrws.. ...118.45 
Amiga DOS ..X14 95 
Amiga DOS inside & Out £18 45 
Amiga DOS Quick Ref.£8.95 
Amiga DOS Rel Gde ..._£14 95 
Amga Desktop Video. 18 45 
Amiga Desktop Video Gde £18 45 
' Disk Dnves Inside 8 Oui £27.95 
Amiga tor Beginners.£12-95 
' Gda Gr&Sourid/Cofivii .117.45 
A-mga Gra ins^e i Out £32.45 
' Kanjwara Aer Mar. .£21.95 
Am^aMacn L^g Gude E2i 95 
Arr^a UacTwne Lang £14 95 
' Uaradt ias P^og Gde £l8 45 
' Pmg Handjocw Wk 1 £24 95 
' Prug Haretno* W 2 £2395 
Amga P*og Gda ConpuR £17 *5 
AmgaP^og Sde Weoer £20 45 
■ROM Km FRf Mar mc£2S 36 
' ROM KM Rtf Mar Ub £29 95 
Amga Sfi Ptog 'JMde £32 95 
Amga Tnda and Tpa V* 95 
Becomng ar Amga Amt £18 45 
Begnnen guide to Amga £16 95 
Gompyles ’ st Book tf' 116 95 
Compute 2nd Book of * .11695 
Btfwtary Amgi Basic £14.95 
insoa Amga Graprvcs.116 95 
Irtsda toe Amga win C . £24.50 
Kids 3 toe Amga .115.95 
Mapomg me Amga £20 95 
Prog Guti* to Amga .£23 95 

* indicates Amiga in Title 

Word Processing 
EiceNencs Z— 
Kino Words 2-... 
Pen Ptf 
Praam ¥5-—-__ 
ProWmaV3 ... 
Serttoto Plainum 
Transwn** 
Word Pedea . .£176 96 

| Databases 

Utiliites 
.£T 32.50 
.05.96 
- V0*S5 
.£10250 
. £10250 
.—£41.50 

£3250 

Acqursmor 1JL--—— 
K-Deta ...... 

...XI69 95 
£3*95 

Pnodata XMJS 
SuportHso Persona 
Supemase Pemorai 2 
Suw^ase Professional 

£*2 50 
£6995 

£16335 

Spreadsheets 
Advantage £73 35 
DG Cato ........... £27 95 
K Spread 2 £42 50 
Slpftft £69 95 

Languages Coolers Etc 
AMOS 05 95 
fl Rtf i__ £3250 

£*2 50 
AdecC Dewootv £199 96 
uacCP^eftoni _ 

Modui 2- 
Bencnman libraries 
Devgac 2 

X11295 
£137 50 

£72 50 
£*350 

GFA 0*« V3 Conrpilef 
GFA flasK V3 interpreter 
Hwoft Basic .. 

£2296 
£39 95 
£5696 

bad . 
BBC Emulator 
Cahgrapner 
Dtskmaaler 
Cross Dos V4 
Doe 2 Doe. 
Gomf v3..._. 
IntorcPange 
Kara Fonfel. 
Dgicaic 3 (me 
Disney Arwn Stud*o 
Masterpiece Fonts 
Power Sundews V2 5 
Quarterback .. 

£32 50 
£39 95 
£67 95 
£3995 
£28 95 
£29 95 
£27 95 
£39 95 
£*6» 

3 ana ■ 
FCopy 

Hssotl £jrtend ....C1S.9S 
K-Seka Assembler  .£34.95 
Lattice CVS.£ 174,95 
LatlioeC + +...£259 96 

X Copy 4 Hardware £2695 

CAD/Qaapmcs/Amutun 

T nmlMiiiiiiii E3M95 
AlWK £5*95 
Cantfi__ £101 95 
Comic Saner 
On Saflw Cte Ad 

Pant m 

09 95 
£17 50 
E59M 

Dfc.i*Pnetaafc £5*95 
D*to>*Pnr« ll £36 95 
rwiui* veto m £74 95 
:«cr 3C E M 9i 
DMitecs £5* 95 
Ck^neie 3 need* * Ran 
Dinaj Arwn SbAo _ 

£3395 
R*G 
02 50 

imrcCAOPM Ol 50 
09 95 

Pag* Flaoer * F X 09 95 
Pg^aRmOtf 3D Ml 50 
Photon Paint 7 . £29 95 
PI X male .. £39.96 
ProJesfroraJ Oraw V2 
Pro Video P*u*. 
The D»redor 

.CIO*M 

£47.50 
The Orector s ToodKil £27'S0 
TV Show V 2 £57 50 

Piee» ring for prleea eveMetniiTy on any hardware.aottware■ perip^arala not Hated. (Full price Her on requeet) 
Please make cheques postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE All Items subject to availability. 

All prices indude V A T & UK Delivery All prices subfect to change without notice E.SQ E. 

^ SOFTMACHINE 
D&pt. AMF 12, 20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland SRI 1TE. Talephonft: 091 385 7426 

TV Ted Prof £104 95 
Video Generic Master £54 95 
Video Twer .£95.96 
Vdeo Wipe Master £54 95 
X CAD Designer £86 95 
Zoetrope   .174 95 

DeskTop Pubushino | 
God DekOWo* 

f V2 

£137^8 
£54.96 
£39 96 
£41.96 

PP0uttne*ons 
GO Type 
GOTjype-Detfmer. 
GD Type PubKsnw 
GO Type • Video 
PP Structured Og An 
PP Template. 

T04 96 
£*9 96 

£127 96 
£■59 95 
£104 95 

£32 50 
£32 50 
£32 50 
£3250 
£36 95 
£3695 

Music 
Audio Master 3 ..157.50 
Bars and PtaM.MHM....£l&4 95 
Delure Musk:..£54.95 
Dr Ts Copies; App .£72 50 
Dv Ts Copiest DTP.£184 95 
DrTsKCS. £229 95 
Dr Ts MRS ..£47.50 
Df T$ Tiger du6.£79 95 
instant Music     +P„.„H9.95 
Music X...£74 95 
Quartet.... ..£35 95 
Sonik...£49 95 

1 Communications 

BBS PC .£97 5C 
GP Term . £5’5C 
K Comm 2 £3* 36 
Rudy Comm £S* 5fi 

| Accounts \ 
CashitoOk Combe i*T 5C 
Cwhbook Conwaar o* m 
Final Account* £2' 98 
Home Accourts £2* JS 
Small Buerwee Ax. Gear £Si, K 
SmaN Bunas Act *h Hi5 
Smtf BuneeAx PmtmK 

I_0*96 
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SPECIAL 

feature; ARP file selector {at last); and 
a timed save facility. Last, but not 
least, the printer drivers get (yet 
another) update. The new Intelligent1 
versions of the drivers allow everyone 
to get the best from their printer by 
selecting the correct font and style 
from an accessible menu, 

WORDPERFECT 4 

Smartness and 

slicfcness of presents- 

lion is the hallmark of 

the now breed' of word 

processors, often 

called word publishers 

because they have 

some of the features of 

a desktop publishing 

system. Being able to 

import, shape and 

resize pictures is 

important, as is the 

ability to run text round 

the illustrations to 

make odd shapes. 

RIGHT and BELOW TOP 

are examples of the 

fairly basic work 

offered by KindWords. 

WordPerfect Corp £N/A 

Being American in origin, WordPerfect 
has not been well received in the UK. 
Like Pretext, it takes much of its 
features and functionality from its PC 
origins. Amiga folk have come to 
expect all-singing, all-dancing applies 
tions that look great. Rather like 
Pretext, WordPerfect looks a little 

BELOW MIDDLE and 

BELOW BOTTOM: the 

hogher price of P«n Par 

Is repaid not only in 

ease of use, but also 

by the sophisticated 

handling of graphics 

and clever text flowing. 
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staid. Unlike Pretext, however, it does 
not enjoy the backing of the 'popular1 
computer press - and in this respect 
it has suffered. 

By way of putting the record 
straight, tike Protext, WordPerfect is 
designed with professionals in mind. 
It is fast, powerful and hideously com¬ 
plex. Like Pretext, WordPerfect can 
seem about as friendly as a rabid, 
cornered rat. Experienced users and 
anyone willing to plough through the 
masses of documentation, on the 
other hand, will find it extremely 
powerful and remarkably intuitive. 

For immediate needs - write, 
spell, print - WordPerfect is far from 
ideal since the system takes time to 
get used to. Before attempting to 
write anything more than a very 
simple letter, at least four or five 
hours should be set aside to get 
to grips with some of the multitude 
of features. Writers will find 
WordPerfect's spelling checker, and 
especiajly its thesaurus, a real boon. 
The checker consistently offers the 
widest choice of alternatives, 
Similarly, the thesaurus offers the 
widest choice of words in a very 
organised fashion. It's so good, in 
fact, there is a danger of following 
every hyper text-! ike lead just because 
they are there. WordPerfect is an 
excellent professional tool, which is 
reflected in the price, but beginners 
should leave it alone. 

WORD PUBLISHERS 

KINDWORDS 
The Disc Company £49.95 

KindWords is the cheapest true docu- 
ment processor for the Amiga, has 
the lowliest overall specification and 
has been largely superseded - in 
terms of pure performance - by 
recent offerings like Pen Pa/ and 
Prowrite. However, low cost also 
implies affordablrty. 

The checker is excellent and con¬ 
sistently offered the same alternative 
phonetic spellings as Profext 5, 
KindWords also scores over Pretext 
by having a Thesaurus with 470,000 

synonyms, while its other competitor 
Prowr/fe can only refer to 300,000 
synonyms. Only? 

That's the good news. The bad 
news is that even for the smallest of 
documents KindWords is incredibly 
slow. Even running under Workbench 
1.3 on an Amiga 3000 it was slug¬ 
gish. Printing quality is claimed to be 
enhanced using the Superfonts fea¬ 
ture, but these were a disappointment 
using a simple 9-pin (Star LC-10) and 
the range of font options limited to 
those supplied with the package. 

KindWords is a brave attempt to 
make a user-friendly word publisher 
with some very powerful features, yet 
keep the price under £50. It would 
have succeeded if it were about ten 
times faster and could use Amiga 
fonts. For pure word processing itfs 
usable and easy to get to grips with. 
As a word publisher it falls several 
grades short of the required mark. 

PEN PAL 
Softwood Inc. Cl 29.95 

Anyone paying over £100 for a single 
piece of Amiga productivity software 
expects to get something special 
and, without beating around the bush, 
this is very special. This review was 
compiled without referring back to 
the extensive documentation once: 
Pen Pal's strength is that it leads the 
new user through every function with¬ 
out over-corn plication. 

For instance, along each side of 
the screen is a set of document tool 
icons: graphics drawing, show page, 
drawing colour and so on. As the 
pointer passes over each tool, a 
miniature help bar describing its func¬ 
tion appears as part of the mouse 
pointer sprite! Similarly, when Pen Pa/ 
is busy the pointer changes to a 
sliding bar animation showing how 
much time the program expects the 
operation to take. 

Another strength is the graphics 
import. Pen Pal can import almost 
any standard IFF picture file including 
HAM and even hhres HAM. Once the 
picture (or brush) is loaded, text can 
be flowed around the contours of the 
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Feature Packed Action and $tratcjr\ 

As a Carthagian hero you must not only repel Roman invasion by 
successful troop strategy but also maintain your armies’ 
ever-waning supplies by running the gauntlet on your chariot to 
deliver much-needed money. 

Survey the detailed North African landscape and zoom in on your 
troops to administer strategy. Decide which of your armies needs 
a cash injection then grab the reins for a mind-boggling 
first-person-perspective 3-D chariot race to deliver the money .. . 

Strategy and arcade action superbly combined to give you a taste 
of ancient history so real you can almost smell the elephants! 

Screen shots from the Amiga 

SEEING IS BELIEVING 
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WE GET BIGGER BECAUSE 
M.D. Office Supplies would like to apologise to all its competitors in 

this magazine. We shall be offering direct to the public 

GENUINE SONY DISKETTES 
at prices which are simply unbeatable. 

JUST LOOK AT THESE UNBEATABLE OFFERS 

100 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS £44.95 
200 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS £84.95 
400 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS £164.95 
800 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS £324.95 
1000 GENUINE SONY DSDD 135TPI DISKS £379.95 

These diskettes come in Sony outers to prove authenticity so you can be 100% certair 
you are getting the real thing at such LOW, LOW PRICES. 

Buy with complete confidence this is the real thing GENUINE 
100% CERTIFIED DISKS. 

WHY risk your data on cheapo diskettes when you can have 
what is probably the best diskette in the world at these 

UNBEATABLE prices? 
Each diskette is supplied with label and there are NO HIDDEN extras such as postage etc. 
The price you see is the price you pay. PLEASE NOTE YOU MUST QUOTE AF SONY 

OFFER WHEN ORDERING SO WE CAN GIVE PRIORITY TO YOUR ORDER. 

To take advantage of this VERY LIMITED OFFER call our telesales hotlines now. 

RING 0689 61400 

DO NOT DELAY - ORDER TOD 
prj| (All offers subject to availability - E/O.E.) 

ORDERS BY POST TO: 
M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES, 

18 CRESCENT WAY, 
NBOROUGH, KENT, BR6 9LS 



YOU THINK WE ARE BETTER 
For our regular customers and those of you who are thinking of trying us 

here are some sensational offers on our own brand of diskettes 

3.5" DISKS & BOXES 
35 DSDD 135TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£21.95 
45 DSDD 135TP! with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£27.95 
55 DSDD 135TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£32.95 
65 DSDD 135TP! with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£38.95 
75 DSDD 135TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£42.95 

100 DSDD 135TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box ,..........,£49.95 
150 DSDD 135TPI with 2 x 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Boxes ..£69.95 
200 DSDD 135TPI with 2 x 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Boxes ..£79.95 

Our 3.5 disks are VERY CAREFULLY SELECTED to aive UNQUESTIONABLE 
RELIABILITY and VALUE FOR MONEY. Each diskette is certified 100% error free. 

lifetime warrantied and supplied with labels. 

COLOURED 3.5" DSDD DISKS 
These diskettes are very useful for colour coding 
files, programs, etc., etc., or allocating colours to 

people. By popular demand we re-introduce them. 

25 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe 
storage box..£17.99 
50 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe 
storage box..£34.99 
75 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe 
storage box.£49.99 
100 Rainbow 3.5 DSDD plus deluxe 
storage box.£62.99 

Supplied in packs of five colours i.e. orange, 

ACCESSORIES 

100 capacity lockable storage box.£7.95 

250 capacity (stackable box) for 3,5, locks 

together, horizontally or vertically...ONLY £17.95 

10 capacity library cases.5 FOR ONLY £4.75 

Tilt 'n’ Turn monitor stands.£12.95 

Deluxe mouse mats.£2.95 

3.5 disk drive head cleaner.£2.95 

Universal printer stands.£6.95 

Amiga slimline disk drive.£64.95 

BULK BUYERS 
We cater for every need and for all you BULK BUYERS our massive buying 

oower enables us to offer our superb media at the following unbeatab e pnces 

250 DSDD 135TPI... £90.00 lOOO DSDD 135TPL £295.00 
500 DSDD 135TPI ..£170.00 1500 DSDD 135TP! £449.00 
750 DSDD 135TPI..£250.00 2000 DSDD 135TPI .£580.00 

These diskettes are far in excess of A.N.S.I. standards so you 
can be sure you are getting the very best product money can 

buy. As always we absolutely guarantee it. 

PRICE & QUALITY" 
GUARANTEE 

M.D Office Supplies pndes itself on 
offering the HIGHEST QUALITY 
products at what we believe to be the 
best possible prices. Our guarantee is 
simple In the unlikely event you can find 
a COMPARABLE product advertised 
anywhere in this magazine at a lower 
price DO NOT HESITATE, give us a 
call because we will not match that price 

WE WILL BEAT IT- 
WE ABSOLUTELY 
GUARANTEE IT. 

We also stock a full range of 5.25" diskettes and high density 
in both formats. As ever we offer the best possible product 

at the best prices possible Please ring for details 

■MB! - THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY 
Education and Government orders welcome VISA 



Somewhere in the desolate and freezing wastes of the 

North Atlantic, between Iceland and the Kola Peninsula, 

a Soviet battle fleet is lurking, ready to pounce on its prey. 

As NATO Task Force Commander you must deploy your 
fleet of submarines, ships and aircraft to locate, engage 

and defeat the Kremlin’s finest. 

Produced by LARRY BOND the Naval 
Analyst. HARPOON portrays the 

superpower's final confrontation. Now 
it’s up to you. 

With graphics that make everything else 
look like finger painting and an arsenal of 

weaponry that comes up to your 
armpits HARPOON'S non-stop action. 

relentless intensity and chilling 
responsibility will leave you gasping 



THE WORD ACCORDING TO 
SPELLING CHECKERS 

Everyone makes typos - meat s tyeping mistooks, to the uninitiated - so to 
ensure that none of the checkers got an unfair advantage, two tests were 
devised. The first test took the first option offered by the guessing facility 
when a suspect word was flagged At (he end the summary percentage of 
accuracy was calculated and entered In the comparison chart. 

In a second test a series of words were introduced with deliberate 
errors. These were Incorrect vowel, transposed letters, missing consonant, 
Incorrect use of lower case, phonetic spotting, missing vowel sound, incor¬ 
rect use of contraction (apostrophe missing), missing hyphen. Two percent’ 
ages were calculated from this list. First, the percentage of words offered 
Incorrectly. Secondly, the percentage of words baffling the checker (in other 
words, no alternative spelling was offered). 

To calculate the final score, the two percentages in the second test were 
subtracted from the percentage "hit rate" from the first test. This gives an 
overall score which separates the men from the boys. These values appear 
here and In the summary table elsewhere in this feature. These are just typi¬ 
cal values calculated from a random set of words. Using a different set of 
words, WordPerfect could supplant both Protext and Kind Words, Like all 
statistics, these should only be used as guidance - never as gospel. 

A% B% e% D 

Pretext 5 89 0 6 83 

Kind words 2 90 0 13 77 

WordPerfect 05 0 25 60 

Pen Pal 84 19 6 59 

Office Write 92 13 25 54 

Protext 4 85 19 19 47 

Prowrite 61 * 13 25 43 

Scribble 2 76 13 31 34 

Score key 
A: Percentage accuracy of phonetic check 
B; Percentage of words contusing the checker - no alternative found 
C: Percentage of words offered Incorrectly - no correct alternative 

D; A-(B+C) 

The following paragraph demonstrates just how good (or bad) some spelling 
checkers can be Spelling checkers can only find words which already exist 
In their dictionaries, but the guessing feature Is the nub of this little gem. 
There is at least one simple mistake none of the spelling checkers could 
spot,, though - see If you can - because white the word Is correctly spelt, it's 
the wrong word! This lest reinforces the argument that there's no substitute 
for reading carefully Ih* printed version of what you wrote. Always edit on a 
draft quality hard copy BEFORE committing It to letter quality or incorporat¬ 

ing graphics. 

THE ORIGINAL 
L, On Hubbard made an tntirestmg observe shun In part of his introdcutlon to 
his study of Olanetics. In escence what Hubbard says is this: readers fall to 
grasp the meaning of what la rttten because the tailed to understand the 
meening of one of the words In the preseeding text. However, it seems 
Hubbard overluked somethin, readers also fail to grasp a consept or idae 
becos thay failed to comrpehend the roeerung of the concepts that gave ryse 
to it. Nowhere Is this more tru than In speshulist suObjects like computin. 

PROTEXT V4 
L on Hubbard made an Interesting observashun in pen of his introduction to 
his study of Diabetics In essence what Hubbard says is this: readers fail to 

grasp the meaning of what is rotten because the tailed to imderstand the 
meening of one of the words In the preseeding teal However, it seems 
Hubbard overluked something, readers also fall to grasp a concept or idea 
becos hay failed to comprehend the meaning of the concepts that gave rye 
to It. Nowhere it this more try than In speshulist subjects take computing. 

PROTEXT 5 
L. On Hauberk made an interesting observation In part of h*s introduction to 
his study of Adenitis. In essence what Hauberk says is this readers fail to 
grasp the meaning of what is written because the tailed to understand the 
meaning of one of the words in the presiding text However it seems 
Hauberk overlooked something, readers also fall to grasp a concept or *dea 
bodes than tailed lo commorient the meaning of the concepts that gave rise 
to it. Nowhere is this more true than in specialist subjects ke computing 

KINDWORDS 2 
L On Hauberk made an Interesting observation in part of his introdcution to 
his study of Adenitis, In essence what Hauberk says is this: readers tail to 
grasp the meaning of what is written because the failed to understand the 
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image with ease, though with large 

images this can take some time, 

Mail merge freaks will find the 

built-in database a real breeze. It’s a 

very simple flat card database with 

few fancy features, but more than 

sufficient for jobs which require a 

mailshot facility. 

Professional writers will find the 

package easy to use and fast enough 

- if a little too cute - but document 

size is limited by available memory. 

TTie spelling checker is adequate, 

with the added bonus that the pr& 

gram will calculate a readability index 

for you - this article, for instance, has 

a readability index of 12.27, suitable 

fot someone with a college educa' 

tior There s little to fault Pen Pa/ and 

it deserves to do well. 

ABOVE; Although 

Prowrite is the most 

expensive Word 

Publisher on the 

market, it also offers 

professional quality 

and presentation. Here 

a typeface is being 

chosen from the menu. 

BELOW: Graphics 

import in Pro write is 

less powerful than Pen 
Peh but the cleaner 

presentation of the 

user interface will be 

preferred by some. 

PROWRITE 
New Horizons El 39,93 

Prowrite is (by a short head) the most 

expensive word publisher for the 

Amiga. Profexf 5 and WordPerfect 

cost more but they are aimed at a 

different market altogether. At first 

glance, it could almost be confused 

with KmdWords, yet rfs everything 

KindWords should be but isn't. 

Furthermore it lacks the cute features 

found in Pen Pa/. This should not be 

viewed as belittling Prowrite. Far from 

itT this cleanliness should win it favour 

L, Ron Hubbard m&t in 
interesting observation in Eart o! his introductiw to 
it study of Dianttiei. In 

mence what Hubbard uyi it 
this: readers Tail to grasp 
(he weaning of «hat is witiM 
because (hey failed ti 
under stand the weaning of one 
of the words in the preceding 
text, However, it seem 
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Evesham Micros 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY - 

Buy with confidence from one of the longest established t 
companies in their field, with a reputation for good service 
and prices. We have invested heavily in a computer system 
to enable our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute 
stock information, coupled with highly efficient order 
processing. Our fully equipped Workshop enables us to carry 
out almost any repair on our premises. We feel sure that you 
t on'i be disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros, 

ft AMIGA C\ 
V SPECIAL DEALS V 

Goldrunner Jaws 
Leatherneck DefCon 5 
Karate Kid II High sieel 
Battle Squadron Night Walk 

Wordwright (w processor) 
Nigel Mansells Grand Prut 
Better Dead than Alien 
Super Huey 

All our A500 Packages K5S 
include the following : £££1! 

Amiga 500 512K SCREEN GEMS Pack Includes 'Night Breed, The Beast 2\ 
'Back to the Future 2\ 'Days of Thunder', Deluxe Paint 2’ and TV modulator *....£379.00 

Amiga 500 1MB Screen Gems Pack indudes our 512K RAM upgrade with dock fitted.£409.00 
Amiga 500 512K Screen Gems Pack With Drive indudes our 3V,’ External Drive ...£430.00 
Amiga 500 1MB Screen Gems Pack With Drive 

features our 512K RAM upgrade plus our 3 V ExtemaJ Drive ..................£465.00 

Amiga 500 1MB CLASS OF THE 90 s Pack indudes A501 512K RAM Upgrade, 
TV Modulator, 8 software titles, 10 Disks, Mouse Mat, Video Tape and more ..„.£549.00 

Amiga 500 1MB CLASS OF THE 90*9 Pack With Drive indudes our 3V," External Drive ... E 600.00 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

RAM UPGRADE 

ONLY £37.95 
including VAT & delivery 

512K RAM/CLOCK UNIT FEATURES: 
* Direct replacement for the A501 expansion 
ft Convenient On / Off Memory Switch 
ft Auto-recharging battery backed real-time Clock 
ft Compact unit size : Ultra-neat design 
ft Only 4 low power consumption FASTRAMs 

rS12K RAM Expansion ^ 
also available without 

clock for only 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
ft Fully populated board Increases the total 

RAM In an Amiga 500 to 2MB I 
ft Plugs into the trapdoor expansion (as with 

512K unit) and connects to GARY Chip 
ft includes Aulo-recharging Battery Backed 

Real-Time Clock 
ft Socketed FASTRAM ICs for 

accommodating up to 1.5MB RAM 

Unpopulated RAM Board with Clock..,.— C 39.95 

RAM Board as above, with 512K FASTRAM installed _ £59.95 

RAM Board as above* with 1 Mb FASTRAM installed £74,95 

RAM Board as above, fully populated, with 

15 Mb FASTRAM Installed.....—„.89.85 

Hi TS# aipansion board Requires KUcksiart 1.3 to operate * 
kotssan 1.3 Upgrade available from us tor £29 95 

rA 
PHILIPS 15" FST TV/MONITOR 

(MODEL 2530) 

With Its dedicated monitor Input* this model 
combines the edvenleges of a high quality medium 
resolution monitor with the convenience of mmole 

control teletext TV - St sn excellent low price t 

fm§ m-rad wren 
✓ SC ART InpuVOutfUi Cmwto 
✓ Audb/CofrposA* V0» input 
✓ FAST1XT 
✓ 60 TV toner presets G ONLY £269 

price includes VAT, 
delivery & cable 

AMIGA 
ACCESSORIES 

Philips CMS833 colour monitor inc. cable.£249,00 
Vidi-Armga video digitiser package.£95.00 
Vdi-Ohrome colour accessory for above ..£ 16,00 
VkJi RGB splitter accessory unit for VIDI £59 95 
MiniGEN Genlock Adapter„.............. £95.00 
KCS Power Board PC emulator package .£269 00 
5V External Floppy Drive 40/00 track 

switchable (360/720K) with Lh rough port... £99 00 
Naksha Mouse Package (also compatible 

with Alan ST and Amstrad PC)..£2695 
TmeMouse superb quality replacement mouse. 

excellent value for money £17,95 
Ktakatan 1.3 Upgrade pack ....... £29 95 
Amiga Replacement Power Supply Unit 

(Genuine Commodore Amiga Type).£39.95 
Amiga A500 Dust Cover.£ A.95 

COMMODORE A590 
HARD DRIVE 

Good quality Commodore Hard Disk unit, including its 
own PSU and built-in cooling fan. Features sockets lor 
up to 2Mb of ombaard FASTRAM expansion (see 
below). 00ms Access time, with up to 2,4Mb/sec 
transfer rate. Autoboots when used with Kickstan 1.3, 

A590 Hard Drive (20Mb) ..E209 00 
4QMB A59Q Herd Drive 
Specially upgraded model lor only £409.00 

A59Q RAM UPGRADES 
Upgrade kit comprising ol D RAM FASTRAM ICs, We will 
ft) the upgrade free of charge when bought with an A590 
A59C 512K RAM Upgrade ktf ... £31.95 
A59D 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit „.£59.95 
A590 2Mb RAM Upgrade kit  .E99.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY SCANNER 
WITH TOUCH-UP PACKAGE 

Top value package including a nigh Quality 100-400 dpi scanner 
with dll her options. Scanner includes viewing window with 
back light, plus a slart control button, for accurate scanning 
every time. Scans either line ah (mono) or one of three 
greyscale options., al 100/200 / 300/40G dpi The package 
include* the amazingly powerful, feature-packed TOUCH UP’ 
graphics program which drives the scanner directly as one of 
US many fatalities. Includes many Image enhancement tools- 

ONLY £14SM)0~ and delhrery j 

PRINTERS 
Prices include VAT. delivery and cable 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER ■ 
ALL STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 12 

MONTHS ON-SITE MAINTENANCE ! 
Star LCl 0 iop-selling a pm printer.... Cl 59 00 
Star LC10 Mk II Improved speed 180/44cps . ... £199 00 
Star LC2O0 replaces LC10 colour, lealuras bottom 

teed option and pushf puli tractor, iflOM5cps .... £209.00 
Star LC24-TO 24 pin excellent value... £209 00 
star LC24-200 improved version at LG24-10 200/Q7cp« 

boltom feed option and push/puli tractors ... £249 00 
star LC24 2O0 Colour version of above LC24-200 . £289 OO 
Star FH-1C 9pm 3QQ/7Gcps 16 NLO torus..... £389 DO 
Star FFMS as FtMO, wide carnage.... £429 00 
Star KB24 1 0 24pin; 4 SLQ. 25 LO torus .... £429 00 
Star LCl 5 wide carriage vers ol LClO.. £299 00 
Star LC24-15 wide carriage vers ol LQ24-10 £389 00 
Star Laaerprinlar 8. 5ppm/300dpi ... £1329 00 
Dkvetli UMiOOS 9pm printer 200/30cps 

prtca includes 1 year on sue warranty ' £129 95 
Oiveta cm Sheet feeder tor DMiOOS .    £7® 95 
Olvetu PG-3O0 Laser. 512K HAM. HP compatible. £978 35 
Otvenl PG-306 as above, with PostScript fitted . £1749 00 
Epson LX400 budget toe —....... £i£9 00 
Epson LQ5SO 10* 24ptn _____*.. £349 00 
Epson L0400 2*pi n pnmer ....... £229 00 
Panasonic KXPiiao multi-feature 9 pin .£179 00 
Panasonic KXF1124 24pin primer--     £259 00 
Panasonic KXP1624 24pm wide carr pnmer .. £399 00 
NEC P2+ 192/&4cpe multifont 24 pin printer ............. £239.00 
Hewlett Packard Deakjei 500 - includes 3 years 

'Return to Hewlett Packard warranty.. £469 00 
Hewieit Packard Lasegel m superior 300dpi laser £1595 00 



AMIGA SOFTWARE 
WORDPROCESSING 

^rotext Version 5 .... £1it 95 
<m d Words Vf*pn 2_£39 95 

ACCOUNTING 
Digits Home Accounts ... .£18 95 
D gita Cashbook Controller .—. £39 95 
digits Final Accounts .....>. £23 95 
>gita Cashbook Combo ____ _£55.95 
30A Cash .£62 95 
SBA Extra ............... £89 95 
SBA Plus .... £179 00 

GRAPHICS 
deluxe Paini 3 „....... £59.95 
Deluxe Video 3 ... .£59 95 

MUSIC 
Dr T Tiger Cub.. £84.95 
UusiC-X £110.00 

PROGRAMMING 
AMOS Game Creator.£37,50 
AMOS Sprues ..... EH 95 
HiSoh Lattice C1 ....... £179,00 
GFA BASIC Version 3 ..... £39.95 
3FA BASIC Compifer..... £34.95 

Devpac 2 .. .. £44.95 

GAMES AND SIMULATIONS 
Battle Squadron ...- £16.95 
Damocles ..     £18.95 
Emlyn Hughes ..   £18.95 
F-19 Stealth Fighter ......£22,50 
F ZB Retaliate £18,95 
Kick Oft 2........£18.95 
Sideshow .......... £14/95 
Treasure Trap .      £16.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Super-Plan Spreadsheet ....£74,95 
Superbase Personal Version 2 .. £69,00 
Digita DG-Caic . . . £31 95 

3V2" external drives 

Superb low price! 

e Very quiet 
# Slimline design 
# Cooling Vents 
# Sleek, high quality metal casing 
# Suits any Amiga 
# Quality Citizen drive mechanism 
# On / Off switch on rear of drive 
# Full 880K Formatted capacity 
# Throughport connector 
# Long reach connection cable 

5.25" External 40/80 Track Drive also available, only £99.00 

including VAT 
and delivery 

Evesham nicros’ Amiga Accessories 
REPLACEMENT 

A500 P.S.U. 

Genuine CBM 
Amiga A500 type 

replacement 
power supply unit. 

Good quality 

switch mode type. 
Super low price! 

ONLY £39.95 

MIDI 
INTERFACE 

GET CONNECTED ! 
Our new fully compatible. high quality 
MIDI interface connects directly with the 
Amiga serial port and provides IN. OUT 
and THRU ports for good flexibility. 
Features LED Indicators on each port to 
assist ease of use and also tot diagnostic 
purposes. Superb compact design. 

ONLY £19.95 

twin ergonomic stereo speakers, amplified 

HEAR THAT 
STEREO! 

yam# Amiga product* 
•xwibnt quality hMI 
ai*wi fecund IP nkov «jPW* WM* Cl I p# J 

vgund reproduction Mr 
tha hilt with itila twin 
■paafcf ayhtwn f Uaaa 
• apadatty daalgnad 
■mpttftnr with voivm* 
oomn4. to obtain iha 

ONLY £34.95 

KRAFT TRACKBALL 
EFFICIENT MOUSE OPERATION 

IMPROVED GAME PLA Y! 
Vary high quafety trackball, 
df*aiy compatrb* 10 any * 
Acnga. ST or CBWT64. plus 
many ollws Operates from 4ft 
the mouse or joystick port. j 
and features selectable drag ^ f mr 
control i autofire button tor * 
versatilely and better acbon. 
Left or nght hand use with 
total one handed control. 
Top quality construction and 
opto-mechanical design. 
defevering high speed and 
accuracy every time No 
driver software required 1 

ONLY £44.95 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this is the smoothest, 
most responsive and accurate replacement 

mouse you 
can buy for 
the Amiga. 
Excellent 

\ design, 
incredible 

low price I 

ONLY £17.95 

STEREO SOUND 
SAMPLER 

S-S-SAMPLE THIS! 
Ottering ftJ compotbaty wifti earnest or»y Amiga 
audio (Jgmser software, ou Sound Sampler features 
excetent circurtry. ytekftng professional results The 
main A /D converter gfvet a digrttyng resolution of up 
to SO KHz. with a foil stew rale, Two phono sockets ore 
prcMOed for stereo ine input, plus an option for 
microphone. Adjustabe 0a*n n ochteved with butt-n 
control knob Complete with pubic domain dak 
containing sound *amp*ng qppheahon*/rjtirt^ 

ONLY £29.95 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 

f 63 Bridge Street X 
Evesham 

Wares WRIT 4SF 
ST 0386 -765 180 

5 GUsson Road 
Cambridge CUT 2HA 

Tt 0223 323898 
lax: 0223 322603 

Opfrn Mon ■ Sal. 9 30 5 00 
Specialist E&ucatton 

\?i>2 Perihore RoacT 
Cotterldge 

Birmingham B30 3&H 
IT 021 '450 4564 
fa* 021-433 3025 

^Op*n Mon - Sai. s.oo • 5-30^ 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY 
Same day despatch whenever possible. Express Courier delivery £5 00 extra. 

■MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 

Unit 9 St Richards Rd, Evesham, Worcs WR11 6XJ 
Call us now on ©0386*765500 
B ferte 6, Open Mon Sal. 9 00-5 30 Fax jM'*5354 
Technical suppon (0D«n Mon -Fri, 9 30 -5 30’ :3jS€-4£303 

_ 

r 
Send an Order with Ouqu*. Poual 

Order pr ACCESSfVlSA emrd del*It 
AHo* TO dayi penongJ rftdfw rtM/wr 

i * FIX' omen 
Sy 12 Momhi Wamnty 
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with professional people [perhaps 
used to Windows on a PC) who want 
to get down to the job. 

What it loses on the curves. 
Prowrite makes up for on the straight 
with a powerful thesaurus. In terms of 
speed, although fast for what it does, 
Prowrife appears slightly slower than 
Pen Pal - until graphics are used. 
Graphics import is less powerful than 
in Pen Pal and it lacks the facility to 
flow text around pictures, let alone to 
contour it, Text can be forced to flow 
around windows with little effort but 
this should have been made an 
automatic option. 

Prownte also offers features such 
as automatic columnation. This 
makes it ideal for producing news¬ 
letters and reports. The multipie line 
headers and footers are easily 
reached - kept separate from the 
document to aid editing. However, it 
lacks any form of fulkpage preview 
feature, which seems an oversight. 
This sort of overview is essential 
when producing a document with 
complex layouts and a variety of 
styles, to ensure the whole thing gels 
together before committing it to print, 

Cavils aside, Prownfe stands up 
well in the face of some stiff competi¬ 
tion and it's hard to choose between it 
and Pen Pal since each has Its virtues 
and vices. If fancy layouts or a buift-in 
database are prerequisites then Pen 
Pal would have to be first choice, 
always remembering that Prowrite 
has the extra benefit of a thesaurus 
and on average tends to be faster, fl 

Suppliers: 
The author wlihtt to 

thank the following for 

their support: 

Pretext v4 Bt v5 

Arnor (0733} 68909 

WordPerfect, Pen Pal, 

Office Write, Platinum 

Work*, Prowrlte, 

KindWorde, 

H6 Marketing 

(0753} 686000 

meaning of one of the words in the presiding text* However, \\ seems 
Hauberk overlooked something, readers also fall to grasp a concept or idea 
bodes ihan failed to eomrpehend the meaning of the concepts that gave rise 
to it. Nowhere Is this more true than in specialist subjects like computing. 

SCRIBBLE 2 
L Ron Hovered made an interacting observant in part of his intrinsically to 
his study of Plane. In escaping what Hovered says is this: readers fail to 
grasp the meaning of what is rhythm because the failed to understand the 
meaning of one of the words in the precautions text. However, it seems 
Hovered overlooked smitten, readers also fail to grasp a conceived or I'd 
bases thai failed to comrades the meaning of the concepts that gave rug to 
it. Nowhere Is this more tray than in specialist subbing like computes, 

PRO WRITE 
L. Ron Hubba made an inserting observashun in part of his introduction to 
his study of Dieticians. In essence what Hubba says is this: readers fail to 
grasp the meninges of what is rite because the tailed to understand the 
meninges of one of the words In the proceeding text* However, It seems 
Hubba overdue something, readers aiso fail to grasp a concepts or Idea bea¬ 
cons thy failed to comprehend the meninges of the concepts that gave ryes 
to it. Nowhere is this more true than in speshullst subjects like computing. 

OFfiCE WRITE 
L* Ron Hubbard made an interesting observation In pari of his introduction 
to his study of Diabetics. In essence what Hubbard says is this: readers fall 
to grasp the meaning of whs! is Fitter because the failed to understand the 
meaning of one of the words in the preceding text. However* It seems 
Hubbard overlooked something, readers also fail to grasp a concept or Ida 
backs thal (ailed to comprehend the meaning o( the concepts that gave rise 
to it. Nowhere is this more tau than in specialist subjects like computing. 

PEN PAL 
At. Iron Hubbub made an interesting observation in part of his Introduction 
to his study of Diabetics. In essence what Hubbub says is this: readers fail 
to grasp the meaning of what is rotten because the failed to understand the 
meaning of one of the words In the reseeding text* However, It seems 
Hubbub overly something, readers also fail to grasp a concept or ids bec- 
querel hay failed to comprehend the meaning of the concepts that gave rase 
to it. Nowhere is this more tau than in spew subjects like computing* 

WORDPERFECT 
L Rain High board made an interesting observation in part of hi a introduc¬ 
tion to his study of Diabetics* In essence what High board says Is this: read¬ 
ers fall to grasp Ihe meeting of whal is radian because the failed to under¬ 
stand the meeting of one of the words in the preceding text. However, it 
seems Hlghboard overlooked something, readers also fall to grasp a con¬ 
sent or idea bacchus than failed to comprehend Ihe meeting of the concepts 
that gave rise to It. Nowhere is this more true than in specialised subducts 
like computing* 

Package WYSIWYG Graphics Mail Speed RAM Clmns Ease of Display Multi Spelling A% B% 0% D% Thesaurus 
Name Import Merge Rqd use Fonts file Checker (see text) Cross-refs 

Protext 5 Partial N 
Htw version with lot* more feature*! 

Y 3-5 1MB N 45 N Kj 120,000 89 0 6 83 N 

Kmdwords 2 Y 
Very slow - but easy to use 

Y v 1 512K N 72 Y Y 100,000 90 0 13 77 470,000 

WordPerfect Partial 
Feel - not for beginner* 

N Y 5 512K Y 30 N Y 115,000 85 0 25 60 Big! , 

Pen Pal Y 
Built-in database! 

Y Y as 1MB N 88 Y Y 100,000 84 19 6 59 N 

Office Write Partial 
fait, simple and cheap 

N Y 5 512K N 91 Y Y 90,000 92 13 25 54 N 

Protext 4 Partial 
Hard to use - but powerful 

N Y 4-5 512K N 35 N Y 70.000 85 19 19 47 N 

Prowrite Y 
Friendly and powerful 

Y Y Y 

QQ 

■“# Y 74 Y Y 100,000 Si 13 25 43 300,000 

Scribble 2 Partial 
Good enough for simple jobs 

N Y 3 512K N 75 N Y ? 78 13 31 34 N 

Microword Preview N Y 3 512K N 64 N N NA NA NA NA NA N 

Notes: 
Ease of use: Marks out of 100 for how much time it takes to get into a system without reading the manual first. This includes file selectors, cut¬ 
ting and pasting, foot selection and so on. 
Speed: 5=Quick like a snake: 0=S1ow like molasses in January 
RAM: Word publishers usually work better with more RAM. Protext 4 requires 1MB for full features. 
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PSYGNOSIS 
FREEPOST 
LIVERPOOL L3 3AB 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: 051-709 5755 

YtSA 

ARMOUR-GEDDON 
Post-Holocaust: A power crazed entity desires control of earth. They develop 
an energy beam and intend to bounce it off a custom-built satellite back to 
earth , All unprotected life will be wiped out. 

You select and control up to six diverse hi-tech vehicles at once in a race against 
time to seek and destroy enemy power lines and eventually knock out their 
beam generator. 

Build up your arsenal by collecting enemy resources to help develop and create 
your own new weapon systems. 

Featuring a sophisticated head-to-head serial link enabling ’being-there’ 
realism between two players. 

Armour- Geddon: Strategy and simulation synthesized to perfection. 

Screen Shots from the Amiga version. 

pi if ip. 
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TRILOGIC Dept. A.R, Unit 1, 253 New Wbrks Road, Bradford, BDL2 OQP Jet 0274 691115 Fa* 0274 600150 

STEREO SAMPLER MK II- MINIAMP 4 STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM 
THE BEST SOUNDING 
SAMPLER YOU 
CAN BUY! 

OUR MINI Hlfl 
SYSTEMS ARE 
IDEAL FOR YOUR 
AMIGA ATARI STEf 
ARCHIMEDES & 
PERSONAL 
STEREOS ETC. 

t SUPERB LOW DISTORTION STEREO SOUND 

• NEW IMPROVED BRIDGE DESIGN STEREO AMPLIFIER 
• MORE POWER - NOW APPROX S WATTS PER CHANNEL 
• 2 PIN Din SPEYER SOCKETS 

SUITABLE FOR MOST HIH SPEAKERS? 

• COMPACT QUALITY TWIN CONE SPEAKER UNT5 WITH 6 LEADS 

• MAINS KWR PACK - DGESN7 USE ANT COMPUTER POWER j 

• SIMPLE TO CONNECT - JUST PLUG IN I SWITCH ON A 

• PLEASE STATE COMPUTER WHEN ORDERING M 

• FREE MAINS POWER UNIT WORTH £5,99 ^ 

WHICH OTHERS HAVE A 
PRINTER THROUGH PORT? 

£44 99 □ 
£29.99 □ 

MINIAMP 4 COMPLETE.. 

MINIAMP 4 LESS SPEAKERS 

48 PAGE AMIGA 
SUPERMARKET 

CATALOGUE 
stereo 
sampler mk i 

introductory 
PRICE £39 94 

SAVE £5.00rwdP □ 

SAMPLER* NJ0N3MASFERill 
spcciaicm* r-, 

SMC £24 99 U 

WRITE OR PHONE 
FOR YOUR COPY NOW' 

LISTS VIRTUALLY 

EVERYTHING YOU COULD 

WANT FOR YOUR AMIGA 

INCLUDING ■ 
W • MONITORS! PRINTERS 

• DISK DRIVES A 

b * DUST COVERS ^ 

iUTUWJlCP*ifTH —e 
lOARIOft ...... [U« U 
0**4** MONO SUMMER 
n HHi Mutt x- Qi*r £27 44 Q 

• USES LATEST STATE OF THE ART AD CHIP 
• VERY SHORT CONVERSION TIME< IuSK 
• VfRY HIGH SAMPLE RATES >5GQKH? 

i Amiga A software cteperKtenti 
^ * SUPERB QUALITY ESPECIALLY 

WITH CO AUDIO 
• EASILY ADJUSTED INPUT 

LEVEL CONTROL 
Bj*. :nc scfwrtnwr 

i required 

m 

• PRINTER THROUGH PORT - A MAJOR 
INNOVATION* 

# CONNECTS TO PARALLEL PORT ONLY 
• COMPATIBLE WITH MOST SAMPLER 

SOFTWARE mk Atrfemister I & II. Ptrletf 
Sound. Future Sound. Profound Quasar 
Sound etc tic 

* FREE PD DISK £ CONNECT ING LEAD 

* this NAjGB iNMfflrtTiO#* WANS that the 
SMAFlElt CAN BE LEFT COhnECTEO At ALL 
T'HE S E Vf Ml WHf PI NOT iN USE *iur 
^ ■>"*? *«3 n cennKUd to l*>< wmpUr -oa our 
» if JkjtD»t*f< HftvfllR *ojlpto» r*™ 

f&t w r ic *""+ pm ** Bf^tr 
ar*#e V**iM oPw* to ^1"# ****** 
•*<■! bf 

TRILOGIC 
T 

iSCNTFHEE WTH 
EVERY ORDER; 

NAKSHA MOUSE 
• HJUVCOUflUlfiLf 
• VERY RE LIABLE 
*F1EE MOUSE IWT 
• mi MOUSE HOLDER 

AMIGA 
TRACKERBALL 
YOU'LL NEVER USE 
A MOUSE AGAIN! 

• PRECISE CURSOR CONTROl 
• EFFORTLESS FINGER TIP 

OPERATION 
• RAPID POINT TO POINT 

MOVEMENT 

• QUALITY ENGINEERING - 

DEVELOPED FROM 

AEROSPACE VERSIONS 
• POSITIVE ACTION PUSH 

BUTTONS 
• JUST PLUGS IN 

- NO 
SOFTWARE 
NEEDED 

£54.99 □ 

AMIGA TV & MONITOR LEADS 
Ai recommended bfr Commodore A Sony H your 
tv hi** in RGB whet - thrwn away the modulator 
A connect one ot our ♦ids. for a fir superior fwrtuft 
ah our leads give all 4096 cotavs. 4 fM most TWHonin 
including most Sony models The aorta Mad .^Judfld 
a «nf wroo w*n stereo tvs At* erad* awm* | 5<m tong 

add EI 90 per mein? tor >onger made to order **ads 
These leads are suitable lor air Amiga* 

ALL AMIGA TO SCART PLUG.£11 99 Q 
AL2 AMIGA TO 7 8 PIN DIN PLUG FOR 
FERGUSON Mc01McC5 etc £11 99 □ 
AL4 AMIGA TO HITACHI,'GRANADA 
7 PIN DIN PLUG.£11.99 □ 
AL6 AMIGA TO AMSTRAD CPC MONITOR 
6 PIN DIN SOCKET.£10990 
ALII AMIGA TO MULTISYNC MONITOR 
9 PIN D PLUG.£10.99 Q 
AL13 AMIGA TO MULTISYNC 15W 
HDD SOCKET. £12 99 0 
MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD - 
reduces modulator overhang. £9.99 D 

AMIGA A500/2000/3000 
PRINTER & MODEM CABLES 

AM PI PARALLEL 1.5m LONG £7 99 □ 
AMP2 PARALLEL 3m LONG £9 99 □ 
ML1 AMIGA TO 2SW MODEM 
LEAD..£10 99, 

ViMEG UPGRADI 
£34 .99 □ 
(Without dock 

i battery) 

MOUSE 
JOYSTICK 

SWITCH 

i CLOCK g BATTERY 

• QNOFf SWITCH 

• USES LOW PCWER 
CMOS DRAMS 

• EASY TO FIT 

• ALL CHIPS 

SOCKETED 

(With dKK 
ibdttery)wo99 □ 

MIDI 
INTERFACE 

WO 2 

# CONNECTS. 
INPLACFOf 
MOUSE IOR JOYSTICK i 

* FEATURES TWO 
SOCKETS WITH push 

h flufrow SELECTION 
OF MOUSE Ofi 
JOYSTICK 

t* SWITCH CAM BE OPERATED A1 ANv TIME 
V SUItABlI f Oft USE WITH MOST OOMitES 

L * DOES NOT USE AJfnr POw*ft 
. • REDUCES WEAW 4 T£Atf ON 

COMPUTE P«7TS 

t * MARES ACCESS EAStEf? 
» SUITABLE Fff» AMIGA ST ETC 

EXTERNAL 
3.5" DISK 
DRIVE 

* PLUGS MOW saw SOCKET OF 
lOUfiTYOfiWONiTQR 

* DUAL SCART SOCKETS W TWO 
OOKPUTERS OR 

lOMPUTEP-rtROP 
* COMPUTER + SATELLITE RECEIVER EtC 
* PUSH BUTTON SWITCH SELECTS INPUT l 

Oft INPUT ? 
* NO AfiWTlONAL LEAK REQUIRED - 

WJREXISTMiG.SCWr LEADS Jtfil 
, PLUG INTO THE SHAMR 

»«* FORMATTED • ONTOFFSWTICH 
UCG jNFORMATTED i SLJMLINE CffiE 

• W • LOW POWER CQNSLflYIFnON 
pop ccweroN • exmuely quo operation 

OF ADCroa^ DRIVES • VEW RELIABLE MECHANISM 

ALSO AVAILABLE CUMANA CAX354 £84 99 0 

OTEC AMIGA 5L4- DRIVE £99.99 □ 

' INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DfttyE ptmon type onlyj £79.99 Q 

£14 99 □ 
NO MORE 

UNPLUGGING 
THE 

MOUSE 

MONITOR 
MSHARER 

£15,99 □ 
GIVES YOUR TVor 

MONITOR TWO 
SCART INPUTS 

■ 

*it»*SOQtFt tFULiTOnDESDUCD 

*; »^ecu[>scar a if* 
* *: :. ' • cwaai arhiu, men m 
*2 amsuHf gur^JOCRFSHJA 

130-KWk tTMS * 'SOWiSiU WTHHUSKUYH 

Lw-mwivtimift f^row>tkkoti(jc£3 9 G <ioo>riMi>watofc 

SIMPLER VERSION WTH 3 EACH ^ i—i 

OF WX IN. OUT | THRU SOCKE T5 ON LY £29.99 □ 



hSOO SCREEN GEMS AMIGA A500 SCREEN GEMS 

• AbOO«ITH13W° 
DRIVE 

• MOUSE 

iMffiiS.OBLES 

^WCHTOTHE FUTURE" 

• KMGHTBREEO 

• DELUXE PAINT « 

PLUS - Un,aue t0 . 

Sfey 
ItVFi F*"®*«J» 
hfil lim* ^'^,/tour Amiga 
1tom l 
tot^Wjrtmas. ot^er toW* 

TRILOGIC 

„£SS5«i«»*a 
* i4trniu?A RES 4lrnrr DCfT PL 

s&st 

• 2WSS3&-**2 
coSS««E“S.*S 
Lterq^dhire^iw 

W£J£J 
TRILOGIC 

V-7 > UIHflW c 
-.TfflKTtRCOUEOg? 

PACK 1 PLUS 
PHILIPS CMS833 COLOUR MONITOR 

• 14" SCREEN 
• MEDIUM RESOLUTION 
• OVER 4096COLOURS 
• RGB 4 VIDEO INPUTS 
• TWIN STEREO SPEAKERS 
• STEREO HEADPHONE SOCKET 
• GREEN SCREEN SWITCH 
• CONNECTING LEAD 

£599.99 Q 

"wiit»»S“ra55» 
£524.99... Hn*Me*p2f° 
—ten QQ 1 

gems 

ftUSWJrn"*® £574.99 O^L 
A500 SCREEN GEMS AMIGA 

PACK 1 PU/S 
CTA D i 

CM8833 MONITOR ftjfflj.; 

AMIGA A500 SCREEN GEMS 

PACK 1 PWS CM8833 MONITOR 

AAAjI Art ,-, + STARL£ 

rnvrv i i 
STAR LC10 
PRINTER 4 
CABLE - 

+ STAR LCW 
COLOUR 
PRINTER 

t 3immwI H 

Sswwo systems M.^n 

for plinth i g-jjy 
TOR PLINTH 2 wrwu 

!« s,«l BtFFjtfFil^ th*A(jrtK dn« 
* a cut out lor »«*“ k Slleniicn 

^3?~ss& 

"gl Mfg| 

HOW TO ORDER 
► ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

CARRIAGE Qttieis under £15 00 add 75p postage 
Orders over £ IS 00 are post paid 
Optional Express delivery add £ 1 99 tor orders under 
£35 00. £3 50 tor orders between £36 & 1139 or E600 
1pr orders over £139 (Usually next working day UK 
mainland only, excluding Scottish Highlands) 

► FREE NEXT DAT DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £750 00 

EXPORTS a speciality add £1 99 tor surface mail or 
£ 3 99 tor airmail (Computers, monitors & printers & 
phone for carnage charges) 

TO ORDER SY WAIL - PROMPT DESPATCH * 
Please trek bon next to the items you wish to order, till in 
your name, address & postcode & send with your 
paymeni py Cheque, PCs (payable lo TRILOGIC) or 
c-card number to the address opposite 

TO ORDER BY PHONE OR FAX - PROMPT DESPATCH 
Simply quote your ctard details, name 8 address A your 
order 8 leave ihe rest to us Ybu are not charged until 
(he goods are despatched 

with free lead 

STAR LC10 £159.99 □ 
9 tun ti«d 4f&n1s 144cp$ draft 36cps NlQ, 
condensed double 4 quadruple sias 2400p- 
graphics single sheets or continuous paper 
ticeiienT print quality & uses TO* cost ribbons 

STAR LC10 COLOUR £209 99 □ 
Same spec as LClO Dus uses 4 to«our ribbon tor 
suor b CDk3ur teti l graphics 

STAR 1X24-10 £239,99 □ 
24p*n n«io & 6 res-dent toots give amajing duality 
prat * upto 3600P grapn ts 
CITIZEN 1200+ £144.990 
Good budget 9 pm prm^r 12Qtps artf & Z4cp 
NLO ’ l Wl & 4pr,r.T S-ng* Sh«t5 0» 
continuous pace* La* cost ribbons 

SWfT 24 COLOUR £344 990 
Excellent v+ cmt24c+* Co*owr dr nfc* 160css 3*3* 
i 50cps Niq deto 36000 **i* 
sheets A continuous gaper 2r mmw*y _ 

PRINTER EXIST COVERS £5.»□ 

PLEASE STATE PRINTER 

EXTRA SAVINGS FOR AMIGA BUYERS | 
Buying an Amiga from us entitles you to extra savings Off our 

normal mail-order pnees on popular items as shown below | 

RAM CHIP PACKS FOB THE AMQ AWUtf&LE « SOCIAL PBlCES i 

\A590 20Mef HARD DfttVE C3G9 99SAVE £10.00 □ 
^EXTERNAL 3 5 DISK DRIVE £54 99SAVE £5 00 D| 

QTEC5 i" EXTERNAL DRIVE £94 99SAVE £5 00 □ 
1 ;MEG UPGRADE with dock £ battery £29 99SAVE £10.00 □) 

1 :MEG UPGRADE without dock i battery E24 99 SAVE E10.00 □ , 
MARCONI MARCUS TRACKERBALL E49 99 SAVE £5.00 □ I 
PACE LINNET MODEMS CABLE E14499SAVE £10.00 □, 
DIGIVIEW GOLD C109 99 SAVE £10 00 

I MINIAMP 4 STEREO STSTEM £39.99 SAVE E5.00 Oj 

We a re renowned tof ou r fast 8 efficient mail orde r se rv ice, but so t h a t you c an 
have total confidence in purchasing from us, we promise that - 
Should any computer, porter or monitor prove defective within 30 days of 
purchase, il will be collected 8 exchanged lor a new one (providing warranty 
seals are intact). 
Thereafter, all repairs will be carried out free of charge under the terms of the 
manufacturers warranty. 
All other faulty items should be returned & will be repaired or replaced free 
of charge by return of post 

CALLERS WELCOME 
Carters are welcome - but please 

I phor>e to thee* avaliability 

ENQUIRIES 0274-678062 Eai line 0274 600150 

Please supply the items tickea — tota ng flii If_ILjC _ 

DELIVERY CHARGE IF REQUIRED 

I ENCLOSE TOTAL PAYMENT OF _ 

TRILOGIC, Dept A R. 
Unit l, 253 New Works Road, 

Bradford, BD12 0QP 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 
Prces subtea ia change wfheut naKf 
but cortecf a( tit going to pt«i [ 4Q£ 

Or please debit my Access or Visa card. 

AccesS’Visa no I_i 1 1 . I.. j- 1 J 
NAMF ___ 
ADDRESS ______ 

/□HZD/I 

Signed. 

POSTCODE 

PNB For c,card <xd*HL name A address given above must be the cardholder s 

Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance or add £5 00 for express clearance 



CREATE A COURSE AND PLAY-THE SAME DAY 

miinwgMB 
d that “Like me, I thin 

this simulation 
complete golf e 
sculpting lands 
magnificent fini 
- this is truly go 
the ground up." 

With a design based on the system Nicklaus uses to create 
courses, players can now have unlimited golfing fun by not 
only playing some of the greatest existing golf courses 
in the world but also by teeing off on self created 
architectural masterpieces. 

SPECIAL FEATURES • Create unlimited courses, save 
them or pass them onto friends. • Instant and “Reverse Angle' shot 

replay. # Flying divots and 
spraying sand. • Build hills, 
add valleys, move mountains. • Impressive fast drawing 
speed. • Supports all Jack 
Nicklaus' Course Disks. 

ACCESSORY DISKS 
• Jack Nicklaus Championship Courses 

IBM PC - £11.95, Amiga - £11.99, 
C64 Disk - £8.95 

Jack Nicklaus International Courses 
IBM PC - £11.99, Amiga - £11 >99, 

G64 Disk - £8,99 
• Jack Nicklaus 1990 Championship Courses 

IBM PC - £11.99 Other formats to follow. 

Accolade Europe Ltd., The Lombard Business Centre, 
50 Lombard Road, London $W11 3SU, Tel: 071 -7381391. 

*■*!§£$. 
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Su., Have you ever used a program which can display IFF picture 
files, such as CL/mate, just to check whether a disk actually 
contains any pictures? Have you used your sequencer just to 

see whether a disk has any MIDI files on it? If you have then you''ll know, 
that if there are a lot of files on the disk it can take longer than forever 

The solution? Automate the whole process. And that, by way of an 
Introduction, is exactly what the Search utility does, G*er only a disk 
drive name it will search every directory on the disk m that drive and look 
at every file present. At the end of the day it identfes a number of useful 
file types and gives you their full paths and filenames. 

Search is a Cll utility and rfs dead easy to use "0 search a disk in 
drive DFO; you'd just open a CLI and type 

SEARCH DFO: 
After a short delay (which depends on how many files are on the disk) 
back will come the required info. You'll find crer usage details in Disk 
Extra on Page 99, but if you want to know about how Search was written 
and how it works, then keep reading_ 

need these ftefds^and you certainty should not interfere with them. There 
are two fields which you may find occasional use for.,, these are the 
fi_Key field, which is the location on disk of the directory or file header 
block, and the fl_Acce$$ field, which shows whether the lock is for a 
'shared read' or 'exclusive write'. 

The AmigaDOS routine which initializes such structures for you is 
called Lock() and has the following format: 

Iock_pointer - locMname, mode) 
The first parameter, 'name', is a normal C string pointer, ie the start 
address of a null terminated string, The second parameter, 'mode' can 
take one of two values ACCESS_READ or ACCESS_WRITE, The values 
for these items are defined in the dos.h header file with SHARED_LOCK 
and EXCLUS1VE_L0CK being defined as acceptable synonyms. 

The LockO function will return either a valid pointer to a FileLock 
structure, or it will return a zero indicating failure. If, as an example, you 
want to get a shared read lock on the root directory of DFl: you could 
use LockO like this... 

AmigaDOS Fundamentals 
The bulk of the program uses AmigaDOS functions to look a* directories 

and files: So, before we can talk about the program, there s seme prelim¬ 
inary explaining to do. The AmigaDOS resident library consists of a small 

core of routines which simplify the interface between a progra- ar: the 

Amiga's disk filing system. In short, its simply not possible to *r Te rou¬ 

tines which search AmigaDOS directories or file structures unless these 

disk access functions are understood. 

Locks and Lock() 
You'll come across the term 'Lock' quite often in the AmigaDOS rtera- 
ture. Ifs a data structure used by AmigaDOS and, if you look n re 
ldosextens.hF header file, you'll see this particular definition: 

struct FileLock ( 

BFTft fl_Link,- /* A bcpl pointer to next lock * 

LONG fl_JCeyi disk block number */ 

LONG fl„Access; /* exclusive or shared V 

struct MsgFort *fl_Task?/* Handler task's port */ 

BFtH fl_Volume; /* A bcpl pointer to device list * 

b 

You don't need to know much about these structures in order to use 

them but, for hie curious, here's a brief run-down. 

For starters, JfL_Link\ fl.Task and flj/olume contain information 
which is really only of interest to AmigaDOS itself - you're unlikely to 

RootDirLock -= Lock !“DFl:* * ACCESS_HEAD); 

The zero failure convention is convenient because it allows us to use 
implicit conditional testing. This means that instead of having to write 
this type of code..* 

- - DirLock - Lock ('DFl: * j ACCES5_READ) ; 

if iROOCDirLock! -NULL) 

actions to be performed? } 

we can use the more concise implicit test form... 

:f tPOctDirLock = Lock {'DFl:'tACCES5_READ)} 

actions to be performed; ) 

in both cases the call to LockO, if successful, results in RootDirLock coev 
tammg a pointer to the appropriate FileLock structure. Once such a 
Fiielock pointer is available there are two routines, Examined and 
ExNextO, which enable detailed information to be obtained about the 
directories and files present in this part of the file or directory structure. 

Examine)) 
This routine uses your lock pointer to complete a 'El elnfo Block’ struc¬ 
ture Tne FilelnfoBlock structure is defined in the dos.h header file and, 
because it hoids some very useful information, is worthy of special atten¬ 
tion: Firstly Jefs look at the layout,., 
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AMIGA ATARI & PC SOFTWARE 

The Tipster 
This HORSE RACING software was used lo select 
the 100/ 1 NORTONS COIN outsider in this years 

GOLD CUP. Data for this program requires the 
RACING POST. An INTERNATIONAL version is 

available for AMIGA & ATARI computers using the 
DAILY MIRROR for data on UK races. 

m £29.95 

The punter 
Let your computer WIN THE POOLS for you with 
our latest software. We have used the same sums 
that the TIPSTER proves can beat the odds to give 

you a heller chance with on anv pools coupon. The 
AUSTRALIAN version is included on the disk 

which also contains the LATEST ENGLISH 
leagues. 

£29.95 H 
* * * SPECIAL OFFER * * * 

Save £5.00 if vou buv both THE TIPSTER and 
THE PUNTER at the same time. 

TAM Marketing 

7 GD UNITS 
Marsh Barton Trading Estate 
Exeter. Devon 
Telephone: (0392) 2154S5 

LIVE IN LEEDS? 
LET'S GET SERIOUS! 

Why not visit Leeds’ no.l 
Amiga Dealer? 

We specialise in DTP. MIDI. GRAPHICS, and BUSINESS 
applications and always have in stock a great choice of 
serious software plus, of course, the full range of Amiga 

computers and related hardware All on demo, so you can 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY And if you want competitive prices, 

we've got them too... 

C0TV.....CALL US FOR THE LATEST NEWS? 
A 500 Screen Gems..................£369 
A 500 Screen Gems 1 Meg..£415 
Philips 8833 Monitors  ...CALL 
2nd Drive    *,**,**,*.....E 65 
Star LC 10 Mono.......£159 
Star LC 10 Colour.£209 
Star LC 24 ...........£249 
Rendale 8802 ..........£189 
Mini Gens.______________£105 

All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice 
PLUS..... for the MIDI MUSICIAN... an exciting range of Yamaha. 

Roland and Cheetah synths, keyboards and four tracks. Why 
hop between computer and music stores when you can get the 

best advice and deals under one roof7 

Miditech 
MIDITECH, THE COLOSSEUM 

COOKRID6E STREET, LEEDS LSS SAW 
"Ace***” 0539 446590 c~~i 

A, Access ft Visa Welcome 

DISKS 
UNBEATABLE PRICES 

n 

BULK DISKS WITH 2 FOR 1 LIFETIME WARRANTY 
3.5" DISKS & BOXES WITH LABELS 

20 x 3.5' MF2DD 135 TPI disks with free storage box.£12.95 
25 x 3.5” MF2DD 135 TPI disks in 40 cap. lockable box.£15.95 
40 x 3.5" MF2DD 135 TPI disks in SO cap. lockable box.£24.95 
75 x 3.5" MF2D0 135 TPI disks in 80 cap. lockable box.£39.95 

5.25" DISKS IN POLY BAG 
WITH SLEEVES AND LABELS 

25 x 5.25" D/S DD 48 TPI disks...£8.95 
25 x 5.25" D/S DD 96 TPI disks..£10.95 

BULK DISKS WITH LABELS 
50 x 3.5" MF2DD 135 TPI disks in box.£24.95 
100 x 3.5" MF2D0 135 TPI disks in box.£46.95 
250 x 3.5" MF2DD 135 TPI disks in box.£96.50 
500 x 3.5" MF2DD 135 TPI disks in box.£175.00 

BRANDED PRODUCT 
Mitsubishi 10 x 3.5" MF2DD 135 TPI disks.£9.95 
Mitsubishi 30 x 3.5* MF2DD 135 TPI disks with 40 cap. box.£28.95 
Mitsubishi 10 x 3.5’ D/S HD disks.£16.50 
Mitsubishi 30 x 3.5" D/S HD disks with 40 cap, box..£47.95 
Goldmaster 10 x 3.5* MF2DD 135 TPI disks.£7.95 
Goldmaster 30 x 3.5" MF2DD 135 TPI disks with 40 cap. box.£22.95 
Goldmaster 10 x 3.5’ D/S HD disks.£12.95 
Goldmaster 30 x 3.5' D/S HD disks with 40 cap. box.£38.50 

HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
10x3.5' D/S HD disks with free storage box... 
20 x 3.5" D/S HD disks with free storage box ..... 
30 x 3.5" D/S HD disks in 40 cap. lockable box.... 
50 x 3.5" D/S HD disks in 80 cap. lockable box. 
25 x 5.25" D/S HD 1.6 meg disks in 50 cap. lockable box 
50 x 5*25" D/S HO 1.6 meg disks in 50 cap. lockable box 

ACCESSORIES 
Deluxe Mouse Mat.,....... 
3*5" Disk Head Cleaner.... 
50 x 3*5" Disk Labels........ 
Mouse Holder_________ 
3.5* stackable 80 cap, disk box..... 

Remember oil disks or* certified 100% error free and ore supplied with lull user sets, plus our omaiittg 2 for 1 Lifetime 

Send or phone your order to: 

Mansfield Computers 
33 Albert Street, Mansfield, Notts NG18 1EA 

Tel: 0623 631202/23043 Fax: 0623 422968 
All prices indude VAT & delivery in UK. 

VISA 

....£12.95 

....£22.95 
,...£34.95 
,...£55.95 
.,..£18.95 
....£28.95 

.£2.95 

.£2.50 
£1.50 
£1.99 
£9.95 

Warranty 



struct FilelnfoBlock { 

LONG fib_Diskfcey; 

LONG fibJ3ir£ftcr/T/pe; /* Type */ 

char fib_FileNaine!l08]; /* Name of the file or directory 

V 

LONG fib^Proteetiom /* Bit mask */ 

LONG fib_En try Type; LONG fib^Siae; /* File size in bytes V 

LONG fib_NumBlocks; /* Nuinber of blocks in file */ 

struct DateStamp fib_Date; /* Date file was last changed V 

char f ibjConitent [1161; /*Cout«neiit associated with file 

*ns 

The "fibJJirEntryType' field enables you to distinguish between a direc¬ 
tory and a file. If fib_DirEntryType<0 then the information relates to a file, 
if fib_DirEntryJype>0 then we have information about a directory. 

Although the filename has a current maxium of 30 characters the 
extra space in the structure may be used by AmigaDOS at a later date - 
so ffs best not to regard the extra space as being available for your own 
use. The fib_Protection field is currently only 'partly implemented' - the 
lower four bits of the mask have been defined for some time and now bit 
4 itself has been designated as an 'archive' bit (cleared whenever a file 
which has been written to is closed, or a directory is updated). 

archive bit bit 4 
reads not allowed if bit 3 is set 
writes not allowed if bit 2 is set 
execution not allowed if bit 1 is set 
deletion not allowed if bit 0 is set 

You dor incidentally, have to be careful when you set up a FilelnfoBlock 
structure because it must be long word aligned. The standard approach 
is to use AllocMemf) to allocate the memory like this: 

£define FILEBLQCKSIZE = <LONG)tsizeof{struct FilelnfoBlock)) 

info_block_p = (struct FilelnfoBlock *) 

AllocMem(FILEBLOCKS1ZE,MEMF_ PUBLIC); 

£ define errqr_delete_protected 222 

Cdefine ERROFwWRITE_PROTECTED 223 

Edefine ERROR_READ_FROTECTED 224 

£ define ERRORJCrr__A_DOS_DI SK 225 

£ define ERRQR_NQ_PI £K 226 

Edefine ERROR^,J»RE_ENTRIES 232 

When we get a 'lock' on a particular directory we effectively obtain 
access to a particular 'node' of the selected file/directory tree. Examined 
and ExNextO provides us with the means of identifying the components 
of that node, ie of identifying both the files present and any further direc¬ 
tories present. 

To illustrate the type of code you would use to search such a 'node' 
lrve written a short CLI-based program which obtains a shared read lock 
on a directory, allocates the necessary FilelnfoBlock memory, and then 
use Examined and ExNextO to step through the entries that are present, 
It uses the fib_DirEntryType to decide if an entry is a file or a directory. 

Locks must be always removed before a program terminates other¬ 
wise AmigaDOS will never realise you've finished with the file. The routine 
which does this is called UnLocM) - it's an easy routine to use as you'll 
see from the program. 

Tha Search Program 
The code for Search splits nicely into four parts. Firstly comes the sec¬ 
tion which details the include files, prototypes, £defmes and globals vari¬ 
ables which are being used; Secondly, there is the main code which 
looks like this: 

mainUnt argc, TEXT *argvD) 

{ 

print!(error[03)? /* sign on message V 

if Urge 1-2) {printf(errort1}>;) 

else C 

CreateLevel(argv[l)J; 

if(global_error) (print!(errorEglobal_error)J;1 

) 

} /* logical end of program */ 

The Examine!) routine itself takes the following form: 

Boolean success/fail = Examine (f ile_Ioek_pr file_info_p) 

To use the Examined function you provide the pointers to both the file 
block and a FilelnfoBlock structure. Examined attempts to fill your info 
block with details of the first file or directory associated with the lock 
and will return a zero if it fails. 

To step through the entries associated with a particular lock we use 
the ExNextO function. This takes the same parameters as Examine*) but 
uses and modifies your existing FilelnfoBlock so that its data reflects the 
next entry found. If there are no further entries then ExNextO returns a 
zero indicating failure. It’s usually best to check that any error return is of 
the type you are expecting and there's a general error routine to help.,, 

loEfl(| 
As a rule, when an AmigaDOS function fails you can get additional infor¬ 
mation about the cause of the failure by calling a routine called loEnU 
The format of the call is straightforward, 

error = loErrO 
The complete list of the error codes which are returned are available in 
the dos,h header file, but here are the most useful ones.,. 

Error Flag Actual Value 

Edefine ERF,OR_NO_DEFAULT_DI R 201 

Edefine ERRQR_GBJ ECT_IN_JJSE 202 

Edefine ERRGR_DIR_NOT_FOUND 204 

Edefine ERROR_ I NVAL X D_JjQCK 211 

Edefine ERRQR_D15K_NGT_VALIDATED 213 

Edefine ERROR_D1SK_WRITE_PROTECTED 214 

Edefine ERRGR_D I RECTORY_NOT_EMPTY 216 

Edefine ERFOR_TO_MANY_LEVELS 217 

Edefine ERRGR_DEVI CEL_NC3T_M0Uin'ED 216 

Ede f ine ERRQR_5 EEX_ERROR 219 

Ede fine ERRQR_D I SK_FULL 221 

Not much to it, is there? A sign-on message is printed and, providing the 
correct number of CLI arguments (that is, two) have been given, the pro* 
gram then carries out a routine called CreateLeveK). This routine takes 
as its parameter the second CLI argument (which is Hopefully the device 
name types by the user). 

The CreateLevefO 
and FileCheckf] Routines 

CreateLeveK) is the routine which does most of the work, ft's fairly short, 
needing around 30 lines of source code, and rt operates like this: it takes 
a pointer to a name (whch couW be a filename, directory name or a 
drive name) and attempts to obtain a lock on it If it succeeds it then 
tries to allocate some memory for a FilelnfoBlock and, if that also suc¬ 
ceeds, does an ExamineO and checks the details filled in by AmigaDOS, 

At this time a local copy of the name provided as the original name 
parameter is modified to reflect the pathway to the current lock and all 
entries are then examined using AmigaDOS's ExNextt) function. Two 
things are possible. 

One: an entry may be a file. Our program then has to open the file, 
partially read into a buffer, and look at enough bytes to recognise the file 
type, fve opted for an almost trivial routine here - FileCheckO opens the 
file and loads the first 12 bytes into a buffer - just sufficient to read the 
Standard MIDI File MThd identifer or an IFF FORM and a secondary identi¬ 
fier so that the normal types of ILBMs, BSVXs etc can be recognised. 
You'll find the code in the source version of the program, 

ft's a routine that took five minutes to write and it does its job well 
enough, considering the intended purpose... so please, no complaints 
about not looking deeper into the IFF chunk structures! 

Two: an entry may be another directory! Here's where the clever stuff 
comes in. If we've found another directory we've got to examine that m 
exactly the same way that we are examining the current directory. We’d 
have to lock It, examine it and search through the node entnes. If *i 
doing this we found yet more directories, then the same procedures 
would again need to be re-sfarted. 

The solution to the problem is described in the box and the piece of 
code which appears over the page... 
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The answer is,,. Recursion. Write the AmigsDGS node-handling routine in 
a way which allows it to call itself. This is exactly what I did for the 
CreateLevelO routine - you'll see that the moment it find a reference to a 
directory it calls itself, passing a copy of the path to the newly-found 
directory as the new argument. Here’s the code. 

This type of recursive search approach is a bit complicated the first time 
it's met, but it is worth learning about - when used with data structures 
that can be recursively defined (such as AmigaDOS’s tree structure direc¬ 
tory system) a little bit of code can do an awful lot of work for you! 
Anyway, that's enough of the techie rubbish for this month! 

void CreateLevel (TEXT * inported_path} 

( . 
TEXT exportecLpatht300]; 

struct FileLock *FrameLockjp, *Lock(j; 

struct FileXnfoBlock *fib_p; 

if (FrameLocl^=3Uock{iii^rte<lj^thrACCESS^FEAD)) 

{ 
if {fib_p=(Struct FilelnfoBXock *)AllocMem(FIB_5IZE,MEMF_PUBLIC)) 

{ 

if (Examine(FrairveLocky_p, f ib_p)) 

{ 
while (Ebdstext (Frair»eLock_p, f ib„p)) 

{ 
strepy (exported,^path,:Lirported^jjath); /* copy name */ 

if (exportedjpath[strlen(exported_path) 

{street (export esCpath 

street (export ed_path, fib_p->fib_FileNamei; 

if (fib^->fib^irEntryType<0) 

{ /* FILE FOUND SO LOOK AT IT V 

FileCheck (exporte<^_pathI; 

> 
else { /* SET UP A NEW FRAME */ 

CreateLevel (exported_path); 

) 
) 

) else (giobal_error=4?} /* Examine() failed */ 

FreeMem ( fib_p# FIB_SIZE} ; 

) else (global_error^3f} /* AllocMemO failed */ 

Unlock (FrameLock^p); 

) else {global_error-2;} /* LockO failed */ 

0530 411485 
YOU NEED 512K NOW 

HOW MUCH WILL YOU NEED 
TOMORROW? 

THE NEW ASHCOM RAM EXPANSION IS EXPANDABLE TO 
1.8Mb 

GIVING YOU 2.3Mb OF SYSTEM RAM 

FEATURES: 
★ Real Time clock/calendar with 

high capacity Nicad battery backup 
★ Memory disable switch 
★ Low power consumption 
★ Buffered Data Bus (Essential for 

high capacity Ram boards) 
★ Plugs in as A501 NO SOLDERING!! 
★ 12 Months warranty 
★ Configures to 1Mb chip ram when 

FATTER AGNUS is enabled 

WS^ 

0530 411485 
8372 A 

FATTER AGNUS 
£59.00 

1.3 KICKSTART 
ROM 

£28.00 

ONLY £59.95 for 512K version. 

Expander Board £15.95. 
Expanded to 1Mb £99.95 
Expanded to 1.5Mb £1 28.95 
Fully expanded to 1.8Mb only £154.95 

ASHCOM 512K RAM EXPANSION 
WITH REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR AND 

DISABLE SWITCH ONLY £39.50 
WITHOUT CLOCK £34.50 

Gives 1Mb chip RAM with Fatter Agnus 

All prices include 
VAT and delivery 

Rams only 
£30 

per 512K 

BOOT SELECTOR WITH ANTI CLICK T, 

ONLY £19.95 Z 
Selects DFO or DF1 as boot drive and eliminates m 

that annoying click when drive is empty. 
Easy to fit - just plugs in 

READ THIS 

FREE REGISTRATION WITH THE 

ASHCOM USER CLUB 

Fill in the coupon below to register 

with the Ashcom User Club and 
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Ashcom products. With each free 

mailshot you will receive a massive 

10% discount voucher. 

10% discount off any order received 
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sifting through adverts for a good 

deal 
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NO OBLIGATION TO ORDER | 
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Ro(k6ow 
^ Arts 

Victory celebrations for the 
success of the mission X-OUT 
which anhilated the satellite 
of the planet Alpha Centaur! 
ended abruptly as the long- 
range scanners showed In¬ 
tense activity on the planet 
itself - an ATTACK from 
the planet is IMMINENT. 

1 Si 



MICROPROS! 
SOCCER 

i ONLY £0.99 

K A A. A A k y v vvw_ 
/ BLOOOWYCH 
. * DATA disc 

BOTH ONLY 
'■ tlU*K 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 
Adtdas Golden Shoe ... £16 99 
A.T.F. 2...Cl 6 99 
bat....meg 
Barbarian II (Psynosls).,.,..Cl 5 99 
Blade Warrior ... £16 99 
Bomber Bob.......„ .Ci6 99 
Captive.....El 6 99 
Chaos Strikes Back . £16 99 
Chuck Yeagers A F T V2 £1699 
Delia Armaiyte .£13 99 
Dragon Breed .Cl 6 99 
Dragon Wars ... £16 99 
Dynamic Debugger £16 99 
European SuperTeague .£13 99 
Falcon Mission Disc II . £13 99 
Golden Ate.....£13 99 
Gold of the Azlecs .. Cl 6 99 
Indianapolis 500 £16 99 
Judge Dredd Cl 3 99 
Ml tank Platoon £i 6 99 
Mad Professor Mariani Cl 6 99 
Murder.. £17 99 
Myth.....£16 99 
N A R C.£16. 99 
Obitus.........£16.99 
Oops Up!...£12 99 
Plotting.......£16 99 
Robocop 2.......£16.99 
Saint Dragon......£16.9® 
Satan. £16 99 
Snowstnke ....£1799 
Sly Spy.......£1699 
Speedball 2 .£16 99 
Starfflgbt.£16.99 
Star Trek V...£16 99 
Street Hockey ..£1699 
Super Off Road Raang.£13 99 
Team Suzuki ....£16 99 
Teenage Mutant Nir^a Turtles £18 99 
The Keep .£16 99 
The Punisher. .... £16 99 
Tie Break.. .. ..... £16.9® 
Total Recall .....£16.99 
Tournament Goll....£16,99 
Tusker..........£16.99 
Ultima V..£19 99 
U-M.S-1(......£15.9® 
Vendetta .... £17 99 
Wonderland.....£19 99 
Zina*.....£16 99 

ACCESSORIES 
2M Joystick Mouse ed lead. £6.99 
40 Lockable Disc Box . £5.99 
80 Lockable Disc Box.£7.99 
94 Ban* Slackatfa Box C13 99 
150 Posse Stackable Box Cl 7.99 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor ... £7 99 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover £4 99 
Box TO Bulk Discs ... £6 99 
Box 10 Sony Branded Discs £9 99 
Cheetah 125+ ......£7.99 
Contriver Mouse .. . . £22.99 
Cum ana External Drive.....£69.99 
Disc Cleaning KM.    £2.99 
Mouse House.   .£3.99 
Mouse Mat 6mm £3.99 
Neksha Mouse . ... £29.99 
Navigator with Autofire . £10 99 
Pro 5000 ....£12 99 
OuCkjOy Jfctfkjhter ...£12 99 
Roll 1000 labels 3 S'......£9 99 
Speeding with Audofire ...£9 99 

- 2 Meg Upgrade Only...£39,99 ( 
M 2 Meg f Clock Only.£42.99i 
M 2 Meg + Dungeon Master .£49.99’ 

i 2 Meg + Dragons Lair .. £69 99 ] 
11 2 Meg + Singes Castle £69 99 
11 2 Meg * Space Ace . £69 991 
11 2 Meg * Hero's Quest .  £69 99 
j 1 2 Meg - ll Came From the Desen £54 99 
,1.2 Meg * Wings.....£59.99 ; 

NB If any of the above games are required 
mm f 2 plus clock, please add £3 00 

TOP 50CHART- 
Back lo the Future 2.£17.99 
Battle master .£19.99 
Budokan .£16.99 
Chase HQ.£16.99 
Conquest of Camekit. £26.99 
Corporation . £1699 
Damocles.£14 99 
Days of Thunder . £ 16.99 
Escape From Singes Castle £26 99 
FI9 Stealth Fighter . £16.99 
F29 Retailator £16 99 
Final Battle .16 99 
Flood.£16.99 
Hero's Quest (1 Meg) ... £23 99 
Immortal (1 Meg) .. £16 99 
Impenum ... £1699 
International 3D Tennis £14 99 
Iron Lord .£ 16.99 
It Came From The Desert (1 Meg i £16 99 
Kick Oft 2.£12 99 
Kick Off 2 + World Cup . . £15 99 
Leisure Suit Larry 3.£26.99 
Lo$l Palrol. £16 99 
Magic Fly...£16 99 
Midnight Resistance . £16 99 
Midwinter ..... £18 99 

Monty Pythons Flying Circus...£13.99 
Night Bread.....£17.99 
Qperalon Stealth £17.99 
Qperahon Thunderbolt £ 16.99 
Oriental Games __ £16.99 
Paradroid 90 ...... . £16.99 
Player Manager.. £11.99 
Pools 0l Radiance. £20.99 
Powermonger .... £19 99 
Project yle.......£16.99 
Rainbow Islands . £16.99 
Rick Dangerous 2. £ 16.99 
Shadow of the Beast 2. £22 99 
Shadow Warrior . £1699 
Space Ace .... £26 99 
Space Quest II (t Meg) £22 99 
Subbuteo ... £t6.99 
Super Cars (Gremlin). £16 99 
Their Finest Hour. £19 99 
Tumean.  £13.99 
T. V. Sports Basketbal I. £14.99 
Unreal.........£16.99 
Wings (1 Meg)  .....,£19,99 
Wings of Fury .... . .... £17 99 
X-Out ....£13 99 

STAR WARS TRILOGY - ONLY £9 99 
Star Wars Empire Strikes Back. 

Return of the Jedi 

MAGNUM 4 ONLY 
Afterburner Double Dragon. Operation WoH. 

Batman Gaped Crusader 

COMPUTER MiTS II ONLY ft Jf 
Tetris, Black Shadow, Golden Path, Joe Blade 

>CUPC - ONLY £14.99 
Tracksuit Manager, Kick Oft, International 

Soccer 

Mercenary Custodian. Eliminator Backlash Setter*. OW U*d Cm Rummy. C-riWMfl* Cray ti HfeartS 

S UPREME C *UU f NGt L iGKT COMM ihD Ol*L r 1 ■ * ¥t 
Eliminator, Skych—i, Slrih# For» Hmw. 

Lancaster. Shylo* II 

TRIAD 3 - ONLY £19 
Rocket Ranger. Speedball, Blood Money 

HE ROE 
Barbarian II, Running Man. Licence to Kill. 

Return of the Jedi 

WICKED GAMES PACK - ONLY £7 
Beuncer. Picci* 0#S*fljrriiTKjn. InvatlffS Ball Raider II. 

Swooper Spacebajler. Oat*?. Zitrax Olhwllo 

power pack - only e 17.99 
Xenon 2. BkxxJwych. TV Spuds Football. 

Lombard Rally 

MIND GAMES - ONLY £17 99 
Austeditz Waterloo .Conflict in Europe 

Double Dragon. Xenon. Silkworm, Gemini 
Wing 

Robocop, Ghostbusters 2r Indiana Jones & 

Last Crusade, Batman (tie Movie 

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • [ 
3 Stooges .£7.99 
Airborne Ranger .£9.99 
Annals ol Rome ..£8.99 
Ant Heads ,£7.99 
AH Of Chess .£4.99 
Austeditz £9 99 
Baal . .  £4.99 
Balance of Power £8 99 
Sallisti*  £4.99 
Barbarian 2 (Pataca) . £7.99 
BlasleroKJs £4 99 
Blood Money £9 99 
BlOOdwyCh .£9 99 
Boulderdash Const Kit .. . £4.99 
Brian Clough's Football...£B 99 
Captain Blood.£4 99 
Centrefold Squares.£7 99 
Chambers of Shaolin .£7 99 
Cloud Kingdoms .£4.99 
Commando £499 
Cybemotd II £4 99 
Daily Double Horse 
Racing £9 99 
Deluxe Stop Poker.. £7.99 
Dizzy Dice £4 99 
Dragon Sprril.£4 99 
Drakken ... £ 14 99 
Drum Studio £4.99 

Dynamite Dux.£7 99 
F ball Manager II + 
Exp Kit .£12.99 
Galdregons Domain ,£5 99 
Gauntlet II.£7.99 
Gin 6 Cribbage....... £9 99 
Grand Prlx Circuit.£9.99 
Gravity .  £6 99 
Hammerlist.........£9.99 
Hound of Shadow £7 99 
Infestation .  £9 99 
Ingods Back.£8.99 
Interphase .*.£7 99 
Klax.  £9 99 
Kristal r9 99 
Laser Squad.£6 99 
Leaderboard .£6 99 
Lombard RAC Rally.£9 99 
Lords ol Ihe Rising Sun.£11 99 
Mamc Miner .£7 99 
Marble Madness £7 99 
Menace ..  £4 99 
Millenium 2.2 ...... £9 99 
Mr Hel«.,.£8 99 
Ninja Spirit .. ... ,£9 99 
Netherworld.£4.99 
North And South ..£9 99 
P-47 Thunderbolt.£7 99 

Paciand £7.99 
Pacmama £7 99 
Passing Shol £4 99 
Powerdrome..£7.99 
Quest for the Ti me 0 ird. . £9.99 
Rick Dangerous £8.99 
Running man .£4.99 
Shuttlepuck Cafe £4 99 
Silent Service £9 99 
SimCrty ...£14.99 
Spy Vs Spy £4 99 
Spy Vs Spy ll . . £4.99 
Spy Vs Spy II! £4,99 
SwqrdS 0t Twilight.£7.99 
Tank Attack .£7.99 
The Cycles.£0.99 
Theme Park Mystery £6 99 
Time Machine .£9.99 
Tower of Babel £8.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy £4 99 
Trwal Pursuit New Begin..£6.99 
Tusker. £9.99 
TV. Sports Football „ .E 12.99 
Weird Dreams.£8.99 
Xenon it.£8.99 
Zany Golf £7 99 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 
3D Poof. 
660 Attack Sub. 
Anl Heads Data Disc. 
Austerhtz .... 
Battiechess . 
Battiehawks 1942. 
Balance of Power 1990. 
Bomber...... 
Bomber Mission Disk 
Borodino ... 
Bridge Player 2150.... 
Carrier Command.. ... 
California Challenge (T.D, II Disc) 
Castle Master. 
Champions ol Krynn. 
Chess Champion 2175. 
Codename iceman... 
Colonel's Bequesi ..... 
Colossus Chess X .. 
Conqueror ....„... 
Demons Tomb... 
Dragons Breath.. 
Dragons Lair |i Megj. 
Dungeon Master 11 Meg). . 
Dungeon Master Editor. 
Emlyn Hughes Soccer. 
European Challenge (TO II) 
European Space Shuttle 
F ie Combat Pilot 
Falcon .. 
Falcon M-ssion Disc 
Fiendish Freddy's B*g Top Fun. 
Flight Simulator It..... 
Forgotten Worlds..... 
Front Line ...,... 
Ghosts And Goblins. 
Gunship ..... 
Heroes ot the Lance .. 
HiNstar ... 
Horse Racing. 
indy Jones The Adventure 
tvanhoe. 
Jac* Nickiaus Gotl .. 
Jack Nickiaus Courses vol l 
Jack Nickiaus Fnt. Courses 
Jumping Jackson. 
Kick Off. 
Kick Ott Extra Time. 
Kings Quest Triple Pack. 
Kings Quest 4 .. 
Knights of Cry stallion. 
Iasi Nm^a 2 ... 
Leaderboard Birdie 
Lersuresurt Larry I.. 
Manhunter in New York . 
Maniac Mansions... ... 
Microprose Soccer. 
Might & Magic 2. . 
Muscle Cars (T.D. II Disc). 
Pictionary.... 
Pipeman<a ..... 
Pirates ... 
Police Quest . 
Populous ... 
Populous Promised Lands 
Postman Pat. 
Pro Tenms Tour. 
Red Lightning. 
Red Storm Rising ..... 
Risk... 
Robocoo .. 
Ftorkes Drift. 
R V F Honda . 
Scenery Disk 7. 9 or 11 
Scenery Disk Japan or Europe 
Sherman M4 ... 
Shoot 'em Up Construction Kit. 
Space Rogue.... 
Space Quest.,.... 
Space Quest 2.. 
Steve Davis Snooker. 
Super Cars |T.D. II Disc). 
Test Onve 11 ... 
Times ol Lore.._. 
Turbo Outrun. 
Ultima IV .... 
Uttimate Goff.... 
Warhead. 
War in Middle Earth . 
Waterloo. 
World Tour Golf. 
Zak McKraken. 

.£13.99 

.£1699 

.£10-99 
.£16.99 

..£16.99 
.£16.99 
£19.99 

.£19.99 
£13.99 
£1999 

. . £19.99 
..£10.99 
.£8.99 
.£16.99 
.£19.99 

.£19.99 
.£26.99 
.£26 99 

£12.99 
.£1699 

£1299 
.£19.99 
.£26.99 
.£16.99 
..£7.99 
.£16.99 
.£8.99 

.£24.99 
....£16 99 

£1999 
£1399 
£1699 
£24 99 

.£13.99 

.£16.99 

.£13,99 

.£12.99 

..£16.99 

.£16.99 
£16.99 
£1699 

.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£9.99 
.£9.99 
.£13.99 
.£9.99 
.£5.99 
.£24.99 
.£20.99 

.. .£20.99 
.£16.99 

....£17.99 
.£16.99 
.£19.99 

. .,£16.99 
.£8.99 
.£20.99 

... £8.99 
. .£16.99 
. ..£14.99 

£16 99 
.£18.99 

£16.99 
.£7.99 
.£6.99 
.£16.99 
.£19.99 
.£16.99 

.,£13.99 

..£16.99 
..........£1699 

£16.99 
.£11.99 
.£11.99 
.£1699 

£1999 
£18 99 

.£18.99 

.£20.99 

.£9.99 
.. . £8.99 

£1699 
£16 99 

. ...£12 99 
...£16.99 

£1699 
.£1699 
...£13.99 
....£15.99 

.. £7,99 
.£16.99 
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T1JRBOSOF1 
EDUCATIONAL 

Arts war Back Junior..£13 99 
Answer Back Senior....,.£13,99 
D no&aur Discovery .£14 99 
Discover Chemistry ,,.£13 99 
D scovery Maths___*.£14 99 
Discovery Spewing -....XI499 
Discover Maths....., .£13.99 
Dscover Numbers...£13 99 
D soever the Alphabet ..£13 99 
First Letters & Words.£14 99 
Fiencti Mistress. .£13 99 
Fun Schod 2 (under 6).£13 99 
Fun School 2 (6'B).  £13.99 
Fun School 2 (6+)..£13 99 
Fun School 3 (under 5).. £16 99 
Fun School 3 (5-7).£16 99 
Fun School 3 (7+),...,..™..,£16,&9 
German Master ...,,.. ,£13 99 
Italian Tutor..*...£13,99 
Kid Talk...£14 99 
Math Talk......£14 99 
My Paint.......£22 99 
Puzzle Story Book ..,.Ei4 99 
Rhyming Notebook..£14 99 
Spanish Tutor ----£13.99 
The 3 Bears...£16 99 
Magic Maths (4-8) .... £16 99 
Maths Mama (8-12)..£16 99 
Junior Typist (SID)..£12.99 
Belter Spelling (8-14).£16 99 
Better Maths (12-16)......E16 99 
Discovery Add on Disc's 
Trivia 1   £6.99 
Trivia 2.£6.99 
Geog raphy ....      £6.99 
Spelling 1 ..   £6.99 
Spelling 2.  £6,99 
Maths 1......... . £6 99 
Maths Concepts ... £6 99 
Science . .....£6 99 
History.. £6 99 
Language , ..—_.- £6 99 
Donald’s Alphabet Chase ..£13.99 
Goofy's Railway Express..£13 99 
Mickey's Runaway Zoo ..£13 99 
Mickey's Crossword Maker .... £13,99 
Postman Pat....  £6.99 

UTILITIES 

A-Max (Mac Emulator)..£109.99 
A-Max with 128K Roms.£209 99 
Devpac 2...£44 99 
Digicalc .....£27M 
Hisott Basic...................... £59,99 
Kindwords.. £37,99 
Lattice C V5.....£169 99 
Mavis Beacons Typing. ,£i9 99 
Pagesetter 2____ £49 99 
Protexi V4..... £59-99 
Superbase Personal 2.£24.99 
AMOS ...£32 99 

Deluxe Paint 2. .£9.99 
Deluxe Paint 3..... .£59.99 
Deluxe Print 2. ....£34.99 
Deluxe Music Const Kit 
Deluxe Video 3. 
Fantavision.. 

.£49.99 
£59.99 
£26.99 

Masier sound. 
Photon Paint 2 .. 
Quartet. 

.,,.£32,99 
£1499 
£34 99 

Home Accounts ..........  £22.99 
Animation Studio....£79.99 
Digi Paint 3...... £59 99 
Sculpt 4D Junior... £69,99 
Sculpt 4D ..£399.99 
Music X Junior...  £49 99 
Musi* X 1.1 Version.£89 99 
Pen Pal .  £99 99 
Pro Write 3.0.  £109 99 
Word Perfect .... £179.99 
Superplan... .,£79 99 
Sound Express.£34 99 
Digrview Gold..  £119.99 

MONITORS & 
PRINTERS 

Commodore 1084 Stereo 
Monitor,....£259.99 
Star LC10 Mono.£159 99 
Star LC10 Colour.£189 99 
Star LC24.£239 99 
Star LC200 Colour.£229 99 

AMIGA SCREEN GEMS PACK 1 
Featuring:- Nightbreed, Days of 

Thunder, Back to the Future 2, Deluxe 
Paint 2, Shadow of the Beast 2 

All tor only £375.00 
inc. VAT & courier delivery 

AMIGA SCREEN GEMS PACK 2 
Featuring:- Everything in pack 1 PLUS 
to blank discs with labels, mouse mat. 
dust cover, 40 lockable box. Wicked 10 

games pack, disc cleaning kit 
All for only £389.99 

inc. VAT & courier delivery 

AMIGA SCREEN GEMS PACK 3 
Complete Computer Centre. Featuring 

everything in pack 1 PLUS Commodore 
1084S Monitor, Star LC200 colour printer, 

20 blank discs with labels, mouse mat. 
Amiga dust cover. 80 lockable disc box. 

All for only £849.99 
inc. VAT & courier delivery 

Turbosoft 
Unit 6 fit 7 

Acacia Close 
Cherrycourt Way 
Industrial Estate 
St an bridge Road 
Leighton Buzzard 

Beds. LU7 SQE 

Office hours are 
Monday to Friday 
9.00am to 5.00pm 

Saturdays 
10,00am to 4.00pm 

All prices include VAT 

Tel: (0525) 377974 
Fax: (0525) 852278 

Independent Stockist. 
Riomhaire Software, 

Dublin Bazzaar, Unit 34 
Thomas St, Dublin 8 
Eire. Shop prices will 
vary. Personal callers 

only 

{Personal callers welcome) 

HOW TO FIND US. 

Maps showing direct routes from the motorway and A5 
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THE A1500 EXPANSION 
SYSTEM HOUSES YOUR AMIGA 
500 AND ITS ADD-ONS INTO A 
STURDY STREAMUNED UNIT WITH 
DETACHABLE KEYBOARD f 
See us on stand 49 at the 
Commodore Christmas Show 
16th - 18th November 1990 
at The Novotel, 
Hammersmith, London. 

AMIGA 500 

f HF 

A1500 LIMITED. 
3rd Floor, 
21 Great Portland Street, 
London WIN 5DB. 
Telephone: 071-637 2281, 
Facsimile: 071-637 4002. 



Richard & Angela Howe: Applied Research Kernel 
Corve Farmhouse, Corve Lane* Chate Greent Vtantnor, P036 2LA, U,K, 

Visitors are always welcome by appointment 
POST UK £Q 41 st Rem*teo Spec** £2 W zrt ipm imsuot C6 30 (caNtafart igm). 

Ait Mail to Ei#ooe memMmm Ptemcal aftMornagi or heavytarns 
VAT Pflces *tkid* UK vat m 15". moK *9 t»x*s Books n mo rated 

CHEQUES LQ*wton Storting payoff to A - ■ mh ^ -ato* Mwy c*teQu*$ m»y require ctoarancfl 
EXPORT A BFRO a*rr« u*t . 5 *«£*■ tr- book* «tec*i ito i*c rated 

AVAILABILITY Most terns feted t» r n» Or** or Mh b* ottarwo wflton 46 hours. 
DESPATCH Within 24 hoiAl or moo earna <6 hogn on ngn stock but avtfabtt tarn* 

PE9CES Uff aecastonafy Qp alAsjkI to- ohwigo 

i , r i 1( 
Iv. 

o tel 0983 79496 
Ttiis is a switeftabte voice lax line which is open 10am to 7pm. Monday to Saturday 

^COUNTS 
vrj -^egrajedAecounte ii9B3 

,y.N»citGcm&n«ion .....4961 
«ro»0kC*ntrofl*f .. _ 36JO 
~i* Top Budget ...MX 

:«r Ledger* integrated . 149.96 
-cm# Accounts..JS.92 
- *-100191 Accounts Plus.29 90 
-♦ToftAl Tax Planner..3# » 
—rt» todustry Accounts 299 K 
■?AC«h .......   ,54.9? 

i«A Xtte..........79J1 
3 rftem 3....—_44 65 

&OOK3 
Boo k CM Amiga.,., — IS 95 

>3 Book Of Amiga___16.95 
On* Programming Basic . ia.45 

-XKJ A&m Lan Programming..2495 
- 300 Assembly Language.2495 

Amiga Adv Sya P»OQrs Guide 3295 
*-.ga Baste kited* A Qul.. 16 95 
i-^iga C For Beginiws . .,^...16.45 
t^gi C For Adv Progr& .32:95 

• -tgi Dnktop Video Guide 16 *5 
Amp* [>bk Dmres In & Dm ...27.95 
A-..gi fv Beginners 1295 
A-^iga Graphics In « Owl-32 45 
t-fli Machine Language _17.» 
4~-ga Progv* Handbook Vot i M 64 
* - ga System Progrs Gtnde . 32 95 

Tricks And Tip*._-_14.95 
i - gaDOS One* Ret Gunfe . 6.95 
ArgaDOS mute* Out ..... 18*5 
*mgaQQS Reference Gucl*14 95 
Htedmr* Reference Manuel ...21 95 
- fide Amiga Graphics.... .16 95 

* Cfclttrt Guida To Amga_14 95 
• da And The Amtge.15J9G 
A~<ga ASM Lan Programming U 95 

Mapping the Amiga 24 95 
Vtori Tricks And Tips 18 45 
3'ogr* Guide To The Amiga 23 92 
ROM Kem* toca 6 DOCS  .26-95 
«GM Kemet utm a Devs.29-95 

CABLES AHO CONNECTORS 
A-eg* 1b ZH^rt 34 96 
Ctew 0Z9> D2SF 9W 2M 16 81 
CM 0255025* 9W 2M M9mt0 81 
CattoD25P025P2SW2M 1268 
CatM D2$F -025P 25W 3M 18 66 
C*m 025F 06P 2W Pnnler 6 90 
Caw Q25P G36P 5M Pnnter 14 95 
C«bHD2SP-D25PSWSM 2195 
Catw 02SPO36P 3U Prim* 11 98 
Ceb* Dte? D25S D2$P 0?5S 23 92 
CatAa D«SP DiNSP MIDI.. 4 83 
Cross Or* Bo 1 D25 34 90 
Gend* Cheng* Male Male 8 05 
Gend* Cheng* fiml To Fml , i 05 
MortlOr Cetoe T0 NEC Mulli 14 95 
Momor Cato* To Qp«h End 16 81 
Momtof Cabte To Scan .13.80 
Plug 23 Pm O With Hood 4 83 
Ptug 25 Pm O With Hood 4 83 
RS232 Mm. Tesler 12 88 
RS232 NLA Modem 8 97 
RS232 Patch 0o* 12 88 
Socket 23 Pm D With Hood 4 83 
Socket 25 Pm 0 Wflh Hood 4 83 
Switch So* P255 2 Way 24 84 
Switch ao* C36$ 4 War 39 79 
Switch Ben D2SS 4 Way .„ ».80 

COMMUNICATIONS 
A Tali 3.  88.92 
K Comm 2_   24 84 
Paragon BBS . 108 94 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
Design 3D iMB.. 57 86 
Proiessionaj Draw 2 ... 99 82 
UtoaDetgn.23989 
X Cad Deagner ___... T9.8I 
X Cad Protosaronai 1 5MB 339 94 

DATABASE MANAGERS 
Matfehot Phis..37 95 
Microbase .. 19 76 
Meroflche Filer. 59 60 
Prodata 54 97 
SupertMM Person el...29 80 

Suoeitws* Protossronal _ 164 91 

Sugemas* Perwai 2..... 59 80 

DESKTOP PUBLISHERS 
ChpArt (7 PD Disks) 14 95 
Goto D*»k Type DTP 34 96 
i Caps Stiuciuted Ad.89.82 
Masi*p*«e Forts...... 129 95 
Outline Forts .99-82 
PegeSen* 2 IMB ...... 49 91 
Pagestreom 1 MB   129 95 
Prcleutonal Page * 5MB 159 85 
Structured Ckp Ad.36 80 

EDUCATION 
Fun School Sysl#™. t$ 87 
GCSE Tutors 24 84 
MyPvm. 34 9$ 

EDITORS 
CygnuiEd ProteMtonil 2 54 65 

EMULATORS 
BBC Emulator 34 95 
Pnntoroepl Epeon Emutotor 34 9$ 

GRAPHICS (Also See VWedi 
3D ProtoMtonsi Query 
Animatton Stuck) (Disneyi 99 62 
An Department 78ji 
Ammegc Edter EffectB S9 8C- 
Awsrd Maker Plus____ 3* 96 
C UgN..  SBJ1 
Come Setter ...39 79 
Detoi# Photoiab IMS 54J? 
OHu«* PamiS IMP 57K 
Detu.e Prml II 39 79 
Dig Ppm 3 52JQ 
Elan Pedorm* _ 4* 85 
Goto D**k Tfoe Anti 34* 
Goto Os*. Tyge Dec^n* 34* 
iiftosci PreeemeBqne 49 *r 
Piifrate . 38 71 
Re* 3D Rey Traong System 38 82 
Re* 3D P'ototeor* 27*gi 
Re* 30 ? jnbe 3*83 
Scutf 30 XL 96-82 
Scut* Adam* 40 329 S 

Sculpt Animate 4D An*....84 $7 
Turtn Sitw....98 82 

hardware 
A4 Fta! Bet Scanner 459 77 
A590 20MB Herd Disk Drive 379 86 
Disk Drive 5h25 todl Ext 129 95 
Dsk Orwe 3 S Ert Metal .64 06 
Disk Drwe 3 5 tot A2QQ0 . 54 97 
MAC 2 DOS 79 61 
NaKsha Mouse. ....34 96 
Podscat 12*12 Inch Tbunh 199 67 

PACKAGES 
Agpetr^er. 28.90 
Goto Disk Otfiea.109 94 
Amiga Vision .  99.82 
Graphics Starter Kit.54.87 
Home Office Kit . 99.62 
Publishers Choice .66.77 
Starter K4... 59 60 
The Works Platinum. 99.62 

PROGRAMMING 
AMOS Basic. .. , 36 60 
•Artec C PrpItMtonM , 109 84 
Bencrwarii Module 2 .137 77 
Benchmart Libraries 74 86 
Dmipee 2 42 78 
GF* Base Compief ____ .24 64 
GFA **.*?"#& 39 79 

Base Comemer 5$ 0i 
I Mm C 5 1 Query 

*aic5ia< CtoP».$»tofi 44 85 
ASX ’TCOQCr To 4M0 DK, 99 47 
A5DC ’'wxteriv? 328 45 
OteDS CJVOB 256-4 »9C 

STS*! * 23C « 23 46 
C».t^s 50C 6 28 98 
ratemps '5oo Coou 3 mm 

£a*cr & Tf M 
bxr<UFXB R * 17 84 

PerwfMC 1174(61 ..2622 
Star LCl0t6| ..53-46 
Stef LClO Cotour (4>..26 W 
Stor LC2* 10 {6} 24 64 

SOUND 
A M A S Sound Senator 74 * 
Dehii# Muf«c .sa gg. 
toatew Muse ..22.77 
MasterSound Sanwet . 34.86 
MIDI MasriK trtiffece 34.86 
midi Phjg Nirtaa 24 64 
MIDI Synergy Inc Source 29.80 
Music X 1 1 99.62 
Music X JLTuor Query 
Quartei  44.66 
Sort In________39 79 
Sound Trip 3 Sampler 39 79 

Tgar Cub...59 60 

SPREADSHEETS 
Advantage. -4 96 
DGCafc ... . ..59 90 
Superptan...,...$9.60 

UTILITIES 
Am dot For Beginnen .29 90 
AReiot Macro interpreter ...... .32 89 
Award Maker Plus .34 96 
BAD Disk Ophrmser ..._31J7 
CanDo Mui-Media...89 62 
CiomDOS File Transfer 28 96 
Doctor Arm Dnv# Analyser 39 79 
DOS 2 DOS File Transfer 29 90 
DtlOE Dtsk Manager ._.^4.96 
Dunlap Ltointos .$4.97 
Uavif Beacon Tyg*ng 24 84 
N»iter» 69 92 
PnsiecJ 0 B*Aut>Edtor 3197 
Sueer&icfc? _ 39 79 
UteWted PSa 69 82 
Wu» BSteJmi Protection ..34.96 

X Copy Hardware 27 53 
nxr Ferny Tr** 2 _. (8^2 

VIDEO (Atoo See GHAPHICSl 

Detoxa V<teo 3 .63J2 
Dig-- Vw Gcto 4 
Fartainsion ___ 

.11983 
34 96 

FramaGraUw 56994 
Goto Disk Type Video 34 96 
Hitachi Camera* ISrnm Lar»1»B7 
Min^en Genlock . 99 82 
The Difecrov. 47 84 
The Director Tookil .27.83 
Tile Page....... .^139 84 
TV Tax! Professional. 39 82 
Vctoo Tiito .64 87 
Vtoi Arroga PAL D*gilis«r , 34 93 
VidiChrome.... 
Zoarropa 1MB. .73 81 

WORDPHOCE&SQFS 
Excefteroe 2 .. .. . .123.95 
KimjwdnJSii 34 96 
Microiexl 19 78 
PeoPai . . . 93 82 
Protexl.. 84 66 
PraWnt§ 3.... 99 82 
Senttoto Plgtmom .. .4i m 
T rarsenp! . 3289 
Wtyttoerteci 184 91 

CLEARANCE 8 SECOND HAND 
A Max Mac Emulator No ROMs 93 62 
Detove Pwt2 - ... —...19 78 
Detoxe Productions .38 79 
KComm 2 . 19 78 
Ughts. Camera Acton ..... .39 79 
KAqrobol Design VtoeoScape 13 7B 
Lfeduia 2 r,„. 39 82 
Pooytous Promised Lands - 9 89 
Sprtz paini..... 7930 
Starter Ki 53 80 
Stutto Mage___ 39 7$ 
TtwWorius . B4 8fi 

MATRIX SOFTWARE CLUB 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! 

,V Hundreds of titles for Atari ST, Amiga and 
Amstrad systems to review without obligation. 
,V Generous member discounts on 
recommended retail prices on all brand new 
software. 

For full membership details send large SAE 
stating your machine to: 

Matrix Leisure Services, Dept AMF, 
Unit 10, Mill Studio Business Centre, Crane 

Mead, Ware, Hertfordshire SGI 2 9PY 
FREE MEMBERSHIP OFFER! | 

FULLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS ON 
SITE TO UNDERTAKE REPAIRS OF, 

COMPUTERS, DISC-DRIVES, 
PRINTERS AND MONITORS* 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR 
3 MONTHS. FREE ESTIMATES. 

Tel: MARK OR MARTIN (0527 85) 3374 
BUSIN ES5 HOURS Mon-Sat 9am to 8pm 

AMPOWER ^ 
COMPUTER REPAIRS 

15a ALCESTER ROAD, STUDLEY, WARKS B807AG 

AMIGA A500 Screen Gems.£369 
AMIGA A500 First Steps.£499 
"MIGA B2000 + 1084.£1299 
AMIGA A3000-16-40.£2199 
AMIGA A3000-25-40.£2599 
AMIGA A3000-25-40 + A1950..£2899 
AMIGA A3000-25-100.£2899 

AMIGA RAM EXPANSIONS 
A500 Cortex 8MB (2MB Pop).£299 
A500 Cortex SMB (4MB Pop).£419 
A2000 Cortex 8MB (2MB Pop).£269 
A20Q0 Cortex 8MB (8MB Pop).£599 
A3000 1 MB 256 X 4 DRAM ..£65 
A3000 4MB 1 MB x 4 ZIP RAM .£299 

We also stock Amiga/AtariST/IBM PC 
- - 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
3.S" External drive. £69 
1084 14' Colour Monitor..£249 
A59Q 20MB HD 2M8 RAM (0 Pop).£399 
A500 Vortex 40MB Autoboot HD.£499 
A2000 Microbotics 40MB HD 19ms.£599 
A1950 Multi-Sync Monitor.... £489 
A2630 68030/68882 2MB RAM.£1299 
Panasonic KXP-1081 9 Pin Printer.£179 
Panasonic KXP-4420 Laser Printer.£1199 
KCS Power Board A500/PC-XT ..£320 

Computer System spunolias 

12 Greenway^ Green Lans, Br&dshaw. Halifax 
T*l (0422) S4S7SS 

products. Please call for a price 

DISKS 
3.5" Unbranded 100% Error Free.from 35p 
3.5" Unbranded Sony 100%..from 39p 
We sell JVC/3M/Dysan/TDK/KAO disks 
list. ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. 



PRICE-BUSTING THE LEADING BRANDS 

Amiga specialist 

Commodore dealers 
since 1985 
Our Own Service Division 0-41-332-0625 
Scotlands Leading Micro Specialists 

THE COMPUTER DEPOT 

205 Buchanan Street. GLASGOW 041-332-3944 
55 Clerk Street EDINBURGH 031-668-4146 
Inshops We ligate Centre, DUNDEE 0382-29653 

Licensed Credit Broker *Mail Order * 

AMIGA DIGITIZING SERVICES 
Your pictures digitized in any 

Amiga resolution and returned on 
a free disk! 

% 

Digitizing costs are <£1.30 for each 
colour picture, and £-1.00 for B/W 

Please make cbeques/P.Ospayable to A.D.S or 
telephone 0903-210279 

to discuss your individual requirements 

7 Park Crescent, Worthing, West Sussex 

COMPUTERTEC 
HIGH QUALITY AMIGA/ST SPECIALISTS HOTLINE (0502) 584908 

HARDWARE U A ONLY 
(Ft** D»tcv*<N j Courwr £5 001 

fenoi A500 EOF Pto* TV 
i4auan«. *24 «ooot Monar? 

lONvftOffci S3M95 
A500 Scrwrr Pack nc 

ear**>2 
Thun**' ShKfQtt o' Th® &MS1 
KiWjTrt D Pttn II EXft BS 
Am^i A500 Omss o' ®s P» -re 
TV Moduli# Edjca:i&-:a 
p -i • £5iiM 

MONrTQflS 1 PfllNTERS 
Plrdm* 8833 14' Col Won 9* 
Cjarwriottar* 1®4$ w Concur 
Wontor  E23S9I 
Ewoii UE4O0 9P* £1Z9 » 
Eow LO 5£C 
S**4*hJ SP 2QOQAI 9fV £21® 95 
S#k«h| sc 92AI 2 *P,r £306 96 
$t*r J,C 10 9 Pm £15695 
Star LC tO 9 P*i Colour.£20B 9C 
CC?4t0 24Ptri ..,. £256 00 

QUALITY JOYSTICKS I 
ACCESSORIES 

QvnpMlon Pm a** £xm 
mao .E 4 50 
Competitofi Pffl 3OD0 _........£13 $0 
Curt** VI j^rghter-svis £13 50 
Amoi T 2 mag jpgr ade wffl 
wdT £4600 
Ajmqgi 1 2 m*g jO^iO 
wHhCMf (*w* £4000 
Amga 1 5 m«g jpgrarte £136 95 

AS® 6 mag tam Qoarc 
2 mag* EWu a^eC H66 00 

A-^ga 3 5" i "*g £65 00 
Cumana Enamm [>v« nc 
S*rtcn . £7&00 
Ni^.sh* Mou» . £31 50 
Mouse Ma: £4 50 
100 GapKtv XKKaM boa .£6 75 
TOO 5 D$00 tantutaha 
-  __X7 50 
I0s3 5 D5DD San* drths 
* ilMf----£6J50 
1 5' Dra** h*ta Cwer-ng rur £5 50 
Chifc LaM4 2c EACH or £i5 pari000 
GAMES AIBGA 
Amot Oamct Greatx .. £3* 50 
ArtHMcb £12 75 

Aft** Sub .£17 SO 
&am« S<ju*r*iy £13 50 
BAtMCiw £1695 
ItStDo trf enWifl £19 95 
ftoodwyt* .£1250 
BSS Jn Seymour £17 90 
Carta w __£1740 
C«M .   £17.® 
Cast* Maai sr --£17 90 

CooquafQf. --„ 
CoTwatrtr_ 
Ooucm OaQor 6_ 
Dragon* Braarr 
DragpriG La,a tMc 

Drawer 
Dungeon Master iMo 
&nobon..... 
F16 Falcon ....... 

Ftfcon Mission Dns*. 1 « 2 
F ?9 RttMtor- 
F*nrtrsn Freddy 
FiimOo t Quest_ 
Flood _ 
GN»CS a GotAns 
Hart Dn«i_* 

it Cana From The Desert 
2 - VYond Cl*] 

*<*0*pia^M»nag#r 
KNUng G«ma She* 
L**y« Sun LartY 123 each 
Nodh A South ..... 
Opar««n Staa/tti . ... 
◦paralion ThunrtedJOA 
Opanhon 

Polo* Qg*V 2 iiMb- 
PQpliha . 

Paaamg Shot tem* 
PyMang-- 
Pra«us Mat* 

Rato i 
RV F Honda 
fla<3 $l©rm 

flw$onn>ion 101. 
florha s Drill 

Sargor ill Chess 

SAan Car flacer 
Shadow at if* B*asi ti. 
Sam CKf ___ 
Spaa*t*Miil __ 

TV sporti Foottorn (USt 
TV Sports BasNetbai 
Thr* ome Ptaarum 2 
Tnad VM t-- 

Tumcain 
Taervaga Muram Tanias 
Urtou&iafiiM 
UMS 2... 
Uttimav ___ 
V*thj» Fly Trap,,,...^_ 

Wifiga ct Fury 

£17 50 
£T7® 
£1550 
£20 50 
£32® 
£32 50 
£19® 
£15® 
.£17 50 
.£17® 
£13® 
£16® 
£17® 
£T7® 
£15® 
£1*® 
£15® 
ET5® 
£16® 
£15 75 
£1575 
£19® 

..£21 ® 
£15® 
£17® 
£T7® 
£16® 
£19® 
£17® 
£17 75 

£5 75 
£13® 
£17® 
£17 75 
£16® 
£17 ® 
£17® 
£16® 
£17® 
£16.® 
£16® 
£17® 
£16® 
£23 75 
£16® 
£13® 
£17® 
£1625 
£16® 
£16® 
£16 ® 
£16® 
£21 ® 
£17.® 
£17® 
£19® 
£H® 
£17® 
£17® 
£1695 

£16 ® 
XOOU .. £16® 
Xanon 2 Magart^st £15 90 

GRAPtBCS A VIDEO 
a*S i Vide* Tfear £92 75 
Cradit T#*: ScroPw ... .. £20 ® 
DPaniiiePai iMB) £57 ® 
H«l Things &nds £20® 
Cwunfl Vrtao III |Pa- IMP: £67 75 
L-i'jipBini 3 0 iPal; £®® 
Ptioter PMnt (Ptij £12.® 
PhoiQn Paint U (Pa) 1 MB| ., £21® 
PrgftaKjral Draw £ £1M ® 
Pro V.d«J Plus. £177® 
Sei4p£ 3DXL (PaJ 1MB) El 12 ® 
Tnp-A-Trwi..... £21.75 
Turbo Sdver £97 ® 
TV Show 2 (Pal IMS) £57® 
TV Ttsi Prs (Pai) £96 ® 
vow Frame GfMb* 

. £96 75 
V4j«sCotoir Upgrade £1625 
XCad Deragner £79 ® 

MU3C APPLICATIONS 
Aegas Sonu. 2 0 £45 75 
DafLiRo Music £®.26 
Muse * (O K vars-on; £94® 
Mutaf&OLind □-gitner £34 90 
Fulure Sound Digitizer £77 90 
M^master iniedaoe ■ .5 Parts)£31 W 
Ma» Lead £3® 

SUStNtSS A EDUCATION 
AdvanaO* £77® 
Arana ini Accounts i IMS. £115® 
Discover Maxhs 
Dttoover Nrfnoen 
Discover ClWntslry 
Drover Aipnabel (EACHi £13 ® 
Fun Scfwoi 2 Under 6 s 
Fun School 2 6 fl's 
Fun Scnool 2 0*nr 8'a |EACH) £12.® 
Robot Readers 3 Bears £22 ® 
S(MH!Cw*4-6cjr7i. (EACH) Cl6® 
Hrsofl eas*..£56.® 
Home Account^. £20 75 
Homo 0*» kut. . £97 ® 
K.ndwordS 2.0 ft MB 
R*drtmmend«f! E3S 75 
Manns Beacon Tyomo Tutor £19 75 
McroGCSE Maths 
Mnw GCS€ Frondh 
Micro GCSE English (EACH) £19.25 
Mtr mei:! Word Processor £19.25 
Microbase Database £19 25 
Pen Pei (PanMB) £96.® 
Prodata ..... .£54 00 
Pr0»« 4.2 (IMB 
Recommended i. £64 90 

100‘s o' other titles avail able1 

Pieaxt >ttid Cheques, ftislalorders \HDF. PA) \BI.F. TO: COMPUTERTEC 
COMPUTERTEC, 1 Lovvwell Road Pi»» Jhn.-l-A.-yAT* P.P m I k 
Lcm-rsHili, Suffolk, NR.VI ORO 
TkI ,; (0502) 584908 t hc-qiK-v Mihject to ck-aranee 

POST EXPRESS 
AM price* include VAT & delivery 
All rDfliputcr\ ure genu me 1 k specifitalmn 
All cumpulers include n frue hultrl;t> puck 
Praprldnr: Murk lamerun 

Plfiw make chfqurs postal 
orders rte pat abb id: 

POST EXPRt^S 
HILLCREST HOUSE 

S L UE J 
4^A VICARAGE ROAD 

LONDON, F I0 5EF 
TELEPHONE 
mi 5IK 7494 

AMIGA 54M 

H ATM AN PAC K 

AMIGA S00 
Defuse Paint fl __ 

imefceptor 

£399 99 
£49 95 
£24 95 

pv 
r+ew Zealand Story 
Batman the Movie ... 

£24.95 
£24 95 

AND MORE!'! 
TOTAL RHP: 1526.00 

(HR 
PRICE 

AMIGA mi 

SC REEN GEMS PACK 

AMIGA 500 £399 99 
Days of Thunder £24 95 
Shadow of the Beast £24 95 

Gj 
Bach to the Future II £24 95 At 
Knight Breed. . .£24 95 
Deluxe Paint II. £4995 

AND MORE'll OCR 
| TOTAL RHP OVER £600 00 PRICE 

AMIGA 54N1 

FLIGHT OF FANTASY 

AMIGA 500.... £399 99 
D*tyie Pami II.. £49 95 IT* 

■ \ 
F29 ftetaliator. .£24 95 
fla'^oo* -slands. ... £24 95 Os 
Hocc•' Morsters. £2495 4^. 

AND MORE1" OCR 
| TOTAL RRP : £519.79 PRICE 

AMHaA 51 w 

CLASBOf THE WS PACK ; 

AMIGA 50C £399 99 
Educational Scrw are £660 00 

^+5 Upon, registrator eacf 
purchaser «iM rece>* i *ne Ul 
containing 
Over 200 pages of *dvce 
guidance A worKsneets 
relating to the Nation* 

-u 

Curriculum OIR 
AND LOTS MORE?!! 
TOTAL RRP: £1054.40 

PRICE 

A FREE 2 YEAR 
WARRANTY WITH 

ANY AMIGA PACK!! 

* UIIMVOI LD NORMALLY 

IN 1ST YOl AN EXTRA O»40 

Please phone or wrile lo us for 

your free catalogue. There are 

some lerrific bargains to be had. 

Amiga 2000 up to £500 off. Atari 

mega ST up to £300 off. Siacy up 

to £200 off. Roland musical 

equipment up to £80 off. 

Educational, entertainment, 

creative & home/office software 

available. 

Your computer is 
the only teacher 
which YOU CONTROL 

I 

Whatever your age, whatever your subject 
- let your computer help you learn. 

Subjects include ... 

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English 
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge, 

Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland, 
Natural History. Junior Spelling and Arithmetic 

Available for most popular 
home & business computers 

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational 
Software designed to help you enjoy learning from your 

computer. Our programs even allow you to add your 
_own lesson material._ 

Write or telephone fora FREE 20-page BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure software 

Pleas* state your computer type 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no Stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds LUS 6BR 

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406 

ms 
—£-£ 



In the days when virtually every¬ 
one received their wages in cash 
and paid all their Mis in exactly 

the same way- keeping track of 
personal finances was considerably 
less complicated than it is today 

Now the trend is for everyone to 
have at least one bank account and 
probably a couple of credrt cards. 
More and more people spread the 
cost of large bills by standing order 
and direct debit payments and almost 
everyone is now paid either by 
cheque or bank transfer. 

The Money Program 
Anyone who finds working out bank 
and credit card balances a nightmare 
is likely to welcome Persona/ Finance 
Manager. It has been designed by 
MichTron to handle bank, credit card 
and similar transactions both by 
easing the reconciliation process 
when the statement balance doesn't 
agree with your own calculations and 
by providing budget information in a 
variety of formats so that you can 
easily see where you have underspent 
or, more likely, overspent. 

The heart of the system is a list 
of all transactions on a particular 
account, such as a bank account 
Individual transactions are entered 
manually while standing orders can 
be set up which will automatically be 
entered at the appropriate date. As 
each transaction is entered into the 
system, the program sorts it into 
date order and shows the current 
balance on the screen. 

Cheque Mate 
It's most unlikely that your monthly 
statement will agree exactly with this 
balance, since cheques will normally 
show up on your statement several 
days or even weeks after being 
written. In order to check the accu¬ 
racy of the statement rt is necessary 
to reconcile the two balances. 

Here the program can be very 
helpful. Simply feed the date and 
statement balance in, then sit back 
while it works out which entries in 
your list make up hie balance on the 
statement. Assuming all goes wellt 
listed items which do not appear on 

the statement will be shown ghosted 
on the screen for easy reference. To 
remove the ghosting while still record¬ 
ing balanced items, the system will 
then put a red tick by each checked 
entry. Then by switching off the 
ghosting your list will show all items 
appearing on the bank statement with 
a red tick beside them. 

Sometimes the program will be 
unable to make a reconciliation, in 
which case you will have to resort to 
manual methods. The same system 
of checking entries can be done 
individually by either ticking or ghost¬ 
ing as required. Since ghosted entries 
are then removed from the running 
balance, this can be a quick method 
of reconciling your balance with the 
bank's opinion, without having to 
match each individual entry across to 
the bank statement. 

Budget Games 

The other feature of the program is 
the budget. As each item is entered in 
the main list rt is allocated to a 
particular predefined category such 
as motor expenses, mortgage or gas 
and electricity. These categories are 
user-definable and are identrfted by a 
single keyless. Although omy ter 
may be used at any tme 
defining the budget, these can oe 
changed as required for cbeckng 
less usual categories. 

The categories are uOised n 
several ways. One of the most usefii 
is to select only the entries for a 
particular category, whch can then 
be listed to screen or printer. This 
would be useM for a (very) small 
business as a panless expenditure 
analysis method. Other uses for the 
categories concern the budget. 

Both pie and bar charts can be 
produced showing up to 10 cate¬ 
gories at a time The p* chart sxnpty 

Personal 
Banking 

If you have trouble keeping track 

of where you money goes, your 

own Personal Finance Manager 

might help. PAT WINSTANLEY 

tries to find out precisely how.., 

m Inscription libit Credit Coir 
__ 

Balance 
ti ll * Iliad mit [a 
IlITTt Hi it s 4M8.M | 
Him tufhftl Umiitf B.25 c 4744.75 1 
MW CM MN+ttftip I5JI H 4719.75 P 
Him CMfa TiM M 4t44.75 
Him H « c 45*9.32 I 
IMVX 437.51 4 4151.74 
ILil/H hM II. 14 T miAi 
i2/«im Clittts fcl* 1 4HB.41 
Mm «u C 4122.54 
mm Crriit t*4 m.u X im.fi 
mm FtM 14.54 I 3712.37 
22/11/* InsvMCf HU i 3751.15 
mun C» lav mm t 3451.15 
25/ll/SI SkoPflUS 43.n c 3414.14 hr 

B HT 

ABOVE )• shown * 

typical example ol the 

kinds of entries made 

into the program over 

a period of time. Each 

entry has a budget 
allocation and a run¬ 

ning balance is kept. 

LEFT; Pie charts are 

available to show the 
proportion of your 

expenditure that has 

been spent on each 

part of the budget. 

LEFT: Equally, bar 
graphs can be 

constructed to show 
graphically the state of 
your balance over a 

period of time. Try not 
to go so far into the 

red again, please! 

shows the relative proportion for the 
various categories while the bar chart 
shows actual against budget expendi¬ 
ture, The third graphical display is a 
plot of the account balances between 
chosen dates, showing where and by 
how much you've dipped into the red. 
In each case the start and end dates 
can be adjusted, as can the cate¬ 
gories involved. Unfortunately there 
seems to be no good way of actually 
printing these charts out. 

Summing Up 
Anyone running a small business 
could find the program useful both 
commercially and in personal 
matters, particularly if accounts are 
sometimes used for a mixture of 
business and personal transactions. 
The categorisation is both flexible and 
friendly, data entry and manipulation 
is clear and simple, and the budget 
system is easy to use. A good 
program for those who simply want 
the job done but don't need go-faster 
stripes to complicate things 

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 

All Amiga* ■ £29.95 

MichTron 0726 68020 
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jdjSsgjBgZfy ^or Top Quality Products And Top Quality Service 
Msj&M t We Welcome You To. 

JftJL* Cottage &}r>%p}td!£u* t&nd 

AMOS The Creator only £15 99 Order Now' 

Buy your Games and Saws software from us and recieve 
help and advice with Tips, Reviews, Cheats and General 
Information whence* possible on any Software or Hardware 
purchased horn us 

Cottage Software AMIGA lbp IS Chart 
Battle Master. £28.99 
Chaos Sit ikes Back £ 17 99 
Corporation.... ,, £17 99 
Days Of Thunder .£17.99 
F-l9 Stealth Fighter .£28 99 
Hollywood Stars .£20 99 
Midnight Resistance £ 1 7 99 
Mnjwmter £20.99 
Murder . £17.99 
Nighttjreed lacbonl. £17 99 
Operation Stealth 
Rck Dangerous I 
Shadow of The Beast R 
Their Finest Hour... 
Wings (1 meg) . 

£1799 
£17.99 
£24 99 
£2899 
£28 99 

PRIZE DRAW 
AU CUSTOMERS 
WHO BUV FROM 

COTTAGE 
SOFTWARE 
RECEIVE A 

UNIQUE NUMBER 
WHICH IS 

ENTERED IN OUR 
MONTHLY 

SOFTWARE GAME 
PRIZE DRAW 

COTTAGE SPECIAL 
SCREEN GEMS 
AMIGA A500 PACK 

Includes: Shadow of the Beast II, 
Back To The Future II. Nightbreed, 
Days of Thunder, Deluxe Paint II, 
Game Revrews and Help all for 

£379.99 

Game Che ati/Tips/Reviews 
and information sent on 

request. Just write or phone for 

$JLE for price 
U5T AND 

INTRODUCTORY 
LETTER 

ALL PRiCES 
INCLUDE VAT 
PLEASE ADD 

£1.00 TOYCXJf? 
TOTAL 

SOFTWARE 
ORDER TO 

INCLUDE FIRST 
CLASS POST 

AND PACKING 

CLASS OF THE 90 S 
AMIGA 500 PACK 

Includes’ B6C tmuator. 
Putjksher % Choc* DTP 

Wordprocessor, Database. 
Spreadsheet, Defuse P&mt 1i. 

Disk Walter. Power Pack. Dr Ts 
Midi. Manuals. 18 Blank Discs 

Game Reviews and Heip 
All (Ns for 

£559.99 

ORDER ADVICE HOTUNE 

0703 740349 
10AM UNTIL 7PM 

auswepphone after hours 

Leisure/Serious 
Software 
available for 

Amiga, Amstrad, Atari, 
Spectrum, Commodore 64r 

IBM PC compatibles 
Game Consoles 

COMMODORE AND 
AMSTRAD SPECIALISTS 

We otter a fnerafy. reliable servce 
supplying Computers and 

Peripherals Letsixe and Serious 
Software Overseas orders very 

welcome FiA back kj advtce 
service if we can help we wi Al 
letters answered A SA P Ptease 

enclose 38o S A E Thank you 

COTTAGE COMPUTERS A SOFTWARE 

P.O. BOX 34 ROMSIY HAMPSHIRE 
S051 8YW 0703 740345 

CHEQUE POSTAL ORDERS 
AND 

__% CREDIT CARD ,__ 
kirrd FACILITIES 
t±i±3 AVAILABLE i A J 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

hltafiex 129 Bath Road, 19 High Street 

Tel: 

Slough, 
Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 

0753 35557 

Swindon, 

Wiltshire 

Tel: 0793 488448 

SHOWROOM 
open; 

Mon - Fri 
9.30 - 5,30 
Saturdav 

9.30 - 4.30 
MAILORDER 
Cons tun able* 

£1.50 
Hard van: 

£8.00 
Prices 

excluding 

able* 

SVATll 

AMIGA A500 ACCESSORIES 
HARDWARE 

Amiga A500 Batman Pack 
+ free box of disks...£317 
Amiga A500 Flight of Fantasy + 
box of disks ...*£317 
Amiga A5Q0 Screen Gems 
Packs + free disks £317 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Amiga A500 1 Mb Pack -Choose 
any Amiga A500 from above and 
we will give you 512K RAM + 
clock, mouse mat at only.,..£355 
Amiga Class of 90's...£439 

ATARI COMPUTERS 
Atari 520STFM discovery pack 
includes 4 games...,,.,..£240 
Atari 520 STE Turbo Pack indudes 
basic STOS and 7 games.£310 
Atari 1040 STE extra pack indudes 
ST Words. ST Calc. ST Basic. ST 
Graphics. Hyper-Paint STOS, 1st 
Basic. Print Game....,..£399 

AMIGA/ATARI DRIVES 
1 Meg 3,5" internal...£49 
1 Meg 3.5* external..,.,,,,,,.£60 
1 Meg 5.25" external ..,,,.,....£90 

512K Ram + clock.....,£45] 
Joystick..,,...£10 

10 Blank disks in library box .,..,.£6 ! 
Mouse Mat......£3 
Naksha Mouse.,,,.,..£32 

MONITORS 
Philips CM8833 - Colour Monitor 
+ leads only..-.....£188 
SM 1224 (Atari).£205 
SM 124 (Atari).£85 

PRINTERS 
Star LC10 Mono...£129 
Star LC200 Colour (9 pm).£18C 
Star LC24 200 (24 pin).£219 
Star LC24 200 Colour.£259 
Panasonic KXP1124+ lead ....£199 
Panasonic KXP1624.£329 
Citizen 120D +.£120 
Citizen 1240.£189 
Citizen Swift 24 +■ Colour 
Upgrade.£265 
Citizen Swift 9 + Colour 
Upgrade .£185 
Epson LX400..£526 
Epson LQ400 (24 pin).El99 
Epson LQ 500.£269 

RIBBONS 
PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES 

WANTED 
USE yOUR VOICE 

TO OUTDRAW THE 
GUNFIGHTER 

CASH PRIZES 

089831 3599 
NFODW. POSoi 36 LSI 4tN Col enorges Up Per Mr Cheap 4dp Per Min Al Omer Tim* 

OMPUTER REPAIRS 
► FIRST AID 

FOR 
TECHNOLOGY 

ATARI ST/AMIGA 

Simply send your machin 
with a i-15 diagnostic fee 
you will be sent a written 
quotation for ihe cost of 
repairing your machine. 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

0582 491949 (4 LINES) 



ATHENE COMPUTERS 
16 Stoke Rood, Gosport, Hants P0121JB 

Telephone: (0705) 511439 Fax: (0705) 511646 

THE AMIGA COMPUTER PACKS 

GEM PACK FLIGHT OF FANTASY BATMAN 
A500 Computer A500 Computer A50G Computer 

TV Modulator TV Modulator TV Modulator 
Mouse Mouse Mouse 

D Paint II D Paint II D Paint II 
Days of Thunder F29 Retalictor Batman 

Shadow of the Beast II Rainbow Island FI 8 Interceptor 
Bock to the Future Escape from the Robot Monsters New Zealand Story 

Night Breed 

£379 £379 £369 

All the above packs ore available with the Athene Computers add on pack which includes: 

NINE SOFTWARE TITLES: 
Archipelagos, Eliminator, Quodralien, Mercenary, Cybemoid II, Backlash, Battleships, Custodian, Vortex. 

ALSO 
Mouse mat, dust cover, joystick, 5 blank disks, 3 public domain software 

ALL FOR £399 

PRINTERS 
Star LtlO.£165.00 

Star LOO Colour.£209.00 

Star FRIO.£379.00 

Star FR15.£495.00 

Star XB24-10.£496.00 

Star XB24-15..'..£655.00 

Colour kit for FR10-XB24.£46.00 

EXTRAS 
DISC DRIVES 

CAX354 Cumana.£85.00 

NEC Drive.£79.00 

A501512K extra.£99.00 

A590 20mb hd.£379.00 

MOHITORS 

CBM 10845'O’.£269.00 

Philips 8833.£259,00 

NEC Multisync II.£479.00 

™E star LC200 Colour.£229.00 inc. 

STAR Stor LC24'200.£299.00 inc. 
PRINTERS Including lead 

All our products UK 
spec. Say No to 
Grey imports 

ATHENE COMPUTERS 
FOR BUSINESS + FOR PLEASURE 

Excellent Service, Best Prices + Full Support 
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Mission briefing: you will be 
transported to the prate 
base, where you must 

make your way to the treasure vaults 
and ‘liberate' the money that is 
stashed away inside Along the way, 
the base's defences must be 
destroyed or they wiH destroy you, 

You are in control of a tank which 
fires fireballs from its gun; these 
fireballs can be bounced off various 
mirror-like surfaces ffi the base to 
reach their targets. Warning; rf you 
are careless with the fireballs' target- 
ting, you may destroy the treasure 
vaults or the nuclear reactor that 
powers the base. In a worst-case 
scenario you will have only fifteen 
seconds to exit the base. 

It doesn't sound much like educa¬ 
tion, does it? It certainly doesn't 
sound like secondary school Physics, 
either - but thafs exactly what it is. 
Now correct me if I'm wrong, but I 
remember Physics as being cursed 
with the worst teachers on the 
curriculum and an interesting Physics 
lesson involved sticking a piece of 
paper tape to the back of a piece of 
wood with wheels attached and 
watching it roll down a short plank. 
No, we never zapped aliens in 
Physics in my day.,. 

Light Work 

Light Force is an excellent example of 
the idea of integrating a 'fun' concept 
with a specific area of learning. The 
package is intended to teach some of 
the basic principles of light and its 
behaviour: reflection and refraction in 
particular, but also how colours work. 
The clever thing is the way it does it. 

The package comes on two disks 
and consists of three parts: a game, 
a tutorial and a set of exercises. The 
tutorial teaches the basic principles 
needed to master the subject at 
‘secondary school' level* which in this 
case certainly seems adequate for 
exam level up to the age of 16. The 
exercises are in the form of sets of 
ten multiple-choce questions, with an 
assessment at the end of each set. 

An incentive to work through the 
slightly more Tedious' part* the 
tutorial and take the brief tests is pro¬ 
vided by the game, If you manage to 
pass one of the tests with a score of 
nine oc ten out of ten, you are 
promoted to a higher rank within the 
game. It's a simple enough idea, but 
it certainly works. 

Th* (Hit take th* form of a aerie* 

of multiple choice questions on the 

topics in the tutorial*. 

LIGHT 
In the first of two unusual educational games 

just in from Australia, DAMIEN NOONAN 

zaps aliens while learning about light rays... 

Light Guns 

The game is quite elegant in its 
simplicity, subtly involving and putting 
into practice many of the lessons of 
the physical principles of light. The 
tank the player drives is armed with a 
gun to shoot the fireballs, This gun 
can be rotated by a degree at a time 
or through angles of 10 or 45 
degrees. The fireballs can be 
bounced off reflective walls to reach 
the target, but all targets must be ht 
from tong range because the tank 
can only travel down the road and 
because the defences 'zap* the tank if 
it gets too close. 

The game is played, in the man¬ 
ner of most computer games, as a 
senes of levels which must be negoti¬ 
ated turn. Progress is rewarded not 
only by movement to newer and more 
exotic levels, not only by the amass¬ 
ing of an ever-greater number of 
points, but also by the ability to use 
ancillary ships in addition to the tank 
and by promotion to a higher rank of 
ski and competence. 

The ancillary ships can be 
of several knds to negotiate 
different tods of on-screen 
terrain, but the most 
important thing about 
them is the way they am 
armed. An earty promo¬ 
tion, for instance, bears 1 
the rank 'Mirror Master', 
The player can now use an 
ancillary ship carrying a nwror. 
from which fireballs fired by the tank 
can be reflected towards the* target. 
Not only does this give the game 

The game I* at (he centre of Light Force, The player muit 

manoeuvre the tank (bottom left} around the bate* destroying 

the defence* with fireball*. Icon* control the angle of the gun. 

more variety, it also reinforces the 
lessons of reflection that the 

game is trying to teach. 

with progr*** through 
the level* or correct 

answer* to the test*, 

the player i* rewarded 

by a choice of extra 
ship*. The lower of 

these two is a mirror 

ship* used to deflect 

shot* around corners. 

The idea of bouncing shots from 

surfaces is taken to extremes, here, 
by a series of angled mirror*. 

One of the basic 
principles of all 
good educational 
software should be 
to entertain first, to 

grab the attention of 
the child or young 

person, and then to 
slip the learning in as dis¬ 

creetly as possible. Seldom is 
this done as well as by Light Force. 
The game is highly entertaining and 
enjoyable and the lessons are well 
integrated, while remaining clearly 
educational and practical. 

It's rare, too, to find an educa¬ 
tional program which is aimed at 
older children and succeeds; rarer 
still to find one that could be used 
happily m schools at this advanced 
level, as well as at home. The game 
was written by degree students with 
some knowledge of teaching tech¬ 
niques - and it shows. An excellent 
package and highly recommended. 

LIGHT FORCE 

All Amiga* ■ C23.99 

■ TSA/Marcam 091 941 61 IT 
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DEAL DIRECT TST 
24 HOUR HOTLINE 0533 471485 OR 0533 545732 

Minimum order for free delivery £29.00. All orders under £29.00 add £3.90 P&P 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS ■ SEE US AT THE SHOPPER SHOW STAND NO G5 
Amiga 0.5Mb A501 RAM expansion and clock (Commodore s own brand)£89.99 
Amiga 0.5Mb RAM expansion, memory disable switch, 16 chips on board 

includes chipmem option - version without battery backed up clock £34.99 
version with battery backed up clock £39.99 

Amiga 0.5MB RAM expansion, memory disable switch, video retail packaging 
version without battery backed up clock 4 chip board.....£34.99 
version with battery backed up clock includes chipmem option.£39.99 
Amiga 3.5" top quality disk drive external....£64.99 

AMIGA 
COMPLETE 
SEPARATES 

1,8Mb RAM upgrade board, including clock and disable switch 
1,8Mb board fully configured to 1.8Mb with lead..am—rvi-ta.£214.00 
1.8Mb board configured to 512K....r.H.£89.00 
Gary lead (needed if configuring greater than 512K).PRODUCTS.£19.99 

Amiga 0.5Mb RAM expansion chipset for A590 hard drive unit.kr b'JLA.£35.00 
Amiga 500 4.0Mb RAM upgrade populated to 0.0Mb.FULL—T2.£99.99 
Amiga 500 4.0Mb RAM upgrade populated to 4.0Mb...£299.99 
Amiga 8.0Mb external RAM upgrade board populated to 2.0Mb... .MGM1. IS.£299.00 
Atari STe 0.5Mb RAM expansion boards, fitted internally...■PM ARAMT-FR.£49.99 
Atari ST3 2.0Mb RAM expansion boards, fitted internally..£148.99 

(We may be able to pay you for your existing STe internal memory) 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 

Amiga "Fatter Agnus" chip (8372A) enables up to 1 meg chip RAM. 
Amiga 1.3 Kickstart ROM upgrade for A500/2000 (hard drive auto boot) 
Amiga Vidi, video frame grabber unit.... 
Amiga Virus Protector hardware, protects from bootblock virus. 
Amiga Boot Selector Cards (choose to boot from DFO or DFI.. 
Amiga Electronic Boot Selector {boot from DFO to DF3).. 
Amiga Kickstart Selector, supplied with Kickstart ROM (1.2 or 1.3). 
Amiga Kickstart Selector, supplied without Kickstart. 
Amiga MM3000 midi interface (in, thru, out). 
Amiga Action Replay Cartridge, backup cartridge, inc. MCode monitor.. 
Amiga Syncro Express II * Duplication system requires a second drive 
including second drive ....... 
without second drive.... 

forafull. 
GATALOGiJE 

;;;rrd:ducis:: 
;;S]EtJO;S:A;;E;;;; 

TO AD DRESS 

.BELOW. 

...£60.00 

...£33.00 
,..£99.95 
,..£14.99 
...£12.95 
,.£39.00 
,.£49.00 
,.£20.00 
,£22.99 
,,£59.99 

.£104.00 
,£34.99 

AMIGA 500 COMPUTER DEALS - FREE DETAILS 

AMIGA 500 Standard Pack includes A500 computer, 512K RAM, 1Mb disk drive, mouse, TV modulator, power 
supply, operation manuals & workbench disks. 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO START ONLY...£339.95 
Amiga 500 Batman Pack - (as standard pack) pius Batman the Movie, FI8 Interceptor, New 
Zealand Story, Deluxe Paint 2 - SPECIAL PRICE.£359.95 
Amiga Flight of Fantasy Pack - (same as standard pack) plus F29 Retaliator, Rainbow Islands, 
Deluxe Paint 2 & Escape From The Planet Of The Robot Monsters - SPECIAL PRICE..£359.95 
Amiga 500 Screen Gems Pack (same as standard pack) plus Days of Thunder, Shadow of the 
Beast II. Back to the Future Part II, Nightbreed, Deluxe Paint II - SPECIAL PRICE...£359.95 
Amiga 500 Class of the 90 s Educational Pack • same as standard 
plus all educational extras.....£519.00 
Amiga 590 hard disk drive....£359.00 
AMIGA TENSTAR SOFTWARE PACK 
Software includes the following titles: Mercenary, Insanity Flight, Amegas, Art of Chess. Thundercats, Barbarian, 
Terrorpods. Wizball, Buggy Boy & Ikari Warriors......£22.95 
POWER SUPPLIES 
Amiga power supply 30% more power drives more disk drives.£39.99 
Amiga power supply - standard...£37.00 
Atari ST internal power supply (direct replacement) P.C.B. Unit.£39.99 

Amiga 1.5 Meg RAM upgrade board works in 1.3 machine.unpopulated £49.99 
..512k semi-populated £79.95 
....1 meg semi-populated £99.99 
All upgrade boards inc. lead to Gary chip.1.5 meg fully populated £119.99 

All goods subject to availability. 
Please allow 5-28 days delivery. 

Please make cheques payable to: 

C.D.R. LTD, UNIT 22, AFD, SYKEFIELD 
AVENUE. LEICESTER, LE3 OLB 

Other payment methods; ACCESS, VISA, BACS, 
POSTAL ORDER. 

To speed up delivery please write cheque 
guarantee no. on back of cheque. 



The second of this month's Down-Under Duo deals 

with complex mathematics in a very Australian 

way. DAMIEN NOONAN investigates. 

BOOMERAID 
Gdayt mate! Step back, now, 

a couple of years into the 
dim but not-so^Jistant past, 

to a time when a film called Crocodile 
Dundee starring a certain Paul Hogan 
did more to make bemg Australian 
cool than a whole troop of smooth- 
talking Ciive Jameses and smooth¬ 
looking Jason Donovans ever could. 

Even though the current ideal of 
Australia may be a small, blonde 
woman who thinks she's the next 
Madonna, the Aussie programmers at 
Lemmingsoft hark back to the good 
old days when men were men, 
crocodiles were victims and the Esky 
was always full of tinmes. The hero of 
Boomeraid is a tough, stocky Paul 
Hogan type with the black hat and the 
big knife, but he Is armed also with 
the most traditional of Aussie 
weapons, the boomerang. 

And this is where the story really 
starts. Like L/ght Force, Boomeraid is 
essentially a game of the kind best 
calculated to appeal to the children of 
the video age. Alongside the game 
there are tutorials and marked, multi¬ 
ple-choice tests: and again, reading 
and learning is encouraged by the 
fact that good results m the test will 
aid progress in the game. 

Come Back! 

So why boomerangs, for goodness’ 
sake? Well, the idea is that the path of 
a boomerang can be described on a 
computer screen by a graph. In order 
to throw the boomerang correctly, the 
player must be able to manipulate the 
graph that represents the flight path 
with some skill. Graphs are an impor- 
tant part of the study of mathematics, 
as are the algebraic functions, the 
formulae to place x and y Cartesian 
co-ordinates that describe them. 

The scenario for the game is that 
an inner-city park in a major city has 
become the preserve of murderers, 
rapists, bikers, flashers and other 
perverse deviants. In an effort to wipe 
out the problem of crime once and 
for all, the city authorities have put up 
a large electric fence around the park 
and sent our hero with the 
boomerangs in to sort them out. 

Initially the hero is armed only 
with spears. Since these have a sim¬ 
ple straight-line trajectory, the graphs 

Our hero wanders the park in search of baddies to throw his 
boomerang at. Icon* top right show which graphs he can use, 

certain shape: to achieve this, you 
must adjust the numbers in the equa¬ 
tion that describes the line. As you do 
so, the line shifts on screen to repre¬ 
sent the correct plot. When you are 
happy with it you bang the 'Mark’ 
button and the program says if your 
effort was right or wrong. 

The test progresses through the 
increasingly more difficult subjects of 
the tutorial, but you can give up at 
any stage. Good progress in the test 
is rewarded {once again) with a boost 
forwards in the game: you are given a 
code to enter which increases your 
Brainpower, allowing you to use the 
more sophisticated boomerangs in 
the game and so score more of those 
valuable points. 

Conclusion 

Boomeraid is an earlier effort than 
Light Force by the same program¬ 
mers and in a few little ways it shows. 
The whole thing does not seem to 
hang together with qurte the same 
tightness, the test exercises are just 
slightly less clearly presented and the 
game is perhaps a little less natural in 
its integration of the teaching princi¬ 
ples. But these are really quite minor 
gripes, On the whole it is another 
clever package, wittily combining an 
enjoyable game of the kind that may 
appeal to young people whose educa 
tions are more biased to TV and 
arcades than to textbooks with a 
good, solid grounding in the tope 
under discussion This is as much fun 
as algebra is ever going to be! 

The tutor is a first step in the serious part of the program, 

guiding you through various graphs by asking you to move the 

blue line to correspond with the read line, Easy! 

BOOMERAID 

All Amiga* ■ €23-99 

■ TSA/M*rc*m 061 941 6117 

that represent their flight paths are 
simple straight lines too. Each line 
can be tilted or moved up, down and 
sideways to define a flight path from 
the hero's hand to the target. 

As each parkful of baddies is 
cleared, the hero undergoes an 
increase in Brainpower which allows 
him to use a more sophisticated 
weapon on the next round. Moving up 
to a proper boomerang, for instance, 
the flight path becomes sophisticated 
enough to bend round corners but the 
graph is a more complex parabola, 
so the mathematical knowledge being 
tested is a stage more complex too. 

Happy Return* 

The system of rewards and incentives 
in Boomeraid is quite comprehensive. 
Naturally success at the less intellec¬ 
tual task of playing the game is 
rewarded by progress through the 
levels and the ability to use more 
powerful boomerang weapons, but 
also, when the hero eventually suc¬ 
cumbs to the attacks of the hood¬ 
lums, a check on how many types of 
graph were used successfully is dis¬ 
played along with a certificate of gen¬ 
eral hardness, starting out at Dingo 
Bait' if you die on the first level. 

The reward stimulus is, of 
course, carried on into the tutorials 
and the exercises. The tests take the 
form of a graph display (called 
‘Mathbenchl. beneath which is 
shown an equation which 
describes the line m terms of 
Cartesian coordinates. You 
are set the task of making the 
line on the graph pass through 
a certain point Of create a 

At the end of each level 

a bar graph show* how 

well the player ha* 

used the different kinds 
of graph available. 

BELOW: Even a slightly 

sub-standard effort at 
the test I* rewarded 

with a degree of 
progress in the game. 
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YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
MORE SOFTWARE THAN YOU CAN HANDLE! 

MORE HARDWARE THAN YOU CAN USE! 

AMIGA 512K MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

* Brings your Amiga up to 1 Mag In seconds. 
* Enabla/disable switch. Now you can run 

ALL software. 
* Easy to lit - DOES NOT INVALIDATE YOUR 

GUARANTEE, 
* Reliable, fast, high quality chips on a 

robust through plated P.C.B. Do not 
Confuse With Cheaper, interior products, 

* NEW!! HtfMIlil PJTfZ ChipMem Option 

ONLY £34 .99 +£2 Postage 

A590 
RAM 

UPGRADE 
512K..£24,99 
1 Mb £47.99 1 
2 Mb.£89.99 | 
Carriage Free 

AMIGA Expansion Kit 

Get the most from your AMIGA 
♦ Memory Expansion ♦ Lockable Disk Box 

♦ Dust Cover ♦ Mouse Mat 

♦ Drive Head Cleaner ♦ Zip Stlk Joystick 
♦ Ten Disks full of Amazing lmeg Demos 

Only £§9'^ Everything Commodore left 

out of the box Carr. £3.00 

OR WITH CLOCK/CALENDAR 

ONLY t^^^^^.99 +E2 Postage 

the 1 MEG MM pack 
Exclusive to So^co^vte Sufcen&t&ie 

With EVERY Amiga A500 ♦ SCREEN GEMS ♦ 
♦ FLIGHT OF FANTASY ♦ OR ♦ BATPACK ♦ 
(see left for individual pack details) you get> 
♦ 1 Meg of Memory + dock - fitted and tested 
♦ TV Modulator ♦ Mouse 
♦ Workbench ♦ Mouse mat 
♦ Lockable disk box ♦ 10 blank disks 
♦ Micro switched Joystick 

SCREEN GEMS 
PLUS Exclusive Connoisseur Software Collection 

♦ Shadow of the Beast UA 
♦ Back to the Future 11 
♦ Days of Thunder 
♦ Knightbrccd 
♦ Deluxe Paint II 

NEW 

FLIGHT OF FANTASY 
♦ F29 Retallator 
♦ Rainbow Islands 
♦ Escape from the Planet of the Robot 

Monsters 
♦ Deluxe Paint 1J 

♦ Airborne Ranger 
♦ Infestation 
♦ Dynamite Dux 
♦ Menace 

♦ Kick OfT 
♦ Barbarian II 
♦ IK+ 
♦ Tetris 

♦ Universal Military Simulator 
♦ Baal 
(11i LHicj lub^tl to ■■ 

«lut } 

PRICE e499" 
Carriage FREE 

EVERYTHING 
you could 

possibly need 
for your 

AMIGA 

Blank Disks 
We sell only the 
highest quality 

blank disks 100% 
certified and made 
in Japan. Each disk 

is guaranteed for 
life. 

Sony Branded 
Box 10 ...*..,£12,99 

Wit! 1'KKI-; UNi Ik* 1411) ! 
Unbranded 

BULK PRICES 
50 *, 
100 
200 ..£79,99 

BAT PACK 
♦ Batman - The Movie 
♦ F-18 Interceptor 
♦ New Zealand Story 
♦ Deluxe Paint 11 

CUMANA DRIVES 

the BEST NAME in Disk Drives 

BAHCL A¥C 4PD 

Legendary Quality 
Great Styling 
Total Compatibility 
Fully Guaranteed 
Outstanding Spec W IWT. 99 

Carriage & insurance £2.00 

NOW Only 

£64 

MAIL ORDER:- HOTLINE (0782) 204639 OR FAX (0782) 202269 

Carriage: All goods sent by post. Add EXTRA £8 per major Item for Courier or £10 for Next Day 

POST to Unit 7a Oldham St., Hanley, STOKK on TRENT, ST13EY. Callers welcome at our shops 

% 

r STOKE-ON-TRENT 
11 Market Square Arcade 

Hanley Stoke on Trent 
Manager Adrian 
Tel 0782 268620 

t Open 6 Days 

SHEFFIELD 
6 Wamgate Sheffield 

Manager Den 
Tel 0742 721906 

Open 6 days 

ST HELENS 
27 Baldwin Street 

St Helens 
Manager Adrian 
Tel 0744 27941 
Closed Thursday 

STOCKPORT ^ 
6 Mealhouse Brow, 

(Off Little Underbank) 
Stockport Manager Ray 

Tel 061 480 2693 
Open 6 Days , 

LC10 
wBest Buy“ budget printer 

Only £169 .99 

New Colour Printers 

©G©[? LC200 

Only £219 .99 

SttgU? LC24 - 200 

Only £279 .99 

CU/MOV 



f LEEDS (0532) 637988 

UNIT 8. ARMLEY PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST, ARMLEY, LEEDS LSI2 2AE 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE GENUINE UK SPECIFICATION FULL REPAIR SEHVICE AVAILABLE FREE ESTIMATES 

■ ■ —- 

COMPUTERS 
AMIGA A500 PACK 
Inc Workbench i 3. Amoa 

Basic, Mouse, TV Modutatcr 
Leads, Extras Disk. PSU 

Manuals and Tuiona 
ONLY £349 99 

FLIGHT OF 
FANTASY PACK 

£369.00 

BATPACK 
£369.00 

SCREEN GEMS PACK 
AMO PACK AS STD PLUS 

Sac* To The Future II. Days oi 
jy Kr\«ntbreedr Shadow C 
The Beast 13 ft And De 

Ot 
And Deluxe Paint 31 Th* Beast II 

NEW' £369.00 
WITH ANY AMIGA PACK 

YOU HAVE THE OPTION TO BUY 
THE AMAZING 

ASTRA PACK 
10 ncredi&ie games Inc E-Motion, 

Ktd Gtoves Ffewwplay. RVF Honda, 
of Babel. Shufflepuck Cate 

and many more 

CHRISTMAS 
PACK 

TAKE THE HEADACHE OUT 
OF BUYING A COMPUTER 

THIS CHRISTMAS 
No need to shop around, 
we'll make sure you get 

everything you need in one 
supero value pack. 

Comprises any Amiga Games 
Pack PLUS a top quality 

Cruiser joystick, mouse mat, 
10 disks, Amiga fitted cover 

AND 3 EXTRA GAMES 

£399.99 

CLASS OF THE 90'S 
BUSINESS PACK 

NOW WITH 1 MEG OF RAM 
AS STANDARD!! 

A50G Pack plus Kmdwords 2-0. 
Pagesette? Artists Choice Head 

Line Fonts Pack Amiga Logo, 
Superbas* Personal BBC Emulator, 

Deluxe Paint II, MaxipLan Spread 
sheet, or Dr Ts Md Recording 

Studio. Midi Interlace Mousemat, 
10 disks and Diskette Storage Wallet, 

£549.99 
NEW IN STOCK "First Step* 

PaetT similar to Class ot the 90 $ 
Pack but aimed at a younger 

age group 

MIDI MUSIC 
PACK 

Brought together specifically 1o meet 
your Midi recording sequencing 
requirements Package contains 
A50C Pack, Midi Interlace, Midi 

leads. 1 meg memory e*p, to disks, 
10 capacity box and Music X (full 

UK version) me 250 track 
sequencer, patch editor'libr ary, 
extensive Midi filtering and key 
mapping, powerful editing and 

much much more 

£509.00 

PRINTERS ALL OUR PRINTERS INCLUDE A STD CENTRONIC CABLE FREE! 

STAR LCtO 
MONO 

The excellent LC1Q « 
packed with features 

normally found in much more 
expensive printers 

* 9 pin print head 
A 144 CPS draft 
* 36 CPS NLQ 
* 4k butter 
* multiple built in forms 

£159*99 

STAR LC200 
COLOUR 

9 pn prim head i80cps 
draff 226 CPS high speed 

draft 16K buffer. 8 resident 
fonts . 11T carnage mar (an 

late landscape format. 
Optional serial interface, 
comes wtih a mono and 
___ cotowr nfcbon 

ONLY £214.99 

STAR LC24-200 
24 pin head, 200 cps 

draft Elite, 222 cps high 
speed draft. 67 cps LQ, 
7K buffer expandable to 
39Kr 10 resident fonts. 

11.7* carriage (land¬ 
scape) serial interface 

option. 

(fiEfr) 
only £259.99 

STAR 
LC24-200 
COLOUR 

The 7 colour version of the 

new 60 col 24 pin LC24200 

ONLY 

iiv?) £307.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 
Superb quality 24 pin machine 

4 24 Pin print head 
* 192 CPS draft ' 64 0P$ 

NLQ 
‘ 8K butter expandable bo 32k 
* Optional colour capability 

360 DPI 
■ Add £34 99 lor colour Qpton 
* 2 year warranty 

£289.99 

EPSON 
EPL-7100 LASER 

* A4 page laser pomer 
' Mutopte built in fonts 
* 5!2k memory 
’ Expandable to 6Mb 
‘ 300*300 DPI graphics 
' 6 pages per minute 
* Small footprint 

£919.99 

HARD DRIVES 
AMIGA A590 20 MEG 

The Commodore A590 has a buiT n unpopu¬ 
lated Ram board so you can easily upgrade 

your Amiga memory by up to 2 megs without 
invalidating your warranty (auioboots from 

Kickstad 1.3 onfy) 
| NEW PWCEH~| £2QQ. qq 

Add £40.00 for each 1 meo of ga0j«iOH 
AMIGA A590 POPULATED 

with 2 Meg ot Ram 

£379.99 

I 

NEW PRICE?! 

DRAM chips (256K*4) Toshiba. Intel. Etc 
Quantity - 4..,,£5 49 eacri 
Quantity * 8.E5.19 each 

Quantity - 16+..00 each 

DISKS DISCOUNT SOFTWARE P AMIIGA B2000 

3,5 INCH BULK DISCS 

SONY /VERBATIM 
100% error free, 135 TPI 

Lifetime Guarantee 
QTY £ 
10.  5.99 
25.. ..13.99 
50.. ..   25.99 
100. 47.99 
200.   7999 
300-.  115.99 
400.149.99 
500.  179.99 
1000....349.99 
Disk Labels.500 _.7.99 
Disk Labels.1000.13.99 

I Aegis Video Tiller 
I AudioMaster 2 . 
I Superplan Screaks heel 
I Supervise Personal 2 .. 
15BA, cash accounts s. w 

CUMANA CAX 354 3.5" 

i meg drive £71.99 
fl Mndi mierface .£22 99 
1 Naksha Mouse .£29 99 
1 Mi nigen Genlock . £9900 
■ Rerxfaie 8802 Genkxk 
■ Rombo RGB Splutter .£67 99 
1 Am>ga Modulator .„,m,99 
B Printer Sharer (3 way) £20 99 
M Amiga Control Station £4399 

| COMIOOORE 
Sserec Sound 

64C * 296 TOdiUDOn 
art £are screen 

£259.00 

INCLUDetG ALL LEADS 

PHILIPS CM8833 
Stereo Sound 

600 * 286 resolution 
green screen facility 
1 yr on srte warranty 

£239.99 

MAIL ORDER 
ORDER BY TELEPHONE QUOTING YOUR 
CREDIT CARD NUMBER. IF PAYING BY 
CHEQUE PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO 

• FIRST CHOICE ■ 

TEL: 0532 637988 
FAX: 0532 637689 

FAWTAVISIOW OR COMIC SETTER 
only mao when you buy any 

RAM EXPANSION 

REMEMBER WE OFFER 
* FAST Mad order service 
* FREE pnftfay UK mainland 
* FBEi 2 3 day dekvery 

(next day de*w#v only £3) 
ALL GOODS TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH 

CALL INTO OUR SHOWROOM 
- SPACKXJS FREE PARKING 

FULL REPAIR SERVICE - FREE ESTIMATES 

I Music X the most comprehensive 
I music package of the Amiga... £79.00 

IFANTAVISIGN Create your own 
I movies with great animation £19.99 

I COMIC setter The great DTP 
I package for comic strips.£19.99 

I Digrviflw Gold Version 4 ... ,,,,,.£ 124 99 
I Vista Landscape Graphics S-w.£49 99 
I Aegrs Son im MkJi Music Package £29 99 
I Aegis Graphics Cad Starter Pack £29 99 
. _‘L £89 99 

.£39 99 
£39 99 
£39 99 

. .£69.99 
■ The Wenks Platinum Edition £84 99 
|ScribWe W p Platinum Edition £43 99 

il Integrated Package .£99 00 
£7499 

RAM EXPANSION 
2 MEG EXTRA RAM BOARD 

| Take your Amiga A500 up to 2,3 
Megs total with this easy to tit 

board. Uses existing expansion 
| slot. This board can be supplied 

partly or fully populated 

Unpopulated £34.99 

512 K populated £56.99 

1 Meg Populated £93,99 

1.5 Meg Populated £114.99 

Fully (2 Megs) £129.99 

| * Additional "Gary" board supplied writ* 
1 Meg configurations, or above * 

1 MEG UPGRADE 
Top quality memory expansions 
inc. Battery backed Real Time 
Clock and convenient on/off 
switch 12 month guarantee 

£39.99 

AMIGA B2000 HD20a 
Amiga 2000 latest Rev. mouse, 

keyboard, operating software. 20 
meg autobool hard dnve plus 

Publisher's Choice, Deluxe Paint II 
or Photon Paint II 

£1099.00 

AMIGA B2000 HD40a 
Same spec as above but with 40 

meg hard drive installed 

£1299.00 

Many other specifications available 
■nefcudrng internal Genlocks. AT or 
XT |0M compatible Bndgeboards 
Call Ipr latest pnongs or come in 

for a demo 

lAm^ja Scan Leads .£9,99 
■ Amiga RGB Leads .. . £9 99 
1 Mid caotes 2M ....£3.99 
|MkJ: cables 3M £499 
1 Midi cables 5M . .... .£5.99 
■ Printer cables 1.5 metre. £5.99 
1 Pn nter cables 2.0 metre £8 99 
■ A500 cover. £4 99 
■ lC 10 cover . £4 99 
IlC 24 10 cover , . £6 99 
■ Swifl 24 cover. £6 99 
■ 12* monrtor cover. £6 99 
114* monrtor cover 
114* tilt and swivel 

£6 99 

■ monitor stand . £1499 
■ Universal printer stand 
1 Mouse mats &MM 

£9 99 

■ high quality anti static 
■ 100 capacity lockage 3 5" 

£4.99 

■ disk box. £"99 
150 capacity as above £5 39 

fT COSTS LESS AT FIRST CHOICE! 

OPEN MON-SAT 

SUNDAY OPENING 

THURSDAY NIGHT 

9.00AM-5.30PM 

10.00 AM -3.00 PM 

LATE TIL 8.00PM 



1 UPPER PARK STREET, HOLYHEAD, GWYNEDD LL65 1HA 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY BY FIRST CLASS POST (UK & BFPO) 

GAMES 
68SAt1*ck Sub 
Adidas Chamoaortiv f wtoaii 
AMOS 
Anarchy ....... 

£16 75 
..£16.75 
£34 90 
£16.75 

Armour Geddon 
ATF ? 

£16 75 
£16 75 

Atom* Robokti _ CIS 75 
Aweacme £24.90 
Back io in* Fuiur# 2 ..£18.75 
Bet 
Ban* Master . 

£f99C 
£16.75 

Barr* af Auawriru .CT6.75 
Baffle Squadron 
Betrayal 

..-£16.75 
£t9-90 

Billy The Kid . ...CIS. 75 
BhUkreig May 1940 .... £16,75 
Bloodeych ... 
Bloodwych Data Disk . 
Bomber Bob, . . 
Bridge Player 2150 

.. £16-75 

.£9.90 
.£16-75 

,£1990 
B$$ Jaiiw SeyfTHHjp . .£16.75 
Buck Rogers Cpuffldown to Doomsday 
Cadaver .... 
Captive... . 
Caslm Master 
Champions cl Krynn . 

.£t9 90 
. .£16 75 

£16.75 
. ...£16.75 
.£19 90 

Chaos Strikes Back {1 m«gi 
Chase HO 

£t6 75 
.£16.75 

Chess Champion 2175 
Cokjners Bequesl ... 

£19,90 
. . £27.95 

Crvwrio Quasi 2 . £T9.90 
Codename keman £39 99 
Colorado. .£16.75 
Cokwsus Che« Ki 
Combo Race* 
Conqueror . 

£16 75 
£16.75 
£16.75 

Corporation .. £16,75 
Crackdown 
Cnmawav* 

£13 75 
..£16.75 

Damodea El 6 75 
Dark Century 
Days o' Thunder 
Deathtrap . 

£16.75 
£1675 

.£16.75 
Debut. 
Defenders oUhe Earth 
Dick Tracy.. 
Dr&ggti Flight. 

.£16.75 

....£13.75 

.£16.75 

.£19.90 
Dragons Breath. „,,,...... 
Dragons Lair. 
Dragons ol Flame 
Dragon Wars 
Dmckhan. 

- .£19.90 
.£61.90 

£16.75 
. .£16 75 

.. £19.90 
Dungeon Master 
Dynasty Wars 
Elia .. 

.. .£1675 
£1675 
£16 75 

Emiyh Hughes Int Soccer .. .£16.75 
E Motion £16.75 
Ej>C 
Escape From Smges Cast* 

£16 75 
£31 90 

Fl6 Combat Pilot ....... .£1675 
F16 Facor 
Falcon Mission Oak 1 or 2 

£1990 
£1375 

Ft5 Steaffli Faber . .£19.90 

BUSINESS 
Arena Accounts , , . £119.90 
Devpac Amiga 2.£41.90 
Hi soft Basic.£55.90 
Heme Office Kit.£99.90 
K-Comm. £20.90 
K Data .  £34.90 
K Spread?.£41.90 
Lattice C Vers 5  £159 90 
Mai&X*.XI 7.50 
Mailshot Plus .   ,.£34 90 
P'Oti&ia     £55.90 
Protert.    £69.90 
Polishers Choice.£69.90 
SBA Cash .£55.90 
SBA Mra...£79.90 
Superoese Personal 2.£69 90 
Super&ase Professional £174 90 
Superpian .£69 90 

GAMES GAMES 
F29 RfliaFat^ .£16 76 
Fighter Bomber . Cl 6.75 
Fighter Bomber Data D«sk .£9 90 
M Baffle .Cl 6 75 

Nuclear War £13 75 1 
DMos £2* 90 
Omfticw Censfutecy £16 75 j 
Operation Harrier .£16 75 

Fire and inmst&rw £16 75 
Fire and Forget 2 £16 75 
Ftmtnt Quest  .E1675 
F*(s 1 and Magnose .£16 75 

Operation Sieatih £16 75 
QnartaJ Games £16 75 
Parackotd 90 £16 75 
Phonlon Storm £13 75 

Flood.- £16 75 Ppemama £13 75 
FpotuaJl Manager *E*p Kit £13 75 
Football Manager World Cup Ed £ s 3 75 
Future Basketball ., ..£1675 i 

PTales £16 75 
Plague £i6?5 
Piayar Manager . £13 75 j 

G*ua.... ...£16 75 Populous.£16 75 
Ghostbusters 2 £16 75 
Ghosts n‘ Gatkins .£13 75 j 
Gold or the Aztecs .£16 75 
Grembrts 2 .£16.75 1 
Grand National ..£1375 
Harley Davidson .£i 6.75 

Populous Promised Lands £6 90 
Powermonger .£19.90 
Projeciyl* .£16 75 
pTyama* .£13 75 
Rambow islands .£16.75 
Plans. .... . .. . ,,,,, £16 75 

Helter Skelter £13 75 
Heroes ol the Lance £1675 

Red Storm Rising .£16 75 ; 
Resolution lOl £16 7$ 

Highway Patrol 2.CUTS 
HillsP&r £16 75 
Horror 7omp#g £16 75 
l.C F.T D Dala Osk (Am Heads i .£9 90 
Imnwtat il megi  £16.75 
Impanum....,.,,, £16 75 
Indy LjsI Crusade AdYefflure .C16 75 
Indienapoks 500 .£16 75 I 
Internalipna:’ 30 Tennis .£16 75 

Aidk Dangerous 1 Or 2 ... .....£1675 
HoboeoplorS .£16 75 1 
Hogue Trooper .£16 75 
Rourke’a Drift.El6.75 j’ 
floto* .£16 75 
RVF Honda . .£16 75 
Shadow ol ttw Beast .£15.75 
Shadow gi the Beast ? .. . .£2*90 
Shadow Warriors .£16.75 

IntemabonaJ Soccer Challenge . £1675 
Italy tWCKU $ Gl £16 75 1 

Sherman M4 .£16 75 i 
, SifflCuy. £19 90 

ft Came from re Desed (1 m*g ©my) £19 90 Smr C*y Terrain Edaor £9 90 
hanhoe .£16 75 1 S»rrtHjtcra £16 75 j 
James Bond C16 75 , 
Judge !>edd £13 75 

Sly Spy £16 75 1 
Snowstrwe .£16-75 

Kh*0(1 t or 2 £137$ 
Kk* Od EHra Tm* £6 90 
Kid Gloves .£16.75 1 
Killing Gam# Show .£ 16 75 
Kings Quest 4(1 meg) £2* 90 
Kmghtlorce Ct6 75 
Knghts cl Crystallion .£ 19,90 
Last Nmia 2 .... .£16.75 j 

Soane Ace £3190 
Space Hamer 1 or 2 . ,£i6.75 1 
Spei«tiund .£13.75 | 
Spy Who Loved Ms £16 75 
SiartKadO .. .£16 75 j 
Slreel Hockey .£16.75 | 
Sunt Car Racer .£16.75 
Supercars.£13 75 J 

Lagenti ol Bi Hy Boulder ,£16,75 
Legend ol (he Losl.£16 75 

Supremacy .£19.90 
Swiv.£16-75 

LEnsure Sun Larry 3.£27,90 
Life and Death .£19.90 
Lombard RAC Rally.£16 75 
Loom. £19.90 
Lost Patrol .£16 75 
Ml Tank Platoon .£19.90 
Manchester United .£16.75 

TeainYarskw ..£13 75 
Teenage Mutaffl Hero Turtles .£16 75 
Tenms Cup.£13.75 
Test Drive 2. .£16.75 
Their Finest Hour.£19 90 
Thame Park Mysiery .£16 75 j 
Thunderstnke .£16 75 1 

Manhurtter 2. .£19 90 
Mag-c Fry £16 75 

Treasure Trap .£16 75 , 
Time Machine . .£16 76 

Mean Streets £16 75 
Mdr-ighi Resrtance £16 7$ 
Mdwffler £19 90 
Mrtro £16 75 
Monty Pythons Flying Ctfcuf £l3 75 

Treble Champ-cms £13 75 
Torvak The Wempr £16 75 1 
Toiat Recaw .£16.75 J 
Tournament Gott .£16.75 i 
Tumcan £16 75 

Murdw . £16.75 
New >drk Warriors £16.75 
Nightbreed . £16.75 

TV Sports SasketiHi! £19 90 
TV Sports Football .£19 90 
Ultimate Got ... £16 75 1 

EDUCATIONAL JOYSTICKS 
Di scovet Chemistry.. £ 13 75 

Discover Maths .£1375 

Discover Numbers.£13.75 

Discover the Alphabet. .... ..£13.75 

Fun School 2 under 6..£1375 
fun School 2 6-8.£1375 

Fun School 2 over 9 . ..£13,75 

Fun School 3 under 5.£16.75 

fun School 3 5-7...£16.75 

Fun School 3 Over 7.. . ..£1675 

M Beacon Teaches Typing £19 90 

Moo English..£15.95 

Micro French .£15 95 

Micro Maths ..£15 95 

Cheetah 125.....£6,95 
Cheetah Mach i AutoMe...£8.95 
Cheetah Starprobe ... ..£11.95 
Competition Pro 5000 ..£11.95 
Competition Pro 5000 Clear.£12.95 
Competition Pro Extra .   £12.95 
Competition Pro Glo (Red or Green) £13,95 
Competition Pro Phantom.£12.95 
Kpnix Navigator..,. ,£11 95 

Konijs Speedkmg Autofrre.£8.95 
Quickjoy 2., .£6.50 
Quickjoy 3 Supercharger .£10.50 

Quickjoy 5 Supeftward .£ 15.95 
Ouickjoy 6 Jeifghter .£11.95 
Guickshot 2 Turbo £8 95 
Guickshot 3 Turtxj £9 95 

UK AND 9FPO DELIVERY FREE, £2.00 PEP GAME FOR EXPRESS AIRMAIL 
PLEASE MAKE CHEOUB PO PAYABLE TO KEY SOFTWARE 

GAMES 
Ultimate Ride C16 75 
Ultima V. £1990 
Universe 3 £16 75 
UMS 2 £19 90 
U N Squadron £16 75 
lirreai £19 90 
Vaxne. £16 75 
venom Wmg £13 75 
Venus Flytrap £13 75 
Voodoo Nightmare £10 75 
Warhead £16 75 
warjeep £16 75 
Wayne Gretzky Hockey £1930 
Web of Terror . £1375 
We«td Oea/ns £16 75 
Wings . £19 90 
Wings ol Fury. .£16.75 
Wipe Oul .03 75 
Wolf pack 11 megj .£1930 
Wondehand . .£19.90 
World Champtonship Soccer .£16 75 
Xenon 2 megablost ,£16 75 
Xephos. £16 75 
Yolanda. £18 75 

COMPILATIONS 
AMERICAN DREAM......£1§,7S 
Hostages, Bubble Ghost Operation 
Neptune. Super Ski. 

EDITION ONE....  £16.75 
Double Dragon. Xenon. Gemmr Wing. 
Silkworm 

PRECIOUS METAL,...£16.75 
Crazy Cars. Zenorv Arkancud. Revenge 
of Doh„ Captain Blood 

WORLD CUP YEAR 90 ..  .£16.75 
Kick Off G Lineker Hotshot, Tracksurt 
Manager 

T.N.T.....*.*......,£19.90 
Xytxrts, Toobin, APB. Dragon Spirit, Hard 
Drivin 

HEROES ........£19.90 
Licence To Kill. Star Wars. Running Mad, 
Baittfrian 2. 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION....£19 90 
Robocop. Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones. 
Batman 

TRIAD 3  .....£111.90 
Speedbai! Blood money. Rocket Ranger 

WHEELS OF FIRE....£19.90 
Turbo Outrun, Chase HO, Hard Dmnn' 
Power Drift 

DISKS ETC. 
BLANK DISKS 

DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY 

3-5H Box of 10.    £7,90 
3.5" Box ol 20.£14.90 
3.5" Box of 50 £34 90 
3.5* (TDK) BOX O110....  £14.50 

3.5" DISK STORAGE BOXES WITH LOCK 
40 Capacity..£6.90 
80 Capacity. . ..£7 90 

Di 5k Drive Cleaner 3.5“. , £5.95 
A500 Dust Cover.£4.95 
A1000 Dust Cover.....£4.95 
Four Player Adaplor £5 95 
Joystick Extender. £5-95 
Contriver Mouse * Mai £20 90 
Naksha Mouse + Mat + Pocket £34 95 
Mouse Mat (Red or Bluet . £5 95 

ORDER FORM (PLEASE PRINT) 

COST 

TOTAL 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

TEL 

AF 12 90 

SEND TO: KEY SOFTWARE, 1 UPPER PARK ST., HOLYHEAD, GWYNEDD LL65 1 HA 



UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 
TEL: 0228 42323 (ext. 53) Callers most 

welcome Fax: 514484 

/ 

/ 

Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB 

z: 

DISKS DISKS DISKS 
10+; 48p 50+: 37.5p 

100+: 37p 250+: 36p 

500+: 35p 1000+: 33p 
Individually wrapped 100% certified and 

guaranteed 3.5“ DSDD 135tpi disks with labels 
Add Ip for Access & Visa orders on above prices 

■ Z / 

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES 

25 Disks with 40 cap box;.£14.95 

35 Disks with 80 cap box:....,£19.95 

45 Disks with 80 cap box:. £23.95 

55 Disks with 80 cap box:.£26.55 

80 Disks with 80 cap box:.£38.95 

160 Disks with 2x80 cap boxes:.£68.95 

240 Disks with 3x80 cap boxes:.£122.95 

Z 

Z 

Our claim: We are probably the cheapest disk 

and accessory supplier in this magazine! 

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed DSDD disks 

Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE 

m m z m 
DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON 

OTHER TYPES OF DISKS - 

OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY 

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND 

GUARANTEED ERROR FREE 

~7 

DISK BOXES 
Lockable high quality disk 
boxes at unbeatable prices: 
Qty: 1+ 3+ 6+ 

40 cap £4.99 £4.25 £3.99 
80 cap £5.99 £5.25 £4.99 

12 capacity library cases £1.65 £1.40 £1.00 

z z 

Ld e v 

% 

DUST COVERS 
Amiga and Atari Dust covers. 
High quality covers protect 
your Amiga or Atari keyboard 

1+ 3+ 6+ 
£3.50 £3.25 £2.99 

QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL! 

z 

z 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse Mat.£2.99 
Mouse House:.£1.99 
3.5" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 

_5.25" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 
IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable:.£6.95 
Universal plastic printer stands.£6.95 
Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100.  £0.85 

Z Z 
DATA SWITCH BOXES 
Our quality switch boxes use 

only the BEST connections: 

1:2 parallel type.£15.95 

1:2 serial type.£14.95 

High tech, rotary controls 

7 

A 

z1 

Z ZZL 
MONITOR STAND 

The monitor stand enables 
you to swivel your monitor in 

nearly any direction. 
1+ £11.95 - unbeatable 
High quality 14" Universal 

monitor stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16" 

m m m a 
CARPHONE OFFER... 

Spend over £30 and well send you a 
FREE earphone voucher for a £299 RRP 

earphone! Cheap billing etc. 

While stocks last! 

/ z^ 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!! 
To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date 

To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 

E5 

Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers - we have great prices. 
Overnight courier (get your goods tomorrow!) £7,99. Min order value: £5 VISA 



31/2 DS/DD 

, 30p 
DS/DD 

DS/HD 

.31/S DS/HD 7( 

51/4 BOXES 
50 cap £3.00 
100 cap £3.75 

WESTONING LTD 
NEW LOW, LOW PRICES! 

ADD £4 P&P OR £9 NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

AMIGAS 
Screen Gems. £355 
First Steps. .£490 1 
Class 90s...... £490 
External Drive. £57 
i/f mes upgrade with Clock £35 
i/s me$ upgrade without clock £29 

11 1/2 meg upgrade .£99 | 

VISA 
■ 

520 Discovery £260 

520 Power £350 

1040 Extra. .£420 

Portfolio . £210 

ALL PRICES INCLUDING V.A.T 

WESTONING LTD 
19 SANDERSON ROAD, WESTONING, REDFORD MK45 5JV 

TEL: 0595 718668 0836 775060 

(monumental Music) 
TEL: (0634) 576353 

a AMIGA PRICES: B 
2 meg boards - populated + switch__£14995 
1/2 meg boards........£35.00 
35' External Drive - with thru port__£69,95 
Amiga 500 ■ 'Screen Gems Pack'....£349.95 
Music X Version 1.1 - with voucher for tuition__£7995 
Monumental Samples vol 1 - 60 drum samples in 
!EE Format........____£6.95 , 

W MUSIC PRICES: P 
ID Track recording - with all the geaH..£11.00 P/Hr 
Get your track on vynl - inclusive price, with 
full recording/production _ ._......_____£175.00 
Musk X Tuition ■ full day___ . ___X40Q0 

t OUR XMAS SPECIALS !!! § 

A) Music X VI1 + 1 2 meg with dock..£99.95 
Bi Amiga 500 screen gems* + 1/2 meg with clock..,..X369.95 
C) Amiga 500 + 1 2 meg + Music X + 2nd Drive.—£499.95 

PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT 

■I .IK . MGR W W,% IK ■ 
Adventures 
After the War 

£1690 
£13.90 

Air Support £1690 
Airborne Ranger 
Aiaddms Magic Lamp 
AJhjrme Favournw 
Amencan Dreams 
Anatt*ty.,, 

£16 90 
£8 50 

£1990 
£16 90 
£16 90 

A™m Art of war £16 90 
AjTtaoo. £1390 
A^ad Desert Date Set £ if 90 
Araertbce £i3 90 
Aquanaut. ,.CT6 90 
Aquevenfura....-. £22 90 
Arrnaiyte , £ta 90 
Art of Chess. £8.50 
AfMt . Et39© 
Astro Manna Corps 
Aapmic__... 

..ET690 

.£139© 
Austeritz.... £T6 90 
Awesome 
Sack so the Future 2 
Balance o* Power 1990 
Bar Games 
Bartsajw 2 

£22 90 
£t6 90 
£169© 
XT69© 
£1690 

BasketbaS College 
Bask#!Dak Stie View 
Batman the Movie 
3aa>@ Bream. 

..£11.0© 
£1390 

..£16.90 

.,£199© 
Same Master £1990 
Banechess ______ 
Beach Virfey 
Betrayaf...__—r. 
Bevehey HAs- Cop 
Beyond The toe Pateoe 
5ecrTger 
Stood fctoney . 
Btoodwych . 
Ssoodwvc" Date 
Btoe Angers 

£1690 
£1690 
£16 90 
£169© 

£6 5© 
£169© 
£1690 
£1690 
£11 00 
£1690 

Borr^jer _____ 
ScHTtoer Missior 

£1990 
£11 00 

Breach 3.. 
Brtoes of Dracuva 
Snjce Lee Uvea. 
Bubble Pigs . 

.£16 90 
£1390 
£169© 
£13 9© 

Budhofcan £169© 
Cabal. £169© 
Gamer Command £16 90 
Carthage .£16 90 
Cartoon Capers..£13 9© 
Castle Master   EI&9Q 
Champions. a# Krynn < 1 Meg 90 
Cbase HO . £16.9© 
Chessmasler 2000 £16-9© 
CftoS5pi3yer^1» £16 90 
Cbess SuTHilator , . £16.9© 
Chronoquest 2....£19 9© 
Cloud Kmodom . £16/90 
Cotonef's leouesl 
Cotofiy ... 
Cotorado .... 

£24 9© 
£1990 
£16 9© 

Cotosus Bridge 
Combo Racer 
CompitaiboriS 2 ... . . 

£169© 
£16 90 

. .£19 90 
Conquest of Cametot 
Conlinenlai Ciro#5 . . 
Count DuctaJa. 
Craekbown. 
Crossbow iWikam Tefl) 
Cyberbafi___ 

£24 9© 
£1390 

£6 50 
.£16.90 
£139© 
£1390 

Cyberwond .£13,9© 
Cydes . ..£1690 
Daley Thompson 
Damocfes 

£16 90 
..£16.90 

Dan Da™ 3 ..£139© 
Dartt Century £1690 
Datastorm .. £13.9© 
Day o* the Vper 
Days ol Thunder 
Debut 
Defenders of the Earth 
Deluxe Strfh Poker _ 
Demons Tomb.. 
Dtomm* Discovery ______ 
Dogs of War__ 

£169© 
£220© 
£1690 
£1390 
£1390 
£16 90 
£16 90 

..£1390 
DoubM Dragon 2. 
Dragon Ptfk . 
Dragcm Ntoja , _ 

£13 90 
£1990 
£16 9© 

Dragon Spirt —„ .... £139© 
Dragons Breath 
Dragons Stnke 

£1990 
£19 9© 

Draicben ... £'9 90 
Dungeon Master Station 
Dungeon Quest 

£6 5© 
£16 9© 

£-Uo*ton ... £16 9© 
East V West _____ £i6 90 
Elite £i6 90 
Escape from the Planet 

of the Robot Monsters. _£ 13 90 
t scape Sngies Castte £28 90 
tscaocMogy ._£16.90 
brDpear’ ^afcenge (1 Mag £'6 90 
EurDpean Supeheague £139© 
Extra Tme £8 90 
Fi6 Combat £16 9© 
F19.. £19 9© 
F29 Retaliate* .. 
F alteon... 

£16 90 
£19 9© 

Falcon LAsstoO 
Fatoon Mission Dsk 2 
Famavi&on_ 
Fenan F&ntiuie 1 
Fiendish Freddy — 
Trfth Gear___ 

£139© 
£139© 
£25 9© 

..£16.9© 
£169© 
£13 9© 

Pm^ Battle £169© 
Fma/ Commend. 
Frntouu... 
Fee & Brimstone 
Fire Brigade 

£16 9© 
£16/90 
£169© 
£16 9© 

First Contact 
Fire 6 Forgot 2 

£'6 9© 
£16 9© 

Flight Simulator 2 £22 90 

F limbo's Quest 
Flood ................ 
Foft.... 
Football Director 2 
FooMWf Ottfw Year 2 
Front Lib*.. 
Fui Metai Planet. 
Fun School 2 6-0 
Fun School 2 Over 0 
Fun School 2 Unde* 6 
Fun, School 3r S-7 yrs. 
Fun School 3, Over 7 yn £16.90 
Fun School 3., Under 5 yrs £16 90 
Future BasKetbaH .,.£16 90 

,,,.£16.90 
£16 90 

.. £11 00 
£1390 

2. £1390 
£1690 

... £16 90 

... £1390 

... £1390 
.... £13 90 

. . £16 90 

Games Gator* 
Gaifa s Super Soccer 
Gemmi Wine 

£13 90 
£169© 
£1390 

Gnostbusters 2 .CT6 90 
Ghosts n Goblins ri Meg) £t3 90 
Ghouls 4 Ghosts .. £16 90 
&r A CnObaoe £19 90 
Goto of The Americas 
Gotonjsh .. 
Got* 

£16 90 
£16 90 
£22 90 

Grind Nationa £13 90 
Grand Prbt Ocurt 
Grsrrty ...... 

£16 90 
£16 90 

Gnd iron ... 
Gunshc .... 

£16 90 
£16 90 

Hammertist £16 90 
Hard Down 
Hardball 2 . 
Haney Davidson 
Hawawan Scenes Disk 
Heavy Met* 
Here wUh me Clues . 
H^hway Pateui ? 

£1390 
£16 90 
£19 90 
£11 90 
£16 90 
£1690 
£16 9© 

Honda RVF . £16 90 
Horse Racing Stebte 
Hot Rod . 

£11 00 
£169© 

Hound Of the Shadow 
Hunter K Aer 

£16 9© 
£650 

Hyper AcStofi __________. £16 90 
townan £16 90 
Ikan Wamors 
imrnorta* __ 
impenum 
impossamote, ,,,, 
impos-stote Mission 2... 
Infestation.. 

£6 9© 
£1690 
£16 90 
£13 90 

£SS0 
£16 90 

Intact 
intpreepflor 
Irttefnattonal 3D Tennis 
international Arcade 
internafoofial Wresrling 
Iron lord..... 

£13 90 
£1690 
£16 90 

£9 90 
£16.90 
£1690 

Italy 1990 Winners 
Version 
Italy 1990 
it Came From Desel 
IT Moot. 

£1390 
£16 90 

£19 90 
ivanhoe .  £16.90 
J Hicklaus Champonship 
Courses 90 .£1000 
J. Nicklaus Course Voll £9 90 
J Nicmaus Golf rifi Of! 
j Niddaus In Courses 2 
Japan Scenery Disc 
Jumpmg Jaoksor 

£9 90 
£11 90 

. £13.90 
Keith the Th*#i 
Khaiaan 

£16 90 
£1690 

Kick QH 
Kick Qfl ? . 

£16 90 
£13 90 

m Gloves . 
K3ax 

£16 90 
£1390 

KfkgH Force 
Knights of Ciystafiion 
Last Nm^a 2 

£1690 
£1990 
£1690 

Legend oi F*a' 
Leisure Suit Larry 3 
Leisure Sort Larry 2 
Leisure Soft Larry 

£16 90 
£24 90 
£22 90 
£16 90 

LKerrse (o Ki £13.9© 
Live 6 Let Die £13 90 
Lite & Death . £19 90 
Loom .. £1990 
lord of t»te Rising Sun 
Lost Pahcn 
Mi Tank Platoon 
Magnum 4 16 Bit 

Compdaton.......... . 
Man LNd.. 
Mathi Marauder 
Mtoroorose Soccer 
Midnight Resistance 
Midwi-ie' 

£1990 
£16 90 
£19 90 

£19 9© 
£16 90 
£16 90 
£16 9© 
£16 9© 
£16 9© 

Might & Mage 2 
Mmd'Oil 

£199© 
£19 9© 

Mr Do R^I Run 
Mr Hek 

£1000 
£16 9© 

MusdeCart. .. 
Heruomanoef (1 Megi 
Nevermind . 
teew Zaerend Story 

£9 90 
£16 9© 
£1390 
£16 90 

ftoghtbreed 
fknta Spinit 

£16 9© 
£16 90 

fimja Warner £13 90 
north! South 
Omega ... 

£16 90 
£19 90 

Operation Wolf £16 90 
Operation Thund»rt»« 
Oriental Games 

£1390 
£16 9© 

P*7„. £16 9© 
p^ertjpy .. £13 9© 
Pans Dakar £16 9© 
Riebonary ... 03 90 
Pmbai' Magic 06 9© 
Pipe Mania ... £16 90 
Pirates £16.9© 
Plague... £16.90 
Plane! Button...,.. 
Player Manager 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg) 

£16 90 
£13,90 
£16.90 

Folic* Quasi  .£16.90 
Populous £16.90 
Power Up .,,..£13.90 
Powerboat ,.£16.90 , 
Precious Metai . £16,90 | 
Premier Collection 3 £20 ,90 
Pro Tennis ..... 
Quartz . 
RAC Rally 
Rainbow Ms. 
Rainbow Islands 
Rally Cross 
Ramrod .. 
Red Storm Rising 
Resolution 101 
Pica Dangerous 
Rings of Medusa 
RiS*. . 

Rorkes Dnft 
Robocap 
Rocket Ranger 

Roto* 
Run The Gaunoet ..... 
Samurai .... 
Scavenger.. 
Scrambled Spirits 
Search For Shana 
Secret Agem 
Shadow oi the Beast 2 
ShMow Watnof.. . 
Sherman ma .. 0 690 
Shtnotoi.. 03.90 
Shoot m Up ...£19.90 

£16.90 
£16.90 
£1690 

£6.50 
£16.90 
£13 90 
.£16.90 
£1690 
£1690 
£1690 I 
£19.90 
£t3.90 
£16.90 
£1390 
£1990 I 
£13.90 i 
£1690 
£1690 
£1990 
£16.90 I 
£13,90 ; 
£1390 
£1690 
£2290 
£16.90 

. £13.90 
£19.90 
0690 
£1690 
£1390 
£16 90 
£1690 
£1690 
£27 90 

Sikworm 
San City 
Stmuicra . 
Srr Fred 
Skxlz 
Sleeping Gods Lie 
Soccer Game 
Some Boom 
Space Acs __... 
Space Hamer (20 levels) £1390 
Space Quest 2 £16 90 
Space Rogue £1990 
Star Blade .£1690 
Star Control .£1990 
Star Flight..£ 16.90 
StargWer? £16 90 
Star Wars Trilogy .£ 16 90 
Street Hockey.£1390 
Slnder .  £16,90 
$Vy*. £1390 
Slunt Car Racer .£1690 
Subbuteo  £16.90 
Summer Triple Pack .£16.90 
Super Cars fGremlin).£13.90 
Super Puffy's .-.£16.90 
SwOrtl 0l Aragon...£19,90 
Swords o! Twilight .... .... .£16,90 
System S/Turi Form, .. £11.00 
Table Tennis Simulator,. £1390 
Team Yankee. ..£16 90 
Teenage Ninja Turtles .. £19.90 
Tempos .. ..£22.90 
Test Drive 2 CUT. Chall.... E990 
Test Drive 2 Supercars. .£9.90 
Test Drive 2 The Duel.£1690 
The Keep....,. £16.90 
The Spy Who Loved Me £13 .90 
The Thrd Courier 
Thundercets ... 
Thunderstnke 
Tie Break. 
Time ....... 
Times at Lore 
Time Machine 
TNT. 
Toobin. 
Tower oi Bat** 
Treble Championship 
Tnad 2. 
Toad 3 . 
Turn R. 
Tumcan . 
Tusker ... 
TV Sports Basketball 
TV Sports Footbafi 
Tw*n Worlds .. 
Typhoon Thompson 
Utemafle God 
Ultima 5 .. 
Universe 3.. 
Unreal. 
Untouchables_ 
Vendetta ... 

£16,90 
£6.50 

£16.90 
£16.90 i 
£16.90 j 
£1690 
£1690 
£19.90 
£13.90 
£13.90 

■ £13,90 
£16,90 
£1990 
£13.90 
£13.90 I 
£16.90 
£19.90 
£19.90 
£16.90 
£16 90 ; 
£16.90 
.£19.90 i 
£1690 
£1990 
£1690 
£1390 
£13 90 
£13 90 I Venus 

war Head.. £1690 
War In Mddle Earth £13 90 
War of the Lance £19.90 
Waterloo ..£1690 
Web oi Terror .£13.90 
Weird Dreams .£16 90 
WtUrtt .£16.90 
Wild Streets .£16.90 
Window Wizard .£13.90 
Winpwafker . .£19-90 
Wings ...£19 90 i 
Wings of Fwry ..£13.90 
Wipe OUI.. £13.90 
Wqrrtd Boxing Manager .£13.90 
W&rid Cup Comp .£16 90 
World Cup Soccer Italia 
W...£13.90 
World Cup S I la 90 1M £1390 
Yolanda .£13 90 
SPECIAL OFFER A PACK: 
Gunshlp, MlrroprcH Soccer. 
Elite 6 Carrier Commend ■ 
ARP £99.99. OUR PRICE 
£39.99. 

FREE SAME DAY POSTAGE & PACKING on all U K orders (Europe add El per item). 
Please send guaranteed cheque or P.O. \o> H,R. SOFTWARE. Amiga Depl 

P.O, Box 1523, Gifford Gds, London. W7 3A)t. staling computer make and model. 
Tef enquiries: 061 575-6598 Mad Order only. No callers please, 



Vista i> ikk of the nnht ptiwLifini landscape generating 

packages available inr the Amifsa The user his lull control 

nvtr the scenes generated. tom rolling target and ‘camera 
pt tsiiKKiing Aikl takes, rivets, snow , haze, stars or change the 

posit km of the sun Animate scenes and move j round the 
terrain you treate Vtsia create* landscape* in 4 nsolutiois 

and display* in 4tJ9fr colours ( HAM mode >. ( tunes complete 
with 4 real Landscape*. 

£59.95 inc VAT (1 nib needed). 

(a hi tact your ft teal tivtiier for further details 

( .ctu soft produces arc distributed in the Ik by 
( d VI Distribution I id - 0279 412441 
HB Marketing Ud - 07S4 hMritHm 
ULsurrsoft Ud — (KrfM 76871 ] 
Solicit Distribution Ltd — 081-500 5599 

DISTANT SUNS 
The' astronomy product for the Amiga 

2.200 star*, 450 deep sky i rfijeeis in an authentic 
astrimomiealh etxml sky U*misc any placv <m 
earth for your observatory frtHii 8,000 Ltd to ] 2.0011 A.D 

(9.100 star expansion dr4i available 1 

it s realty heauhfiit. a hen tte lights are n/f 
t in tittatfy tiuvtf by uimt you fMtv tktn??' quote from 
Arthur C (ilarke, author erf 2fHM A Space Odyvsev 

£44.95 inc VAT (I mb needed) 

GENISOFT brings you a new range of Amiga software. Software to learn w ith, to 
play w ith, to use in desk top publishing or artwork — software to help you get 

more out of your Amiga. 

KJD5TYPE 
l sing large characters, bright colours and easy to use 
controls, Kidsiype is the ideal starting point for youngsters' t>»both 
gain confidence in using computers and to create their i ncn stories 

kidstype lets your youngsters add "letters associated picture* into 

stories. They can he encouraged to type about t he 

pictures and. if you want it to. Kidsnpe 
will speak what has been typed. 

£24.95 inc VAI (512k needed) 

WEATHER WATCHER 
fhised on Weather Report on the BBC toocm and updated for use on the Amiga, 
Weather Watcher allows the user to keep and analyse weather data. 

Dat.i can be analysed hy* month or by the whole year Monthly average data 

tables are automatically calculated. 

Two different graphs can be displayed and 

analysed simultaneously. Comparisons of 
data given dates can he made 

£24.95 inc VAT ( 1 mb needed) 

VISTA 

PROCUPS 
HtO dips" b a set of structured Clip An that can be used to improve the impact 

ot your document* The drawings can be used in colour or black & white and 

can he resized or stretc hed to suit your nerds without loss of quality 

They can he used in any Amiga software ihai supports structured 
artwork eg PnrfcsMonai Page Pageselter II. etc 

£24.95 inc VAT 



vQcQoQ VECTOR CHAMPIONSHIP 
RUN is the most sophisticated 
3D driving game ever seen on 2 

16-Bit computer. Stunning 
vector graphics portray the 
action as you jostle for position 
against the other cars, with onl 

one thought on your mind - 

Pole Position. 

Each one of the World’s top 

racetracks has been 

painstakingly reproduced to 

bring you the ultimate in speed 

accuracy and playability. 

Not since the early 1990's has 

the World’s balance of power 

been so fragile. Only this time 

the technology to fight back has 
been developed - THE CLASS 
ONE HOVER HAWK. 

t sing some of the fastest filled 

vector graphics ever seen. 

Hou r Hawk bridges the gap 

between gamesplaying fantasy 
and frightening realitv. 



First, a confessKXi. The 

FrameGrabber, created by 

Progress^ Peripherals and 

Software n the States, was 

reviewed in Amtga Format issue 7. 

But, although the hardware is much 

the same, the software which runs it 

has been extensively updated and 

supplies of the hardware have been 

limited, so much so that a new review 

was really the best course to take... 

For those not in the know this is a 

real-time digitiser, which means that 

you don't need a still image to grab - 

you can capture stills from moving 

video at the touch of a key. 

How It Works 
You don't get everything you need to 

use the product in the box; a stan¬ 

dard Amiga printer cable is also 

needed to connect up the gadget. 

Attaching it is a bit fiddly, because 

you need to fit the supplied power 

source, plug a cable from your com¬ 

puter's video output to the unit, the 

printer cable to the parelle! port, and 

finally another cable from the 

FrameGrabber to your monitor 

Never mind. Once it's all con¬ 

nected, you run the supplied soft¬ 

ware. You will need at least 1 Meg of 

memory, although 2 Meg is recom¬ 

mended if you really want to get the 

best out of the it. 

You can flip between looking at 

the video picture going into the grab¬ 

ber and your Amiga display, which is 

what the strange arrangement of 

cables is for. You see a moving image 

on the screen, and after playing 

around with the intensity and colour 

saturation controls on the front of the 

box to get the best image, just press 

the grab button and hey presto the 

picture is held. 

A few seconds' wart is necessary, 

because although the grabber will 

snatch any image instantly, it takes a 

while to download the information into 

your Amiga and then the software has 

to do lots of clever tricks to give it 

the best look possible. 

Once it's there, you can have 

some real fun with it. The enhance¬ 

ments to the software mean that you 

can now save pictures as 24-bit files 

or other protocols, such as Newtek's 

2Hwt image format, RAW format 

(which is most useful for program¬ 

mers who want to mess about with 

the graphics) or standard IFF ILBM 

files. Also supported are IMG8, or the 

old-style 12-bit which is used by the 

old software, or quite a few others. 

File compatibility is no problem at all 

with this system. 

Speedwise it's a bit cumbersome, 

but there is a 68020 version of the 

program included on the disk, just for 

all those lucky people who have 

accelerator cards. 

Verdict 
It's expensive, and yet very desirable. 

Quality wise it's really impressive in 

any mode, Definitely not armed at the 

hobbyist or home user, it's a profes¬ 

sional product that really does solve 

the problems inherent in capturing 

video information. If you can afford it 

and need high quality grabs it is 

worth getting hold of. 

Frame Crabber V2.0 

All Amigai ■ 1 Meg minimum 

C500 plus VAT 

Mircam Ltd ■ 0604 790466 

Direct Salem ■ Qt 941611? 

Frame 
After a long delay, Marcam's star 

performer FrameGrabber digitizing 

system is available. This black 

magic box of hidden delights is 

scrutinized by PAT MCDONALD. 

MOVIES TOO 

On* of the best features about Frame Grabber VI.0 was the animation system. 
This let you build up a sequence of frames at your own speed, and adjust the 
playback and looping. This feature is still in (here, although It's not as speedy 
as Vidi-Amiga (you wouldn't really expect it to be, because Vidi-Amiga is black 
and white only). You import such animations Into Deluxe Paint Hi for final 
retouching, but you'll need a lot of memory to get hi-res, colourful animations. 

It s worthwhile mentioning the screen resolutions possible. For black-and- 
white usage these range from 320-by-2(H> up to 640-by-400, including overscan 
at 3S4-by-24Q. HAM mode (that's the 4096 colour mode) can handle 320-by-200, 
364-by-240 overscan or 320-by-400 interlace. It you want 640-by-400 high reso¬ 
lution, you'll have to make do with 16 colours. Translations although the Frame 
Grabber can grab at 640 by 400 resolution in 16.7 million colours (24-bit for* 
mat), you won't be able to appreciate such a high resolution while using just a 
standard Amiga, youll need additional hardware. 

Mind you the hardware is becoming available to lei Amigas manipulate and 
display such images. Check out the Graphics pages for more Information... 

ABOVE: The Marcam 

Frame Grabber look* 

very ordinary, but can 

capture perfect images 

from video recorders 

(RIGHT) and also from 

video camera (BELOW 

RIGHT). The camera 

used was the Vlcon 

VC285, fitted with a 

super macro Ion* - the 

original subject was a 
fantasy figure one inch 

tall! The camera is 

available from Rombo 

(0506 414631) tor C649 
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EXTRAORDINARY PRICES 

* no commitments 
■* no obligation to buy 
* no fuss replacement 
* free coll hotline 
* free game for every new member 

[P.Plague RRP £14,95) 

| ONE YEAR MEMBERSHIP £7.00 

DISKS • DISKS 
Direct from West-Gerrmtny the N I branded selling disk 
on the market "Bdixa* Top top quality, and every Edtxa 
disk carries our lifetime warranty. 
We can offer to all members these branded disks at 
unbeatable prices. 

Price per box 10 
3*5 inch DS/DD Imeg .**. 
3*5 inch DS/HD Imeg *«** 

i 4.99 
£1 1.99 

CLASSIC SOFTWARE 
MEMBERS RRP 

Deluxe Paim 3 .**,,**.*..*. **,.£54*99.*„*, .*79.99 
Deluxe Video 3 ..... ..£74.99. *.99.99 
Dieieview Gold 4.0.. .£94.95 . 149.99 
Excellence *,... £ | l*> 9^ 189.95 
Pen Pal.*... .. £94.99 .. 129*99 
Pageserier 2 ..... .£49*99.,. „ 79*99 
Pagestream 2.*.. .£89.99 . 149.99 
WordPerfect 4.2. .£149.99 . 229*99 

MUSIC X 

NUMBER 

^IME 
AMIGA CLUB 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

GRAPHICS STARTER PACK 
4 Fantastic graphics packs, ideal for beginners at a price you just can't refuse: 

AEGIS ANIMATOR: 
The classic animation software programme that givesyou the ability to control both the colour 
and the speed of the animation. 

AEGIS IMAGES: 
Similar to Deluxe Palm. A great start for the person wanting lo gel into paint program. 

AEGIS DRAW: 
A computer aided design programme for creating scaled draw ings. 

AEGIS ARTPACK: 
This programme is for use w ith Animator and Images. Essential pictures for people that draw. 

All ibis as one special offer for all club members. 

OCR MEMBERS PRICE: £29.99 (RRP£99,00) 

DISK DRIVES 

MADE IN W. GERMANY * SCPERU QUALITY 

•THRU PORT • ON/OFF SWITCH ■ SLIMLINE DESIGN • ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

The No. I music software package 

We can offer you at a never to be repeated price 

RRP £ 129.95 
MEMBERS PRICE 09.95 Incl. VAT 

3.5" external A500/1000/2000 
3.5" with "track display" 

3.5" internal A2000 

TOP AMIGA GAMES 
members rrp 

6HH attack suh..  16.95 29.95 
Apprentice ..     13.95 19.95 
Bunk Chess ..    15.95 24.95 
BalllernuskT ,*.**„*.„*,„**.„.*. .*,**.**.1H,95 29,99 
Balile of Main... 16.49 24.99 
Buck to Future 2 .    14*95 24.99 
Blade Warrior. 15.95 24.99 
Chose HQ.15*99 34 99 
Chess Champion 2175.   18*95 29,99 
CodenaniL1 Iceman i I Mcl ■ 24,99 
Conq Came lot < IMegl... 24,99 39,99 
Corpora Don *„*...*.„,***...*„*,.15*99 24.99 
Dick Tracy ..    15.99 24 99 
Ftninri Formula 1 .............. 15.95 24 99 
FI6Combai Pilot .„.„„****..*.**,.„, 14*95 24,99 
F29 Kct.il i.iit’» .    15.49 24*95 
F19 Stealth Fighter .    18,99 29.99 
Fliyhl Simulator 2 .   19,95 29,95 
Flichi Sim Scenery__.... 13.99 24.99 
Flood .„*,**.,„**>**.  15,95 24 99 
Fuiure War%..  16.99 24.99 
Gremlin* 2.*..*..15,95 24.99 
HuHev |>.iv idson....  16.99 29.99 IB Herne* Queit. (I meg I........  21.99 39 99 
Imrvriuni *.........,  16.99 24,95 
J. Nitklus Golf „,*..*,.*..( 5-99 24,99 
Kick ut 2 * World Cup .14.99 24 99 
Kings Quot L 2 At 3 .. 29.95 34,99 
Killing Game Show ..  15.95 24,99 

members rrp 

Leisure Suit Larry 3 ......... ... ,.22.95 34.99 
Magic Fly ......*„*.„ 
Midnight Resistance .. 

I6.W 
...... 15.99 

24.99 
24 99 

\1unhunter2 ........... 
Midwinter..„.. 
M1 Tank Plakion .. 

17.W 
.17.W 
. 19,99 

29.95 
29.95 
29.99 

Ptmernumger .................*.**....., 15.95 24.99 
34.95 Police Quest 2 11 Mtgi ..... 211,49 

Populous ... .15*95 24.95 
Pro Tennis Tour.. .i 5.95 24,99 
Pipeniumu... 15,99 24.W 
Pintles ...IT**r.*r.i... . 15*49 24.99 
Rick Dangerous 2 ... 15,45 24 95 
Red Storm Rising. 14,99 24.99 
Resolution 101 .... 
Shadow of Beast 2 ..... 

15*49 
19,99 

24.99 
34.99 

Shadow Warriors.. . 15,49 24.99 
Space Quesi 3_.r.._, . .2fl.49 34.95 

29 99 Supremacy.... 18.99 
Startlight 2 ..... 15*95 24.95 
Tank Altai: k........... 15.95 24.99 

24.99 
29,95 

Teenage \1ut. Vinja_Tunls 
Ullimu 5.............._ 

..... 16,99 

.17,45 
I MS 2... 18,99 29,95 
Venus-fly trap. 13.99 24 99 
Welllfii......... ..... 15.49 24,95 
Wings .,,.**..*..,...... 18.99 29.95 
Windwaiker .-T...„„ „ 17,99 29.95 
Wonderland ........ 16.99 24,99 

PRICE BUSTERS 
After ihe W aur .*.. . 5.49 
Bards Tale 2 .,„*.9 95 
BJustcroidK   *,,*,.,.,5,95 
Bank Valley    7,95 
Bad Company      5,95 
Barbarian 2 ’ ......7,99 
Balance of Power     8.99 
Chmm> Quest 2 ,    8,99 
Drivin Force.  .,.,6,99 
Dymuiulc Dux . ...,.7.99 
l illli Ciear.    7.99 
Future Sport..  .7.99 
Football I Manager 2 ,,, 9,99 
Gravity __   9.99 
I toy le Book ol t James I \ 99 
Hunt Red October. 
I hi n I Wrestling.. , 6.99 

Interceptor.. 
L. Suit Lam1 2 
Micropose Soccer 
Omega „..****„*„*,.*, 
Pow . 
Powerdrome. 
Pool 3D. 
Quart;......,. 
Rockford *,**,**,*„.„ 
Slarbfaze.*. 
Space Harrier 2.... 
Soldier 2IKXJ. 
Silent Service....... 
Shoot Const Kit ... 
Warn .... 
Wicked.... 
Zany Golf,............ 

.,9.99 
14 99 
.8,99 
.7.99 

..9.99 

.9.99 
.8,99 

..7.99 

.,6.99 

..6.99 
,.7.99 
..7,99 
,8,99 
.9.99 
.6.99 
.6,99 
.9 .99 

£54.99 -w* 
£74.99 *^ALL \ 

£59.95 I PRICES ' 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
Software; 
UK£L50 EEC £3.00 
C. Service hardware; 
UK £6.00 EEC £10,00 
Normal delivery 1-7 working days. 
All pfn;e> ami ^opplic'. subject lo change wiihuui mMiftcaixxi 

Tndm^ division of Nonet Computers Lid- 

CALL FREE 
0800-898219 

Number One Amiga Club, 
Trafalgar House, Grenville Place* Mill Hill. NW7 3SA 

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE 

DELIVERY 

MEMBERSHIP 

TOTAL 

I enclose chequ^PO for £_ 

or charge my AcceseA/isa No; 

Exp Date_ 

inc VAT 

i . i i i i i i .1 
Nam*___ 

Signature_ 

Address 

Postcode Tel. No 



QUALITY 

GUARANTEE 
All cur product* carry our full 

replacement no quibble 

guarantee 
REMEMBER 1(1 

We only supply Quality 

Beware of cheap imitations 

STACKABLE STORAGE 
BOXES 

BANXBOX 
holds 90 3.5'disk* 

can be stacked horizontally 
and vertically 

1 off.....£9.00 each 
3+.£8 SO each 
5+......£8.00 each 

THE AMAZING POSSO BOX 
holds 150 3,5* disks & can be 

stacked horizontally or 

vertically 

only £15.95 

DISK STORAGE BOXES 

3.5‘ 100 CAPACITY. ..£5.50 
3.5* 50 CAPACITY.£5.00 
5.25* 100 CAPACITY.. ..£5.50 
Atl the above have lock & divider* 

3.5* 10 CAPACITY.. ”...£0.95 
or 10 for.C7.S0 

TELESALES HOTLINES 

0782 208228 
Cheque* and POs to:- 
Media Direct Dept AFT 

Unit 19 The Business Perk 
Bedford Street, Shelton 

Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 4PZ 

AH Price* inc VAT 
Pteeae add £2 96 P&P per Order 

Next Day delivery £10 00 
UK ORDERS ONLY 

AMAZING OFFERS ON 
3.5" DSDD DISKS 

25 DSDD 135 tpi.£10.95 
50 DSDD 135 tpi.£20.95 
75 DSDD 135 tpi......................£30*95 
1 00 DSDD 135 tpi. £39.95 

SPECIAL OFFER 
200 DSDD DISKS & £Q -| gg 

2 X 1 00 CAP. BOXES 

FOR BULK BUYERS 
3.5" DSDD 135tpi DISKS 

500.£187.50 
750.£269.95 
1000.£330.00 

** 

£1:00 off 
Standard 50 or 100 capacity boxes when 

purchased with disks 
** 

LIMITED OFFER 
ONLY 

BRANDED DISKS 
SONY or 

VERBATIM 
100 3.5" DSDD 

only £69.95 
100 5.25' DSDD 

only £59.95 

SWITCHES AND CABLES 

2 WAY DATA SWITCHES:- 
SERIAL.£12.95 
PARALLEL.£1295 

PAR. PRN CABLES.,.£7.95| 

15* HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
All diakt 100% cert & error fra* 

10...£9 96 
25.£24.45 
50...  .JC47.50 
75..  ..£89.75 

100. .....£89,95 

inc. Labels 

SJ25' DSDD DISKS 
Alt disks 100% cart 4 error free 

50.....£12.95 

100.....£23.96 
150...£35.25 
200...£45.95 

Labels & Envelopes supplied 

5.25* DSHD DISKS 
All disks 100% cert. 5 error free 

50...£22.45 
100....£43.95 
150..........£62.95 
200.. .£79.95 

Labels 4Envelopes supplied 

SONY BULK 
3.5-DSDD 

25.£13.25 
50.£24.45 
75.£36.95 
100...£46.95 
200.£89.95 
500. £199.95 
1000.£369.95 

RAINBOW PACK DISKS 
(Red, Green. Blue, Yellow, 

Orange & White) 

3.5* OS DO (100% error free) 

25 D80D 135tpi..£15 45 
50 DS00 135tpi.£29.45 
75 DSDD 135 tpi....£42.95 
100 DSDO 135 tpi.£55.95 
5.25 DSDD (100« error free) 

25 DSDO.£10.45 
50 DSDO.£18.95 
75 DSDO. £27 95 
100 DSDO.£34.95 

COLOURS AND QUANTITIES 
OF YOUR CHOICE 

AMIGA 512K (0.5 meg.) 
RAM EXPANSION 

only £35.00 
(including battery backed 

dock & disable switch) 

K1CKSTART CARD £19.95 
VIRUS PROTECTOR...£19.95 
BOOT SELECTOR.£14.95 

DATEL ACTION REPLAY 
(The ultimate cartridge) 

onfy £57.95 

DISK DRIVES 

AMIIGA 3 5’ EXTERNAL DRIVE 
Slimline and very quiet 

only £59,% 

ATARI 3.5' EXTERNAL DRIVE 
Slimline and very quiet 

(Requires r>o extern si power luppty) 

only £59.95 

GENERAL 

ACCESSORIES 

QUALITY MOUSE MATS.. ... E2.5C 
MOUSE POCKETS... , £1 50 
3.5P CLEANING KIT,.. 
5.25* CLEANING KJT. 
AMIGA DUST COVER,,. ...E3.9S 
ATARI DUST COVER.. £3.95 
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND ... E6.9E 
LABELS per 1000. . £9 9f 
TILT AND TURN MONITOR STAND 

£12.95 

JOYSTICKS 
PRO 5000... £12.95 
NAVIGATOR.,....... .£12 95 
KONK SPEEDST1CK.. £9.95 

RIBBONS 

star lcio mono. £3 50 
STAR LC10 COLOUR. £6 95 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 

UTILITIES, GRAPHICS & MUSIC 
GRAPHIC 6 MUSIC DEMOS 

lOfft of disks from £1,20 per disk 
10 Public Domain disks in storage 

box £9.95 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE 
P,D, disks art inclusive of p&p 



OFTWARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolveihampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 B*E ■ E3 

AMIGA SELLERS 
OMAOCfcSlA 
AMOS“ ' 
Arwzty 
Art 
1(1 
Apprentice 
ASMt 
BSS Seymour 
i(mcludei fw ct&t of K 

34 99 
New 1390 

„ — 090 
Mew 13199 
NprflJW 

14W 
tock TQ The Future 9 New 16 99 

New Pnce 4 W 

nraMKrMni Scec* Offer 
New 16 09 

avert Isle 9 Special onto 6« 
Hteman The Mow SpetJOffer 999 
BmkOvm %M9 

T9 99 
q&tur of AustHlrtJ1 1699 
fenfe of Uitam (The* Finest Ha#). 
SHKicroch .—«,— . 

.61.99 
SpecialOWer 699 

Hew 699 
Hew 16 99 

Special Offer 14 99 
.-AW 

499 
1699 
1999 
1699 
699 

New 1699 
Spec* Offer 16 99 

...... .1*99 
Hew Pnce 9 99 

1999 
ChmcH q 1699 

1999 
Cbm Mattel WOO Specie#* 999 

Soec<a» Offer 6 99 
Codmarr* Ice Mar- ..9799 

67 99 
..1699 

J7 99 
__ 1699 

Cndts Caoum Hew 16 99 
.„9.99 

Oemocto ,„nm___ 1699 
of blunder .. Hew 1699 

Deluxe Print ... New Pnce 9 99 
□elm* Strip frc*er 
Dewtcti ... 

Newl*»ce9 99 
39.99 

Double Dragon Sf,. 1399 
y.ytTf'' Strife Mew 1999 
Drafcfen T9 99 
Dcrtgrcn Master 1699 
Dungeon water EdMor ... 6 99 

16 99 
VWtll 1699 

499 
... Special Offer 1499 

Eliminator . Nrwfrnce4 99 
£ rrtfyn Int Soctet 16.99 
En.ape Gbot Monsters 1199 
Escape from Singes Castle .99.99 
M6 Combat Pitot.,.,,... 1699 
F-00 BeulMtor 16.99 
Fair on Mftwn Disc 1399 
Falcon Mruon t>sc S 

jne ____ 
New 13.99 

__t 99 
Fprpi One SceCitfOfttt 699 
E"9ter torntx? 19 99 
r *f*TT botftxt MrSfepn [>K 

. 
999 

Spec* Offer 6 99 
frqi BflKit „. , .... Hew 16.99 
z iff Bridle t ■ Mg Amiga'1 19 99 
FiirmbO^ Quest 16 99 
IVwl._ - ............ 16 99 
FqqAhI1 Manager ... , 499 
FecttMi Manager Wtorid Cup Ed 
Football Director S. 

16 99 
...13 99 

RMtt* Manager 9 + EjipflnMon tot 
{ of >‘e# $ 

1399 
499 

Fomyj* (X Grand ftut. ___ 4 99 
1799 

Fi# Met# A*rwt . ___ __1699 
FJirtWl 1699 
Crr fon:e .. Spec* Offer 699 
Osjefum tone ..—... 

Hotjbob... 
Spec* Offer 999 

699 
fjp rfj* { 699 

11 13 99 
Ghcxn Grosls .... 1699 

1399 
i#- '<Trt . 4 99 

Qifnn S New 1699 
New 6 99 

jgrV-C _14 09 
1699 

*4*9 • *C S-*'* >its _HW 
irtirdbet i 1699 
'-erw >^acr .19 99 

i ^ jh Que*1 94 99 
nitfto 16.99 
Name OAt •# 109.99 
Mrw*]| #V* Tfi 1699 
Name Ik 
.* rrf He ->«j Owner; iftKJjif 

16.99 
.9.99 

NOMntJ of spec* Offer 6 99 
bar wir-cn 699 
r'rcrt* - weg artv 16.99 

16 99 
-^-txnvc-c Maw i 699 

ftm 
13 99 
1699 

New 16 99 
1699 

Uw^l nfbr A 00 
irtewlcnaf W) kms 
Irtematcrw ChampcnsNo '•‘NJtx m 

^igy... ... . 

16 09 
999 
3 09 

hOr^e^rom The Desert (l Me$] 19 09 
Mirror .. i ,. ....— 1699 
J*qt INCWMGo« ... 
Jkf Ncktaus Irt Cou"ses-fVM oe 

1699 
699 

kt> N^htaui M Coltws •*> 1 

Jack Factious Champ 0*nes i960 
jqs^rvWiHWsOfttS 

B99 
Hew 499 

Karate Kid 9 399 
KeefTbeiruef Spec* Offer 699 
K** Off ....13.99 
HkiOff 9 ... New1399 
wt off 9 OBftrtd Cup Ed ) .1609 
Kick 0« Extra Tin* Addon . 699 
Kdlir'HS f^irrhr 16.99 
ICrdwoftfeffwondpiocesvjr} 
Kjfw'tOuwja W99 

1399 
Krv^hti of CryUilpn ____ 19 99 
LoSlf $u4 Lmy 3 . 66 09 
Loom Hew 19 99 
iiOS HBOC* 
lotus Esprt TijboOMUcnge 
Ml fora fetw 

16 99 
New 1699 

1999 
Fly New 1699 

Mo+un«r m San Francisco .. , 1999 
Man Unrtecf ...1499 
Man.c Mr#* 699 
Maimr Mar ai m ken, 1390 
Mows Beacon <lVP<og Tutor). . 
Mitf'sghi Resistance 

1999 
1699 

MidwitiWr 1999 
Mr^eand Mag< ? __ 1999 
“ icrn olrcr . Spec* Offer 6 99 

Dpfcjn fe#l ....999 
rwjgc x Juw uae mjsic ) 5999 
Nex#omancfT ’h wpg orty) _1799 
Newibrt worsen 
New Zcafenp Sexy . 

New 13 09 
1699 

Nrw 16.09 
Nr^s Spmts 1609 
r^nia Wwtkx .... 13 09 
Nude* War . ..... ... 17.09 
On Seta 409 
Operation Stcavn 16.99 
Operar.cn truvteitx* .. ... >6.99 
Oncntai Games New 1609 
oum#i ..— AW 
Chermser 1399 
itoi) Hew 1699 
taatxrr_____- ... 1199 
ifeibati Mas- 1699 
Ppemen>a .. 1699 
PWWH. 1699 
hayer rraw 1399 
Mice Quev 9 94 99 
Ftp! Of ftsetance (.1 Meg only) ..,..,..19.99 
Papulous .. 1699 
Populous Mew mbritA.... 

i^Lene 
699 

Spec* Offer 699 
Pto Term Tot# 16 09 
PUblMs 499 
FubimvsCitKe ..-. - 6999 
Ifm Spec* otto 6 09 
t&rtxtw htfepsd 
9ed Storm tumj... IT 09 
(tick DviScrnuS .. 16 09 

__W1, 6 09 
Hock Star Ate My Hamster 
Semes Drift .... 

4 09 
16 00 

Kotow . 1609 
SheUcvv of the aea«. .... 16 99 
Sihabow of tre feast 9... 
Shadow Wfrhor 

New 94 99 
7A64 

Sherman M4 i* 09 
Sfvob 13-90 
Voa era up ConjOucter tot 19 09 
S*t> cey 1999 
VnOfrEtMct 909 
SfrMcra _ _New 1699 
Sbd? 1399 
Space hr 9999 
Space Haw t or E. 1399 
Space Qu6fl 3 .——.-. 94 09 
Spac e Hague ...10.99 
Spy WIvLowed Vfe Hew 13 99 
Spy V Spy f Of 6 or 3 499 
Star fey , 499 
5fE*rm Acron Europe 1999 
Summer Qtympaa____ ...499 
SfuftOpw.___..... 16 09 
Stew Can (QvafeU .. ......1399 
SmorAdV^fi Spec* Offer 6 09 
TV Spofit BaMetoa ___ JWJ9 
IV Sports Fooeball Spec* Offer U 09 

4 09 
terns Cup . 
Test Drive ! (The Duel) 

16.09 
1699 

Thundercofts .. .6.09 
Tk frt* 16.99 
Tarte AMChtr^ New 1600 
Tpivafc The warT'r^ New 1690 
tawtf Bvbtf Spec* Offer 0 00 
Trei5*t Cttimpram ____ 13 99 
Ti#t» ClC 499 
fetoOuw.. . -fi'W 
Tran It 1399 
T(#ricPi «...... ____ 13 ^ 
LLM1B,.,., ..... Hew >9 99 
UttirrnS 19 W 
jltinate Gotf Ocg Norman. .16 99 
Unreal .. . ..10.99 
The Untouchables . .16 99 
Vfenus Fly trap .13 99 
Vi^lnte . 9 99 
Viking ChkJ 16 99 
VWgUi 1399 

1699 
wSvvGrctzey n«doev -^.... 1699 

1699 
'*Vvp (1 Meg cn#y « 1099 
iVm® of h#V ----- _New 1699 
tfbndaftind New 1099 
sWprtqi tonng Manager 1399 
wbrid C Ian 1 eadertnard 609 

New 699 
x om ... . ..13.00 

1699 
Aencn 9 Megabiasi Spec* Offer 1909 
Zanv Gcff .. Spec* Offer 6 99 
Zont>* .... . 1600 

AMIGA COMPILATIONS 
ACCOLADE IN ACTION 

-4th and inches, Fwtbrtik, Grand 
Prix Circuit, Blue Angels, 

£19.99 

SEGA MASTER MIX 
Super Wonderboy, Dynamite Dux, 

Crackdown, Turbo Outrun fir 
Hnduro Racer 

£19.99 

SPORTING GOLD 
California Games, The Games 

Winter fir Summer Edition 
£19,99 

TNT. 
Hard Driving Xybois, A PB,, Toobin 

<Si Dragon Spirit 
£24-99 

GREMLIN TRIFLE PACK 
Axels Magic Hammer, Switchblade 

fir Mindbendcr 
£16.99 

HEROES 
Licence to Kill, The Running Man, 

Barbarian 1 <Sr Star Wars 
£19.99 

TRIAD VOLT 
Rocket Ranger, Blood Money fir 

Speedball 
£19.99 

EDITION ONE 
Double Dragon, Xenon, Gemini 

Wing and Silk Worm 
£16,99 

MAGNUM FOUR 
Operation Wolf, Afterburner, 
Double Dragon ft Batman The 

Gaped Crusader 
£19,99 

PLATINUM 
St rider, Black Tiger, Forgotten 
Worlds fir Ghouls and Ghost*. 

£19.99 

33 inch Double Sided, Double 
Density with Labels 

I 10 25 
069 5.99 13,99 

40 piece 35 disc box... ,699 
80 piece 35 disc box...7 99 
Mouse Mats.....„.9.99 
ST & AG Extension Leads .5,99 
Nakshfi mouse ST/Amiga/PC.29 99 

NEW PRICE ON EXPANSIONS 

Amtga 1/9 Meg expansion ..................39 99 
Amiga 1/9 Meg expansion + ckxk 49 99 
Amiga 1/9 Meg expansion + 
Kick Off 2  .....49 99 
Amiga 1/2 Meg + dock + Kick Off 2 59.99 

HINT BOOKS 

Bards Talc 1 or 2 or 3.........5 00 
Champions of Krytm. 7 99 
Codename Iceman ....,.„.,„„.B.99 
Colonels Bequest .. 8.99 
Conquest of Camdot. 8 99 
Curse of Azure Bonds — 
Dragons of Flame.,...,...,..... 4.00 
Dungeon Master...    9.99 
Heroes of the Lance... 4 00 
Heroes Quest ..  „,.-6.99 
Hilfsfar    .7.99 
Indiana Jones the Adventure.„„..4.99 
Kings Quest 1 or 2 or 3 or 4.. ,8-99 
Lessuresuit Larry 1 or 2 or 3. .8.99 
Might and Magic 9..... 5.99 
Police Quest 2.......8.99 
Pool of Radiance...    7.99 
Secret of the Silver Blades.7.99 
Space Quest 1 or 2 or 3. 8 99 

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION 
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the 

coupon and send it to:- Software City 
Unit 4. BDC. 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN. 

[_-—--.ORDER FORM (Block Capitols)__ 

Name.„.........,.. 

Address 

■ Postcode ...... *.... Tel No 

j Name of game Computer Value 

Postage 

TOTAL 
POSTAGE RATES add 50p for |X*l *nt} &K*4fltng on HI tmtora uW £5 EEC country* add El par 1am 

Non EEC CountnH x» C2 50 par rtam 
Paying By Chaqu* Chequn payiW* lo Sofiwar* City 

CARD TYPE EXPIRY DATE AMF12 □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 
SIGNATURE DATE 

EUROPEAN 
ORDERS 

accepted 



Apart from using standard digitisers with colour cameras instead 
of coloured filters, Vidi-RGB has other uses. Rombo cleverly put an 
extra socket on the beast ie, called the feature connector This is a 
bog-standard 25 pin DIN connector (the same shape as for 
RS232C) but it s quite interesting... honest! 

If you have a cable made up for you (which Rombo will do) 
then you can connect (he Vidi-RGB to a lot of different standard 
video equipment. You're not limited to composite video: S-VHS or 
RGB can be input into the box. Plus you can connect a monitor to it 
to view the picture betore it enters your digitiser. 

For the dedicated video techies, here's a full list ot the connec- 

recorder with an impres¬ 
sively dear freeze frame. 

It works best with Vidi- 
Amiga plus Vidi-Chrome - VI ,10 

or later. Just select Grab HAM 
from the menu and it will tell the split¬ 
ter to send down all the colour infor¬ 
mation separately. You can still grab 
red, green and blue signals one at a 
time (to get the best grab) but you 
don't use anything but the mouse. 
Other digitisers will work with 
VidhRGB, but you have to press a 
button on Vidi-RGB to select which 
colour to send. An LED on the top 
tells you which signal is presently 
being transmitted - red for red, green 
for green, and yellow for blue. Blue 
LEDs are not exactly common. 

Verdict 
On Its own, the RGB splitter can do 
quite a lot for video engineers who 
want to mix different signal types. 
With a colour video camera - Rombo 
sell the Vicon VL2S5L for £649 - and 
any half-way decent digitiser, you 
need never use tacky plastic filters 
again. It's in a class of its own as far 
as peripherals go, because nothing 
else will do the job for the price. 
Serious about digitising for as little 
outlay as possible? Give this a look. 

VIDI-RGB 

All Digitisers ■ C69,9$ 

(power supply not included) 

V Rombo Productions Ltd 

0506 414631 

Software reviewers are 
always wittering on that 
*ifs simplicity itself to 

read video images into your 
computer with a video digitiser". 
Not from the digitiser’s point of 
view it isn't, mate. 

So far, there are two different 
types of digrtiser. One is the single 
signal type like Vidi-Amiga, Videon and 
DigiView. This is fine for taking video 
images in one colour: black-and-white. 
With the right software (which is an 
optional extra for Vidi-Amiga - it's 

called Wi-Chrome) and a set of blue, 
red and green filters, you can use a 
btack and white camera to read in the 
different colours, one at a time, 
and produce a colour picture. 
Alternatively, you can splash out 
£5OO£6O0 to get hold of Marcam's 
FrameGrabber or Superpic to read in 
colour signals. 

The theory of using cheap digitis¬ 
ers for colour images may sound 
simple, but actually doing it is a time- 
consuming process which relies on 
hit-and-miss to a large extent. The 
problem is that there isn't a standard 
method of transmitting colour 
composite signals, which means that 
with all the different kinds of video 
cameras and recorders, you need 
some impressive hardware to sort out 
the different red, green and blue 
signals for decoding into pixels to 
display on your computer. 

Rombo’s Answer 
There is a solution: use a colour video 
camera, instead of a black-and-white 
one. The tricky bit is that unless you 
want to splash out on a super expen¬ 
sive frame grabber, then you're stuck, 
especially if you don't want to sell 
your aforementioned cheap digitiser. 

Rombo's black box (the Vidi-RGB) 
fits mbetween the video signal and 
your digitiser. It replaces using those 
silly filters by selectively sending red, 
green or blue parts of the whole 
video signal That takes a few 
seconds, so you can only use it with a 
colour video camera or a video 

RIGHT: The Vidi-RGB 

hardware is just a 
small black box. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: 

Connect to loadsa 
different types of video 

kii with the Features 

Connector! the full 

powers of which are 

described in 'Wait, 

There’s More1 below. 

WAIT, THERE’S MORE 

Splitting 
Image 

Capturing the everyday world with yet 

another black box - PAT MCDONALD 

judges Rombo's latest gadget to make full- 

colour video digitising easier. 

tors. Mainly because Pm sure you'll be able to think ot lots more 
uses for It than I will: 1> S Lum Inp 2) S Chrm Inp 3) S Gnd 4) 
Decoded Red Oul 5) Decoded Green Out 6) Decoded Blue Out 7} 
RGB Gnd 8) SYNC* Out (Buttered TTL Comp) 9) Video Inp 10) Video 
Out 11) Bursl* Out 12) Subcarrier Clock 13) 9V DC @ 100 mA 14) 
Gnd 15} S Inp Select 16) Red Inp 17) Green Inp 18) Blue Inp 19) Gnd 
20) Sync* Inp 21) External Inp Select 22) Gnd 23) Sync {compliment 
of pin 9) 24) Gnd 25) Regulated 5VDC (50mA max). Phew! 

(PMAT AMGAFC 237 



THE BEST IN AMIGA SHAREWARE 
Largest Selection 
Latest Programs 
Fastest Delivery 
Lowest Prices 
No Minimum Order 

Freephone Ordering 
Access, Visa, 
Mastercard and 
Eurocard accepted 
51/4" or 3l/2" Format 

CALI US 

THE GEMINI COLLECTION 

wheel of fortune AMGidt TV version etone with complete speech 
lyniheie*' 

milestone AMG 103 Compiler version of Man Bournes 
SPACE GAMES AMG 106 Cosmoroti* dike asteroid* i and Gravity Wars 

NghHyNt ltiie d»k fufl of gomes 
PACKMAN 07 AMGI06 Better Than the original Great graphes 

sound, and options 
APPLICATIONS 1 AMG M2 Indudes i«W maker, grocery m maker and 

Amgazer a disk eetafoge* vwwer tor stars 
iike Planetanumj! 

GRAPHICS? AMG li 3 Great programs tor desktop pubNhrg and 
wtoe0 allows you to run AmgaDOS 
Commands or programs tor toon. 

BLACkjACK AMG 114 Allows pa1’ spirit’ng double down. etc 
BantiNt- play the stoi machines ' 

BULLRUfc AMG115 Qvk War strategy game disk also includes a 
small database Reminder. Grocery 
Conetojctton Set. Win Kit, ana LabeiMaker 

VIRUS KILLER AMG 116 
programs 
VifuiK Stop* viruses dead m their tracks 

DPSLlDEt AMGH7 Another in the great series of slide shows with 

DOMINOES AMQ110 
great artwork 
Dominoes game WHb impress™* graphics. 
Also Tie-Tec Toe, Drawing and Molecules 

ANIMATIONS 3 AMGiiO More great Animations 
BOULDER DASH AMG 120 very popular game wm great graphics This 

disk <a full'll has Othello, Lile3 and many 
useful ufcltoH, 

MAIL MANAGER AMG 121 For people who need a mail list manager to 
store names and addressee gf friend* clients, 
members, etc 

BASIC GRABBAG 2 AMG 127 Around 25 program* of various Types 
GAMES 3 AMG 128 More great games mduding Vegas Stot 

Machine. Regboerd and Rewsi 
BUSINESS PROGRAMS t AMG129 Program* include an address book, 

amortization program, talking marl manege' 
label printer and more Label printer «s great 
tor miking retort* labef* * large quantities 

AMOEBA INVADERS AMG 130 Ttos fantastic game plays pat &ke m original 
arcade ctoas»c but with enhanced color and 
digri-z ad sound 

FUTURE SOUND DEMO AMG 131 Another great dtgnued sound demo includes 
me wckad witch of Oz 

BASIC GRABBAG 1 AMG 132 Almost flO program* wmser* fl 8as*c KiekrtB 

AMIGA BASIC PROGRAMS AMG 133 
games, utiriies and educattortai programs 
Over 50 games utffpes appfrciboris 
ehtertawvment and ttnanoa 

CALENDAR AMG 134 A Very good persona' cakrtov tor birthdays 
hdMays, meetings, bkt sto 

OBERT AMG135 Denved fr*m toe okt popular game pf G-bert 
Superb gr^m*ts1 Other program* induda 
MakaLabeL Nutty 9 game. Softball Stilus, 
Hustle 

SINKING ISLAND 11 AMG 137 The adventure begin* Tent-graphic* game 
with 4 map scene*, underground chambers 
and much more Two drives recommended 
92 (taka. AMG 13? A and B) 

MUSIC f AMG 136 Tan superb selections You won't believe that 
digriied sound 1* ooming from your Amiga. 

BATTLESHIP AMG 139 A version of the old fnwonie Play agamst the 
computer 

NORMAN ROCKWELL AMG 146 17 beautifully digitized Rockwell paintings. 
GREAT GRAPHIC GAMES AMG 141 Missile Command, 3 D TfictOW. Cosmc and 

asteroids dona, Brakeout, Yahtzse. Hack and 
more. 

MCAO AMG 142 A fui-teatured computsr aided design 
program 

BACKGAMMON AMG n3 A great board game wm evcalient graphics 
Superb cotor* and r*sototibn 

SOUT AA*E AMG 144 Gompwif with graptwa and sound. 
CABBAGE AMG147 Take on me computer' 
9JSk<K AMG 146 VC Sgr«ad*bMt. HP tOC catoMeter and 

several dhrernoni tor when me boss isn't 
ktoking 

WQRCWRO-' #p AMG 1*9 The wofd p'ft* wfth a 
I0e»ng dtocher and debowy pto* VDr*w a 
shajrewve paint program. 

SHtNj SJWC AMG i SO Return to Striking island « an axceaem. 
adventure gams 

pgTPOuWfti AMG 151 A IRON hke gmee Also mercenary 
simulation game is maudad Great graph**" 

TUTORIAL DCS* 1 AMG’ 54 More ol the best Amiga information 
TUTORIAL DiS* 2 AMG 155 Full of unto and programmers and users 
JUGGLER AMG 156 Famous demo that show* th* beautiful 

•cutpturotf graphics of tbs Amiga 
aprwah AMG 156 Great 3 D graphe* enable you to experience 

Ihis war version ol Flight Simulator 
STAR TREK THE GAME AMG 159 {2 disks) A brilliant mastorpiece, one ol the 

best Amiga program* w« have. Extraordinary 
digrlusd ridund and graphics lead you to 
believe that thit 4 toe real lhing. Compile 
your 5 year mission aboard thi USB 
Enierpnse A must tor Trekki«i {1 MEG 
AfntgaNt 2 drive* mir] 

0 6, D AMGteC Eioellent laxt editing program for the Amiga 

BATTLEFOHCE V3 0? 

NIBBLE A 

JR COMItt-W STARLIGHT 

MIDI 

LAND OF CONFUSION 

MADONNA 

MICHAEL JACKSON 

POP MUSIC demo 

BOWIE DEMO 
DELIRIOUS t 

DELIRIOUS 3 

noathstar DEMO 

HORROR DEMOS 

DEREK AND CLIVE 

DEREK AND CLIVE 
RIPPING YARNS 

SINNERS DEMO 

VIDEO EFFECTS 30 

TOILET RARER AD 

1NTROMAKEA 

INSTRUMENTS 1 

UTILITIES 

WORKBENCH DEMOS 

INSTRUMENTS? 

UTILITIES 
eaugw 

FAUG60 

NAGEL PICTURES 

TODAY 
AMG i6i Ndeal lor Battletech players 1-4 player* can 

Challenge each other or play against lha 
computer 

AMO 16? For making backup copies of jure copying 
anything 

A MG 163 This is our oest Amiga eommunmaUgfis 

A MG 164 (3 tusks) A wealth oi software tor MIDI 
musicians and were previOLisiy released in 
KeytBard magaime St^pqrttorall popular 
Syntftt wrtfi ei*tof.1*r®nans ufrlrfres. 
sequences etc Includes van#ty of muse 
videos' and anmabgn sequences not 
available on other disks 

AMG *65 Digged muse wrih voce and some graph** 
demo' Th§ song "Land of Confusion* is by 
PMCsit 

AMG'66 Ofl’t'Zeo music with va-oe' Centsns me song 
1 Thu* We re Atone No*' by teen pop mt 
Tiffany 

AMG 167 Digitized music with rood and (Ktur* of 
Madonna Contains some ot Madonna s 

AMG 168 

AMG 169 

AMG 170 
AMG 171 

AMG 173 

AMG ITS 

Digitized muse w*th voce Carnaps popular 
songs by mega-amst Michael Jackson i 
Domains some ereaiieM synthesized Euro¬ 
pop musid Great tor showing off your Amiga 
pain# 
Contains music or Dawd Bowne' 
\2 Disks) Remember Eddie Murphy's video 
“□elumuB?' Well, this it! it shows a picture of 
the comedy king. You seled a topic from the 
menu and you will get the digitized version (of 
the video)' It's great' A must see. must hp*f 
demo! Don't forget the 2nd part of this 
4d«ak B)l 
Mere ef The Eddie Mufphy Delirious’ Check il 
out1 Contains 2 asks! 
The disk contains a whole bunch ot awesome 
synthesized music, graphic demo and 
messages' It shews some creative special 
effects too* 
Conans 4 very different graphics and sound* 
demo The first two are very gruesome The 
third and fourth demos are music end grapfec 
messages tor those strange European 
programmer hackers euT there It's nothing 
homfyng Bui m« first two are the best1 

AMG IT? Zdokset1 Thstspart A Contains digitized 
voces ot Derek and Cfrvv Tetts joke* for a 
tong Bros. 

AMG 176 The 2nd disk* 
AMG i T9 Domains kits of synthesized mm*' Setod 

them by pressing me function keys At the 
same time, il shows soma interesting 
graphs effects of you moving on a 30 
plane Lis* your joyst** to control it 

AMG ISO t) Sinners II Demo - Synthesized rriufrc' 2) 
Iron Maiden Demo - synthesized music with 
Iron Maiden pid 3) Sound Machine - muiic 
4) Oigiiech's Autobahn - music and game at 
the same time! 5) Huikamania damp - Flays 
Obsession by Animat^mi Cool' 

AMG 181 3D speoal etfeds of titles and graphics. It 
twists, flips, rotates the titles tor videos 
Awesome demo m hhres! 

AMG 102 interesting and creative demo of TV 
commercial wtti digitized sounds 

AMG 164 Make great introductions with music and 
pictures on your sen booting disks 

AMG 196 Musical mgimmens for your workbench 
demo 

AMG 166 Contains several u®Jity programs inctodes 
Arc, FuncKey, Overscsan SpnteEd. 
QuidiRui. SysMonitor, and 5kdev 

AMG 107 indudes speech, music, paefuree. arwnatwnt 
and more for your workbench 

AMG 106 More instruments tor your workbench drsk 

AMG 189 Move ubtoes program tor your Ampa' 
AMG 194 Contains raymaced pictures and The Baby. ■ 

Ode long, movie' 
AMG 195 Contains arwnabons - Kahnsrikn. Rocker 

MafketrwJ, 
AMG l* Over ten pictures Of PatncA Nagel a famous 

art' 

Entrepreneurs! Join our growing iist of dealers. 
Your investment in a Gemini dealer/distributorship 

is your key to an exciting and rewarding future. 
Telephone (0272) 637033 for details. 



THE GEMINI COLLECTION 
BASKETBALL ANIMATION AMG 107 Begun*! ‘ "■egafiyte 5o tup tNs awesome 

mw jMsoaraara Rocker1 
STAR WARS WALKER AMG ^96 j -^gabytej memory to hprlhe 

wibw * denw of a snow waftar From 
E^f Srwes 8** ft warfks. around an 

2000 and snoots laser at you' One of 
T* b«£ rw ever seen1!* Contains 2 disks 

PICTURES 1 AMG 207 14 huiu pictures WKk, butterflies, 
meeker dragon, and morel. 

BOWLING SCORE KEEPER AMG 2'3 Keep- tree*. at learn scores, weekly scores. 
ndnrtkiai scores, and many other features' 

EDUCATIONAL DISK AMG 214 StorChad - USelul tor astronomers. Middle 
East Quiz • Test your -knowledge of the 
MKKfle East. 

CASINO GAMES AMG 215 includes many ton card and casino games. 
PAINTING AMG 2i6 [Utoa Paint] A very good painting program 

with many capabilities Plus Simple Paint, 
PattemEddor ]artd a shaft animation tri a 
Ooos-Cotftdan 

USEFUL PROGRAMS AMG 218 [DirMaeler] A useful program For organizing 
your library and disks. [Access t 4] A 
powerful termmal program [HP] Hewlett 
Packard calculator. j PalEdit) Patter editor. 
IPka*] An archive program. 

PLAY AND LEARN AMG 219 This disk oomalns 3 tun games and 4 
educational games Greal tor kW 

SLIDE SHOW #1 AMG 229 Many furfures run on ihis slide show' 
WICROCMAC PROGRAMS AMG 221 Venous m*cro-emacs programs. Word 

Processor. Mail Manager. Spell Check, X’ 
Spell, and House inventory, and more' 

JEAN-MICHEL JAFlRE AMG 222 Jean-Miches Jarre is a popular European 
musician. This disk, contains his pictures 
(slideshow) and music, Excellent digitized 
graphics and music! 

■CPVPTOBURNER AMG 323 This one contains several esculent demos 
(scrolhng te*l. graphics, and music] 

BACH LOVERS DISK AMG 324 This one contains excellent classical [no 
digitized) music put together with Synitiia and 
Sons*. A true classic! 

gravattack AMG 225 A Winner* An addictive game where you 
maneuver your rockelshp through different 
screens to pickup parts Great graphics and 
soundl 

VARIETY PACK AMG 236 [7Mx47BJ Convert your Workbench screen 
to 730x476 firgh restitution. [Icon Tools] 
Tools to fm up your iconc [Mrffi] MIDI tools, 
plusCooM. FoodConv, Icon Meister. Unzip 
and moral 

VARIETY PACK 2 AMG 227 piskUtil 5] Update d DU VI. |UtiMfls| Lets 
you read text tiles, copy single files, showpic. 
de-arc, ate. jUmUtll] Un&g!. Iackdi$k. toad 
icon, and more. Plus CLI Wizard. Disk X. 
Thames Tv Demo. Mouse Graph and morel. 

SAMPLE ICONS AMG 226 A disk UN Of sample icons. 
VARIETY PACK 3 AMG 329 3 tun games are in ths drawer, IB Puzzles, 

Concentrate, and Towers. 
EASY BANKER & THINKER AFrfG 230 [Easy Banker] Excellent lifianoaJ program 

that keeps track of ybur bank account. 
[Thinker] An rdea Processor with 29 pages ot 
documentation induded, And morel 

POINTER ANIMATOR AMG 231 Many animated panters. and Design Grid, a 
program ihat lets ydu design ypgr own 

VAH1ETY PACK 3 AMG 332 [Ctip| CI^j pictures from the work bench 
screen [Your Money] An expanded 
checkbook program. [Planets] 2 pictures oi 
planets. [Nakamoto] Fun arcade-type game 
like Jumpman And more! 

FREEKED OUT! AMG 234 Another Euro-Demo! Excellent sound and 
graphics, 

SPACE WRITER AMG 235 Well made Introduction program. You can 
make your own boot-ups with scrolling text 
and incredible muse. The songs sound tike 
it's coming tram 9 syn-ttieguor. 

POP MUSIC AMG 236 Same pop songs mcJuding 'She Dnves Me 
Crazy ' (FYC), 'l Shoutf Be So Lucky' (Kylle 
Minogue), 'Smooth Cnrnmaf (Michael 
Jackson), and mote* Good sounds 1 

MILLER LITE COMMERCIAL AMG 236 Another nice dtimo from Europe It plays 
sJKles of the Miller Lrta commercial along with 
the muse Neat1 

ACID DEMO AMG 239 European demo ol Acid Musrc Plays music 
1 excellent quality sound) and picture/ 
animations 

ACTION! AMG 240 Thtt program uses tad tomtit, ion 
descriptor! to present GMdures. sound and 
speech simultaneously 

the golden fleece AMG 241 Lar&e ie*t adventure mas attows you to save 
games Sirratar to intocorr games 

JACK FROST AMG 242 An etoan>n*c ww took based on the mm* 
strip orf the same name 

CHINESE CHECKERS AMG 250 Chinese Checkers Play up Jo six ptaym m 
bus classic strategy board game Emulators - 
Commodore w anctiSM -|Oka' emuiaaors. 

LARN V12 01C AMG 353 A Dungeons A Dragon* type game 
CLERK 4 0 AMG 359 A flfeat uswr-fnePdty bus™^ applcaton inf 

smell to medium &zed businesses 
COMPUTER BIBLE AMG 360 A 7 disk set ol die Kmg Vanrort of the 

Bible m text format | 
MADONNA SLIDESHOW AMG 076 A -Week 4 white ^IwieshOw pf fekedorvu n n*- 

LMuBJfHMS Groat For Madonna l«: 
KIDS SUOESHOW AMG 292 Watership Down - Cute ^toesto* pnogran- 

wth rabbits, and other cula pictures 
PIHANAHAS AMG 399 Piranahas Demo - A onlt*arn demo mt** m 

the scene from Monty Python * "Meaning of 
Llle.’ The Ftahlank - A ismfic denio of an 
aquahum. 

CASTLE ADVENTURE AMG 303 Castle d Doom - A stmpi* adventure gam# 
with graphics tor begmiws 

FREEWARE UTILITIES AMG 320 An excellent disk full of utilities and too« 
NAGEL DENCH AMG 321 More Nagel pictures, wnh a slideshow ant 

more' 
tv basketball game AMG 326 Cinamawaxe Basketball StKtosnow Preme* 

TV Sports Basketball with this slideshow & 
the game before you buy 

RALLY CROSS GAME AMG 326 ft®liy CfMS Demo - A 4 piayer supar-sonn: 
type game with new tracks and mgiht dnvtng 
Try before you buy’ 

These are just a few of the remarkable programs we 
have for Amiga! Call today for our catalogue! 

FREE catalogues available for: 
Atari ST & 8-bit, IBM, C64, Apple II 

and Macintosh 

Order only FREE LINES! 

O 0800 373 000 0 
All other enquiries andfor FREE catalogues call 0272 637Q33NOW! 

Fax Orders: 0272 637030 

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL 
Gemini Shareware Limited 

42 Cannon Street 
Bed minster 

BRISTOL 
BS31BN 

Callers are welcome at this retail address 
Refer to pnee table at left to calculate cost per disk 

(note some programs comprise multiple disks). 

Posiage and packing please add £2.50 per order. 
Foreign orders total £5 00 air mail 

UK residem please add 15% VAT. All goods sent by 

first class post. Telephone orders taken before 3pm 
are usually sent the same day. 

VAT and 
P & P extra. All disks warranted readable. 
No returns without prior approval, 

t No limit lo (he number of disks purchased 

Call 0272 637033 NOW tu be on our FREE catalogue mailing list! 
Our sales hours are Mon-Fri 9:00 am to 6:00 pm. Sat 9:00-5:00 pm. 
An answering device will be available at all other times - please leave your name and 
number and we'll call you back, or leave your order tor prompt attention. 

Buy Pay (Ea.) 

1-4 £3.00 
5+ 2.75 

10+ 2.50 
20+ 2.25 
30+ 2.00 
50+ 1.75 

100+ 1.50 
300+ 1.25 

MEGA pointers 

GAMES t 

GAMES 2 

GAMES 3 

GAMES 4 

FRENZY 

AHWATdNS 

ANIMATIONS 

ANIMATIONS 

ANMAHONS 

ANIMATIONS 

KLINGON PHASERS 

MARS FLIGHT 

GODZILLA ANIM 

MIDI HOOKUPS 

GHQSTFOOL 

FOOTBALL HELMET 

SONIXSCORES1 

AMG 333 Over 1 So pointers, lor you to u$e on your 
Workbench 

AMG 343 Anlep - Exceflem UUlma-Irke role ploying 
game. ATI I Maps - 4 high resolution lawn 
maps of the Bard's Tale II game. Slot Cars - 
Simple game d driving a car Ihrough a 
maze. 

AMG 350 DM Maps I Maps to levels 1 -7 in Dungeon 
Masters game DM Spells- Lists poet's and 
w iard spells m Dungeon Master game 
MousoBounoe - A ohatfengurg gams played 
on Work Bencn with a mouse pante* 

AMS 351 DM Maps if - Maps id fevers 8-14 tor 
Dungeon Varans game Metro Be a oty 

AMG 352 FME^Deku** Rid Power gam* IMp editor 
Mona Chest - IrrJomafion on. DtfSCtS touhd 
on fftftensnl levNa 2erg - A fantasy ro« 
&ay*ng gams Mka Ultima - sharp1 

AMG 357 Four B«mg rotated animations Bo*ng 
Throws, Bang flounce. Bang Flight, ami 
Being Machine. Requires ait least t MB 
memory. 

AMG 361 Two n«e animations are on this. disk. 
[GeoTimeJi A demo showing me change in 
time ot all the time zone in the world (with 
map of the wadd), [flippies] Nice animation 
demonstrating rotation around an Amiga flag. 

AMG 362 This disk contains three good animations; 
BolrgCheckmark, Flybye, and Floyd. 

AMG 363 Thrs disk contains rwg animations: QS2 and 
Zeus i 

AMG 364 This Ask contains three animations: 
DrumLick. EIGato, and Zeus2 [Imptovad 
version wrflh sound). 

AMG 365 This disk contains Four animations: 7J7. 
FanEnglne, Harrier, and Zoom 

AMG 366 This animation shows Star Trek’s Klingon 
ships fly toward and past you. Great 3D 
effects! 

AMG 367 This animation shows a spaceship fly inlo a 
Martian city. Excellent 3D oflecte! 

AMG 36B This disk conlains three animations 
Godzilla, Birds, and Rewind. 

AMG 369 This is a short demo lhat shows you ho* Jo 
hook up your MIDI system, it was created' 
with the Director. 

AMG 370 2 excellent animations requiring at least i 
megabyte. [Gtastpoel] Watch a game of 
pool played by nobody ;Slamp Collector] 
See Dr Gandaii s interesting stamp 
collection 

AMG 371 This disk contains the two animations 
Dragon and Helmet (shows the SeefSe 
Seahawks football hetmei spinning around: 
AMG 185 or arwmallon shower s needec ’ 
order run these two animations "The*# 3pm 

■disks should autoboot, rl not. use Sw 
AMG372 Many songs Amazmg Grace. Am»* Song 

View To A Kill Ajrei Foley. 
Country Roads. Cuts Lite A Knit Qaang 
Game Thame. and more 



Five years to the month after Protest version 1 was 

launched Arnor are pleased to present version 5, an enormous leap 

forward in both ease of use and performance* 

Protext 5.0 introduces a completely integrated system of pull down menus 

and dialogue boxes. The menus are among the many operations that may now 

be carried out with either the mouse or the keyboard. Protext really does give 

you the best of both worlds. 

Pretext 5*0 handles printer fonts flexibly and accurately* You can make full use 

of any number of proportional printer fonts, mix them freely within any line, 

centre them in headers, use automatically formatted footnotes* And Protext 

correctly formats your text os you type it, no matter how many font changes 

you use, showing you line and page breaks exactly as they will be printed* 

Protext 5*0 is still the fastest word processor around* Even though we have 

made all these major improvements we have token great care to ensure that 

text editing is as fast as ever. The menus work smoothly and quickly even 

with high resolution displays* But of course, you can use Protext's efficient set 

of commands and keys just as before and 5*0 remains compatible with all 

earlier versions from 1.0 onwards. 

Protext 5*0 is a worthy successor to version 4, which was described as "the 

best ward processor at any price", "the best text processor on the Amiga" 

and "the most powerful word processor on the Atari ST" (ALII, ST/Amiga 

Formal, ST User). 

The Features 
-V New fast & easy to use pull down 

iu sysli with dialogue boxes and 
alerts; file selector; mouse dragging to set 
blocks. Menus complement existing 
commands and keyboard shortcuts, do 
not replace them. Menus may be used 
with mouse or keyboard Amigo version 
follows Intuition guidelines. 

supports multiple proportional fonts; mixing of 
different font sizes on the some line; proportional formatting whilst ediling; side 
margin, headers and foolers independent of main text font. Tobs, decimal lobs and 
centre labs Extensive range of printer drivers supplied. 

- up to 36 files may be open; split screen ediling 

on PC allows use in virtually ony text or graphics mode 
including 132 column or 75 line VGA modes; user defined characters and on screen 
bold, italics and underlining now on all versions; use of 13 different accents on ony 
character. 

features completely new 110,000+ word Collins dictionary with very 
fast phonetic lookup. Anagrams and find word pattern Foreign language dictionaries 
(German, Swedish available now, others to follow). 

Noles: 

Pretext 5.0 requires at least 640 K of memory on all machines 
Protext 4 ? requires at leosl 512K of memory on oil machines 
Prodfllo requires 1MB of memory on (be Amigo 

Protext 5*0 heralds a new era of multi lingual European software, in time for 

1992 and the opening up of Eastern Europe. Pretext may be used in at least 

27 different languages and has 10 

different national keyboard layouts 

built in 

l sndu ts Albanian, Basque, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, 
Esperanto, Estonian, Flemish, Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Latin, 
Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rumanian, Serbacroatian, Slovak, Spanish, 
Slovene, Swedish, Welsh. (Nole: some printers do not support oil languages). 

generation, Indexer takes marked words or phroses; contents 
entries automatically taken from titles wrapped in control cades; many options far style 
of contents output. 

including multi line footnotes and endnotes; automatic 
limed save; add column or row of figures; indent tabs; find word at cursor; 40 column 
mode support; sentence operations; inter- paragraph space; much improved expression 
evaluator; self incrementing variables; Roman numerals; newspaper-style column 
printing; File sorting utility with special options for names and addresses; revised manual 
plus new tutorial guide. 

r : ^ r ?: i: background printing; box manipulation; 
macro recording; exec files; headers and footers; find and replace; moil merging; 
undelete; fife conversion utility; configuration program; auto reformotting; on screen 
help; time and date; typewriter mode; line drawing; disc utilities. 

Prices 

Pretext 5 0 may be purchased from any good computer shop or directly from Arnor Upgrades from earlier versions 
ore only available from Arnor and the original discs should be returned with your order 

ST/TT Archimedes 

Protext 5.0 £149.95 £149 95 £149 95 £149 95 
Upgrade ham v4.2 £60 £60 £60 N/A 
from earlier versions £75 £75 £75 N/A 
Protext 4.2 £99 95 £99 95 £99 95 N/A 
Prodoto 1.1 £79.95 £79.95 £79 95 due 1991 Q1 

Arnor Ltd (amf/, 611 Lincoln Rood, Peterborough> PE 1 3HA. Tel: 0733 68909 (24 hr), Fox; 0733 67299 



^ Productivity 

Software 
Deime Part f... 
C-Light . 

n 
£64 00 
£39 00 

o 

O 

j-igipart i __ £64 00 o 

TV Stow.. £59 00 
Deluxe Video I. £64.X 

o 

Pro Video Plus. £199 X 
\ -Cad Professional . , ,£360 00 Q 

X-Cad Designer. £95X 
Sculpt Animate 4D Jnr.. £89 X o 
Sculpt 30 XL. .. ,£105 X 
Sculpt Animate 40..,. ..£330.X o 

Aegis Video Titler. ....£90.X 
Tirp A Tron. . .£24X o 

Smalt Business Accounts Plus ..£170.xl 
Home Office Kit.. £119 0 O 
Superbese Professional ,£199.X' 

A Data Retrieve. £42.00 i 

Small Business Manager £95 Xj® 
Cash Boofc Cofrtrolef ............ £55.00 
Superptad .. £79.00 
Home Accounts ,    £24.00 
DfiMan. 1119.00 
K-Coirwn 2..„,—................ 124.00 
Profusion* Page...£209.00 < 
Publisher s Choice ..  £05 00; 
^he Planetarium £32. 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ..,.£24.00 
Distant Suns.*.  £49.00 
Micro English.....122. 
Micro French ...    £22.00 
Micro Maths...£22.00 
Word Perfect v4 1....1190.00 
Word Perfect Library.,.,.,..£93.00 
Kindwords V2.0....  £39,00 
Becker Text.£64.X 
Transcnpt...£34.00 
Midi interface wths/w..124.99 
CtMtoto....., 
Power Windows VZQ..165.00 
Dos 2 Dos..£34.00 
Disk 2 Disk..    £29.00 
K-floget,.,.....,,........................^139.00 
Enhancer..  £12.99 
Amts...    .,.,.£84.00 
Aegis Sena M2-0.....£51.00 
KCS...    £150.00 
Pro 24 Amiga V3.0 
Argasm......... 
Devpac V2.0...,145.00 
Lattice C.1199.00 
AC-Fartran...£239,00 
Cambndge Lisp..,.....£ 125.00 
Moduta 2.£84.00 
Hisoft Forth .. .131.00 
SBC Emulator,.....£32.00 

A500 
SCREEN 
GEMS 

^jAMlGA B2000'S( 
ft A ftAAAift \ 

CALL FOR DETAILS 

& A3000'S 
Amiga B2000 + 1084S Monitor £1250 
Amiga B2000 + 1084S + 
20 Meg HDD...£1500 
Amiga B2000AJ 40 meg + 
1084S..,,......£1650 

Amiga A3000 16Mhz 40 meg HDD .£2450' 
Amiga A3000 25Mhz 40 meg HDD. £3000 
AirHga A30O0 25Mhz 100 meg HDD £3400 

All A3000's come wmn commoocwe 1950 
Multi Scan Monitor + Cable! 

AMIGA 500 
FLIGHT OF FANTASY 

Includes: 
Deluxe Paint II 
F-29 Rfetaliator 

Rainbow Islands 
Escape from the Plenet 
of the Robot Monsters! 

£369 or 

£399 WITH AN INTERFACE 
Mega Pack 

ASM 1/21116 IP6KAMS 
E44.M WITHOUT CLOCK £«#.** 

WITH CLOCK PLUS FREE 

STAR TREK PD GAME 
(Thnf ft * K lingo™ on 
tb# Starboard bowl) 

Need more than a meg? 
Call tor a full lift now of 

Amiga Upgrade* 

Hardware 
Rendale 8802 Genlock..£209 
Mimgen.....£99.00 

Digiview,...*..,£139,00 
Amas Sampler........£84.00 

Cameron Handy 

Scanner Type 2 .£199.00 

Cameron Handy 

Scanner Type 10.£265,00 

Naksha Mouse.,,£37,00 
Midi Master Midi 

Interface ..    £34.00 

Master Sound..£34.00 

A*Max Mac Emulator 

(with Roms).£230,00 

% k 
i » » t » « 

MegaPack 1 
10 blank disks, disk storage box. dust 
cover, mouse mat. 5 mystery games 

WORTH OVER £120!! 

/S=» r 4 

AMIGA 500 \ 1 

BAT PACK ■*0 1 
Includes: V 

Deluxe Paint li \ 
Batman the Movie 

\ o Interceptor 
The New Zealand Story 

£369 or ( 10 

£399 WITH AN INTERFACE ] ° 
Mega Pack V aR 

AMIGA A590 |o 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 90 S 
INC DHuw Paint IF 
Supenbase Personal 
Maxi Plan £529 
Publishers Choce 
Dr T sMkH Studio OR 
Amiga Logo 
SBC Emulator 

with an Interface 

061-431-4091 

7^ 

'77' 

0 9* 94*9 9* 

MegaPack 2 
5 blank disks, disk storage bon. dust 

cover, mouse mat, joystick, 
5 mystery games 

WORTH OVER £120!! 

< 

O 0 0 O o » o o 

Printers 
Seikosha SP2000... £199 
Citizen 120D wrtti FREE 
Starter Pack ..£179 
Citizen 124D with FREE 
Colour Kit................1249 
Citizen Swift 9 with Colour Kit... £210 

Monitors Cary nH0 
m Can'tnnt) that cable? 

Commodore 10B4S £249 00 
Quad,am MUtiStan £499.00 
Commodore Multiscan 1450 00 *Ll MWNTWS L 

INCLUOf VAT AND FREE CABLE! 

INC 
Midi Interface 
TV Modulator 

10 BJank OtVks 
Disk wallet 

* 

r7-* & 

20 MEG HARD DRIVES 
includes: Fantavision 

Sprite Paint 
Comic Setter 

(Hurry while stocks last} 

£369.00 

MEGAPACK! 

All Prices 
include VAT 

Games 

Software 
Damocles...  £19.99 
Flood..£19.99 
Fun School..£16.99 
Dredd.£16.99 
Corporation.£19.99 
Back To The Future 2.£19.99 
Battle Command.£19.99 
Shadow of the Beast 2.£29.99 
BAT.£24.99 
Cadaver.£19.99 
Gremlins 2.£19.99 
Flippit and Magnose.£16.99 
F 19 stealth Fighter.£24.99 
Kick Off 2.£19.99 
Pretext V5.0.CALL! 
Loom.£24.99 
Ml Tank Platoon.£24.99 
Robocop 2.£19,99 
Rotox. £19 99 
ATF2.,.£1999 
ACE.....£16.99 
Midnight Resistance.....£24.99 
Navy S.E.A.LS...£19.99 
Nightbreed...£19.99 
Operation Stealth.,...£19.99 
Powermonger.£24.99 
The Lost Patrol.£19.99 
Ultima 5.£24.99 
Venus.  £16.99 
Welltris.£16.99 
Monty Python..„£ 19.99 
Wings. £24.99 
Teengae Mutant Hero 
Turlies „**,..*...£24.99 
Sly Spy Secret Agent..£19,99 
Magic Fty...£19,99 
Their Fnesl Hour.,.£24.99 
Total Recall.  £19 99 
Pipe Mania..,,....£19.99 
Rick Dangerous 2.£19.99 
Rogue Trooper...,..,.,.£19.99 
Midwinter... £19.99 
impenum... *,,.,.£19.99 
Killing Game Show.£19.99 
Kings Quest 4, .£29,99 
Leisure Suit Larry 3,,.,,......£29.99 
Kybos...£16 99 
Chuck Yeager.£19.99 
Escape From the Planet 
of the Robot Monsters.£16.99 
F29 Retaliates...£19 99 

AT ONCE PC 
EMULATOR: 

AN AT INSIDE 
YOUR AMIGA! 

ONLY £199 
inc VAT 

CUMANA 

CAX 354 

£75 
rn f k 3Q(g> 

★★★★★★* Competition ★★★+★** 
DO YOU THINK YOU UN DESIGN A BETTER AO THAN THIS? OH YEAH!!! Wkk mi Kn ANY na » 

mm m soFTmiit mk* \nmat rou m gom m mt tm mi tout mm 
YOU COULD WIN - AM AMIGA 500! AH ATARI Sit! A MONITOR! IKE TOP TEH GAMES 

Yes wi ie coumrm iooIM Eras mm td 1 pei otott 
IT 

DELIVERY: Courier Service Amiable (Add £5f WARRANTY: full 12 mofllfi gulrante* on ailitJgdMn AJ 

0413 431 40flied 6t^9{ch) TtCHNlCAL SOPPO*T ProbKmi or question 
All afters suftjUf I ffl avfefeitoiity fntertere Software resww tfw r^r tit dMtp or wrrtidYiw my cHV 

wifhour prior notice. 

S. » a * o d o g o£ "o o o coo 

To Order 
Bv Phone: Call 061 431 4091 now! 

Or Write: Interface Software, P.0 Box 100. 
Stockport, Cheshire SK4 20P 

{enclosing a cheque/p.o ratable to Interface Software) 

E 

CUT OUT AND SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

arante* on all her Anar? M 
w questiws PHONt r* 

■ or OTttafriw my offer Jp 

ti » g O 

Postcode .Tel. No 
Please send me info on 

m ib Ml MM 1
 

1
 

1
 

1
 

1
 



TELETEHT A world of information 
at your fingertips THE AMIGA MUSIC MATRIX 

A disk magazine for the Amiga Musician. 
Issue One has Sampled Sounds from the Korg Ml in IFF Format and 
8 Trak Soundtracker Software 
Issue Two with original sequences and samples for MUSIC X and 
OKTALYZEP MIDI System Exclusive Dumps for the D1G/D2Q/D110 - 
256 new voices for all these instruments 
Also each issue has tutorials on MIDI. Music and using Amiga Basic 
for music playing/teaching, 
Both issues available now price £10 each or you may subscribe for 
four issues for only £35 
New 500 voices for Korg Ml £30 
New PD Catalogue disk now available only £2. 

Phone for further details 0592 714887 or write to: 

THE MUSK MATRIX 
Wm 14 MAIN STREET, VISA 
lw _*_el EAST WEMYSS KYI 4RU 

REPAIRS & SPARES 
SPARES: 

}7 Agnus 
6371 Fat Agnus 
6372 Faflflf Agnus 
smeary 
6364 Paula 
636? Dense 
6721 Butte* 
6520 CIA 
66000 CPU 

£34 00 Rom VI 2 . 
£50 00 RomVI 3 
£62 00 AiOOOROM odd 
£17 00 A1000 ROW even 
£4000 41256 
£29 00 414266 . 
£16 00 LF347 .. 
£16.00 M5M6242 Clock 

. £24 00 6570-036 

£3200 
£3200 
£25 00 
£2500 
£4 00 
£900 
.£2 50 

£1200 
.£16.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Cumana CAX354 3.5*. 
External DnvO 3.5'. 
A5Q0 interna) drive. 
A2000 Internal Drive.,.. 

Many other tpares available 

... C0O.OO A500PSU . 
£70 00 Artn^a Mouse 

.. C70.Q0* Scart Lead.... 

....£70.00 - Printer Lead. 

. £46.00 
£36 00 

. £15.00 

. CIS CO 

Also available, leads, books. MIDI interlaces. Disks Digitisers. Genlocks Hard Owes Joysticks etc 
All prices include postage and packing 

Fast Amiga 1000/2000/500 repairs (tree estimate) 

ACE Repairs, Dept AF, Outways Farm, Pelynt, Looe, 
■ ijjllM Cornwall PL13 2NW mmmm 

W31 S (0503)20282 1 V,SA 

A ft 

Mow you can keep rt informed with the idlest weather, financial news, sports results, current 
affairs and much more from Gee-fa* or Grade. Bui unlike a Teletext TV all this valuable 
information isn't trapped behind glass Mow you can. 

Save to dltc. Pages may be saved m Compact (over BOO pages per disc} or IFF format 

Print. You can print as Just text {for a fast result) or as a screen-dump. 

Review, instant access lo the last 16 pages which have bean received 

Speak, Thanks to the Amiga’s speech capability, it wlN even read the news to you. 

Multiple display. 14 can diplay and update two pages on screen simultaneously1 

FsstText True FastText - gets pages in advance and reduces the waiting time 

Tuning- Jusl conned an aenaJ - it tunes ft self in! Although the pnme function is to reoerve 
Tetelect. H also will convert a 1081 or 1064 monitor to ■ colour TV 

Programmable. The system can be programmed to get a senes of pages and then save or 
pnni them Your own prgrams can access the data on Teletext 

Only a Microtext adaptor can provide all these facilities, it's easy to use and connects to the 
parallel port, a printer can ba reconnected lo Ihe adaptor Everything is supplied, all you need 
is your Amiga and a normal TV aerial. 

Al jus! tia^-SO + VAT (=148.93) for an advanced Teletext TV it's excellent value for money. 
VHF/UHF version for use outside the UK £169,50 Make sure you’re always up to date gel 
yours now from Microtext. 

hmicrotext s 
Dept AF, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW 
Telephone: 0705 595694 Fax: 0705 593988 

A & K SOFTWARE 
TEL: 0454 315823 

A & K SOFTWARE, 119 HARESCOMBE, YATE, BRISTOL. BS17 4LFE. 

668 Attack Sub....... 
Adidas Champ Football.. 
Altered Beast. 
Amos (Games Creator). 
Amos Sprites 1000. 
Archipelagos...... 
B S S Jane Seymour. 
Batman The Movie... 
Battle Of Britain .... 
Battle Squadron ---- 
Betrayal... 
Block Out ....... 
Breach 2 (1 Meg}... 
Bridge Player 2150 Galactic 
Budokan. 
Cadave? ..... 
Castle Master..... 
Champions 01 Krynn (1 Meg) 
Chase H Q........ 
Chess Champion 2175. 
Colorado ..... 
Conqueror ...... 
Corporator .... 
Damocles . 
Dragon s Lain 1 Meg).. 
Qragonfligr ... 
Dragons Breath ... 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg) ...... 
Dynasty Wars .... 
E'Motion . 
Easl Vs, West 
Elvira - Mistress Of Dark 
Escape From Singe s Castle 
F16 Falcon — 
FI 6 Falcon Mission Dt$k 2 
Fi 9 Stealth Fighter 
F29 Retaliator. 
Fire And Brimstone 
Flimbo s Quest . 
Flood .. 
Fun School 3 (2-5). 

..£16.75 Fun School 3 (5-7)......£16.75 

..£16 75 Fun School 3 (7+)  .....£16.75 

..£13 75 Ghouls n' Ghosts,,.......,....£16.75 
£34 90 Hammerlist,.., ...,...£16,75 

..£11,30 Hard Ball 2...£16,75 
£9.99 Harley Davidson.........£17,95 

..£17 75 Hero's Quest (1 Meg),........£24.75 

..£13 75 Imperium.........£17.75 

..£20 75 Infestation ........£16.75 
,,£10 75 International 3D Tennis........£16 75 
..£19.90 Ishido...,.. .....£19,99 

£13.75 H Came From The Desert (1 Meg) £13.75 
.£16,75 Haly 1990 Winners (US Gold) ...£15 75 
£21 75 Khataan........£16 75 
£16 75 KickOff ..............-£12 75 

..£16.75 Kick Off 2.............£13 75 
.£16.75 Kick Off Expansion Disk.£7 99 
£20-75 Killing Game Show ........£16.75 

..£16.75 KriStal.......£13.75 
£20-75 Leaderboard Birdie ..........,,,..£16.75 
£16.75 Leisure Suit Larry 3 (Sierra)..£26 90 

..£16.75 Life And Death ......,.£16 75 
£16-75 Lost Patrol......£16.75 
£16.75 Magic Fly ..............,,£18 75 

..£31.75 Midnight Resistance.....£1675 
£2175 Midwinter-.............— .....,.£1875 

..£1975 Millenium 2 2. .... £9.99 

..£1575 Monty Pythons Flying Circus...£14.75 

..£19 75 Murder In Space ........£1675 
,£1975 Music X ...........£94.99 

.,£16,75 Necronom .........£1775 

. £19.90 Neuromancer ..... .£1775 

..£31 75 Ninja Warriors .....£1675 
„£i 6.75 Operation Stealth.....£i8,75 
,,£13.75 Photon Paint.........£9,99 
..£19.75 Plague .....£16,75 
..£16.75 Police Quest t (Sierra).... .£16,75 
£16 75 Police Quest 2 (1 Meg)...£18.75 

..£16 75 Populous . .............,,-.£16 75 

..£16 99 Populous Promised Lands.....£8 99 
,.£1675 Power Boats.........£16 75 

Powerdroid 90 .......£1775 
Po warmonger,,,,..    ,.£18.75 
Projectyle.........£1775 
Prophecy Viking Child,,,..£1775 
Protext Word Processor.  ,£79.99 
Red Storm Rising...  £16,75 
Risk...  £13 75 
Rorke'S Drift..      £1675 
Secret Agent Sly Spy ...£16 75 
Shadow Of the Beast .......£1075 
Shadow of the Beast 2...£22.95 
Shadow Warriors ..........£ 16.75- 
Shockwave.    .,...£1675 
Sim City,*.......,,,,.....       £16.75 
Sim City Terrain Editor...  £10.75 
Space Ace..      £29.75 
Starbiade.  £16.75 
Subbuteo .  ..£16 75 
Super Ghdrunner .  £9,99 
Supremacy.      £19.99 
Sword Of Sedan...,.£10,75 
Team Yankee       £18.75 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles.....£21.95 
The Keep . .......... . £16 75 
Theme Park Mystery.......—...£16,75 
Thunderstrike.£1675 
Trip A Tron.......£19 75 
Turn It (Shanghai Variant)...  .£1675 
Turn can.   ,,,,£14.75 
TV Sports (USA) Football......£13 75 
TV Sports Basketball....,....£1375 
Ultimas.£18.75 
Unreal ..       £19.99 
Venus - The Fly Trap.    £1475 
Wellths ...       £1675 
WipeOut. £1375 
Workbench 1 3 (DOS) .. £13.75 
X-Out...     £1375 
Xenon 2. MegaWast ......£13 75 
Xiphos .       £1675 
Zombi...      „„„„....£16 75 

ding hours are Bam - 9pm. Monday to Saturday. All prices are fully inclusive of VAT and delivery. 
Cheques and postal orders payable to A ft It Software and sent with order to above address. 

All items despatched within 24 hours, subject to availability. 
We MAY be accepting ACCESS and VISA at the time of publication - please phone to check* 



Mathematical 
Music Maker Iti 

of music not unlike a cat being let 
loose on a Bontempi organ. 

If you're really into interesting 
new music and serious about it, then 
read the music press, see what new 
bands are appearing and listen to 
their stuff. Ifs a lot cheaper than buy¬ 
ing a composition tool' that doesn't 
even produce music. 

HYPERCHORD 

All Amiga* ■ £77.99 

Precision Software ■ 071 330 7160 

Hologramophone Research have come up with a couple 

of interesting ways of creating music. MAFF EVANS 

looks at Hyperchord, a mathematical composition tool. 

For some years now various 
‘art/ people have been toying 
with the idea of creating music 

from nature. Even on the good old 
Commodore 64, such welTknown 
names as Jeff Winter experimented 
with "fractal music' in games. Now 
Hologramophone have borrowed the 
idea to try to produce a strange new 
kind of sequencer. 

Instead of entering the notes you 
want to hear and cutting and pasting 
them all over the place, with 
Hyperchord you create tunes simply 
by dragging the pointer across a grid 
to create a ‘riff. That riff can be 
played back in a variety of ways, 
using different scales, tonal struc¬ 
tures and chord progressions to 
provide a wholly unique piece of 
music. Additional effects can be 

carried out including changing wave¬ 
forms, creating rhythms or using the 
‘vector pla/ system for expression. 
Unfortunately, this bears no relation 
to the vector system found on some 
of the latest synths to produce some 
wonderful noises. 

Nice Idea, Shame 
About The Song 

The ideas behind Hyperchord are 
rather interesting - a system whereby 
a novice can produce roiling riffs and 
shuffling rhythms at the press of a 
button. Unfortunately, to get anything 
even remotely akin to a lune' you 
need to know music theory like the 
back of your hand. Simply drawing a 
few shapes on the grid and messing 
about with the keyboard (as the 
manual suggests) produces a piece 

BELOW: Using this grid, 

you can use the mouse 
to ‘draw1 riffs and then 

play them via a series 

of tone banks and 
chord tables. 

Ifs funny how things are harking 
back to the days of peace, love, 
hippies and rather dodgy 

substances these days, isn't it? The 
Stone Roses with their flares and 
jangly Monkees-style music, Deee Lite 
and their psychedelic costumes and, 
last but not least, Hologramophone 
wrth their very strange pictorial music 
creation system Pixound 

The idea is to create ‘natural' 
pieces of music by using shapes, 
colours and patterns to create ran¬ 
dom. staccato pieces of music. The 
program works by loading a picture 
into the Amiga and displaying it on 
screen. A pointer is then moved 
around the screen (or an automatic, 
randomly-moving pointer can be 
called up) across the various areas of 
colour. The program then uses the 
amounts of red, green and blue to 
produce a series of shifting notes and 
scales, using preset tonal series and 
chord progressions. 

Any picture can be used, as long 
as rt is passed through a program to 
convert it to a form that Prxound can 
understand. So if you wish you can 
load a digitised picture of the Stone 
Roses and move the pointer around 
to see if their image really does 
convey the essence of their music? 

The thinking behind the Ptxound 
system is intriguing. Being able to 

produce music from fractals, chaos 
and fine art is a beautiful thought. 
Unfortunately, the sounds that the 
program produces are not as beauti¬ 
ful as the consept. The various tonal 
systems that can be called up hardly 
affect the music at all - and the 

The Colour of 
Sound 

music sounds like a psychopath in 
control of a Stylophone with the 
batteries going flat. Pixound is a 
freak-out hippy program that will only 
make any real sense if youYe 
extremely wasted - which l would not 
recommend to anyone at all 

PIXQUND 

All Amiga* ■ £36.99 

Precision Software ■ 071 330 7166 

ABOVE: One of the 

screens in the Pixoumt 

Gallery that you can 
‘play1. This one is a 

fractal curve. 

RIGHT: Using the 

conversion program, 

you can load up your 
own choice of IFF 
pictures and use them 

to create sound. 

Another alternative 

music creator from 

Hologramophone, 

but this time you 

can play' pictures. 

MAFF EVANS 

sees how it works. 

iRMAT 243 
DECEMBER 1990 



Amiga 500 Screen 

Gems Pack 

C269.95 

MAIL 
ORDER SOFTSELLERS 

6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP41JE 

MAIL 
ORDER 

5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL) 

MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. (0473) 213457 

688 Attack Sub.,...£16.99 
‘Action Fighter...—*****...£15.99 
‘Addidas Champ Tie Break ..XI6.99 
'Addidas Championship Football .  £16.99 
Alcatraz ..—....£16.99 
Alpha Waves *—...............£16.99 
Arm n »os....... .£13.99 
A na rchy........ .£ 13.99 
Ancient Art cf War At Sea ...£16.99 
Ancient Art of War....£16.99 

Ants Head (Datadisc].  £12.99 
‘Aqua ventura., ...... ... £24.99 
Armageddon.....**.**„.„.£16.99 
ATF II....,***,.*,..  ...........£16.99 
Atomic Robo Kid -..,.„*******.***.„***,**..£16.99 
'Atomics.   £13.99 
Awesome....... .£24.99 
Bad Blood .......£19.99 

Bad Lands........£16.99 
Barbarian II (Psygnosis).,*...£16.99 

Batman (The Movie)......£16.99 
'Battle Command ...........XI6.99 
Battle Master.........XI6.99 

Battle of Britain .....£19.99 
Batt leches s    ....E16.99 
Betrayal....,.*****,...,*.,...£19.99 

Bitty The Kid.............£16.99 
' Blade Warrior. *_*,**,...£15 99 
Bomber...     £19.99 
BSS Jane Seymour .....  —£16.99 
Buck Rogers ............Xi6.99 
Budakhan,—.....£16 99 
Cabal.    ...£16,99 
'Cadaver........,£16.99 
Carthage.......£15.99 

Champion of Raj.,,........X 19.99 
Chess Simulator.      £16.99 
Chaos Strikes Back.,..„.*—.„...X16 99 

Chess Champion 2175..,.. £19.99 
'Chuck Jeagers AFT..—— £16.99 
Combo Racer.......XI6,99 
' Commandos Compilation ........XI5.99 
Conqueror....*.*.*„.„X16,99 
Corvette..     ,.£19,99 

Crime Wave....„  E16.99 
Gutipo.    £16.99 
'Damocles.......£15 99 
Days of Thunder.  £19.99 
'Defenders of the Earth. ,£12.99 
Dragon Fight,......£19,99 
' D rag on War,.......... £ 16,99 
Dragons Breath.....XI9.99 
Dragons Breed *******._*..........£16,99 
Drakken..*.****„„.„.......XI9-99 
Dungeon Master Editor....£9 99 
Du ngeon M aster ....XI 6.99 
Duster,...    ,£16-99 
‘Dynamic Debugger ..  ,£15,99 
Dynasty Wars..     £16.99 
'Eagle Rider.    £16.99 
‘Edition 1 (Comp).... ...XI9-99 
‘Emlyn Hughes international Soccer ....—£16 99 
‘Enterprise.......     ,.£13,99 
Escape from the Planet of the Robot 
FI 6 Combat Pilot.,.. ..l..£15.99 
Ft 9 Stealth Fighter.  £19.99 
F29 RetaUator ..    £16.99 
‘Falcon Mission u......£13JO 
Falcon—.,,...    *..£19,99 
'Federation Quest l.. £16,99 
'Flash Dragor     £13,99 
Flight of Intruder . £19,99 
Flip It Magnose..XI6.99 
Flood -........XI 6.99 
Football Simulator .*..£13 99 
'Fourth Dimension    ,,£16.99 
‘Future Basketball .***,,.. ...XI 6.99 
Gold of the Aztecs....£16,99 
Golden Axe...    £13,99 

‘Guns & Butter_______£19,99 
‘Guns of the Azlecs.,....£16.99 
Halts of Montezuma.,—...£16,99 
Hard Driving II .....£16.99 
Harley Davidson.—............XI9.99 
Harpoon.,**.....£19.99 
Heroes....,**,**,..£19.99 
Hollywood Collection.....£19.99 
Immortal......XI 6.99 
Imperium......... ,£16.99 
Indy 500.,.***..*****........,£16.99 
l merceptor .., **......... ***..£ 16,99 
International 3D Tennis..  £16.99 
International Championship Wrestling. —.*£ 16.99 
International Soccer Challenge ***.„.*******,*£15-99 
Iron Man ....—.*****.,£13.99 
Itafy 1990.....***********...£13,99 
Ivanhoe.*******,.********.*******. £ 16.99 
Kick Off Extra Time. ....£9.99 
Kick Off II World Cup Ed...£16.99 
Kick Off II.*....£12.99 
Kick Off II (1 meg version).******.***,£19.99 
Killing Game show... .*.***,*£16.99 
Knights of Cry station......£19.99 
Last Ninja II .,*,....******.£16 99 
* Last Stuntman ...*.**£ 12 99 
‘Leaving Tarrami s.********,.******£ 16.99 
'Legend of Billy Boulder *.******.*.£16.99 
Legend of Faerghail ...***.*..,***,.*.£16.99 
Leisure Suit Urry III.,..—**.********,,£24.99 
Lemmings.*********..**********.******** X16.99 
Life & Death..*****.*****...XI9.99 
Light Co rridor,,, *******..13.99 
Loom  .******...£1699 
Lost Patrol..****,*„.****£16,99 
Lotus Turbo ,...****. £16,99 
Ml Tank Platoon.*.*.....£19.99 
Magic Fly.£16.99 
Magieia n ..****....... X16.99 
Man Utd.************.   *..£16.99 
Matrix Marauders ..    .,£16.99 
Mean Street......16.99 
Midnight Resistance..........£16.99 
Midwinter........£ 19.99 
Moan Blaster.......—X16.99 
Monsters...,..********** ,*£13.99 
Monty Python..... £13.99 
Murder in Space .,. £16.99 
Murder.*.    £16.99 
Mystical......***.....*.£16.99 
Myth.    *,.£16,99 
Narc..***********.£16,99 
Navy Seals —.*************...£16.99 
Nebuius ft ,.***..*.***.**.*....,.....,.*..,...£16.99 
New York Warrior........... £ 13.99 
‘Night Breed,*******.*....£16.99 
‘Nitro ..*.....£16.99 
North and South..........£15 99 
Nuclear War.......£16 99 
Qbitus -.*,*,.*******.*****.£24.99 
Operation Harrier..,.*********.£16.99 
Operation Thunderbolt *********.****.£16.99 
Oriental Games.....—*.******.£15.99 
Outboard ..*..***.*..,...£16.99 
‘Panic Station......*.£13 99 
Pang.    *******.£16,99 
Photon Storm.*****.*****.********.£13.99 
Pinball Magic .....*.*****.  £16.99 
Player Ma nager „..***......£ 12.99 
Planet Busters..    £24.99 
Plotting ..     £16.99 
Police Quest II..********.*....£24.99 
Pop Up .******.*******.*.£13.99 
‘ Po ward roid.. „ ***********.******.,,,,£16,99 
Powe r Mo nger.„, —******...£19.99 
Projectyle.    £16.99 
Pyramax ..    £13.99 
Railroad Tycoon.******..£16 99 
Rainbow Islands.*.......£16 99 

Rally  ...*.*****......XI6,99 
Ra m rod......, „.. ************. ,.£16,99 
Reach for the Sky .****..£19.99 
Red Storm Rising...******...£15.99 
Resolution 101 *****.........XI 6,99 
Rick Dangerous ll...XI6.99 
Riders of Rohan.....£16,99 
Robo Cop li.....*.£16.99 
Rotox....£16X9 
Rourkes Drift ....*.,*£16.99 
S.EU.C.K.............£19.99 
Secret Age ni F lies B y,... ***********..... X16.99 
Shadow of the Beast ....*—£16,99 
Shadow Sorceror * ... ************... XI6,99 
Shadow Warriors  .......£16.99 
Sherman M4 ....*.......... „ ,£ 16,99 
'Silver B1 ades  .*******.....£ 16.99 
Si m City.*** * * *.*.....X19.99 
Simuicra.*****.*..£16.99 
‘Skate Or Die.*.*...£16.99 
Sly Spy.   ****£16.99 
‘Snow Strike    ..* „. *.......X16.99 
Speedball II  .***********..XI6.99 
Spin Dizzy 11......******..*£16.99 
Spy Who Loved Me......£13 99 
Star Blaze,.........,..—XI3.99 
‘Star Trek 5—................£24.99 
Starlight.******..........£16.99 
‘Steven Hendry Championship Snooker.,..£16,99 
Storm Across Europe.—*.—,,£19,99 
‘Street Fighting Man...* .£13.99 
Stun Runner.£16.99 
Subbuteo..*.   £16.99 
Super Cars ........XI3.99 
Super League Soccer.......£16.99 
Supremacy******........ X13.99 
Sword of Samurai...  £16.99 
Team Suzuki....*********.— ,.£16.99 
Teenage Turttes  .******....XI6.99 
Tennis Cup  .........XI6-99 
■The Gales..      £16.99 
‘The Keep ..       „X16,99 
'The Plague.******.********.—X16.99 
Theme Park—*..*...*X16.99 
Th u nder Stri ke  ...*****.£ 16,99 
Time Machine ..******.*...........£16,99 
TNT.—.   ,.£19,99 
Toki... ...£16.99 
■Total Recall.***.    .£16,99 
Tournament Golf .. .....* „£ 16.99 
‘Toy ottes........ .£ 13,99 
Triad III or IV—...   £19.99 
‘Turbo B uggies   ...... XI3,99 
Turrican , *, *********** **  *************** ... * * XI6 99 
Tusker.—.—.  ****£16,99 
Ultima V..—....£19 99 
Ultimate Golf,     .*.*...£ 16,99 
’UMS It—......£19 99 
Universe III...—..£15.99 
Untouchables ......£16.99 
‘Up & Away .*******.£16 99 
Vaxine..... ******  *..,£13,99 
Vendetta  .—.........XI6.99 
Venus Fly Trap...£13,99 
Voodoo Nightmare.,,,**.*******.***********.£16,99 
War Jeep...£16 99 
Warhead.  ..........£ 16.99 
‘Warmonger..*****....£16.99 
'Warp...      £12.99 
Weltris............*****.£16 99 
Wheels of Fire..*************...XI9 99 
Wings ..     ,,.,£19.99 
WLF„....*...,,.£16,99 
Wolf Pack..*..*.******.£19.99 
Wonderland..—*.******.£19,99 
World Champ, Soccer ..******.£16.99 
Xenomorph.. £16.99 
'Yolanda ..**.......XI6 99 

CHEQUES A NO POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO SOFTSELLERS POST AND PACK MG FREE IN UK except hardwire, charged at ca*. OVERSEAS Cl 50 per Item SU^tCt »va«latMlity and prica 
change without none*. "So—a Mta Mf not h* wiaawd el time al going to proa* Shop prices may vary, but pemonat caHara can claim advertised discou nti on production of cut-off slip. 



MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. (0473) 213457 

ATARI 520 STFM 
DISCOVERY PACK 

Bombjack, Carrier 
Command, Outrun, Space 
Harrier, Stos Neochrome, 

First Basic, ST Tour, 
Discover the ST. 

£269.95 

ATARI 520 STE 
TURBO PACK 

Stos Basic, Music Maker II, 
Hyper Paint II, Indiana 

Jones, Impossible Mission 
II, Human Killing Machine, 

Super Cycle, Outrun, 
Dragons Breath, Anarchy, 

Blood Money. 
£349.95 

ATARI 1040 STE 
'EXTRA1 

Prince, Hyperpaint, S.T.A.C., 
ST Word, ST Basic, ST 

Calc, ST Graph. 
£449.95 

ATARI LYNX HAND 
HELD 

Portable games machine, 
California Games. 

£179.95 

ATARI SMI 24 
Monochrome Monitor 

£99.95 

PHILIPS 8833 
Colour Monitor (stereo) 

£249.95 

ATARI EXTERNAL 
DRIVE 

1 Megabyte D.S 
£79.95 

DISC BOXES 
WITH DISCS 

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 
10 3.5' dsdd discs. .£11.99 

3 5* 40 Holder Lockable with 
20 3.5“ dsdd discs. .£15.99 

3.5* 40 Holder Lockable with 
40 3.5" dsdd discs. .£27,99 

3.5' 80 Holder Lockable with 
10 3.5’dsdd discs. .£13.99 

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 
40 3.5* dsdd discs.. _£29.99 

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 
80 3,5* dsdd discs... .£49.99 

JOYSTICKS 
Cheetah 125. ....£7.99 
Cheetah Starprobe. ..£11.99 
Pro 5000 Extra Glo Green ..£13.99 
Pro 5000 Extra Glo Red.... ..£13.99 
Pro 5000 Black.... ..£11.99 
OS Turbo III. ....£9.99 

PERIPHERALS 
Replacement mouse + mouse 

holder + mouse mat.... ....£29.95 
Four Player Adaptor... .£5.95 
Mouse Mat. .£4.95 

Joystick Extender. .£5.95 
Dust Cover. .£4.95 

DISCS 
QtylO Qty20 Qty 50Qty 100 

3 S'dsdd 

Unbranded £6.99 £11.99 £29.99 £49.99 

3 5'dsdd 

Sony Branded £11.99 £22.99 £54.99 £99 99 

DISC BOXES 
3.5" 40 Holder Lockable.£4.99 

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable.£6.99 

5.25" 50 Holder Lockable.£4.99 

5.25" 120 Holder Lockable...,£6.99 

AMIGA 500 
Standard 
£339.95 

AMIGA 500 
SCREEN GEMS' 

Back to the Future II, Days of 
Thunder, Shadow of the Beast 
II, Night Breed, Deluxe Paint II 

£369.95 

AMIGA 500 
FLIGHT OF FANTASY' 

F29 Retatiator, Rainbow 
Islands, E.F.T.P.O.T.R.M., 

Deluxe Paint It 
£369.95 

AMIGA 500 
CLASS OF THE 90s1 

'1st STEPS 
A501 Expansion, Pro Write 
2.5, DPaint II, DPrint II, Info 

File, Logo, Music Mouse, 
Talking Turtle, BBC Emulator, 
Box of 10 disks, Mouse Mat, 
Resource File, Intro Video, 

Let's Spell at Home 
£549.95 

COMMODORE 1084$ 
Stereo Colour Monitor 

£249.95 

AMIGA EXTERNAL DRIVE 
1 Megabyte D.S. 

£69.95 

AMIGA MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

512K 512K 
with clock without clock 
£49.95 £39.95 

A590 HARD DRIVE 
20 Meg Hard Drive 

£369.95 

CHEQUES AHD POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO SOFTSELLERS POST AND PACKING FREE IN UK ticepi hartfvwt charged «1 cost OVERSEAS £1.50 per rtem Subject to avaJJMNHty end pitot 
change without notice "Some idles may not be released at time of going to press Shop prices may vary, but personal caHera can claim advertised discounts on production o* cul-od top 

TITLE COMP COST 

Amiga 500 
Class ot 90 

Pack £529.95 TOTAL COST £ 

Name:.... 
Address: 

Tel No:.. 

Have you ordered Irom us before Yes O No □ 

AMF DEC 

Amiga Flight 
Of Fantasy 

£369.95 



DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
For The Commodore Amiga 

COMMODORE AMIGA 500 
SCREEN GEMS PACK 

Includes Deluxe P&nt 2 artf 4 top games 

OUR PRICE £369*95 
with 1/2 meg expansion, add £35 
with Cumana 2nd drive add £60 

pnces include VAT and insured delivery 
add £5 for express courier 

COMMODORE A590 HARD DRIVE 
autobooting from W8 1.3 

OUR PRICE £349.95 

RENDALE 8802 GENLOCK 
£169*95 

Rombo RGB Splitters©© "Specials" 
VIDI-Amiga.see "Specials" 
Digiview Gold v4.......119.95 

SOUND 
Mastersound budget sampler,...32.95 
Trilogic Stereo Audio Digitiser 
software not supplied.,34.95 
A,MAS. 
sampler & Midi interface,...74 95 
Trilogic Midi 2 Interlace.34.95 
m'Out/tbru, 2 x oullhnt switched 
Aegis Sonix.,*.*„*.,*.**.*..,,29.95 
Dr Ts Midi Studio.45.95 
Quartet **.**.,.......34.95 

SPECIALS 

BUSINESS/FINANCIAL 
DG Calc by Digits.. ..26.95 
Home Accounts by Digits...20.95 
Personal Finance Manager—21,95 
System 3.   ,.35.95 

tm&cmg, Stoc* Control and Cashflow Control 

Cashbook Controller, ,.**. 35.95 
Final Accounts ..........21.95 

Atitii end of y*v accounts to Cast*took Connlbr 

Cashbook Combo..-.54.95 
doth CmhttQOk Controller anti Final Accounts 

GRAPHICS & VIDEO 
Pagesetter 2.... ,.49,95 
Comic Setter.19,95 
Fantavision.*„*.,*,*..**.,29.95 
Deluxe Paint III. .. 59.95 
TV Show, by Zuma.......55.95 
TV Text Professional. Zuma,, 129.95 
Deluxe Video III ,.,.*..79.95 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
requires min 1 meg & 2 drives 

£89.95 

MUSIC X 
FULL UK VERSION 1.1 

£89.95 
MUSIC X JUNIOR 

£49.95 

DATABASES 
Mailshot (label printing).18.95 
K-Data.*...32.95 
Prodata see "Specials*..*>.55.95 
Superbase Personal.... 29.95 

NEW!! PROTEXT V5 
Stiff a very fast WP program, now 
offering better mouse control and 

menus, holds up to 36 documents in 
memory for cross editing, newspaper 
style columns, new Collins Dictionary 
and new file selector. Comprehensive 

foreign language support, including 
Greek characters: 1 meg required 

RRP £149,95 Our Price £99*95 
PROTEXT 4.2 {$ti* available} £64.95 
PROTEXT 4.2 demo disc £5.00 

PRODATA 
Amor's new database for 1 meg 
machines and above. Features 
excellent data layout facilitiest 

including a wide range of printer 
effects, and uses many Protext 

editing commands 
RRP £79.95 Our Price £55.95 
PRODATA DEMO DISC £5,00 

PRO-PACK! 
Protext and Prodata 

£114.95 

MEMORY EXPANSIONS 
1/2 Meg internal expansions for 

ASOO's. Real time clock and 
disable switch included. 

Will not invalidate warranty. 
£37.95 

CUMANA CAX354 DISC 
DRIVES 

Quality brand-name 3.5" drives 
including thru port, disable switch 

and no hassle one year guarantee. 
INCLUDES FREE VIRUS-X UTILITY 

£64.95 

VIDI AMIGA 
The best value video digitiser 

available for the Amiga Grabs 16 
shade mono images from any 

domestic VCR (with composite video 
output) to be saved as IFF tiles . 

NTSC VERSION...£79.95 
300X200 RESOLUTION 

PAL VERSION....£89.95 
300X256 RESOLUTION 

VIDICHROME 
Colour so ftware upgrade for VIDI 

Uses mono video camera and Red 
Green and Blue filters (supplied) or 
takes still colour source if used wrth 

RGB splitter. 
RRP £19,95 OUR PRICE £15,95 

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER 
Takes stilt colour video signal and 
extracts red. green & blue for Vidi- 

Chrome or Digtview: 
MJC PRICE £59.95 

Power supply for above, £4,95 

HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA 
Basic black & white CCTV camera 
ideal for digitising and producing 

colour images with VIDi CHROME 
AND DIGIVfEW 

£219.95 

NEW!! - EXPANDABLE 
UPGRADES 

RAM expansion boards upgradeable 
to I.Bmeg (giving a total 2.3 meg). 

Plugs into normal expansion slot with 
no soldering, and includes disable 
switch and battery backed dock. 

POPULATED WITH 0*5 MEG .£54.95 
POPULATED WITH 1 MEG ....£79.95 
POPULATED WITH 1.8 MEGE129.95 

NOTE: When expanding by more 
than 0 5 meg, an internal connection 
is required (connector not included), 

invalidating your warranty. 
INTERNAL CONNECTOR ......£14.95 

PROGRAMMING 
Hisoft Basic „*,.**.**,„„.,..58.95 
Extend for above ......15.95 
Devpac version 2.39,95 
Lattice C version 5.**„169*95 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Fun School 2f 2-6 years.*.**.*.12.95 
Fun School 2,6-8 years....12,95 
Fun School2,8-12 years,.12.95 
Fun Sctioof 3. 2-5 years15.95 
Fun School 3,5-7 years .,..15.95 
Fun School 3f 7-12 years_.15.95 
Answerback Junior 
Quiz (8-11)..*.*.*.14.95 
French Mistress (12-Adult)..14.95 
German Master (12-Adult).14,95 
Italian Tutor (12-Adult).,...14.95 
Spanish Tutor (12-Adult).,...14.95 
Discover Math, ID and over ,.15.95 
Discover Numbers. 6+ .......15.95 
Discover Alphabet, 6 +.15,95 
Mavis Beacon Typing, 12 + **19*95 

ACCESSORIES 
3.5" disc head cleaner. ..**,.3,95 
A50O/2000 printer lead.. .6.95 
Naksha Mouse.... ...27.95 
Neoprene Mouse Mat......... .3.95 
Quickjoy 2 Turbo Joystick ... .9.95 
Comp. Pro 5000 J/siick. ...13.95 
Joystick/Mouse switch. .12,95 

AMOS 
MJC PRICE JUST £32.95 

OUST COVERS 
Alt nylon fabric, not PVC type 

A500 keyboard... .,,3,95 

Philips CM8833 Monitor. .,.,4,95 

Star LC1Q. Mkl. 2 or colour.. .4.95 

Star LC24-1D. ...4.95 

Panasonic KXP 1081.. .,4.95 

Panasonic KXP1124_ ,5.95 

Citizen 120 D and plus... .4 95 

PRINTERS 

All prices include 12 month 
guarantee, cabler a ribbon, VAT and 

delivery. 
CfTIZEN 120D PLUS™*..139.95 

Cheap 9 pm, with 2 NLQ fonts 
PANASONIC KXP-1081 „,*.*159*95 

Wei! built, NLQ in all sizes 
STAR LC-10 MONO *..169*95 

Four NLQ fonts, doubte height 
PANASONIC KXP-1180 ™* 179,95 

Fast, 4 NLQ font printer 
STAR LC-10 MONO MARK 2 **.189.95 

Fast version of the mark 1 
NEW!! STAR LC-10 200 
COLOUR *.*********t#t,*„...219*95 

Best value colour printer 
NEW!! STAR LC24-20O*.249*95 

faster 24-10 replacement 
PANASONIC KXP-1124 .**.**.259.95 

Much better than the 24 10 
NEW!! STAR LC24-200 
COLOUR *.*.*.***.....£299,95 

Star's colour 24 pin 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24..314*95 

Colour Upgrade available, 39 95 

RIBBONS 

COMPATIBLE RIBBONS 
Star LC-10 Mono 

Panasonic KXP 1080/1081/1124 
Citizen 120-0/Plus 

Amstrad DMP2000-3250 range 
£3.95 each £7.00 a pair 

Mi>nm9Cturers_pfininal ribbons 
Panasonic KXP 1030/1061.7,", ,6.95 
Panasonic KXP-1124.7.95 
Star LC-10 Mono..4.95 
Star LC24-10.5.95 
Star LC-10 Colour.5.95 

Heal Transfer Ribbons 
produce iron-on transfers 
Citizen 120-0.. .10.95 
Panasonic KXP-1080/1081.10.95 
Star LC-10 Mono.10.95 
Star LC-10 Colour.16.95 

DISCS 

3*5" SQNY/JVC BULK 
GUARANTEED 

10 for £6,95 
20 for £13*00 
50 for £29.95 

BRANDED 5QNYJJ" MF2DD 
10 for £10.95 
20 for £20.95 

REPLACEMENT POWER 
SUPPLY 

Provides up to 30% more 
power to cope with add-ons 

£39.95 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE U.K. 
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed. 

Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations. 
All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice, E&OE, 

CALLERS WELCOME 9.30 TO 5.00 (6 days) 

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (AF) 
2 The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG61UJ 

Telephone orders and enquiries: Letchworth (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 
Fax: (0462)670301 



WAXRIDE LTD Q & THESE PRICES ARE 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 

SOFTWARE HOTLINE 081-9039511 FAX HOTLINE 081-9000235 
WE ALSO STOCK SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR THE - AMIGA, IBM, PC , SEGA, C64, SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD, BSCt ELECTRON, 

Special Offer Of The Month OVER 500 TITLES Available 
I Action Amiga .*.*_11 99 
I Advanced Dungeons 

4 Dragons ..«**.*-£17 99 
\ Advanced Ski Simulator. £4 99 
I After The War..— £6 99 
I Aladdin's Magic Lamp . £9 99 
| Back to the Future £20 99 

Barbarian 3,, £5 99 
Batman th* Movie £15 99 
Battle Chess £15 99 
Beach Volley £1599 
Beam £16 99 
Biasierball ....*. - --£4.99 

1 Bl asteroids.. £1629 
1 Blonkey Scary School__ £6 99 
1 Blood Money.. £15.99 

BMX Simulator k.i,+.*.+.*i*,ii*^+*. £499 
Buggy Boy £5 99 
Cabal.. ..£1569 
Captain Fizz... £6 99 
Circus Games. ...£14.99 
Cluedo Master + Detective.... £14.99 
Crackdown. ,£20.99 
Days ol Thunder. £20.99 

1 f 29 Retaliater .. ...£16.90' 
1 Fife Brigade. ..,.£8.99 

Flying Shaita. ...£15.99 
Football Manager World 

1 Gup Ed ... ..£13 99 
Funschool 2 6-6 .... £13 75 
Fuf>5Chool2 under 6..._ £T375 
Funschod 2 6 4 over £T375 
Garfield. .£1649 

[ Gemini Wing.**«. ...£12.99 
1 Hard Dnvm'. £13 69 
| Hawkeye . . .£8.99 
| Hunt tor Red October .. .£6 99 

to* Hockey  £6 99 
Utan Warners....*.£5 99 
tndana Jones Last Crusade £16 49 
Indoor Sports. .  £5.99 
infestation...  ..£14.99 
insanity Flight ..£5.99 
In* Wrestling (Hewton) *.£0.99 
itafca 90. *,£16.99 
Italy 1990.£17.29 
Joe Blade. £5.99 
Joe Blade 2.£5 99 
Joumey to Centre ol Earth. £9 99 
Kennedy Approach *.*.*.„.,.,,,£15 99 
Kenny Dalglish Soccer... .£7.99 
Kick Off 2 + World Cup Plus £16 99 
Killing Game Show .  £20 99 
Las Vegas......£5.99 
Leisure Surl Larry ..  £16.95 
Manic Miner...  £6 99 
Mercenary...    £5.99 
Michael Jackson Moonwalker .£20.99 
Microprose Soccer...£15.99 
Midnight Resistance ....,£20.99 
Mini Golf-...  £6.99 
Mr Hek.£15 99 
New Zealand Story.£15,99 
Nightdawn ..1+,+.„.£t 7 49 
Nitro Boost Challenge.£4 99 
Pal Trivia.£4.99 
Premier Collection III „*,*.*,*.*,,*. £17 99 
Pro Powerboat Sim ..,.*.*,*,*,*,,*, £4.99 
Pro Tennis .£4.99 
No Excuses.£4.99 
Ooze..      £8.99 
Operation Neptune .£6 99 
Padand___    £13 99 
Pacmania...  £13 99 
Personal Nghtmare..^*.£17,39 

Phobia.. £14 99 
Populous ... ..XI5.99 
Ouadraiien... ...*.,...£5.99 
Rainbow Islands. .. £17.49 
Resolution 101 .„*.*_„*.,*.£16 99 
Rick Dangerous.............£16.49 
Running Man...  XS.99 
Run the Gaunttel__ ._XI5 99 
SAS Combat Sim.. £4 99 
Savage......£9.99 
Shadow of the Beasi-*.«X11.99 
Shadow of the Beast 2 ..£31.99 
Shadow Wamor.£20 99 
Shool 'em up Construction Kit £6.99 
Sideshow...  £15,99 
Sidewinder... . £4.99 
SimCAy.....  £18.75 
Spitting Image ..  £8.99 
Sprite ..  £5 99 
Starray..,... . 
Street Gang. 
Submarine Simulation. 
Suicide Mission. . 
Super Scramble Simulator.. 
Terrrorpods ~ .**„*,„„,*,*,*.*,*»*„ 

.,....£7.99 

.£5 99 

.£8 99 

.£6.99 

.£8.99 

.£5 99 
Thalamus.. .£8.99 
ThundffWt... £0 99 
Thundercals . ..£5.99 
Thundefstrike . . . . £20.99 
Tom 8 jerry. £14 99 
Total Eclipse .. ...,£15.99 
Tower of Babel. ,£14 99 
Tracksuit Manager..*..... ..£6.99 
Vindicators. .£8 99 
Voyager £8 99 
Wanderer 30 .. £8 99 
Work! Soccer...£0.99 

MANY MORE GAMES IN STOCK MOT USTED, PLEASE PHONE 
FOR DETAILS, 

WE SELL EXTRA ACCESSORIES FOR ALL COMPUTERS 

Printers 
St*r LG !0 
Star LC 10 Cutaur 
Stir LC 24,10 „ 
Ptnuonc KXP11I* 
Panuorw 11*0 

El 59 00 
£209 00 
£247 00 
£24? 00 
El 78 00 

Amiga hardware 
M#w Scnwr Giim Pic* 
Am»g» 500 F**i slip 
Commor*** 64 p*rr*$ console 
Flnh Fir* Joyifbc* 
Qukttm 
OhWlin JCnrltCM 
AmOf Th*Cr«ilor 
Glut Oi Tin 901 .. 
10 Gems wrni Computer 
5 i ?K RAM m*mOry with clock 
2nd Dnvi 

..£379 99 
£599 99 

£99 OC 
.£9.50 

EB 95 
£895 

£42 00 
£524 99 

.... £20.00 
£75 00 

....£69.00 

Monitors 
Philips 6633 
Commodort 1Q*4S0 

..£249.00 

. .£269 00 

MiSCEUANIOUS 

3 S'dish 4 , 
3 5‘ Bom of 10 diW * PggO»- Manager 
3 5’ dsk !»■« 40 beta* loaiole 

£550 
£9» 
£4.99 

Disk bom 5 25’ 50 nekiw C5 egi 
Moum mar . £4 05 
*feT*?*tet* £4 95 
Man. _ .. . £3 99 i
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a
 £350 

Horn# OffK* Krl £99 99 
Ajttwm Starw Kii 99 

Commodore m 

LTD. Wembley Computer Centre, 549 High Road, Wembley, MIDDX, HAQ 2AA 
equal or Petal Orders payable to WAXMDE LTD. 

I Cheque quarmtH card numbers mult bo printed on tho hach ol chagun for fmnwiiate despatch* 
I Post and pocking FREE over Ltd In tl.K. Ptoeeo odd £1 lor poataga end pocking under £19. Owmh U.M per horn* All Prices Include VAT. 
I Subject to avaitabtitty end price change without notice. 
I Good* do*pstchert on day of ordor, pricfts *ro Mail Order only. Ploose note *11 now game* are available on day of roloau. 

SEEN MY CAT? 
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Prices 
include 
VAT 

Correct at 
going to 

press C & 0£i 

Catalogue 
6*1 

U990] 
Supercedes 
aH previous 

fasts 

'"'ipr 
MEEDM0RE LTD 

26 Farrier* Way 
Netherton, 

Merseyside L30 4XL 
Tel: 051-521 2202 
FAX: 051-525 2293 

VIM 

STICKSHIFT 
Auto Mouse/Joystick 

selector 
£19.95 inc VAT 

MEEDMORE LTD 
28 Farriers Way, Netherton, 

Merseyside L30 4XL 
Tel: 051-521-2202 
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Swwtt 
event 
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SECRETSj 

SAMCoupc 
HOTLINE & Bruce 

0898 299380°“" 

Pttpnttar Uwrm.H.iii ll.NiMitnlVirTKhH(tHMRl __ 
Calhcharged at 25p Mrmmuie cneap "ate nnd 38p f>ei mmuio qt qii oirter iimes 

__ t As* wnoevet eray* pnono pin ) _ 

THE HEW - "lEtlMHf It'S GUIDE TO AMIGADOS’ 
This is a highly effective way to take you From a beginner lo on expert on AmigaDOS This very 

popular pocKoge has now bean COMPLETELY updated lo cover all AmigaDGS versions The 
package consists of a guidebook, a tutorial DISC, o crib card and FREE software worth aver £20 
This ii o deor and well thought out guide to ArmgoDOS It takes you by simple steps, with many 

examples through the powerful AmigaDOS commands The emphasis is on teaming through 
experience and doing - not iust reading like most other books In no lime at afl you will master a 

fast, powerful and customised operating system You can easily inchxte you own pictures, 
messages and programs The gu d« ncluaei an incredibly fast picture loader a password system, 

a gallery of high quality ptefures, a variety al boat up sequences other h*gh quality program* 

and much, much more Guide book, Disc. Oibcord etc only £ 13*91 

NEW! ■ "HEW DIMENSIONS" NIW1 

Amazing 3D effects moke your Amigo come ■□nv* You w4l find that graphics and pictures float 
before your #y«s n front ct your sew1 The depth of the p-ctures emends up to ten feel mto the 

scwrii These fomotK effects have to be seen to be oe eved Included on the disc a?t generous 
numbers 3D peteres 3D groph«ci ond 3D gomes Wt even provide a Monal to hsip you 

des-gn your own 3D ejects on a poini pookog* or write your awn 3D programs Included in the 
package ore two po-rs of 30 specs so you con experience these amazing effects with a friend 

Probabfy the most impressive p"Cteref / graphics you have ever seen an o computer! 
New Dimensions package - Excellent value or 113*95 

NEW! DEtlGH-A-TEISHIRT - NEW! 

Have you evar wanted ta pul YOUR art work on a Tshirtt Just send us □ disc wrth your 
picture/logo/ilogan on and we will send you back a high quality white caHon/polyester T-shirt 

with your art work printed on it (We will of course return your disc1) Ideal presents with your awn 
individual design. Artwork from paint packages or digitisers is ideal Please stale your size - small, 

medium, large, extra large 

Outstanding value at (14-95 

WIZARD'S GUIDE TO BASK 

This is a very effective and enjoyable way to learn BA51C The whale concept is designed to help 
you learn quickly ond achieve impressive results in no time Your confidence and skills will rue 
rapidly as you make your way through ttus course. The Wizard's BASIC guide comes on two 

discs with a sophisticated electronic book - You con get help in the form of text, moving 
demonstrotions. graphics, sound Of speech with just a touch of o button The coarse starts of 

beginner level and carefully rises to expert level You will learn to master graphics, colour, sound, 
movement, speech, windows, menus, dataprocess*ng eta Hundreds of example programs and 

demos ore included This it a value pocked package which wilt leave you with a wedlh of 
knowledge ond expertise Excellent value 113.95 

MASTERPIECE 

•THE BEST PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN ON THE AMIGA” reported a recent revhew Th.s 
package takes you on q spectacular trip through the world of ort Every picture is of true qualify 
ond is displayed using thousands of colours To help you en|oy the world's heritage of art to the 
full we have included comprehensive notes on eoch artist and pamtmg. Whether you a*e 0n on 
expert or know nothing ot all about art. this is a wonderful way to appreciate the great ac nt-ngi 

of the world (and appreciate the graphics capabilities of your Amiga as well) The package 
comes with two discs packed fell of pictures ond information 

Outstanding value - £8.95 

EXTRA VALUE! 
Buy two or mors of the above products and benefit far the following discounts 2 produen 11 iiHeeiit, 3 

products - £3 din dim I, A products £4 dim aunt esc. Discounts are given on ihe TOTAl vdte of th* order 

UK P&P ■ FREE gnd by FIRST CLASS post. Overseas orders welcome European please odd 50p 
Outside Europe please odd £ 1 50 for airmail All payments in pounds tied log please 

Cheques/PO.'»lo. WillHCl SoltWflfe Dept AF2J 
20, Hodfian Drive, Redhillj. Exeter Devon fX4 IS? 



★ BEST PRICES ★ BEST S 
AMIGA asp cult AMIGA HP OUfl 
680 AtflCk 5iiO 94 99 tsoq fcHinq Cjame Sncwr 9*» 1S90 
Aodmcr 1 {ComptetJen) 94 99 to JO Legend of the Lost 9*00 1590 

■ Tne Creator 49 99 J*05 MKjTtgrt tenstflnce 9*00 1590 
Acxwrxicf W9Q tsoo Mi confer 9000 10 IS 
Air t 94 09 1500 r*gre Mgrte* 9*00 1590 
xrocm^ 1990 1900 Mitro 9*00 1500 
AWESOME 3*90 ¥S7S OSteae" 9*00 IS 00 
6aci to the Fame 9 9*00 1SO0 94 90 IS 90 
ftaet«masir et»« <0 ’5 Pocte at licMnct '^Mg 90 90 TO is 

90 00 10 is bek Dflngercxrt n f* W 15.00 
Be*,? £ 3*00 99 75 Second Fronf (iwa: 90 00 TO *5 
BiAde Warner 94 00 1S0O Wtr>pn. S4 90 15 OQ 
ftpmoei WisSCT' Die* L1 MOi t* W 10 95 Spy E* 00 1500 
CKsaver 9*00 isoc 5pen Sound 10.90 15.00 
Cantoge 94 00 1500 Siren Hockey 94 00 15 00 
Corporation 9*00 150Q reehage Mutimr f(urties 90 99 '0 is 
DfliVS Of ThurOrr 9*00 1S00 r>e Bte# 94.90 T500 
Escape Mx* Monster 10 00 1JOO f-rne 94 90 .15 00 
Mfl Stealth Fighter 90 00 10 15 n*' ■ ten^eri Compilation) 90 W 10 S5 
W teta'-atoT 9*00 1500 me Spy Loved Me 94 90 J5 00 
falcon W»on D-sfc u ^0 00 15 00 me Utl^-nieie Eiqje 94.00 15.00 
f«fWI formula ! 9*00 1500 rcw# 94 00 15 00 
fignter Bcmoe* 90 00 10 IS tot S4 00 tsog 
f Bar. e 9*00 'S oo UMSB JO W 10 is 

Cgcrtttwi 9*00 1500 Wt-ui The f^ap "000 19 00 
Fkted 9*00 15» 4/tt jeet 94 90 15 00 

9000 10 t$ teptni 94 90 1500 
irt Soccer Ownr^e 9* » 1500 AiheeOtetr. 90 09 10 IS 
tdCkOffS 1000 1900 WmssflMSl- fOOO 1015 
iocv 0<*S * etnd Cup 9* 00 1SO0 nw-'j ftoi ng Mar^gr t0 05 1500 

512K MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

With clock/calendar 
+ switch. Fully 
compatible + 
guaranteed 

ON1Y £38.50 *nc 

Mouse Mat 0 

A500 Dust Cover £3,50 

3.5“ Disk Cleaner X3.50 

3.5" DS/DD Disks 
Hifh Quality Unbranded 

fully guaranteed me labels 

10 - £4,75 
50 - £21.75 

100 - £41,50 
500 * £179 95 

Customer No. (if known) 

Name 

Address 

Card No 

.Payment Cheque/FQ/A£cess/Vi$a 

■Exp: 

ITEM AMOUNT 

| 

’ 

TOTAL _1 

Send Cheques/PO parable to 'Best Byt*' or phone Credit Card Hotline 0®73 746467 
Mail order only PrKti irxlude 1st class Post 1 VAT £4 bout despatch 

BEST BYTE (AMF16), 48 Nevill Avenue. Hove BN3 7HA 

Reach the top LCL 
with. I__> 

Self-Tuition Courses 

World leaders - Hons graduate/teacher authors - Ai all major 
shows - £5 oft total for 2, £ 10 off for 3 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE i 
Complete course lor ages 3-12 tears with lull screen colour graphics 
TIO... ' . ‘ “ NATIONAL CURRJCULUM (Levels 

(Amiga} 
-4). 24 pi-oprams + 2 books 1,24 

MEGA M ATHS 

A-level step-by-step course of 24 programs Full screen graphics 
for calculus. £24 (Amiga, CPC, BBC ) 

MICRO MATHS 

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE in 24 programs on 59 
topics t 2 books £24 (Amiga, ST. PC, PCW. CPC, BBC) 

MICRO FRENCH i 
Complete course taking beginners to GCSE, with real speech 6i 
graphics adventure game, 24 programs + 2 books £24 {Amiga, BBC) 

MICRO ENGLISH 
i*85» 

Complete course taking age $ years h> GCSE. Also for F,F1,. Now 
covers writing (punctuation, spelling etc), reading and oral. 24 
programs and 2 books at £24 (Amiga, PCW, CPC, BBC). 

Send coupon and cheoue^PO's or phone orders 
or ntiuests for free colour poster/caialogue to: 

LCL (DEPT VVll) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDV ROAD, 

HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 I OH * 
Phone mm 

fur immediate 
despatch 

VISA 

Name 

Address 

Title 

Computer. 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 

RAMSOFT - AMIGA SPECIALIST 
SSrsSrsS, TEL: 0706 43519 

HARDWARE 
Please Note: ■ All our Amiga 500 Packs come with Hie following items as standard 

7300 CPU, TV Modulator PSU, K/5 13, W/B 1 3, 
Extras & Tutorial Disks, Manuals. 

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK (NEW) 
ONLY £369 

Includes: - Bock to the Future II, Days of Thunder, Night Breed, 
Shadow of the Beast II and Deluxe Point II. 

AMIGA 500 FLIGHT OF FANTASY PACK 
ONLY £369 

Includes: F-29 Retaliator, Escape from the Plonel of ftobot Monsters, 
Rainbow Islands and Deluxe Paint II 

AMIGA 500 BATMAN PACK 
ONLY £365 

Includes: - Batmon the Movie, The New Zealand Story, F/A 16 
Interceptor and Deluxe Paint II 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF 90 s PACK 
ONLY £525 

includes BBC Emulator, Database, Word Processor, Spreadsheet, 
10 Blank Disks and More 

— - . .. L - 

10 STAR GAMES PACK 1NIW1 ITtN AMIGA GAMES) Onto £20-00 

PRINTERS 
STAR LCIOMONO ♦ FREE CABLE & RIBBON.£165 

STAR 1C 10 COLOUR + FREE CABLE & RIBBON.£205 
PANASONIC KXP-11 24 + FREE CABLE & RIBBON.£265 

MONITORS 
PHILIPS CM 8833 + FREE CABLE , ..£249 

COMMODORE 1Q84S + FREE CABLE.£255 

*U KAXPWAKI >ndu4»» FEW «H)rir • 
Padutf £3 from obov* oricti If you or* jn 

AMIGA BOOKS 
Amigo DOS Quick RtF*rflnce (Abacus]'... .. 
Motorola 68000 Proa Rof. Manual (Motorola]. 
Amiga br Beg inner i TAbacus]..,, 
Kids and the Amigo (Compute I ].. 
Elementary Amiga BASIC [Compute'} JD] 
Amiga Machine Language [Abacus] (D[ 
Amigo Programmer's Guido (ComputeI}. . ,£14.95 
Amiga Tricks and Tipi [Abacus] (01. .£14 95 
Amiga 3D Graphics Prog, in BASIC [Abacus) (D) . £14.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Gvide (Abocusj .£16 95 
Inside Amiga Graphics (Compute!) [D]. ....£ 16.95 
Amigo C for Beginners (AboeuiffD) ......£16 95 

,J*niga Applications [Compute!] [D)... .£16.95 
it Book of the Amigo (Computel] |D) ...£16 95 

£16.95 
£16 95 
£16.95 
£16.95 
£16 95 
£16 95 
£17,95 
£18 95 
£18 95 
£21 95 
£22 95 
£24 95 
£29 95 
£29 95 
£29 95 
£29 95 

Airi^ 
First Book ot the Amigo 
Second Book of the Ami 
Amiga DOS Inside A 
Amigo DOS Reference Amigo DOS Keterence Guide [Compute 11. 
Advanced Amiga BASIC (Computet) (0). 
Amiga User Guide to Graphics, Sound [Ekmtom| 
Using Deluxe Paint II (ComputeI]. 
Amigo Machine Long Prog Guide (Computel] |D| 
Amigo BASIC ■ Inside & Out [Abacus] (D) 

-L *— *- teJ ■ NEW).... 
. --,_re Keterenc* ■“ 
Programming the 68000 (! 
Amigo Disk Drives Inside 

Mapping the Ami go (Compute f ■ NEW]. 
Amigo Hardware Reference Manual (A/W - NEW] 
" the 68000 (Svbex}. 

___'rives - Inside & Out [Abacus] ID} 
Amiga ROM Kernel Ref Manual libs (A/W - NEW] 
Amiga ROM Kernel Re# Monual lncs (A/W - NEW} 
Amigo C for Advanced Programmert [Abocus^jD] 
Amiga System Programmers Guide ( 

AMIGA BOOK OFFERS 
Set of Addison-Wes ley Manuals (3).....£75.00 
Inside ibe Amigo with C (Sams).£10 00 

Boob Marked |D) hove Prog Disk [available alone). .£9.95 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
Amiga Disk Drive .£75.00 Amato 5 1 2K RAM Exp.£49.95 

Wide Range of other items available + loadsa games - CALL 

All prices include VAT & Delivery [Hardware by courier] Dispatch within 48 hrs, 
subject to ovoilability/cheque clearance. E & O E.Shop hours 10am - 8pm (Dec 

only) SEND Cheques/PO/Access/Visa or Style Card details to- 
RAM SOFT , 160 DRAKE ST., ROCHDALE, LANCASHIRE, OL16 IPX 



MESSING ABOUT 

Here's a tip for people who want 
to mess about a bit with the 
Startu[>sequence, First, make a 
back-up copy of Workbench that 
you can safely play around wrth, 
and then follow these steps: 

1) Copy a drawer icon, calling the 
copy of the drawer S. 
2) Open the drawer and drag an 
icon into it (for example, the 
Notepad icon}. Rename the icon 
Startup-sequence'. 

3} Click once on the newly-named 
icon, then select Info from the 
Workbench menu at the top of the 
screen. Enter the line ;c/ed in the 
‘Default tool1 boxt and then dick 
on save to save the new setting. 
4} Double-click on the Startup- 
sequence icon, and you can edit it 
to your heart's content, 

lain S Barclay 
Fareham 

For (hose readers who don't know 
how to use Ed to edit text fifes, 
here's a quick run-down on the 
commands. Use the cursor keys 
to move the cursor around the 
text. Both backspace and DEL 
work as norma). To insert a bfank 
fine, type CTRL A if you resize the 
screen, CTRL-V wilt redraw the dis- 
p/ay as best it can inside the win¬ 
dow, CTRLfi deletes the line that 
the cursor is on. Finally, use ESC- 
X to save the file and quit. Have 
fun learning how the Startup- 
sequence works/ And only ever 
change a copy of your Workbench 
disk, never the original 

LASER OK 

To take advantage of the excellent 
output of Compugraphic fonts 
used with Pacesetter ff I have 
recently upgraded my 24-pm 
Panasonic printer to a Hewlett 
Packard DeskJet Plus. This means 
I can print the Compugraphic 
fonts to a resolution of 300 dots 
per inch instead of ISO dpi. 

Using the HPJJeskJet driver 
in Preferences I soon discovered 
that, although the first graphic 
dump after switching on was 
correctly positioned at the top of 
the page, all subsequent printouts 
were half an inch lower as the 
printer fed this amount of paper 
just prior to printing, 

I tried phoning Hewlett 
Packard and Hi-Voltage. I tried 
using the PD printer driver genera¬ 
tor program by Jorgen Thomson. 
Eventually I realized that the prob¬ 
lem lay with the perforation skip 
commands embedded in the 
Preferences driver. Using Ftlezap I 
managed to edit the driver so that 
it runs off the perforation skip so 
that every graphic printout starts 
in the same place on the page. 

bench 
Our very own Techie expert PAT MCDONALD rhymes 

and reasons his way through four pages of hints and tips. 

\ii t.w: 

-A3IW UopH 

in to: svsl 

Echo "Mount inf Jjnus Hard BidM" 
DJHounf 
IF EXISTS JHI: 

Assign ID; JHI: 
Echo "iMMftmn« control U JH 

ELSE 

^EXISTS jys:s/lH» 
Assign in: M: 

AditBuffm HD: II 
CD UB: 
IT EXISTS UB:c 

Ass ifffi «: HB:c 

MESSING ABOUT: Yes, the Start up-sequence, all ready for acme 

severe exploration and exploitations 

If any readers have an Amiga 
driving an HP DeskJet and would 
like a copy of the modified driver I 
would be pleased to send them a 
copy on receipt of a disk and 
return postage, 

John Farrar 
Elm Cottage 

2 Marsh Lane, Hayle 
Cornwall TR27 4PS 

What a nice gent you are. 

ONE-KEY UNDERLINE 

Here's a tip for Protext users. 
There is a way of underlining 
words using only single 
keystrokes - if you don't count 
pressing the Alt key. It's not quite 
perfect, but it works! 

First, you must enter 
Command mode. Type MACRO 
[Return], Type Au at the requester 
for the Macro letters and when the 
string requester appears after 
another [Return], type: 

A758rtA536*uA759AA754**536* 
u [Return]. 

To underline your word, place the 
cursor at the end of it, press the 
[Alt] key and then [UK After a brief 
flicker, the word wifi be underlined 
and the cursor will appear at the 
beginning of the next word, If it's 

the last word in a sentence, leave 
a space before the full stop, 
underline the word and then delete 
the space. 

Also does anyone know of a 
realty good printer driver for the 
Star LC2440? The standard 
EpsorK} supports Italic, Bold and 
Underline, but the resolution is 
only half that which is possible. 
With Protext I don't have any 
problems (because drivers are 
built in) but Transcript shows there 
are features which are untapped 
within my printer. 

W Rudrum 
London 

Thanks very much for the tip. ff 
anyone out there knows of any 
non-standard printer drivers, 
please drop a note in to 
Workbench, whether they're for 
the LC24-J 0 or any other printer: 
tots of people ask for weird and 
wonderful printer drivers. 

SHORT AND SWEET 

1) Which is the best colour video 
digitizer available for about £100? 
2) What exactly is SCART? 
3) Is there any way I can pull the 
sound from a video recorder, and 
either record it on a MIDI system 
or directly into my Amiga? 

Mark Lambourne 
Bicester 

1) Two options exist Rombo's 
Vidt-Amiga at £99.95 or Newtek's 
DigiVtew Goto 4 at about £120, 
Both have their good and bad 
points: Vfdr Amiga makes use of 
the externa/ drive socket for 
power but digitizes faster: 
DtgiVtew Goto software has more 
features, but ft is slower. To get 
the most out of VidrAmga for 
colour you will need VidFChrome. 
which costs an extra £19.95. 
2) SCART is a standard p/ug for 
video communication, often found 
on video equipment /ike monitors. 
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62 Tenter Road, 
Moulton Park Business Centre, 

Northampton, NN3 1AX, 
England 

Tel: (0604) 790466 
or 081-941 6117 

Fax: (0604) 647403 

The Genlock People 

FRAMEGRABBER 
A new, fast, real time video image digitiser for 

the Amiga. "Marcam's Framegrabber currently 
represents the state of the art in Amiga video 
digitising technology...the quality of grabbed 

images is just amazing" 

Amiga Format magazine review, 
February 1990. 

PRICE 
£575.00 

FRAMtGRABBFR 2.0 

Framegrabber 2.0 has hundreds of new software 
features such as: shrink, zoom and magnifies to 
any size. Prints images directly from FG software, 
mirror image feature for creating silk-screen appli¬ 
cations. Framegrabber supports full 24-bit, true- 
colour images, and new file formats: DV-21, IFF- 
24 and config. Files. Several extra image pro¬ 
cessing features include sharpening & blurring as 
well as line-art and negatives of images. The new 
palette lock system matches palettes and facili¬ 
tates use with genlocks. 

Marcam's FrameGrabber is the answer 
to every Amiga owner's 

digitising dreams. 
Marcam's unit currently represents the 

ultimate in Amiga video digitising. 
Amiga Computing - October 1990 

VIDEO TITLING PACKAGE 
TELETITLER 

£30.00 
An error by our purchasing department. This is 

technically great, but a nightmare to use. The 

manual is awful, and we just want to make space 

on our shelves. We can offer no backup, no 

returns, no guarantees, just a very tempting price! 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT & 
DELIVERY 

All our products carry a 12 month 
warranty 

GENLOCKS 

RENDALE 8802 
£249.99 

RENDALE 8806 
£862.50 

ULTRADESIGN 
A high-end professional CAD system that even a 
novice can use! UltraDesign features configurable 
parameters to suit any standard. You can choose 
between real-world units; Metric or English, and select 
screen colouring by pen style, group or layer. Other 
features include true hatching and filling (4(5 hatching 
patterns), auto-dimensioning, up to 65,000 layers (lim¬ 
ited only by memory), user definable keyboard com¬ 
mands, full parts library support and much more. A 
separate output program allows multiple drawings to 
be scaled and plotted on a sngle sheet of paper, or on 
several sheets to create a mural sized drawing. 
UltraDesign also includes a program for converting 
files to and from other formats: IntroCAD, AutoCAD, 
HPGL, DMPL. UltraDesign runs on all Amiga comput¬ 
ers with one U) or more Mbytes of memory. 

PRICE 
£249.99 

3D PROFESSIONAL 
3D Pro represents the state of the art in Amiga rendering packages. The pro¬ 
gram is initially daunting, but once you've got the hang ofii you'd be churning 
out complex ray traced images in no time. 
Highly recommended - Amiga Computing October 1990 

Powerful polygonal rendering techniques allow you to create stunning 3 dimensional 
images and animations quickly and easily. 3-D Professional combines power and perfor¬ 
mance with an intuitive interface that gives the Amiga user complete control of the entire 
object rendering and animation process. Use the mouse to manipulate every aspect of an 
object size, rotation, surface lighting, colour, etc, 3-D Professional then lets you choose 
between several advanced rendering techniques for displaying your objects in spectacular 
3-D form!. Also, create impressive backgrounds with fractal landscapes, trees and clouds. 

Putting your objects into motion is a breeze with 3-D Professional's animation facility. 
Arrange individual frames automatically or manually and add them to your animation with 
a key stroke. If you need to make changes, you can cut and paste, edit and manipulate 
frames with 3-D Professional s stand-alone animation editor. 3-D Professional is available 
for all Amiga computers with 1 or more Mbytes of memory. 

PRICE 
£299.99 

The new Super 88&iom Raixam^tSJSilIS4e'l2£f!ed at the November 
Commodore Show. Prices are yet to be fixed, but the unit can be purchased 

either as a complete product or as an upgrade to an existing 8802. Come and 
see frie new machine on stand 48 at the show. Features include: 

★ Super VHS in and out 
★ Composite in and out 
★ Fade video to black 
★ Fade Amiga go black 
★ Cross Fade 

* Cross Wipe 
* Mode selection switch 
* Foreground/background mode 
* Fade out Amiga 
* Fade out video 

STAND 48, COMMODORE SHOW 



fn theory, by using SCART corner 

tors you can connect video 

players icameras, videos etc) to 

monitors without having to use 

special leads. 

3) You can record sound from any 

source into an Amiga by using a 

sound sampler. Be warned that to 

have quaf/ty recording you need 

lots of memory for just a few 

seconds of sound. Sound-fo-M/D/ 

analysing software for samp/ers 

has yet to appear: but in theory it 

is perfectly possible. 

HUNGRY FOR WAR 
Could you please recommend 

some Second World War or even 

later-period wargames - they 

seem to be a bit thin on the 

ground. Are the PD R/M database 

and Wsicate spreadsheet pro 

grams any good? Is a second disk 

drFve easy to install and use? Is it 

possible to copy tools and drav* 

ers to the RAM disk using the CLI? 

How do I use IconEd on the 1.3 

Extras disk to access tool icons, 

like the SAY icon? 

Kev Mayne 
Liskeard 

Three wargames to look out for 

are Red Lightning from SSI 

(Warsaw Pact versus Nato), 

Vulcan from CCS (Tunisian cam¬ 

paign in J943) and Fire Brigade 

by Panther/Mindscape (Eastern 

Front, 1943T f regret f can't offer 

any opinion on those two PD 

products: but with PD the idea is 

they're free anyway; so get them 

and see for yourself. Instaif/ng a 

second disk drive is just a ques- 

tion of plugging it in. Using it is 

just as easy fany d/shs put in it 

appear on Workbench, just like 

the internal drive). However, it 

does take up extra memory, 

which can be a drawback on half 

Meg systems - some programs 

like to have as much memory 

available as possible. 

From the CLI, two commands 

are used to shift fools and files 

about COPY, or COPY ALL, will 

make copies in any device (the 

RAM disk is known as RAM:). The 

MAKEDIR command is used to 

keep track of different drawers 

being copied. Try the followingr 

and then experiment: 

MAKEDIR RAMx 

COPY ALL FROM dfQx to RAM 

UST RAM: 

LIST RAMx 

You have to specify the correct 

path when entering a name for 

editing - the disk namer the 

drawer and the filename. So, the 

correct path for the Say icon is: 

Workbench 1.3:L/ti!rties/Say. Just 

putting in Say isn't enough for 

your computer to work out where 

the icon is. 

NO SOFT SUPPORT 
I have just bought a Fat Trapper 4 

Meg memory upgrade from Bytes 

and Pieces, ffs fitted and tested, 

no problems, but... 

None of my sound sampling 

programs make much use of this 

available memory. The most I can 

sample is 2.1 Meg using 

MasterSound, Not too bad, but 

MasterSound doesn't have the 

features of Digisoft - this allows 

you to adjust the sound as you 

hear it, but only uses 900K. 

I contacted some of the soft- 

ware people and they said that the 

software was not written for that 

amount of RAM. Why not? 

Upgrading the Amiga with more 

RAM is the trend these days. 

Do you know of any good sound 

samplers which make use of all 

the added RAM? 

TCatt 
St Leonards-on-sea 

No. Does anyone else? 

LIES, DAMNED LIES 
I was amazed to read your reply 

to J Hall's letter in AF 10. His 

statement was 1 need a hard drive 

that provides RAM expansion for 

my A10QG' and you said there 

wasn't one. 

I wish to give J Hall and all 

owners of the A1O00 (there 

wouldn't have been an A5Q0 or 

A2GQ0 without it!) a tip from down 

under Go get yourselves the 

DiskCopy Fornat 

[TXj n 

Semap InitPrin ten 

•#> SB 
NerseHen FixFoni ts 

WORK B E N C H 

official Commodore A590. I did 

and fitted it with 2 Meg of RAM 

and it all runs quite happily on my 

A10Q0, Yes, I was told that there 

was a timing difference between 

the A500 and A1000. So what? 

First, I tried plugging a friend's 

Sidecar unit into the expansion 

slot of an A500. Worked a treat, 

albeit upside down. So. I thought, 

if you can use A1000 peripherals 

on an A500, why can't you use 

A5G0 gadgets on an A1000? 

ONE-DRIVE TIP 

I read with interest G Morecrofts letter in AF 13 on 
single drive tips. There Is an easier way to do it with¬ 
out all that disk swapping, albeit rather memory 
inefficient (of more use to owners of 1 Meg Amigas). 

Basically it involves using RAM to hold any com¬ 
mands that need to be used from the CLI for 1.2 and 
1.3 owners. Here’s an example of just one command. 
OlR (you can omit the from and to bits if you want): 

copy from c:dir to RAM; 

assign et HAM: 

This copies the DIR command into the RAM disk, then 
instructs DOS to look for DOS commands in a logical 
drive known as c; (as opposed to looking for c: on the 
bool disk, it looks at the RAM disk). 

Fine, but it creates two problems - first, the only 
command that the CLI will now recognize is the DIH 
command! Second, how to get back to normal? 

You can copy as many commands as you'll need 
into the RAM disk (CD, COPY. LIST. INFO and TYPE 
are useful) They work faster - because they load from 
RAM - and you don’t need to swap back to your boot 
disk either. Alternatively, you can type SYS:c followed 
by the command you want. 

To get back to normal, type; 

SYS re/aflsign SYS:c 

Delete RAM:*? 

The last command empties the RAM disk, giving you 
the memory back. 

Now. if you want your Amiga to do a bit more 
work, then type in instead (again, this is for CLJ on 1.2 
or 1.3 machines); 

copy Cidlr RAM; 

path RAM; c: system: 

This will copy the dir command into the RAM disk, but 
when you use a command that’s not in the RAM disk. 
It will look for it on the boot disk and will ask you to 
Insert it. This works by telling DOS where to look for 
commands - first RAM;, then e;, then the system:. 

Yet another possibility! If you know that the disk 
you want to investigate is a bootable disk - paint 
packages, sound packages, but not games - and has 
Its own c: directory full of commands, then (still for 
1.2 or 1,3 CU usage) try this: 

1) Enter the CLI as normal 
2) Wait for the disk drive to stop, then insert the disk 
that you want, 
3) Type In 4dfO;c/’ followed by the command you want. 

Usually most disks of this sort will contain the usual 
DOS commands such as DIR, so to get a directory of 

dfO; - dfOiCdir dIO: tt you type d10:c dir dfO:C' you 
will gel a directory of the e: directory on the disk in 
dfO:. and all the commands available. If assign is in 
there you could type dfti c assign c: dt0;c to make 
DOS look tor commands in the c directory of the disk 
under investigation. If path is on there. dfOx.path 
dfO c RAM o: system would be a catch-ait option, 
where a disk swap wouid only be neccessary if the 
computer couldn't get the command any other way. 

To get back to normal insert Workbench and 
again type dtO:cassign e: dtO;c or path RAM; c; 
System: - don't put add on the end of this because 
you don t want to add a path, but declare one. 

What about Shell for 1.3 users? This has a new 
command, resident, which does everything for you. 
Just type resident c dir pure and the command (in 
this case DIR) wifi be installed in memory. DOS will 
now search the resident list before any other paths 
when you type a command, and if It finds It in memory 
it will use It from there. 

Of course you can make as many commands resi¬ 
dent in the RAM disk as you want, subject to available 
memory. Typing resident' on its own will display 
which commands are currently In memory - notice 
that the commands resident and cd are already there, 
because they're loaded into memory when the disk 
boots up from the startup-sequence file. 

To get back lo normal (remember, this is all for 1.3 
owners only) type resident dir remove* or whichever 
commands you've added to the RAM disk. The only 
reason why G Morecrof! s solution works is because 
cd is always resident, and then only on 1,3 machines. 

On a different subject, if you use the EXEC library 
function allocmem' in AmigaBasic you may notice 
that on calling tree mem a number of bytes - or even 
several K - disappear without trace, even if you check 
and double check the size value. I don't know the rea¬ 
son. but I have found a cure. 

If you add the following before, and after, the cat) 
to free mem. Ihen all will be well; DUMMY-FRE(-I), 
DUMMY can be any legal variable, but should be at 
least a long Integer (DUMMY&) If you have a DEFINT 
instruction In your program, otherwise you will get a 
Type Mismatch" error. 

So the section of the program would now read 
something like this; 

□gKMY-TRt!(-l) :CALL freeman* 

(Buffer*,Size*):DUMMY-FRE(*1) 

Ian Hartnell 
Sidmouth 

Weil fats of tips there for single drive owners. who f 
am sure wifi be very grateful. As tor the Atfocmem 
problem, l suspect the garbage collection procedure 
in AmigaBasic myself. Anybody know for sure? 
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CAN’T COPY 

CAN'T COPY: 

Games these day* 
are virtually always 
copy-protected. 

I am unable to make a copy of disks I've bought. After initializing a blank disk from 
the Workbench and using the duplicate option, I'm still unable to get a working 
copy. Could you give me any idea what the trouble is? 

John Barnes 
Chingford 

Software houses tike to pro¬ 
tect their products, espe¬ 
cially games, from being 
copied by unscrupulous 

pirates, Unfortunately that 
means people can 7 make 

legitimate 
back-up copies. The 

Workbench duplicate 
i option is simply 
I unable to copy most 
W software that you 

buy. 

DisfeCopy Fornat 

l Eft 
SttMap Ini(Printer 

<#> 
MerffeMen 

EJE 
FixFonts 

WORK BENCH 

I tried it with instant success. The 
A590 has a rather long, heavy, 
metal tongue protruding, and this 
goes right under the metal shield¬ 
ing on the A10Q0 mam circuit 
board without any modifications. 
The A590 then pushes into the 
A1000 expansion port with the 
mouse left in the mouse port and 
all that is then required is support 
for the A59G because it is hanging 
m mid-air at this stage. 

The power is connected to the 
A59Q and left on as the user 
manual states. This leaves the 
A1Q00 to turn on the A590 from 
the expansion bus, fire up the 
A1G00 and run Kickstart With 
Kickstart 1.3 booted your A590 
will auto boot and autoconfigure 
any additional memory fitted. 

I had a friend's A590, full of 
software, running in two minutes 
on my machine - boy was I a 
happy guy! Its been working for 
around a month without a glitch. 

I did some tweaking - made a 
box to go underneath, shifted the 
stickers around (if you fit the 
A590 to an A10QQ, it will be back 
to front). I also moved the LEDs 
so that I could see them: it's not 
difficult if you can solder a bit. 

One minor thing is that you 
do have to fit an extension cable 
for the second joystick port, 

although the mouse wifi just about 
fit - if you want to remove it, 
though, you do have to unplug the 
A590 to get to it, 

A few minor notes; my A1QGQ 
is a full PAL model with just one 
main board, not the earlier two- 
board version, I also have the 
Insider 1 Meg RAM board with 
clock installed, and the A590 is 
happy to work with that device 
too, giving me 3.5 Meg of auto- 
configuring RAM and an autoboot¬ 
ing 20 Meg hard drive, 

R C Shephard 
Tasmania 

A good job we// done, mate. It s 
an interesting litt/e trick. 

GREEK PHILOSOPHY 

After looking at the demo on the 
AF 11 Coverdisk, I bought AMOS 
and am very pleased with it. After 
looking at the graphics commands 
I noticed a lack of 3D support and 
lrd like to ask some questions 
about this: 

1) Is the graphics programming 
philosophy of a 3D isometric 
game (for instance Cadaver) really 
a 3D one? It mostly seems to 
be eye-foolmg techniques with 
colours and distances based 
around a 2D world, unlike, say, the 
3D of Stargfrder, 
2) Can AMOS be used to program 
such a game? 
3) If not, should I upgrade to 
AMOS 3D? 
4) Or do you think I should use 
assembly language instead? I'm 
not that good with it yet. 

Also, on the BBC Emulator - 
can it read BBC/Electron tapes? 
Does it use the Amiga's drive, or 
an external Beeb drive? 

Hiadis Prodromos 
Greece 

1) /somefnc games have 3D 
programming routines (for length, 
breadth and depth/ but often use 
just two of them: games with 
variable height, as well as 
ieft/right/up/down, are true 3D. 
2J Ves, AMOS can cope with 
isometric 3D, since isometric 
always uses the same size for 
graphics, whereas in games like 
Starglider the distance from view¬ 
ing has to be considered too. 
That is, m Starglider, when things 
fly away from you, they get 
sma/ier, as opposed to just flying 
off the screen, 
3J AMOS 30? I couldn't say - 1 
haven't seen ft myself yet? 
4J No. Develop your ideas as best 
as you can with AMOS - it wou/d 

be sr/fy to try to atttempt them 
with assembly language. When 
you're happy with programming 
techniques and want a faster, 
slicker program., that's when you 
switch to machine code. 

And a/so+ no, if can't. Sorry. 

MONITOR MAYHEM 

In AF 12 on Page 107 under the 
heading Memory and Monitors', S 
Lawson asked about the Phillips 
8833 and 8852 monitors. In 
particular the question ‘does the 
8852 have stereo sound' was 
asked, to which your reply was 
yes, it does. 

I have an 8852, so does a 
friend of mine, and neither of them 
has stereo. The response also 
suggested that the only difference 
between them is the higher 
resolution offered by the 8852 - 
this is also untrue. 

The 8852 lacks a composite 
video input, which means that it 
can only be driven by a TTL or 
RGB signal (it can't be used with 
many VCRs, Teletext adaptors or 
video cameras). Otherwise the 
8852 is fantastic, although I would 
recommend the 8833 as the extra 
versatility of composite input and 
stereo is worth the reduction in 
resolution. Plus it's cheaper. 

M B Tankard 
Manchester 

POSSIBLE? 

I have a small problem which you 
may be able to help me with, 
I recently acquired a hard disk 
drive made by the Seagate 
company, Its model number is 
ST4038 and it has two edge 
connectors, one a lOway and the 
other a 17-way, as well as power 
and ground connections. 

The question is, is there any 
way on earth to use this drive with 
my A50Q, regardless of cost and 

GREEK PHILOSOPHY: AMOS, the creator', much talked about by lots 

of people (mumble, mumble}. 
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THE □DDE ARE EVEN . . . WILL YOU 

ENJOY A HERO'S WELCOME OR 

REST FOREVER IN AN ICY GRAVE? 

SEVERAL DIFFERENT SCENARIOS 

ACCURATE ARMAMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS 

SUPERB GRAPHICS 

ONE OR TWO PLAYER OPTION 

DAY AND NIGHT MISSIONS 

UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION SET 



BASEBALL SHIRT B Designed m the USA, this black 
and white shirt is a must lor 
every Amiga owner. (Logo on left 
breast and centre back). 

AMIGA BINDER 
Keep your issues together in this 
high quality binder with the 
Amiga Format logo printed on the 
front and spine. 

CAPTIVE Mimdsoape 

Dungeon Master goes 
cyberpunk. Captive is a futuristic 
jail break epic starring 4 droids 
masses ol weaponry and more 
nasties than you would ever care 
to blast.See Coverdisk Issue 16 

DAMOCLES Movagen 

Damocles takes players to a 
doomed planet, which only they 
can save. In a self-contained 3D 
solar system ft's a reakime race 
to head off a comet and avert 
certain catastrophe. 

Description 

Medium 
Extra Large 

Price 

£6-50 
£6.50 

Order No 

AMI 06 
AM107 

Description 
One binder 
Two binders 

Price Order No 

£4.95 ami OS Description 

£9.00 AMI 09 Captive 
Price Order No Description Price Order No 

£17.99 AMI 74 Damocles £17*95 AMI 69 

ORMAT 
THE LATEST AND GREATEST PRODUCTS AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES! 

HOW TO ORDER... 
JUST MAKE A NOTE OF 
THE PRODUCT NAME 
AND ORDER NUMBER 
AND FIU IN THE 
ORDER FORM 
OPPOSITE... OR RING 
OUR HOTLINE NUMBER 
ON 0458 74011 

5 

9 

HOTLINE 
0458 74011 

PRICES INCLUDE 
POSTAGE, PACKING 

AND VAT 
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

SEE OUR AMAZING SUBSCRIPTION OFFER OF 
FREE SOFTWARE ON PAGE 125 

POWER BASIC & THE ULTIMATE RIDE YOLANDA Millennium AMOS Mandarin 

EXTEND Hisoft 
THE best language for your 
■■ ■ . ■ ‘ :*"l Invius ot 

Extend The jsual compete 
package cost £79.95. 
Save £30! See cover disk 17 

Mindscape 
Take to your motorbike in this 
superb racing game. 
See cover disk issue 17. 

As the offspring of the mighty 
Hercules Yolanda has to re-enact 
the twelve tasks. Fifty randomly 
selected levels plus a special 
trainer all together m Steve Bak's 
latest platform extravaganza, 

The creator. A Superb 
development language for 
creating games, educational 
programs - almost anything* 
Comes c omplete with 
AMOS Sprites 600. 
LATEST VERSION!! 

Description Price 

P. Basic & Extend £49.95 
Order No Description Price 
ami 81 Ultimate Ride £19.99 

Order No Description 

AMI 89 Yolanda 
Price Order No Description Price Order No 

£12.99 AMISS AMOS £35.95 AMI 68 



PERSONAL FINANCE SOUND EXPRESS Hafleqi* QUARTET Microdeal 

MANAGER 
Microdeai 
Your finances wrfJ never again &e 
a worry with this easy^ouse 
home accounts package. 

Easy-tosAt entry level sampler, 

with a host of txiii-n effects. An 

deal way for the wee to 

fid h% feet m the work) of 

sampfcng ard dabWe with 

ogtaf wwid effects. 

See Covertfek 12, then buy this 
package to create your own 
music, 'A muse package with a 
deference' - AF 

>$cnpton Pnce Onto No 
Pen Finance Mgr £22.95 ami80 

Description Pnce Order No 
Sound Express £29.99 AMI75 

Descnpfwn_Price Oder No 
Quartet £37.95 AMI 65 

AMIGA FORMAT CHRISTMAS 
SELECTION 

BACK ISSUES 

Want to complete your collection of the 

ultimate Amiga magazine? Back issues 

come complete with disks - prices 

include the postage and packing! 

AMIGA FORMAT 

ISSUE PRICE ORDER NO 

issues i a SOLD OUT SORRY! 

ISSUE 9 £3.45 AMF09 

ISSUE 10 £3,45 AMF10 

ISSUE 11 £3.45 AMFI1 

ISSUE 12 I3« AMF12 

ISSUE 13 £3.45 AMF13 

ISSUE 14 £3.45 AMR 4 

ISSUE 15 £3,45 AMR 5 

ISSUE 16 £3.45 AMR 6 

DON T BE AN AMIGA 

SCROOGE! 
WHY NOT BUY SOME 

CHRISTMAS 
GOODIES FOR A 

FRIEND, OR 
BETTER STILL FOR 
YOURSELF FROM 

THE AMIGA 

FORMAT 
CHRISTMAS 
SELECTION 
SEE WHAT 

AMAZING SAVINGS 
ARE TO BE MADE! 

AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER 

FUN SCHOOL 3 Database 

Bumper packages of Educational 
software for infant and primary 
school age chidren, The complete 
suite of eight programs. 

Teddy Bear Under 6's / Frog 6 - 8 

Yean / Robot Over 8 Years 

Inscription Price Order No 
TEDDY DISK £17.99 AMI 77 

FROG DISK £17.99 AMI 78 

ROBOT DISK £17.99 AMI 79 

Description Price Order No 

Address 

Postcode 

Phone number 

Method of payment (please circle) Access * Visa * Cheque * P0 TOTAL ORDER 
tF* mnw ordan 
erf IVdQ ter one** 

Credit Card No 

Expiry date Please make all cheques payable to 
Future Publishing Limited 

«b04M 740U 

SEND THIS FORM TO: Vnp Format, Ffee Pubkshmg 

Ltd. Frews!. Somem Somerset TAI1 7BR 

1 IT twill* or Hin 



A Complete 
Service in 

Computers & 
Software 

Miles Better Software 
219/221 Cannock Road, 
Chads moor, Cannock, 

Staffordshire, WS1! 2DD 
Telephone: (0543) 466577/8/80 

Fax:(0543)466579 

ARCADE/ 
NEW RELEASES 

Cadaver.16.95 
Days Of Thunder.16.95 
Int.Soccer Challenge.16.95 
Killing Game Show.16.95 
Sly Spy.16.95 
Gold Of The Aztecs.16.95 
Yolanda....16.95 
Simulcra..16.95 
The Immortal.16.95 
Spell Bound....13.95 
Pipemania.19.95 
Operation Thunderbolt.16.95 
Rainbow Island.16.95 
The New Zealand Story ...16.95 
Batman The Movie.16.95 
Battle Squadron..16.95 
Midnight Resistance.16.95 
Hammerfist.16.95 
Flimbos Quest.16.95 
Wings Of Fury.16.95 
Altered Beast..16.95 
Thunderbirds.9.95 
Pacmania.   9.95 
Turrican.16.95 
Last Ninja 2....16.95 
Airborne Ranger.16.95 
Flood.16.95 
R-Type.16.95 
Dynamite Dux.16.95 
Ghouls V Ghosts....16.95 
Forgotten Worlds..16.95 
Mr. Do! Run Run..,14.95 
Shadow Warriors.  16.95 
N.Y. Warriors.19.95 
Paperboy....9.95 
Pacland.  9.95 
Commando.9.95 
Dogs Of War.9,95 
Space Ace.34.95 
Harley Davidson..19.95 
The Immortal.16,95 
The Spy Who Loved Me... 16.95 
Debut.19.99 
Wild Life..19.99 
The Final Battle.19,95 
Gremlins 2.19.95 
1 /2 Meg Upgrade *«**•**•* 40,00 

ADVENTURE/STRATEGY 

Powermonger..19.95 
Supremacy.14.95 
F-l 9 Stealth Fighter.19.95 
UMS II.19.95 
Magic Fly.16.95 
Xiphos.16.95 
Operation Spruance.16.95 
Dragons Of Flame.16.95 
Universe 3.16.95 
North & South.16.95 
688 Attack Sub.1 6.95 
Lost Patrol..1 6.95 
Damocles.16.95 
Frontline.16.95 
East Vs. West.1 6.95 
B.S.S. Jane Seymour.19.95 
Theme Park Mystery.16.95 
Hillsfar.16.95 
Borodino..16.95 
Knights Of Krystalion.  19.95 
Conqueror...16.95 
Weird Dreams. 16.95 
Red Storm Rising..16.95 
Pirates.1 6.95 
Imperium.16.95 
Populous...16.95 
Carrier Command.16.95 
Elite.16.95 
Silent Service.16.95 
Heroes Of The Lance.16.95 
Stellar Crusade...24.95 
Collossus Chess X.1 6.95 
Castle Master.16.95 
Full Metal Planet.1 6.95 
Nuclear War.1 6.95 
Codename Iceman.29.95 
The Black Cauldron.14.95 
Leiusre Suit Larry 2..27.95 
Leisure Suit Larry 3.29.95 
Heroes Quest.  24.95 
Kings Quest Triple.24.95 
Hoyles Book Of Games.24.95 
Distant Armies.16.95 
Vulcan...16.95 
Bridge Player 2000.....16.95 
Might & Magic II.  19,95 
Battlemaster ... 1 9.95 
Dungeon Master.19.95 
Sorcerer Lord.16.95 
Gettysburg.16,95 
Reb. Charge Chickamauga 16.95 
Chrono Quest..16.95 
Chess Champion 2175.19.95 

Deja Vu II.16.95 
Chrono Quest II.16.95 
Battletech.16.95 
Gin/Cribbage King.19.95 
Jet...24.95 
Flight Simulator II.24.95 
Hawaiian Odyssey Disk,...9.95 
Japan Scenery Disk..9.95 
Scenery Disk ll.9.95 
Scenery Disk 7 .. 9.95 
European Tour Disk .. 9.95 
Fire Brigade.19.95 
Supremacy.19.95 
F-19 Stealth Fighter..19.95 
Ml Tank Platoon..24.95 
31/2 External Disk Drive ...74.95 

SPORTS GAMES 

Lombard RAC Rally.16.95 
Kick Off 2.19.95 
Grand Prix Circuit.16.95 
The Cycles..16.95 
E. Hughes Int. Soccer......16.95 
Super Cars.16.95 
World Cup 90...16.95 
RVF Honda.16.95 
Steve Davis Snooker.9.95 
teaderboard Birdie.16.95 
European Superleague ..24.95 
Subbuteo..16.95 

EDUCATIONAL 

Fun School 2 under 6.16.95 
Fun School 2 6-8 yrs.16.95 
Fun School 2 over 8..16.95 
Fun School 3 under 5     16.95 
Fun School 3 5-7's..16.95 
Fun School 3 over 7.16.95 
Mathtalk Fractions. 16.95 
Talking Coloring Book ..16.95 
Amiga Trakball 
(Alternative Mouse Only) ...24.95 

BUSINESS, UTILITIES 
A HARDWARE 

Amos. 34.95 
Sound Express.29.95 
Shoot Em Up Const. Kit.16.95 
Digiview Gold.....,,,,,...79.95 
Mastersound.29.95 
Kindwords. 39.95 
Penpal...109.00 
Cashbook Controller.39.95 
5ystem 3..34.95 
Star LC200 Colour Printer...259.00 
Star LC10 Printer.....175.00 
Star LC24 200 Printer.319.00 
Philips CM8833 Monitor ...,260.00 



NOT ENOUGH SLOTS: A-Ma* 2 is the forthcoming software update 

for the A-Max Apple Macintosh emulator. 

skill? If the answer is yes, then 
could you please advise me on 
who it would be best to contact 
for more information? 

Steve Cowie 
Angus 

Interesting question! I don't know 
for sure, but I know a few people 
who might. Third Coast 
Fechno/ogfes (025 7 4 72444) self 
quite a number of different hard 
disk controllers for both the A500 
and A2G0Q. However, before you 
approach them if would be wise 
to find out more about the drive: I 
suggest that you get In touch with 
Power Computing (0234 
27300QJ, who actually sell 
Seagate drives for use in the 
A2QQ0t for more information 
about the drive. They might even 
be abie to set you up with a hard 
disk controller for it. 

NOT ENOUGH SLOTS 

I am considering buying the Bitcon 
PC board for my A50G, as well as 
an accelerator card and a 2 Meg 
memory expansion. The problem 
is that they afl sit in the trapdoor 
slot underneath the machine. Is 
this a problem? Is there any other 
way of combining an emulator, 
accelerator and memory? 

If you have megabytes of 
memory, an accelerator, hard 
drive, modem etc.„ will an A500 
overload and catch fire? 

I’ve seen some adverts for A- 
Max 2. Could you tell me when it's 
coming out in the UK? 

A Lamb 
Wallington 

The Bitcon PC board has to sit in 
the trapdoor slot. However, accel¬ 
erator cards don’t and neither 
does extra memory. You can 
install extra memory in the side 
slot (on a hard drive card such as 
the A590, or using the Cortex 
memory unit reviewed last month). 

No. You may well need a 
more powerful power supply unit 
to power all those peripherals, but 
the machine won’t catch fire. 

As far as I know, A-Max 2 is 
available now. Unfortunately we 
haven’t had an opportunity to 
review rt yet, but watch this space 
next month for a review. 

BRIDGE BOARD QUIZ 

I wish to purchase a PC 
Bridgeboard for my A20GG. I need 
to use both Dbase ff/+ and 
Super calc to complete my A level 
computer project. I have a number 
of questions regarding this piece 
of hardware which no local 
computer company can answer 
for me because they don't sell it. 
1) I gather from adverts that there 
are two types of PC Bridgeboard 
for the A2000, the XT and the AT. 
What's the difference? 
2) Does the 5.25" disk drive come 
with the Bridgeboard or will I have 
to buy this separately? 
3) Can I fit it myself? 
4) Wifi it effectively turn my Amiga 
into a PC so that I can run the two 
above programs? 
5) What software fie DOS operat¬ 
ing system etc) is supplied? 
6) Can it use a 40 Meg Quantum 
SCSI hard disk? 
7) Is there any compatibility 

problems with Amiga software? 
8) When it is fitted, does my 
Amiga boot up as a PC or not? 
9) Does it use up any RAM? 

Brian Brown 
Belfast 

fSMil LIWOA 

SetMap InitPrinter 

HE! 
Hei'sreMen FixFonts 

WORKBENCH 

I) The XT and AT are different 
versions of the PC theme. The 
sole difference is in speed; the AT 
is faster than the XT, 
2J Yes, it comes with a 5.25” disk 
drive and connecting cables. 
3) You can fit it yourself, and you 
should have no problems. 
4) it wi/f indeed run those two 
programs, as well as virtually any 
other PC software. 
5) it comes with MS-DOS 3.3. 
6) No. To fit a SCSI hard drive you 
will need a different card (a SCSI 
controller card). 
7) As far as I know there aren’t 
any problems with running Amiga 
software in Amiga mode. 
8) Your machine will boot up as an 
Amsga. By clicking on an icon it 
will then go into PC mode. 
9) Yes, it uses up as much RAM 
as is available for the PC, which is 
-1 believe - 74QK. 

DEBUG DOESN'T? 

1 noticed in my AmigaDGS 1.3 
enhancer book that if you type 
"LoadWB -Debug' you get an extra 
hidden menu when Workbench 
loads, If you select Flushlibs 
from this you can reclaim memory 
used by fonts and so on. When 
I fried the Debug option my 
Amiga froze solid! 

This is presumably because I 
don't have a '9600 baud serial 
terminal'. Can you explain what 
this is and whether or not it's 
worth me getting one? 

Mick Heyes 
Nelson 

Not so easy to define, is a 9600 
baud senal terminal. Ifs basically 
just a combination of keyboard, 
monitor and RS232 socket that 
you plug into the serial port on the 
back of the Amiga, and debug it 
from there. You could use another 
Amiga for the job, or you could 
use any other computer with a 
serial port that can communicate 
at 9600 baud (that's the rate of 
communication). It’s only worth 
getting one if you need to do 
some serious debugging from 
Workbench, which is frankly not 
vital at all for most people. 
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K & M COMPUTERS 
THE BEST GAMES ★ ★ ★ THE BEST SERVICE 

Apprentice..13.90 
Anarchy ..*...13.90 

Ant Heads (data).**.11.90 

Blitzkrieg /Vlay 40..,.16.90 

Bards Tale 9..**„*....8.90 

Beach Volley...16.90 

Back to Future^.16.90 

BSS Jane Seymour.16.90 

Bridge Player 2150 .19 90 
Bloodwych & Data .16.90 

Beast 2 & Teeshirt.26.90 

Buggy Boy...8,90 
Budokan....*....16,90 

Balance of Power 90.16 90 

Bomber Mission Disc.11 90 

Breach 2.  16,90 
Bomb Jack..8.90 

Boradino..19 90 
Castle Master..16.90 

Codename Iceman.26.90 

Chess Champ 217519 90 

Corporation...,16,90 

Conqueror.16,90 

Camer Command .16.90 
Champions of Krynn.19.90 

Count Duckula....8.90 

Days of Thunder.16.90 
Dragon Strike,..,,...19.90 

Damocles.16.90 
D.Master Editor.8.99 

D,Master Clue Book.8.99 

Day of the Viper ,+„........16 90 

East V West.16.90 

Elite..,..*......16.90 
Emlyn Hughes Socc.16 90 

Flimbos Quest „.***,..16.90 

Flood...16.90 
Future Wars...16.90 

Fusion, ..  8.90 

Gazzas Soccer.16.90 
Ghostbusters 2..16 90 

Gravity,,., 16.90 

Gold of the Aztecs.........16.90 

Gunship....16,90 

Hariey Davidson....19 90 

Highway Patrol 2.16.90 

Impossamole,,.13.90 
Impenum......16.90 

Ironlord...*.^,,.16.90 
Infestation   ...****.. .16,90 

Intercepter F16  8.90 
It Came from the Desert.19.90 

ImmortalImeg). ...16.90 

Jack Niddaus Golf .16.90 
J. Niddaus Course 3 .9 90 

Jockey Wilson Darts , .8.90 

Kick Off 2... 13,90 

Killing Game Show..... 16.90 

Keef the Thief...., .8.90 

AMIGA SECOND 
DRIVE 
with 

The Beast 
RVF Honda 

Kick Off 
Battle Squadron 

ONLY 

£99.00 

Lords/Rising Sun—.*,** .19 90 
Lost Patrol..  16.90 

Last Ninja 2 .-.. .16 90 

Loom.&___19.90 

Leaderboard Cdl.16.90 

Nightbreed (Inter) ,,16.90 

Midwinter...  19.90 

Malrix Marauders.,*,...13.90 
M.Night Resistance....1690 

Magic Fly..„„**,—*—_,16.90 
New York Warriors .13.90 

Nevermind.........13.90 

Op Thunderbolt.16.90 
Operation Stealth..16.90 

Powerdrome....,...890 

Pinball Magic...16.90 
Pirates..........16,90 

Red Storm Rising.16.90 

Resolution 101 ,..........,,.16.90 

Rorkes Drift ....,...,..16.90 
Rainbow island..,,,16.90 

Reach for the Stars..16.90 

Shadow Warriors_. ..16.90 

Storm Across Europe.19.90 
Sherman M4.16.90 

Sword of Twilight.8.90 

Tusker..........,....,,.16.90 

Time ...._,.1990 

Their Finest Hour ....,.,..19.90 

Tie Break...16.90 

Tumcan.....13.90 

Time Machine..16.90 
Theme Park Mystery.16.90 

Unreal................__ 19.90 
Vulcan...  .13.90 

Venus Fly Trap..13,90 

Wings (1 Meg).,..19.90 
Wings of Fury..,,.16,90 

World Tour Golf ...,8,90 

Wbrld Soccer. ™........8.90 

Zany Golf...8.90 

CQMiHG-SQQN 
The following games will be 
sent within 24 hours of 
release 
Supremacy........19.90 
Fire & Forget 2.  ..16,90 
Powermonger ...19 90 
Chaos Strikes Back ....16.90 
Kick Off 2(1 Meg).16.90 
Chuck Yeagers,.,..16.90 
Wonderland .....—.,. ...19.90 
Efvira..............1990 
Monty Python ..........16.90 
Wbffpack(1 Meg).,....19.90 
Robocop 2..............16,90 
Ninja Turtles ,..19.90 
A.T.F. 2.  ,16.90 
Team Yankee .***,.***.,,**.-19.90 
Total Recall..,..,....16.90 
Operation Hamer.19,90 
Narc_*_  16.90 
Immortal (1 Meg)..1690 
Judge Dread ....  13.90 
Sly Spy.  16.90 
U.M.S.2__ 19.90 
Cadaver......... .... 16.90 
F19 Stealth............1990 
Rick Dangerous 2..16.90 

BUDGET & SPECIAL OFFERS 
Archipelagos..4.99 
Artificial Dreams 4.99 
Backlash .   4 99 
Sad Company.. .4 99 
Crash Garrett. 4.99 

MAIL ORDER 
PRICES ONLY 
SHOP PRICES 

VARY 

3.5,f DISCS 

WITH LABELS 

40p EACH 

MINIMUM ORDER 

20 DISCS 

HALF MEG. 

UPGRADES 
DOWN IN PRICE 

Without Clock..39.95 

With Clock.,*49.95 

With D.Master..59.95 

Clock D.Master69.95 

With Kick Off 249.95 

Clocks Off 2.*59,95 

PLEASE ADD 
£1*00 P&P 

TO ALL ORDERS 

Deluxe Paint 1.™«~4.99 

Eye of Hofus...4,99 

Future Bike.6.99 

Fright Night.  3,99 

Formula 1 6r, Pnx.4,99 

Goldrunner....3.99 

Grimblood..4,99 

On Safari..**.,.***.,.4.99 

Impact ..4.99 

Joe Blade 2,.4,99 

Karting Grand Pnx.4.99 

Outlaw.......,-4.99 

Pro Tennis._,...***,,.**._4.99 

Starray..****...-4 99 

Time Bandit-**„*,.-3.99 

Tr. Island Dizzy.4,99 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

Pretext V4.2.*.*.64.95 

Prodata.57.95 
Publishers Choice .. .79.95 

Amas Midi Int & S.74.95 

Digicalc..........26-95 
Cashbook Controller ... .35,99 

DevPac 2 . „*.«...42.95 

X<ad Designer...99 99 

Pagesetter 2 .„**..79 95 

AMIGA A500 

SCREEN GEMS 

INC. 10 BLANK 

DISCS 

£379.00 

AMIGA A500 

FITTED 1 MEG 

UPGRADE 

SCREEN GEMS 

£415,00 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125+.  7 951 

Pro 5000...  .13.95 I 

Pro Star,™.*..*....16.95 

Turbo 3.......9.991 

Navigator  .**,*,* **13,951 
Cruiser......9,501 
Cruiser Auto.,,*,**..12.501 
Jetfighter____14.951 

Cheetah Mach 1 ....****,,***10.501 

Data 1....7,951 

Mr Crystal...,...15.991 

Comp, Pro Extra.,...15.951 

Ergostik  .„,***.,.., *17.991 

Superboard .. .19.991 

ACCESSORIES 

Second Drive..69.00 ] 

Contriver Mouse......... .27.95 

Naksha Mouse, ..39.95 

Power Supplies..,..47.95 

Moused,Stick Split.7.99 

B.BIock Virus Killer.19.951 

Midi Interface 2.... 34 95 

Mini Amp. & Speakers . ,44 951 

Screen Filters.15.99 

Printer Lead ..  5.99 

Joystick Ext, Leads..,.,5.99 

4 Player Adaptor..,5.99 

Scart Lead.,,12.99 

Star LC10 Printer.179.001 

Dust Cover...,..,...4.991 
Disc Box (80-100).. 8.99 

Stax Disc Box (100). .12.50 

3 5a Drive Cleaner..4.951 

Ribbon Re-ink...11.991 
Ribbons From.3,251 

Mouse House.3.991 

Mouse Mats .....4.991 

A590 Hard Drive.365 001 

Commodore 1084S 

Stereo Monitor.250 001 

Address Labels 1000,.,.,..5.99 

T&T Monitor Stand.18.991 

Pnnter Stand...10.991 

Philips CM8833 Colour 

Stereo Monitor....255,001 

5.25 Ext. Drive.129.00 

ALL PRICES ARE 
SUBJECT TO 
AVAILABILITY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT K&M COMPUTERS (AT S) 
PLEASE ADD Cl .00 TO 140 SANDY LANE CENTRE 
YOUR TOTAL ORDER SKELMERSDALE 

FOR PAP LANCASHIRE WN8 SLH 

PHONE 0495 99046 

FAX 0695 50673 

^ 94 HOURS 



wire for serums sports enthusiasts 

POOLSWINNER 
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

II 

am8B 
♦ MASSIVE DATABASE PoolswiTmer is* sophisticated Fools 

predict ion aid. 11 comes complete with the largfisl ilatah Jst- av jiUhk 
22000 matches over TO vear-. 

• PREDICTS Notju&i SCOREDRAWS. but VQ-SCORES. A WAYS 

jnd HOMES too. Prediction* are bawd on mam factor*... recent form, 
the massive database, current league standing, goal scoring rales, and 
draw averages (each factor is independentlv ■mitchable b\ the user), 

• SUCCESSFUL Sclec guarantee that Foolsw inner perform* signify 
uantlv better than chance. 

* LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. 
• LULL LEAGUE TABLES are automatically generated as results are entered. 
* FULL PRINTER SUPPORT 

# AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION ; Future* for English and Scottish 
League matches are generated automatically by Fools winner's sister program HXCLW 

FIXGEN 1990/91 
1 
• So need to struggle for hours to gel the fixture list into the computer- 

fust type in the dale, Elkgen contains the complete fixture list for the 

whole year's league soccer l Published under licence from the Foothill 
League, and the Scottish FootfwK League} 

£26.50 
t-Wls winner 

with Fixgen. 

COURSEWINNER vs 
THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM 

• The ORIGINAL and still the BEST computer punter's aid 

• Course winner Vi uses all the most important form pointers (past form, 
speed ratings, prtae money, course statistics, jockey form, trainer form etc! 
to give a detailed assessment of every runneds chances, not just a tip, 

• Vital statistics of all British courses tDraw advantage. Top 

Trainers and foe keys etc I are included in the database £24 00 
• Includes both FLAT and NATIONAL HUNT versions. 
• Full Printer support 

a liable for fBM 0 25 ".3 5*') Amstrad CPC 
AMIGA BBC 
Atari ST Commodore 641128 
Amstrad PCW Spectrum 

State TAPE itr DISC 

{Add £2.00 
for Disc). 

S» tewH rif pmi lenif* u> .. Selec Software. 
62 Altrincham Rd, Galley. CheadJe, Cheshire SKB 4DP 

ivgrtd fm lull JiM of uur are I 

Tel 1161-428-7425 
ptiunc 24 hn; 

MAKE YOUR 
Y&s making money with your Amiga becomes incidental when you know how. Your 

micro is, if onfy you knew it. a gold mine The size and make is irrelevant. Make the 

initial effort NOW by starting your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS 
This may he the most important move you wttl ever make! 

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch*' Anyone in the 

country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively short period of time just 

by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than playing games The benefits 

are many and varied, Full or part time For FREE details send S.A.E. to 

Mill 

31, PILTON PLACE (AF 17), 
KING AND QUEEN STREET. 

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR 

A HOBBY, OR A CAREER? 
Your computer hobby really can become a lucrative 
career. With a 20,000+ shortage of trained computer 
staff in Britain's business world, all it takes is the right 
skills to get on the first step of the ladder 

Our Home Study Courses, put together by computer 
professionals, will lead you from complete beginner to 
knowledgeable programmer. 

We know what we're talking about. We are not talking 
games, we're talking real. 

Send for your FREE Brochure to: ROMIKA Limited, 
Dept AF12 Home Study Centre, Athol Street, Port St Mary, Isle of Man 

C= commodore 

A3 000 IN STOCK1 

mmoA 
PiLea* Include VAT. da 11 vary & warranty. 
Plaa*# add £15 for overnight delivery. 
All system* are tabled before despatch. 
Oft-site maintenance Option* available. 

1 Amiga A3000-2S/100. 6MB £3145 

I Amiga A3000-25/40, 3MB £2395 

K Amiga A3Q0Q-1 S/40, 3MB £2595 

I Amiga B2DQO latasl UK modal, £795 
with 1.3 Roms and 1M0 chip-RAM 

I Amiga B2000 with A3 Dai 40MB £ 1145 
Quantum 11ms auiobboi hard disk 

I Amiga B2QG0 with A223G PC-AT£-(295 
bridgo board A 5fH disk drive 

^2QGQ^On^rIdge^3oar^^OME^utobQG^iartMi$^^^395j 

PERIPHERALS 

'AMIGA 
> A24M 6&Q20 Card * 2M0 32-brt £095 

■ A2630 25MH1+ 4MB 32-bil £1195 

8 A22&6 PC “AT board & Sp drive £ 595 

■ A2G&8 PC-XT board & 5p drive £349 

■ C2QSB SMB Board, 2MB Installed £256 

■ HAM for above, per 2MB ... £ 126 

■ RAM for A300Q. ail types... Phono 

■ A2091 Tasl SCSI harbeard 2MB 0k £225 

■ A209t + 40MB llms Quantum £495 

■ A2091 + 103MB it ms Quantum £345 

■ RAM for A2091, per MB... £52 

■ Quantum ProDriv* *omB urns £349 

■ Quantum PrcDrlve 1Q5MB i img £695 

I Amiga A50O vL3 complete ... £349 

I KGS PC Power Board £320 

I CI010 NEC al" slimline drive £79 

I RAM Tor A596, per MB „. £ 52 

I Supra Modem 300-2400 baud £ 159 

I Supra 24 00 z I inter naJ modem £159 

I A1QMSO colour stereo monitor £ 259 

| 14“ MultJScan h*gfwes monitor £445 

| Flicker Fixer multiscan adaptor £349 

| Trackball Marconi BB2 £ 59 

I HP DeskJet 500 inkjet, 300 dpi £595 

I HP PaintJet colour inkjet iso dpi £925 

| Rendate {902 Genlock £ 199 

I Rendata Pro Genlock £ 649 

I FramtGrabber all colour modes, £549 

overscan, up to 640x400 rescluiion 

I SkefchMaster l$xl2 dwg, tebtei, £549 

1:000 IpL with siytu* 4 4-button cursor 

182900 + AT Bridge Board + 40MB autoboot hard disk £1695! 

Why not enjoy the (roe Teletext databases 
with the MleroTixt Teletext adaptor... Fully 
programmable, with Fastest facility. Instant 
access to last 16 pages, double page view, 
ta teachware loader, auto-starVbackground 
operation... Pages can spoken, princed a* ASCII or graphics, saved as ASCII or IFF hies. 
And ii turn* your 1061/1084/6333 monitor into a digital TVI Available new lor only £1391 

Amstrad FX9600AT Fax + Printer + Copier + Scanner £100 offE 

iNEWt Lattice C vS.tD £15991 

PRODUCTIVITY 

mmot\ 
■ SuperSase Personal 2 
■ * * Profession aJ v3 
■ Sup sr Plan 
■ Personal Tax Planner 
■ Doctor Am! 
■ Excellence 2 
■ Pageslream 2 
■ ProfeasJonal Drew 2 
■ Professional Page vi.3 
■ CG Outline Font* 
■ Gold Disk Type 
9 Page setter 2 
■ Pen Pal 
9 Publisher1'* Choice 

■ A/C Basic v 1,3 109.95 

■ Amiga Logo 39. si 

CM Lmutatac vl 5s*& 
Workbench vl.3 Enhancer 12.95 

SuperBase Personal 23.91 
Relational database power, without programming? 49 ss 
"The Rolls-Royce of Amiga databases" (NCE) 1£4.bs 
Pro spreadsheet with business graphics, time planner 49 35 

UK Income Tax computation program, from D»giie 19.95 

Guru stopper... disables bad disk block.* and RAMI' 39.es, 
Hew improved verwpn of high performance WP 129,bs 
With major new feature* loot. Agfa/Adobe lorn* 149 as 
Now nxich taster, with *uto-eeca. curved text & mere . S9.ea 
Include* WP, Desktop, colour separation*, CAD i£9.oa 
35 Aglt CG lom* for ProPage. ProDrsw 2. PagoSettar 2 99 eg 
Cho*ce of 4 set* of 3 Agfa CG font*. p«r set 3-995 

££9 sj 9 Work* Platinum Edition 99 do 
79 ss 9 VtaaWrite Desktop v2 49 as 
M M 9 System Programmer's Guide 24.B5 

I PAQESTREAM 2 PRODRAW 2 EXCELLENCE 2... In slock now! 

CREATIVITY 

AMIGA \ 
■ Intrecad PEu* 
■ NEW! Broadcast Titter 
■ NEW! Pro Video Post 
■ Pro Video rent sets 
■ TV-Taxl Professional 
N TV-Show v2.Q2 
■ Sculpt 3D XL 
9 Turbo Silver 
9 Dtgipalnt 3 
■ De Luxe Video 3 

I NEW] AmlgaVIsEon £99 as 
I Dig I view Gold V4.Q 99. s 5 

l FageFJIppar t FfX 39.fls 

I De Luxe Paint H 24 94 

I Fantavlslon 24 as 
I Wan Disney Arumaiion Studio 99 jj 

Powerful hew version of popular CAD program 79.ss 
Broadcast quality tilling with 4-tevel anu-aLismg 199 as 
The utiimate in video proaonialien, iithng S efrecta 224.as 
Choice of 5 sot* ot 4 anti-aliased touts, pot set.. 99 as 
Latest lull-feature video Ltler, Includes Zuma tents 99 do 
Video presentation, special effect* 6 transition* 54 *5 

Much taster than Sculp! 3D, with 24-bn plana opiron 
£99 30 9 RGB Splitter 69 is 

59 9 CelourPIc Digdisor *75 sa 
69 55 P SuperPle Genlock/Digiiisor 595 » 

999 IF YOU WANT IT TOMORROW.., CALL US TQDAVj ON 081-5*6-7256 999 

Prices are POST FREE & include VAT 
Order by phono wiih your credit card. 
orsondchoque/PO or yogr credit card 
number. Wo welcome oNicial orders. 
Software sent same-day by isl Class 
post, but please allow five day* lor 
hardware delivery, unless overnight. 
Prices subject to availability, Her afs ware 

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL SUAREV. KTI7QT. TEL Ml-546-7256 



PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release* 

Please send cheqoe/PO/Access/Visa No* and expiry dote to: 

Dept AF10, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Buckwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. PAP inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5*00 and Europe 

odd £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only* Telephone 

orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday lOam-tpm. Fax orders: 0268 590076* Tel orders: 0268 590766 

1/2 Meg Upgrade .39 99 
1/2 meg Upgrade + Clock .44 99 
40 Box mg * 
688 Arrack Sub 

1699 
..,1699 

Adidas Football * 1699 
Airborne Ranger. .999 
Amegas.. 499 
Amos 34 99 
Anarchy..... 13 99 
Assault on Alcatraz .........16.99 
Auttorltlz .. ....... ...9 99 
Awesome * 24 99 
B.A.T, *.. 16 99 
Back to the Future 2 16 99 
Back to the Future 3 *.. 16 99 
Badlands * . .. .S3 99 
Barbarian (PAL) ... .7 99 
Bards Tale 1 or 2 Hint Book. .5 99 
Bards Tale 2 . ., .7 9 9 
Bards Tale 3 * . 1699 
Batman the Movie . 1699 
Battle Command *..... 16 99 
Bottle ma ste' . 19 99 
Betrayal *...... 
Billy me Kid *. ... 

........ 19 99 

. 16 99 
Bionthc Commando. .7.99 
Blade Warrior *. .16 99 
BS5 Jane Seymour .........16.99 
Buck Rogers * .........19.99 
Budokan ...... 16 99 
Buggy Bov 
Captain Blood. 

.7 99 
4 99 

Captive * _____ 16 99 
Carthage * ... .1699 
Carrier Command .14.99 
Cavodar* .16,99 
Chaos Strikes Back * .16 99 
Chase HQ ....16.99 
Chose HQ 2 * 16 99 
Chuck Yeager ’. .16 99 
Codename Iceman [1 Meg) .. .29.99 
Colonels Bequest (1 Meg). 29 99 
Combo Racer .16 99 
Commando Wor *. ....16 99 
Conflict ..... .4 99 
Conquest Camebt {I Meg). .29 99 
Corporation.. .16 99 
Crackdown. .16 99 
Cricket Captain... .16 99 
Crime Wove * . .3 6 99 
Cruise For A Corpse * .. .1699 
Cyberball... .13 99 
Damocles.. .1699 
Days of Thunder. .16 99 
Death Trap *....... .1699 
Delude Musk Con, Kit... .....69 99 
Deluxe Paint 3. .59 99 
Deluxe Print 2 .. .69 99 
Dick Troey *. .36 99 
Deluxe Video 3. .79 99 
Dragon Strike *.. .19 99 
Dragons Lair (I Meg) 26 99 
Dragons Lair 2 -Singes Castle .2699 
Dragons Wors *. .16 99 
Drum Studio.. . 499 
Dungeon Master [1 Meg) . .16 99 
Dungeon Master Editor.. .7 99 
Dungeon Master Hint Book.. .999 
Duster * ... .16 99 
Dynomitv Debugger *. .....16.99 
Eagles Nest.... 499 
Edition One......... 16 99 
Elite ..14 99 
Emlyn Hughes ... .13 99 
Emtyn Hughes Quiz *. 13 99 
Epic * .16 99 
Escape ham Calditz *.. .16 99 
Escape from Robot Monsters. 13 99 
E-Swot* ..... 16 99 
F16 Combat Pita* . ..1699 
F1 9 Stecfrh Fighter ........1999 
F29 Retaliato' .1699 
Falcon ..19,99 
Falcon Mission Disc 1 . .13 99 
Falcon Mission Disc 2 13 99 
Ferrari Formula 1 .799 
Final Battle * 16 99 
Fire and Brimstone 16 99 
Fireball .. 16 99 
Ffighi Disc Europe 13 99 
Flighl Disc Japan . 13 99 
Flight of the Intruder •. 19 99 
Flight Sim 2 ,,, ... 26 99 
Flip It qnd Magnase * , 16 99 
Flood .. 1699 
Flying Shark. ....9.99 
Football Director 2. .1299 

ford 08 Roily *. 
Fun School 2 (6S] ..... 
fun School 2 (over 8) 
fun School 2 under 6) 
fun School 3 15-7] ...... 
fun School 3 over 7) 
Fun School 3 under 5) 
Future Won 
Golden Axe * 
Gold of Ajtecs * .. 
Gravity _ 
Gremlins 2 
Grimblood 
Gunboat * 
Gunship , 
Hardball 2 
Heroei Quest 2 {1 Meg] 
Heroes 
Heroes Quest 11 Meg) 
Hilljfor ..... 
Hollywood Collection * 
Hounds of Shadow 
Hunter Killer 
Hydra * .. 
Impenum .... 
Indianapolis 500 *. 
Indy Jones Adventure . 
Indy Jones Hint Boot 
tnr 3D lenms .. 
Ini Soccer Challenge * 
Interceptor . 
Ntphaw.... 
It Come From Desert (1 Meg) 
H Come From Desert Data 
Ivanhoe.... 
Jock Nickbus Extra Courses 
jock Nickiaus Golf 
jack NicUaus Unlimited Golf 
Judge Dredd * 
Keel the Thief. 
Keef the Thief Hint Book. 
Kennedy Approach 

Kick Off 2 (1 Meg) 
Killing Game Show 
Kkjxjt ..... 
Leaderboard Birdie 
Let su result Larry 3 (1 Meg] 
Leisurely it lorry 2 .... 
light Force .*.. 
Line of Frre * ....... 
loom..... 
lords of Chaos * . 
Lost Patrol .. 
Ml Tank Plataon * 
Magic Fly * 
Magnum 4. 
Manioc Mansion 
Matm Marauders * 
Mean Streets * 
M+croprose Soccer 
Midnight Resistance 
Midwinter . 
MIG 29 -.. 
Monty 
Muf< 
Music X Jnr. 
Note V 
Navy Seals *. 
New Zealand Story 
Nightbreed 
Nightbreed RPG 
Nightshifi * 
Ninja Worriors 
Nitro * 
Ofeftus *... 
Off Rood Racer - 
Operation Horner * 
Operation Stealth 
Operation Thunderbolt 
Oriental Games 
Outrun. 
Pang * . 
Porodrofd 90 * 
Platinum * 
Player Manager 
Rioting *. 
Police Quest 2 11 Meg) 
Police Quest Hint Book 
Pod of Radiance.. 
Popubus.. 
Populous Promised lands 
Powerdrome 
Power monger “ .. 
Predator 2 " .. 
Pro Tennis Tour .. 
Protedyfe.. 

.1699 
1199 
11 99 

.. 1199 
1699 

.16.99 
.16.99 

1699 
.16 99 

1699 
19 99 
16 99 

...4.99 
1699 

.. . 14.99 
. 1699 

..29 99 

. 1999 

.26.99 
1699 

..19.99 
7 99 

..4.99 

. 13.99 

.16.99 
..16.99 
.J 6 99 
....,5 99 
.1699 

.16 99 
.7 99 

9 99 
1499 

...999 
.... 1699 

..999 
.15.99 
....19.99 
.13.99 
.7 99 
.5.99 
.14 99 
.7 99 

U99 
...16.99 
.13.99 

16 99 
.29 99 
.19 99 

16 99 
.16 99 
.1999 

1699 
16.99 

..21 99 

.1699 
..16.99 

16 99 
....13.99 
.16 99 
..14 99 
.16 99 
...19 99 
.19.99 
.13 99 
.16.99 
.49 99 
.16.99 
.16 99 

.16.99 

.. 16.99 

.16.99 

.19 99 
.13.99 

.. .16.99 

.24.99 

....16 99 

......16,99 
16.99 

.16.99 
16.99 

.. 7.99 

....16.99 
__...16.99 
....19 99 

12.99 
..1699 
.26 99 
.6 99 

1999 
1699 
,7.99 
799 

...J9.99 

.16 99 

..16.99 
.16.99 

Puzznic *... 16.99 
Rainbow Islands... 16 99 
Reach for the Skies * i 6 99 
Resolution 101    16 99 
Rick Dangerous 7 99 
Rick Dangerous 2 *. 16 99 
Robotop 15 99 
fi oboe op 2 -.      16.99 
Rock Star Aie My Hamster 4 99 
Rocky Horror Show *. 16.99 
Rogue Trooper *.   16 99 
Rolling Thunder. .7 99 
Rorkes Drift. 16.99 
Rotator * ... 16 99 
Roto*.... 3 6 99 
RVF Hondo.14 99 
Search bribe King *    ..16,99 
Secret gf Monkey island * .... 19 99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * 19 99 
Shadow of Beast 2 . 26 99 
Shadow of the Boost 14 99 
Shadow Warriors..     16 99 
Sherman M4 16 99 
Silent Service 9 99 
Silkworm IV *.13.99 
Sirn City...  19 99 
Sim City Terrain . 13 99 
Skate or Die * 16 99 
Skull and Crossbone* * 13 99 
% Spy 
Space Ace . . .... 
Speedbafl 2 * 
Spellbound * 
Spy who loved me 
Star Trek V ■ 
Starflight... 
Starflight Hint Book 
Steven Hendry *.... 
Slratego *....... 
Strider........ 
Strider 2 * 
Stun Runner *.. 
Stum Cor Racer . 
Subbuteo *... 
Super Cars 
Supremacy .. 
Swords of Twilight 
Swords of Twilight Hint Book 
Team Suzuki * . 
Team Yankee * 
Teenage Mutant lurries * 
Test Dnve 2,... 
Test Drive 2 California Choi 
Test Drive 2 Muscle Cors 
Test Drive 2 Super Car* 
The Immortal 
The Plague .. 
Theme Pork Mystery 
Their Finest Hour 
Thunder strike 
Tie Break 
Time Machine *. 
TNT *. 
Taki *. 
Torvok The Warrior ' 
Total Recall*. 
Tournament Golf * 
Toyota Celica * 
Tracksuit Manager 
Turbo Challenge * 
Turbo Outrun .... 
TV Sports Baseball * 
TV Sports Basketball 
TV Sports Football 
UMS. 
UM5 2 
UN Squadron * 
Unreal. 
Untouchables 

1699 
2699 
16 99 
16.99 
13 99 
19 99 
16 99 
5 99 

16 99 
16 99 
1699 
16 99 
16 99 
1599 
16 99 
13 99 
19 99 
799 
5 99 

16 99 
1999 
19 99 
1699 
9 99 
9 99 
9 99 

16 99 
16 99 
9 99 

1999 
16 99 
16.99 
16 99 
1999 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
16 99 
799 
16.99 

.16 99 
19 99 
14 99 
12 99 
14 99 
19 99 
16.99 
19 99 
1699 

Vaxm* * 
Walker *. 
Wheels of Fire * 
Wikdftre * 

Wooderlabd *.. 
World Class Leoderboqrd 
World Champ Soccer * 
World Cup Compilation 
Wroth of the Demon * 
Xenomorph 
Xenon 2 Megablost 
Xipho* *.... 
Zak McKracken 
Zany Golf 
Zombi.... 

Wings (1 Meg) 
Wmgs of Fury 
Wof Pack * 

1699 
16 99 
1999 
1999 
1999 
3 3 99 
1699 

19 99 
7 99 

16 99 
14 99 
16.99 
3 6 99 
15 99 
16 99 
16 99 
7 99 

16 99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

AMIGA A500 
SCREEN GEMS PACK 
Nightbreed, Days of Thunder, 

Back to the Future 2, Deluxe 

Paint 2, Shadow of the Beast 2 

ONLY £369.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1/2 Meg Upgrade - £39.99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + clock £44.99 

SOUND EXPRESS 
The ultimate Sound Sampler 

ONLY £34.99 

E.A. SPECIAL OFFERS 
ONLY £7.99 EACH! 

Zany Golf, Bards Tale 2, 

Powerdrome, Ferrari 

Formula 1, Interceptor, 

Hounds of Shadow, Keef the 

Thief, Swords of Twilight 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125+ -£6.99 

Cheetah Mach 1 - £9.99 

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo ■ £9,99 

Quickjoy Jetfighter - £10.99 

BLANK DISCS 
Unbranded 

10 x 3.5" DSDD-E5.99 

20x3.5" DSDD £10.99 

50 x 3.5" DSDD-£23.99 

100x3.5* DSDD £49.99 

Branded - TDK 

3.5" DSDD £1.25 Each 

RICK DANGEROUS 
Play any level version 

ONLY £7.99 



'HE BEST ST HOME FINANCE PROGRAM 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE AMIGA 

AMIGA 
VERSION 

* FULL MULTI TASKING 
* OVER 100 BUDGETS SELECTABLE 

(10 ANALYSABLE) 

fersona 

man ce 

M 

£2*25 

-The Worlds Most Sophisticated Personal Pinance Program— 
J you run a personal bank account and have a Commodore 
Amiga then you need “PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER". 

AS EASY TO USE AS A CALCULATOR 
PFM makes fuM use of Amiga's Workbench interface, if you 
need to amend or update an entry or Standing order simply 
click on it. Your screen looks just like a bank statement! 

STANDING ORDERS & DIRECT DEBITS EATEN ALIVE 
pfm handles Credit and Debit - Monthly. Quarterly. Yearly and 
even complicated regular payments like 12 payments of £52.99 
'ollowed by one of £12,50, PFM will check the date and 
automatically insert standing orders as they become due 

BUDGET WITH EASE, AT A CLICK OF A MOUSE. 
1 you're the type that likes to look ahead then PFM allows you 

to set budgets for both expenditure and income. Over 100 
Budgets can be set over a year, a quarter or a month and then 
10 can be displayed either in figures or as a bar graph for a 
given period. Expenditure for these budgets can also be shown 
as a pie chart so you can tell at a glance where your money's 
gone. PFM also allows you to display or print your budget 
groups selectively so you can see your expenditure quickly and easily. 

BALANCING WITH YOUR BANK ACCOUNT IS NO LONGER A 
JUGGLING ACT 
When you get your bank account statement or a balance from 
an auto bank machine you can confirm it with PFM quickly and 
easily. Simply select PFM's unique ‘Auto Balance" option and 
rype in the balance as given by the bank and PFM will attempt 
to balance and highlight entries that have not yet been 
processed through the bank, 

Home finance 
Here's what the critics say Amiga Version by Dan Leonard 

"PFM it one of those rare programs with which it ii easy to feel 
comfortable from the first time you run ft." 
Ron Massey. ST USER 

"Personal Finance Manager it a sophisticated horn* financial 
package, it will probably help you save money " 
ST UPDATE 

"PFM is just the ticket if your expenditure is as disorganised m 
mine." 
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 

MAIN ACCOUNT SCREEN 

OTHER FEATURES 

BUDGET COMPARISON BAR- 
GRAPH SHOWING BUDGETS 

& ACTUAL EXPENDITURE 

OR INCOME 

* The number of entries is limited only by memory Size 
‘ You define the file size 
* Old entries are automatically deleted 
■ Automatically places entries in date order 
* European or U S A date formats 
* Balance of account graph 

* Moveable and re sizeable wmaows 
* Run multiple bank accounts by simply using different life names 

Multi-Tasking allows Multi Account access 
' Facility to check off items against slaiements 
4 Locates cheques written months ago in seconds 
4 Selective print features for dates slaiements standing orders and budgeis 

PIE CHART SHOWING SELECTED 
ENTRIES OVER CHOSEN DATES 

Free 30-Day Trial 
Order direct from MICHTROISi 
and if you are not 100% satis 
fiedr return within 30 days for a 
full refund 

BALANCE DISPLAY SHOWING 
HIGHS SLOWS OVER 

SELECTED DATES 

- NOT COPY PROTECTED — 

MlchTrori 

TO ORDER: 
SEND TO MICHTRON 
PO BOX 68, St Austell, 
Cornwall PL25 4YB 
Allow 28 Days for delivery 

BV PHONE 
WITH CREDIT CARDS 
TELE 10726} $8020 
£30 95 jinel P&P) 

AMIGA VERSION 

Please send me Personal Finance Manager at £30 95 fincl P&Pi 

d Cheque enclosed made payable to MICHTRON 

D Please debit my credit card account 

m mu oiDNhd* ^ □ 
Name_ 

Address . 

Signed 



2m HOTLINE 

I 

I 
i 

08 550 m 
Leisuremail Ltd, 50 Heathcote Court, Heathcote 

Avenue, Clayhall, Ilford, Essex IG5 OQR. 

Special Offer 1 Special Offer 2 Special Offer 3 
AMIGA A500 "Screen 
Gems" Pack 
Includes - Amiga A500, TV 
Modulator, Mouse, Power 
Supply, Operating Disks, 
Tutorial, Instruction Manuals. 
Back to the Future II, Days of 
Thunder, Night Breed, 
Shadow of the Beast, Deluxe 
Paint II. 
RRP£-399'.99' 

Our price 
£350.00 

A590 Hard Disk 

20 Megabyte External Hard 
Disk - for A500 plus software 
(Spritz, Comic Setter, 
Fantavision). 

Our price 
£350.00 

A1084S Colour/Stereo 
Monitor (14") 
Includes all cables and 
instructions. 

Our price 
£255.00 

Offer No Price Each TotaI£ 

We know how difficult, and sometimes worrying, buying your computer via Wail Order can be. That's why we only offer 
products that Commodore themselves have chosen and made available to you, the consumer. 
That means no endless lists of cheap, out of date, extra games and accessories added to your Amiga purchase. Just good 
quality products direct from the manufacturer, all guaranteed and at a price that allows you to choose your own extras. 
{All prices are inclusive of VAT). 
How to order: 
By phone- simply dial 081-550-3834 (24hrs) quoting name, address, which product you require and your Access or Visa card 
number and the expiry date of your card 
By mail - Complete order form supplied and send it with your payment to, Leisuremail Ltd, 50 Heathcote Court, 
Heathcote Avenue, Clayhall, Ilford, Essex IG5 OQR. All products will be despatched as soon as payment has been cleared 
by the bank. 

Offer 1 

Offer 2 

Offer 3 

Tick 

O 3D 
Carriaqe £6. 00 

Grand Total 

cd no mnnnnmmm 
Cheque/P.O.for Payable t 

Signature Card Exp 

□□□□ 
o Leisuremail Ltd 

Date 

Marne (Mr/Mrs/Miss) 

Address 

Post Code 



lets Spell At The Shops 

Lets Spell At Home 

Lets Spell Out And About 

All of the above are also available in French 

Guaranlead prtc« 
milch Oft *N our 

pi Oducfa a« advLV ■ 
IlStfd «iacwh(jfd in 

tMirrugtflno 

Phone (0732) 351234 Fax (0732) 770234 Rin0 0f sen<1 SAE tor New Winter 1990 Catalogue 
School and Government orders taken Please state ST or Amiga. 

SOFTWARE 
19 QUARRY HILL ROAD, TONBRIDGE. 

KENT TN9 2RN 

fltM UOfrt 
UUf £UlN * Ol ff 

lie 

iaeiiii 

ItekNMlH 
hit C&Om 

(•NphoM 
MpliMUi 

Notheto liiH 
Cm* m. _____ | i** MfeH 

a *mrnrn 
*M> Card Holder* Home..._M*. 

Minin Expiry Dmtm -nr,r.—- ■ .. 

MAIN MEDIA LTD 
Tel No: 0264 333630 Fax No: 0264 332654 
203 The Coin mere ial Centre, Picket Piece. 

Andover, Hants SP116LU_ 

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY 
McfO Perl all Edges) QTV 

ireoGSM 
ir SOGSU <2 pan NCR} 
11-60 GSM 

A4 70 GSM 
M 90 GSM 
M 90 GSM 
a-4 1QO GSM While Crnm. &,ufl or grey Bond 

atttli 3 J"k IT 0 across/ 
d-Dois 3 5‘ 11 S' (2 across J 
fliwls 4 O' * 1 5" 11 acroae) 
acela 4 0* i 1 5" (21 

9 5* 
9 5* 
*4 5 
fry* 
Try* 

frj# 
Trj* 

500 1,000 2000 4000 
£10 5C £15 96 £34 96 

— — £27 95 —— — 

-- -- £1995 C37 96 
£8 95 £13 95 £24 95 £47 95 
E9 5C £1495 £26 95 £51.95 
£t0 50 £15 05 £2BftS £55 95 
£21 9$ £39 95 —— 

— £5 25 £0 50 £1795 
— £5 75 £1050 £1SB5 
__ £5 75 £1050 £19.95 

£5 75 £11 95 £22 95 

UNBRANDED LIFETIME GUARANTEE - PRICE PER DISK 

QUANTITY 25 50 100 
3l.r DS.'OD 136 T PI 42p 41p *Oo 

D&MD 2 0 MB 75(1 74g 73p 

330 
3ftp 

5» 
36p 
*9o 

All 31-'It DISKS COME COMPLETE WTTW LABELS 

2*J 23p 
37p 25p 
530 SIP 

ALL flM" 0ISK5 SUPPLIED WITH WHITE PROTECT TABS, LABELS AND ENVELOPES 
AND COME WTTH QUfl NO QUIBBLE MONEY BACK 0« REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 

5W DSOD 4STPI 29d 200 27p 
OS-OD 90 TPl 3Tp 30p 296 
DSHD i 5 MB 59p S7p 556 

PRINTER RIBBONS Cal Black I Marmesmann Wy MTBQWT NA £4 95 
NECP2200 HA £4 95 

Am*jrK) PC W 6512 B256 £5 96 £3 25 
AmiitadPCWaSi2«250CarWh NA.£3JS 
Amattad PCW 95U Carbon NA £2 95 
kmsiTad PCW 9512 'Pabrc £5.45 £2.95 

Paruxm KXP1090 10B0 £4 95 £3 95 
Parxa«yn« KJCP1124 HA £396 
Shinwa CP90 N A £3 9$ 
Star LC10 £795 £3 95 

Amatrad DMP200d''3000' 3l 60* - - , £2 95 
Epton FX.MX.'RXaO .£4.50. .£2.95 
Epson LX80B6 .,£3 50 .,.£2.50 

Slar SC10 SG15. £260 £t 50 
Star LC24-10 NA £4 95 
Slar NL10 „„-... HA £4 95 

HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS 1 | ACCESSORIES f 

Amiga 500 1 ■? M«g Hfifri Up^raCJt' . C4l 9E Mouse Mars. £2 60 
A.500 1/2 Meg UpgfaOa w!h dock ..£45 9$ 51/4* Disk Cleaning Kn . £1.95 
Amiga 31.2-EktarnBl D*sk Drive .£64.95 Bl/2* DiaK Cleaning Kll., .Ei 95 

3" Disk Cleaning Kit (Amatradi • £3 50 

MOBILE WORKSTATION H7S01W690 * D4®0rnm Beige Brown or two ton* Gray £149 S5 

Please add 12,95 PAP per order. Next day £ W.00 

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
Please make All crequ&s and pcsia- orders payatHe to: Main Media Limited 

For Credit Card Orders please nng our 2* hour credit card hotline on 0264 333630 

AMIGA 
A5Q0 

BATPACK 
£569.95 

FLIGHT OF 
FANTASY 
£369.95 i 

Amos 
ftncteoi Art/Wt* 
Abprerihce 
Bode To The Future 2 
Balance of Power TWO 
Batman The Movie 
Batflemasier 
Betrayal 
Black Ttger 
Bomber 
Breach 2 
BSSJtne Seymour 
Bodokar 
Codav^ 
Cootie 
Certhage 
Cost*# Mail er 
Chti i uj m of Krynn 
Compiafiant7AccateM* £19 99 

¥©y 

* NEW TITLES SENT WHEN RELEASED * 
All SOFTWARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY * 

Hr NEW * 
Amiga A500 "Screen 

Gemr includes: 
Back to tn@ futue ll 

Days orf Thunder 
MghUjreed Shadow 
ot me Beast DPamt 

It jovthck 

ONLY S369.9S 
E32/W 

£1699 
£16 W 
£16 99 
£16 99 
£16 99 
£16 99 
£<&99 
£!9 99 

£16 W 
Cl&99 
£16 « 
£1699 

'116 99 
£1699 

* £20 99 

GrmrNXnl .... 
Hortey Davidson 
Herewith The Clues 
None &ocjng Statfe 
immortal 
impehum 

" £16 99 
£1999 
£16 99 
£5099 
£699 
£56 99 

internahanat Soccer Cna* £ * 6 99 
ltd* 1«0 
iock t*ekkxs Gad 
Kheiaar 
Kick G* Er*a Tin* 
K-CkOTj 
Kjngi Quest 1 3 

...—,—— 
Kristi c* .egend 
Kngnti qt Dyxftdtan * 

Gaipofatiar 

Dayi Ot Ttxnder 
DPanft2 

£16 99 
£16 99 
£1999 
133 99 
11999 

£-695 
£’6* 

11699 
£7 99 

£1699 
113 99 
113 99 
£19 99' 
119 99 

,113.99 
ltd KM,.,......,,,£13 99 

Ugh* Fore* <comp*otton)* £16.99 
Mar^heater united £16.99 
MKShH3fit Resltance .... £16 99 
Midwinter ..   £1999 
Might and Mage 2 E19 99 

Dmgsoa Master 
11 meg Amiga;) 
tscaoe Frompocef 
MOnoton .. 
Escape From Singes Casne £29 99 
R99«JlhR(fltar 120 99 
F2V WfrfcPaTc' £16 99 
Fc*3on. £19 99 
Right 5m2(FS4 BM) £23 99 
FoatMl Manager 2 exp *W £13 99 
Gold of Amencas £16 99 

Mronty Python 
Mwder 

£1999 
Nrtto .,.„. 

£13 99 Operohoh Hamer 
Operation Steatm 
pga Tcxj Ga» 

Player Mvxager 

£1399 
£1399 
£16 99 

■ £14 99 
£16 99 

'£20 99 
£16 99 
£16 99 
£1399 

* £16 99 
£56.99 

- £W.W 

PiecKXflMetarcomplaiiQni 116 99 
Piem Ccieciion 3 (cmpl £19 « 
Pro Teme Tour £16 99 
prQjectyie £16 99 
Protect £66 49 
^ewibow Moras £16 W 
»eocn for the StQft £16 99 
9clDangerDd2 '£16 99 
9odOCOb2 *116 99 
Zo*m Dnft.£16 99 
Shadow of the Becnf 2 £23 99 
Shoor em up const Kit £19 99 
San Qty„,,,.£19.99 
Skndenfn^.. '£16.99 
Sound Eupfeis... £26-49 
Spdce Quest 3 * £16.99 
Space Rogue .. £19 99 
Spy Who Loved Me £13 99 
Star Wars Trllogv £16 99 
Starflight .  £16 99 
Jeam Yankee .£16 99 
Teenage Mutant tarfci Tunes * £19 99 
Tot<* ReccM * £16.99 
turrlcon . ,,£(6 99 
UttrrvaS '£19 99 
literate Goff - Geg Nomnon £16 99 
UMS3_____*£I6« 

Lff«vet»3 ..  116 99 
Ytone *11699 
WfigsotFury ‘£13 99 
World Class LeadeYboard £7 99 
ww Cup Soccer (?0 tlMG AM) (1399 
6&B Attack Sub £16 99 

Populous 
Power monger 

Telephone orders welcome on Q§i - SSI*5707 or alternatively send cheque or 
Postal Order and name and address to TOUCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS (U K) LTD 4<? 

HIGH STREET, WANSTEAD. LONDON. Ell 2AA. ★ ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT UK 
DELIVERY FREE. EEC £2 00 REST OF WORLD £5.00* SEND SAE FOR FULL LIST 

TITLE PRICE 
— 

AMF DEC TOTAL 



STARS IN THE MOVIE. 
NOW YOU STAR IN THE GAME... 

AS DOUG QUAfP YOU HAVE BEEN HAUNTED 

A BY RECURRING DREAMS OF ANOTHER LIFE 
ON*MARS YOU ARE DRAWN TO REKALL 

INCORPORATED. A UNIQUE TRAVEL SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN IMPLANTING FANTASIES INTO 

THE MINDS OF THOSE WHO DESIRE TO TURN 

THEIR DREAMS INTO REALITY. 

T' HE EGO TRIP OF AIIFETIME L Experience the horror'as your dreams 

TURN INTO HIDEOUS* NIGHTMARES. SUDDENLY 
YOU'RE EVERY MOVE IS MONiTORED BY 

WOULD-BE ASSASINS, YOU DISCOVER THE 
SURREAL TRUTH * 

yOlTRE NOT you -yOU’RE |^|E 

VIOU MUST TRAVEL TO MARS TO DISCOVER 

YOUR TRUE IDENTITY - YOUR MISSION IS NOW 

A JOURNEY OF NON-STOP ACTION, STRANGE. 

MUTANTS. FUTURISTIC VEHICLES AND A STARTLING 
ARRAY OF WEAPONRY ALL CAPTURED IN 

SUPERBLY EXECUTED GRAPHICS AND A GAME - 

PLAY THAT COMPLIMENTS THE- SUCCESS OF THE • 

VEAR s JOP |y| OVIE 

A ...A NIGHTMARE 
JOURNEY INTOTHE 
21ST. CENTURY 

AMSTRAD * COMMODORE SPECTRUM AMIGA ATARI ST 

©1989 CAROLCO PICTURES, INC 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 6 CENTRAL STREET MANCHESTER • M2 5NS . TEL: 061 832 6633 FAX: 061 834 065C 



LETTERS 

A Serious 
Complaint? 

What sort of computer do you 
take your screenshots from and 
what process do they go through 
to be printed on the page? To me 
it seems as if the quality is not as 
good as it used to be, 

Alex Dale. Bolton 

Our screenshots are obtained in 
two ways, either as transparent 
cies fcolour slides] taken from a 
1084 monitor, or as IFF fifes 
grabbed from an Amiga, ported 
over to the Apple Macintoshes on 
which we do all the layout for the 
pages and pnoted from there 
straight to the film which the 
printers use to produce the 
magazine, /f is often possible to 
tell the difference between the 
two methods, but we think (hat 
both of them produce good, 
high-quality results. 

We Are 
Not Amused 

May we, through your magazine, 
inform the general Amiga public 
that Sen lac ware and FRF 
Productions work are not public 
domain and subsequently are not 
freely distributable, 

It has come to our attention 
that certain public domain 
libraries are distributing a title, 
namely Rotating Women, thereby 
undermining the whole concept of 
a scheme which we set up to 
encourage authors to earn a 
small commission for their 
efforts. We will take whatever 
action is necessary to protect 
their interests. 

We are also disgusted at the 
amount of hard core pornography 
that is being carried by these 
libraries, as well as being sold 
through your advertising media. 
We would like to see a governing 
body set up to bring these so 
called libraries into line. 

Kevin S King 
SenLac Software 

We were also disturbed about the 
amount of pornographic material 
being advertised and steps have 
been taken to remove if from ail 
ads in Amiga Format, As for the 
governing body, it's an interest¬ 
ing idea, buf who would run it 
and what powers cou/d be 
invested in it? Any thoughts? 

Rambo 
I thought that it was time I wrote 
to you about my brother Kevin. 
He has had his Amiga for nearly a 

^ 7r 1 

Address your communications to BOB WADE care of 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW If it's good 

enough to be printed and escape the Origami treatment 

it could win you a T-shirt and binder 

year now and still does not know 
what the term 'RAM Disk' means. 

Every time he loads 
Workbench and sees it on the 
screen, he removes the disks 
from the computer and external 
drive, then rams them back in as 
hard as he can. This was OK at 
first but he's had to send his 
Amiga back a few times to have 
the disk drive put back on the 
right side of his computer* 

Could you please explain to 
Kevin what a RAM Disk is, before 
his guarantee runs out and he has 
to actually pay for his Amiga to 
be repaired? 

Stephen Ellis 
Stoke-on-Trent 

Vou're pullmg my ieg... Aren't 
you? Really? Well, just in case, a 
RAM disk is a section of the 
memory that you can reserve to 
temporarily save data to, in the 
same way as you do to a floppy 
disk. However, the data is Jost if 
the power is turned off* 

The Cuckoo’s 
Nest 

I've heard on the grapevine that 
the latest craze amongst hackers 
in order to create such stunning 
demos, with all those Jblits and 
blobs' bouncing around the 
screen, is to "hit the hardware' 
directly. As I have always wanted 
to be a top programmer 1 decided 
to make my first demo this way. 

Hence I borrowed a sledge¬ 
hammer, from the nearest guard 

and proceeded to tut the hard¬ 
ware' repeatedly with all my 
might All I got for my pains was 
£399 worth of designer debris. 
There was not a single blob 
anywhere. Will you talk to 
Commodore or shall I? Anyway, 
two days later my replacement 

Amiga thing came - they are said 
to be therapeutic. I had read your 
music article wrth keen interest, 
as t had always wanted to be a 
top musician. So I bought Music 
X. The hurdle came when I was 
asked to Insert Dongle in Slot, ft 
was very painful as the gap was 
only l cm wide and 1 forgot to turn 
off the power. I have not felt the 
same since. Why don't 
Commodore make expansion 
parts bigger? Come on. 
Commodore! 

Finally, I am sorry to say. I 
have been ripped off again. After 
reading your article called 
Mapping the World’ in Issue 13 - 
best cover yet - I realised I had 
always wanted to be a top artist, 
so I bought Photon Pain# 2 - 
supposedly a paint package. 
Eagerly I tore the packaging off 
and opened the box. To my 
dismay all it contained was 
another of those square plastic 
things, loads of paper with words 
and pictures on - but no instruc¬ 
tions were to be found anywhere. 
I finally surmised that the plastic 
thing must be a newfangled 
brush and when l licked the 
pictures enough, the colours 
began to run so I did eventually 
succeed in painting a beautiful 
self-portrait. The brush was OK, 
after practice, and allowed for 
more detail than my toes alone. 

Anyway, that is all I have 
done this month. All this writing 
has made me rather peckish. 
Someone told me that the Amiga 
has a 'ham mode', so I'm off to 
investigate now... 

Karl Drinkwater 
Taunton 

The Amiga also has a 'balf-brife' 
mode Karl, we recommend this 
as the mode for you. if 
Commodore do introduce a loon 
mode' we'll let you know. 

Idle Threat 
Please, please, please pnnt this 
letter or I will switch to reading 
ST FORMAT? 

Brian Stewart 
Scunthorpe 

Happy now? 

Squeeze out 
of the Closet 

While looking through an issue of 
another mag j noticed an advert 
far upgrades. WeH near the 
bottom of the page t read: Tes, 
if you bought yot* Amiga in the 
last 12 months and it has 
Kickstart 1*3, then it probably 
has the fatter' 1 meg AGNUS 
chip. Even though this was not 
publicised by Commodore, the 
machines with the *02* AGNUS, 
have 1 meg chip RAM ability'* I 
have had my A500 only 2 months 
and it does have all of the above. 
I can run some 1 meg pro¬ 
grammes but what I want to know 
is have I got 5i2K orlOOOK? 
Could I run Dungeon Master? 

Cem Long 
Taunton 

Over to Tech Ed, Pat.Errm, no. 
The Fatter Agnus simply allows 
your Amiga to access a different 
kind of RAM, chip memory rather 
than fast. A basic A500 stiff only 
has 512K of RAM until you buy an 
upgrade to gam more. 

Novice 
Friendly 

I have owned an Amiga for seven 
months now and have bought 
many non-game programs, al of 
which, I feel, are easy to get to 
grips with - if a little common 
sense is used. If the worst comes 
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AMIGA DTP 
POSTSCRIPT LASER OUTPUT 

FOR AMIGA USERS! 

Simply moil us your Postscript documents {os EPS files) for superh, 

professional output on top quality paper or transparencies, perfect for CV's 
reports, newsletters, forms, OHP s or camera-ready masters for large print runs. 

j Only £1,25 per page (£2.50 per transparency) 
J Large order discounts * ring for details 

Minimum order 4 pages. Prices include P+P 

COMPUVISION 0642-850759 
2A OXFORD RO, MIDDLESBROUGH. CLEVELAND TS5 5DT 

VMS SCENARIO DISKS 
Now available for the Amiga, scenario 
disks for Universal Military Simulator 

From C6.99-C8.99 P&P Included 
TITLES INCLUDE 
Disk I: Ancient 1 Disk2: Italian Wars 11494-1529) 

Disk3: Middle Ages Disk4: Ancient2 

Disk?: Roman Civil Wars Disk6; Napoleonic Peninsular War 

Disk7: American Civil War Disk8: American War 01 Independence 

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE SOON 

a RING DAREN on (020628) 874 
after 6.00pm for further details | 

VOLTMACE 

DELTA 3A ANALOGUE JOYSTICK 
FOR MICROPROSE F19 & 
SUBLOGIC FLIGHT SIM II 

Fly your planes the smooth and realistic way with an analogue 
joystick, The Della 3A is a light action, hand held, sprung 
return to centre joystick of a proven reliable design used for 
many years by BBC and PC users, 
It has two fire button functions. The top two Ore the cannons 
and the centre lower button fires missiles. On FSIl version 1.1 
the throttle, can be controlled by using the centre button and 

the stick- 
Delta 3A joystick....,.............£14.95 
Deltabase a yoke style Joystick...£29.95 
Ami-cat mouse eliminator Joystick...,..£29.95 
F19 Stealth Fighter....,.£29.95 
Flight Sim 11 ...........,£27.95 
Scenery Discs..........£14.95 
Amiga disc drives (Chinon) cased with through port and 
disable switch ...........£59.95 

Della 3A joysticks should he available from your Arnica Dealer 

(/‘not they are aeailabfe din*ct from us {price includes VAT St P&P) 

VOLTMACE, UNIT 9 BONDOR BUSINESS CENTRE, LON¬ 
DON ROAD, BALDOCK, HERTS SG7 6HP. 

TEL 0462 894410 V,SA 

EDUCATIONAL SECTION 

We Have Over 70 Top 
Class Educational 
Programs For The 
Amiga & Atari ST, 

All Ages Covered 
From 3 To Adult. 

Contact Us Now For 
Your Free Catalogue 

The Talking Animator - Let ihc kids have 

some fun creating amnia Linns using this 

simple hut highly stimulating program. 

Some features require I MB Age 6+ £34.95 

At The Zoo - Animal Colouring hook wilh 

extensive printer facilities lo do banners, 

calendar* and sideways prim* Great sound 

effects. Age 3+. £24.95 

H x si mm tt 
f 19.05 (RRP m.95) 

PROFESSIONAL SECTION 

Advantage 
B Graphics 
Easy Ledgers 
Goto Disk Office 
Maui plan Plus 
Microfiche Filer Plus 
Securities Analyst 
Service Ind Acc 
Superbase Prof 3 

. 74 95 
9995 

139 95 
149 95- 
9995 

109 95 
4995 

.239 95 
149 95 

Draw 2000 * 149 95 
intro CAD Plus 79 95 
Ultra Design 219 95 
X CAD Designer ‘ 77 95 

v CAD Profess.pnaC 3049 
I Lfe-Ea 
3D Professional 299 95 
3D Text Animator 34 95 

Animate 3D 92 95 
Animator Studio Disney79 95 
Cando Inovatoofs 39 95 
Design 3D * 54 95 
Elan Performer 2 09 95 
Headlines ir 49 95 

imagine 
Mega Pamt 
Modeller 30 
Pagerender 30 
Pixel 3D . 
Sculpt 40 Jr 
Sculpt Arnmaie 4D' 
Scupll3D Designs 
Turbo Stiver 
Videoscape 3D * 
Viili ..... 

Outline fonts 
Pages beam Fonts 
Pagesimam V2 * 
Pro Draw V? 
Pro Page Templates 
Pro Page Ufeaforms 
Pro Page VI 3' 

Audomaster III 
Bars & Pipes 
BSP Musk: Box B 
Copyist Prole ssonal 
KCSV3 . 

199 95 
149.95 

5995 
77.95 
64 95 
6395 

309 95 
23 95 
94 95 

1Q995 
5995 

94 95 
27 95 

139 95 
94 95 
33 95 
24 95 

154 j£ 

69 95 
174 95 

39 95 
174 95 
139 95 

1 UTILITIES 1 
AMAX V2 119.95 
Amiga Vision. . 69 95 
Dtskmaster .... 34.95 
Power Windows V2 5 . 49.95 
Superback . 38.95 

■ VIDEO 1 
An Department 69.95 
Broadcast Tiller V2 199 95 
Frame Grabber 256 ' 569 95 
Pro Fills. 28.95 
P/o Video Pius Fonts 79 95 
Roll Em 99 95 
Superpc .. 498 95 
TV Te*t Professional 69 95 
Tide Page 124 95 
Video EflpeR 30 . 114 95 
Video Tiber 69 95 
Viva" . 299 95 

Pen Pa!.. 79 95 
Pro Wrtie V3 0. .94 95 
Word Perfect 4 1 . 149 95 
Word Perfect library 79 95 

* 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 4Mb * 
BaseBoard 4.0 is the latest high 
tech memory expansion board 
available for the A500. Fits in the 
A501 slot. Increase the memory of 
your Amiga to 4.5Mb in steps of 
512K. A/O SOLDERING- Full 1 year 
Warranty. Clock Included. 

Incredible Prices 
Unpopulated £69.95 
512K Populated £115.95 

IMb Populated £141.95 

1 5Mb Populated .. £167.95 

2Mb Populated £193.95 

2 5Mb Populated . E219 95 

3Mb Populated £245 95 

3 5Mb Populated £271.95 

4Mb Populated £297.95 

The above list of Professional Software is only a selection of the range 
available. Please phone for a full price list or individual quotes. 
All prices quoted are inclusive VAT & l)K Post. E. & O.E. *=l Mb+ 

Educational & Serious Program Specialists 

■B (0702) 600557 tiLp;sor™ARuE., 
24 Hour Service -,2H Southchurch Road 

Access & Visa Accepted Southend-on-Sea 
FAX (0702) 613747 Essex SSI 2ND 



LETTERS 

to the worst and a botch is made, 
the manual is written, m most 
instances* in a way which begin¬ 
ners can understand, as well as 
being helpful to the more experi¬ 
enced user 

When I bought AMOS, as I 
have no programing knowledge 
whatsoever, I assumed it* like 
other packages, would assume 
no prior knowledge and guide the 
user, step by step, through the 
program. When I loaded ft, I must 
admit, I was lost and when in des* 
peration t grabbed the manual 
this only added to my confusion* 
What any reviews and the box 
itself fails to tell the prospective 
purchaser is that although AMOS 
is a new Jeasy to use' programing 
package, a fairly good under- 
standing of Basic is required 
before results can be obtained. 

I feel that anyone considering 
buying AMOS must be aware of 
this fact, and that Mandarin 
should re-write their manual. Thus 
enabling the first time user a 
chance to use what, from what 
I've seen, is a very important and 
impressive utility* 

Dave Evans 

Birmingham 

The thing with AMOS is that it 

does rewre a fair bit of /earning 
- you aren’t going to program a 
game without a tot of work, ft is 
possible for a novice to get to 
grips with it, but don't expect tt to 
be easy: it’s as hard to team 
as any other programming I 
anguage, ifs just that it a/tows 
you to do much more powerful 
things more quick/y. 

Business or 
Pleasure? 

There is little doubt that the 
Amiga 500 is a superb games 
machine. It has provided my son 
and I with hours of amusement. 
However, like many parents, I 
would like to think that the power 
of the Amiga could be put to 
some practical use. By way of an 
example, I had hoped by now to 
have been able computerise my 
Cancer Research Campaign book- 
keeping system. 

Although I have read some of 
your previous articles concerning 
various software packages that 
are available. I have the feeling 
that many programs are unneces¬ 
sarily complex and therefore, too 
expensive for my needs. With 
various fund-raising activities 

throughout the year, I need sepa¬ 
rate accounts for each event 
allowing for income and expendi¬ 
ture, plus the facility of being able 
to produce a trial balance at any 
stage, along with a final pnnt-out 
of income and expenditure for 
audit purposes and our AGM. In 
all 1 would not expect the number 
of separate funds to number 
more than fifteen to twenty at any 
given time. 

The question is, can you 
recommend appropriate software 
for this purpose and would our 
Amiga 500 require any extra 
memory to run it? 

IVI H Reed 
Honorary Treasurer, 

Cancer Research Campaign, 
Cievedon, Avon 

Our expert on this is Mark 
Smiddy, who wrote a piece on 
accounts software in issue 12 
which you should look at System 
3 from Digtta at £49 is a reason- 
able and cheap choice, but you 
sbouto took carefully to see if it 
can do what you need. Arena 
Accounts is good* but is comptex 
(based on a double-entry book¬ 
keeping method) and expensive 
at around £150. A sensible alter¬ 
native may be to use a database 

program such as Superbase 
Personal 2 or even a spread¬ 
sheet, and again Mark's pieces in 
Issues 10 and 11 will help you on 
this. Vou seem to have a good 
idea of what you want to do, so 
making a choice from these 
options wit/ hopefufly not be 
too difficult; 

Will the 
Real One 

Stand Up? 
I could not help but notice that 
each month you make the claim 
that you are "Britain's Best-Selling 
Magazine for Amiga Owners'. Did 
you know that another Amiga 
magazine also makes the same 
claim - Britain’s Best Selling 
Amiga Magazine1 - worded 
slightly differently? Which of you 
are we to believe? Surely you 
both can’t be the 'Best’. 

Incidentally which Amiga mag¬ 
azine is the best-selling, I would 
really like to know? (It doesn't hurt 
to be slightly modest.) 

Stewart Robertson 
Glenrothes 

Amiga Format is undeniabiy the 
best-selling Amiga magazine. Our 

! i:>cs « DH3IVIEW OOtD * PUBLISHERS GBQIC-E ♦ MUSEC X ♦ MONITORS SOUND DIGITISERS i VIDEO PIQmSERS 

LONDON'S 
AMAZING 

AMIGA 
CENTRE 

SPECIALISING IN ANYTHING TO 
DO WITH THE AMAZING AMIGA 

10 DS/DD DISCS 
£5.95 

PROFESSIONAL PAGE 
£158.95 

CYB COMPUTERS 
9 CROWN PARADE 
CROWN LANE 
MORDEN 
SURREY 
SM4 5DA 
TEL: 081 542 7662 

AMIGA CENTRE 

a 550 HARD DR IVE S * EXTERNAL dr IVE S * EXPANSIONS FOR A5<tf * MIMGE N * JOYSTICKS MOUSE MATS * A&DQ AMtGA » 

COMPUTERWISE 
BRIGHTON PHONE (0273) 674626 

ft'pfy® 
AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

We have 100's of software titles; 
many are now discounted, books and 

peripherals in stock at all times. 
Up to £1,000 instant credit with Lombard 

Tricity. Finance subject to acceptance. 
Full written details upon request 

vfsJi Open 10 am fo 5,30pm Monday to Saturday 

44 George Street* Kemptown, Brighton ^ 

George Street Is opposite American Express building. 

11 
T") \ r~t \ 1 The one stop Amiga 
IT r~\ Xj /~\ £_. • shop in Scotland 

Everything For Your Amiga At Real Sexy Prices! 

midi/modems/video/scanners/printers/monitors/disk 

drives/ram/soft1ware & books. 

CDTY on show soon. 

Phone us now for our 

Christmas price reductions! 

Try our 24Hr$ 

Viewdata Bulletin Board 

on 0383 620259 (24hrs) 

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELTVERY (UK). 

Ring for quotes on 

repairs TST 

14 Douglas Street 
Dunfermline, Fife 

SCOTLAND 
0383 620102 (24 hrs) 
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LETTERS 

most recent A0C figure (ttie Audit 
Bureau of Circulations official, 
reg/sfered montfo/y circufafionj is 
considerably higher than any 
other Amiga mags. It currently 
stands at 57,123t which is (fie 
average sales each month for the 
first six months of J 990. Sales 
were increasing all through that 
penod so that at the end of it we 
were acfua/ly selling well over 
60,000 copies a month. Now we 
are well past the 70,000 mart 
and with sales strll climh^g every 
month. Watch this space for 
news of the next ABC figure 
sometime around February *9L 

Cowards 
I've been an Amiga owner for six 
months now, and have happily 
zapped aliens and bludgeoned 
dragons, but recently I’ve devel¬ 
oped the urge to do some seri¬ 
ous damage to humans. So, while 
at the computer show at the 
Royal Horticultural Hafl. Victoria, I 
bought Universal Military 
Simulator, I rushed home, sweat¬ 
ing with anticipation, donned tight 
breeches and a fore-and-aft 
cocked hat, and as ‘Old Nosey' I 
gave Napoleon the thrashing he 
so soundly deserved - dead 

Frenchies everywhere. Then I 
pulled on my grey slouch hat, sat 
on a horse, adopted a Virginia 
accent and as Bobby Lee 
persuaded Meade and his 
damned Yankies that Gettysburg 
was not where he wanted to 
spend three sunny July days - 
stiff Bluecoats were littered 
across the whole landscape. 

Similarly, with a pair of thigh- 
high leather boots and a 
saucepan on my head. I was Oily 
Cromwell giving those Royalist 
nancy boys a hard time at 
Marston Moor - perfumed 
hankies all over the place. 

But wait - whats this? 
Another disk - make your own 
armies. Great Now it was leather 
jackboots, coal scuttle helmet 
and a Tiger tank, bought from 
an iffy second hand car dealer 
based in Peckham, and as 3$ 
Qbergruppenfuhrer von Manns, I 
prepared to show Ivan a thing or 
two. But Disk 2 didn't share my 
enthusiasm, it informed me it had 
a reacLwrite error, Sure enough, 
on X-copy Check disk, two little 
red sixes popped up - obviously 
a Commie plot. 

What should I do? Line the 
two red sixes up against a wall 
and shoot them, or write to 

Telecomsoftf 74 New Oxford 
Street, WC1? I decided on the lat¬ 
ter. After all, I'm a reasonable, 
well-balanced bloke. Three weeks 
later my lovely postlady popped 
the letter back through my letter 
box, 'Gone away’ it said. Now I 
ask you, was if really necessary 
for Telecomsoft to do a runner; 
just because my Disk 2 was naff? 

So what do I do now? My 
crumpled uniforms are gathering 
dust in a corner of the room, the 
Tiger tank failed its MOT and Tve 
started sucking my thumb - help! 

Ob e rgr up p enf uh re r 
von Manns (SS, Retired) 

Staines 

Feteeomsoft's software /abe/s 
were bought by MicroProse, who 
now have the rights to Rambird 
and Firebird. Your best bet is to 
contact them on 0666 504326. 

Sound 
and Vision 

After reading the review of Their 
Finest Hour in the June issue of 
Amiga Format, I decided to pur¬ 
chase the game. I finally received 
the game, six weeks after order¬ 
ing it from Softsellers Ltd. I 

quickly removed the shrink wrap¬ 
per from the box and began to 
glance through the reference card 
and to my horror I read: 'You can 
play Their Finest Hour on a 512K 
machine, but you'll hear no sound 
effects and certain graphic 
enhancements will be missing,..1 

I was devastated! ‘No sound 
effects'? What do you mean no 
sound effects? One of the rea¬ 
sons I bought an Amiga was for 
the excellent sound. I began to 
play the game but gave up after a 
while as there was about as much 
atmosphere as a dead IBM, So I 
decided to buy an expansion and 
now the sound effects blast out 
of my stereo, supplying an aburr- 
dance of atmosphere. 

Please in future, to avoid 
another disappointment, state in 
the review what effect not having 
1 meg makes. 

Edmund Carty 
Birmingham 

We do try to be thorough on that 
sort of thing, sorry we missed 
that one. ft is becoming increas- 
ingly important as authors use 
the available memory for things 
/ike the instant repiay function on 
Indianapolis 500 or the enhanced 
droid library in Paradroid ‘90, t 

COURSEMASTER 
The Computer Horseraong Program 

■ rates any race *n atowi aw ba*y serywot £ au you KID 
• NEVER our of dase aothN Hrt & flat - tat DA Entry 

RA CY" - Now you CAN RM 1H| 300* E11 
■ WtM on the Simple principle 1A* FAST HORSES BEAT SLOW ONES" 
P nearly denlihes toest seleclrcm in MTV wee pJuS these AMAZING taaims • 

p tint, Second and Third choice shown fpr forecasts & Tricasts, etc 

Ih'CDrnmtTHft most suitably type of bet 

‘ Actually wortsOUf vOur WINNINGS en most popular bets including SINGLES 
A [JOUBLES, wir-tfTdeach wrr, PATENTS. YANKEES, CANADIANS HEINZ etc 

GOOD EACH WAY and LONG 0005 Gets clearly shown 
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>' Try ^ r can oav ft? itself m«iy t.mes ewer on Tr "inJC day1 

i with 30 Rage BE TTinG GU'DE and manual 

FREE HOT TIP OF THi MONTH TO EVERY PURCHASER 
9 £17 95 tapes, LI 9 95 discs, inc W + VAT 

PERM-MASTER 
rc of tnosE coop. who *egu«fly uses the perm ptam lor 

/ coupon n a irtrBWt recommend.; ’'hen rl q often 
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^ v>_; rr, UMt 
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faaers * rrxich Aghp mar- average d d-*«s ihe *ws of a^cage 
would eypeci ‘■3Cat| ^ the«; tecit*)#v»**tyS££fhciT 

signihcancc to guar you me tm; possrb»e chance d a wvn 
* Also Ah, d 5ei3uence PwdcTof opt<r> Marry oeope bdeve mai .leoa.n 

nurteers or, the c oupcei come up more ohen ihflr, others and over a seasor. 
patterns do seem lo develop The pr.ogram aratyses tlieyf Cflttems and 
oredets the numbetv m<‘>st likely to come up -tevfl Certn.’ v meye Kien.fc 
ttwi aH-iang a pm mr or E*mi!y buThttoys esc 

If you do the POOLS tton Itiis Is the program 
Q Ll / 95 taoes, £1995 discs, nc p&v& yt 

for you. 

+++SPECIAL OFFER+++ 
SPECIAL COMPENDIUM DISKS: fteasr i-mv fc ', r Auif-i j-- -man 

CONTAINING 90TH POOLSMASTER and PERM-MASTER • £35 95 
CONTAINING POOLS, PERM and COURSEMASTER - £49.95 

BUY ANY THREE DISKS (OR TWO INCL COMPENDIUM) 
AND RECEIVE PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO ABSOLUTELY FREE 

THE GRAPHOLOGIST 
|rrts prog'am i » rrmst ter arrycme nterested m ara'rtmg harow‘t-rrg. or 
'anatyimg o-tnc peop'ei n n aiae wry u*eV 4or an.#iyiihg oxdspecT.vr 
empJQyeei hardwr.S.ng To the program, a *ernp&e pf handwriting ■$ 
Obtained. r*r)eiatiiy in mi from trte ma,r( menu Df rhe program you w,H toe 
prompted and guided to e»am,ne «cn detail of the wnole You wm tnen be 
taken through deeper and oeetKr «« of iub meriuy ah protr^ting you tef 
relevant deta-i'S d me writing, and the points ro v^tch for, and add to the File if 

epcwcabie 
Upon compie* H?n you are left with a ors* file up to X b pages Hong (depending on 
the depth of detail ybu chooser thrs hie cac be edited wvthrn your word 
crixe^sor to Epodu; t ft f-Mi report ter the wnto 
Fully ^Derienced GtapnprQgiSM. can cnaige atmott wear r*v*y >.«e ft? a ten 
anafws w couKl prche a <*ry Mcr*ryetms<oeM venture ft? you. 
■Mr insist to^ever «t«i, rm j esi are expe-enqed o yapnaegy. :we 

cam np war guaran«ee the accuracy ©' the ■nfo*ma1*om tttat the pfogram 
prowde? 1 Vtou we an ererfcAtaSiic a-tateu' r* ,,AT ClpOuc iner ths pr^ram-. 
could pfonoe hcnei d ntena’nmeTt, teaching you the finer art of ttyij 
tflamtfj-g wtofeo 
The teat wMhm T+t£ g^APnOIOGiST r«een;tcd and ywttpi toy a <op tonden 
^BpbolEjgist.'cnmtholQgr^i jamfc WoodwHrd The v^twsre was whiten toy Msrtn 
Fwans ae consultant softwwe writer 

£49 95 inc PftP +■ VAT 

CASHMASTER 
Mailer yen? own fnete n now no nets to oe ift«ghtenecj oy 

atcourttancy icAwoe CASmmASTeI prowdei «u wrtr. tne easr«s method yet 

nwrrteb to keep hack of all rot finance! Be you a tousmvess gf protellprai 
■ raividuai. ¥du ate tuie to need 18 know where your money ■(. go-ng 

CASHMASTER Will allow you to input all Ihe necessary mter+halion per 

tranwnrscmi m one simple operai'on. -wtiiiw allpwdg you io emract the abusive 

msMirfigm ftom it ail again with an array of statements ana reppre 

Pealutei VAT ar#s*s 

EMy. natcral oata entry - Jtst like a harKJwriiten ledger 

Any amount d ledger hies 

ledges can sow* try time per oct. mere n no one year limit 

iepcm can oe oroauced over any t>*he sc#1 {1 day to TOO yean 

W C tass Codes <Uar de^-eoke «r edgr * -e 
* 30*99 Accounts per tedgf? tae 

Cfcwrieo statements snowmg tsatances f iwtTed accouts j. denes j 
i^raTii t LCH4 'Starrpncnt5 • 5drirVd ac^c^^tv 4 casstoHis; 
Taggmg d e™«i tor enTra report ieectiwriy 

HerrR can tie irciusr*. Eic iudrAr or Zero VAT or VAT can (dc ,iuit *gnofea 

VAf element automat ically cfliculateo^yd pispiayed 

Pop up iwnning total caKuiatOi 

fntrrts can repeatetl with just dne key prrsv f itanding Oops etc i MWekiy. 

Fodnightty, Monthly, Quarterly or 

Entries can be edited ck deleted at any nme 

insert erterars anywhere, CaShmaSTE R puik ti^em n cncroogtcai order ter 
you 

^epgfls deecifl^ io Screen, Arntr1 or Dteft F'»e 

D«a«j setecT-^rr ter -treens 

Jkr%r*TTce f*eid tereac*-. nh* he- Dnp Note ho«t, 
10.000 entries PC vospn. 2.900 atm 

* no need ft? sorts. aMays <n tonecl onset 

All turetiOhs and operations a«a.iaitoie from main program screen 

Most function^ operate hew a wngle key tutus 

Scan through the ledger a Fine, or page at a time it reouiwa 
Split and merge file 

Class arte Account code descrotiom wntole at ail times Semi? through pages, 

of ':odevwith one key aress 

f^L seci^ate rjineigtaai cateuaor teradtftng .jp irose chetrees, usetei ter 
chose cjjck srfrn 

m AlPCXQGTSE TO All Ot**£K SO^AAE W» t?S AND TO ANYONE ELSE 
W O «AS OTHE8 SO CA.tED E.ASY TO USE ^HOGRamS 
CaShMAStE4 REAlLY DOCS BlOw The iOOF^ COm^TE*5£D ACCOJNl hiG 

THIS IS HOW IT SHOULD BE DONE 

Nor oniV superior to the corrtptvtjon, it's far cheaper toot 
9 £S9 95 ifK P*P+ VAT 

INTRASET LTD, (DEPT Af) 
FREEPOST 

No 10 WOODS IDE AVENUE. 
CLAYTON-LE-WOODS, 

CHORLEY LANCASHIRE PRD 7Qf 
Tel 0490 39S4 - 6pm or 
02579 76800 24brordcnn$ 
Order by fa* 0S5 79 74753 

riUMT* did I 
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ML AMIGA A500 BEYOND 0NE/1ECM?TfmSX? 
^ Y\KC_\\\\\^. M*D F\X THE EXPANSION MEMORy/A/S/£>f. 77/Ptf 

NN ARRXNTf. OVERLOADING THE POWER SUPPL YAWP OfTFW 
CWJftWVC.U&ASTCROUS HARDWARE INCOMPATABIUTYPROBLEMS 

..WEN CAME. 

1* A5GQ AJ000 8Mb Expansion (2r 4, or 0Mbj. Fully implemented 

autoconhgure Fully operational through port for eompatability with other 

autoconfiguring hardware (e g CBM A590) Complete with its 

own power supply (U K , U S or Euro) (2Mb FITTED}. A* A jFjr 

5. External 3 5* Floppy Drive (not pictured) High-quality silent mechanism 

Extra drive port and 'enable/disable switch £68 
Hard disks 5/stems available hr all Amiga variants call for details and pacing. 

2. As above but with the cover removed 

3. A2O0G/A25OO 92000 8Mb Expense (2, 4, 6 or 8Mb) 

Fully implemented Qutoconfigure Uses 1M x 8 bit or 1M x 9 bit Oft A A 
SIMMs (2Mb FITTED}. 

4, A5G0 ‘/j Mb Expansion The essential A500 upgrade A high quality A501 

equivalent using low-power ^Mbt DRAMY The unit has a "enoble/disabie* swtteh 

and is available with or without NrCod battery-backed clock/ Am p 

calendar module (CLOCK VERSION £41) LJD 

CHIP UPGRADES 
'Fatter Agnus' chip (8372A) for A500/A2000 Enables up to 1 Mb of Chip 

RAM Fitting requires some skill and wifi invalidate your warranty X Q V 

1 3 Kickstort ROM Upgrade for A500/A2000 £33 
A590 Upgrade chips: Y2Mb £34, iMb£62,2Mb £120 
SIMM! All types available Coll for pricing 

A3000 4 Mbit Static Column Dram coll for pricing 

CORTEX products are marketed in the U.K. by 
Memory Expansion Systems Lid. Britannia Buildings, 
46 Fenwick Street, Liverpool L2 7NB. lei. (051) 236 0480 
Fax: (051) 227 2482. Make cheques payable to M.E.5. Ud. 

All price* include VAT and postage & packaging. Prices may be subject to 
change without notice. All products corry o 12 month guarantee- 
Dealer enquiries are welcome. 



Callers and Mail Order welcome. 
Spacious parking, friendly sendee & fast delivery 

PHILIPS 8833 
i STEREO MONITOR ■ 

Including Lead for Amiga 

ONLY £229.00 
!_I 

STAR LC-10 
MONO PRINTER 

j Including Free Printer Lead j 

ONLY £155.00 
i_i 

NAKSHA 
i Upgrade Mouse for all ( 
i Amigas. Includes i 
i Mouse Mat plus holder, i 

ONLY £28.50 1 
I___ 
I-- 

STAR LC-10 , 
! COLOUR PRINTER j 
j Including Free Printer Lead j 

ONLY £195.00 
i---1 

A500 XMAS PACK 
I Choice of F29 Retaliatat, Rainbow Islands. Escape/Robol Monster 
! OR Shadow^Beast II. Days of Thunder, Nightbreed, Back/Future D 
j Plus: A500, Mouse, Modulator, Leads, Workbench 1 3. Basic, Tutorial, Joystick. ! 
1 Mouse Mat, Disk Bank, 10 Blank Disks. Amiga Dust Cover, Deluxe Paint U, Pioneer * 
I Plague. Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi, Bubble Ghost. Warlocks I 
I Quest. Chamonix Challenge, Passengers on the Wind 1 & 2, Menace 1 

ONLY £399.00 
1 Meg version £439.00 

The games may change depending on availability ' 

L___.___1 

HARDWARE 
I COMMODORE A590, 20Mb Hard Disk, Unpopulated .,£349.00 ! 

COMMODORE A59Q, 2QMb Hard Disk, Populated to 2Meg ..£419.00 
1 COMMODORE official A501 Ram expansion .. £79 00 * 
I RENDALE 5002 Genlock A5QQ/B2000.....£105.00 ■ 
I PHILIPS AV7300 TV TUNER. ..£69.00 I 
I PHILIPS 5833 Stereo Monitor me Lead for Amiga.,,,. £239 00 I 
j TARGET Sound Sampler plus software... .£29.00 j 
j SOPHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sound Sampler ...,.£79 00 j 
I KCS Power Board. PC Emulation for A500 *,.*.*.*....£319.00 ■ 
, TARGET Midi Interface. In, Through, 31 out, LEDs .......,£29.00 
jjJAMERQN A4 Flat Bed Scanner, software & interface.. .£439 00 

- printers 
STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER. 
STAR LC-10 COLOUR PRINTER.. 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24,24 Pin Mono Printer (Upgradeable to Colour) 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24< 24 Pin Colour Printer.... 
CITIZEN 120D,................. 
PANASONIC KXP ll/24f 24 pin... 
SWIFT 24 Colour upgrade....... 
EPSON LQ400 24 Pin Printer.... 
STARLC-15, 9 Pm, 136 Column...,...... 
STAR LC-24/15 24 Pin, 136 Column... 

All printers supplied with LBM cable. 

n r- 
£156.00 
1195.00 
£289.00 
£31900 

.£139.00 
£279 00 

...£35.00 
£249,00 
£32900 
£42900 

SOFTWARE AND DISKS 
Sony DS/DD Disks, Box of Ten me Labels .....£9.99 
3M DS/DD Disks. Box of Ten ine Labels....£9.99 
COMICSETTER. Colour Comic Creator......£15.99 
DAYS OF THUNDER....................£15,00 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST H ...£19.00 
FANTAVTSION, easy to use Animation Package...£15,00 
XCOPY V2.9. Copier - Text Editor (H/W V6 4 £29.00).£19.95 
The Works Platinum int Word Pro/Spread Sheet/D Base,..,.,£77.00 
AMOS, Complete with Extras Disk.....£34,00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 13 .,.£169.00 

^DIGIVIEW V4.....£119.00^ 

AMIGA B2000 UPGRADE OFFER 
i 

-nr- Bzooo AUTOBOOT HARD CARDS 
I Upgrade your A500 to a new B20O0 with 40 or 65 Megabyte Autoboot Hard Disk i j 30 MB Autobooting Hard Card..... £389 00 

For only £1099 or £1199 (plus your A5QO) . 40 MB Autobooting Hard Card......£439 00 
Please call for further details j ^65 MB Autobooting Hard Card..„„„..£499 O0 

DISC DRIVES 
| Q-Tec Disc Drive on/off. through port.£74.95 ] 
I Ferrotec Disc Drive, on/off, through port..£57.50 | 
I_I 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
j Target 512K Ram Expansion with clock.....,£39,00 j 
I Target 512K Ram Expansion without clock.,,...£33.00 i 
I--------1 

AMIGA PACKS 

1 FLIGHT OF FANTASY, includes F29 Retaliatory Rainhow Island, Escape/Planet/Robot Monster, D Paint II...£359.00 
j SCREEN GEMS PACK, includes Shadow of the Beast n. Days of Thunder, Nightbreed, Back to Future H, DPaint H.£359.00 [ 
l AMIGA STARTER PACK Includes A5O0, Modulator, Mouse, Workbench, Basic, 5 Commercial Games + Joystick.£359.00 \ 
l AMIGA 1 MEG PACK Includes A5QQt Commodore A501 Ram Expansion + Deluxe Faint III .......................£499.00 l 
1 CLASS OF THE 90‘S FIRST STEPS, inc. 1Mb Ram, Piowrite 2,5, Info File, Logo, Deluxe Print II etc,................£525.00 [ 
! CLASS OF THE 90'S, inc, 1Mb Ram, Publishers Choice, Maxi Plan, Superbase Personal, BBC Emulator etc....,.£525.00 
i AMIGA B2000, 1084 MONITOR, PC XT Bridgeboard, 30Mb HARD DRIVE, Rom L3, Workbench 1,3    £1599.00 | 
i ALL AMIGA ASOQ's SUPPLIED WITH MOUSE, MODULATOR, MANUALS, LEADS, WORKBENCH. BASIC + TUTORIAL I 
L-----1 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address, Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* subject to chanfe without 

notification. 

£3 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND COURIER SERVICE 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Unit 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 
Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/520322 

Warranty on all 
Commodore products. 
Warranty repair will 

take no longer than 7 
working days excluding! 

carriage time. 
Extended warranty and 

maintenance 
contracts available. 

J
 

L
 



THE AMIGA 500 PC/XT IS HERE 

mm • 

WWWWW WWWWW '"1111111 IIllllllll 

Run Professional 
MS DOS Software 

On Your Amiga 500 
At A Price You Can Afford 

Why Did You Buy An Amiga 500? 
Of course, because of its superb graphics, music and animation capacities. However if you 
want to get serious, you soon realise that it is distinctly lacking in memory and professional 
software 

Well - They Said It Could Never Happen - But It's Here At Last! 

You! in your own home can transform your Amiga 500 into a real IBM compatible with Amiga 
memory expansion up to one and a half megabytes. 

It's simple No screwdriver, no soldering iron and no technical knowledge required, just turn 
your Amiga over, open the cover, slide the Power PC Board into the connector, close the 
cover ana your Amiga PC/XT is ready tin other words, no loss of guarantee! 

You are now ready to use a wealth of professional MS DOS software at speeds faster than a 
PC/XT (rnd- review), and in colour, with compatibility thanks to PhoenixBios 

You can also rely on the correct date and time at any moment in Amiga and MS DOS mode 
I battery included). 

* Video support: monochrome. Hercules and Colour Graphics Adaptor (CGA) 
(4 and 8 colours) 

* Disk support; internal 3.5' external 3.5 external 5 V4" drive (Software-upgrade to H/D 
A590 in pipeline) 

* Including MS DOS 4.01. MS DOS shell and GW Basic (market value approx £130.00) 
* Including English Micro soft books - KCS manual 
* Further exciting software upgrades in the pipeline 

* Available memory: 704KB + 64KB EMS in MS DOS mode, 1 megabyte + 512K8 RAM 
(disk) buffer in Amiga mode 

★ No extra power supply necessary thanks to the most modern CMOS and ASIC technology 
* OK with TV No special monitor required 
* Price £299 00 Including VAT and postage 

Access arid Vita accaptad. 
★ hof export pnee please contact us 
♦ Trade enquiries welcome (UK - Scandinavia ■ Australia/NZ and afl English language,) 

Compatibility is excellent, but no*one can guarantee every single program 
available therefore if your purchase depends on a parheufar program, please ask 
us first or send in a copy of the program. (With suitable SA£ if to be returned!. 
Price subject to change without notice. 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, 
TYNE & WEAR, NE8 IRS ENGLAND. 

Tel: (091) 4901919/4901975. 
Fax: (091)4901918 

BDL HELPLINE (091) 490 0202 



LITTERS 

hat we keep you informed of 
whether there are games that 
don't need l meg to run but use 
if for improvements, faster load¬ 
ing and the fike, We wifl continue 
to try to inform you of these 
things in all reviews. 

A Five 
Year Old 

I fancied a bit of programming, so 
I started by reading the 
AmigaBasic manual. It took some 
time and when I'd finally finished I 
thought to myself What the hell 
does all this mean? 

I couldn't understand most of 
what I had read, I mean, what 
does "operands' mean? Do you 
know any books which explain 
Basic in English that a five-year- 
old would understand? 

Chris Rawinski 
High Wycombe 

Tech Ed Pat answers: \ suspect 
that you believe the hype about 
programming being a doddle. 
Programming demands a certain 
level of comrn/bnem and disci¬ 
pline, and nobody can program 
to a decent fevef without those 
two qualibes. 

Having brought you back to real¬ 
ity; I suggest that you look at 
Amiga BASIC Inside and Out, by 
Rughetmer and Sparok, fSBN 
0916439^7-9, published by 
Abacus. This is a comprehensive 
tutorial\ starting simply with just 
the fundamentals. 

fncide/rtafly, five-year-olds 
seem to learn to program by 
spending a few years hunched 
over their keyboards , bashing at 
random keys, and generally miss¬ 
ing out on the ageing process to 
some degree or other. 

L-Driver 
I am rather.off with the 
state of the software market. I 
am sure many other people suffer 
from this complaint. No, this isn't 
another one of those anti-piracy 
letters, I am one of a rare breed, I 
can't play computer games! 

Why the hell can't anyone 
make a really easy game? I have 
just been playing Stunt Car 
Racer, It's a brilliant game but I 
can't get anywhere on it. I 
followed your tips in this month's 
issue of AF but keep missing all 
the comers. I don't want more 
tips. I'm fed up of waiting for 
cheats to turn up before I get any¬ 

thing out of game. I don't like buy¬ 
ing a game and watching friends 
complete them with ease. 

I have obtained a veritable 
army of games in search of one 
that l am any good at. Out of 
about fifty games I have com¬ 
pleted only one. Future Wars, for 
example, was brilliant but I saw 
the cheat and was tempted to 
read it to finish the last bit. 

Please could you title a sec¬ 
tion of your mag entitled; Good 
Games for Crap Players'. The 
software companies have had 
enough money out of me already. 
I want some games reviewed by 
you that are more tactical than If 
you see it feed it to the Killer 
Tomato regime'. 

Tim Lockwood 

become an Amiga owner and so 
only have tne issues from II 
onwards, I have ordered 8, 9 
and 10 from your Back Issues 
department, but would appreciate 
the chance to have a copy of the 
earlier issues, I would imagine 
I am not the only person in 
this predicament 

Rabb 
Darlington 

A reprint of the early issues is 
extremefy un/ikefy, so your best 
bet is to get bold of the book 
Get the Most out of Your Amiga, 
edited by tong-suffering dep, ed, 
Damien, which contains some of 
the practical information con¬ 
tained in the earty issues of AF. 

Your best bet is to check our 
reviews for whenever we say 'ifs 
too easy to complete/ This is a 
surefire sign of when a game 
might be right up your street. 

Collector’s 
Item 

Is there any chance of the early 
issues of AF ever being available 
again, I have only recently 

Vivid 
Imagination 

After the advent of Cyberspace 
recently I started to think: 'Where 
is this pursuit of the Total Realism 
Dream going to end? 

m tell you what I think. The 
invention of Cyberspace is the 
next significant step towards the 
ultimate and inevitable goal. With 
the speed at which technology is 
advancing at the moment it won't 

Tel: 0462 686977 24 Hour. FAX 0462 673227 
^XXIXZXZZIZXXXXX 

FREE 
M PRICE LIST 
tj AVAILABLE 

ixxxxx XIIXIIIIIIIIIII 

FREE GAMES 
WITH SELECTED 

TITLES 

XXX1XZXXXZXXXXX1XX 
PERSONAL 
SERVICE 
MON-SAT 
9 - BPM 

XlXXlXXIIXZXXIX X X X 

£1.00 OFF NEXT 
PURCHASE 
SELECTED 

TITLES 
SJfciiixixiixiiiiiixifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixiIiiixxxxiiiJiixiiiilxixiiiiixixiiiiiiiliiiiiixiiiiiiiiii: 

xxxxixxixxxexxxxxx 
PRODUCT IN 

STOCK 
SENT 

SAME DAY 

XX XXXXXXIIIxxxx XX 

CALL 
FOR SPECIAL 

OFFERS 

IXXXXXXXXIXXIXXXXK 
CALL NOW 

0462 
686977 i 

AMIGA 
6&e Attach Sub.£16.99 
Amiga Mouse & free 
mai & holder.£14.99 
Amos..   £35.00 
Ant Ago ... . ...£13.99 
Ant Heads £9 99 
Atoms*.£12.99 
Bach To The Future II £16 99 
Badlands.£16.99 
Bala™ Of Power 1990 £16 99 
Barbarian II £17 99 

Ba ttle C hess. £16 99 
Battlemaster £19 99 
Battle Ships. £9 99 
Betrayal . £16 99 
Black Tiger £17 99 
Block Out £13.99 
Blood Money £16 99 
Bioodwydh Daia Disc £11 99 
BloodwyCh ..£17,99 
Bomber. £16 99 
Bfeach 2.£ 16 99 
BBS Jane Seymour .£ 16.99 
Budokan...£16.99 
Castle Master .£16 99 
Champion? olKfynrl ..£1999 
Chaos Strikes Back £16 99 
Chase HO ..... .£17 99 
Cheetah 125+ Joystick; £6 99 
Chess Champion 2175 £17 99 
Chrooocfuest II £22 99 
Colonels Bequest £16 99 
Combo Racer. ,.w.....£16 99 
Corporation ....,.,..., ..,,£15 99 
Cyberball.£14 99 
Damocles... £1599 

AMIGA 
Dan Dare 3 ...£16 99 
Days of Thunder.£14 99 
Debut ..£14 99 
Double Dragon II.£16.99 
Dragon Flight. £1999 
Dragons Breath £19-99 
Dungeon Master(l meg) ..£22.99 
ECO Phantoms ..£16.99 
Elite,,,....,,.£16 99 
European Superteague.C13.99 
F16 Combat Pilot -.. £16 99 
F19 Stealth Fighter.£19 99 
F29..£16 99 
Fiendish Freddy. £16 99 
Fire 4 Brimstone £16 99 
Flight Sen 1L.„,..£26 99 
Flimbos Quest -.£16 99 
Flood....^...£16.99 
Football Manager II 
World Cup Edition.£13 99 
Ghostbusters II..£16 99 
Ghosts n Goblins.£16.99 
Ghouls & Ghosts ..,.,...,.£16.99 
Giants .. £23.99 
Grandslam Tennis. £16.99 
Gunshi p . ,.£ 16.99 
Hard Dnvin.„.,,.,£13.99 
Harley Davidson ,£1999 
Heroes.  £19.99 
Hot Rod.£16 99 
Hound Of Shadow.£17 99 
Hunt For Red October £19 99 
iceman.£1699 
impos$amoie..—.~~£16 99 
indy Jones (ihe advent ! £22 99 
indy Jones (the areade)£l6 99 

AMIGA 
Infestation  £16 99 
Intact.£12.99 
internalionai 30 Tennis £16 99 
International Championship 
Wrestling ..£16,99 
International Soc Chal. £16.99 
Italy 90.£16 99 
ivanhoe . . . . £17,99 
Jack Nicklaus Golf .,,£16.99 
Judge Dredd .£13 99 
Kick Off11 £13 99 
Kings Quest Triple ... £19 99 
Kite.. £14.99 
KmghtS Of Chnsfatoo £22.99 
Knights of Legend £19 99 
Laser Squad £12 99 
Last Ninja it .£16 99 
Leisure Suit Larry lit ...,.£27 99 
Leisure SuM Larry ll £26 99 
LHX Attack Chopper £34 99 
Lite and Death .. £19,99 

Lost Patrol..£16.99 
Mad Professor Manam ,.,£12.99 
Magic Fly. ,.,P,O.A 
Magnum 4 ..,£19,99 
Manchester United .£lG 99 
Mavis Beacon Typing ...£19,99 
Microprose Soccer £16 99 
Midi Interface £22 99 
Midnight Resistance ,, ,£16 99 
Midwinter..  £22 99 
Monty Python .£13 99 
Murder...£16.99 
Navigator t Auto £0 99 
Neuromancer £16 99 

Nmja Warriors ....._£16 99 

AMIGA 
North and South.£16 99 
Nuclear War.....£16.99 
Operation Stealth.£ 16.99 
Operation Thunderbolt £16 99 
Operation Hamer . ..P.Q.A. 

Onental Games £19 99 
Passing Shot.,£1499 
Photon Paint II.£19 99 
Pipemanta  ..,.,£1699 
Pirates 
Planet ol Robot Monsters £14 99 
Player Manager..£16 99 

Populous...£16.99 
Powerboat..  £16.99 
Powerdfome £ 18,99 
Premier Coti W™.£22 99 
Pro Tennis Tour..,...£16 99 

RAC Rally.£16 99 
Rainbow Islands .£16.99 
Red Storm Rising £16 99 
Rotor....£13.99 
Roto* ...*.,,£16.99 
RVF Honda.£14 99 

AMIGA 
Shadow Of The Beast £14 99 
Shadow of the Beast 2 £24 99 
Shadow Warriors.£16 99 
Sherman Tank M4.£16.99 
Sim Gily......£16.99 
Sly Spy Secret Agent £16 99 
Space Ace ... £28 99 
Space Quest III.£29 99 
Speedball....£1999 
Speedbaii H.. P.QA 
Street Hockey .  POA 
Stunrunner    £16 99 
Subbuteo...£1399 
Super Cars -JE14.9& 
Supremacy __ £13 99 
Tank Attack_ £16 99 
The Cycles., .£16.99 
The Killing Game Show PO A, 
The Plague- £19.99 
Theme Park Mystery ..,.£16,99 
The Spy Who Loved Me .£13 99 
Thunderstoke .£16.99 
Tie Break  £16.99 

AMIGA 
Time £16 99 
Time Machine .  POA, 
TowerOf Babel £23.99 
Triad 3. £22.99 
Turn it .£11.99 
Tumcan . £ 16.99 
Tusker £1699 
TV Sports Basketball ..£22,99 
TV Sports Football.£22 99 
UN Squadron POA 

Ultimate Goff.£17.99 
Viking Child £16 99 
Wayne Gretzky ..17.99 
Web Of Terror ..£13 99 

WMHns.£16-99 
Wheels CM Fir®.£19 99 
Wings. ..  £19 99 
WipeOut „„.  £16 99 
World Cup 90.£16 99 
World Cup CompilaTion,£l6 99 
Xenomorph ,™...£16.99 
Xenon II  £16 99 
Xlphos...£16.99 

tf the product you're looking for is not here give us a call. 1000's more titles in stock. Orders under 
£1000. please add SOp per item p&p Products in stock usually sent same day 

PRODUCT FORMAT COST 
PQ Chequespayable to 

PROTON SOFTWARE New 
releases sent on day of release 

NAME 

ADDRESS . 

Send 1C PROTON SOFTWARE (AMF| ENTERPRISE HOUSE BLACK HORSE ROAD 
LETCHWORTH HERTS SG6 1HL Tel (0462) 686977 Fa* 10462) 673227 
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UJeSerue 
of Hampshire 

Star 

Black ribbon £4 60 inc. 
Colour ribbon £6.90 inc. 

LC10 Mono 
£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT) 

LC200 Colour 
£209.00 (£181.74 +VAT) 
(with Cable & Paper) 

Panasonic KXP1081 
with cable & paper 

£142.00 (£123.48 + VAT) 

Star LC2410 
(24 pin) with cable & paper 
£225.00 (£195.65 + VAT) 

Panasonic KXP1180 
with cable & paper 

£152.00 (£132,17 + VAT) 

Star LC24-20D 
(24 pin) with cable and paper 

£255.00 (£221.74 + VAT) 

Star XB 2410 
with cable and paper 

£455.00(395.65 + VAT) 

Panasonic KXP1124 
(24 Pin) with cable & paper 
£245.00 (£213.04 + VAT) 

PRINTERS 
Inc. VAT 

Citizen 180E.£149.00 
Citizen 124D (24 pin).£219.00 
Epson LX400.£149.00 
Epson LQ400 (24 pin).£227.00 
Epson 10550 (24 pin).£325 00 
Swift 24 Colour option .E36 00 
XB24 10 Colour upgrade.. £37.95 

Printer prices inc. cable & paper 

Citizen 120D+ 
with cable and paper 

£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT) 

Citizen 120D 
with cable and paper 

£219.00 (£190.43 +VAT) 

A500 + Batman Pack 
£359.00 inc VAT 

Swift 24 
with cable and paper 

£279.00 (£242.61 + VAT) 

Flight Of Fantasy Pack 
£359.00 inc VAT 

Screen Gems Pack 
£359.00 inc VAT 

Epson LX400 
with cable and paper 

£149.00 (£129.57+ VAT) 

1 2 Meg ram + Clock 
£35.00 inc VAT 

CBM 1084S 
with cable 

£259.00 (£225.22 + VAT) 

Philips CM8833 
£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT) 

Accessories 
Inc VAT 

Joystick/Mouse twin extension .,£4 60 
3M Joystick/Mouse 3M ext.£3.65 
A500 Printer lead...£7.95 
A500 to Philips CM8833 lead ..£7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension £10 95 
23 Way Plug or Socket....£3.45 
A500 Dust Cover.. .£4.60 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type).. £4 95 
A501 Memory Upgrade Clock, ,£49 00 
Ad RAM 540 0-4M RamClock £139.00 
KCS Powerboard 74QK & IBM £310,00 
Contriver Mouse C820/30..£25.00 
Marconi RB2 Tracker ball ..,.,,£49.00 
Vidi video frame grabber.£110,00 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1M Drive 

£65,00 (£56.52 + VAT) 

1M Drive Internal 
£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT) 

Software etc. 
inc VAT 

BBC Basic Emulator.£32 00 
D G Calc - Digita Internal.£34.50 
F29 Retaliates - Ocean.£19 80 
Fun School 2 (for 6-8 years) . £15 50 
Fun School 2 (for u;nder 6y) . £15.50 
Fun School 2 (tor over By) ..£15.50 
Home Office for the Amiga ,.£109 00 
Kidtaik First Byte 4-l3y.£20.50 
Mathtaik - First Byte 5-13y.£20.50 
Photo Paint ■ Micro Ulus.......,.£19.95 
Protext ■ Wordprocessor/Sp. £73 00 
Superbase Personal (Datab.) . £29.00 

Printer/Monitor Ass. 
Inc VAT 

Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand.£15 95 
Star LC10 Sheet Feeder.£59 00 
Star LC241Q Sheet Feeder.. .£59.00 
Citizen 1200 Sheet Feeder £69 00 
Star XB-24-10 Sheet Feeder.£95 00 
Philips AV7300 TV Tuner.£69 00 
CM8833 Tilt/Swivel stand.£21.00 
Copy Holder Angle Poise.£17,95 

Printer Ribbons 
Phone toe toll range 100 + original & 
Compatible ribbons + Bulk discounts 

Phone for ST Software catalogue. 
Many titles inc. Educational. 

DISKETTES 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
Inc VAT 

10 3,5" 135tpi DS/DD....,£6,44 
50 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD..£30.25 
100 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD.£59.80 
50 Disk box hinge and lock..£5.95 
100 Disk box hinge and lock..,.£6.95 

Phone for our 36 page catalogue --R£J£ EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
All products oove o 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 

Prices subject to variation without prior notification. 
We are closed Saturday afternoons 

Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6 90 (£6.00 + VAT) 
Amiga/F Dept 
40-42 West Street. 

_ Portchester. Hants. 
Larger rtom$ deirvefsd ,:SA \ pQ^ g gjjyy 

Tel: 0705 325354 

UJeSerue 
fiy Sflctncor 

*** SPECIAL OFFERS *** 
A500 BATMAN PACK. FLIGHT OF FANTASY, OR SCREEN 
GEMS only £363.99 each CLASS OF THE 90's only £546.00 

Extra discounts available - ask before you order! 

Commodore PC Starter Packs, Amiga 2000, Printers, 
Monitors, Disk Drives, and many other accessories, including 

Music & Video - Prices on application. 

Connection cables, standard and specialised. 
Joysticks & Peripherals at bargain prices. 

AMIGA TITLES 
Amos. ■4 •<', Music X. ...75.00 
Austerlitz. .16.10 Ninja Spirit . .16.10 
Cabal. ....16.10 Omega. ...19 10 
Carrier Command. .. .14 99 Police Quest 2. .23 10 
Conquest of Camelot . .29 95 Populous. ...16.10 
Damocles . .,,.,.16.10 Rainbow Island. .16.10 
Day of the Viper ..,16.10 Rotor .13.10 
Elite . .14 99 Roiox . ..,16.10 
Fighter Bomber .19.10 Shadow of the Beast II .23 10 
Fhmbo's Quest. 16 10 Shadow Warriors. .16 10 
Fl9 Stealth Fighter . 20 10 Sound Express. .24.99 
Ghouls & Ghosts .. .16.10 Space Ace. . 26 99 
Gun ship-. 14 99 Space Rogue . .... 19 10 
Home Office Kit 67 99 Tocbin .+.13.10 
Impossamoie .13,10 Untouchables 16 10 
Infestation.. ___16.10 Venus Fly Trap . .13 10 
ivanhoe .16.10 World Cup 1990 .16.10 
Knights of Crystallion . 1910 Xenon 2. .16 10 
Miernorose Soccer .14.99 Sub Attack te ici 

Qtner wes avattatxe upon request 

We supply our customers wtth regular update and special offer lists, don't miss 
out, give us a call and ask for your copy1 

Write or phone tor detarls or price lists of software or hardware to 

IMPEX-ILKESTON - MAIL ORDER 
Tel: 0602 321330 (before 8 pm) Mon. - Sat. 

65 Sudbury Avenue, Ilkeston, DerbysV, DE7 SEA, 
All prices inclusive of VAT P&P free on orders over £10, No hidden extras' 

Cheques lo be made payable to IMPEX-ILKESTON 
All items, subjeci to availability, despatched within 24 hours ot cleared payment 

(Prices correct at going to press, but subject to change, if there are any 
changes we tell you before your order is confirmed.) 

IMPEX-ILKESTON are also registered AMSTRAD dealers, 
and can supply leisure & business products, Computers, 

Satellite. TV, Video Cameras a Recorders. Audio. 

PLAY TO WIN 
ALL PRICE5 INCLUDE UK P+P ADD C9 FOR EUROPE 

Kick Off 11. ..£18.25 1 International 30 Tennis..£18.25 1 

Turrtcan... ..£15.00 Amos,,.,. ..£21.50 

Shadow Warriors. ..£18.25 Player Manager. ..£15.00 
Midwinter. ..£21.50 Unreal_____ ..£18.25 

Lost Patrol. ..£18.25 Shadow Beast. ..£24.15 

F-29 Retaliator—.... ..£18.25 Rorkes Drift. ..£18.25 

Damode5+.,f... ..£18.25 688 Sub Attack. ..£18.25 

Italy 1990. ..£18.25 Champions Of Krynn. ..£18.25 

Emlyn Hughes Inti. ..£18.25 Bad Company. ..£18.25 

Imperium. ..£18,25 Wonderland. ..£21.50 

World Cup Soccer'90 .£18.25 Teenage Mutant Turtles .£21+50 

Flimbo s Quest. ..£18,25 Powermonger. ..£21.50 

Red Storm Rising. ..£21.50 Dragon Wars. ,.£18.25 

Manchester United.,.. ..£15.00 Dragons Breath. ..£21.50 

Battle Of Britain. ..£21.50 Xiphos. ..£18.25 

Flood. ..£18.25 Gremlins II. ..£18.25 

Legend of Billy Boulder .£18.25 Monty Python. ..£15.00 

| Operation Stealth. ..£18.25 Supremacy. ..£21.50 

The above is just a 
selection of the available 

titles . If the one you 
PLAY TO WIN, 

want isn't there, ring on 

0582 413943 
for details 



LETTERS 

be long before somebody man¬ 
ages to get computers to interact 
directly with peoples' brains. 
Some scientists have already had 
successful results, I believe. 

What will ttus mean to us, you 
may ask? Imagine if the home 
computer of the future could stim¬ 
ulate our senses directly, 
synthetically producing senses 
that convince us we are in Middle 
Earth; smelling the forests, hear¬ 
ing the birds and feeling the wind 
m our hair. The computer would 
take control of our brain and send 
us into our own imaginations. 

I remember seeing a film - 
which i thought was far fetched at 
the time - which was based on 
this very concept. What was it 
called? It was made in the early 
Seventies when Pong was state- 
of-the-art technology. You could 
pay to be hooked up to the 
computer and take part in a 
scenario of your choice. 

Unfortunately the computer 
was bugged and things often 
went wrong. For instance, in one 
scene, the customers were on a 
Game Safari. The computer was 
supposed to have a failsafe which 
stopped fear and paranoia con¬ 
trolling the events, but a game- 
player was pounced upon and 

mauled by a lion - which he imag¬ 
ined he'd already wounded, The 
gameplayer was literally fright¬ 
ened to death by his own imagina¬ 
tion Was the story writer of this 
film a philosopher? 

In the Seventies the idea in 
the film seemed just too fantas¬ 
tic. But, just remember that if we 
told anybody in those days the 
specification of a home computer 
called the Amiga, arriving circa 
1985, we would have been 
laughed at. In ten years from now 
this film could've been based on a 
true story. 

All this talk of today's com¬ 
puters causing psychological dis¬ 
orders is a load of crap, t think 
we should pause to think just a 
wee bit. The more real a game 
becomes then the more effect ft 
has on our emotions and fears. 
There will come a day where it 
will be difficult to tell real life from 
a simulated one. It wouldn't just 
be psychological disorder, more 
like total confusion. 

So the warning is this. As 
exciting as gamesplaymg is I 
think in the near future that there 
will be a limit to the realism 
allowed. We wouldn't want some¬ 
body stabbing a guy and saying, 
Well, he looked so much like a 

Wight from behind I thought I was 
still at Middle Earth' would we? 

Ray Smith 
Fife 

Interesting stuff Ray, I'm intrigued 
by the pos/biftly of magazines 
that do the same thing - you piug 
info them and your brain gets a 
guided four of new products, 
information etc - it would save an 
awful lot of paper. 

A Right 
Ding Dong 

At the risk of prolonging the 'Dr 
Bell is a,./ issue, may I add some 
final remarks from a recent expe¬ 
rience of my own. The name - 
and a few minor details - have 
been changed to protect the indi¬ 
vidual - but otherwise this is a 
true story. 

Three months ago Derek, 
aged 19, had never smoked or 
drunk alcohol. Being a keen 
Amiga user, he kept himself 
entertained nightly by playing 
games. Since his parents had 
sadly split up, there was little he 
could do. 

Then disaster struck. The 
house was burgled and his pre- 

cious Amiga, wrth its collection of 
* for once, original * games 
taken too. 

Over the next couple of 
months, with nothing to entertain 
himt Derek sought refuge among 
the arcades and night clubs of 
our great town. There he met with 
some of the more colourful resi¬ 
dents of his area and slowly fell in 
with the wrong crowd. He began 
drinking and inevitably, being per¬ 
haps a little too impressionable, 
started smoking too. 

Today, a new Amiga on his 
desk, Derek is reverting back to 
his old self. He has almost kicked 
the booze - the smoking, hope¬ 
fully, will stop Eater. 

Mark Smiddy 
Redear 

i did say last month that / had 
dosed this particular debate, but 
this first-hand experience of com¬ 
puters having a good effect was 
too important to leave out. Now it 
rea/fy is dosed, unless you can 
come up with something totally 
original about rt... 

Ding Dong 2 
I am also in complete agreement 
with Dr Bell's views regarding 

RMGR REPRIRSmPRRES 
COMMODORE QUALITY AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE 

HOW TO GET YOUR AMIGA REPAIRED FOR ONLY £49.95 
TEN ★ REPAIR SERVICE 

i 

I 
I 

Need your Amiga repaired fast men look 
no further me vweovauit nave Dwn 
servicing Commodore m*chin« for over 0 
years w* don trust repair your machine we 

check for sound colour loading l saving out 
chip fully tested graphics fully tested disk drive 

fully tested, joystick mouse performances tested a ii 
for a fixed price of only tAS as including parts, laoour. 

vat and return post and packing. Are you fed up of waiting 
weeksforyour repair, not with us all computers tunned around 

within 24 hours MOW TO SEND YOUR COMPUTER INTO US Pack your 
computer in the original Pox if possible enclosing vour cheque/p 0 or 

Credit Card number ano send it directly to Vkteova utUtd, Old Kingsmoor 
School Railway Street Hadfieid Cheshire Ski a baa Please note our prices 

exclude power supply retNacemeni disc drive where required mouse 
modulator as these are not servicabie parts 

Mail order repairs far onry £49 IS including 
parts.iaoour and p * p (Power supplies and 
internal Oise Onyes extra as these are 
not serviceablei 

Ail computers fully overhauled and fully tested 
before return 

Fully insured for the return Journey 

While you wait repairs foroniy £49.95 
i Replacement internal Disc Drives and Power 
supplies are at an additional charges 

Spare parts avaiLaEMetty mail order or over me 
counter 

aji computers turned round within 24 m. 

we also repair spectrum I Commodore 64 

The most up to date test equipment developed 
oy us to locate faults with in your computer 

Overfi years of service in computers 

1 month warranty subject to our terms of 
trading which are available on request just send 
Jxist Class Stamps (The extra warranty by us is 
additional to any other rights you already have* 

COMMODORE HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES 
AMIGA 

COPE PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

CDTV CDTV - commodore dynamic rota* vision 
Comma -AutfoCD Amspacomouter infriBedtomoteControl W9 99 

AWC 
Ctw 

Arrxg* MO Screw Gems Comma imqjSOC Modulator Mouse Bad to me Future N DMDtThurner 
togntlreM Smew of ere feast* OetmrPamti 

Commodore^ comma Jwnotts onMeow pui- 
■gttHovn MqnghtRmm **rf treed SWc-wc* the toast SvSm 
MNtenom.. confusion snare spn Peaonarries mnamraxt 1»99 

WhQiO] Content! - incmdes doc* v a Oraoe a ac te i Megabyte of mm US 9? 

1W10S2 asm 20M nanus* For *500 contemn ■ AuratXBi with fie Uteri i y socket! lot up to i MegaDyte* of ram 
SCSI internet (or m connection of other per ipnertfs B9 99 

1M10M 106h fifli Stereo Colour Monitor Content! 14'CtN(Xir¥cx?insrinciua« cables for connectip'to PC Mand Amiga 
range of computers Stef resound mw 

1901301 IBJPC/BttHMt Contents feoacemerx Mouse tor ittC tonxacibiewitJiCorFimooofePC’s 
rvmitg under a "inndows1 stye-erwament M95 

19CH0C tejir FCHendHompr Comma Ktunekonaf itynmoMSon wofftCGnontM supprv 
wth cabtfi for i connection to a Commodoif PC S4E 

l«i»l MKl350Pr»ttsf Cements jPmoptMint Printer Mad and White output. 12 eps draft 2«n 

1M1K5 MPSittDCoiQtf Printer contents • Cotour Pnnter compatible with Amiga sod. K. Commodore w 

AmrpittOOO jumgiWMD iMdtAM rvaew Floppy Onve J Him duckweed 1 Mots How 
eNpjnsmn mm 

Amiga HQ Amiga Power Supply umt ■«w 

Also any machine mat has been tampered with beyond repair are charged at ri 5 00 handling 

THE VIDEOVAULT COMPUTER COMPANION 
EDITION NOW HOT OFF THE PRESS 
New bigger catalogue now available containing over 5 500 items 
including software For all computers joysticks spare parts 
Business software books, plus many more Just send 3 x 1st class 
stamps for your free copy. Over 24 pages full of top Quality 
products delivered to your door Dy mum post 

Send your computer to: - video vault Ltd.. Railway Street 
Hadfieifl, Chestlire SK14 BAA Tel 0457 866555/867761/869499. 

Main Office, enquiries and orders only 

Manchestertelephone 061-236 0376 While you wait centre only. 

FAX NO. 0457 868946 © COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT NO. 098080 
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LETTERS 

computer games and their 

adverse effects on youngsters, 

having myself suffered several 

distasteful experiences. Here is a 

typical scenario: 

There are 10 seconds to full 

time in a deciding match of Kick 

Off 2’ when Player A scores an 

unbelievably feeble goaf and wins. 

Player A: 'Yesss! Pick that one 

out* sonny!’ 

B: ’Spawny sod. Just 'cos my 

goalie’s crap\ 

Player A: JHa? You sad man! Eat 

mud, S M Fisher! Ha Ha Ha!' 

Player A then repeatedly 

replays the goal. B then repeat* 

edly beats A around the head and 

shoulders with his joystick, curs¬ 

ing profusely. 

As can be seen, there is a 

very real problem which needs 

immediate investigation. The 

following example wilt serve to 

convince you. 

Once, while I was playing 

Bugaboo the Flea on my 

Spectrum, poor Bugaboo fell 

from the very top ledge of the 

cavern to the floor far below. This 

so incensed me that I killed and 

dismembered the next three 

callers to my house, one of whom 

was my dear old Granny. I then 

dissolved them in household 

bleach and hid them behind the 

wallpaper in the lounge. Scary, 

huh? I am six years old and an 

axe-wteiding homicidal maniac. 

Please help. 

Clive Beale (6) 
Birkenhead 

This is precrsety the sort of 

sensationalist ranting (hat the 

media loves - so I've printed rt. 

Right 
to Reply 

I am writing to complain about the 

comments made in the last few 

paragraphs of Neil Davey's arti¬ 

cle, In it he comments, 'Some PD 

houses make a profit on what 

they sell, under the guise of car¬ 

rying charges... Most reputable 

libraries charge only £1,50 to 

£2,00, so be warned', 

The reason I started supply¬ 

ing PD was because I believe that 

every Amiga owner has the right 

to have access to all Amiga PD 

software. In order to get the mes¬ 

sage over to the 200,000 plus 

Amiga owners in this country you 

need to advertise regularly and 

professionally, ft annoyed me 

when I read the above comments 

made by your company slighting 

us as unreputable. 

if it were left to the small one- 

man-bands, only a few thousand 

people would experience Public 

Domain software. PD unfortu¬ 

nately has to be big business 

even if the product is supposed 

to be given away free! If these 

small guys start to expand they 

will also have to pay VAT {legally 

they should do already}, employ 

staff - who wilt not work for free 

- and pay out for very expensive 

advertising, which as a profit-mak¬ 

ing employer you will no doubt be 

aware of. Without the advertising 

all us sharks provide your maga¬ 

zines with, where would your 

readers purchase PD from? 

Apart from the above, many 

of the authors of the software 

actually recommend a charge of 

£3.00 per disk when they ask us 

to include their software in our 

collection and they are certainly 

aware of the price we will charge 

when we distribute their software. 

These people do not find the 

price offensive and certainly our 

17,000 regular customers do not 

find it so either. 

If we had all the 200,000 

Amiga owners in the country as 

clients we would have a multi 

million pound turn over, employ¬ 

ing about 100 staff! Whereas we 

charge £3.00 a disk so that we 

can afford to pay for the adver¬ 

tisements, employ four people full 

time, pay VAT, Income Tax, 

National Insurance, huge over¬ 

heads eg. rental of office space, 

paying bills like telephone, fax, 

electricity etc., create and give 

away free, a professionally 

produced catalogue, as well as a 

personal service and try to get 

the message, and the PD, over to 

the people. 

Andrew Bishop 
Bishops Stortford 

You rightly point out (hat the 

overheads involved in a PD oper¬ 

ation can be large, but you are 

being rather over sensitive to the 

comments contained in the arti¬ 

cle. The remarks you quote were 

intended as a general guideline to 

the new user on pricing levels for 

PD and are deliberately vague, 

stating that “MOST reputable PD 

libraries" charge those prices, 

not *ALL reputable PD libraries." 

We were not trying to suggest 

that those who charged more 

were not being honest 'but left it 

to the buying public to decide 

whether they were getting a fair 

4 

t 

BULK BUYERS LOOK! 
50 disks + SO box..£24 
100 disks t 80 box...X40 
150 disks + 80 box ,..,w„_..£55 
200 disks + 2 x 80 boxes.£75 
400 disks...£124 
500 disks.........Call Now 
^ * Prices ind V4T & P&P^ 

Inc. 
Labels 

11/2 PGSSO 
STACK A BIT 

BOXES 
4 £14 95 , 

AMIGA 15 
MEG 

UPGRADE, 
£99 

SONY BULK 
^ 4lp 

Amiga Amiga Amiga Amiga Amiga Amiga 
The Zl. % Amiga Users Qroup is the Largest Amiga 
cmfy user group in the world. We are now itt our 
fourth year and are the most established and 
experienced Amiga user group in the 11. % We have 
over 1,500 members and are ab(e to offer an unrivalled 
level of support. Our members receive a 60+ page 
bi-monthly newsletter packed unth articles of interest 
at all levels, we have a massive library of public 
domain software and run an Amiga only bulletin 

board We offer our members superb discounts on all 
hardware,software and books. The ll.TCA.U.Q. is the 
group to belong to regardless of your age or level of 
experience, our aim being to provide support and' 
encouragement to everyone. Why not join us and start 
to appreciate what Amiga computing is all about. 

cTn>Nffl is St<e 
CALL OR SEND CHEQUES TO RCS LTD 

349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON BN1 6JJ 
Tel: 0273 906269/0831 279064 7 days 24 hours 

til 

53 VAT inc ADD £3 P&P. ADD £9 NEXT DAY 
AMIGAS & ACCESSORIES 

Flight of FuitlSV 05000 rla« nf Thja Offcs Fim Steps £50500 
Screen Gemt _05000 CM Systrm mam 
Cumana External Dme LtHOO 1 1/2 Exicrnil Drive £5700 
Ram Rack _0400 Ram Pack + Clock £1900 
Ex lerm mate* kwsi k k L600 Cheetah 125+ _ 
QuickUioC lll forbu 
( neruli Star Pm 

050 Zipstkk-—- 
kuighier 

_£1100 
050 _£1200 

1000 Disk Labels £7.50 Mouse Mat- _£250 
FHisi l ever _£5 00 Surj»e Protector , RFI . . £2200 
LC 10 Ribbon 085 Colour Ribbon CP 50 
Cleaning Kit— -- __£150 Joystick Extension Lead £4 50 

Star LC40 Pnmei 

New Class Of The 90s_ 

U7000 
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TEtWkGE MUTmr HERO 

COWABUNGA!! 
THE HEROES IN A HALF SHELL" ARE COMING! 

AVAILABLE SOON ON: 
Amigo, Atari ST, Commodore 64, Spectrum, Amstrad and PC 

Tewage Mutant Htra Turtles.” April 0 Neiir Shreddef' Karan in o Half 5WC Mousef Bebop; fectody “ ore oil registered trade maria of Mirage Studios USA ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
Used writ permission Based on dwroctefs and comic boob created by Korin Eastman and Pieter Laid. © 1990 Mirage Min. USA 

Published by Mirrorsori Ltd. under Tkeace 1mm Koitomi* trad under sub-itcence bm Mirage Mi«. USA ^9 
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WORLDWIDE 
SOFTWARE 

106A Ch Dwell Road, Beeston, 
Nottingham, NG9 1ES 

W©RLDWIDE 
WORLDWIDE 
SOFTWARE 

106A Chilwell Road, Beeston, 
Nottingham, NG91 ES 

$$ -SOFT WA RE- 
•it FREE Catoiogue Disk (Plus latest demos when available] with every order over £10.00 

m All orders despatched by I st class post ^ Quality products at keenest prices 

8> 7 day 24 hour ordering ^ Credit card accounts debited only on despatch of goods 

Complete customer satisfaction is our aim 

Order by Telephone: 

by Fax: 

Credit card order telephone lines 
0602 252113 0602 225368 
Fax your order with credit cord details 
0602 430477 

by 
Please give your name 

Mail: Send payment with order 
, address, telephone no., software title, price advertised and computer type. 

Worldwide Pack 1 
Amiga Second Drive 

+ Any three software titles with our 
advertised price of £17,95 or less 

ONLY £109,99 

Worldwide Pack 2 
Amigo Second Drive 

+ Any two software titles with our 
advertised price of £17.95 or less 

ONLY £99.99 

Worldwide Pack 3 
Amiga 1/2 meg upgrade 

+ Any two software titles with our 
advertised price of £22.95 or less 

ONLY £89.99 

COMMODORE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE 

I si Letters and Word* (38 yrs] 1 ? 95 
4 Plover Adopter 5 95 
688 Sub Attack .17.95 
Action Station* 22 95 
Adidas Championship Football I 7.95 
Advanced Tothcol Fighter 2 17 95 
Alpha Waves . 17.95 
AMOS 39 99 
Anarchy.14.95 
Apprentice .14.95 
Armour Geddon.,.17.95 
Atomic Robokid.1 7.95 
AWESOME 28 95 
Bock to the future 2 .17.95 
Badland* Pete...14.95 
Bor Games .17.95 
Bards Tate 2.9.99 
Bottle Command 17 95 
Botilemostar 22 95 
BAT.  22.95 
Betrayal...22 95 
Better Math* (12-Id yr*) .17 95 
Better Spelling (94 4 yr*] .17.95 
Billy the Kid 17 95 
Blade Warrior ....17.95 
Blinkys Scary School 7 99 
Bhtzkreig Battle at Arden nes 22 95 
Bhtzkreig May 1940 .17 95 
Blackout ..14 95 
Bomber Bob .17 95 
Bomber MusiOfl Disk 1 4 99 
Breach 2 1 Meg.17,95 
Bridge Plover 21 50 22 95 
BSS Jane Seymour .17,95 
Buck Rogers .22 95 
Budokon.17 95 
Bug Bash/Nucleus.9.99 
Cadaver.17.95 
Captive ...17,95 
Co'thage.17.95 
Champion* of Krymn I Meg 22,95 
Champions ol the Rai .17 95 
Chaos Strike* flack |l Meg] 17 95 
Chesi Simulator .1 7.95 
Cheumoster 2100.  22.95 
CHrori cte* of Omega 1 4.95 
Chuci ’'eager Flight Trainer, 19 95 
Code^cm* Vernon (1 Meg] 28 95 
Cote*-* i Bequest [1 Meg] 29 99 
rmvi, i*tR r nmniAf 29 99 

.17 95 
17 95 
17.95 
17 95 
14 95 

.17.95 

.17.95 
17 95 

Byrs] 17 95 
.1795 
14.95 
17.95 
2295 
22 95 
22 95 
22 95 
17 95 
7 99 

17 95 
17 95 
17 95 

COMMODORE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE 

Epic.,.—.-. 
European Super League 
Exfczse.... 
F16 Combat Pilot 
F16 Falcon and Mission Disk 
F16 Falcon Mission Disk 2 
F16 Falcon Mission Disk 
F16 Fokon 
F19 Stealth Fighter 
F29 Retelioter 
Final Battle 
Final Command 
Final Conflict. . 
Finest Hour Bottle of Britain 
Fire and Forget 2 . 
Fire Brigade 1 Meg 
Flight oTthe Intruder 
Flight Sim 2 Hawaii Scenery 
Flight Sim 2 Scenery | 1 
Flight Sim 2 Scenery 7 . 
Flight Sim 2 Scenery 9 
Flight Sim 2 . 
F limbos Guest 
Flipit and Mag nose 
Flood.. 
Frontline 

Conctve^i Comelot 
Corpc-'a* yr> 
Crime Doe* Not Pay 
Crime Wave . 
Days*/ Thyftder 
De lux* Sc'ooble 
Death Trqp 
DebuT 
Dick Tracy 
Dinosaur Discovery [3 
Distant Arrr-es 
Double DragO” 2 
Dragon Breea 
Dragon Flight 
Dragon force T Steg 
Dragon Wo'i 
Dragons Brea* 
Dragons of Flame 
Dungeon Master Ed tor 
Dungeon Master fl Meg 
Edihon One 
Elite 

Fun School 2 (6-8 yrs| 
Fun Schod 2 over 8 yr*| 
Fgn School 3 5-7 yrsjl 
Fun School 3 i over 7 yr ij 
Fun School 3 under 5 yn| 
Fur School 2 funder 6 yr s] 
Future Basketball... 
Ghost* n Goblins (Amiga t Meg] 
Ghouls and Ghost* 
GoW oF the Aztecs 
Golden Axe. 
Greg Normans Ullmote Golf 
Gunship.. 
Hardball 2... 
Horley Davidson. 
Helter Skelter 
Heroes Compilation 
Heroes Guest 1 Meg 
Hollywood Collection 
Hoiray for Henrietta 
(Moth* 5-12 yrsj 
Horror Zombies 
fmperium. 
Indionopoli* 500 
Infestation 
Intact.. I 
International 3D Tenni* 
International Soccer Challenge 
It Come From Desert (1 Meg] 
Italy 1990 Winners Edition 
Jack Nitktaus Golf. 
Jack Ntcktaui Internal. Courses 
James Pond Underwater Agent 
Joystick Extender. 
Judge Dredd. 
Kholoon.. 
Kick Off 2 Expended. 
Kick Off 2 plus World Cup 90 
Kick Off 2 . 
Killing Game Show 
King* Guest 4. 
Knights of Cry stallion 
Last Ninja 2...... 
Legend of Billy Boulder 
Legend of Faerghail 

COMMODORE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE 

3 7 95 Legend of Ihe Lost ...... 17 95 
17 95 Leisuresurf tarry 2 26 95 
14 95 Lenuresuit tarry 3 |1 Meg] 29 99 
17 95 Leisufssuit Lorry,.... 17 95 
28 95 Lets Spell at Home 1 4 95 
14 95 Lets Spell ai the Shops.I 4 95 
14 95 Lets Spdl Out and About 14 95 
22 95 Lets Tell Christmas Stories 1 4 95 
22 95 Life and Death 22 95 
17.95 Loom. .22.95 
1795 Loops ...14,95 
17.95 toil Patrol.,.17,95 
22.95 Lotus Fspri I Turbo Challenge ...17.95 
22 95 M1 Tant Platoon ,22,95 
17.95 Mad Professor Mariarti.14.95 
22 95 Magic Fly.17 95 
24 95 Mogic Maths. 17 95 
1 1.99 Manchester United.17 95 
14 95 Manhunter Son Francisco 22 95 
1 4.95 Maniac Mansion. I 7 95 
14 95 Manix ... 17 95 
28 95 Moth* Monio 17 95 
17 95 Moihtoik (5-13 yrs> 17 95 
17 95 Matrix Marauders 14 95 
17.95 Mean Street*. 17 95 
17 95 Midnight Resistance. 17 95 
14 95 Midwinter 22 95 
14 95 Might ond Mogic 2 22 95 
17 95 Monty Python. .. 17 95 
17 95 Moonbfosier. .17.95 
17.95 Mr Doo Run Run. 1 1.99 
14.95 Murder .... 17.95 
17 95 Music X Junior...........68.95 
14.95 Necranam .17.95 
17.95 Neuromoncer 17.95 
17.95 Never Ending Story .22 95 
1 7.95 New York Warriors. 14 95 
17.95 Night Breed. 17 95 
17.95 Niniq Spirit. 17 95 
17 95 Ninja Warriors. 14 95 
22.95 Nitro... 17 95 
14 95 Obitai........  .26 95 
22 95 Qmnicran Conspiracy.17 95 
26 95 Oops Up . 17 95 
22 95 Opwotton Harrier .... 17.95 

Operation Spruante .... ... 17 95 
17 95 Operation Stealth _ 17 95 
1 7 95 Oriental Games.17 95 
17 95 OverfheNet 17 95 
17 95 Overrun ... 22 95 
17 95 Pong.....17 95 
14 95 Paroaroid 90.,. .17 95 
17 95 Pipemonia ..17 95 
17 95 P.rote* 17 95 
22 95 Pfotting.17 95 
14 95 Police Quest 2 (1 Meg] 26 95 
17 95 Pools oF Rodio nee 22 95 
1 1.99 Populous New Worlds.7 99 
17.95 Populous. 17 95 

. 5.95 Power Pack.17.95 
14.95 Powerboat USA... 17 95 
17.95 Powermonger...22.95 
17 95 Pro Tennis Tour. 17.95 
1 7.95 Prof Looks at New Words ... 14 95 
14 95 Prof Plays o New Game .. .22 95 
17 95 Projectyle. 17 95 
26 95 Puzinic . 17 95 
22 95 Rombow Islands.17 95 
17.95 Raxerox.....17 95 
5 7 95 Reach for the $kie*. 22 95 
22 95 Red Storm Rising . .. 17 95 

COMMODORE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE 

Resolution 101. 17.95 
Rick Dangerous 2 17 95 
Rider* of Rohan 22 95 
Reborn 2 . . ..17.95 
Rogue Trooper.. 17.95 
Sami Dragon .17 95 
Second Front ..22 95 
Shadow of the Beast 2 28 95 
Shadow of the Beast 1 7.95 
Shadow Warrior*.17 95 
Shock Wove.. 17 95 
Silent Service......17.95 
Sim City Terrain Editor.14 95 
Sim City.... 
Simulcra . 
Sly Spy Secret Agent ... 
Snowstrike. . 
Sound Express Sampler 
Special Criminal Investigation 
Speedball 2_...._ 
Spell Book 14-9 yean] 
Spell Bound 
Spy Who Loved Me. 
Star Command 
Starflighl . 
Storm Across Europe 
Stormavik. 
Street Hockey 
Super Off Rsod 
Supremacy . 
Sword of Arogon 
Team Yankee . 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 
The Cycle*,. 
The Final Conflict. 
The Immortal . 
The Keep. 
The Lost Starship ... 
The Light Corridor. 
The Plague. 
The Punisher. 
The Ultimate Ride .... 
Their finest Hour Battle Britain.. 22.95 
Things (o do with NumbersJ5-10 yrs] 14 95 
Things to do wrrti Word* 15-12 yrs] 14 95 
Tie Break .17.95 
Time Machine ....... .17.95 
TNT Compilation 22 95 
Toki .17.95 
Torvak the Worrior 17 95 
Total Recall..    17.95 
Tournament Golf 17 95 
Triad Volume 3 .22.95 
Turrican.14.95 
TV Sports BoseboB.22.95 
Ultima 5 22 95 
UN Squadron...17.95 
Universe 3.17.95 
Unreal.22.95 
U.M.S 2 .22,95 
toxin*....17.95 
Vendetta,....17.95 
Venus the Flytrap .14 95 
Viking Child.,,,..17,95 
Voodoo Nightmare.17,95 
War Jwp .,.17.95 
Warhead   17,95 
Webb of Terror.14,95 
Welhris.17.95 
Wheel* of Fire...22,95 
Whit* Dearth...22.95 

.22 95 

.17 95 

.17.95 
17 95 

.34.95 
17 95 
17 95 
14.95 
14 95 
1795 

. 22.95 
17 95 
22 95 
22 95 
17 95 
17 95 
22 95 
22 95 

. ..22.95 
29 99 
17.95 

. 17.95 

. 17 95 
.17.95 

l 7 95 
17.95 
17 95 
1495 
17 95 

COMMODORE 
AMIGA SOFTWARE 

Wings of Fury .17.95 
Wmgs [I Meg] 22.95 
Wolfpock (1 Meg] 22 95 
Wonderland 22 95 
Vfarld Championship Soccer 17 95 
Vtodd Soccer 7 99 
Wrath of ihe Demon ... 32 95 
Xiphos 17.95 
Volando 14.95 
Zirio*,. . 14 95 

BUDGET TITLES 
Advanced Fruit Machine Sim . ...699 
Advanced Pinball Sim ... ...4 99 
Afterburner .7 99 
Arkanoid 2. 7.99 
Backlash  4.99 
Batman Ca ped Ou sader .7 99 
BMXSim. .. .4.99 
Drum Studio. 4 99 
Eliminator   .,..4,99 
Fast Lone .. 4.99 
Flyfighter .    4.99 
Formula One Grand Prix 4 99 

.6.99 
699 
4 99 
4 99 
4 99 
4 99 
4 99 
4 99 
4 99 
7 99 
4 99 
699 

.4 99 

.4.99 
7 99 
4.99 
4 99 
4 99 
4 99 
799 
6 99 

Future Bike Sim 
Guardian Angel* 
Hunter Killer 
Impact . 
Mo to Cross Sim 
Nitro Boast 
On Safori 
Operation Neptune 
Pro Powerboat Sim 
R Type 
Rock Star Aty My Homjter 
Ruff n Ready 
Skrull the Barbarian 
Spidertronk. 
Super Hang On 
Super Ski Challenge 
Sgperbike Troniom... 
Treasure Island Dizry 
Wicked 
Wizzball. 
Yogis Great Escape 

MANNESMANN TALLY PRINTERS 
MTS 1J130/26cp* 80 col] . 159.00 
MT130/9 (300/75cps 9 pm 
SO call 399 99 
MT130/24 (300/150 cp* 
24 pm 80 col 499 99 

{includes free connecting cable] 

LOCKABLE DISK STORAGE BOXES 
40 Disk Storage Box 7 95 
80 Disk Storage Box .8 95 
100 Disk Storage Box .9.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Cruiser (Black, Blue or Mullicolour]8.99 
Quick shot 3 Turbo 9 95 
Zip Stick Autofire .14.95 
Competition Pro.12.95 
Competition Pro Clear .13.95 
Competition Pro Extra 14.95 
Competition Pro Gfo (Green) . 1 7.49 
Competition Pro Gfo Pink]. 1 7.49 
Cheetah 125 Plus   7 49 
Racemaker  26.95 
Speeding 9 99 
Speedkmg Autohre 10 99 

Outside Europe shipping casts ore: 
£2.00 per disc tor normal airmail 
£3.00 per disc for express airmail 



How to Piiv 
Ybu cm phone your Access or Visa card 
dot nits or send a cheque/postai 
orders made payable to Ladbroke 
Computing international Please " 

sufficient clearance time for cheques. 

"Please Read: Terms o/ Safe 
Wc arc ftc longest esiabfshod M*n deafer in fie UK Wc have devetopexi an extensive 

customer service pobey whxh means fiat we test ai Hardware/Schware prior to 

despattfi to ens&e that goods arrive in wording order Atfiough otr prices are net 
always fie cheapest we do endeavor to chef ccnsslenty good service and backup 

Jhts isrft fust cur opoon wc were voted'Best Deafer 19B& £y fie readers & ST World 
magazine not for 'the number at taxes shtteef, but for quality service 

Oh Site Warranty Wc have recently extended our backup programme by indudinQ t2 

months on site warranty wilt) al STs at no extra charge Wc already otter ttvs service on 

AM Star prTiters arxt Phfps monitors 

AM prices are correct at copy date 16/10/90. and fre subtoct to change wtfiout prior 

notice Am prices are accurate wf4c stocks fast Phone tor 143 k) dale prices Af pnees 
ndude VM there are no bidden ex fas (WYSfWYQ Defvcry fn Mmtand UK) is tree <n 

orders over £100 (add £10 tor next day courier delivery AM prices avaiatte on Mai 

Order. Shop prices may dWec 

/h.adbroke 
Computing 
International 

Cumana CAX 354 

Unbranded Sonv Branded 
Quantity Loose Boxed Boxed 

10 J £5.99 £6.99 £9.49 

100 

Al dmkfi carry i 

£48.99 

m muacitu m\ Ifafrne t 

£57.99 

iMntasRBfiMBdd/EH 

£84.99 

S P&P for tmeh pwdk of tan 

fUr LfcflBfl 
(V C219,119 

7 Cctou printer 
Zoom * rrmo rtibon aippted 

226 op* 

5 Readmit fSLQ fonts 

Bottcm feed 

Pu* or pjt buck* feed 

iHE ICT4-MP 
CYl—* 12 49.99 

24Pnpmfv 

222 cpa 

6 FfewdenfUQ (onto 

Bottnn feed 

F\nh or pkf tractor feed 
Paper parteng 

, iCiliutLSKiU 
dv£° taiMa 

l.r 24p*prw»«r 
“U »2cpa 

hdfjdea odkxr iMfirii 

BcHttm feed 

Push or jxi tractor lead 

4 LQ fenta 

Accepts font carfndQW 

I Ster LC24 200 7 Ccfcar 01999 

5ter Laser 800 2Mb RAM £189099 

Star LC-10 £16999 
Star LC-10 k* I £18999 

1200* £139.99 

At Star Prntars carry 12 months cn »to 

wnrmntyrJA«*ind UKJ. Al 
BM Cantroricfl cabte Ran for rttxn, 
paper and pnnbr stands 

64K txif w 3 mput switch £7990 

258K Luiffir 3 nput swtrh CU&QS 

Phone for details of Star FR and XB ranges. 

>C Memory enable/disable switch 
☆ Compact, low power design 
☆ Optional battery backed clock 

S12K Board £34.99 
51 2K Board + clock £39.99 

Amax+Rom's £224.99 
Macintosh emulator including 
I28K Macintosh ROM’s. 

Trak Ball £24.99 
nx bait converted to work u 

-wuse on the Amigi. 

A500 d/cvr £3.99 
J/sticks from £9.99 
Mastersound £34.99 

CM 8833 £249.99 
Philips stereo, odour monitor. 

1084S £269.99 
Commodore stereo, colour 
monitor (limited offer) 

15" FST Tv £269.99 
Philips 15-GR-2530I05 B, FST 
Remote, Scart input. Teletext TV 
with 60 tuner presets. 

Alt above include Scart cable 

ik Data enable/disable switch 
VT Daisy chain wthrough“ connector 

Low power consumption 

Only £64.99 
PI**** add £3 pgp 

Funleb Music System for Amiga 
including: MIDI Interface, FS680 
Keyboard Midi cables and software. 

For Amiga £330 
Kawai Music system for ST heading 
FS680 keyboard, MDI cables and 
Midistudio sequencer software 

For ST £330 

Mm AmBfgm priori £23®. 
PHmmSm’6i&Jalte, 

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071 
Shop £ Afaif order premisem 33 QrmaAir* Road Preston Lancashire* PR12QP Open Monday 
fo Saftrdfly &0Qam to 5.00pm Dealer enqtiries welcome Ladbroke Computing International 

rs a tmetng name of Walton Marketing Limited. AI trade marks recognised 

RAM Upgrades 

Quality 3.5" Disks 

A4 Flat bed scanner 

200 DPI scanner, thermal printer, 
and photocopier 
Upto 16 grey scales or B/W mode. 
Compatible with Amiga and ST 

Only £449.99 

Monitors £ Tv’s Peripherals 

music system 

flB 
Amiga MIDI interface 

lx MIDI IN 

2x MO OUT 

Colour matched to Amiga 

Keyboard FS6B0 

4 61 FtJI sized keys 

• 100 preset sounds 

• 16 bit PCM quaSty 

• >00 preset rythms 

• 32400 soind combinations 

• OME-FINGER AD-LIB 

• 2x Stereo speakers 

• Effects: Chorus, Sustain, 
Pitch 145/down 

• 2x MIDI cables 

Amiga Software 

4 5 Track sequencer 

4 5 charnel m«er 

4 Quantization 

4 Left/right locator 

4 Auto bop 

4 Graphic notation 

4 LyricstKARAOKEJ 

4 Registration page 

4 Synthesizer editor 

v J 



0 
24 HOUR HOTLINE 0533 471485 OR 0533 545732 

MINIMUM ORDER FOR FREE DELIVERY £29.00. ALL ORDERS UNDER £29.00 ADD £3,90 P&P 

3.5" BULK DISKS ID 30 50 100 200 
3.5" DSDD 135 TPI 1 Meg 880K 
Mitsubishi/JVC/TDK...£3-99-C11.70-E18.75~E37.00 ...£71.00 
3.5* DSDD 135 TPI 1 Meg 880K Sony £4.99 £14 .70 £24,00 .£44 00 .,.£83.00 
3.5" High density made in Japan.£9.99 £29,00 £47.50..£89 99 £169.99 

3.5 ' DISK STORAGE BOXES 
3.5" 12 Holder solid plastic extra sirong slimpak 

10 Holder vision 10 see through. 
10 Holder space micro fan open.. 
15 Holder datafile fan open .£3.50 
40 Holder lockable 2 keys & dividers.,.. 
50 Holder lockable 2 keys & dividers. .. 
80 Holder lockable 2 keys & dividers. . 

3.5" 100 Holder lockable 2 keys & dividers. .. 
3,5" 120 Holder lockable 2 keys & dividers. 
3.5P 94 Holder lockable stackable banx. 

10 30 50 100 200 
3.5" DSDD 135 TPI BRANDED 
MICROSOFT...£4.99..£14 70 ..£24.00 .,.£44.00 .,.,£83.00 
3.5" DSDD BRANDED SONY/3M/ 
DYSAN.'TOK.£0 50 £25 00 £41.00 £80 00 £149 00 
3.5H HIGH DENSITY - SONY/3M,TDK ...£14,99..£44 50..£72 50XU2.00 ..£280.00 

3.5" 
3.5" 
3.5" 
3.5" 
3.5" 
3.5" 

...£0 75.. .£1,40.. .£1,80 

...£0.85.. .£1.60... .£2.10 

...£4.50 . .. . 

...£3.50 ■— 

...£3.50.. £6.60, .£9.30 
..£3.80. .£7.20... ...£10.20 
. £4.30.. .£8.20.,. ...£11.70 

.,.£4.80. .£9.20,.. .,.£13.20 
..£7.99. P.O.A. ....P.O.A. 
.£8 99 ..£1700... £24.00 

.£15.50.. ...£30.00... .,.£44.00 

DUST COVERS 
Star LC10 printer dust cover...£4.99 
Amiga A500 dust cover.,.....£2.50 
Printer dust cover SO column......£4.50 
Atari ST dust cover ......E2.50 

MANY MORE DUST COVERS AVAILABLE TO ORDER 

3.5 DISK LABELS 4 COLOUR 
RAINBOW 

50 x 3.5" LABELS £2 00 
1000 X3.5''LABELS £8.99 

SINGLE COLOUR 
STATE COLOUR 

£1,50 
£5.99 

TRACTOR FED 
SINGLE COLOUR 

£1.60 
£8.99 

Copy holder adjustable moving arm swivel 80 column £12 99 
3.5" disk cleaning kit with ftuidEI .50 Mouse house me. sticky pad.£1 50 
14" monitor Stand tilt VT turn - turn 360 and tilt 25 degree..£11.50 
6mm top quality mouse mat. £1 50 6mm top quality anti-static   ..£1.99 

Printer stand 80 column 1 piece saftey coaled.£9.99 
Printer stand 2 piece ■ universal......£5 00 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga 4 player adaptor.,. ..£4.99 Atan ST 4 player adaptor £4 99 
Amiga 3 5" TEAC or Cumana 880K external disk drive £64 95 
Amiga & Atari 2 metre joystick mouse extension ,£3,99 
Amiga & Atari twin joystick extension lead...£3.99 
Amiga Alan null modem cable connects 
Amiga - ST Amiga - Amiga ST - ST.......£9 99 

PRINTERS . FREE DELIVERY 

Star LC10 mono printer 154.99 Star LC10 colour printer... .. .£194.99 Amiga parallel Centronics printer cable .£399 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

Brother Ml009, 1109.. .,....£2.50,, .,.£11.99 Citizen 1200 180 E... 

j 

...£2 99. 
5 

£11.99 
Caron PW1060 A .... ..£2-99 , ..£12.99 Commodore MPS8D3,.,,. .£2.50. £11.99 
Commodore MRS 801 .£2.50,, ,..£11,99 Epson LX 80/86 GX80. .£1.90 ... ...£8.99 
Epson LX.LQ 800 LQ 500 . ..£2.30.. £1099 Oki Microlme 80, 82, 92. .£1 99. -£9.99 
Epson FX/LG 1000 LG 1050 .£2 99 , ..£12.99 Qkt Microline 162. 192/3,.,. .£1,99 £10.99 
Epson MX/FX/RX/NX80.. .,£2.50.. ...£11,99 Panasonic KXP 1081/90. .£2.50. £11.99 
Shmwa CP 80,legend 808. . .£3.50.. £16 50 Star LC 24/10.. .£2.99 £12.99 
Star LC10 mono £1 90 £8.99 Star LC 10 colour £5 50 £24 99 
Star LC 10 longer lasting,, ..£2.,50.. ..£10.99 Star LC10 orig. colour.. .£6.50. £29.99 
Star LC10 mono original. .£3.80 „ ,. £17,99 StarNUND/NR 10. ...£2,99 ,£12,99 

MANY MORE RIBBONS AVAILABLE TO ORDER 

AH goods subject to availability Please allow S - 28 days delivery Please make cheques payable to C.D.R. Ltd. Other payment methods: Access. Visa 
card, Postal order To speed up delivery, please write cheque guarantee no. on back of cheque. 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah Exterminator.£4.99 
Cheetah 125+..,.  £6.99 
Cheeiah Mach t .  £9,99 
Cheetah Stanprobe___£10 99 
Competition Pro 5000...........£10.99 
Competition Pro Extra.£12.50 
Kontx Navigator...£10,99 
Konix Speedking.. . £8.99 
ZipStiCk Super Pro... £10.50 
Zipstick Super (Autotire).£10.99 
Ouickshot II Turbo...£8.99 
QuiCkshot III Turbo 130F.£9.99 
Ouickshot 129N Spaceage.£8.99 
Ouickshot 127 Infrared...£34.99 
Ouickshot 128 Arcade.£18,99 
Ouickshot 131 Basic Model ...£6.99 

CDR LTD 
UNIT 22. AFD, 

5YKEFIELD AVENUE, 
LEICESTER, 

LE3 OLE. 

DISK DRIVES 
Slimline Designed Citizen 

mechan.sim. Very quiet 
doesn't clock 880K formatted 
connector + on/off switch long 
connection cable for location 

on either side of your 

Amiga..! £54.99 

BACK IT UP 
SUPERCARD AMI-II 

1009c Backups 
Available for all Amigas 

Transparency option 
(invisible when not in use) 

Quick & Easy to install 
Works on all NTSC-PAL 

Back % up *JI 5 5 and 5,25” software nude,! This includes; MAC - ATARI - ST- 
tBM MIDI ■ Keyboards and AMIGA. Back's up all of these protection 

schemes HE \k,<STRONG BITS * STRONG BITS * LONG/SHORT TRACKS - 
DAT* CQMPRFSSION/EXPANSION & TRACK LENGTHS 

*** NOTHING SLIPS BY- 

With every SupcrCard AMI-II 
you will receive NIB-V2G 
the mom popular American 
Shareware Backup Utilitie 
FREE! Retail Value: £22.00 

SOFTWARE MADNESS 
18 BUTLIN ROAD, LUTON, BEDS, LUI 1LD 

All Prices Include VAT ar 15% 
For more information contact Steve 0582 - 483640 

or alternatively write to the above address. 

Ram Expansions 
1/2 Meg = £29.99 
1 Meg = £89.99 
1.5 Meg = £109.99 
All Ram boards need 

no soldering and don't 
violate vo’re Amiga's 

warranty 

Naksha Mouse 
RRP = £49.99 

Only £29.99 
Excellent Hi quality 

replacement mouse once 
used you're never buy a 
different mouse again 

AMIGA PACK'S 
AMIGA 500 
SCREEN GEMS 

FLIGHT OF FANTASY 
& BATMAN PACK s 

I Meg AMIGA 
SCREEN GEMS 

FLIGHT OF FANTASY 
& BATMAN PACK'S 

£359.99 £379.99 
Software Madness Christmas ! a 

Only £29,99 
Choose any Five of the items listed below 

Stunt Car Racer...,,.RVF Honda 
Blasteroids ....Kick Off 
Rick Dangerous  .Pipe Mania 
Blood Money   Kid Gloves 
Shoot-cm-up Construction Kit 

Driving Force.Cycles 
Joystick...Mouse Mate 
Dust Cover... 10 Blank Disks 
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LETTERS 

deal for the prce they pay. 11$ a 
tncky area and franWy, whatever 
we suggested carted as a 
reasonable once MUd crobatty 
have upset someone. 

The Fourth 
Protocol 

Unfortunately, thanfcs to a new 
competrtof of yoixs. the Lamer II 
mj$ has been widely distributed 
among the Gantry's Amiga 
owners most of which, I imagine, 
wi be format readers. I couldn't 
see an ABC figure « the maga- 
z«te but 4 must be a couple of 
tens of thousands. Imagine that 
as the starting figure for a viral 
nfecbon process? 

! don't know anything about 
rter-maga^ne protocol but it 
*oukl seem to me a good idea to 
post some kind of warning of the 
threat r format, Vtms X v4.0 as 
suppled on CoverDisk 9 is effec¬ 
ts against this virus and the 
documentation file contains mfor- 
mation about the damage that the 
virus can cause. 

Lamer is quite a nasty little 
beast, far more dangerous than 
Byte Bandit or $CA. It lives, like 
these other two, in boot blocks 

and every couple of resets or 
cksk changes ft writes the string 
lamer' over a data block. 

Simon Hudson 
Huddersfield 

Thanks for the warning. 

Free Art 
I am writing to ask if you know of 
any art packages on the PD 
range. I am a house-husband with 
one baby daughter and I can’t 
afford to pay the full price. 

Daniel Russell 
Eastmoor, Wakefield 

Paf speaks; Skypaint V2.0 is on 
Amiganuts 658, and is quite fun 
to use. /t remembers all the dif¬ 
ferent changes youVe made to a 
picture, so correcting mistakes is 
easy. Quaiifywise it's not bri/iianf, 
but you can certainly let your cre¬ 
ativity flow with it, Amrganuts are 
on 0703 785680. 

Putting your 
Shirt On It 

I have a bit of info for you which, 
after reading AF Issue IS, I 
thought may come m useful. It is 

concerning one of the letters, 
asking if there is a company 
which will print Amiga graphics 
onto T shirts. Well, there is. They 
are Wizard Software of 20 
Hadrian Drive, Redhills, Exeter, 
Devon EX 14 1SR. If you send a 
disk to them containing the pic¬ 
ture. logo etc that you want 
printed, they will print it on a 
white cotton/poiyester T shirt. 
You must state the size required 
when ordering (S, M, L or XL} and 
your disk is returned. It costs 
£14.95, P&P included. 

OK? I hope this is of use. 
Dale Wilks 

Cambridge 

ft was in response to a tetter 
from N Abta of Stranraer m the 
fast issue that we confessed we 
knew of noone who could print 
DFaint pictures onto a T shirt, 
Thanks very much for your 
advice, Da/e, but just in case any 
readers would rather do it them- 
se/ves at home, we have also 
become aware of some other 
DfY alternatives* 

We suggested that one way 
to get the required effect would 
be to print fu/fcofour images onto 
heat transfer paper, using your 
own cotour printer wrtti ordinary 

cotour inks, There is also a back- 
to-front version of this process, in 
which you print to ordinary com¬ 
puter paper but use special heat 
transfer inks. 

Care Electronics of 800 St 
Aibans Road, Garsfon, Watford, 
Herts WD2 6NLr can supply heat 
transfer inks tn red, green, btoe, 
ye/tow and orange, on ribbons for 
Star LCWf Star NL1Q/NXW, 
Epson FX10Q, Epson FX80, 
Epson LX8Q, Citizen 1200 and 
Panasonic KXP1080 printers. 
Price is £11.50 rncteding VAT 
except for the Star LC10 four- 
colour model, the ribbon for 
which costs £J 7,25. Care ateo 
point out that the ribbons are 
mufti-strike so they do last well 
and if you want a bulk order for 
use, say, in schools, they do 
have a discount service. 

Ed at Care mentions that 
they have a few customers who 
use Atari STs with a simple set-up 
involving a digitiser and a colour 
Star LCWto make a living taking 
pictures of people and transfer¬ 
ring them to T shirts. ’Better than 
a proper job, l suppose* he says. 

One last option is to print out 
your image and go to a profes¬ 
sional colour photocopyist to get 
it copied to heat-transfer paper. 

DOCTOR AMI 
tatfor Ami is a memory and hard drive diagnostic program that 
Mhwws sophisticated, tow level tests on your kmiga system using 
a full intuition interface and Simple controls and displays. 
The memory diagnostic program scans the system for all memory, 
nciuding on beard memory, expansion memory and accelerator 

memory Regions can then be selected to test with Read Write 
opttoos. and an error list of bad memory locations is displayed The 
program also generates an error file that can be used with the 
startup-sequence to map out tiie bad locations 
The hard drive diagnostic program scans each sector, or a specified 
region of your hard drive and displays the full error code ji.e. Bad 
Header. Read Error] of errors found The program allows the user to 
mao out tbe bad sector and to patch any file using the bad sector 
Sectors with errors are removed from the block availability map so 
tbit they will not be accessed 

ONLY £36.95 

AMIGA/ABACUS BOOKS 
Amiga for Beginners £11.95 

► Amiga Tricks and Tips £ 13 * 9 5 
► Basic inside 4 Out £17*50 
► C for Beginners £16.45 
► C for Advanced Programmers £27.50 

Desk Top Video Guide £15.95 
► Disk Drives Inside & Out £23.95 
► DOS Intide S Out £16,45 

Hardwa re Referenc e Guide £ 21 * 9 5 
► Machine language £12,50 

Mating Music on the Amiga [inc disk) £29-95 
► More Tricks and Tips £14*95 

Printers Inside& Outline, disk] £29.95 
Oukk Reference Guide £7*50= 
SET OF 5 ADO I SON-WES LEY MANUALS £73*00 
The Leisure Suit Larry Story £12*50 

► Indicates Optional Disk Available £0.95 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

THE SECURITIES ANALYST 
The Sec unties Analyst is I st« k eh art! ng a nd analys is program for 
the Amiga series of computers It is designed with the individual 
investor in mind It permits the investor to chart any number of 
stocks over an extended period of time Using The Securities 
Analyst, the investor can make scientific buy-sell decisions based 
or an analysis of market trends. 
The forms of analysis available include: 
► Moving Average ► Trailing Stops 
► Accumulation Distribution ► Stock Chart 
► Retotive Strength ► Momentum 
► Performance ► Price Earnings Analysis 
► Point 4 Figure ► Performance Analysis 
Graphs may be displayed on the screen or output to the printer. 
A Technical Analysis of Stock Market Trends is included rn the 
package. This authoritative manual provides a comprehensive 
background in trend analysis for investors. 

ONLY £69.95 

Prices include VAT & U.K. delivery 
Overseas orders send advertised price 

plus £2.50 for Airmail Please send cheque. Postal Order or Credit 
Card details VISA ACCESS orders accepted by phone 
Masons Ryde, DeHord Road, Perstiore, 
Wares. WR1Q 1AZ. Tel: (0386) 553153, 
Technical Support Tel: (0386) 553222, 

MEDIA LINE FONTS DISK 1 
Media Line Style Fonts Disk 1 coittins 9 different bit-maoped loots lor 
the Amiga They are designed lor professional use <i video 
presentation graphics a ■'•mator and desktop pub listing 

ONLY £34.95 
MEDIA LINE FONTS DISK 2 
Media Line Fonts Dish 2 contains 9 more different bit-mapped fonts for 
use in video presentation g rapines, an i mat ion a n d d eshto p p u b l i s h i ng 

ONLY £34.95 
MEDIA LINE CLIP ART DISK 1 
Abroad selection of high quality clip art for use in desktop publishing 
H oliday. spo rt s. to mpute rs a nd scenery are imong the various t hem es 
included Compatible with all publishing program; which support IFF 
graphic files. Also includes show utility 

ONLY £14.95 
MEDIA LINE ANIMATION 
BACKGROUNDS DISK 
An i mat ion backgrounds for use with p op ula r a nin at i o n s progra ms The 
Animator, Animate 3-D Movie Sitter Video Scape 5-D and Deluxe 
Video are among the animation packages which can utilize these 
backgrounds This two disk set contains thirty different, colourful 
background scenes 

ONLY £24.95 
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E.M.P.D.L 
Amiga/ST P.D. Library. Open 7 Days 9am - 9pm 

E.M.P.D.L. STARTER PACK. A 3 disk collection of the most useful 
utilities inc. Database Word Processors, Spreadsheet, Spelling Checker etc 
STAR TREK. The 2 disk game reviewed by Amiga Formal 
FISH GAMES. A 5 disk collection of the latest games from Fred Fish 
TBAG GAMES. 1 disk with eight of the best games from the latest TBAG 
disks 
THE GOLDEN FLEECE Excellent text adventure 
THE HOLY GRAIL. Another excellent text adventure 
T.V. GRAPHICS- A 2 disk set of backgrounds and fonts for video 
enthusiasts 
VIDEO APPLICATIONS. A 2 dish set of video utilities to accompany T V 
Graphics 
GRAPHICS MANAGEMENT. 2 disk set of graphics utilities 
ZC. A "C* compiler based or the ST Sozobon C compiler Fulty functional 
complete with linker, assembler etc 
"C MANUAL. 3 disks. Compete C manual Over 200 pages plus 70 examples 
MOBED. Moveable sprites editor 
DEVILS KEY. A 3 disk megademo to end all demos The very best 
BLACK BOX. Ride on time demo. 
POPEYE MEETS THE BEACHBGYS, Brilliant demo 
AMIGA EDUCATION SET. A 5 disk collection of Educational programs. 
Including Evolution World Geography. Languages. Metric Conversion, 
W^athpf Pnmrjacl str 

KYLIE MINOGUE. 2 disk demo VAN GEL! S, 1 Meg Demo 
MICHAEL JACKSON. Sad demo MICHAEL JACKSON Smooth Criminal Demo 
LEARN AND PLAY. 2 disk set of programs for the children, Includes 
Simple maths. Word Puzzles, a simple painting program etc 
CLIP ART. A new 3 disk collection of excellent dip art in IFF format 
FLEXI BASE. The most useable database for the Amiga 
UTILITY DISK SET. 10 disk set of the most useful utilities Over 200 
most having full documentation 

All our disks are virus free and despatched by first class post on day of 
receipt at the inclusive price of £2 SO per disk 

Wnte or phone now for our latest catalogue containing over 1100 disks. 
Please state CLEARLY the make of your computer 

] Cheques &PO/S payable to; I 
E.M.P.D.L. [ 

54 WATNALL ROAD, 
HUCKNALL, NOTTINGHAM, NG15 7LE. 

0602 630071 

GURU'S M 
OH DEARY, 
DEARY ME 
To dear up any 

contusion that might 

have been caused by 

last month's Contents 

and review pages, 

Captwe is most 

definitely by 

Mindscapeno! 

Mindscope or 

anybody else. 

The disk pages 

also had a problem, a 

couple of bits of text 

overran - there was 

nothing crucial, but 

you'll find what was 

missing on this issue's 

disk pages 

NEXT 
MONTH 

Next month's issue is on 

sate from December 

13th and for more on 

ihs extra-special, 

bumper sized. 

ably good value mag see 

Page 14 of this issue 

Miss tfxs one and yotfre 

missing history! 

WINNERS 
ELECTRONIC ZOO COMP 

The answers were: obvious. Oh, all right. B,C and C. 

The five winners of a disk drive are: MJ Kay. 

Westhoughton; Adam Wright Thorplands: R Downer. 

Crediton; Mike Blackwell, High Wycombe; Justin 
Stanford, Selsey. 

CHALLENGE COMP 

The answers were: B, wrong and B - we accepted 

anything for question 2. The winner of the tracksuit is: 

PR Grice, Birkenhead, The 10 second prizes of sports 

bags go to: G Keeble, Canvey Island; Stephen Hill, 

Erdington; Ian Stator, Hoddesdon; Jeremy Mankin, 

Stockton-on-Tees: S Booth. Hadleigh; John A Berry, 

Coulsdon; SC Wood, Wincobank; Pnyesh Shmgadia, 

Pinner; Ashley Searle, Leeds; W Charlesworth, 

Reading, 10 third prizes of the Treble Champions 

game go to: Craig Nottage, South Wood bam Ferrers; 

David Chan, Kenilworth; T Anderson, Newton Hall; Raj 

Singh, Heaton; Richard Walker. Sedgley; MM fields, 

Dronfiekf Wood house: AH Foster, Bassett; Carl 

Kuttelwascher, Camberley; James Eagiesfield, 
Hemingbrough; David Hitchen, Middleton. 

SHOPPER COMP 

We allowed a bit of leeway wrth the answers because 

some prices didn't include VAT. They were: £3.90 for 

10 disks on Page 179; £216,96 (excluding VAT) or 

£239 (me VAT) for a 1084 on Pages 208 and 216 or 

127 respectively; £59.99 for an A1010 second drive 

on Page 146. The winner of a trolley spree at the 

Shopper Show is: J Grant, Streatham The three run¬ 

ners-up who get tickets to the show are: David Brown, 
Crawley; GM Dibley, East Dulwich; David Fairweather, 
Blackburn. 
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VIRUS... ATTACK... HUMAN... ALIEN... INVASION... POISON... MUTANT... 
CLONE... REPRODUCE... SURVIVAL?... ANTIBODIES... DEFENCE... 

E> ELIMINATE... REPEL... CURE... YOU NEED... ^ 

| NATION 

« .V* 

• Ad lib and Roland sonic support (PC) 
256 colours (PC VGA version) • Specially enhanced Atari STE mode 

• Limited edition special canister packaging 
• Random copies feature extra prize winning opportunity! 

U.5. GOLD LID.. Units 1/3, Halford Way, Halford, 

Birmingham B6 TAX, England. Tel: 011 015 3306. 

Copyright c A * 1990, The Assembly Line and U.5. Gold. All 
rights reserved. Monufocturedand published by U.S. Gold Ltd. 



• continuing where CHASE HQ 
left off. The Arcade thriller takes you from 

the bright lights of Paris to the rugged terrain of the Sahara. 
Vour mission is to track down, chase and apprehend the 

• , dangerous criminals. 

r the criminals wield some heavy 
Aftji'l / ' | / | |(j hardware - but so do you! You can 
^VnI W _“#■ 1 shoot but you must dodge their flak,..' 

L——^ * ’H(|R heavy gunfire, trucks unloading their 
I cargo onto your bonnet...it’s the 
9 meanest pursuit game to hit your micro 

\ OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED ■ 6 CENTRAL STREET; MANCHESTER * M2 5NS ■ TEL: 061 832 6633 * FAX: 061 834 0650 j 


